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ERRATA
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CORRIGENDA

Page r, and in the marginal headings, pages 2 to 6, first
respondent's name: for Po Sein read Po Sin.
Page 24, line 7, for section 23, read section 63.
Page 27, in the headnotes. for Act III of 1922, read Act V
of 1920.
Page 87, delete the second and third paragraphs of the
headnotes and substitute the following paragraph : Held, that an unpaid builder in India has no lien in law upon the .
building in his possession for the balance due to him under
contract for construction.

Page 214, and in the marginal headings, pages 215 and ·
2I6, first respondent's name: . for Aung Mo r.ead
Maung Mo. .
·
Page 231, line 6 from below: for little read title.
Page 275, footnote .(3), add:at Mandalay.

Page 305, in the footnote add:(7) (1922) I.L.R-. 49 Cal. 999; L.R. 49 I.A. 307·

Page 306, in the footnotes delete the first footnote and
renumber the rest, (I) to (7).
Pages 305 and 310, correct the .name of the case marked
(5) and (I) respectively as: Kirparam v. ~akhi.
Page 510, add as a first headnote:Held, that there is no provision in the Dhammathats '!enabling·
pare':lts to disinherit their children except by giving them away
in adoption to another.

Add

i~

the synopsis of the headnotes : Parents' power to disinherit children.

Page 64I· in the-footnotes add:(s> (1925) A.C. 377· .

ADDENDA.
In Civil First Appeal No. 294 of 1927 (Maung Ba· Tu
v. Ma Thet Su and others), Sir Henry Pratt, Officiating
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Cunliffe, upheld in a brief
judgment t~e decision of Chari, J., reported at 5 Ran.·
785, that a fresh sl:lit in respect of the same cause of action
will not lie though ·the mode of relief is varied, when the
first suit has been dismissed for defaUlt of appearance of
the plai~tiff.
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THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS
Rangoon Series.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, ·Kt., KC., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Carr.

MA KIN

v.
MAUNG PO SEIN

Aug. 8.
AND TH REE.*

Buddhist Law-Partition on divorce through desertion-Share of a wife of
polygamous husband.
H eld, that since essentially the case of a divorce by desertion ~s a divorce
at the instance of one party against the wish of the other, the deserting party
must forfeit all his or her interest in the property of the marriage.
Held, also, that on the dissolution of a marriage through the desertion by
the polygamous husband of one of his two wives, the deserted wife will be
entitled to a half of the lettetpwa of the marriage.
Semble:-In the property acquired virtually by the husband alone (and
being other than inherited lettetpwa) during the subsistence of the marriage, the
principle of nissaya and nissita Q.oes not apply'.
·
C.T.P.V. Chetty Firm v. Maung Tha Hlaing, 3 Ran. 322 ; Ma Shwe Ma
v. MiMe, (1910-13) U .B.R. u4; Ma Thein Yin v. Maung Tha Dun, 2 Ran.
64 ; Ma U Byu v. Ma Hmyin, (1897-01) II U.B.R. 16o; Maung Po Nyun v.

Ma Saw Tin, 3 Ran. x6o--referred to.

.,

Paw Tun for the appellant .
Po Han ·and Halker for the respondents.
appellant Ma Kin claimed . divorce and
from the 1st respondent, who had two wives,
·and Ma The Hmon. Ma Kin claimed
• Civil First Appeal No. 275 of 1926.

· fl"his case was decided previous to the receipt of the jud~ent of the Privy
CoUncil in Maung Po Nyun v. Ma Saw.Tin, 5 Rim. 841-Ed.]

·

.
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that as the dissolution of the marriage was due to
the husband's desertion, the husband forfeited his
entire interest in the property of the marriage. The
trial Court dismissed her suit on the ground that she was
only an inferior wife. On appeal, the ·Division Bench
of the Court held on the facts that she had attained
the status of a superior wife and that she was entitled
to claim partition on divorce as by desertion on the
part of the husband. The learned Judges then proceeded to consider the law relating_ to the shares taken
by the claimant, the other wife and the husband on
such divorce, the relevant portion of the judgment
being reported below. ·
C.J., and CARR, J.-It is claimed for
the respondents that in case of divorce for desertion
the property must be divided in the same manner
as on a divorce by mutual consent when neither
party is in fault. This is based on the extracts in
section 312 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, which
do not make provision for partition, except in the case
in which the deserted party remarries before the expiry
of the · prescribed period. We are not prepared to
accept this argument. In the case of a divorce at
the instance of one party, against the wish of the
other, dealt with in section 255 of the Digest, it is
provided that the party wishing to divorce must
relinquish all the ·property. Essentially the case of a
divorce by desertion is the same. The divorce follows
upon th~ act of the deserting party, which. is ·a form
of expression: of the wish to separate. In the absence
of an express provision to the contrary we think that
the same rule should be followed
the two cases. . In
this respect we accept the decision in Maung · Po
JYyun
M_a Saw. Tin (1) as correct.
RuTLEDGE,

m

v..
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On the question of the interests of the husband and
the wives in · the joint property there is a conflict
between that case and the Full Bench decision in
C. T.P. V. Chetty Firm v. Maung Tha Hlaing (1 ).
This case was decided a few weeks after Po Nyun's,
which was not brought to the notice of the Full Bench
and so was not considered. There is admittedly no
express rule in· the Dhammathats. In Mciung Po
Nyun's case the learned Judges considered it equitable that the husband and each of the two wives should
have an equal interest in the joint property when
neither wife could be said to have · contributed to
its acquisition more than the other. In the present
c1se it would seem that Ma The Hmon did not
contribute to the acquisition of the Rangoon house.
Indeed in all probability this was in fact bought out
of Po Sin's property acquired before either of the
marriages now in question. And Ma Kin certainly
did not contribute directly to the acquisition of the·
Thilwa property.
But we are not satisfied that contribution to the
acquisition of the property is necessary to give the
wife an interest. In the case of the property
inherited by the husband during the marriage the ·
relation of nissaya and nissita arises and the husband
.admittedly has the larger interest. It has been suggested that this relation arises also when the property
is acquired virtually by the husband alone, b1:1t we·
are not aware of any decision to this effect. And
certainly it could not be held that in such a case·
the wife had no interest in such property. At the
least she would take one-third interest and we are
not s3tisfied that there was sufficient authority even
1n such a case for · holding her interest to be less
(I) (1925) 3

Ra.n. 322.

·.
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than the usual one-half. In the cases of Ma U Byu
v .. iVIa limyin (1) '·anu'-"Ma ·shwe Ma v. Mi Me (2), it
was held that on the death of the husband two wives
both of fuil equal status were entitled to share the
inheritance equally. . And in Ma Thein Yin v. Maung
Tha Dun (3), May Oung, J., said on page 64, speaking
of wives of equai status " such wives whether they live
together with the husband or not, inherit on an equal
footing." And if these decisions are correct it seems
to foilow that during the life-time of the husband the
interests of two such wives are equal; whether it can
or l.t cannot be said that one of them has contributed
more than the other to the acquisition of the property.
The conflict between the two cases abovementioned
is that in Po Nyun's case (4), the ·Bench gave each
wife individually a share as if she ·had been the sole
~ife. · In the case of property acquired during both.
marriages, which is the one before us now, the
application of this principle would give a one-third
interest .each · to the husband and the two wives. In
C. T}P. V. Chetty Firm (5) the Full Bench adopted a
different principle, giving the two wives collectively
the share that a sole wife would have had. On this
principle applied to the present case Po Sin's interest
would -be one-half and that of each of the two wives
one-quartet.
Ther'e is no authority on the subject ·in the
Dhammathats nor any earlier reported decision. The
question, therefore, is which of the two methods is
the more equitable and the answer depends very much
on the .way in which the question is looked at. Th~
Full Bench decision is, however, binding on us unless
we are .of opinion that .it is wrong and that the question
(x) . (x897-oi) II U.B.R. 160.
.(3) (1924) 2 Ran. 64.

(2) (1909) U.B.R. (1910-13) II4· ·
(4) (1925) 3 Ran. x6o.

(5) (1925) 3 Ran!

322.

·
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should be reconsidered by a Full Bench. We are not
of opinion that the principle adopted in this case is
wrong and therefore
we accept it.
.
. ..... .
We hold therefore, that the interest of Ma Kin
in the property in suit is one-quarter and that of Po
Sin one-half.
The next question is whether on our preceding
findings Ma Kin is entitled to the whole of Po Sin's
interest as well as her own. In Po Nyun's case (1)
the learned judges held that the wife claiming partition
was so entitled. The decision was in a sense obiter,
because the claim made was for much less than on
this decision the claimant would have been entitled to.
We do not agree with that decision, which we
considered most unjust to the other wife. We regard
each wife as being jointly with the husband the owner
of one-half of the · property and as having at least a
contingent interest in the husband's interest in that
half. On the death of the husband each wife would,
under this principle, take the whole of the half of the
prop~rty in which he had an interest during his lifetime-.
In other words the two wives would divide the estate
equally between them, and this is in fact the actual
rule in such a case. If the who!e of the h.usband's
interest in the whole estate is now to be forfeited to
the divorcing wife the other wife necessarily loses her
prospective right of inheritance. And her possession
will be materially ·worsened even during the lifetime of
the husband, for what remains of the estate, that is,
the amount of her existing interest in it, will at once
become the joint estate of herself and the husband.
In our opinion the divorcing wife should not be given
more than she would obtain on the death of the
litisband.
~

·. (I).(I925) 3 ·R an:x6o.

I9;7
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I n our- view, therefore, Ma Kin is entitled to her
own existing interest in the estate.....:-...1\hat;:~ist~ne-quarter
-and also to one-half of Po S~n's existing half interest
-that is one-quarter-or in all to one-half of the estate.

RUTLEDGE
C.J., AND

CARR, J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bu and J.11r. Justice Brown.

HTIN GYAW AND SEVEN
v.
K ING-)EMPEROR.*

1927

Sep.

2.

Criminal Procedure Code (V of 1898), s. 221- Charge in a conspiracy trialSpecific acts of the conspirators whether to be mentioned-Evidence Act (I of
1872), ss. 8, xo and x x-Previous acts of enmity towards a certain person
admissible in a charge for conspiracy against that penon.
Held, that a charge for an offence under section I20A (1) of the Indian
P enal Code of having agre.ed to do or cause to be done a series of illegal acts
need not set out in all its details the specific acts which the conspirators are
alleged to have agreed to do or to cause to be done.
Where the accused was charged with having entered into a conspiracy to
bring false evidence against a certain person, his prt!viuus acts of hnving inntituted
unfounded p rosecutions against that person are admissibel in evidence.
Makin v. The Attorney-General for New South Wales, L.R.A.C. [1894) 57
Reg. v. Flannigan, 15 Cox. C.C. 403; The King v. John Bond, 2 K .B.D. [1906]
.389; Thompson v. The King, L.R.A.C. [1918] 221--referred to.
Daniel O'Connel v. Reg., So Eng. Rep. xss ; E.eg. v. P arbhudas Ambaram,
2 Born. H.C.R. 90-distinguished.
·

Keith and Paget for the appellants. .
·Gaunt (Assistant Government Advocate) for the
-Crown. ·

and BROWN, JJ.- Htin Gyaw, appellant in
this case, and Po T haung, Po Myit_, Tun Sein, Sian Pe,
.Ma Hte and M~ T het Yon, appellants in Crimin·al Appeal
No. 838 have appealed against their convictions under
M YA B u

. *Criminal Appeals Nos~ 838 and 839 of .I9Z7 against the order of the Special
Magistrate of ·l nsein in ~riminal R egular_No. z of 1927.
.
.
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section 120B read with section 194 of the Indian Penal
Code by the specially deputed Magistrate at Inst'in.
The appeals have been argued together and we propose
to deal with them together in this judgment.
On the 4th January 1924, U Po Thet a wealthy
landowner of vVakema died. The appellant Htin
Gyaw is the son-in-law of U Po Thet, and was at one
time on very friendly terms with him. His wife however
died some years before U Po Thet, and for some time
before Po Thet's death Htin G'y'aw's relations with
Po Thet were strained. Po S~in Gyi and P.o Chein
are half brothers and nephews of Po Thet. They
were living with him previous to his death, and claim
to have been adopted by him. Po Thet's death was
very sudden. He suddenly became paralysed on the
1st January and lost consciousness and he died without
regammg consciousness three days later. The
suddenness of the death appears to have aroused
suspicions of foul pl~y both in Htin Gyaw on the one
side and in Po Sein Gyi and Po Chein on the other.
Htin Gyaw did not arrive on the scene until after
Po Thet had become unconscious and the medical
evidence shewed that . he cduld not have administered
any poison: The proceedings against him did not
therefore go very far. But after the holding of an
inquest into the circumstances of the death Po Chein
and P.o Sein Gyi were prosecuted for the murder of
Po Thet. The District Magistrate who was holding
the committal enquiry discharged the two accused, but
this Court on being- moved by Htin ,Gyaw set aside
.the order of discharge and directed that they should be
committed to Sessions. They were then tried before
the Sessions Court of M yaungmya, the trial resulting in
their acquittal and a complaint by the learned Sessions
Judge against the present appellants . of having
conspire<;! to give false 'evidence in the case. . It is on

7
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this complaint that the appellants have been convicted
fiTIN GvAw after a trial whicb..lasted...fm; some months.
SEVEN
. ····"'•·
AND v.
Two points of law have been raised in these
KING. connectiOn
.
. h t h e convictiOns.
. .
A 1arge
EMPER0R.
appea1s In
wit
MYA Bu
amount of evidence was taken in the case as to previous
ANo
activities on the · part of Htin Gyaw against Po Chein
BRoWN, JJ.
and Po Sein Gyi. It is stated that he has on many
previous occasions made attempts to have them
convicted of criminal offences. It is objected that all
this evidence was·· inadmissible in the present trial.
The other objection which has been raised is as to the
form of the charges.
As regards the admissibility of the evidence, it was
objected in the Magistrate's Court that the evidence
in· question, though it -might be admissible against
Htin Gyaw was not admissible against the other
accused; The objection taken now is far more reaching
and is to the effect that the evidence . is not admissible
at all either against Htin Gyaw· or against any one else.
The evidence relates to five separate incidents on which
the learned Magistrate has summed up as follows:" To sum up the p-reliminary facts which concern
the accused Htin Gyaw only, it is shown that he
encouraged the servant of U Po Thet to lay a theft
case against . Po Sein · Gyi and that nq evidence was
forthcoming to establish the charge; that he himself
a month ·later laid a further complaint of theft against
Po Sein Gyi which the Police threvv out; that four
months later he engaged a lawyer to appear in the
case where Po Sein ·Gyi was accused of attempting to
poison U Po Thet, though the old man laid :no charge
and even briefed_ the defence and · though no good
evidence was produced against the accused person; .
that he was active ·in causing ·p o Chein to be· sear~hed
Jor · a · revolver which was not · found on hirri, . and in ·
causing :a se~rch ·. of U Po . Thet's ·house in . which · _
a
1

92 7
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revolver was found; and that in this case, too, he
engaged a lawyer to watch the prosecution which
proved abortive; and finally, that he took witnesses
to Rangoon and·"'·1aid a charge of conspiracy against
·po Sein Gyi, Po Chein and others, upon which they
were arrested and locked up, though the police
:subsequently found the charge to be false."
Section 10 of the Evidence Act has been mentioned
in connection with the admissibility of this evidence
but it seems to us clear that section 10 has no application
at all to the matter. All but one of the incidents in
question certainly, and the other probably, are alleged
to have occurred before the death of U Po Thet and
it is quite clear that at the time these incidents are
.alleged to have occurred, the common intention charged
in this case could not have been entertained by ~my
·one of the conspirators. Section 10 only applies to
things said or done after the time when such intention
was first entertained by one of the conspirators and
therefore clearly does not apply to the matter now in
lSSUe.

It has been contended before us that the evidence
.as to all these incidents is inadmissible because there
is in this case no question as to the intention of Htin
·Gyaw. If he did in fact enter into a conspiracy to give
false evidence, he must have done it intentionally and
it is contended that evide11ce of the previous conduct
-of an accused person in such cases is only admissible
when the ·question of his intention is in issue. In
the ~ase of John Makin and Sarah JV.1akin v. The
Attorney-General for New South Wales (1), it was held
that evidence tending to show that the accused has
·b een ·guilty of criminal acts other than those covered
·by the indictment is not admissible unless upon · the

1927
HTIN GYAW
AND SEVEN

v.
KINGEMPEROR.
MYABU
AND
BROWN, JJ.
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Issue whether the acts charged against the accused
HTIN GYAw were
designed or accidental, or unless to rebut a
AND SEVEN
v.
defence otherwise open to him. In that case, the
E~X:R~R. evidence objected to was actually admitted, but it was
laid down in the course of the Lord Chancellor's
MYA Bu
ru"'o
judgment at page 65 :-"It is undoubtedly not comBRowN, JJ. petent for the prosecution to adduce evidence tending
to shew that the accused has been guilty of criminal
acts other than those covered by the indictment, for
the purpose of leading to the conclusion that the
accused is a person . likely from }:lis criminal conduct
or character to have committed the offence for which
he is being tried. On the other hand, the mere fact
that the evidence adduced tends to shew the commission
of other crimes does not render it inadmissible if it
be relevant to an issue before the jury, and it may be
so relevant if it bears upon the question whether the
acts alleged to constitute the crime charged in the
indictment were designed or accidental, or to rebut a defence . which would otherwise be open to the
accused.''
The next case cited to us is that of The King v.
John Bond (1). In that case, the prisoner, a medical
man, was indicted for feloniously using certain instruments on a cert_ain woman with intent to procure her
miscarriage_. Evidence was tendered ·to show that he
had previously used simil~r instruments on another
woman with the avowed intention of bringing about
her miscarriage and that he had then used an
expression tending to show that he was . in the habit
·o f performing· similar operations for the same illegal
·purpose. It was held in that case by the majority of
the ·Court that the evidence was adm.issible, but
Mr. Justice Kennedy, who was one of the majority
1

92 7
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1 2
of the Bench, stated in the course of his judgment:9 7
" It is not allowable to show on the trial of an HTIN
GYAw
A ND SE VEN
indictment that the prisoner has a general disposition
v.
to commit the same kind of offence as that for which E;;-;~c:,~
he stands indicted " and he approved of the principle M vABu
AND
.
enunciated in Makin v. The Attorney-General's B ROWN,
JJ.
case.
The other cases quoted generally affirm the same
principle, that when the admissibility of evidence of
previous crimes is in question, the general test is
whether a question arises in the case as to intention
or design. In one case, however, evidence as to
conduct was admitted which had no direct bearing
on the main point at issue and which was not held
admissible for the purpose of proving intention. W ~
refer to the case of Thompson v. The King [1]. ·. Jn
that case, the appellant was charged with acts of
gross indecency with boys and evidence was offered
that he had in his possession a number of indecent
photographs of boys. It was held that the evidence
was admissible, be~ause, when read with the · other
evidence in the case, it helped to establish the identity
of the prisoner. There can, of course, be no doubt
as to the general principle that evidence as to previous
conduct is not admissible solely for the purpose of
showing that an accused person is addicted in gen~ral
to crimes of the nature of that with which .he is charged
.a nd the principles enunciated in the cases cited, which
form an exception to this general rule, . are embodied
in section 15 of the Indian Evidence Act. That section
lays down that when there is a question whether an act
·was accidental or intentional or done ·with a particular .
knowledge or intention, ·the fact that such act forms
part of a series of .similar occurrences in each of which
the perso.n doing the act was concerned 1s relevant.

(1)

[x9.I8) A.C.

221.
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It seems quite clear to us that under this section the
1-ITIN GYAW evidence that is,-.oDjeated" to would not be admissible
AND SEVEN
v.
in the present case. It is contended also that it would
KINGnot -be admissible under the cognate section 14. That
EMPEROR.
section lays down that acts showing the existence of
MYABU
AND
any state of mind such as :intention, knowledge, good
:BROWN, JJ.
faith, negligence, rashness, ill-will or good will towards
any particular person, or showing the existence of any
state of body or bodily feeling, are relevant when the
existence of any such state of mind or body or bodily
feeling is in issue or relevant. It is argued that no
question of intention arises in this case and that evidence
of the acts named can only be given when the existence
of the state of mind in question is itself relevant.
Now it is quite clear that the evidence as to the
earlier incidents in this case is not admissible for the
purpose of showing that the appellant . Htin Gyaw
was addicted to using the machinery of the law
generally for improper ·purposes, but that does · not
in our opinion conclude the matter. If the evidence
adduced on the point is believed, and for the purposes
of the present argument we are assuming that the
Magistrate's finding on this point is correct, then they
do "indicate the state of mind .of Htin ,Gyaw against
P~ Sein Gyi and ·Po Chein and the question therefore
that arises is whether the existence of such state of
mind is in itself relevant. That question seem.s to be
entirely outside the scope of the decisions in the cases
cited . on behalf of the appellants. Sec~ion 11 of the
Evidence Act lays down that facts not · otherwise
relevant are relevant if by themselves or in connection
with ·other facts, they make· the existence or nonexistence of any . fact ,in issue or relevant fact highly.
probable . or imp"robable.
We · have 'be~.n · ref~rred on this . point . to the case
of Reg. -v." Parb~ud:U· A~aram · and oth'ers {1)'_, in which

VoL. VI]
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1 2
it was pointed out that section 11 of the Evidence Act
9 7
must be read subject to certain limitations. Mr. Justice HTIN GvAw.
. dgment remark ed, AND v.SEVEN.
.
W est m
the course of h'1s JU
" Section 11 of the Evidence AGt is no doubt expressed E~:;~a
in terms so extensive that any fact, if it can by a chain MvA Bu
of ratiocination be brought into connection with another
AND
BROWN JJSO as to have a bearing upon the point in issue, may
possibly be held to be relevant within its meaning.
But the connections· of human affairs are so infinitely
various and so far reaching that thus to take the section
in its widest admissible sense would be to complicate
every trial with a mass of collateral enquiries limited
only by the patience and the means of the parties.
One of the obj ects of a law of evidence is to restrict
the investigations made by Courts within the bo':lnds .
prescribed by general convenience and this object
would be completely frustrated by the admission, on
all occas~ons, of ev.ery circumstance on either side
having ;some remote and conjectural probative force,
the precise amount of which might itself be ascertainable
only by a long trial and a determination of fresh
collateral issues, growing . up in endless succession as
the enquiry succeeded."
Vfe do not wish to suggest that the principles
so· enunciated are not correct or that the mere fact
that these previous acts of the accused Htin Gyaw
may add to the probability of Htin Gyaw's having
joined in the present c~nspiracy would not necessarily
make evidence of those acts admissible, but whilst
accepting the general principle, it is extremely difficult
to lay down any definite rule as to · the exact
circumstances in which evidence would be admissible
under section 11. Evidence as to a general disposition
,on the part of an · accused person · to ·commit crime
would not be admissible because the admission would

..

(1)

It

Born. H .C.R. 90.
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clearly be against the general principles enunciated 1n
the Evidence Act. But "it ··seems ··lo us that it was 1n
accordance with the general principles enunciated 1n
v.
KING- ·
section 11 that the disputed evidence was admitted in
EMPEROR.
the case of T hompson v. R eg. to which we have already
MYABU
AND
referred. The sole question in issue in that case was
:BROWN, JJ.
as to the identity of the prisoner and the evidence was
admitted because although not directly relevant at
all; when read with th~ .. qther evidence in the case,
it made the identity · of the prisoner more certain.
The admissibility under section 11 in each case must
depend on how near is the connection of the facts
sought to be proved ·with facts in issue, to what degree
do they render facts ·. in issue probable or improbable
when taken with other. facts in the case and to what
and to what extent would the admission of the evidence
be inconsistent with principles enunciated elsewhere in
the act. Under section 14, Exception 1, a fact relevant
as showing the existence · of a relevant state of mind
must show that the state of mind exists not generally
but in reference to the particular matter in question.
It might, we think, quite fairly be argued that if the
acts of Htin Gyaw sought to be proved had been acts
in which he had sought to set the law in motion
against third persons, those acts, though showing his
state of mind, could not be · held to show his state of
·mind in refer.ence to the particular matters in question.
But in the present case Htin Gyaw is charged with
entering into a conspiracy to bring false evidence
against Po Chein and Po Sein Gyi and all the previous
acts ·of which evidence is now sought to be given are
acts in which he acted against either Po Chein or Po
Sein Gyi or both. .The connection in the present
-case is ·not therefore remote: · In the case ·of R eg. v.
Flannigan and Riggin (1), Mr. Justice Butt remarks : 1927

HTIN G YAW
AND SEVEN

. . (I) Cox's Criminal L aw Cases; yol. IS, p. 403 a~ p. 408.

VoL. VI]
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When considering the admissibility of evidence of
previous acts, I have heard something of the authorities HTIN GYAW
ANb SEVEN
but first of all and before any authority, I desire to say
v.
KINGthis, that · I think where the authorities are at all in EMP EROR.
conflict, the safest rule to be guided by is one of MYABU
AND
common sense." And if common sense be applied
BROWN, JJ.
to the present case, then it seems to us to be on the ·
side of admitting the evidence. The evidence does
indicate the state of Htin Gyaw's mind as regards
Po Chein and Po Sein Gyi, and does add to the
probability. of his having taken part in concerted action
against these two men. We are of opinion in all the
circumstances of the case that the evidence objected
to is admissible under section 11 of the Evidence Act.
It has been suggested also that it is admissible
under the provisions of section 8 as showing a motive
for a fact in issue or relevant fact. It is objected on
behalf of the appellants that the evidence that is
sought to be given is not evidence of motive but only
·evidence of the results of motive. That is no doubt
t he case, but, it is quite clear that the fact that a person
has pursued a certain course of conduct over a
considerable period does indicate that he has" a strong
.. motive for that conduct, that is to say, in the present
case the previous conduct indicates strongly that
Htin Gyaw ~ad a motive for getting Po Chein and
Po Sein Gyi into trouble. But it is unnecessary to
pursue the point further as we consider that, whether
section 8 is applicable or not, the evidence that has
been. objected to was admissible as against Htin Gyaw
under section 11.
·
And if it is admitted as against Htin Gyaw, we do
not se~ how it is possible to exclude it as against . the
{)ther ~ppellants. If it tends to show that Htin Gyaw
agreed with · one of the other accused to do a certain
.act, it must equally show that that other person· agreed ·
4C
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with Htin Gyaw to do the same act. Of course, by
H TIN GvAw itself it proves nothing and the que.stion· as-·t o ·whether
AND :~vaN it is sufficient coupled with the other evidence to prove
E~;~~~R. the conspiracy is a question of fact with which we
shall deal later.
MYABU
AND
The second legal point which has been strongly
BRowN, JJ. urged in favour of the appellant in this case is in
connection with the charges framed against them.
The charge against each one of the i!P.P-~l.~~nts is
couched in very similar terms and it will be sufficient
if we set forth here the terms of the charge against
Maung Htin Gyaw alone. The charge reads as
follows : " That you, between the months of Januat;y 1924and August 1926, at or near Wakema conspired with
Maung Po Myit, Maung Tun Sein, Maung Po Thaung,.
Maung San Pe, Ma Hte, Ma Thet Yon and Maung Po
U, to commit an offence punishable under section 194,.
Indian Penal Code, namely the giving of false evidence
against Po Sein Gyi and Maung Po Chein knowing it
likely that you would thereby cause the said ···M aung
Po Chein and Po Sein Gyi to be convicted of the capital
offence of murder and that in pursuance of such
conspiracy you made the following false statements in
the Myaungmya Sessions Trial No. 22 of ' 1926~
namely-(the particular statements are then set forth}
and further that in the pursuance of the $aid conspiracy
the said Po. Myint, Tun Sein, ·Po Thaung, San Pe,
Ma Hte, Ma Thet Yon and Maung Po U did give
false evidence in the said Sessions trial as specified in
the charges ·now framed against them.''
It is urged that this charge does .not give sufficient
particu~ars of the offence with which each conspirator
is charged and tha( as framed it is not a proper
charge of an off~nce under section 120B of the Indi~n
Penal Code.· It is contended that .the · common .
1 92 7
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agreement alleged is not a common agreement to
commit any specific act of perjury, but that it is rather
. .
f
a commqP.,,....~greernent t9 procuxe t he convtctwn o
Po Chein a~d Po Sein''"Gyi. The procuring of the
conviction of these two men is not necessarily illegal
and if the charge could be valid at all, it is argued
that it should have been framed differently, as a
conspiracy to do an act which is not illegal by illegal
means. In that case the agreement alleged would not
in itself be illegal, but what would be illegal would
be the means by which the· ..agreement had to be
carried out. If that contention is correct, then the
offence charged would be one for which the accused
could not be prosecuted without the sanction of the
Governor-General in Council, the Local Government,
or some officer empowered by the Governor-General
in Council on its behalf under the provisions of
section 196A of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Section 120B of the Indian Penal Code describes the
punishment to which a party to a criminal conspiracy
is liable. The meaning of the term " criminal
conspiracy" is explained in section 120A and the
question for · our decision at present is whether
the cha1 ge as framed is a proper charge that the
appellants have agreed to do or to cause to be done
an illegal act. Section 33 of the Code lays down that
the word " act " denotes a series of acts· as well as a
single act. It is clear therefore that if the charge
is that the appellants agreed to do or cause to be done
a series of illegal acts, then the offence charged would
come within the _ meaning of criminal conspiracy
under section 120A (1). We know of no authority
for the view that before an offence of such a nature
can be charged the charge must state in all its details
the actual specific acts which the conspirators are
alleged to have agreed to do or to cause to he done.
' 2
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In most conspiracies the agreement amongst the
conspirators is of ,~-at ~enern.l:t --nature, and there is no
v.
agreement as to the specific act to be done by each
KINeconspirator. In a conspiracy for instance to wage
EMPEROR.
war against the King, it can seldom if ever be
MYABU
ttNO
generally agreed as to really what particular act of
BRoWN, JJ.
waging war is to be done by each conspirator. That
must of necessity depend on how the conspiracy
develops, but the offence of conspiracy is nevertheless
complete from the time 6f''11le original agreement.
· We have been referred to the case of Daniel
O'Connell and others v. Reg. (1). In that case, certain
counts of the indictment against the accused persons
were· held to be bad. The following passage in the
Judgment of .L ord Campbell at pages 1157 and 1158
is particularly relied on:-" The learned Judges are
unanimously of opinion that the sixth and seventh
counts of the indictment, stating generally conspiracies
to · effect changes in the government and a repeal
of the legislative union, by intimidation and a display
of physical force, are bag,.L .and I am clear that they
are so, as they give the defendants no information
of the specific offences which they have to answer."
But the real objection taken to the counts of the
indictment in that case was that as framed they did
not specifically allege a . ·conspiracy to do anything
that was unlawful. Lord Chief Justice Tundel
remarks in the course of his judgment (at p. 1092) :" \Vith respect, however, to the sixth and seventh
counts, in the form in which they stand in the record,
we all concur in opinion that they do not state the
illegal purpose and design of the agreement entered
into between the defendants, with such power and
sufficient certainty, as to lead to the necessary

HTIN GYAW
AND SEVEN

(x) Eng. Reports, Vol. 8o,

xss:.
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.conclusion that it . was an agreement to do an act in
violation of the law."
·
HTIN GvAw
AND SEVEN
The objections taken were not. that the specific
v.
illegal acts ··:ttnarged·:. :•-w·eYe not set fortb in sufficient E~;:R~R.
detail, but that the charges did not set. forth clearly' MvABu
and definitely that anything unlawful had been done.
· AND
Now that is clearly not the case here. Whatever BRoWN, JJ~
objection may be taken to the form of the charge in
present case, it is perfectly clear that it does set for$;
very clearly that the appellants did agree to· commit
.an illegal act, nam.~ly, the giving of false evidence.
We do not th~~ef~~~''' think that O'Connell's case is of
.any real assistance to the appel1ants on this point.
There were a number of other counts in that case
to which no objection at all was taken and in those
counts · the charges were of a general nature without
$pecifying ·the details of the particular means by
·which the acts agreed to would be carried out. It is
.q uite true as contended that the . appellants in this case
could not have specifically agreed that some of the
.statements ultimately made which are alleged to be .
false should be made, but there is nothing to prevent
them from agreeing generally that a false case should
.be concocted and that false evidence should be given,
the details of that false evidence being left to be worked ·
out later. For the o:fferice of conspiracy, it is not
necessary to prove that _any illegal act at all has actual\y ,
been performed in pursuance of the conspiracy. What
it is necessary to prove is that there has been a general
.agreement to commit an illegal act or a series of illegal
·acts, but it see.nls to u~ that that is what the charge in
the present case set forth and that the fact that there
was no general agreement to make any one specific
false statement would not affect the matter. It may
also be correct that . on the facts alleged a charge
might have been framed of conspiring to do a lawful

20
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act by unlawful means . .... But ... that_.-.}~ .:;.not the charge·
liT~ GYAW that has been framed, and We ·are . llOt Satisfied that
AND ; ;EVEN
the charge that has been framed is defective in any
:E~~~R. way. It is contended that the charge is bad on account·
Mv.A;Bu
of the vagueness of its terms. ·ft ··is true that in the
, AND
charge the only allegation as to the actual agreement.
BRowN, JJ. is that the appellant agreed generally to give false·
evidence. But that is clearly a charge of agreeing·
~o . commit an offence and the .-:~~t~s,.acts alleged to.
have been committed in pursuance of the conspiracy
are definitely set forth in the charges. We do not see
how it would have been possible to frame the charges
with greater exactness nor can we hold that the·
appellants were not given sufficie_nt ..,.intimation in the
charges of what offences they were alleged to. have.
committed.
[Their Lordships then considered the evidence and.
ultimately allowed the appeal.]
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Carr and
Mr. Just.i.ce Das.

COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX .
v.
A.R.A.N. CHETTIYAR FIRM AND
V.D.M.R.M. CHETTIYAR FIRM.*
Jncome-tax Act (XI of 1922), ss. 22 (2), 23 (2), (3), (4), 30 (r), 63-Return without
details no return-Court's jurisdiction to decide legality of assessor's action
under s. 23 (4)-Service of notice on agent of Hindu undivided family
whether sufficient.
Held, that where an assessee makes a return without filling in the details
·required by law, the. Income-tax authorities can treat the return as a nullity and
proceed to make the assessment under section 23 (4) of the Income-ta.x Act.
Under s~ction 30 (1) no appeal lies in respect of such assessment, but the Court
has jurisdiction to inquire whether the Income-tax authorities acted legally o!·
not in assessing under sectiQn 23 (4).
Held, that where the assessees are a joint Hindu family residing in Madras,
'but carry on business in Rangoon by an agent, l)ervice of notice on the agent
u.nder section 22 (2) of the Act is sufficient. Under section 63 (2), su~h service
is not obligatorily,.required to be made on a member of the family.

A. Eggar
.swner.

(Government Advocate) for. the Commis-.

Daniel, Tambe for the· respondents.
C.J .-A preliminary submission was
made by the learned Government Advocate that . no
appeal lay and that the Court had no jurisdiction.
He ~dmitted that this ground had not been taken by
t he Commissioner of Income-tax, who, in fact, made
t he reference. We stated that in order to determine
whether the objection was valid, we would have to
oonsider the facts in both cases.
· - 'vVith regard to · the first reference, the firm carried
()~ :bUsiness· at Paungde. and Thegon in Prome District.
RuTLEDGE,

Sep. '6.
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They made a return on the prescribed form Exhibit
CoMMisA under H ead 5 ... ';.,.BU$iness, ~rade,:o .etc.; .~ .R::r.otit-s-1.'-Qr
SIONER OF
INcoME-TAx income in money-lending busines's about Rs. 5,000."
A.R~A.N. None of the details required under Note 5 at pages
~~!~~ 2 and 3 of the form were given and the Income-tax
V.D.M.R.M. authorities treated the return as no return at all and
CHETTIYAR
fxRM.
ultimately made the assessment under section 23 (4)
of the Income-tax Act.
R UTLEDGE,
C.J.
For the assessee it is argued that though defective
the return cannot be ""tr'eated as a nullity ana "'th:hf·''
the det~ils required in the form are 0n!y instructions
to the assessee as to how he should fil1 up the form .
I 2m clearly of opinion that the particulars
prescl"ibed · by the fot"m are ]aid down in thr>: i\.ct it.:-elf
[section 22 (2)]. Statutory Rule 19 ~mbodies . the J(":ri:n
of return (Exhibit A) furnished to . the rf-'sporJdent ~
This rule has the s~ur.e force as a section in the Act
and a return which completely ignores its provisions
cannot, 1n my cpmwn, be considered as any
return.
1 2

9 7

The appellar:t relied:, ·•on Pitta Ramaszvamiah ·"V.
The Commissioner of Income~tax, Mad1·as (1). This
case cannot help him as I have not the form which
the assessee filled up · in that case and· the Court
decided that the asses~ment i:q fact had been made
under section 23 (3) and .not under section 23- (4).
For · these reasons I would answer the question
referred in the affirmative.
That being my finding, I shall now consider the
preliminary
objection. Though . the
Income-tax.
autl;writie~ have in my judgment righ~ly assessed the firm
under section 23. ( 4) of the Indian Income-tax Act, the ·
questi.on :;tt is~ue was whether they had rightly done
~o, and the Commissioner was . justified tn referring

VoL. VI]
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that objection to this Court for a ruling. It would
not be in the interests . of justice to put such a
construction on the proviso to section 30 (1) as to
prevent " lni~~;.:;Co~rt · from enquiring into the case
submitted whether the Income-tax authorities had
acted legally in assessing under section 23 (4). As
the firm has. failed in its contention, I wduld direct
them to pay the Commissioner's costs, seven gold
mohurs.
Civil Reference No. 6 of 1927.- The question
referred in this -case is as follows : ((The assessees being a Hindu undivided familY
residing in the Madras Presidency and carryihg on
business in Rangoon through an agent, was the service
on the agent of the notice under section 22 (2) of the
Indian Income-tax Act a go'o d service ?"
The question turns upon the construction of
section 63 of the Indian Income-tax Act. That section
runs as follows : H 63. (1) A notice or requisition may be served
on the person therein named either ·b y post
or as if it were a summons issued by a Court
under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908.
(2) Any such notice or requisition may in the
· .case of a firm or a Hindu undivided family
be addressed to any member of th~ family,
or to the manager or any adult male member
of the family, and in the case of any other
association of individuals be addressed to the
principal officer thereof.''
It is admitted on· behalf of the respondent firm
that a notice on the agent would be a perfectly valid
notice under sub-section (1), · but it is contend~d that
as a special provision has beeh made for service o.n
a joint Hindu family by sub-section (2}, this special
· provtswn excl~des the operation . of sub-section (1)

COMMISSIONER OF
INCOME-TAX

v.

A.R.A.N.
CHETTIYAR
FIRM AND

V.D.M.R.M.
CHETTIYAR
FIRM.
RUTLEDGE,

C.].
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as regards service of notice on such a family, and
that the summons should....be .se.r.\?'e.d . in accordance
with section 28 of the Code of Civil Procedu re and
Order 5, Rule 21.
In my opinion the Commissioner's view is correct.
If it had been the intention of the Legislature to have
prescribed section 23 (2) as the only method by
which a jcint Hindu family could be served, they
would not in my opinion have used t.he word " m r.y "
but the mandatory word -:,-'f;~haiJ· '~~.~·.~':A:nd with regard
to the argument that the sub· ~fcti-:: n ':n this _re·:-!ding
is unnec-t>ssary ~nd f.urplusage, there is force in th<Commissi;-ner's arf ument that the i:·:ie-ntion was to
fasten the firm with personal responsibility, so that,
if necessary, the penal provisions · of section 51 could
be applied.
I would accordingly answer the reference in the
affirmative. As the firm have failed in their contention,
they should pay the Commissioner's costs, seven
gold mohurs.
. : 1:.••,.'•\ .....,..-

CARR, J .- I concur.

DAs, J .- I concur . .

:·.. ·
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge.

Kt ..

K.C .. . Chief Justice, and ll1r. :Justice Carr .
•

·~!o ....\,

..

I. E. ABO\VATH

AND

THREE

OTHERS

Oct. 26.

V.

A. E ... ABO\tVATH

1927

AND TE~.

Letters Patent, Clause 13-0rder of Court sending bach au:ard to arbitrators
to enable them to file award according to law not a judgment-No. appeal.
Held, that an order of the Court directing the return of 2n a~·ard to the
arbitra tors to enable them to file it according to the proper procedure laid
down by law which was 6'iiginally disregarded, is not a judgment that decides
.any right between the parties, with in the meanir.g of Clat:se 13 of the Letters
.Patent. Consequently no appeal lies aganist such order.
Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co., 2 Ran. 469-follcwed.

Doctor for the appellants.

S. N. Sen for the 1st resoondent
.
..
RuTLEDGE, C.J., and CARR, J.- This is an appeal
-from an order of the Judge sitting on the Original
'Side of this Court, holding that by reason of material
irregularities iri respect of conditions precedent to the
·filing of an award, he directed·· the award to be
returned to the Advocate of the Arbitrators to enable
·them to issue the nece.ssary notices to the parties under
section 11 (2) of the Indian Arbitration Act.*
A preliminary objection was t2iken that no appeal
lies, inasmuch as the order· is not a judgment within
the meaning of .Cltiuse 13 of the Letters Patent. For
the 'objection reliance is placed on the decision of
the Calcutta High Cdutt reported in I.L.R. XLV
·Cal. at page 502, and on the decision of this Court in
Yeo Eng Byan v. Bing Seng &! Co., (I.L.R. II Ran.,
·p. 469) . . While for the appellants, reliance is placed
<>n the decision in I.L.R. XLIV Cal., at pages 804·
and · lll arid in I.L.R. XXXV Mad., pp. 1 and 7.
* Reported in (1927) s R an . 171.
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We are of opinion that the objection must prevaiL
The late Chief Justice, Sir Sydney"~R'6bins6D::"···:remarks
at page 473 of Yeo Eng Byan's case:" I agree that a decision which affects the merits
of the question between the parties by. determining
some right or liability, may rightly be held to be a
judgment; and I think that an order which merely
paves the way for the determination of the question
between the parties, cannot be conside~e.ct._,.y.!. ~ ~be a
judgment, nor can a mere formal order merely
regulating the procedure in the siuit, or one which is.·
nothing more than a step towards obtaining a final
order.''
The learned Judge has not purported..,.:fi.ru,llly to·
decide any right between the parties. He has held.
that the arbitrators, by not giving notice to the parties
before sending the award to the Court', acted with '
material irregularity and in breach of the statutory·
obligation imposed by sectibn 11 (2) of the Indian
t\rbitration Act, and he ordered the award to be sent·
back to the arbitrators to enable them to ·act·'il'ccotding
to law. Such an order in our opinion cannot be hdd
to be a judgment within the meaning of Clause 13 of
the Letters Patent and the appeal must accordingly·_
be dismissed.
As regards costs, while the arbitrators and their
advocate. acted · with material irregularity in not: .
complying with the provisions of section 11 of the
Indian Arbitration Act, and Rule 1 of the High Court:
.Rules, under the Arbitration Act this Court failed in its..
obvious duty in ·not promptly . returning the award .
to the advocate of the arbitrators for due compliance,.·
and further erred in accepting it and issuing notice
to the pa_rties. In these circumstances, we make n0·
order.· as to costs~
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Carr.
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T AN SEIK 'KE

Oct. 26.

7'.

C.A.M .C.T. F lRM.*
Provincial Insolvency Act (III of 1922), ss. 28 (2), 42-Refusal of discharge does
not terminate insolvency proceedings-Leave of Court necessary to file suit
against insolvent.
Held, that the refusal of the discharge of an insolvent is not necessarily a
termination of the in solvency proceedings, ·and therefore the bar against the
commencement of a suit against the insolvent without the lt:ave of the Court
continues to operate.
Rowe & Co. v. Tan Thein Teik, 2 Ran. 643-follcwed.
}.1aung Po Toke v. M C!ung Po Gyi, 3 R an. 492-()'()erruled.

Khoo fer the appellant.
Lambert for the respondent.

C.J., and CARR, }.- This is an appeal
from a judgment of the District Court of Toungoo
decreeing plaintiff-respondent's suit.
The appellant was adjudicated an insolvent in 1924
and his discharge refused in 1925. The learned Judge
h eld, on the authority of a decision of Mr. Justice
Das in M aung Po Toke v. M aung Po Gyi (1), that
when a Court, under section +2 of the Provincial
Insolvency Act, refuses the discharge of an insolvent
the proceedings had terminated so far as the Cour~
was concerned and that section 28 (2) of the Act,.
which provides that nothing shall · be done against the
property of the insolvent or against the insolvent
. without the leave of the Court during ·the pendency
of the insolvency proceedings, do not apply.
RuTLEDGE,

* Civil.First AppeaL No. 24 of
(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 492.

19~7.
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In effect, the learned Judge's decision would
TAN SEIK
make an order refusing an insolvent his discharge
KE
v.
tantamount to ~n annulment of the . adjudication.
·C.1-~~.T. We are unable to agree with this decision. There
is no provision in the Provincial Insolvency Act,
.RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND whereby, on the refusal of an insolvent's discharge,
·CARR, J.
his property which veEted on adjudication in the
Court or a Receiver, revests in the insolvent; and
although the wide ·powers of review conferred on the
Court by the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act are
not reproduced in the Provincial Insolvency Act,
there seems to be nothing to prevent the insolvent
renewing his application for discharge in case fresh
doing so. From
circumstances might justify hin1
a perusal of the Diary in the present case it would
seem that so far as the Court was concerned, the
proceedings were vet'y far from being terminated, as
· the Court subsequently entertained and passed orders
in respect of the sale of property belonging to · the
insolvent'~ c.state. We are accordingly of opinion
that the proceedings were not terminated by the
refusal of discharge and that the leave of the Co111 t
was necessary before zny ~·.uit could be brought.
The decision of l\tlr. Justice Lentaigne in Rmve & Co.
"· Tan Thei"l TPik (J) was under the Presid~ncy
T owns Insolvency Act. For the reasons alrea~y
given, the principle of that decision applies equally
to cases under the Provincial Insolvency Act.
For the respondent, however, it is urged that the
Insolvency Court has in fact granted leave in the
present case. 'rhe District Judge is ·undoubtedly the
Insolvency Judge~ and the entry in the Diary of the
present case on 8th July 1926 runs as follows:·
" ·There is .an application for permission to . sue
the defendant as· the defe~dant .is an undischarged
1 2

9 7

in

(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 643· .

~
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insolvent. S·ubject to what the defendant may have
to say, I grant the permission applied for."
In our opinion this satisfied the provisions of
;;ection 2.8 (2) of the Act, 2nd the g[ant of l':ave was
a matter within the discretion of the Court with which
we would not be disposed to interf~re unless for veiy
good reason. We are u~able to say \\rhether the learned
District Judge would have been disposed to grant the
leave if he had not considered himself bound by the
decision already cited in Maung Po Tohe's case (1).
The decree cannot give the respondent a preferential
claim on the assets of the insolvent's estate, though . it
may facilitate e;xecution against the insolvent .in person
in the absence of a protection order. In our opinion,
leave has in fact been g~ven. Consequently, the appeal
fails and must be dismissed with costs.

1927
TAN SEIK

KE
v.
C.A.M.C.T.
FIRM.
RUTLEDGE,.

C.]., AND
CARR, J.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
V.P.R.V. CHOKALINGAM CHETTY

v.
SEETHAI ACHA

1927

AND O.THERS.

(On appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Parties-Appeal-Adding defendant as respondent-Appwl barred zuhen
application made-" Interested in the result of the appeal "-Property
transferred by insolvent-Sale by Official Assignee-Transfer of Property
Act (IV of x882), s. 6-Code of Ciz;il Prccedure (Act V of 19c8), q. XLI,
rr. 20, 33·
A plaintiff, having bought from an Official Assignee, for a trifling sum,
property of great value which had belongtd to the insolvent, sued to recover the
property. He alleged that a transfer by the insolvent to the first defendant,
and transfers by the first defendant' and other defendants to one another successively, were all invalid. The suit was dismissed. The plaintiff appealed to
the High Court, but failed to join the first defendant as a respondent. At the
hearing, the time limite.d for appealing having then elapsed, the plaintiff applied

.* PRESENT:-LoRD
·

*J.C.

and SIR
(I) {1925) 3 Ran. 49.2.

SHAw, LoRD SINHA

]OHN WALLIS.

Oct. 28-

-40
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to join the first defendant, in whose absence the appeal could not succeed. The
application was refused.
By Order XLI, Rule 20, an Appellate Court has power to add a party if it
appears that "he is interested in the result of the appeal". By Order XLI,
Rule 33 an Appellate Court can make any decree or order which ought to have
been made, and make such further decree or order as the case may require,
notwithstanding that the appeal is as to p art only of the decree.
H eld, that as the first defendant held a decree against which an appeal was
barred $0 far as he was concerned, he was not " interested in the resu;t of the
appeal" within the mezning of Order XLI, Rule zo; and, assuming that under
O rder XLI, Rule 33, the Appellate Court could add a defendant as respondent
for the purpose of making a decree :~gainst him, no sufficient ground had been
shown for interfering with the refusal to do so.
Semble:-A sale by an Official Assignee of land~ in the possession of alienees
from the insolvent is in substance a sale of the right to litigate, and even if
it does not come ·within the prohibition in section 6 of the Transfer of Property
Act, t88z, the principle of that enactment applies.
Decree of the High Court (2 Ran. 541)-affirmed.

Appeal (No. 109 of 1926) from two decrees of the
High Court (July 1, 1924) affirming two decrees of
the District Judge of Pegu.
The appellant instituted two suits in the District
Court of Pegu claiming certain iinmoveable properties
under circumstances which fully appear from the
judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The suits having been heard and dismissed, the
plaintiff appealed to the H igh Court, but on1itted to
join in one appeal the first · defendant, and in the
other appeal the first and second defendants, as
respondents.
.
At the hearing it appeared that the appeal could not
succeed unless the above defendants were respondents.
The plaintiff thereupon applied under Order XLI ,
Rule 20, that they might be added upo!\ such terms
as the Court might .consider just. The time lim~ted
for appealing from the decrees had then · elapsed.
The learned Judges (Baguley and Young, JJ.)
refused the · application; and dismissed the appeals.
1927, July 28. Sir George· Lowndes, K.C., and M~ R.·
. Jardine~ .· for the appeHants, referred to · Order XLI,
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.~ 20, 33, Order I, Rule 9 and section 107 of the
~e of Civil Procedure, 1908.
,,.\f.~i. Dunne, K.C., and E. B. Raikes, for the respondents,
_, ~re not called upon.
:~~[ October 28.-The judgment of their Lordships was
~..L t:
d b y~~"]tDffivere
:~·-.
SIR JOHN W ALLIS.-The point for decision in these
;i?;.appeals from the High Court 2-t Rangoon is a very
· ,:!)ll}ort one, but there is one other matter dealt with
· ,/;·l>y the Trial Judge to which their Lordships desire
:· ~o refer in the first place-the transaction by which
'''the plaintiff acquired the right to sue for these and
-other properties in Burma, now valued by him at
three lakhs of rupees, fron1 an Official Assignee in
Jnsolvency in another Province for the trifling sum
-of Rs. 580, which could be of no real advantage to
the insolvent estate, having regard to the extent of
the liabilities.
The lands in Burma, which are the subject of these
two consolidated suits in the District Court of Pegu~
were acquired by a joint Hindu family of N attukottai
Chetties, a money-lending community residing with
t:heir families in what is now the Ramnad District in
the south-east of the Madras Presidency, and carrying
·on business by their ·agents in other parts of India,
Burma, the Straits Settlements and elsewhere. The
family was known in Burma as the K.P. firm, these
being the distinctive initials prefixed to all their
business signatures according to the practice of the
,community.
In 1908 K. P. Ramanathan Chetty, a young man
who had recently succeeded his father as managinrmt~ber of the family, finding that the Burma agency
was in difficulties, got the other members. of the
joint family to join with him in executing a deed
of trust by which they transferred the ·properties
-~:r.

,··~· · ·
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mentioned in the schedule to the deed to a trustee
for the benefit of their creditors. The trustee was
empowered, among other things, to sell the scheduled
properties and invest purchasers with fbll proprietaryrights therein; but was to act in certain matters with.
the consent of another person described in the deed
as a " coadjutor ".
In 1911 the first defendant's firm who held two
decrees against the K.P. firm for over Rs. 72,000, were
pressing for payment, and it was arranged that certain
properties in the Pegu District, included in the trust
deed, should be transferred to them in satisfaction
of their claim. A · deed of transfer was accordingly
executed on the 1st December, 1911, in Burma by
the duly authorised agents of the t1ustee under the
deed, and K. P. Ramanathan, the managing member
of the family.
if
Satisfaction was duly entered up arid the 'first
defendant took and remained in possession without
any question being raised ·by anyone until some six
years later t'he present plaintiff, V.P.R.V. Chockalingham
Chetty, a member of the same community as the K. P.
family, who was employed in Rangoon as the agent of
another firm, o·btained a transfer from the Bank of
Bengal of a decree against the K . P . firm for Rs. 90,000
in consideration, the District Judge states, of a payment
of Rs. 2,500, and proceeded to attach as the properties
of the judgment-debtors the lands . which had been
conveyed to and were in possession of th~ first defendant.
Finding, however, that the attachment proceedings
must prove infrucfuous owing to the fact that the two
senior members of the K.P. family had been adjudged
·insolvents· on their own· petition in January, 1918, in.
the Court. of the District Judge of Ramnad at Madura ·
the plaintiff' went ·over from ·Burma to·. Madura, and_
-on th~ 19th Qctober, 1919~ . presented a _petition: ·to
0

••
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the Official . Assignee at Madura, alleging that the
prop.erties mentioned in a list annexed to the petition,
containing some 75 items, had either b.een sold benami
for the benefit of the insolvent or obtained in the name
of his agent or agents with the same object and praying
that they should be sold by public auction, as there
were numer.ous pers~ns prepared to bid, and in case
no one appear.ed the petitioner was prepar.e d to purchase
them himself.
The affidavit filed in support .o f the petition has
not been ex4ibited, b\lt the ·petition i~s.elf contains no
mention of the point chiefly relied on in the suits,
that the s.ale to the first defendant was not in ac.cordance
with the trust .deed. It was · opposed by the first
insolvent, who stated that he had no personal knowledge
of the transactions of his agents in Blln~a, and prayed
for further enquiry in .o rder that the truth might be
·ascertained. 'fhe ne~t thing that appears is that in
:p .ecemb.er, 1919, the Official Assignee advertised the
properties for sale as being part of the insolvent's
estate, and on . the 26th January, J920, there being
no other bidders, the plaintiff became the purchaser
for Rs. 580 of ~ands which he stated in his evidence
to be worth three lakhs of rt,~p.ee~, the lands now in
suit being :valued at Rs. 40,000, and the remainder,
for. which he proposed to institute other suits, at
Rs. 2,60,000,
The District Judge found that the plaintiff's
allegation that the sales in question .in these suits
were benami for the K.P. family was made Fecklessly
and without any foundation, and described his .conduct
in this matter as. most astounding and repugnant. He
also criticised the Official Assignee for not making
further inquiry :as · to whether the insolvents had
properties in Burma .in the names of their agents,
and inferred from ·the insignificant . price . which the

3 ..
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Official Assignee accepted that he attached very little
weight to the plaintiff!£ case that these valuable
properties still formed part of the insolvent's estate.
It seems difficult to resist this inference; but, however
this may be, their Lordships desire to observe generally
that · it forms no part of the Official Assignee's duties ·
as an officer of the Court charged with the realisation
of the insolvent estates either . himself to prefer
frivolous claims unsupported by reliable evidence or
to transfer them to others;~and thus promote unnecessary
and useless litigation. Further, sales by an Official
Assignee of lands in possession of alienees from an
insolvent are, in substance if not in form, nothing
more than sales of the right to litigate: and, assuming
that they do not come .within the prohibition in the
Transfer of Property Ad, against the transfer of a
mere right to sue-which . has not been contendedthey are open ~~ the same obj.ections, and in their
Lordship's opinion are strongly to be deprecated. In the
present case,. as already pointed out, there was not even
any corresponding advantage to the insolvent estate.
Having obtained the transfer, the plaintiff proceeded
to file two suits in the District Court of Pegu, which
were tried togc:ther, against the first defendant and
those ·claiming through him, in which he not only
set up the benami character of the transactions, but
also contended that the sale to tl}e first defendant was
invalid ·as not in. accordance with the provisions of
the trust deed.
, The plaint in the first suit alleged that the sale
to the .. first defendant was invalid and inoperative in
law; ·that ·the sale by the first defendant to the second
.defendant, the E.N.M~K. firm, on the · 20th December,
19.19, was benami for the K.P. firm, which. had been
~djudged insolvent; and that the sale . of the . 1st . April, .
1920, .. by the s.e cqnd defendant to ·P.R.N. Nadesan
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Chetty, represented by the third and fourth defendants,
was also benami for the K.P. fum; · and that the sales· v.P..R.V.
CHoi(A;. by N adesan to defendants five to eleven, the defendants LtNGAM
in possessicm, were made fraudulently and collusively. CHEriY
v.
SEBTHAI .
~:: with a view· to defeating the plaintiff's claim, and were
ACHA AND ·
t~ invalid and inoperative. The plaint in- the second OTHERS. ·
was in similar terms and challenged the transfers ·
~\nade to the first defendant and by · the first defend~u1t .
" to the second.. defendant, Singaram Chetty, the
defendant _.i n possession. The District Judge rejected ;
all the plaintiff's -contentions and dismissed both suits~ ·;
holding as already stated, on the- admissions .
the .
plaintiff·'s · own evidence, that· the allegation that -" thesales were benaihi · was made by the plaintiff. recklessly.'.
and without -any foundation.
.
· .. .
The plailltiff ·filecf appeals from :_these decrees . to:
the High Court at . Rangoon, · but did not'. make· theJ
first a'nd second defendants in the first·. suit or 'the-first.:
defendant in the second suit parties tO' the appeals. . j
The learned.· }tidges ~ stat~ in their. ·judgment ·that
when the ·appeals came on for argument it was pointed
tmt th~t die ·foundation ·of' title of ail defendants.: was
the sale deed to the first defendant; that the decree·s
of· the loW.er ·Court declared the sale · deed to · be
'perfectly v:alid as between the . plaintiff and the :first
defendant; that owing to . the failure to · make the
'first defendiint a r~spondent, there was no appeal
:from this finding, ·which had consequently become
'res judicata as · between · the plaintiff and the first
'defendant, and must also be regarded as res judicata
·against · the respondents, who claimed through the first
·defendant, or,.·in other words, as it was put by the learned
;Judges at the end of the judgment, the finding that .the .
.~sale to the first· -defendant was· good carried with it· a
:firidirig that it . was· also good a$·. 'between the . plaintiff
;arid the purchasers from the .first defendant;. :·
>:
~
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As :regards this question, their Lordships agree.
with the learned J\ldges of the High ·c0urt that the
plaintiff cannot be allowed in these appeals to question
the validity ·of the sale to the first .d efendant or to set
up in the first suit the benami character of the purchase
by the E.:t\f,M.l{. firm fr9m the fit,"st def~nd~nt so long·
as the fi.ndipgs in favour of th~ first defef1dant and the
E.N.lvtK,. ~nn stand, ~P.d <:~.re, theref9r~, 9£ opini0n.
that ·as r~g~.rds this part of the case th~ plaintiff must
ff:lil tt~les& the first defendant and the E,.N.M.K. finn
~v~ m.a<;le p~rtie~ to the appe~l. The p\lt;yhase frc.rp
tlw E, N.l\tt.~. filiQl <:~.nd ~he §Ubs¢quent p,m;~hases ir:
th~ first s~it ~m.~ the p\IrQh~se from tl;le ~rst defend~p.t
in the ~~~op,d &l::l.~t might st<:~.p.g on a djfferent footing
were there any evidence worthy of the na.rp.e 1;o sho"\V
th.~t ~h.ttY were. m~de ~enami for the J.{.P. :fiqp, l;>~cause:
th~ first · d,~~~n~ap,t ~nd the E.N.M.~. firm would
I).Qt be n~9e~~fY part~e~ ~s regar~s th,~§.<t is$\l.~S, but
thi~ Qonteptiqn was, ~9t rai§e9 eitl:t<?r in the Qo1,1,r1; b el9w
9f b~fpre ~h~ir L<;>rd~hip~, afld may therefore beQ.isr~garded.
,
As regards the .rest of the case, <;>wing to the·
pl~intii:f's. failtt,ue to mal~e these defendant~ respondents.
within the time limited for filing an appeal, thes.e
.appeals, so far as t.hey are conc~rned, are prima facie·
barred l;>y limitation, and they are entitled to hold the
decrees in their favour, which, as pointed out by their
Lordships in a very recent case, is a substantive right
_of . a very · valuable kind of which they ·should not
· .lightly be . deprived. When parties are a~ded by the·
Court
after the institution of a suit under
Order
I ,.
.
.
.
R1:1le 10 (2), section 22· of the ;Limitation Act provides
that . the date . wh<:?n· they are added is . ~o be deemed
· to be. · the date of the institution
of the suit
so far as.
.
.
·. th~y a.re ·coJ.lq~rned for purposes of l~itation, and the. ·
rightS whiGh they may . have acquired under · the.
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1927
Limitation Act are therefore sufficiently safeguarded.
The addition of a re~pondent whom the appellant has V.P.R.V.
CHOKAnot made a parfy to the appeal is expressly dealt with LINGAM
in Order XLI, Rule 20, on which the plaintiff relied CHET'Tv
v.
SEETHAl
both in the Appellate Court and before their Lordships. . ACHA ANi>.
That rule empowers the Court to make such party a OTHERs.
respondent when it appears to the Court that " he is
interested in the result of the appeal". Giving these
words their natural meaning-'and they cannot be
disregarded-it seems impossible to say that in this
case the defendants against whom these suits have
been dismissed, and as against whom the right of appeal
has become barred, are interested in the result of the
appeal filed by the plaintiff against the other defendants.
It was for the plaintiff-appellant; who applied to the
Court to exercise its powers undet this rule, to shqw
.w hat was the nature of their interest and this he has
failed to do.
Their Lordships are therefme of opinion that the
Appellate Court were right in rejecting his applica~ion .
under this rule.
The Appellate Court was then asked to take action
under Order XLI, Rule 33. That rule empowers
an Appellate Court to pass any decree and make any
order which ought to have been passed or made, and
to make or pass such further decree or order as the
case may require, and provides; further, that this power
may be exercised notwithstanding that the appeal is
as to part only of the decree, and " may be exercised
in favour of all or any of the respondents or parties
although such respondents or parties may not have
filed any appeal or objection."
Here the plaintiff, whose suits had been dismissed
against all the defendants, failed to appeal against the
decrees in so· far as they effected some . of them and
allowed the appear as against them to become barre~:l.
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In ·these circtimstances the Appellate Court, in the
exercise of their discretion, refused to take actiorl
under the rule so as to deprive these defendants of the
very valuable right which they had acquired in
consequence of the plaintiff's failure to appeal against
the decrees in so far as they affected them. Assuming
that under this rule the Court in a proper case might
add a defendant as respondent for the purpose of
passing a decree against him, their Lordships see no
'Sufficient reason for interfering with the refusal of the
Appellate Court to do so in this instance. They are
:the}:"~fore of · opinion that these appea~ fail on both
·grounds, and will humbly advise, His . ·MaJesty that
.they should .be dismissed with costs.
·· ' · Solicitors for ·appeilants~utler,. .A:llingham & ·· Ford.
Solicitors for ·respondents-Bramall & Bramall. · ·
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

K.E.
v.
MAUNG TIN SAW

1927

Nov. 16.
AND ONE.*

Contempt of Courts Act ·(XII of 1926)-Puhlication of prejudicial comments on
a case pending trial is contempt of Court-Printer's responsibility cannot
be evaded by contract-Journalist's responsibility.
Held, that the publication of comments on a case which is pending trial ir:i
a Court amounts to contempt of Court if the comments are such as are likely to
prejudice the administration of justice in the case. A printer cannot escape
liability imposed on him by law by alleging a contract with the owner of the
press that he was not to be responsible for the contents of the publications. A
journalist should acquaint himself wi~h his duties and liabilities. . Youth and
inexperience or a.subsequent apology would not be an· excuse as a rule.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
CARR and MYA Bu, JJ.-On the l~th of August
1927, there was instituted in the Col.u! of .the Sub~
divisional Magistrate of Prome a .criminal prosecution
which was registered as Criminal Regular Trial No. 82
of 1927~ That case is still p·ending. In it · certain
persons of standing are accused of serious offence~,. .
including rape.
The Zigwet Journal is a weekly periodical published
in Rangoon.
the issues of that journal dated the- .
16th, 23rd, and 30th of August there ~ere published
accounts of the abovementioned case. One of the
p~rsons accused in the case took exception to commen~
~ these accounts and on the 31st August petitioned
th~ · District Magistrate of_ .P.r:ome, ~sking that action
-sJ.?.ould be taken .in· .respect of them~-. The District,

In

• Criminal Miscellaneous .Applicatio~ No.·f6

of 1927.
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Magistrate brought the matter to the notice of this
K.E.
Court and on his report th~...~~ proceedings were instituted.
v.
Extracts from the three issues of the Journal aboveMAUNC TIN
SAW AND
mentioned have been put in in evidence and are filed as
ONE.
Exhibits A, B and C. These contain comments on
CARR AND
MYA Bu, JJ. the case and severely condemn the conduCt of the persons
accused. They proceed on the assumption that the
allegations made in the case against those persons are
true and that those persons are guilty of the offences
of which they are accused.
_ The respondent _Mauhg Tiri Saw is the· Editor and
Publisher of the Zigwet Journal; while the second
respondent1 C. L. Jani, is its Printer. Exhibit D is the .
sTatutory deciaratioii under section 5 of the Prilitirtg
Presses and Books Act, XXV of 1867.
Exhibit· E i~ an authenticated copy of the diary of
Criminal Regular Trial"No. S2 of 1927 of the Court
of the Subdivisional Magistrate of Prome, which shows
that the case was pending ttlal fih the dates of publication
of Exhibits A, B and C.
Ali these tacts are adfultted by both respondents,
who have been· fotmally charged under section 3 of
the Contempt of Courts ·Act, Xti of 1926.
· Maung Tin Saw states that these comments were
published· by his assistant while he was iii ·a nd unable
td· attend to his · work. He says further that when his
attention was drawn to them by the receipt of hotiees
frofu ari advocate, oh behalf of the persons · acc~sed
iii 'the · criminal ·proceedings, he published apologies
in · the issties of the- Zigwet ·Journal dated the 6th, 13th
and 20th of September. He lias produced these issues
arid the apologies contained- therein ·have been admitted
in evidence a~LExhibits 1, ~and 3. These are apologies
to the peiSofts agtrieved by tht! commentS. · H:e n<>W:
expies~es sincere - regret for- the .fmblit:atiorl · of · the
comments . anti- apeiog1ses ie the ..Geutt.
- ..
.
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1 2
C. L. Jani states that he can neither speak nor read
9 7
Burmese and was unaware of the contents of the articles
K.E.
until he received the notices mentioned by Maung Tin MAUN~ TiN
Saw, when he insisted on the publication of the apology. SA;:.m
He adds that when he undertook the printing of the CA~ND
journal he informed the proprietor that since he was MvA Bu, JJ~
ignorant of Burmese he could not accept any responsibility for the contents of the journal. He too expresses
sincere regret and now apologises to the Court.
Both respondents add that since the 8th October
1ast the Zigwet Journal has ceased to exist.
In the circumstances we do not propose to go into
the question of fact involved in Maung Tin Saw's
statement, or to consider whether the fact of his illness,
if established, would constitute a suffident defence to
the charge. With regard to }ani's statement we are
~learly of opinion that it is nt>t a valid defence. In the
.absence of an· express provision allowing him to do so
no person can contract out of a tespofisibility imposed
lipoil hin' by law in su<::h a matter ·as this; and a printer's
responsibility for matter printed by him is · well
established.
It is also well e-stablished that the publication of
~oniments oh a ease which is pending trial in a Court
amounts to a contempt of Court if the comments are
such as are likely to prejudice the administration of justice
in. the case. That the conlments now in. question are
likely to have this effect is beyond doubt. They prcceed
throughout on the assumption that the allegations against
the persons · aczttse.d. ate true and that those persons
ate . guilty of the offences of which . they ate accused.
For example Exhibit C begins thus:-" .T hat those
creatures of Piotne have unjustly and wiifully wronged
•.. .. .
(the complaihan~ in the case) is dear from
the disappeatafiee· of the car driver. Tnis being so the
Asoya (Government or Court) sh0uld dispefis~ jUstice
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according to law without giving way to the four kinds
K.E.
of Agadi (deviations from the path of duty or rectitude
'V.
MAUNG TIN such as greed, anger, fear or ignorance)."
SAW AND
The publication of the comwents is 1:huehre clearly
ONE.
a contempt of Couit and punishable under A ct XII
CARR AND
MYA ;su, JJ. of 1926.
The comments are most objectionable and
the case is a bad one of its kind. Ordinarily we should
not be prepared to accept an apology in such a case·
But we take into account the following considerations:-·
l. The case is, we believe, the first of its kind.
to come before this Court. Vernacular journalism iri
Burma· is· of relatively recent development and it is
prob.able that the law relating to contempts of Court in
journalism is yet imperfectly understood.
z.·· Both of the respondents are young and appear
to . us·. to· ·be inexperienced .
notice in
. 3 . .Tliey had already, before receipt
these. proceedings, published in the journal in question
a full:·apology to the persons directly aggrieved, and
had withdrawn the imputations against them. It ·· is
true that . this was done · only on receipt of a lawyer's
notice, which detracts considerably from its force.
4. The demeanour of the respondents before us
has. been such _as to lead us to believe that their. apology
is sincere and that they really regret their error.
. · No one of the considerations . alone .w ould induce
us to pass over what is undoubtedly a serious offence~
In partiGular the plea of ignorance and inexperience is
not. in ·itself a good one. Before any person embarks
on ~ journalistic career it is incumbent· on him to make
himself .acquainted with the duties and liabilities of the
profession, as.. well as with its privileges . .
In . any subsequent case ·of this kind· it is unlikely
.~hat we ~hall he prepared to accept the · considerations..
2., 3 and :4; a~ovementioned as sufficient to justify the
ac'cep~aQ.~e· o( ·afi apology.
··'

of
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But in ·the present case we think that t here are
sufficient grounds for doing so. vVe therefore accept
the apology of the respondents and, while finding that
they have clearly <::ommitted the offence charged, direct
that they be discharged w·ithout punishment under the
proviso to section 3 of Act X II of 1929.

K.E.

v.

MAUNG TINi
SAW AND

ONE.
CARR AND
MYA Bu, JJ,..

APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efQTe Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brov.n.

MAUNG BA THAN

v.

N ov. 21-

T HE DISTRICT COUNCIL OF PEGU.
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 109 (c)-' Fit case for appeal tQ
His Majesty 'in Council,' meaning of-Case oj private, importance to one party
only and not of appealable value not fit for certificate.
Where a case fulfils the requirements o{ section I 10 of the Civil ProcedureC<?de, the petition~r is entitled .to a certificate for appeal to J.i"is Majesty. .i~
Council but if the amount or ~alue of the subject-matter on appeal is below the_
·appeaiable value, then th~. Cl!Se must be otherwise a fit one for appeal. ·
.. Section 109, clause (c) contempl\lte.s cases wh~re there are questions, for:
example, relating to religious rights and ceremonies, to caste and family
'd ghts or such m atters as' the reduction of the capital of compan_ies .as 'well
as questions of wide public.i,mportance in which the subject-matter in disputecannot be reduced .into act~al terms of money.
·
An applic~nt in a defamatio~ case where the value is below Rs. 1o,ooO:
cannot claim the ce_rtificate, though the case may be· of great importance to·
h imself, if it is not of ,great importance to t he public o,r to .the other party.
·
Banarsi Parshad v. Kashi Krishna, 28 LA. I I (P.C.) ; Radhakrishna Ayyar
v. Swaminatha; 48 LA. 31 (P.C.)-referred to. ·

Kyaw Myin.t

f~~ the applica~ts.

N .·· M . Cawasjee_for the respondent.
.

..

"

(.:

4

C.J.,:.and BROWN J .-This is an application
f9r · leave .t~ _ appe~L_ to -lfis Majesty in Cou~cil .fr.ot;n. a
· : :RuTLEDGE,

.. • Civil :Miscellarieous" AepH~adrin No·:
First Appeal No~j6 Of 1926:;-_-

IIO

of:'I927 arising oht of. ·Civif
·
-
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judgment and decree of this Court dismissing the
applicant-plaintiff's suit.
Applicant sued the District Council of Pegu for
Rs. 10,000 as damages for defamation. The trial Court
awarded him Rs. 5,000 damages, but on appeal this
Court held that the communications complained of were
privileged and that there was no malice on the part of
the respondent Council and accordingly dismissed the
suit.
·
The learned advocate for the applicant admits that
the subject-matter oh appeal to His Majesty in Council
is clearly below the monetary limit of Rs. 10,000, but
u tges that the case comes under section 109, clause (c)
and that the case is a fit one for this Court to grant a
certificate.
Though .the case may be one of great importance
to the applicant, we are unable to hold that it is one of
great importance to the general public or really of very
great importance to the District Couhcil of Pegu.
Their Lordships of the Privy Council in Radhakrishna
Ayyar's case (1); warned the Indian High Courts "that
these certificates are of great consequence, that they
seriously affect the rights of litigant parties; and that
they otight to be given in such a form that it is impossible
to mistake their meaniJ?.g upon their face." ln the same
judgment at page 33; Lord Buckmaster lays down a
general definition of · the cases to which dause (c) of
section 109, Civil Procedure Code, applies:-'-·" There
are questions, as for example those relating ~o religious
rights and cere~onies, to caste and famiiy rights; or
such matters as the feduetion of the capital of companies,
as well as ·questions of wide public importance in which
tlie stibjeet'-mattet ih dispute cannot be reduced into
actual tetms of money.'; These wete types of cases in
whkh he eons1dered that it is impossible· to define in
"(x) (x9zo) 48 LA. 31 at p~ge ·34; 44 Ma<:i. 293.
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money value the exact character of the dispute. Lord
Buckmaster here was amplifying what Lord Hobhouse
had stated in the earlier case of Banarsi Parshad v. Kashi
Krishna Narain (1 ), with reference to clause (c):" That is clearly intended to meet special cases, such
for example as those in which the point in dispute
is not measur~able l;>y money, though it may be of
great public or private importance."
Applying these dicta to the present case, we calUlot
hold that looked at from any point of view, the present
case comes within the comparatively n~frQw liiJlits of
clause (c) as ·defined by their Lordships of the Privy
Council. For these reasons, we are unable to grant a
certificate ~n this ~a$e. The application is qis~is~e9:
with costs . three gold mohurs.
(1) (1900) ~8 I.A. I x; 28 All. -~~i.

·

1927
MAUNGBA>
THAN

v.
THE
DISTRICT
COUNCIL OF
P.EGU.
RuTLEDGE,
AND
BROWN, J~

C.J.,
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. Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt. , K.C., Chief J ustice, and lrfr. Justice Brown. ··.

.:Nov. 14. ·

JEFFERY
. v.
OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE
OF RANGOON .
.

.

Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909), s.47-Mutual dealings. and set-off
-Damages f or br~ach . of contract against share of profits-Refusal . pj
creditor to answer for damages, effect of.·
·,
·
.
·: ·
A creditor claimed from an insolvent a sum of money for his share of profi~s
in a business of which he was manager. The insolvent claimed damages for 'a
breach of contract on the part of the creditor in failing to purchase the busin~s
of t he insolvent. The credit~r; under legal advice, refused 'to say whethe~
he was liable for damages that would wipe out or ·reduce his claim.
.
Held, that the case was one of mutal dealiqgs within the meaning of sect~on
47 of the Presidency· T-owns Insolvency Act.· The Official Assignee was-bound
to enquire whether a claim made againsnhe estate really existed and whether
there was a set-off. The creditor's refusal to answer the Official Assignee on
the question of set-off justified the latter in rejecting his claim.
Booth v. H utchinson, 15 Eq. 30 ; Palmer v. Day, (1895) 2 Q.B. 68xreferred to.

Sen for the appellant.
Dantra for the respondent.
RuTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, }.- This is an appeal
from an order of the Judge in Insolvency confirming
an order of the Official · Assignee rejecting the claim
by the appellant for a sum of Rs. 10,430 alleged to
be due to him by the insolvent in respect of his share
of profits in a business of which he was for . a number
·of years the manager.
H e stated that the amount was evidenced b y a
promissory note signed by the insolvent some time
before his adjudication. T he insolvent had stated to
·the Official Assignee that Jeffery had agreed to purchase
t he insolvent's business carried on under the . name
of Bowyer, Sowden & Co., in -Barr Street, Rangoon,
and that ·4e h~d not carr:ied out his ·. contract and that
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<Consequently a substantial sum of damages was due
I927
:from Jeffery to the estate.
JEFFERY
\i\i"e are satisfied that if this was in fact the case, this OFF~ciAL
would constitute mutual dealings within the meaning A~~~;rnE
oF
.LVU'IGOON.
<Of section 47 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency
-.
.
f
h
E
I'
h
B
'k
A
RUTLEDGE,
A ct. The prov1s10ns o t e · ng ts
an ruptcy ct C.J.• AND
<On this point are similar to the provisions of section 47 Bao~, J.
~nd it seems clear that unliquidated as well as liquidated
·.claims for damages, provided they arise out of contract,
<eoine within the words "mutual dealings" of this
~ection, see Palmer v. Day (1) and Booth v. Ht.tchinson (2).
It is the duty of the Official Assh:nee to enquire,
"':hen a cla1m 1s made, into its substance and to satisfy·
himself that the estate is liable in respect of the. clai~
made. In order to arrive at this result, he must satisfy
·himself that there is not a set-off· for the whole or a ·part
·<>f the amount claimed. 'I he appellant on legal advice
,<fec!ined to answer any question as to whether he was
·!iabie for any Hmount by way of damages which would
-wipe out or reduce the amount of his claim.
·
We are clearly of opinion that he was not justified
in. so refusing to answer. To uphold his contention
in this · respect -would, in effect, prevent the Official
:.Assignee from satisfying himself whether the claimant's
--claim was owit:J.g or had been satisfied.
We are consequently in complete agreement with
·the decision of the Insolvency Judge and the appeal
must be dismissed with. costs five gold mohurs.·
(I) L.R. [189sJ

2

Q.B. 6I8.

(2) L .R. IS Eq. 30.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
B efore Mr. justice Carr.
1927

PO THAUNG

Nov. z8.

"'·

KING-:t;:MPEROR. *
Whipping A~t (IV of 1909), s. 4-Sentence of whipping whether justified for
'
offences under s. 394, Indian Penal Code.
Held, that before a sentence of whipping in addition to imprisonment ~an
pas.s e.d on a person found guilty t,mder section 394, Indian Penal Code, t¥~re
must also be a finding that he hims~lf cause4 hurt while committing the
robbery.
b~

J.-..-The appelhmt Nga Po Myit pl~aded
guiJty. In the circumstan¢es of the case I see .no
.~uffici~nt re~son for interference with the sentence
p..~$$~d on him.
Nga Po Thaung was caught redhanded and there
is no doubt of his guilt. But in my view the combined
sentence of whipping ·and imprisonment passed on
him is illegal. Section 394, Indian Penal Code, by
its terms clearly shows that any person taking part ,
in the commission of a robbery in which hurt is caused
by any of the robbers is liable to punishment under
that section. But section 4 of the Whipping Act is
differently worded. It provides that a person may be
punishe~ with whipping in addition to or in lieu of
any other punishment if he " causes hurt in committing
robbery." This clearly applies only to a person who
himself causes hurt. Therefore, before a sentence of
whipping in addition to imprisonment can be passed
on a person found guilty under section 394, Indian
Penal Code, there must be a~so a finding that he himself
CARR,

. • Crimin.a l Appeals Nos . .1373 and 1434 of 1927.
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caused hurt while committing t he robbery. In this
respect section 4 of the Whipping Act is analogous to
sections 397 and 398 of the Penal Code, which apply
only to persons who while committing the offence in
question themselves are armed with or use a deadly
weapon or who themselves cause grievous hurt.
In this case there is no finding that N ga Po Thaung
himself caused hurt, nor does there seem to be any
evidence on which such a finding could have been based.
I dismiss the appeal of Nga Po Myit.
I confirm the conviction and the sentence of five
years' rigorous imprisonment passed on N ga Po Thaung,
but set aside the sentence of whipping also passed
on him.

1927
PoTHAUNG

v.
KINGEMPEROR.

CARR,

J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Baguley.

RANGASWAMI CH-ETTYAR

1927

v.

Nov. 28.

MAUNG PO KU

AND THREE. * .

Penal Code (Act XLV of 186o), ss. 464, 467-Fraudulent execution of document
on an alleged date other than the actual date of execution is forgery-Alteration
of date of purchase of stamp-paper only evidence to show forgery of document
engrossed thereon.
Compl!!inant filed ·a suit against the first three respondents and obtained a
temporary injunction order against them to prevent alienation of certain
property. Some t welve days after the service of the summonses and four days
before the notice of injunction was served on them, the first three respondents
presented for registration a document purporting to be a mortgage of the
property covered by the injunction, and purporting to be executed'by them in
favour of the 4th respondent some three months prior to the suit. Complainant
asserted that the document could not have been executed on such earlier date, as
· .the stamp-paper on which the document was engrossed was bought only two
· • Criminal R evision No. . 46o'B of 1927.
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daY,s before the registration of the document and there was an alteration of the
date on which the stamp-paper was bought. Respond ents were charged un der
RANGASWAMI
section 465 of the Penal Code but were discharged by the Trial Magistrate
CHETTYAR
whose order was confirmed by the Sessions Judge.
v.
MAuNG Po
Held, set~ing aside the order, that the offence was one under section 476 of
Ku AND
the Penal Code, triable by a Court of Session. To execute, with fraudulent
THREE.
intent, a document purporting to have been executed on a date other than the
one on which it was actually executed, is in itself a forgery. The real gravamen
of the charge is that the document itself is fraudulently ante-dated, and not the
alteration of the date on which the stamp-paper was bought' which fact is merely
a piece of evidence to establish the forgery of the document itself.
1927

J.--This is an application to set aside
an order of d ischarge passed by the First Additional
Magistrate, Prome, in his Criminal Regular Trial No. 19
of 1927. An application had already been made to the
Sessions Judge., Prome, to have the order of d isGharge
set aside, but that application was rejected.
The facts that are agreed upon by both sides are
as follows·:A certain Chettyar firm filed a suit agai nst the first
th!ee respondents on August the 26th, 1926. On the
4th of September 1926, h e applied for a t emporary
injunction to prevent the defendants from alienating
certain property. He got an order for a t emporary
injunction on the 14th of September 1926, and he
served it on them on the 22nd of Septf·mber 1926.
M eanwhile· on September the 18th, a document was
presented for registration at the . Sub· Registrar's Office
which purported to mortgage some of the property
covered b y the injunction order in favour of the 4th
respondent. I must also m ention that summons in
the original civn suit was served on the defendants on
September the 5th. The mortgage document presented
for registratipn on the 18th of Septembe~ purport~d to
have been executed on June the 19th, 1926.
The appliCant asserts that this document was not
exeC'uted on the June 1'..-'th and could not h ave been
exeettted- ·on that date because the stamp· paper on
BAGULEY,
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which it was engrossed was only bought from the
r9z7
stamp
__-vendor on September the 16th, 1926.
RANGASWAMI
CHETTYAR
I am afraid that the Magistrate has entirely failed
v.
MAUNGPO
to grasp the real point of the case, and the learned Ku AND
Sessions Judge would seem also to have fallen into
THREE.
the same error. Both Courts appear to h~ve considered BAcuLEY, J.
that the real point was whether the date on the stamped
sheet had the figure "9" as representing September,
the month in which the stamp was bought, altered to
the figure " 6." As a matter of fact, the real gravemen
of the charge is that the document itself was ante-dated.,
and that the false date on the stamped sheet, whether it
was originally written as a " 6 " or as a " 9 " which
was subsequently altered to a "6," was merely a detail
intended to make the document not appear on the face
of it an impossible one.
•
Another pcint which I may note is that the case
has been dealt with as though it referred to a charge
under section 465, Indian Penal Code. Had the real
points of the complaint been noted, it would have ·b een
seen that the section applicable was section 467, Indian
Penal Code. This offence is one which is triable only
by a Court of Session. I do not think that either Court
has recognized the fact properly, that to execute a
dpcument purporting ·to have been executed on a date
other than the one on which it was actually executed
is in itself a forgery. Section 464 (First), -Indian Penal
Code, includes the words: " Whoever _dishonestly or
fraudulently makes, signs, seals or executes a document
* * * * , with the intep.tion of causing it . to be
believed that such document * * * * was made
* * * * at a time at which he knows that it was
not made, sealed ·or executed, is said . to make a false .
document."
Once this point .'is realized, it will be seen that if
this document' pu~porting to have been ··execl.ited 0~
)
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the 19th of June 1926, was written on a stamped sheet,
RANGASWAM I which was only bought on September the 16th, 1926,
CHETTYAR
it was executed in a way intending to make it appear as
v.
MAUNe Po
though it had been executed on a date on which it was
K u AND
T HREE.
not executed, for it could not have been executed before
BAGULEY, J. September the
16th, the date on which the stamp
sheet was bought. The elements which have to be
proved · are:(i) that the document was not executed on June
the 19th, and
(ii) that the parties who executed it did so with
fraudulent intent.
It was urged before me that, as the document was.
as a matter of fact, executed before the notice of the
injunction was served on the d efendants in the civil
case, it really made no difference whether it was executed
on September the 16th, or June the 19th. So far as
any p~ssibility of a criminal case arising from disobedience of the injunction is concerned, this is true ;
but it must be remembered that it might perhaps make
a considerable difference in future civil proceedings
for the setting aside of the document whether the
document was executed before the executants h ad
received notice of the summons in the original case, or
after they had received the summons ; or it might be
held to make a difference whether the document was
exec~ted before or after the original suit h ad b een
filed .
. The intention of putting a ff!.lse date on the docum ent
must be considered, and if, on a view of all ·the
·surrounding circum~tances of the case, it was h eld that
th~ intention was dishonest, then the defendants would
. be guilty
.of forgery,
if the date \Yere actually a false
.
.
one.
.
.
I mu.st repeat that the ~eal gist of the . case is not
whether the.· date on the stamped sheet was altered, or
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was false originally, but whether the actual document
itself was executed on the date on which it was purported RANGASWAMI
CHETTYAR
to be executed, and that the alteration or falsity of the
v.
MAUNGPO
date endorsed as the date of purchase of the stamped Ku AND
THRBE.
sheet would be merely ancillary to the main issue.
As the case will have to go back for re-trial, I would BAGULEY, J.
point out ·that the extract from the stamp-vendor's
register is really of no probative value in itself. It in
no way aids the oral evidence of the stamp-vendor's
clerk who produced it. If he. were going to give false
evidence in the witness-box, it would be the easiest
thing in the wotld for him at the same time to produce
a false extract. The Court should send for the register
itself and examine it. If this particular entry appears
in its normal position among a host of other entries of
like character and the serial numbers and ·dates are
consecutive, then the register would be of considerable
probative force. On the other hand, if the register
were found to be in. a stage of hopeless confusion, the
serial numbers not running in order and odd dates put
in at random, then, of course, it would have no probative ·
value whatsoever.
I would also draw the attention of any Magistrate
who may handle this case in the future to the provisions
of the Evidence Act about the burden of proving facts
which lie peculiarly within the knowledge of certain
parties.
I note, that, although the respondents filed a fairly
lengthy typewiitten statement, they have nowhere touched
upon the fact of where they bought the stamped sheet
on whi~h the document was· engrossed. Some of them
perhaps 111ay know nothing about it; but the stamp sheet
on which the document was engrossed ~ust have been
produced by somebody from somewhere, and it seems
to me incumbent upon the party who knows how it was ·
produc~d to explain to the Court. where it came from.
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I therefore set aside the order of discharge and
RANGASWAMI direct the District :Mag.isp-ate, Prome, to have the case
CHETTYAR
v.
retried, either by himself or by a Special Power Magistrate
MAUNe Po
or commit to Sessions if no Magistrate is available to
Ku AND
THREE.
deal \Vith it under special powers, and the case should
BAGULEY, J. be tried .in view of the remarks I have made.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Jl..fr. Justice Carr.

RAN·G ASAWMY

1927

Nov. 29.

AND ONE

'(} .

KING-EMP.EROR.* .
Penal Code (Act XLV of x86o), s. 379-Claim of right-good faith in belief and
in the . act of taking, necessary-Extent of such defence.
·
Held; that where a person has a claim of right which he believes to be good
and has attempted to assert that right by doing an act which in good faith he
beliaved he had every right to do, and for such reason the Court is of opinion that
he did not act dishonestly, then the person is innocent of theft. .But where in
asserting his right to some property which a person believes to be good, he does
something which he knows he has no right to do, e.g., by taking the law in his
own hands and removing such property from the possession of his opponent
who claims the property himself, he may be guilty of theft.

}.- This is a case of cons~derabl e difficulty,
to which I have had to give very careful consideration.
There seems to be little doubt as to the facts; the
difficulty is to determine whether the acts of the
appellants were dishonest or not.
The house in connection with which the case arises
.:was the ~roperty of the estate of. one .Biswamber
Gowala, deceased. H~ widow, as administratrix of
the est~te sold the house to the complainant, R. K. Sen>
CARR,

• Criminal App~al No. u 6.3- <?f 1927.
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1 92 7
in 1919. She took possession of the hou~e and let it
out to tenants, but in 1925 he evicted the tenants and RANGAsAwONE'
. d untenanted . But 1t
. appears t h at MY AND
t h e h ouse remame
v.
one Jagmohan Lal, a son of Biswamber and his E~;~a.
administratrix, entered into occupation without the .CARR,].
complainant's permission, and apparently without his
knowledge. In 1926 Jagmohan sold the house to the
appellants for dismantling. The appellants are dealers
in building materials and their purchase was one made
in the ordinary course of their business. They began
to dismantle the house and remove the materials. The
complainant then made a report to the police who
seized the materials and sent up Jagmohan for trial for
theft. The prese~t appellants were not accused in
that case and there seems to be no doubt that up to
that time they had acted entirely in good faith~ The
first appellant, however, was a prosecution witness in
the case. The case was Criminal Regular No. 510 of
1926 of the Third Additional Magistrate,_.Rangoon. The
.Magistrate acquitted Jagmohan. His judgment was
not very precise but his reason seems to have been
that Jagmohan was asserting a bond fide claim of ownership of the house and that though his proper course
would have beeri to file a suit against the complainant
it could not be held that he had acted dishonestly.
He directed the return of the materials that had been
seized to the present first appellant, from whose
possession they had been taken . by the police.
This judgment was dated the 1st September, 1926.
On. the 1st November the first appellant applied to the
District Magistrate (Criminal Revision No. 29~ of 1926)
for permission to dismantle the house in question and .
remove the materials. Notice of this application was
given to the complainant, who appeared. It was stated
in theapplication that on ·the .12th-October the appellant
b.ad been demolishing the house · in order to remove ·
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the materials but had been prevented from doing so
RANCASAWby the respondent, who~ was accompanied by police
MY AND ONE
constables.
v.
KINGThe District Magistrate dismissed the application,
EMPEROR.
holding that the criminal courts had no jurisdiction in
CARR, J.
the matter. In the course of his order he remarked
that the respondent (R. K. Sen) was the rightful owner
of the house.
On the 25th November R. K. Sen applied to the
District Magistrate in his capacity of Deputy Commissioner to move the L.ocal Government to appeal against
the acquittal of Jagmohan. The proceeding is District
Office Proceeding No. 105 of 1926. No notice of this
· application was given to the appellants but from the.
diary of the proceeding it would seem that it was heard
with the revision case last mentioned. This, however,
is not supported by the revision record according to
which orders were passed in that case on the 9th
December. The accuracy of the dates in the revision
proceedings seems to me very questiona~le.
But it is certain at any rate that orders on R. K .
Sen's application were not passed till the 11th January,
1927. There is nothing on that record to suggest
that the appellants were present when the order was
passed nor is there any evidence that they ever b ecame
aware of it. · In fact the acts which are in issue in the
prese.n t case were done, or at least begun, before
that order was· passed. In his order the D eputy
Commissioner expressed the opinion that J agmohan
had been wrongly acquitted but declined to recommend
an appeaL
·On the 12th January R. K. s ·e n filed the present
complaint charging the appellants with theft by removing
materials · of the house on the· 1st to 4th January. On
his examination and in his evidence he alleged. remo:val
also on the llth January~
·
19'27
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1 2
The appellants were first discharged, the Magistrate
9 7
holding that they had acted in the assertion of a bona fide RANcAsAw• of ng
• ht, and t h at t h err
. acts t herefore d"d
·c1arm
1
not MY AND
v. ONE
·amount to theft. On an application in revision (No. 223 E~=;~R.
of 1927) the District Magistrate ordered a further CARR,].
·
·inquiry and on that inquiry the appellants have been
convicted of theft and fined Rs. 500 each. The
materials which had been seized under a warrant issued
by the Court were ordered to be delivered to the
complainant. It should be noted that Jagmohan was
in the first instance made an accused in this case but
never appeared. It is said that he is dead.
The only real ground of this appeal is a claim that
the appellants acted in an honest belief that they were
-entitled to do what they did.
I have been referred to a number of cases which
'lay down the dictum t_h at a person who takes property
in the assertion of a bona fide claim of right cannot be
·convicted of theft. I do not like such dicta, which
-seems to me r:a ther to obscure than to elucidate the law.
What the Court has to decide in a case such as the
present is whether the act of the· accused person was
·-dishonest or not. If it was not dishonest than it does
·not amount to theft. If the dictum abovementioned
··means that the accused has a claim of right vvhich he
'believes to be good and has attempted to assert that
:right by doing an act which in good faith he believed
:he had every right to do and that for that reason the
·Court is of opinion that he did not act dishonestly and
·that . therefore he is not guilty of theft, than I have no
-quarrel with it. · Stated in this form it is merely a
-description of the process by which the Court arrives
.-at ·the finding that the accused's act was not dishonest.
But with the dictum as more briefly .set out above
I · do quarre~. It is quite possible that a person may
:have· a claiin which he believes ·to be good to certain
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property and yet that in asserting that right he may
do something which he knows he has no right to do.
For instance he may know perfectly well that his claim
is disputed and that if he wishes to enforce it his
proper course is to do so by having recourse to the
Courts. If knowing that he prefers to take the law into
his own hands by removing the property from the
possession of his opponent, knowing that his oppoD;ent
also lays claim to the property, then I should say that his
act is dishonest and amounts to theft. H e has caused
wrongful gain or possession to himself and wrongful
loss of possession to his opponent.
In the present case I have no doubt that in the·
first instance the appellants bought the materials of the
house from J agmohan in good faith, believing that
1agmohan had a right to sell them. But in view of
the facts set out there can be no doubt that when in
January they did the acts complained of they were fully
aware that their claim was disputed by the complainant
.who himself claimed to own the property. They must.
also have known that the complainant's claim was
based on a transfer by the administratrix of the estate ..
They may have thought that there was a flaw in the
complainant's title and that their own was better, but
they must have known that the dispute between them.
·coulq ·Only be finally decided by a competent Civil
Court. If there were nothing else in t;he case I should·
have heJd that they had acted dishonestly' and I should
have refused to interfere.
But there is ·another factor in the case. This iscontained in the evidence of an advocate of this Court
who was the first witness for the· defence. This
gentleman says that he appeared for Jagmohan on the
first trial and that he also argued the .first appellant's.
application for .permission to remove the materials ..
Nevertheless after the District Magistrate had dismissed:
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1927
that application he advised the appellants to take the
law into their own hands and to remove the materials MY
RANaAsAwAND ONE'
v.
from the house site.
KINGNow I consider that that was very bad advice and EMPEROR.
that it was wrong for an advocate to give such advice. CARR, J.
But that does not affect the fact that the advice was
given. This fact shows that the appellants did not act
on their own initiative either knowing that their action
was wrong or not caring whether it was right or wrong~
Instead they took care to obtain advice from an advocate
of some standing and I t~ink they were entitled to
expect that the advice given to them would be such as
they would he safe in following. In the face of this
fact I find myself unable to find, as I should have found
.on the other facts of the case, that the appellants
acted dishonestly. In my opinion therefore the appellant
·a re entitled to acquittal.
I therefore set aside the convictions and sentences
passed upon Rangaswamy and Rackiah Pilla:y and direct . ·
that they be acquitted and that the fines, if paid, be
refunded to them. Their bail bonds will be cancelled·
The order of the Magistrate for the return to the
complainant of the .materials seized is confirmed: And
I note for the information of the appellants that if they
wish to assert their claim to the materials of the house
in que~tion they must do so by due process · of law.
Should they again take the law into th ~ir own hands it
is unlikely that any plea of a bona fide claim will avail
them.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K. C., Chief :Justice, _W:r. :Justice H eald .and
Mr. :Justice Brown.
1927

UMIN DIN
v.
U PO THAUN·G.*

.Nov. 30.

Provincial .S mall Cause Courts Act (IX of x887), Sch. II, Art. 3 x- ' l'V!eme
profits,' meaning of-Suits for meme profits whether cognisable by a Small
Cause Court.
Held, that a suit for mesne profits is not of a nature cognizable by a SmallCause Court under the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act. ·Mesne profits are
those profits which the person in wrongful possession of immoveable propertY
actually received or might with ordinary diligence have received therefrom,
together with the interest on such profits. A suit for mesne profits is based on
tort, but the enquiry necessary to decide such a suit is often, if not always,
'Similar to an enquiry required for the taking of accounts.
Antotle v. Mahadev, 25 Born. 85; Drigpal Singh v. Kt{njal, 40 All. 142;
Maung Tun E v. 111/aung Shwe Tha, 4 U.B.R. 83; Ramasami v. Authi Lakshmi,
:34 Mad. 502; Savarimuthu v. Aithurusu, 25 Mad. I03-.::..referred to and
-approved.
Girjabai v. Raghunath, 30 Born. 147; Ma Pan v . •W:e U, 3 Ran. 390-distinguished.
.
Kunjo Behary Singh v. Madhub Chundra Ghose, 23 Cal. 884; Maung Hla
.Din v. Matmg Kyaw Gale, 5 Ran. 388; ]1/[ussamat Kishe.n Kottr v. Tulsa
Singh, P.R. (1902) Civil No. 35-dissentedjrom.

The facts of the case appear in the judgment of
Heald, J., reported below.
The reference to a Full BenGh was made in the
following terms by:-

DAs, J.- The respondent filed a suit for ·the recovery
-of mesne profits due· to him. He obtained ~ decree
-and the defendant appealed but the appeal was dismissed.
The defendant now appeals to this Court. ·
The respondent raises a preliminary objection that
no s~cond appeal lies as the suit wa8 · of the nature
<Cog~izable by the Small. Cause Court. · The appellant
• Civil Reference No. 8 of 1927 arising out of Civil Sec(!nd AJ;>peal No. 613

<Ofr92.6.

.
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1
argues that Article 31 of the Second Schedule to the
9"7
Provincial Small Causes Courts Act provides .that a u MxN DrN<
suit for the profits on immoveable property belonging
u Po
to the plaintiff which have been wrongfully received by· THAUNG.
the defendant bars the Small Cause Court from trying
the suit. Article 31 runs as follows:-" Any other suit
for an account, including a suit by a mortgagor, after
the mortgage has been satisfied to recover surplus
collections received by the mortgagee, and a suit for
the profits on immoveable property belonging to the
plaintiff which have been wrongfully received by the
defendant." It is argued by the respondent that the
last clause of this article is governed by the words·
"suit for an account," that is the class <;>f suits mentioned
in the article must be a suit for an account. In the
Full Bench case of Kunjo Behary Singh v. · Madhub
Chundra Ghose (1), a majority of the Judges decided .
that a suit for mesne · profits was triable by a $mall
Cause Court, and that therefore no second appeal lay ·
from ·the judgment, unless the value of the subjectmatter was more than Rs. 500. But two of the learned
Judges, nam.ely, Mr. Justice Ghose and Mr. Justice
Banerjee dissented from the decision of the majority
and held that Article 31 of the Second Schedule applied
to that class of suits and that therefore that class of
suits was not · cognizable by the Small Cause Court.
Mr. Justice Banerjee in .the course of his judgment at
page 896 states as follows :-" The words ' any other:
suit for an account including a suit, &c.' in Article 31
quoted above, mean, in my opinion, ' any other '' suit
for an account," taking the expression "suit for an
account '' as comprehending also a suit, &c.' F o~ if the
word 'including' was. meant to exclude everything that .
did not come within the strict sense of the expressiOn

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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suit for an account,' then the specification of the
.v MIN
DIN two di-stinct classes· of suits that follows
would be
v.
UPo
unnecessary.''
' THAUNG.
In the case of Savarimuthu and others v. Aithurusu
Rawtfzar (1), a Full Bench of the Madras High Court
decided that a suit for mesne profits was not cognizable
by a Small Cause Court~ The referring Judges in
the course of the order stated as follows:- " The Second
Schedule to the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act
after excepting from the cognizance of a Court of Small'
Causes, in clauses 29 and 30, certain specific suits for
an account, also excepts by the first part of Article 31,
., every other suit for an account,.; but as· a suit by a
mortgagor to recover surplus collections received by
·the mortgagee after ·the mortgage has been satisfied
{Artide 105 of the Limitation Act) and a suit for mesne
.Profits (Article 109) are not technically suits for an
account, and would not therefore be comprehended
.in the ~xpression ' any other suit for an account,' the
Legislature advisedly- included these two classes of suits
·under Article 31, so that they may be specifically
.excepted from the cognisance of a Court of Sin.all Causes .
.As these two classes of suits are akin to suits for an
.account, though not technically, such they were ·n ot
.inappropriately included in Article 31 instead of being
_provided for by a separate article." In the case of
.Antone v. Mahadev (2), a Bench of the Bombay High
Court held that the suit for mesne profits fell within
·the exception of clause 31 of Schedule II of the Provincia]
.Small Cause Courts Act and was not of a nature
cognizable by Courts ·of Small Causes, and that therefore,
.an appeal lay from that Court. My . brother Pratt,
.however, in the case of Maung.Hla Din v. Maung Kyaw
·Gale (3) · disagreed with the decisions of the Madras
9 7

'

(r.).(1902).z5 Mad. IOJ.
(2) (r<)oo) 25 Born. Ss. ·
(3) (x927) s Ran. 388;
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and Bomba)' High Courts, and agreed with the decision
DIN
of the Calcutta High Court, and held that Article 31, U MIN
v.
U Po
Second Schedule, of the Provincial Small Cause Courts
THAUNG.
Act contemplates suits in the nature of suits for an
account. I have carefully gone · into the decision of
my · bother Pratt, and I must say that I cannot agree
with him. If the Legislature had intended that the
words "a suit for the profits on immoveable property
belonging to the plaintiff, etc." in the second part of
Article 31 should mean a suit for an account for the
profits and nothing else, it is difficult to understand.
why the word " including " should have been used
after the words " any other suit for an account." I am
of opinion that the words " a suit for the profits on
immoveable property belonging to the plaintiff, etc.''
do not mean a suit for an account for the profits , only
and that all suits for the profits on immoveable property
are excluded from the jurisdiction of the Small Cause
Court.
· ·
As I am differing from the decision of my brother
Pratt, I submit these papers to the Chief Justice for
him to form a Bench to consider the question whether
suits for mesne profits are of a nature cognizable by a·
Small Cause Court.
Rauf for · the appellant.
Basu for the respondent.

BROWN, }.-The question referred to us for decision
is whether suits for mesne profits are of a nature
cognizable by a .S:mall Cause Court under the Provincial
Small Cause Courts Act.
The question was ful.ly discussed in the case of
Kun.fo · Behary Singh v. Madhub Chundra Chose (1),
where a majority of a Full Bench of St'ven Judges held
that a Small C1use Court had iurisdiction to el).tertain
(ij ·(1896) 23 Cal. 884.
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such cases. In ·the case of Maung Hla Ditt v. Maung
u MrN DIN Kyaw Gale (1), our brother Pratt expressed a general
u v.Po
agreement with the views of the majority of the Judges
THAUNc.
in Kunjo Behary Singh's case and although he did not
BROWN, J.
expressly find that a SUit for mesne profits Was COgnizable
by a Small Cause Court, it would seem to follow from
his arguments in his judgment that such a suit would
be so cognizable. The question has been referred to
us by our brother Das, because, in his opinion, the
decision of the majority of the Bench of the High Court
of Calcutta was erroneous.
Article 31 of the Schedule to the .Provincial Small
Cause Courts Act excludes from the jurisdiction of
the Small Cause Court " Any other suit for an account,
including a suit by a mortgagor after the mortgage
has been· satisfied to recover surplus collection$ received
by the rrwrtgagee and a suit for the profits on immoveable
property belonging to the plaintiff, which have been
wrongfully received by the defendant." The opinion
of the majority of the Court in Kunjo Behary Singh's
case is . expressed by Petheram, C.J. In his view,
Article 31 contemplates cases in which the plaintiff
claims an account of monies which the defendant has
received and to an account of which the plaintiff is
entitled, because the monies received belong to him.
He held that a suit for recovery of_~esne profits was
not a suit to recover the profits of immoveable property,
but a suit for damages and that in that suit the profits
of the property actually · received by the wrong-doer
may not even be the measure of · the dam~ges. The
contrary view was held by Ghose, J., and Banerjee, J..,
who wrote separate judgments. In their view, . alt~ough
Article 31 is headed·" Any other suit for an account" the
Legislature did not intend to confine ·the scope of t hat
a~ticl~ .so.~ely to .suits f~r an acc~ou'pt . f.tric:t~y___SO:-~all~d~
· . (r) (x9z7)' s Ran. 388. '
r9z7
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T he argu~ents put forward in favoui· of this view
.1..9~7
appear to me to be of considerable weight. If' the tJ ~bnt
article were intended to apply only to a suit for an account
uvPo.
strictly so-called, then the whole of the article' except THAUNG.
the first six words vvould be mere surplusage. It seemS BaoWN, J~
to me that the Legislature, by not confining themselves
merely to·" any other suit for an ·account," but by going
on to say that such suits included a suit by a mortgagor
and a suit for profits on immoveable property in certain
cases, intended that the article should apply to certain
suits, which are not, strictly speaking, suits for an
account at all, but which are analogous to suits for an
account and which therefore should be treated m
the same way as a suit for an account so far as
cognizability by a Small Cause Court is concerned.·
It is true that a suit for mesne profits is based . on tort
and that what_is claimed in such suit is compensation
for damage suffered by reas~n of trespass, but in most;
if not all, suits for mesne profits, the defendant has to
account for all the profits of the land ·during the period'
that he has been in possession. And . the enquiry
necessary to decide such a suit is often, if not always;
similar to an enquiry required for the taking of' accounts.
Mesne· profits are defined in section 2 (12) ·of the Code·
of Civil Procedure as " Those profits which the person '
in wrongful possession of such property actually ·.received·
or might with ordinary diligence have received therefrom,.
together with the interest on such profits;'' Although
a claim for mesne profits is' based on trespass, the valuation'
of these profits under this definition depends not on ·
what the plaintiff would have obtained from the land'
if there had been no trespass, but on what the defendant·
did actually receive or might· with ordinary diligence .
have received. · The chief difficulty in the consideration ·
of the question·before us seems to me to lie !lOt so much·
in the fact th~~ Article 31. is headed .'' Any other · suit

:s

'.
'.
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for an account " as in the fact that the article does not
u MrN DtN say in express terms that a suit for mesne profits is
u vi?o
excluded, but excludes only a suit for the profits of
THAUNc.·
immoveable property belonging to the plaintiff which
BRowN, J.
have been wrongfully received by the defendant. There
is nothing here as to profits which the defendant .m ight
with ordinary diligence have received. The same words
occur in Article 109 of the Limitation Act and although
it has often been held that Article 109 applies to all suits
for mesne profits, there is judicial authority for the
contrarv view. In the case of Ramasami Reddi and others
v. Authi Lakshimi Ammal and others (1), it was held
that Article 109 had no application in a suit for mesne
profits where what was claimed was not the amount
received by the defendants but the amount which they
might have received with due diligence although,
curiously enough, the very same judgment accepted the
view of the minority of the judges of the Calcutta High
Court as to the ·meaning of Article 31. of the Small
Cause Courts Act.
The principal authority quoted in favour of the
view that a suit for mesne profits is not cognizable
by a Court of Small Causes is the case of Savarimuthu
and others v. Aithrusu Rowthar (2).. The op1n1on
expr~ssed by the Full Benr.h in that case · was that a
suit for the profits of immoveable property belonging
t.o the plaintiff which had been wrongfully received by
the defendant, who dispossessed the plaintiff in execution
~f a decree afterwards set aside on appeal, was not
cognizable by a Court of Small Causes. The actual
~fder of the Court said nothing about suits for mesne
Ero~ts and contained no finding applicable to a suit
~or profits tvhich the defendant might with due diligence
~a~e received, but, in the order of reference, in the
1

92 7

(x) (t91o) 34 Mad. 502. ·

(2) (1902) 25 Mad. 103.
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remarks which were apparently accepted by the Full
Bench, the view taken was that Article 31 did apply u MIN DI~
v.
to suits for mesne profits. In the judgment of the
UPo
referring Judges, the following passages occurs:- THAUNG.
" Article 109 of the Limitation Act has always been BROWN, J.
held to apply to a claim for mesne profits, whether
the measure of mesne profits be, at the option of the
plaintiff, the actual profits which the person in wrongful
possession received or the profits which he might, with
ordinary diligence, have received. No doubt, as held
by the Full Bench of · the Calcutta High Court, a suit
for mesne profits is not technically a suit for an account,
though when the mesne profits claimed is the amount
of profits actually received by the person in wrongful
possession an account will invariably have to be taken
and even when the claim is for profits which might
have been received with ordinary diligence, . an account
in a certain sense, will have to be taken to ~scertain
the same."
.
The High Court of Bombay in the case of Antmie
v. Mahadev Anant (.1) agreed with the minority of
the Judges in Kunjo B(;hary Singh's case. The same
Court in a later case Girjabai Bhratar Gangadhar
Balkrishna Bhat Thakm' v. Raghunath (2), held that a
suit for specific sums of money alleged to have been
wrongfully received by the defendant as profits of
land .was cognizable. by the Court of Small Cause~.
But the question was not referred to a Full Bench
and the earlier decision of a Full Bench was not
expressly dissented from. This case is therefore no
real authority on the question now before us.
The High Court of Allahabad in the case of Drigpal
v. _Kunjal (3), took the view that a suit for mesne profits
was . not cognizable by a Court of Small Causes, but
{t) (xgoo) .25 Born.

·

&s.

.
(2) {xgosY 30 Born. 147 . .
(3) (1917) 40 All. 142.
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the ·reasons for this decision were not set forth at
length . .
..· · The late Chief Court of the Punjab followed the
THAUNG. ·
decision of the majority of the Calcutta High Court in
BROWN, J..
the case of Mussamat Kishen Kaur v. Tulsa Singh (1)~
It thus appears that the authorities on the question
now before us are. very conflicting. The High Court
of Calcutta and the Chief Court of the Punjab have
held that suits for mesne profits are cognizable by a
Court of '.Small Causes, whilst the balance · of authority
ih. Madras, Bombay and Allahabad
to the contrary
~ffect. The late Judicial Cmnmissioner of
Upper
Burma in the case of lltfaung Tun E v. Maung Shwe
Tha .(2) followed the decision of the Madras and
Bombay· High Courts. The question for decision is
by no m~ans an easy one; Put after a careful consideration
of the case, · I am of opinion that the intention of the
Legislature was to exclude such cases from the
jurisdiction of the Court of Small Causes. Article 8.
of the . Schedule excludes ordinary suits for recovery
of rt;nt. Article 11 excludes any suit for the deter- ·
mination or enforcement of any other right to or interest
in immoveable property. It would be somewhat
anomaious if suits of this nature were .excluded, whereas.
a Court of Small Causes were held competent to·
entertain a suit for mesne profits, which \Vould .generally ·
involve a question of title to land and would also often
involve iengthy enquiry into the amount
the profitS·
claimable. As I have already said, I do not consider it·
would be a reasonable interpretation of Article 31 ·
to hold that · that Article cannot apply to a suit other
than . a .suit for an account. strictly so-called. There
can be. no doubt that in a very large· number of suits
for mesne profits what is Claimed is .the profits . on
jmmoye.ab~e property belonging· ·1:(? t~e ·plaintiff which ·

u

l\IIIN DiN
v.
UPo'

is

a

(I) .Punjab Record (1902) Civil No. 35·
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have been wrongfully ·received "'by the ··defendant and
·1 9 2 7
in my view of the article, such suits are not cognizable u .1V11N Di:N
by a Court of Small Causes ·whether they are strictly
.uv.Po
THAUNG~
speaking suits. for account or not. That being so; I _a m
unable to hold that it was the intention pf the Legislature ~ROWN; _J,
to excluc;Ie from the operation of this article suits for
mesne profits, if the claim· in them was based not on
profits actually received, but on profits which ought to
have been received. In every . case the rpeasure of
relief is what the defendant has received or ought _to
have received and not what the plaintiff _has lost, _a nd
although Article 31 does not exclude in so many words ·
a suit for mesne profits as defined in section 2 (12) of t~e
Code of Civil Procedure, I am of opinion that for the
purposes of that artide the defendant must be deemed·
to have received what he might with due diligence
have received, and that a suit for mesne profits must
be considered as a suit for the profits on immoveable
property belonging to the plaintiff which have been·
wrongfully received by the defendant.
My answer to the present reference therefore is·
that a Sl,lit for mesne profits is not of a nature cognizable
by a S~all Cause Court under the Provincial Small
Cause Courts · Act.
RuTLEDGE, C.J.,-I concur.
HEALD, J.-The respondent Po Thau.ng is Receiver
of the estate of an insolvent Shwe Po, and the appellant.
lVIin Din is a person .to whom the insolvent conveyed
certain lands ·shortly before he became insolvent.
The transfer to Min Din was annulled. by .the Insolvency~
Court, and the property vested in respondent .. as
Receiver. Respondent · sued Min Din and two persons
who claim.ed to b.e lVIin Din's tenants to recover the:
re.nts .an~ profits of .the land for the ;period ..d~ring.
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which it had been in Min Din's possession under the
conveyance executed by the insolvent. The heading
U Po
of the plaint described the suit as a suit to recover
THAUNG.
Rs. 250 as rent, but it was not in fact a suit for the
HEALD, J. recovery of rent. The plaint stated that Min Din's.
two co-defendants had cultivated the lands, that a
fair rent of the lands would be Rs. 250, that respondent
as Receiver demanded that rent from those two
defendants, that th~y refused to pay anything to
respondent and said that they had already paid the
rent to Min Din, and that the respondent as Receiver
was entitled to recover the sum of Rs. 250 as. rent ·from
Min Din.
The Township Court found that Rs. 2.50 would
be a fair rent for the land and gave respondent a decree
against Min Din for that amount as mesne profits.
Min Din appealed but his appeal was dismissed . .
He claimed to be. entitled. to file a second appeal
in this Court under the provisions of section 100 of
the Code but an objection was taken that the appeal
was barred by the provisions of section 102 of the Code
because the suit was a suit of the nature cognizable
by Courts of Small Causes.
There is a contiict of. juc~icial decision on the
question whether or not suits for mesne profits are
suits of a na~ure cognizable by Courts of Small Causes~
and therefore the learned Judge who dealt with the
decree in this Court referred that question to this
Bench.
" Mesne profits " are defined in the Code as those
profits which the person in wrongful possession of the
property-" actually received .or might with due diligence
have received therefrom.''
.
·
Artide 31 of the Second .Schedule to the Provincial
Small Cause Courts Act exciudes · from · the· cognizance
of. Courts of Small Causes " a suit for the profits of
MIN DIN
21.
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jmmoveable property belonging to the plaintiff which
u MIN DIN
have been wrongfully received by the defendant."
v.
I entirely agree with the judgment of my learned
UPo
brother Brown, which I have had the advantage of THAUNG.
reading and in which the learned Chief Justice concurs, HEALD, J.
that Article 31 excludes from the cognizance of Courts
of Small Causes suits for mesne profits alieged to have ·
been actually received.
Strictly speaking that finding is sufficient for the
disposal of the present reference, since in the plaint
in this case it was alleged that the rents, which so fat
as the receiver was concerned were claimed as mesne
profits, had actually been received by the defendant
Min Din.
My learned brother has ·however found that all
suits for mesne profit~, whether alleged to be profits
actually received or alleged to be profits which might
with due diligence have been recei,·ed, come within
the meaning of Article 31.
A Bench of this CoHrt has held in the case of
Ma Pan v. Nle U (1), that a suit for rent of agricultural
land, although such ·a suit is ordinarily excluded from
the cognizance of Courts ·of Sma11 Causes, is a suit of
the nature cognizable by Courts of Small Causes, but
that decision was based largely on the considerations
that a rent suit is a suit on contract for an ascertained
sum that in such suits no question of title to the property
ordinarily arises, that suits for house-rent are expressly
made cognizable by Courts of Small Causes, and tha:t
suits for the rents of agricultural lands are 'in certain
circumstances cognizable by such Courts.
There is a clear distinction between suits for rent
and suits for mesne profits. · vVharton's Law Lexicon
cites. with apparent approval the definition of "mesne
profits,, . given .in· Odgers on Pleading ·which says that

·(x) (1925) 3 Ran. 390.
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" l\1esne· profits are the rents and profits which a
U MiN . DI.N trespasser has . or might have received or made during
v.
'his occupation of the premis~s and which therefore
U Po
THAUNG.
he must pay over to the true owner as compensation
·1HEALn:·J. ,for the tort which he has committed. A claim for
t·ent is therefore liquidated, while a claim of mesne
.profits is always Unliquidated."
Suits for the possession of immoveable property
.or for the recovery of an interest in such property,
suits for the partition of such property, suits for the
·assessment, enhancement, abatement, or appcrtionment
of the rent of such property are expressly excluded
from th~ cognizance of Courts of Small Causes, while
even suits for the recovery of rent (other than house
·rent), that is suits for a liquidated amount due . on
a contract, in which no question of title to the property
~ordinarily ari~es are only conditionally cognizable by
.such Courts. If such suits are excluded, it seems
inconceivable that suits for. mesne profits, which are
:suits not for a: liquidated amount due in respect of
·a contract but for an unliquidated amount due as
:compensation for a tort, in respect of which the question
·of title necessarily arises, should be included, particularly
whe~ the measure of con1pensation is ordinarily not
:the actual rent but a fair rent which has to be determined
:by the Court.
Claims in respect of mesne profits are of course
·?rdinari1y made in suits for the possession of immoveable
·property, in which they are expressly allowed to be
joined, and when they are so joined no question of their
being cognizable by Courts o( Small Ca£use mises.
·The question of the cognizance of such Courts arises
only in· c~ses where rnesne profits are claimed in a
separate suit, and in such cases I see no difficulty where
.it 1s alleged that the profitg have been actual~y received,
since ·ArtiCle 31 seems to me ·to . cover such cases . ..

;Yo~.
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But · it would be obviously inconvenient and, I
think, irrational to hold that suits for mesne profits u MIN DIN
v.
are excluded from the cognizance of Courts of Small
U Po
Causes in cases where the profits . are alleged to have .THAUNG.
.been actually received and are therefore easily l,IEALD,. J,
~scertainable, and at the same time to say that they
are included in cases where the profits are not alleged
to have been actually received and where the Court
has to decide not what were the actual rents and profits
which. were received, but what would be · a fair
assessment of the rents and profits which with due
diligence might have been received.
Although it must be admitted that Article 31 does not
in terms cover the case of profits which have not actually
been received, nevertheless in my view it is impossible to
hold that it does not cover suits for mesne profits generally.
The basis of a suit for mesne profits is, I think
profits received, but by the definition of mesne profits
such profits are made to include profits which with
due diligence might and ought to have been received
and are therefore deemed to have been received.
By reason of the nature and definition of mesne profits
a suit for mesne profits seems necessarily to involve
an allegation that the profits have been actually received
or might with due diligence have been received. Both
. parts of that allegation are necessarily involved by
reason of the definition. It is immaterial to the plaintiff
whether the profits have actually been received by the
defendant or are deemed to have . been received. All
that the plaintiff need say is that he claims mesne profits,
and since mesne profits include profits received, the
suit falls within the meaning of Article 31 and is
excluded from the cognizance of a Court of Small Causes.
I would answer the reference as follows : " Since the suit ·in respect of which the reference
was made is a suit in which it is alleged that the profits
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were actually received by the defendant, that suit is
u MIN DIN excepted from the cognizance of a Court of s .m all Causes
UvPo
by the provisions of Article 31 of the Second Schedule
THAUNG.
to the Provincial Small Causes Courts Act and is
HEALD, J.
therefore not a suit of the nature cognizable by Courts
of Small Causes.,
'
As for the further question whether suits for mesne
profits in which it is not expressly alleged in the plaint
that the profits have been received are excluded from
the cognizance of Courts of Small Causes I would say
that from the nature and definition of mesne profits.
every suit for mesne profits must be a suit in which it is
alleged that the defendant either has received or must
be deemed to have received the profits, and that the
allegation that the defendant has received the profits,
which is inherent in such suits brings them within the
meaning of Article 31. For this reason I accept the
view that " a suit for mesne profits not is of a nature
cognizable by Small Cause Courts under the Provincial
Small Cause Courts Act.,
9 7
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt ., KC., Chief J ustice, and M r. Justice Carr.

RAl~GOON

TURF CLUB
v.
THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON. *
Race course, basis of assessment of-" Contractor's test " inapplicable-Profit of
race course owners a good basis for assessment.
Held, that the profits of a race course form a sound basis for assessing the
p remise$, and having r egard to the quasi-monopoly values of the prem ises in
question, the " contractor's test " was inapplicable.
Dodds v. South S hields Union, (1875) x Q .B.D . 9 ; Cartwright v. S culcoates.
2 Q .B.D. 133 ; K ingston Union v. Metropolitan WaterBoard, (1926) A.C. 331;
Ko Po Y ee v. Corporation of Rangoon, s Ran. x6x ; jVfersey Docks v. Birkenhead.
( 1901) A.C. 175; Port of London v. Orsett Union, (1920) A.C. 273, R egina v.
Verrall, (1895) 2 Q.B.D . 133-referred to.

Leach for the appellant.
N. M. Cowasjee for the respondent.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., and CARR, J. - This is an appeal
from a judgment of the Chief Judge of the Small Cause
Court confirming the order of the Commissioner of the
Rangoon Corporation, assessing the premises of the
appellant at Rs. 40,000 per mensem.
· T his Court is only concerned with the b1sis of the
pt:inciple of the assessment. In regard to this, the
appellant conteQds that the principle 6£ a hypothetical
tenant was not the proper one to apply in this case,.
and that the assessment should have been based on
what is known as " the contractor's test."
We cannot help thinking, as Lord Atkinson said
In Kingston Union v. Metropolitan Water Board (1)>
• Civil Miscellaneous Ap peal No. 72 of. 1927 . .
(x) ( 1926) A.C. 33 I.
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"that in this case the appellants have been betrayed into
confounding the measure with the thing to be measured.
The thing to be measured is, in all cases, the reasonable
rent which the hypothetical tenant would be willing to
P~Y· · Nothing which can be suggested as a measure _of
that thing. can be substituted for the thing itself."
The learned Chief Judge of the Small Cause Court
pointe~. out this confusion at the beginn~ng of his
judgrri'ent, but it has been repeated in this appeal. But
the real question at issue and the question which has
been argued .is whether the Co.rnmissioner was right in
basing his assessment on a consideration of the profits
made · by the appellant from the use of the premises
in question or whether ·what is known as the
:~' CO!ftractor's test, . should be adopted as .the basis.
~ . 'VVe have been referred to the case of Regina v.
-V erral (1 ). · That was a case of the assessment of a
private race course. All that was held in 1t ·was that
the books of the proprietors of the race course were .
clearly elements for consideration in . arriving · at the
value of the oc~upation; Y..le have also been. ·;eferred
to the following cases:Dodds v. South Shields Union (2); Cartwright v.
Sculcoates (3); JYiersey Docks v. Birkenhead (4);. and
the Port of London v. Orsett Union (5).
It is noticeable that in none of these cases was there
any question of the application of the "contractor's
test." In .the earlier · of t4.ese cases it' was suggested_·
~h;;It k ordinary cases evidence as to the actual profits
made ftom the premises in · question was not· legally
admissible, and that the assessment should be made .
on a·· consideration of the. rents actually paid -for similar
· premtses. In. the later. c,ases, .however, this .proposition ·
·

~

·· ·

.

(.r) (1875) r Q.R.D. 9·
. (2) (1895) 2 Q.B.D. 133.

.(3) (r9oo) A.C. rso.
(4) (r9or) A.C. I7S·

· . (s).(I920) .A,.C.· 273·

.
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was considerably modified, and it \Yas held that in all
cases it was open to the assessing authority to take into
consideration profits actually made by the occupiers of
the premises to be assessed. It would appear, however;
that the Courts would still consider it undesirable that
there should be an enquiry into the profits if the
assessment could be satisfactorily made by the ordinary
methods.
Mr. Cowasjee has referred us to the case of Kingston
Union v. llietropolitan Water Board (1), but we do not
think that that decision carries the matter . any further.
than the previous cases. The question there was of the
assessment of the properties of a water supply undertaking over a number of different rating areas. It was
held that in such a case the proper method of assessment
was to consider the profits of the undertaking as a
whole and then to apportion the total rateable value
between the several parishes having regard· to the
directly and indirectly productive hereditaments therein,·
according to the recognized practice.. The circumstances
of that case, therefore, clearly differ considerably from.
those of the present case.
We do not think it necessary to discuss the
abovementioned cases more fully since they have been
very carefully considered by the learned Chief Judge,
and we agree generally with what he has said about
them. We think that, on these cases, there can be no
possible doubt that it was open to the assessing authority
to take into co~sideration . the profits actually made by
the appellant from the premises in question, and we·
are unable to hold that the authority has erred by not·
applying the " contractor's test." This test has been
discussed at some length by a Bench of this Court in
Ko Po Yee v. Corporation of .Rangoon (2), .and . we have.
little to add to what has already been said in that case.
(z) (1926) A.C. 331..

(z) (zcjz7) 5 Ran. x6~.
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In the existing circumstances in Rangoon the actual
RANGOON
letting of the race course to a tenant cannot well be
TURF
CLUB
imagined, as it is unlikely that the Government would
v.
permit this to be done. It is one thing for Government
THE
CORPORAto allow a Club managed by a number of well-known
TION OF
RANGOON.
people of high social standing and integrity to reap no
RUTLEDGE,
pe~uniary advantage in carrying on a Racing Club and
C.J., AND
it is an entirely different thing to allow an individual
~ARR, J.
or syndicate to carry on such an undertaking for profit
or gain, and there is no other race course in existence
in Rangoon. Consequently, it is impo~s1ble to arrive
at the annual value of the race course now in question
by the ordinary method of comparison with similar
properties. It is obvious, therefore, that some other
method must be applied, and the only two possible
methods are that which the Commissioner has adopted
and the "contractor's test," as contended by the
appellant.
A very strong objection to the "contractor's test,"
in our opinion, is the very fact that the premises have
at least a quasi-monopoly value, and that, therefore,
the benefit to be derived from the premises cannot be
arrived at by a consideration only of the value of the
land, buildings and machinery. That, we think, is
sufficient to bar out the use of the "contractor's test"
altogether, and we agree with the learned Chief Judge
that the Commissioner has not erred in principle in his
assessment.
The other grounds of appeal taken up all relate
to matters of detail, and we do not think that any of
them can be considered. to be questions as to the basis
of principle of assessment with.i n the terms of section 91
(3), of the Rangoon Municipal Act. They cannot,
therefore, be· considered in this Court.
The · Commissioner has discussed at some length
the question- of whether .allowance should be made

..

'
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for the unpaid services of the Stewards of the Club.
H e admits that their services contribute very greatly
to the Club, but, as he finds it impossible to calculate
what the value of those services is, he allows nothing
for them. Had we been in his position we should
have been inclined to make a generous allowance in
respect of those services, and we hope that at the next
assessment he may reconsider this point. But, as we
have already said, we do not think that this is such a
question of principle as to come within the jurisdiction
of this Court.
The appeal, therefore; fails and 1s dismissed with
costs, ten gold mohurs.

1927
RANGOON
TURF
CLUB

v.

THE

CORPORATION OF
RANGOON.
RUTLEDGE
C.J.• AND
CARR, J.

PRIVY COUNCIL.

MA SAW KIN

AND . OTHERS

(Defendants)

v.
MAUNG TUN AUNG GYAW (Plaintiff).
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)

Burmese Buddhist Law-Divorce-Desertion-Pleadings-New cas~-1~1anugye,
V, S. 17.
In a suit in which in 1923 a Burmese Buddhist claimed as heir to his deceased
wife, the defendants pleaded that the plaintiff and his wife had been divorced
in 1916, and alternatively that the plaintiff had deserted his wife for over three
years and entered into a second marriage, and that thereby there had been a
dissolution of the marriage. There were concurrent findings by the Courts in
Burma that there had not been a divorce by mutual consent. On the tssue as to
desertion the Appellate Court found that there had been only a living apart by
mutual consent, or if there had been any desertion, it was by the wife ; they
accordingly·made a decree for the plaintiff. The Judicial Committee agreeing
that the effect of the evidence was as above stated:Held, that the appeal failed as the defendants had not established the allegations upon which they had gone to trial, and it vias not open to them to set up
a fresh case, namely that there had been a living apart which _tinder Manugye,
• PRESENT:-VISCOUNT SUMNER, LoRD SINHA, SIR J oHN WALLIS and Sm
LANCELOT SANDERSON.
.

J.c.•
1927

Nov. zx.
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Chap. Y, s. 17, 'resulted· in a dissolution of the marriage on the expiration of
the period therein mentioned.
...
No decision therefort' was given 'whether as held by the Full Bench in Ma
Nyun v. lVIaung San Thein, (1927) 5 Ran. 537, the circumstances stated in
Manugye, V. s. 17, caused a dissolution of the marriage automatically, or
whether, as had been held bv a majority of the Full Bench in Thein P e v. U Pet,
(
.
b fu
.. .
1906) 3 L.B.R. 75, there must e rther some act ofvohtton.
Provisions dealing with such a serious matter as the severance of the
marriage tie must be construed strictly and fully complied with. In Manugye,
V, s. 17, unless the two conditions therein referred to exist, the text gives the
wife no right to remarry, and the marriage must be considered as subsisting.
1'-IIah Nhin Bwin v. U Shwe Gone, (1914) L.R. 41 LA. 121, and Ma Hmon v.
Matmg Tin Kauk, (1923), I Ran. 722-also referred to.
Decree of the High Court affirmed.

Appeal (No. 25 of 1926) from a decree of the High
Court (January 23, 1925), reversing a decree of the
District Court of Thayetniyo (August 20, 1923). The
suit was instituted in the District Court in 1923 by the
respondent who claimed to recover from the appellants
possession of the property of his deceased wife,
Ma Thet She. The defendants pleaded that the plaintiff
and his wife had been divorced in 1916, and alternatively
that the plaintiff had deserted his wife for over three
years and had remarried and that the marriage was
thereby dissolved.
The facts appear from the judgment of the Judicial
Committee.
The District Judge found that there had been
no divorce by mutual consent. In his view the
circumstances amounted to desertion by the plaintiff
continuously for up~ards of three years ; after considering the authorities he held that there had been
a dissolution of the marriage. Accordingly he dismissed .
the suit..
.
On · appeal to the · High Court the ·decree was set
aside, · axid a decr.ee made for the plaintiff.
·
The leatn~d Judges. (Young and 13rown, JJ.) agreed
with the finding .that :there had been no divorce by

VoL. VI]

mutual consent. In their view there had been no
desertion by the plaintiff, only a mutual living apart
which, in their opinion, did not amount to a desertion.
1927, October 24 and 25. DeGruyther, K.C., and
E. B. Raikes for the appellant. The evidence established
the conditions which under Manugye, Chap. V, s. 17,
result in a dissolution of the marriage tie. Under that
section it is not necessary that there should be a
desertion in the sense in which that word is used in
English law ; the word " deserted " does not occur in
Richardson's translation. Nor was it so used in the
amended written statement. At the trial the amendment
was taken as based upon Manugye, Chap. V, .s. 17. For
the purposes of that section it is sufficient if there has
been, as there was in this case, a living apart and a failure
by the husband for the prescribed period to maintain
h1s wife. Having regard to .the conduct of the plaintiff
his wife was justified in excluding him from her house.
The Full Bench rightly held in Ma Nyun v. Maung
San Thein (1), reversing the majority decision in
Thein Pe v. U Pet (2), that the conditions prescribed
in the text result in an automatic dissolution of the
marriage. Reference was made also to Nga Nwe v.
Mi Su Ma (3), Po Maung v. L.H.R.L.P. Nagalingam
Chetty (4), Ma Yi v. Ma Gale (5), Maung Sh'we Sa v.
Ma Mo (6), and to Manugye, Chap. X, s. 3.
Pritt, K.C., and A. W. Roskill for the respondents
were not called upon.
November 21. The judgment of their Lordships
was delivered by Sir John Wallis This is an appeal from a decree of the High
Court at Rangoon reversing a decree of the District
(x) (1927) 5 Ran. 537·
(2) (1900) 3 L.B.R. 175 . .
(3) (t886) S.J.L.B. 39i:.

6
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(4) (1892-96) 6 U.B.R. II, 53·
(s) (1912) 6 L.B.R. 167.
(6) (1922) I ~.L.J. 24.
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Court of Thayetmyo. The suit was brought by the
MA SAw KrN plaintiff, Maung Tun Aung Gyaw, claiming as heir of
o~RS his deceased wife, Ma Thet Shay, against the three
MAU:~ TuN defendants, her sister and her sister's husband, Ma Saw
AuNo GYAw. Kin and Maung Shein, and Maung Aung Pe, his son
by his deceased wife, for a partition of the properties
inherited by the sisters Ma Thet Shay and Ma Saw Kin
from their father U Hie, and also of properties acquired
by the joint exertions of the plaintiff, his deceased
wife and her- sister Ma Saw Kin, the first defendant.
The defendants pleaded that the plaintiff and his
wife were divorced in or about Tabaung, 1277 (March,
1916), and that the plaintiff was nQt entitled to any share
in the property of U Hie, his deceased wife's father.
They also denied that any property had been acquired
by the joint exertions of the plaintiff, his wife and the
first defendant, or that they were in possession of any
properties to which he wa~ entitled. Issues were then
settled, the first issue being: " Was the plaintiff divorced
from Ma Thet Shay, as alleged by the defendants?"
Subsequently the defendants were allowed to amend
their pleadings by inserting the following plea : '' In
~e alternative, these defendants plead that the plaintiff
having deserted Ma Thet Shay for over three years
~d contracted a second marriage, the parties had
thereby be~ome divorced."
An additional issue was framed on this amendment:
"Was there a desertion as alleged in the written statements in or about Tabaung, 1277, and does such
desertion operate as a divorce ?"
On the first issue the defendants gave evidence of
a divorce ~y mutual consent but this e-vidence was
disbelieved both by the .District Judge and the High
.Court, so that there are concurrent findings that there
was no · divorc·e by mutual consent. · On the additional
1

92 7
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1 2
issue as to the alleged desertion by the husband in
9 7
March, 1916, and its operating as a divorce, the District MA sA:WKrN
AND
Judge did not find that there had . been any actual oTHERS
desertion by the husband, as it was clearly proved MAurtc TuN
that the separate living was against his will, but he AUNG GYAw.
held with reference to certain decisions of the Burmese
Courts that the plaintiff's conduct having, as he found,
justified his wife in living apart from him, their
separation for three years might be treated as desertion
for that period by the husband, and accompanied as
it was by his openly living with his junior wife Ma
Ngwe Yon, might be treated as having dissolved the
marnage.
On appeal the learned Judges of the High Court,
whilst agreeing with the Trial Judge that there h~d
been no divorce by mutual consent, held that the
desertion, if any, was by the wife and not by husband,
and that on the facts proved there had been no divorce.
As to the plea that the parties had become divorced
by reason of the plaintiff's having deserted his wife.
for · over three years and taken another wife, their
Lordships have come to the conclusion that the finding
· of the High Court, in which they C<?ncur, that there
was no desertion by the husband, amounts to a finding
for the plaintiff on the additional issue, ·and is sufficient
to dispose of .the appeal, as the appellants have failed
to prove the grounds of divorce on which they went
to trial, and cannot now be allowed to set up a fresh
case. ·.
According to the ruling of their· Lordships in 1Via
Nhin Bwin ·v. U Shwe Gone (1), the Burmese law in
this and similar questions is to be determined by the
Manugye or Damathat of the Laws of Menoo, with
such . assistance as may be 'derived . where necessary

(r) (1913) 41 Cal. 887; L.R. .j.r LA. ur.
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from the other Damathat?. As regards the question
of divorce, there have been considerable differences
of judicial opinion in Burma both as to the proper
interpretation of the texts themselves and as to whether
some of them should not be considered obsolete. Thus
the question whether either party has a right to divorce
without fault of the other on giving up all share in
the joint property in accordance with Manugye, XII,
sect. 3, has given rise to:confiicting decisions, which are
cited in 'the case of Ma Hmon v. Maung Tin Kauk
(1).
In the present case their Lordships are only concerned
with the question of divorce as grounded on desertion,.
which is dealt with in Manugye, V, ss.14- 17. Ss. 1416, which may or may not be obsolete, deal with the
right of the wife to remarry in· case of the husband's
absenting himself for purposes of trade or in search of
knowledge, or on military service. In the first two
cases the wife's right to remarry only arises where the
husband, in addition · to being absent for the period
mentioned, has failed during that time to send her
letters and presents. If he has, the texts give her no
right to remarry. The present case is governed by
the next section, 17, which has the following caption:
" The law when a husband and wife having no affection
for each other separate." The material part of the
section is as follows:'-'Any husband and wife living together, if the husband, saying
he does not wish her for a wife, shall have left the house, and
for three yea_rs shall not have given her one leaf of vegetables or
one stick of firewood, at the expiration of_ three years, let eac.h
have the 'r ight to take another _wife and husband. If the wife
having affection for the husband, ~hail leave the house and where
they : were living together, and, if during one year he does not
give· 'he'r one leaf of vegetables or one stick of firewood, let each
(x) (t923):I Ran. 722.
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have the right of taking another husband or wife; they shall not
claim each other as husband and ·wife: let them have the right
to separate and marry again."

The section goes on to provide that if the wife
remarries without waiting for the three years, or if
the husband remarries without waiting for the one
year, the party so wrongfully remarrying is to forfeit
all the joint property of the first marriage,
" and if (the person in fault) comes to the house of the other,
the person not in fault may turn (the other) out, but not accuse
each other of taking a paramour or seducing husband or wife."

In their Lordships' opinion, provisions of this
kind dealing with such a serious matter as the severance
of the marriage tie must be strictly construed and fully
complied with. There has been much difference of
opinion in Burma, and two Full Benches of the High
Court have arrived at opposite conclusions, on the
question whether, when the husband or wife has left
the home, the marriage is put an end to by the fact of
the husband's omitting to send the wife anything for
three years or one year, as the case may be, or whether
there must be some further act of volition showing an
intention to determine the marriage relation, such as
remarriage or a suit for divorce. (1).
Their Lordships express no opinion on that question,
because it only arises under the terms of the section
where there has been desertion on the one side or the
other and failure on the part of the husband to provide
the wife with any maintenance for the specified period.
Unless both conditions are satisfied, the text gives the
. wife no right to remarry, and the marriage tie must be
considered as subsisting.
In the present case the plaintiff was married to.
Ma Thet Shay in 1887, and, as observed by one of
(1) See Ma Nyun v. Maung San Thein, (1927) 5 Ran. 537 reversing
Thein Pe v. U Pet, (1906) 3 L.B.R. 75·
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the learned Jtidges, lived with her more or less amicably
MASAwKIN until the year 1916, a period of nearly thirty years.
o=Rs
By that time marital relations between the parties had
MAUN~ TuN ceased for some years, and the plaintiff had taken a
AUNGGYAW. junior wife, for WhOm he provided a separate residence,
whilst continuing to reside with the senior wife. Prior
to 1916, when the divorce by mutual consent was said
to have taken place, there were quarrels between the
.husband · and wife. Ma Thet Shay and her sister
Ma . Saw Kin, the first defendant, who had inherited
considerable property from their father, in which their
husbands were entitled to share, lived with their
husbands at 171, ·Main ·Road, until, in consequence of
an evil omen, they all moved to No. 17. Not long
afterwards Ma Thet Shay and her sister went to live
in another house, leaving the plaintiff in No. 17, but
they continued to send him his · food until 1918, when
it stopped. H e then began to live openly with the
·junior wife, to whom he had long been married.
· As Ma Thet Shay had inherited considerable
property from her father, and then was in an advanced
stage of tuberculosis, of which disease she died in 1922,
it was obviously the plaintiff's interest to resist a divorce
which might affect his rights of inheritance in his wife's
estate. In these circumstances he appears to have
acquiesced in his exclusion from his wife's house, to
the extent of not suing for restitution of conjugal rights,
or himself suing for divorce, but the evidence shows
that ·he always repudiated the notion that there had
been any divorce, and that he continued to make
unsuccessful efforts to communicate with his · wife until
she died.
1 92 7
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In these circumstances their Lordships_ agree with
the learned Judges of the High Court that the effect
of the evidence is that there was only a living apart by
mutual consent, or, if there was desertion at all, it was
desertion by l\1a Thet ·shay. That is not the case set
Up here.
For these reasons their Lordships agree \:vith the
learned Judges of the H igh Court that the defendants
have failed to prove that the plaintiff was divorced
from Ma Thet Shay, and are of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed with costs, and they will humbly
advise His Majesty accordingly.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Otter.

N.P.A. CHETTIAR FIRM

v.
H. C. SHARMA.*
Lien- An unpaid builder whether entitled to a lien on the building-The maxim
quicquid plantatur solo, solo cedit how far applicable in India.
Held, that the maxim, quicquid plantatur solo, solo ~edit (whatever is affixed
to the soil belongs thereto), applies to chattels affi..xed to the land in I ndia unless
by customary or local law such application is prohibited. As a matter of equity,
the maxim would not apply in India to tenants who make improvements or to
bona fide transferees where improvements were made under circumstances that
the owner of the land, ought not to benefit thereby.
.Held, that an unpaid builder as such has no lien upon the building in his
possession for the balance due to him under the contract for construction.
Beni Ram v . .Kundan Lal, 21 All. 496; Dunia Lall Seal v. Gopi Nath Khetry
and others, 22 Cal. 82o; IsmailKhanMahomedv.Jaigun Bibi, 27 Cal. 57o;]uggat
Mohinee Dossee v. Dwarka Nath . Bysack, 8 Cal. 582, Parbutty Bewan v.
Woomatara Dabee, 14 Beng. .L.R. 201; Russickloll Mudduck ·v. Lokenath
Kurmokar, 5 Cal. 688 ; Shih Doss Banerjeev. BamunDoss Mookerjee, 15 W.R. 36o;
*Civil Regular Suit No. z.j.6 of' 1926.

Dec.

1.
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Thalwor Chunder Promanick and others v. Ramdhone Buttachaya, 6 Suth. W.R.
228-rejmed to.
Narayan Das Khettry v. Jatindra Nath Roy Chowdhury, 54 I.A. zx8distinguished.

The plaintiffs, as transferee~ of an unfinished house
and the land upon which it stands, claim possession
of the same. The defendant claims to be entitled to
retain possession of the suit property by virtue of a
lien upon it in respect of a balance alleged to b e due
to him under the contract for the erection by him of
the building. H e claims that (1) there was a specific
agreement creating a lien upon the building for any
balance due to him and (2) irrespective of any specific
agreement, he, as an unpaid builder, is at law entitled
to a lien upon the building. The plaintiffs deny that
there was a balance due as alleged by the defendant.
Three preliminary issues were framed, (1) Whether
there was an express agreement to give a lien (2) if
not, is the defendant entitled to a lien . in law ? (3)
Is the plaintiff entitled to possession of the building ?
If so,. on what terms; it being assumed for the purposes
of this hearing that the defendant has not been paid
the full amount due under him, as, if there is a finding
in his favour on the three issues, the question of amount
due (if any) must be referred to the Official Referee
for the taking of accounts. The case went to trial
on these issues with,
Leach for the plaintiffs.
Hay and Dadachanji for the defendant.

The learned Judge held on the evidence that no
specific agreement was come to for a lien on the house
for·. any balance due on the contract for. erection. H e
then proceeds to·deal with the questions of law involved
in the s~cond and third i~sues.
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J .-The remaining question therefpre is
whether the defendant is entitled as a matter of law
to remain in possession of the building by reason of a
lien operating in his favour as against the plaintiffs.
It is necessary to see first of all whether such a lien
can operate at all in favour of an unpaid builder in
this country. It is perfectly clear so far as materials
incorporated into the structure are concerned that
under the law of England it cannot. The principle
expressed by the maxim "quicquid plantatur solo, solo
cedit" prevents it. See Hudson's Law of Building
Contracts, 4th edition, at ·page 566 et seq; and also
Halsbury's Laws of England, Vol. III, pages 164, 260
and 264 (Articles 323, 542 and 552 respectively). It
is said, however, that this principle does not apply in
India, and that therefore a lien over such materials
c:tn be created. Two authorities were cited to me
by Mr. Hay in support of this contention. Narayan
Dass Khettry v. Jatindra Nath Roy Chowdhury (1), (a
decision ·of the Judicial Committee), was the fi.rst of
these. The questions in that case arose under the
Land Acquisition Act of 1894. The facts shortly were
that the original proprietor of a piece of land had
built a house upon it, and subsequently the land was
sold for arrears of revenue. After this sale, proceedings were taken to acquire the land under the Act
of 1894, and the sum awarded included Rs. 12,388
in respect of "structures." The auction-purchaser
claimed the whole of this sum. The first q-qestion
~as whether the house passed to the auction-purchaser by reason of the revenue sale. The answer
to this question depended to some extent upon the
construction of the relevant provisions of the Revenue
Act, and in particular upon whether a house was
covered by the word " estate." The Co~ittee held
OTTER,

(I) 1927 54. I.A. 218.·

N.P.A.
CHETTIAR
.
FIRM

v.

H. C.
SHARMA·
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that the building did not pass, and in so holding they
N.P.A.
considered that the word " estate " must be taken to
CHETTIAR
FIRM
have a more restricted meaning than in English law,
v.
and that the Government's power of sale for arrears
H. C.
SHARMA.
of revenue prima facie is limited to the land which
OTTER, J.
is subject to the payment of the revenue. The
Committee also had regard to " the view held in
India respecting the separation of the ownership of
buildings from the ownership of the land and to the
recognition
. that there is no rule of law
that whatever is affixed or built on the soil becomes
a part of it and is subject to the same rights of
property as the soil itself." It was for these reasons
that the Committee were of opinion that special words
in the Act would be necessary to make a building
subject to sale. Their Lordships apparently approved
what was stated by a Full Bench in the case of
Thakoor Chunder Poramanick and others v. Ramdhone
Buttachaya (1) and the following passage in the judgment in that case was quoted by them: "We have
not been able to find in the laws or customs of this
country any traces of the existence of an absolute
.rule of law that whatever is affixed or built on the
soil becomes a part of it, and is subjected to the same
· rights of property as the soil itself." That the law is
different in this country from that in force in England
is clear . from these cases and also from the case of
Shib l)oss Banerjee v. Bamun Doss Mookerjee (2),
which was the second case relied upon by Mr. Hay.
In Thakoor Chunder' s case improvements · were made
by a bona fide holder under a defective title, and it was
·held that he could either remove the bu~lding o.r obtain
compensation. This principle is now recognised in
the provisions of section 51 of the Transfer of P roperty
.Act, 1882. In • the. case · of Shib Doss · Banerjee, a ·
·(x) (x866) 6 Suth, W .R. ·zz8.
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similar principle was laid down, where a landlord had
allowed his tenant to build a house upon the demised
land. The houses in that case were brick houses, but
apparently the land was in a country district.
This principle also finds a place in th ~ T can3fer
of Property Act [see section 108, sub-sections (h) and
(p)] where it is provided that a lessee may remove at
any time during the continuance of the lease all
things which he has attached to the earth provided
he leaves the property in the same state as he
re:eived it. He cannot however without the lessor's
Consent erect any permanent structure on the
property except for agricultural purposes.
.
There are a number of cases where similar
questions aros~. See (among others) Parbutty Bewan
v. Woomatara Dabee (1) . . (But this actual decision
turned upon the existence of custom). Russickloll
Mudduck v. Lokenath Kurmokar (2); Yeshwadabai
and one v. Ramchandra Tukaram (3) Dunia Lall
Seal v. Gopi Nath Khetry and others (4)J· Ismail Khan
M ahomed v. Jaigun . Bibi (5).
I was referred hy Mr. Leach to the case of
Juggut Mohinee Dossee v. Dwarka Nath Bysack (6)
where the cases of Thakoor Chunder Poramanick (7)
and Russz'ckloll Mudduck (2) were referred to, and where
it was held that as against a reversioner, a defendant
who had bought an interest in land after a house
had been built upon it was not entitled to a fair
price for the building or to remove the materials.
In that case, the Court distinguished between a rule
to be observed in the mofussil (where houses are ·
·easily . pulled down) and 1n a large modern town like
J.

(x) 14 Bengal L .P. 201.
(2) (x88o) 5 Cal. 688.
(3) (1 893) x8 Born. 66.
(4) (18-95) 22 Cal.· 820.
(s) (19oo) 27 Cal. 570.
(6) (x882) 8 Cal. 582.
(7) (x866) 6 Suth. W.R. 228.
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Calcutta. But as was pointed out in Dunia Lal Seal
v. Gopi Nath Khetry (1) above referred to that was a
.CHETTIAR
case where the land had fallen into the possession
FIRM
v.
of a reversioner, and it was said (and I think
H. C.
SHARMA.
rightly) that the learned Judges who decided it did
OTTER, J.
not go so far as to hold that the buildings might
not have been removed by the tenants of the
limited estate while they were in possession.
Mr. Leach also pointed out that buildings must
be considered as immoveable property. See the definition in section 3 of the General Clauses, Act, 1897,
read with the definition of " Attached to the earth ''
in section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act. Thete
is no doubt that is so ; but there is also no doubt,
I think, that although walls and buildings embedded
in the earth may be immoveable proper_ty,. such
walls and buildings do not, at least not in all cases,
·become the property of the ·owner of the soil ·merely
-by reason of their being so embedded or attached.
It seems to me that the real question 1s
whether, as . it has been held that the maxim
"quicquid plantatur solo, solo · cedit" does not apply
where a bona fide transferee of land, or in certain
cases where a tenant, has made improvements to his
holding, I must therefore hold that the maxin1 does
not apply to a case like the present. There is no doubt
of course that if the passage on page 224 of the
report of the case of Narayan Das Khettry (which I
have quoted above) was intended to apply to every
<:ase where a building. is erected, then it may well
be that what is apparently the only obstacle to the
-creation of a lien in favout of an unpaid builder .is
,removed. The facts in that case however were very
different. The substantial question was the meaning
of the word " estate '.' in . the Act under · review, · and
N.P.A.

.(x) (1~95)

zz Cal. 8zo.
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it seems to me that the real object of the Committee's
decision was to allow the man who had erected the
building to receive some compensation when it was
taken away from him, and to prevent a transferee of
the land only from taking all the compensation
money. It is a somewhat parallel case to that of
the tenant and the bonci fide transferee who has a
bad title. The question is a difficult one, and it must be
borne in mind that this is not a case where a person
having an interest in the land erects a building on
land of which the owner is another. In this connection, I would lay stress on what was said by the Full
Bench in case of Thakoor Chunder Poramanick (1),
which has frequently been followed and was apparently approved by their Lordships in Narayan Das
Khettry's case. T wo passages are of importance, viz. ,
that already quoted, when I dealt with the Privy
Council decision in Narayan Das Khettry's case, and
a second at page 229 of the report where a distinction is
drawn between a mere trespasser and a person who
is in possession under a bona fide claim of title.
Now a builder is neither of these things. He is, I
suppose, in the position of a licensee with permission
to go upon and remain upon the land for a certain
purpose. But apart .from any question of lien, he
has no other interest in the land. Nor would he
seem to be (like a tenant or bona fide transferee who
has built for himself) a person whom equity would
be anxious to assist, ·upon the ground that he should
not lose the benefit of what he has erected. Furthermore, the expression "No absolute rule" in the first
of the two passages would seem to justify · the
supposition that there is a general rule to the effect .referred to but it is · subject to exceptions. This
passage Is · of . course less strong than . the passage 1n

NoPoAo
CHETTIAR

0

°

0

(1) (1866) 6 Suth. W.R. 228.

FIRM

'Vo

H .Co
SHARMA.

OTTER,

J.
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Narayan's case, but the dictum of Sir Barnes
Peacock seems to have been approved, and indeed
•CHETTIAR
FIRi'\11
forms part of the headnote to Narayan's c~se.
v.
Furthermore, I am not clear that their L ordships of
H. C.
SHARMA.
the Privy Council intended to say more than was
.OTTER, J.
said by the Full Bench in the earlier case .
The application of the maxim under review 1s.
discussed by the learned author of Guur's L aw of
Transfer of Property (5th edition) in his notes to
sections 3, 51 and 108 of the Transfer of Property
Act at pages 61, 560 and 2055 et seq. respectively
and especially in view of paragraph 85 which appears
on page 61, I doubt whether the view of the learned
author is that the maxim in question does not apply
at all in India.
· It was of course argued that a builder should at
least be in no worse position than either a tenant cr
a bona fide transferee who has no title and who has
made improvements. ·It is true that in the one case
{speaking generally) he may remove the materials if
he does not damage the property; in the other, if
he . is turned out, he is entitled to be compensated.
But otherwise neither has any remedy. It must be
remembered that a tenant cannot resist ejectment unless he can prove that the tenancy was a permanent
·One for building purposes or that the landlord allowed
him to believe it was; nor can he, unless he can
prove the foregoing ·circumstances, obtain compensation. [See Yeshwadubai and one v. Ramchandra
Tuk~ram 0) and Ismail Khan Mohamed v. Jaigun
Bibi (2)]. His right is strictly limited by the
-circumstances of the case. In this connection, I
would refer to Beni Ram v. Kundan L al (3), a
Privy ·Council case. From the judgment ·in that
N.P.A.

(x) (1893) x8 B om. 66.

..

(2) (i9oo) 27 C~l. 570;

(3) (1899} ~~ .All. 496.
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case) at page 503, it would appear that the Committee
were careful to say that the maxim had no application to the "present case," viz., a case under
section 108 of the Transfer of Property Act. It was
pointed out that in such a case in England ·a landlord is estopped in equity from bringing ejectment
against his tenants because they were permitted to
build with the knowledge of the landlord.
The point is so far as I know a new point, and
there is no direct authority upon it. . So far as I
know there is no . decided case .where such a right
of lien has been held to exist in India, nor any
provision of any enactment dealing directly with
the matter. An unpaid builder is not mentioned in
the Indian Contract Act of 1872 though numerous
other classes of persons are mentioned. It might
however be argued in the case of c~rtain building
contracts that the unpaid builder should be held to
be . an " _unpaid seller " within the provisions of
section 95 of that Act. There is no case, however,
so far as I know where this has been held br even
suggested, and it may be that the reason for this is
that a building in course of erection by a builder
acting for the owner of the land does by being attached
to the soil become part of it and thus vests in the
owner of that soil. That this is so it seems to me to
~e not unlikely. It· is clear to my mind from a
consideration of the cases where it has been held
•
that buildings do not become part of it but are
severable from the soil, that it was thought that as
~ · matter of eq:uity the tenant or bona fide transferee
ought not to suffer, nor ought the owner of the land
to. benefit from improvements made in these circums~a~ces. That being so, a remedy has been supplied.
. _Now in the present · case, the builder has · his
ordinary civil remedy ·by way of action. .I t is perfectly
.
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true that an ordinary unpaid seller, or bailee has
his remedy by way of action in addition to his lien;
CHETTIAR
FIRM
and in principle it is difficult to see the distinction.
v.
H. C.
That it exists in England however there is no doubt
SHARMA.
whatever, and it seems (apart from authority) not
OTTER, J.
unreasonable to hold that in the case of any ordinary
building contract where materials are attached to the
soil of the building owner, they become part of his soil.
There can be no doubt they are immoveable property,
and that being so it may well be that as such they
become the im:moveable property of the owner of the
soil to which they are attached. Unless the maxim
" quicquid plantatur (or aedijicatur) solo, solo cedit ~'
has no application at all in India, the effect of holding
in a case like the present that such materials do not
attach to the soil would be to crea:te another exception
to that maxim. No custom of Hindu (or other) law
has been proved or r~ferred to in support of the
view that this maxim does not apply in such a case
as this, and upon the authorities as a whole I have
come to the conclusion, though the matter is by no
means free from doubt, that it does. The English
law would apply unless it is clear that by local,
customary or other law applicable in this country,
it does not. I am not clear that the Courts of India
have excluded the application of the maxim altogether,
though they have held and the legislature · has said
in effect ·that there are substantial exceptions to ¢.e
application of the maxim.
If I am right, I must hold therefore that no lien
in the defendant's favour has been created in law.
I have already stated ·that I am not satisfied that a
verbal agreement fo~ a lien was arrived at, and I must
therefore answer . the first two issues in the affirmative.
It follows therefore that the plaintiffs are entitled ·
to poss~sston of the land and building .. as claimed,
N.P.A.
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and I see no reason to impose any terms upon
them. The third issue is thus also .answered. There
will be judgment for the plaintiffs in the terms of
the foregoing with costs. In view of the. difficulty
of the case, I allow · the plaintiffs a special allowance
of seven gold mohurs a day for every day after the
£rst day.
I am asked by both advocates to deal with the
question of the costs relating to the appointment of
the Receiver. I am told that I reserveq them -and
I think this is so-though no note app~ars in the
diary. It is true the defendant consented to the
appointment, but not until a considerable time had
p assed, .and after he had filed substantial objections.
In view of this and also in view of his attitude , ·i n
p ersisting in remaining in the:building, thus preventing
its completion, I - order that he should pay to the
plaintiffs these costs.
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Thein Maung for the appellants.
Ba Shin and Maung Ni for the respondents.
J.- In Civil Regular Suit No. 94 of 1922
Maung Tu, who claimed to be one of the 56 founders
of the Tilawka-marasein shrine at Kyaiklat and to be
also one of the trustees and treasurers of the said
shrine, and Po Sein, the present 1st respondent, who
also claimed to be one of the trustees and treasurers of
the shrine, sued 23 other persons who along with
Maung Tu and Po Sein were alleged to have been duly
elected t~ be trustees and treasurers of the shrine
and who included the present 2nd, 3r~ and 4th
-respondents, for the settlement ~f a scheme for the
management of the ·shrine and its funds and for the
formal appointment of all the parties to the suit to
be trustees and .treasurers of the shrine and its funds.
While the suit was pending, Maung Tu died and
the present 2nd and 3rd respondents, who in the suit as.
originally instituted were the 1st and 2nd defendants,
were added as plaintiffs . .
As framed the suit was clearly intended to be a
friendly and possibly a collusive suit, since all the
parties to it belonged to one faction which claimed to
have elected them as trustees, but a number of other
persons, who represented another .faction and who
included' the present appellants, filed a s~parate suit,. ·
the. parties to the ~ther suit and a number
against .
of other persons, in which they claimed that the two.
present appe~~nts and elevell: others had ~een elected
be trustees. of the shrine and ·that they . should be
HEALD,

a.u·

to .
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appointed to be trustees by a scheme which they
submitted to the Court for adoption.
The two suits were heard together and were in
effect consolidated, the plaintiffs in the second suit
being added as defendants in the first .suit, which
was thus converted into a contested suit between the
representatives of the two factions, the two present
appellants representing the faction which filed the
second suit, and the respondents the faction which
filed the ea=rlier suit.
The Court settled a scheme which was embodied
in its decree dated the 14th of May 1924.
Both factions appealed but this Court confirmed the
scheme on the 17th of July 1925 in its Civil 1st Appeal
No. 143 of 1924.
The scheme provides th~t there sha.ll be 11 trustees,
that they shall be elected by the permanent residents
of Kya:iklat, being Buddhists andnot less than 18 years
of age, at an election to be held by the Subdivisional
Officer of Kyaiklat, and that "the elected trustees
shall be confirmed by the principal Civil Court of jurisdiction." It also provides . that the first election must
be held within two months from the 14th of May 1924.
On the 18th of June 1924, the two present appellants
applied to the Subdivisional Officer of Kyaiklat to hold
an election of trustees and he fixed the 13th of July
1924 .as the date for the election ...
The first three respondents. applied for a postponement of the election -On the ground of the pendency of
the ·appeal in this Court, but the Subdivisional Officer:
ref~sed to postpone the .election without an order of the
Court.
·
.An election was held on the date fixed, and .11 trustees, including the. 1st appellant but ~ot . including
eit4.er the 2nd appellant or any of the respondents,
were declared to have ·been :duly elected,~
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. On the 2nd of August 1924;:,the 1st appellant filed
an application in. the District .Court .for confirmation
.v .
of the election, but· the matter was kept pending until
.U ·Po SEIN
after the decision of the appeal in this Court, and
AND
OTHER$.
the application ·was not considered until the 4th of
HEALD, J.
September 1925~ This delay reflec.t s no credit on the
District Court.
Notices were then issued to· the patties to the suit
in which the scheme was settled and the first three
respondents objected to the confirmation of the election and claimed that it should be declared to be
invalid on the grounds that the Subdivisional Officer
had undertaken· to postpone the election with the
result that their faction did not vote, and that elected
candidates had not applied for confirmation· of
their election. After much further delay the · Distric.t
Court passed the order against which appellants claim
to be entitled to appeal. In that order the Court
refused .t o confirm the election of any of the
trustees.
The first question which arises is whether or not
any appeal lies against such afl. order and we have
heard coU,nsel at length on this question.
· Appellants' learned advocate says that it has
always been the practice of this Court to accept
such appeals but the only appeal . to which he has
refe~red us, namely Civil Miscellaneous Appea}
No. 122 of 1926, is an appeal under Clause 13 of
the Letter~ Patent and not under the Code and it
does not follow that because an app.eal lies under the
Letters Patent from the judgm~nt of a single Judg~
of this CQurt to ·a Bench of this Court, an appeal
lies · to this Court from an order of a District Court.
In the · latter case the right of appeal, if it exists,
J;D.Ust be given by · the Code of Civil Procedure, and
if it is not so given no appeal lies.
u
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1927
A large number · of cases have been ·cited before·
us by the learned advocates and it will be conveni- u BAPE
AND ONE
ent to deal with them in order of date.
1.1.
UPo SEIN
In the case of Minakshi Naidu v. Subramanya
AND
Sastti (1 ), which was a case in which a Civil Court OTHERS.
acting under the provisions of section 10 of the HEALD, J.
Religious Endowments . Act XX of ~863, had
appointed a person to fill a vacancy among the
members of a committee appointed under that Act,.
their Lordships of the Privy Council say " Their
Lordships cannot assume that there is a right of
appeal in every matter which comes under the consideration of a Judge; such right must be given by
statute, or by some authority equivalent to a·
statute .
. In the opinion of. their Lordships:
the tenth section . places the right . of .appointing a
member of the COf!liilittee . in the . Civil Court not as
a matter of ord~naty . civil jurisdiction; but because
the officer who constitutes the Civil; Court is sure to
be one of weight an<i; authority and ·.w ith the best
means of · knowing the movements of. ·.local opinion
and feeling; and one can hardly . imagine a case. i~
which it would be more desirable· that · the. dis'cretion
should be exercised by a person .acquainted with the
district and with all . the surroundings. : The exercise
of the· discretion being sq. placed in the District Judge .
th~ir Lordships are unable to .find anything in the
tenth section. which. Gonfers a righ~ :of . appeal. It has
however been suggested.. that though ·thete·. may be no
right of appeal ~nder :.the · Pagoda Act . itself~ yet a
right of appeal must he fou.nd in the general .l~w>
~d their Lordsh~ps~. · attention ·has 1 b~en . particularly
· directed .to section ·$:40 .of Act ~x,. of 1877 ·which gives
a ..general -right of ·appe'li from.-:decrees ,of : Courts exerr
cising original jurisdi~tion ;· .the : ju(isdiction.. c.onferred
(1)
•

•

• •

•

(r8Sg) ix Madt
j

•

•.

••

#

..

~6.
~
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by the Code (s. 10) is to try suits of a civil nature.
UBAPE
The Act of 1877 contained, in its interpretation
AND ONE
clause, a definition of the meaning of the word
v. ~
l:J Po SErn'' decree,'' as used in that Act but· th1s · interpretation
AND
OTHERS.
was modified by Act XII of 1879 and as modified
HEALD, J.
the interpretation is as follows:·· " Decree " means a
formal expression of an adjudication upon any right,
claim or defence, set up in a Civil Court where such
adjudication decides the suit or the appeal. In the
opinion of their Lordships there~ was no civil suit
respecting the · appointment, and it would be
impossible to · bring an order made by a District
Judge pursuant to· section 10 of the Pagoda Act
within the general definition of a decree as contained
in the Code and no other general law has been
suggested." Appellants' learned advocate distinguishes
that cas·e from. the present on the grounds that in the
present case there is a civil suit which is brought
under the Code and that the order in this case may
b e regarded either as a decree in the suit itself, or,
if not as a decree in the suit, as falling within the
present definition of the word " decree " as being
:an adjudication on a question arising between the
parties relating to the execution of the decree and
therefore as being the determination of a question
. within section 47 of the · Code.·
The next case to which ·we have been referred, the
case ·of Chunilal v. Ahmedabad MunicipaZ:ty (1), is a
case in which it was held that no appeal lies from
an order of a District Court made· under the
:provisions of section 160 of the Bombay District
·M unicipal Act,··. which· gives the District Court in
certain circumstances, on the application of ·either of
-of the parties to a dispute in respect of compen~ation
.to be awarded under: that . Act for _ the . compulsory_
1927

(x) (1911) 36 Bom. 47'· ·
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acquisition of land, power to determine the amount
of compensation to be paid. The H igh Court held
that section 160 did not itself give a right of appeal
and that the order made by the District Court under
that section could not be regarded as. a " decree ''
within the definition of " decree " in the Code
·" because it is made not under the ordinary civil jurisdiction but under a special jurisdiction created by a
special Act and the Act does not say that such order
is a decree. " Appellants' larned advocate distinguishes
that case on the ground that the order in the present
case is made under the ordinary' civil jurisdiction
given by the Code, and he says that the decision in
that case has in effect been overruled by the decision
{)f the House of Lords· in the case of the National
Telephone Company v. Postmaster-General (1 ).
In the National Telephone Company's case, it had
been agreed between the parties that· all qu~stions
.and matters of difference referred to· arbitration
under the agreement by which the PostmasterGeneral w~s to buy ~he Company's plant should be
referred to the Railway and Canal Commission.
Jurisdiction in such cases was given to the Commission by section 1 of the Telegraph (Arbitration)
Act, and that Act contained no provision for an
appeal from the · Commission's _ decisions. But the
Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1888, which established
the Commission, provided that an appeal should lie
from the Commission to-the Court of Appeal. It was
.argued that the provision for an appeal did not
· .apply to decisions of the Commission: on a reference·
under the Telegraph (Arbitration) Act, but the
House of Lords held . that it did apply. I · do not
t~ink that this decision, which turns on the wording'
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of the particular statutes mentioned, sheds any light
On the question which is before us, or that it
materially affects the decision in the Bcmbay case.
cited above.
In the case of the Municipality of Belgaum v.
Rudrappajf<1), the High Court of Bombay accepted
the decision in Chunilal' s case as good law and held
that it had no power to revise the order of the
DistrictI Court which was made under section 160
of the Bombay District Municipalities Act.
The case of Balakrishna v. Vasudeva (2) like
Minakshi' s case, dealt with an order of the District
Co~rt under section 10 of the "Pagoda Act," but
the order was somewhat different" from that made in
the earlier: case and the question which arose .was.
not whether an appeal lay from the order but .
wheth~r the order was open to revision by the
High Court under section 115 of the Co<;ie. Their
Lordships of the Privy Council held that it was open
to revision~ and this decision · may be regarde.d as
casting doubt on the correctness of the second of
the Bombay decisions mentioned above. It may be
noted, .how~ver, in view of the claim of appellants~
learned advocate that if we hold that no appeal lies,.
we should · regard the memorandum of appeal in this
case as a~ application for revision, that their Lor~
ships said "It will be observed that the .section
(gection 115 of the Code) ap{>lies to jurisdiction alone,.
~he irregular €Xe.rcise, or n<'n ..e-xLtci~e of it, or the
i~legal a~~umption of it. The sectinn is not directed
against conclusions of law or fact in which the
question of . jurisdiction is not involved."
· The ca~e .of Kokku v. Chintlachervu (3), . raised the
qu~stion ·of the power of the High Court
to deal tn
.

.

(r) (1916) ·40 Born. 509.

(2) (1917) 40 Mad. 793·

. (3) (i923) 47 l\:1ad. 369.
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revision with orders of a District or Subordinate
Judge made in exercise of the powers conferred by
the rules made under the Madras Local Boards Act
of 1920, and the High Court, holding that the
District Judge acted not as a persona designata but
in a judicial capacity, decided that it had powers of
revision over their decisions, but at the same time
drew attention to the dictum of their Lordships of
the Privy Council quoted above as to the limits of
the revisional jurisdiction.
The next case cited is a Full Bench ruling of this
Court, namely, The Municipal Corporation of Rangoon
v. M. A. Shakur (1 ). In the case it was held that
the Chief Judge of the Rangoon Small Cause Court
in exercising the powers conferred on him by section
14 of the Rangoon Municipal Act acts not as a Court
but as a persona designata and that therefore the
High Court has no power to revise orders passed by
him under that section. That case was cited to
support a suggestion that the District Judge in confirming or refusing to confifin; elections under the
scheme in this case acts as a persof!a designata but
as I do not think that suggestion can be accepted,
I need not consider this decision further.
Similar. considerations apply to the M adras case
of Lakshmanan v. I(annapar (2), in which the
decision of this Court in the last-mentioned case was
followed.
.
None of the cases cited before us deals with
circumstances similar to those of the present case or
with a suit filed under section 92 of the Code.
There is however a case in the Chief Court of
Lower Burma, namely~ Mahomed Esoof v. Mahomed
esooj (3), which was not officially reported, but which
(1) (1"925) 3 Ran. ·s6o.
(2) (1926) so Mad. 121.
(3) Ci.vil Misc. Appeal iu of 1913, 7 B.L.T. 298.
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was in some respects similar to the present case and
UBAPE
in which the question whether or not an appeal lies
AND ONE
from the decision of the Court appointed by a scheme
v.
U Po SEIN
to confirm or refuse to confirm the election of a
AND
OTHERS.
trustee under the scheme was considered. UnfortuHF.ALD, J.
nately in that case, as in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal
No. 122 of 1926 already mentioned, the appeal in
question was not an appeal under the Code, but was
an appeal under section 14 of the Lower Burma
Courts Act, the provisions· of which were different
from those of the Code. Unfortunately too the
learned Judges differed on the question whether or
not an appeal lay. Hartnell, J., said " In the cases of
Dharrwdarbhat v. Bhogilal Karsondas (1) and Prayag
Doss Ji Varu v. Tirumala Suranga Cliarluvaru (2);
proceedings such as the present are pronounced to be
proceedings in execution, and there seems to be no
good reason for differing from that view. · That being
so~ I consider that an appeal lies." T womey, J., on
the· other hand seems to have regarded the Court
appointed by the scheme to confirm elections as a
persdna designata. He said " The authority designated
in Clause 4 (of the scheme), viz., the Principal Court of
Original Civil Jurisdiction, has appointed a person
chosen at the meeting. It appears to· me that the
decision of that authority in the matter of the appointment is final and I see no reason to entertain an
appeal from such an appointment as a matter arising
in execution." That ruling therefore does not decide
the question which arises in the present case.
I have read the two cases cited in that ruling and
I am not satisfied that the Court's · confirmation: or
refusal to . confirm an election of truste~s . under powers
given by a scheme. is a matter of execution in the · sense
in ·wh~ch the word e~ecutio:n is use~ in the Code.
,
(1) 24 Bom. 45·

(:?)' z8 Mad. 319.
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It has been judicially recognised that in certain
<elasses of suits the power of the Court which passed
the decree to make orders in the suit does not come
to an end when the decree is passed. In the case
of Abdul Shaker v. Abdul Rahiman (1), which was
a case of Specific Relief it was said that the Court
which heard the suit keeps control over the action
and has full power to make any just or necessary
-orders therein, that being the practice of the Courts
-of Chancery in· Englana in similar suits. It has been
repeatedly held that in suits under section 92 of the
Code, which in England would have come before the
·Courts of Chancery, the Court which framed a scheme
has power to vary it, see remarks to this effect in the
-case of Prayag Doss Ji Varu already cited, and the
·case of Umashamnand v. Ravaneshvar (2), which
-does not seem to have been officially reported, also
·the case of Manadananda v. Tarakananda (3).
.
It would appear therefore that in those suits also
the Court is regarded as keeping control over the
.action, and it seems to me that where the Court
reserves to itself the right to confirm elections held
under a scheme framed by it and where application
for confirmation is made by parties on one side in
th~ suit and is opposed by parties on the other side,
the order which the Court makes is not really an
·order in execution but is a decree in the suit itself
.a·n d is therefore ··appealable as a decree under the
·Code.
I would therefore find . that an appeal lies against
the order in this case ·as a decree.
On this finding it becomes necessary to consider
the case on the merits.· (His Lordship confirmed
.

.

(1) (1922) 46 Mad. 148.

(2) 43 I.C. 772. .

(3) 76 I.C.
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the elections of all the candidates except Maung Hla
Baw.)
MYA Bu, J.- I concur.

J.

•

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.
1927

Dec. 5·

KING-.E MPEROR
v.
MUTU ALAGI.*
Burma Village Act (Burma Act VI of 1907), s. zo-A, and Rule 6 of the mlesPowers of the Deputy Commissioner under s. 23-Money-lender taking
goods and chattels in pledge.
Held, that a conviction by a Magistrate under the Burma Village Act is not
an order under the Act,- within the meaning of s. 23 of the Act; neither is a
Magistrate when exercising jurisdiction as such" an authority subordinate to'"
the Deputy Commissioner.
Held, accordingly that the Deputy Commissioner cannot revise a conviction
by a Magistrate for an offence under the Burma Village Act.
Held, also, that a money-lender, genuinely carrying on business as such,.
does not commit an offence under sections zo-A of the Burma Village Act,.
by taking goods and chattels in pledge for advances of money on a promissorynote or other document.

A. Eggar- (Government Advocate) for the Crown ..
M cDonnell for the respondent.

CARR, }.- The respondent, Mutu Alagi; was con-·
victed by the Township Magistrate of Thegon of the
" offence of receiving in pawn a gold ring-without a.
license in contrav~ntion _of section 20-A of the Burma
Village Act punishable under Rule 6 of the rules.
• Criminal Appeal No. I359 of 1927.
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under section 20-A of the said Act" and was fined
Rs. 30.
He applied to the Deputy Commissioner, Prome,
for revision of the order, praying that it be set aside
and that the fine be refunded to him. This appli-cation was registered as a " _Criminal Revision " in
the Court of the District Magistrate, Prome, and the
:first entry in the case diary was signed by· the Deputy
·Commissioner as District Magistrate. The two subse•
·quent entries were signed by him as Deputy Com:missioner. This officer set aside the conviction and
.sentence passed on the respondent and directed that
the fine and costs paid be refunded to him. In doing
this he expressly acted as Deputy Commissioner and
purported to act under the powers conferred on him
by section 23 (2) of the Village Act.
This is an appeal by the Local Government against
that order.
It is admitted by Mr. McDonnell for the respon-<!ent that the order was one made without jurisdiction and there is no doubt that this is the case.
The respondent was convicted by the Township
Magistrate on ·a criminal trial and such conviction can
·only be set aside by a duly constituted court of
-criminal appeal or revision acting in exercise of the
jurisdiction conferred op it by the Code of Criminal
Procedure or other law. The Magistrate was a first class
.Magistrate and no appeal lay from the conviction and
:sentence of fine of Rs. 30. The D lstrict Magistrate
had power to call for the case in revision but. had
.n o power to interfere with either the conviction or
sentence. He could, if he thought fit, have referred
·.the case to this Court with his recommendation. ·
The Deputy Commissioner is not .a court of crimi- :
· .n al appeal or revision and had no power to deal with
.ihe conviction ai).d sentence in any way~ In passmg

'.

'.
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his ,order h~ evidently misconstrued the provisions of
KIN Gsection 23 of the Village Act, which, so far as they
EMPEROR
f).
now concern us are:Muru
" (1) An appeal shall not lie from any order
ALACI.
made under this Act.
CARR, J.
(2) But the Deputy Commissioner may revise·
any such order made by any authority subordinate·
to .him .
"
Now the conviction and sentence of a person for
an offence made punishable ' by the Act or Rules
made under it is not " an order made under this
Act." Nor is a magistrate when exercising his
jurisdiction as such " an authority subordinate to , .
the Deputy Commissioner.
It has not been argued by Mr. McDonnell ·that ·
since the Deputy Commissioner is not a criminal
court this Court has no power to interfere with his.
order. I think there would be some force in such.
an objection, at any rate. so far as concerns the power
of this Court as a court . of criminal .appeal. But the·
question is not very material. It is undoubtedly the· ..
duty of this Court and within its powers on the matter
being brought to its notice, to declare that the order
of the Deputy Commissioner is of no effect as against
the conviction and the sentence passed by the magistrate, and that the conviction and sentence rematn
in fore~ until set aside by a competent court. I now ·
rec~rd a declaration to that effect.
... Mr ~ McDonnell has asked me also to consider in:
revision the correctness of th~ original conviction ..
The Government Advocate has raised no objection.
·and this question has been argued.
Reviewing .the proceedings of the magistrate I note.
in .·th~ first p~ace that the conviction was wrong bec~use section 20-:-A of. the Village Act and· the Rules
.. un<ler. it do ~ot ·create .~ny su91;l.· offence as that of
19Z7
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rece1vmg an article in pawn without a license. What
they do make punishable is the carrying on of the
business of a pawn-broker, and it was of that
offence that the respondent should have been convicted, if convicted at all.
Secondly the respondent was the wrong person to
be tried for that offence. . He was a mere clerk in
the firm of An. Ar. AI. Alagappa Chettyar which ·
carried on the business through its agent at Thaton.
The proper person to be charged was therefore that
agent. The respondent might possibly also be liable
to conviction for abetn1ent or even, applying section
34 of the Penal Code, of the substantive offence,
but the prosecution of the agent would have been
much more appropriate. ·
The next question is whether an offence has been
committed at all. Section 20-A of the Village Act
provides that "No person shall keep a pawnshop or
carry on the business of a pawn-broker except under
and in accordance with rules made by the Local
Government in this behalf." Sub-sections (2) and (3)
give the rule-making power. Rule 1 (a) made under
this section reads:'' 1. In these rules-(a) 'fawn-broker' means
every person who carries on the business of taking
goods and chattels in pawn for loans · of money not
exceeding Rs. 200 in any one transaction: provided
that nothing in these rules shall apply to persons.
taking goods and chattels in pawn for loans exceeding Rs. 100, when the rate of int.erest· or other profit
does not exceed 15 . per cent. per annum, nor shall
th'ey apply to persons genuinely c'!-rrying on the business
of · money-lender and advancing money on a promissorynote ·or other document." .
RUle .6 · p~ovides .that ·"Whoever carries on the
business of a pawn-broker without a license .
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shall · be punishable with fine which for a first
"
offence may extend -·1:o fifty rupees .
There is a curious variety of phraseology in rule
1 (a) which makes it very difficult to say what
was the probable intention of its framers. But it .
is claimed in this case that the respondent comes
under the concluding words of the rule, which I have
italicised and that therefore the rules do not apply
to him at all.
It appears to be admitted that the An. Ar. AI.
firm genuinely carries on the business of money-lender,
and there can be no doubt that in this case the firm
did advance the money in question on a "document."
The learned Government Advocate has pointed out
that the document Ex. A is not a promissory note.
That is so but there can be no doubt that it comes
within the very wide terms " other document." It
r eads as follows : " The undersigned Maung Thein Maung borrows
Rs. 10 with interest at Rs. 2-8 per cent. per mensem
on a pledge of the gold mentioned · in the list
below. As regards the gold if within
months from this date I do not pay the principal and
interest the lender (name of firm) may sell (the gold)

"
This document was signed by the borrower and
from the evidence it appears that both the original
·and the counterfoil remained in the possession of the
lender.
I am very . clearly of opinion that such t ransactions
-as this when entered into ~y a genuine firm· of
money-lenders such as the An. Ar. AI. firm are
exempted from the operation of the rules .by the words
in Rule 1 (a) already mentioned and that therefore
no offence was coilunitted either by the firm or by
its servant; the· .r~spondent. ·
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I therefore, in exercise of the revisional jurisdiction of this Court, set aside the conviction and sentence
passed upon the respondent Mutu Alagi by the T ownship Magistrate of Thegon and direct that he be
acquitted and that the fine and costs paid by hiin be
refunded to him.

PRIVY

(Defendants).
(On Appeal from the High ·court at Rangoon.)
Principal qnd Agent-Power of .attorney-Subsequent registered deed of trustSale of immoveable property-Alleged revocation of power-Construction of
deed-Properties not included in deed-Absence of description for
registration.
A joint Hindu family carried on business as the K.P. finn ·with a branch in
Pegu. I n 1906 the manager of the family gave a power of attorney to S, the
Pegu agent of the business, authorizing him to sell any of the immoveable property. In 1908, the business being in difficulties, the manager of the family
executed a deed by which a trustee was given power to collect debts and pay
creditors, and carry on the business, with power to sell properties mentioned
in schedules. The Pegu properties were not mentioned in the schedules, but
· clause zx of the deed provided " all properties, assets, claims and suit which
·m ay come under dispute of the K.P. firm have in this way been t~:ansferred to
the trustee; he has power to ·receive them as they are paid, to convert the~
all into money, and if convenient to transfer them to creditors." In 1912 s
by a registered deed purported to sell part of the Pegu properties.
Held, that the trust deed, upon its tru~ construction did not include the
Pegu properties, as they were not mentioned in the schedules, and the deed
contained no description identifying them as was necessary for p~rposes of

* PREsEN"i':-=-Vxscoum SuMNER,
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registration ; that accordingly the deed did not revoke th e power of attorney
of 1906, and S had power thereunder to sell the properties in suit.
Decree Qf the High Court affirmed.

~lNGAM
CHETTYAR

v.
E.N.M.K.
CHETTYAR

FIRM
AND
OTHERS.

Appeal (No. 8 of 1927) from a decree of the JHigh
Court (September 29, 1925) affirming a d ecree of
the District Court of Pegu (June 7, 1924).
The appellant brought a suit claiming that as
purchaser from the Official Assignee he was entitled
to certain immoveable _properties in Pegu. The
properties had been purchased by the 1st respondent in 1913, nearly five years before the insolvency,
in circumstances which appears from the judgment
of the Judicial Committee. The other respondent~~fendants were purchasers from ·the 1st respondent.
The question arisi_pg in. the litigation was the validity
of the sale of 1913.
The District Judge dismissed the suit, holding
that the person who effected the sale of 1913 was
duly authorized~ That decision was affirmed by the
High Court (Rutledge, C.J. and Brown, J.).
1927. November 15, 17. Parikh and Pennell for
the appellant.
Sir George Loundes, K. C., and! E. B. Raikes for ·
the first respondent.
December 6. The judgment of their Lordship.s was
delivered bySIR LANCELOT SANDERSON. -This is an appeal by
the plaintiff against ajudgment and decree, dated the"
29th September, 1925, of the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon, which affirmed a judgment and
decree of the District Court of Pegu, dated the 7th
June, 1924, by which the plaintiff's suit was dismissed
with costs.
The suit was instituted· in November, 1922; and
_·thereby the -plaintiff prayed for _a declaration that he
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Somasundaram was to collect the debts owing to
the family, pay the creditors, and carry on the
business.
By the terms of the deed Somasundaram was given
"a right over, by way of trust, all the properties,
assets and interests mentioned in Schedules A and B,"
for the purpose of selling the same.
The trust deed contained other powers, such as
management, the appointment and removal of agents,
including the agents then working in the K.P. firm.
One, M.S.M. Maygappa Chettyar, was appointed
coadjutor to counsel · and advise the trustee, and it
was provided that the trustee should obtain the consent in writing of the coadjutor before appointing
agents, or selling or mortgaging immoveable properties
in connection with the trust.
It was further provided by Clause 21 of the deed
that' ' all properties, assets claims and suits that may come
under · dispute (or to court ) of the K.P. firm have in this way
been transferred to the trustee. He has power to receive
them as they are paid, to convert them all into money and, if
convenient, to transfer (or assign) them to creditors."

In 1911 the coadjutor mentioned in the trust deed
died, and no other coadjutor was appointed.
On the 4th January, 1912, Somasundaram, purporting to act as trustee by virtue of the powers
conferred upon him by the above-mentioned deed,
appointed Singaram Chetty his agent, to · transact~
conduct and manage the affairs, concerns and matters
in which he was interested as trustee, and to use
the name of Somasundaram Chetty, trustee to the
said estate.
Ori the 23rd June,. 19t2, Smgaram, by a registered
deed o{ that date, purported to sell to E.N.M.K.
Muttaya Chetty, . the first . respondent, for· the .
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consideration of Rs. 12,500, the properties in suit.
This deed was not produced at the trial, but a copy
of it was put in by consent of the parties at the hearing
of this appeal.
The other respondents are purchasers of some of
the properties from the first respondent.
On the 1st August, 1913, the trustee was discharged.
On the 7th January, 1918, on the application of a
creditor, Ramanathan Chetty individually, and as
managing member of the joint family, was adjudicated
insolvent by the District Judge of Ramnad, who directed
that all the personal assets of Ramanathan and the joint
family assets should vest in the Official Receiver.
On the 26th January, 1920, the appellant bought the
properties in suit at a public auction for the sum of
Rs. 580 ~nd the property was conveyed to him by two
deeds, dated the 8th May, 1920, and the 7th December,
1921, and executed by the Official Receiver. The
appellant instituted this suit, as already stated, on the
6th November, 1922, basing his title to the properties
on the two above-mentioned sale deeds.
The first respondent relied upon his alleged purchase
on the 23rd June, 1912.
·
The learned additional District Judge dismissed the
plaintiff's suit with costs.
·on appeal, the . High Court held that . Singaram
continued as agent for the K.P. firm in the Pegu district
from 1906 until after the conveyance to the first respondent, that the power of attorney granted in 1906 to
Singaram continued unimpaired and u~cancell.ed, a~d
that 4e had ample power to convey the property and
give a good title.
The High Court dealt with certain questions of ~~~_qd
an:d collusiQn, to which re{eren.ce · need · not now be
·~aqe~ a:s the'y ha'{e J).Ot beez:1 ~ais~Q. on .the lJ:e~ring Qf

tl:ris ~P.p.t(al.
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The learned counsel, who appeared for the appellant, relied mainly upon two points.
In the first place, it was cqntended that the power
of attorney of 1906 in favour of Singaram came to an
end by reason of the execution ·of the trust deed of the
6th April, 1908. It was argued that by the trust deed
the· whole of the property of the undivided family was
transferred to the trustee, that Ramanathan and the
family had thereby deprived themselves of all power to
sell the property, and that thereafter as the principal
had no power to sell, the agent, Singaram, likewise had
no authority or power to sell the property.
It was also argued on behalf of the appellant that
the power of attorney given by the .trustee on the 4th
January, 1912, was of no effect, as far as the sale of
iffimoveable properties was concerned, inasmuch as the
trustee had not obtained the consent in writing of a:
coadjutor to the sale thereof as provided by the.deed.
The · last-mentioned point may be disposed of at
once.
It was not seriously contended on behalf of the
respondents that they could rely on the power of
attorney executed by the trustee on the 4th January,
1912, as authority for the sale by Singaram of the
properties, and their Lordships are of opinion . that the
appellant's contention on that point may be taken to be
eorrect.
·· In the second place, it was argued that the trust did
riot come· to an end when the trustee was discharged
ill August, 1913, that the Court on a proper application
would have appointed another trustee, and that the
property was still subject to the trust and vested in. the
trustee.
The learned counsel for · the respondents replied
the~e points by arguing, first, that the trust deed ,of the
6th April, 1908, did not include. the immoveable' property
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in Pegu which is now in suit, and secondly, that there
was a finding of fact by both the Courts in India that
the power of attorney in favour of Singaram, dated lOth
February, 1906, had not come to an end, but that it was
in force and of full effect at the time Singa:ram sold the
property to the first respondent.
It is de~ that the immoveable properties in Pegu
are not specifically mentioned in the trust deed.
The properties mentioned in Schedule A are situated
at Pallatur and the other places mentioned therein, and
they do not include the immoveable properties at Pegu,
the subject of this suit.
Schedule B includes " the firm under the mark
of K.P. at Pegu and all the rights such as mol?-ey~
lending, &c."
This property mentioned in the schedule to the
plaint consists of four lots of paddy land, two houses,
and two lots of garden land-situated in Pegu.
In their Lordships' opinion the property so claimed
in this suit cannot be said to be covered by the description of the properties in the above-mentioned two.
schedules to the trust d,eed.
The opinion is confirmed when reference is made
to the provisions of the Registration Act, III of 1877which was in force at the time of the execution of the
trust deed, dated 6th April, 19Q8. The deed .was
registered, and if it had .·been intended to make the
immoveable property at Pegu subject to the trust fo~
sale, it would have been necessary to insert in the deed
a description of such prop~rty sufficient to identify . the
same, as was ill fact done in the cas.~ of the property .at
Pailatur and other places r~ferred to _in .S ch.edule A of
the ·trust deed.
·.
·
It was, howeve~, argued on behalf ·.o f .t he appelhint
that the te~~s of Clause 21 · of the deed, . w~ich haye
·aiready been st~ted, are sufficibnt .to.vest all the property
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of the K.P. firm, incluc}ing the irrupoveable property at
Pegu, in the trustee_.
The deed has to be construed as a whole, and upon
such a construction it is not possible, in their Lordships' opinion to hold th::,tt the above-mentioned words
are sufficient to transfer· to the trustee the immoveable
properties at Pegu, which pave not been mentioned in
the deed or the schedule containing the description of
the immoveable properties which, it was intended by the
parties, sh_o uld be transferred to the trustee.
Their Lordships, therefore, are of the opinion that
the properties, which are the subject.,.matter of the suit,
were not transferred to the trustee. by the deec;l of the
6th April, 1908, and that the authority given to
Singaram . to sell the property was not termipated by
reason
of
..
. the execution of that trust deed.
It was further argu~d on behalf of the appellant that
Singaram was appointeq agent at Pegu in 1905 by a
sal3:ry ::,tgreement which usually exists for three years,
th~t he returned to Inpia in or about 1909, and that the
power of attorney wbich had been given to him in 1906
must be considered to have come to an end when he
left fegu and returned to Ind~a.
It appe~rs, however, tha~ Singaram r~turned to
Pegu in. 1911 ~nd again acteq as agent for the l{.P.

..

fi~m.

The learneq ~S$istant Pi.s trict Judge, wpo tried the
s.qit, ;held that th~ origip.al pow~r of attorney of 1906 in
fav_our ·o f Sing~~~ w~~ evid~ntly p~v~r w~t)ldrawn or
cancelled.
·
·
. .. . ...
.
The High ColJrt ~ol}siger~cl th~t it w~s cle~rly
e.st~pli~.l:l#d t_h;:tt S_ip.g~n~II! ~ontip:Q~d ~s. ag~Qt of t}l.~
K.P. firm in the Pegu district from 1906 lJI}~il flfter th~
-~9-P'Y~}'C}fl.G~ in q»~~t~Qn ~n th~ ~mit1 C}P.-4 t4~ le~rned
J@.ge~ .Qf th~ Hjgh <;ol.Jft wen~ ~§O of opi,I).~QP. t4~t .the . .
ii:il!l- Ju<Jg~ w~·· · fgJ}y jp§titi~4 ~:Q tM ·~vigepGe . in··
.
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holding that his powers under the power of attorney
granted in 1906 continued unimpaired and uncancelled.
These are concurrent findings, and it was argued
on behalf of the respondents that they are findings of
fact, and, therefore, that their Lordships should not
interfere with them.
It may be that, strictly speaking, the question, to
which th~ findings are relevant, is not merely .one of
fact, and that the question whether the power of
a~~ey of 1906 was still effective at the time Singaram
conveyed the property to the first respondent is a mixed
q~on of law and f~ct. However that may be, their
_LoFdships, after consideration of the evidence see no
S.mP(;:.i~.Q.t reasp.Q. for · disagreeing with the abovementioned conclu~ions of the two .Courts in India in
r~pect of this matter.
Their Lordship~~ ther.~fore, are of opinion that
Singaram had authority to convey the property and to
give a good title to the first respondent, and that the
appeal should be dismissed with costs. Their Lordships will hu~bly advise His Majesty accordingly.
Solicitor for appellant-]. E. L'ambert.
Solicitors for respondents-Bramall & Bramall.

V.P.R.V.
CHOCKALINGAM
CHETTYAR

v.
E.N.M.K.
CHETTYAR
FIRM
AND
OTHERS.
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APPEL'l:;1\.TE CIVIL.
Before Mr. :Justice Brown.

MAUNG SHWE OK

1927

AND ONE

v.

Dec. 9·

KARAMBU PILLAY

AND

TWO

OTHERS.*

Puisne mortgagee-Rights unaffected by action of prior mortgagee without
joining puisne mortgagee as party-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of I 908),
0. 34, r. I.
Held, that when a prior mortgagee brings property to sale in execution or
the decree on his mortgagee and a second mortgagee of the property is not
joined as a party to the suit on which the mortgage decree was obtained, the
rights of the second mortgagee are unaffected by the suit of the first mortgagee
and the sale .in execution of the decree.
The mortgagees of the property in suit were in possession of the mortgaged
property and therefore could not be evicted by a purchaser at a Court-sale.of the
said property which was sold at the instance of an alleged prior mortgagee whO>
had not made the puisne mortgagees parties in his suit.
·
·
San Bwin v. A.N.K. Nagamutu, 8. L.B.R. 266-rejerred to.

Shaffee for the appellants.
Ganguli
for the respondents.
.
.

J.-The land in dispute in this case was
originally the property of the "2nd and 3rd respondents,
Maung Hlaing and Ma Waing. In the year 1919
.t hey mortgaged their land By a registered deed tO·
the appellants, the mortgage being a simple mortgage.
In 1923 a further registered deed was executed and
in place of the simple mortgage the appellants
obtained a usufructuary mortgage for a sum of ,
Rs. 984-8-0.
In Suit No. 75 of 1924 o( the Township Court,.
Lewe, the 1st responden~, Karambu · Pillay, _ filed a.
mortgage suit with regard ·to this land against the
· 2nd · and 3rd respondents and obtained a · decree.
BROWN,

* SpecialCivil Second Appeal.;No. 46 of 1927.

''.

. '
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The mortgage on which he sued was dated after the
first simple mortgage to the appellants but before the
subsequent usufructuary mortgage. The appellants
were not impleaded as parties to the mortgage suit.
The land was put up to sale in execution of the
mortgage decree and was purchased by the 1st
respondent. He then applied to the Court for
possession. This possession was given.
An application made by the appellant under rule
100 of Order XXI of the Civil Procedure Code was
dismissed. The appellants then brought the suit out
of which this appeal arises. They asked for a decree
declaring that the decree and sale in favour of the 1st
respondent were inoperative against the appellants
and that the 1st respondent be ordered to restore the
plaintiffs' possession. On these facts the trial Court
passed a decree in favour of the plaintiffs declaring
that the mortgage decree was inoperative provided the
plaintiffs paid off the 1st defendant's mortgage.
Against this d~cree the appellants appealed to the
District Court. Th~ t Court altered the decree into one
for possession of the land provided the appe~lants paid
their proportionate share of the 1st respondenf·s
. mortgage. The appellants have now filed a further
appeal and it seems to me clear that they must
succeed.
· ' It has been suggested before me on the authority
of Alangaran Chetti and another v. Lakshmanan
Chetti and others (1), that the appellants are entitled
to merge their second mortgage in their first and to
be regar~ed as the ·pdor mo-rtgagees. · This point, it is,. ·
however' unnecessary to decide, because even as
puisne mortgagees, the plaintiffs are entitled to the relief
they askec( for. It · is settled law that wheri a prior
mortgagee }:lrings property to sale . in execution of t~e.

MAUNG
SHWE

OIC

AND ONE

v.
KARAMBu
PILLAY
AND TWO'
OTHERS.
BROWN,

· (1) (1896) 20 Mad. 274.

·.

'.

J.
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decree on his mortgage and a second mortga,ge of the
MAUNG
property is not joined as a party to the suit on which the
SHwBOK
mortgage decree was ootained, the rights of the second
AND ONE
v.
mortgagee are unaffected by the suit of the first mortgagee
KARAMBU
PILLAY
and the sale in ·e xecution of the decree. This principle
AND TWO
OTHERS.
was accepted in the Lower Burma case of San Bwin v.
A .N~K. Nagamutu (1). In that case property had
BROWN, J.
been sold under a mortgage decree. The second
mortgagee, who had not been a party to the previous
litigation, sued for a declaration that the decree and
sale were inoperative against his interests in the land
and that the auction-purchaser was not entitled to
disturb his possession. It was held that he was
entitled to such a decree .
. It seems to me clear therefore that the plaintiffs
were entitled to the relief they asked for in the present
case. Why their application under rule 100 of Order
XXI . of the Civil Procedure Code was not allowed I
do not know. It is clear that within the meaning of
rule 101 they were in possession of the property on
their own account and not on account of the judgmentdebtor and that the order disturbing their possession
was entirely unjustifiable. They are therefore entitled
under the provisions of rule 103 to bring a suit to be
restored to possession. What the ultimate rights of
. the decree-holder with regard to this land will be it
iS .unnecessary for the ·p urposes of this case to decide.
The appellants are entitled to be restored to the
pos.sessio11 they were in before the passing of the
iHegal orqer ejecting them from pos~ession and it
will be for the 1st resppndep.t to ta~e such steps as
:he m~y be adviseP. for enforcing his rights on the
.1m,.d.
. ): s~t ~id~ th~ de.c~~es of th.e low~r Go\lrts ~n_d pass
· .~ . ~~ree ip favpur of th~ appel~~p.ts £w~ p.oss~ssion
1927

of .

(1) (~~~~~-~ ~.Jil.~•> -~~.6.
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the land in suit and declaring that the decree and the
sale in Civil Regular No. 75 of 1924 and Civil Execution No. 61 of 1925 are inoperative against the
plaintiffs. The 1st respondent will pay the costs of
the appellants throughout.

1927
MAUNC
SHWEOK
AND ONE

v.
KARAMBU
PILLAY
AND TWO.
OTHERS.
BROWN,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG BA AND ONE
v.
MAUNG KYWE AND ONE. *
Possession of land not recoverable by person with invalid title-Transfer of
Property Act (IV of x882), s. 54; Registration Act (XVI of 1908), s. 49Possession in virtue of invalid sale a good defence.
A person in possession of immoveable property under a contract for sale is
entitled to resist a suit for possession and he has that right even if the original
transaction p~rported to be an outright sale but was not a valid sale owing to
the absence of a registered sale deed. But that does not mean that a title can
be conferred in total disregard of the provisions of the Transfer of Property
Act, and therefore a person who is not in possession of property cannot bring a:
suit for possession based on an invaJid·title.
·
Held, that a person who purported to derive title to immoveable property .
from his vendor who based his title on an upregistered sale document, where
the provisions of section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act applied, could not
eject a person in possession of the property and who was not put in possession
thereof by him or his vendor. .

Maung Myat Tha Zan and two v. Ma Dun and one, 2 Ran. 285 ; MaMa E
and two v . .Maung Tun, 2 Ran. 479- distinguished.

Ba Thein (1) for the appellants.
Ganguli for the respondents.
BROWN, J.-The appellants sued the respondents~
Maung Kywe, MaE Me and Ma N~e Myit, mother
of the respondent Maung K ywe, to evict them ·from
. .
..
..
* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 193 of 1927 from the judgment of the
District Court of-Pegu in· <;!ivil App~al ~o. 233 .of 1926.

1927

Dec.

~12.
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a · certain house. In their plaint they stated that
they ha~ bought the house by a registered deed
from Maung Po Mya and his wife Ma E Nyun.
v.
MAUNG
Their vendors made over possession and the defendKYWE
AND ONE.
ants who were living in the house at the time
.:SROWN, J.
agreed to go away but subsequently refused to do so .
The appellants were given a decree in the trial
Court but this decree was set aside by the District
Court on appeal and they have now come to this
Court in second appeal.
The appellants claimed that their vendors Maung
Po Mya and Ma E Nyun were the owners of the
house. This is denied by the respondents. Maung
Po · Mya and Ma E Nyun have given evidence and
base their title on an unregistered sale document
dated T~baung 1278 B.-E. Admittedly the house
originally belonged to Ma Lay. Ma Lay had seven
children, of whom Ma Ngwe Myit, who was a defendant in the first instance, and has subsequently died
was one. The sale deed purports to be ·signed by
Ma Ngwe Myit and her six co-heirs. Maung Po
Mya is one of the sons of Ma .Ngwe Myit and the
respondent Maung Kywe is another of the sons. It
is quite clear that the transaction of 1278 conveyed
no title to Maung Po Mya and his wife Ma E Nyun.
Section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act was then
in force and title could only be transferr~d by a
registered document. Further the document being
unregistered could not be received in evjdence of the
sale under section 49 of the Registration Act, and the
transaction having been reduced to writing no oral
evidence on the point is· admissible. I have beeh
referred to the cases of..Maung Myat Tha Zan and
two v. Ma Duri ·and ·one (1) and of Ma Ma E and
two · v. Maung Tun (2). All that these cases
MAUNGBA
AND ONE

(r) (1924) 2 Ran_. 285.

·

· (2) (1924) 2 ·Ran. 479·
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establish is that persons in possession of immoveable
property under a contract for sale are entitied to
resist a suit for possession and that they still have
that right even if the original transaction purported
to be an outright sale but was not a valid sale
owing to the provisions of section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act. Further than this they do not
go and they do not furnish any authority for the
view that a title can be conferred in total disregard
of the provisions of the Transfer of Property Act
or that a person who is not in possession of property
can bring a suit for possession based on an invalid
title. The present suit is framed as one for eviction but the defendants are clearLy in possession. So
far as the suit is based on title alone it seems to me
that it is bound to fail. To hold any other view
would be to render the provisions of section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act and section 49 of the
Registration Act entirely nugato~y. In my opinion
the plaintiffs could on1y succeed in this case if .they
could show that they had received possession and
put the defendants in possessiofl: as their licensees.
This it seems to me they have failed to do, nor
did they bas~ their suit on this . ground. Maung Po
Mya was one of the children of Ma Ngwe Myit and
he :did for a time live in the house, but he left it
long before the sale to the appellants and after t}:lat
it was occupied by the respondent _M aung ~ywe,
another son of Ma Ngwe Myit. It is not shown that ·
Maung Kywe was pt!t in ·possession merely as a
· licensee of Maung Po Mya, and, as I have said, that is
not the cause of action made out in the plaint.
Whether the plaintiffs cou~d . establish ·any cause of
action with regard to the house, if they framed their
suit differently · is not a matter for .decision . here.
They have based their s_u~t on title and claimed to
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1927
MAUNGBA
AND ONE

v.
MAUNG

KYWE
AND ONE.

BROWN,

J.
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have the right to evict the defendants on the score
of title. This title to ..~e property has quite clearly
not been established, and I think that the suit was
rightly dismissed by the District Court.
I therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.
1927

Dec:

MAUNG PAN GYAW

v.

21.

MA BEIN

AND OTHERS. *

Buddhist law-Congenital idiot whether entitled to inherit.
Held, that at Buddhist law, a child though physically or mentally incom>etent or defective is entitled to his full share of inheritance.
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, Volume I , ss. uo and
-ejerred to.

111;

Manugye, X, 36-

Sastri for the appellant.
CARR and CuNLIFFE, JJ.-The facts of this case are
hat Ko Aik and Ma Hpaw were Burmese Buddhist
msband and wife. Ko Aik died over twenty ·years ago
md iVI:a Hpaw died about eleven years ago, leaving two
;ons. These sons, Tha Dun U and Tha Htu, are
tlleged to have been congenital idiots, and this allegation
tppears to be admitted. Tha Dun U is said to have
lied some six years ago; T ha Htu died about seven
nonths ago, and it is his death that has led to the
)re$ent suit. It appears also that i·n the year 1918 the
lst defendant, Ma Bein, was appointed by the District
~ourt of Hanthawaddy to be the custodian and manager
>f the estate of Tha fltu, Whb was declared then to
Civil First Appeal No. 187 of 1927 against the judgment ·of the District
;ourt ~f Hanthaw~ddy in Civil .Suit No. 44 of 1926.
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1 2
9 7
be of unsound mind. That is what is stated in the
plaint, but we are informed now by Mr. Sastri that MAuNe PAN
in fact it was the 11th defendant, Ma Nyein Hla,
G~.~w
who was so appointed. T he question is not of much M~~~~N
importance, Ma Nyein Hla being the mother of oTHERS.
Ma Bein.
CARRANo
The plaintiff-appellant is a son of a brother of CuJJ~FFE,
Ma Hpaw. Defendants Nos. 2 to 9 are also children
of other sisters and brothers of M a Hpaw. The 11th
defendant, Ma Nyein Hla, is a sister of Ko Aik, and
we are informed that the 12th defendant, Maung San
Dwe, is a brother of Ko Aik, but this fact does not
appear on the record. The 1st defendant, as already
mentioned, is a daughter of Ko Aik's sister, Ma Nyein
Hla, the 11th defendant.
The plaintiff now sues for administration of the
estate of Tha Htu. His first contention is that both
Tha Dun U and Tha Htu were by reason of insanity
legally incapable of inheriting, and that the estate to be
administered should be regarded as the estate of their
mother, Ma Hpaw, and he claims, therefore, that he
and defendants Nos. 2 to 9 are the heirs of Ma Hpaw.
The plaintiff-appellant's whole case rests on the
proposition that Tha Htu was incapable of inheriting
from his parents. For that proposition we can find
no sufficient authority. Mr. Sastri has relied upon
the extracts from the · Dhammathats in sections 110
. and 1_11 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest. Those
extracts appear, however, to tell very strongly against
his contention, the only one which actually supports
it being the extract from Pyu in section 111. The
most important of these extracts is that from the
M anugye Dhamrnathat which is taken from Book X,
·
section 36 of that Dhammathat.
We note here that the translation given in the
. Digest differs _materially ·in some re~pe~ts from that

9.
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given by Richardson, and that Richardson's translation
appears to be the more correct.
Excluding the extract from Pyu in section 111, all
the other extracts clearly provide that a child who is
physically or mentally incompetent or defective is
entitled to his full share of inheritance, and these
extracts are quite sufficient to settle that question.
The M anugye provides further that such a child shall
be taken · care of by one of his relations and not coheirs, as the translation in the Digest gives it. It
provides further that, on the death of the person so
defective, the one who has maintained and taken care
of him shall be entitled to his share of the inheritance.
Mr. Sastri contends that that provision does not apply
in the present case. We do not think it necessary to
go into that question.
The Dhammathats, as we have already said,
dearly show that the deceased, Tha Htu, was entitled
to inherit from his parents, and this fact seems
to have been recognized throughout by all the
parties to the suit, since there is no suggestio n that
any of them have during Tha Htu's life time
claimed to inherit either jointly with him or to
his exclusion.
We have, therefore, to deal with the estate of
Tha Htu, and, on the facts . as to relationship already
stated, it is clear that his nearest heirs are his
paternal aunt, Ma Nyein Hla and uncle, Maung San
D we,. if Maung San bwe is, in fact, a brother of
his . father. Other considerations aside, those two
heirs will exclude all the other parties to t he suit,
since they are the nearest. If, however, the rule given
in the · Manugye Dhammathat, to which we have
already referred, is to ·be applied, · then either Ma
Nyein Hla, the 11th defendant; or Ma Bein, the
1st defendant, whiche;ver of · them is, in fact, the
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custodian of Tha Htu and his estate, will be entitled
to inherit to the exclusion of everyone else.
We are not called upon to decide between the
daims of the defendants, and we express no opinion
as to whether it is the natural heir or the custodian
who is entitled to inherit.
One fact which is quite sufficient for the determination· of this suit clearly emerges, and that 1s
that the plaintiff-appellant, Maung Pan Gyaw, is not
·e ntitled to any share in the estate, and, therefore, has
no status to bring this suit.
The appeal is, therefore, dismissed. There will be
no order as to cost~, the hearing having been ex parte.

1927
MAUNG PAN
GYAW

v.
MA BEIN
AND

OTHERS.
CARR AND

C UNLIFFE,

JJ.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

KWAI TONG KEE

1928

v.

.Jan. 3·

LIM CHAUNG GHEE.*
Civil Procedure Cqde (Act V of 19o8), ss. 63 and 73-Rateable distributionMoneys attached by High Court and Small Cause Court creditors-Moneys
paid into High Court-Whether all creditors to share rateably without
Small CatJSe Court creditors applying to High Court prior to the receipt
of the money-High Court to determine all claims.
Creditors of a judgment-debtot in the Small Cause Court of Rangoon
:attached a sum of money deposited by the judgment-debtor with a Club. A
High Court creditor of the judgment-debtor also attached the same sum. The
money was paid into the High Court.
Held, that under the provisions of ·s. 63 of the Civil Procedure Code
the High Court alone could determine all claims to the money. S. 73 must
be read in conjunction with s. 63 of the Code, and under the circumstances of
the case the High Court must be deemed to hold the assets on account of the
Small Cause Court also; and therefore all the creditors were entitled to ·a rateable distribution. The decree-holders in the Small Cause Court need not in
such a Gase make an application to the High Court for. execution before the
receipt of the assets.
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 75 of 1927 from the orderoftheOriginal
· Si~e in Ci~il M iscellaneous No. 212 of 1926.
.

'.

'.
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Clark v. Alexander, 21, Cal. zoo--referred to; Krishnashankar v. Chandra
Shankar, 5 Born. 198-distinguished.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
Ray for the respondent.
RuTLEDGE, C.J ., and BROWN, J.- A certain sum of
money depositd by one I. Raj with the Rangoon Turf
Club was attached in execution of two decrees in the
Small Cau~e Court of Rangoon. It was subsequently
again attached in execution of a decree of this Court
on the Original Side in favour of the appellant, K wai
Tong Kee, and the money has been paid into this
Court. The question for decision is whether in the
circumstances, in view of the provisions of section 73.
of the Code of Civil Procedure, the appellant is
entitled to draw out the whole of the amount deposited
or whether he is bound to share it rateably with the
other two decree-holders. The trial Court decided
in favour of rateable distribution and Kwai Tong Kee
has appealed against this decision.
Under the provisions of section 73, ''where assets
are held by a Court and more persons than one have
before the receipt of such assets made application to
the Court for the execution of decrees for the payment
of money passed against the same judgment-debtor
·
the assets
shall be rateably
distributed among all .such persons." It is contended
on behalf of the appellant that it is only persons, who
have made application to .the Court before the receipt
of the assets, who are entitled to rateable distribution
and that as · the assets are held by this Court and the· .
other decree-holders made no application to this Court
:before the receipt of · the assets they are . debarred .
from : participating in the assets.
It was · held by the trial Judge that section 73
·must be read together with section 63 and that if .

VoL. VI]

these two sections be read together, it is clear that
all the attaching creditors have a claim. That was
the view taken by the High Court of Calcutta in the
case of Clark v. Alexander (1). On the other hand,
in the case of Krishnashankar v. Chandra Shankar
{2), it was held that only those decree-holders share
in the rateable distribution, who have actually applied
for execution of their decree to the Court holding
the assets. The circumstances of that case were not
however similar to those of the present case and at
that time section 295 of the Code, which corresponds with the . present section 73, contained the
words " have prior to the realisation appHed to the
Court by which such assets are held." The words
"' by which such assets are held " do not occur in
section 73.
We agree with the construction placed on section
73 by the learned trial Judge. Under section 63, in
.a case such as .the present, the Court that has to
receive and realise the property attached and to
·determine all claims thereto, is the Court of highest
.grade. It is clear that the decree-holders in the Small
Cause Court by attaching the properties in this case
·established a claim .thereto and under section 63 that
claim has to be determined by this Court as the Court
of highest grade. If section 73 be read as meaning that,
unless application was made to this Court for execu·t ion, the attaching creditor has no claim to rateable
distribution, the provisions of section 63 would be
rendered to a large extent nugatory. Under section
-63, the assets are held by this Court but they are
held by it not only on its own behalf but also on
behalf of the other attaching Courts. In fact so far
.as. attachment and realisation of this property is· concerned, this Court exercises both its owrr jurisdictio.Q.
(x) (1893)
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Cal.

200.

(2) (x88o) 5 Borp. 198 . .
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and that of the Small Cause Court. . In this view of
the matter, it does not seem to us to be an undue
KEE
stretching of the meanilig of the words " 'made appliv.
LIMCHAUNG
cation to the Court '' in section 73 to hold that the
GHEE.
Court in such a case includes not only the Court
RuTLEDGE,
C.J., AND which actually holds the assets, but also any other
BROWN, J.
Court by which attachment has been made and on
account of which the assets are therefore in part held
under section 63 by the Court which holds the assets.
'V\Te are therefore of opinion that it was not necessary for the decree-holders in the Small Cause Court
to make application for execution in this Court before·
the receipt of such assets in order to entitle them to·
rateable distribution. They sufficiently complied with
the requirements of the section by applying to the
Court in which they obtained their decrees and by
obtaining attachments therein. We are therefore . of
opinion that the case has been r:ightly decided and
we dismiss this appeal with costs, advocate's fee five
goid mohurs.
1928

KWAI T ONG

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before M1·. Justice Chari.
1928

Jan.

20.

MATAPRASAD UPADHY:\.
v.
KUNNON DEVI AND ANOTHER. *
Power of sale by mortgCl/{ee-Power to be conferred in exp1·ess terms--What is not
suffiCient confemzent-Tra?Zsfer of Property Act (IV of x882), s. 69.
Held, that section 69 of the Transfer of Property Act does not purport to
confer any powers on mortgagees but it is intended, when a power .is expresslyconferred by the mortgage deed, to prescribe the procedure, to curtail the
unfettered exercise of the power and to determine the rights of the purchaser
at such a sale.
*Civil R egular No. 597 of 1927.
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Held, accordingly that a sentence in the mortgage deed to the effect that
" the mortgagee, his heirs, representatives and assigns shall ha,·e all the powers,
remedies and privileges conferred upon the mortgagee by Act IV of 1882" does
not authorise a sale out of Court by the mortgagee.
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MATAPRASAD
UPADHYA

v.

Bogi Ram for the plaintiff.

KuNNON
DEVlANO
ANOTHER.

Basu for the defendants.

CHARI,

}.-The plaintiff in this case files the suit
for possession of a house in Suburban Road, Ahlone,
and for a sum of money as mesne profits.
The house was mortgaged by a mortgage deed
dated the 1Oth December 1925, and the mortgagee
brought the house to sale under an alleged power
of sale conferred on him, and at that sale the plain·
tiff is alleged to have been the purchaser.
It is contended on behalf of the defendant that
the purchaser is merely a benamidar of the mortgagee,
but that question does not arise in the view I have·
taken of the law applicable.
To confer title upon the plaintiff the mortgagee
must have the power to sell the property. He is
not the owner and can confer title only if he is
especially empowered to do so. In the absence of
such a power the sale by the auctioneer and· the
conveyance by the mortgagee confer no title on the
purchaser.
The learned advocate for the plaintiff admits that
the mortgage deed does not contain an express power
of sale, but he contends that that power is implied
from a sentence in the mortgage deed which is tothe effect that " the mortgagee, his heirs, representatives, and assigns shall have all the rights, powers,
remedies and privileges conferred upon the mortgagee .
by Act IV. of 1882." He contends that, as the
Transfer of Property Act confers on mortgagees a
power of _· sale, th_e mortgagee of the suit house had
CHARI,

'.

J.
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ample power to bring the house to sale. This argument proceeds upon a fallacious conception of the
provisions of Transfer of Property Act. Section 69
v.
KtJNNON
does not purport to confer any power upon mortDEVI AND
A!'!OTHER.
gagees but, as its wording clearly shows, it is intended,
CHARI, J.
when a power is actually conferred by a mortgage
deed, to prescribe the procedure, to curtail unfettered
exercise of the power, and to determine the rights
of the purchaser at such a sale. The section, moreover, is of limited application, applying only to certain
towns in British India, and it is not generally applicable
to all mortgagees. The provision in Section 69 of
the Transfer of Property Act which is intended to
protect the purchaser in the event of an unauthorised
exercise of the power of sale does not affect that
question because, though the exercise of a power
actually conferred in the circumstances not warranted
by the statute may not affect the purchaser, still the
existence of the power itself is essential since it is
the root of the purchaser's title. Obviously no one
can exercise a power which does not exist, nor can
the purported exercise of such a non-existent power
affect the mortgagor,.s right in the property mortgaged.
In my opinion, therefore, the sentence in the mortgage deed relied upon by the plaintiff does not
confer on the mortgagee a power to bring the mort- ·
gaged property to sale, and the plaintiff gets no·
title by his purchase at the sale.
For these reasons the plaintiff's suit is dismissed
with costs.

MATAP RASAD
UPADHYA
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. ]1tstiu Heald and 1\llr. Justice Baguley.

BANA SINGH

1927

v.

Dec. 13.

KING-EMPEROR.*
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 162-Statements to police, how and
when may be used in evidence.
No witness may be asked what he said to the police during an investigation
under Chap. XLV of the Criminal Procedure Code, nor may any police officer
be asked what a witness said to him during the investigation, nor may any
bysta{lder be questioned as to what he heard another person say to a police
-officer during the investigation.
Provided that, when a witness for the prosecution is being examined,
if an accused has reason to believe that the statement which the witness is
Tnaking in Court differs from the statement which he made to the police,
then the accused or his advocate may ask the Court to refer to the record
of any statement made by the witness to the police and if it be found that
there is any variation between the two statements the defence are entitled
to a copy of the record of the statement made to the police. That copy
must then be proved, and the witness may be cross-examined on that statement undar s. 145 of the Evidence Act and his. attention must be drawn to
the particular point~ in which his statement in Court differs from the record
of his statement to the police.

McDonnell for the appellant.

Assistant Government Advocate for the Crown.
}.-The appellant Bana Singh has been
·convicted by the Sessions Judge, Pegu, of . the murder
·of J ana Singh and has been sentenced to death under
·section 302, Indian Penal C()de.
The facts of the case according to the Crown are
that the deceased, the accused and a third man, Kir
Singh, were drinking together. They became noisy
and possibly quarrelsome while they \vere. at the
teashop where they were. drinking and were turned out.
BAGUL.EY,

• Criminal Appeal No. IS35 of 1927 from the order of the Sessoins Judge
-of ·P egp i.n Sessions T rial No. 64 <?f 192'7.
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They came back to J ana Singh's house. Kir Singh
BANA SrNcH who lived with Jana.,.. Sffigll~Jay down to sleep off the
K~c.effects of the liquor and Bana Singh went to his own
EMPERoR.
house nearby. Shortly afterwards Bana Singh came
BAcuLEY, J. and called Jana Singh and they went out together.
A little while after this Kisnaw, Jana Singh's wife,.
heard a cry from her husband that he had been cut
by _Bana. Not long afterwards Jana Singh's dead
body with seven incised wounds upon it was found
in the direction from ·.,"which the call was heard.
One of the wounds was necessarily fatal; . another
was sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course
of nature and two others were grievous.
.
The case has been tried, l regret to say, with
a complete disregard of the provisions of section 162,.
Criminal Procedure Code, with the result that evidence
is on the record which ought not to be and evidence
which ought to be on the record is not there. In
consequence the case will have to be sent back to
the Trying Court for the evidence which appears to
be available to be prov.~~ly brought on the record.
As the application of section 162, Criminal Procedure
Code, does not appear to be understood either by
the Trying Court or by the Committing Court, it
would be best to begin by explaining the real effect
of the section in its present form so far as the
Trying Court is concerned.
The first paragraph provides that no statement
made to the Police . in the course of an investigation
shall be admissible. at the trial of an offence under
investigation at the time the statement was recorded.
In consequence no :witness may be asked what he said
to the Police during the investigation; nor may any
police officer be asked what a witness. said to him
during the investigation, nor may . any bystander be
questioned as to what he heard another person say to a
1 9Z7
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police officer during the investigation. If the first
paragraph of section 162 stood by itself, that would be BANA SINGH
'V.
its effect.
KINGThe second · -po.ragra'pft"'' of the section however EMPERO~.
loosens the rigidity of the first paragraph to a certain BAGULEY, J.
extent. In consequence of this paragraph, when a
witness for the prosecution is being examined, if an
accused has reason to believe that the statement which
the witness is making in Court differs from · the statement which he made to the police, then the accused
or his advocat~~.P.leY--. ~ the Court to refer to the
record of any ··s-t atement made by the witness to the
police and, if it be found that there is any variation
between the two statements, the defence are entitled
to a copy of the record of the statement made to the
police. That cqpy must then be proved, and the
witness may be cross-examined on that statement
under section 145 of the Evidence Act and his
attention must be drawn to the particular points in
which his statement in Court differs from the record
of his statement to the police.
The · third paragraph of section 162 is not of
importance in connection with the present case.
· If we now refer to the record of the Sessions
Court in this case we find that Kisnaw (P.vV. 5)
was questioned with regard to what she said to the
police wh~n they examined her. The Sessions Court
has not got a copy of her statement to the police ·
proved and filed as an exhibit as it should have
been. · On refer~nce to the committal record a copy
. of her st atement to the police is found as an exhibit
but it was not proved. Instead of that the SubInspector o_f Police ·who recorded it was asked
questions as to what Kisnaw said to him. This is not
proving a statement as directed in section _162.; and the
prov1s10ns of that section must . be strictly followed.
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Then we have Kir Singh, a witness who was
-:BANA SxNcH examined in the Committing- CouA: ·~at.~·whose presence
Kx~ccould not be secured in the Sessions Court. The
EMPEROR.
record of his evidence in the Committing Court was
J3AGULEY, J. brought on the record of the Sessions Court under
section 33 of the Evidence Act. He was questioned
in the Co!llmitting Court as to what statement he
made to the police, and what purports to be a copy
of the statement to the police was filed in the record
of the Committing Cout t. It agaih"-·was not proved
either in the Committing Court or in the Sessions
Court and therefore cannot be regarded strictly as
evidence either in the Committing Court or in the
Sessions Court.
Ala Datta (P.W. 7) in the SesSions Court was
asked questions in cross-examination as reagrds his
statement made in the Committing Court, and also
with regard to his statement made to the police.
Nowhere in either file can I find any copy of his
statement made to the police and therefore questions
addressed to him with regard to such ,,statement were
absolutely inadmissible. If it was desired to crossexamine him on his statement in the Committing
Court that statement should have been brought on
to the record of the Sessions Court under section 288,
Criminal Procedure Code.
Habib Khan, Nadir Khan, Amir Khan and Joka
Singh were all questiOJ;!ed with regard to statements
made in the Committing Court and the remarks
which I have n1ade with regard to Ala Datta and the
questions addressed to him with regard to his statem ent ill the Committing Court· apply equally to these
witnesses. . ·
Shwe Tha (P.W. ·12)-·was asked one· question about
his statement in the Committing Cou.rt, but as · he
~epeated in the .Trial . Court t4e evidence which can
1927
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be found in his deposition in the Committing Court,
there was no necessity to bring his statement in the BANA SINCK'
v.
Committing Co!lrt on the record of the Sessions
'KINGEMPEROR.
Court.
·
Sub-Inspector of Police M aung Maung (P.\iV. 18) BAGULEY, J.
was cross-examined with regard to statements made
to him by Kir Singh and by Kisnaw. This crossexamination ought not to have been allowed. It was
completely barred by the first paragragh of section
162, Criminal Procedure Code, and was not made
admissible by the provisions of the second paragraph.
Lastly, to complete my criticism of an unsatisfactor y trial, in the Committing Court two defence
witnesses were examined. Both were waived in the
Court of Session. From the committal record it
would appear that one of these witnesses, Gudir
Singh (D.W.. 2), was in a position to throw light on
the case under investigation. I do not understand.
why the prosecution failed to call him in the Court
of Session, and the Court should most certainly have
called him of its own motion as a witness in a position
to give evidence with regard to the case under investigation.
The ·case will have to go back to the Trying·
Court for such errors to be put straight as can be
put straight ; . in the first place to regularise the crossexamination of the prosecution witnesses with regard.
to their statements made to the police. Ala Datta's
stat~ment to the police will have to be proved, and.
the Sub-Inspector of Police Maung M aung will have
to be called to prove the statements recorded by the
Police which are to .be found in Exhibits B and C
of the Committal Court. These two copies · will have.
to be made exhibits in the Court of Session. This
will have to be done ·-in the presence of the accused,.
and the witnesses Kisnaw and · Kir Singh (if the
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latter's presence can be secured) should be in attendance
in order that they•..may·,u.,h e further cross-examined on
the5e statements should the defence advocate think
fit. Gudir Singh should be called by the Court and
should be examined by the Court, and the defence
should be allowed to cross-examine him if it thinks
fit. T he statements in the Committal Court of the
witnesses I have mentioned as having been crossexamined on their statements in the Committing Court
should also be brought oh the record of the Sessions
Court in order to make it complete. W hen this has
been done the file should be returned to this Court.
H EALD ,

J.-I concur.

Feb. 6.

[The appeal came for_.final decision before Cunliffe
and Das, JJ., who upheld the convict ion and s~ntence.]

J.c.•

PRIVY COUNCIL.
BHOGILAL BHIKACHAND AND OTHERS (Plaintiffs)

1928

1927

Dec. t6.

v.
ROYAL INSURANCE··co., LTD. (Defendants).
(On Appeal from th e H igh Court a t R a n goon.)
Indian Evidence Act (I of x87z), ss. IS3, xss, rs7-Evidence as to veracityRefreshing memory-Reference to inadmissible document-New case on facts
after evidence closed-Absence of cross-examination-Bribery of witnessInsurance of diamonds during transit b:v registered post.
In a suit by the appellants claiming Rs. 1,76,ooo the declared value of a
parcel of diamonds insured by the respondent company against theft, robbery
or loss during transit by registered post, togeth.er with interest:
Held, on the evidence (reversing the decree of the Appellate Court and
restoring that of the Trial Judge) that the appellants had proved the loss under
'the policies, the respondents having failed to discharge the onus of establishing
the fraudulent conspiracy which they alleged; and that the appellants were
entitled to the decree prayed.
A Co'urt should not base its judgment on, n~r even entertain a view of, the
facts suggested only after the evidence is closed, and consequently not put to
th~ witnesses in cross-examination. ·
* PRESENT:-VIscou:NT
Lo~p> DARLING and

HALDANE, LORD ATKINSON,

LoRD WARRINGTON OF CLYFFE.

L?im ~LANESBURGH,
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The insurance of the parcel with the postal authorities for a further
Rs. zoo, which had been communicated to the respondents and not objected to,
was not an indication of fraud.
A negotiation with a witness for the payment of a bribe, when brought to
judicial notice, must be instantly and sternly reprobated; it should be treated not
only as discrediting the witness, but also as discrediting those who are prepared to pay a bribe.
Ss. IS3 and ISS of the Indian Evidence Act, I872 , as to evidence in
rebuttal and impeaching veracity, should be strictly construed and narro'\vly
interpreted, otherwise Courts would have to investigate, on most imperfect
materials, questions which have no bearing upon the matter really in contest.
S. I S3 d oes not go far beyond, if it goes at all beyond, Attorney-General v.
Hitchcock, (1847) I Exch. 9I, on which it appears to h ave been based.
A Court should not take cognizance of the terms of a document which is
inadmissible as evidence and h as been referred to by a witness merely in order
1:0 refresh his memory as to a date.

Appeal (No. 103 of 1926) from a decree of the
High Court in its Appellate Jurisdiction (June 15,
1925) reversing a decree of the Court in its Original
] urisdiction (June 24, 1924).
In 1922 the respondent company issued 'to · the
appellants two open policies, in the form of marine
policies, and being for 2 lakhs of · rupees each
"at or from places in Burma and/or India to places
in Burma andjor India upon goods and merchandise .
and freight of and in the ship or vessel the registered
post.'' Each policy provided that goods were to be
declared and valued, and that the policy was against
"theft, robbery, or loss from the time of issue of the
registered receipt until that of delivery of the parcel
to the consignee and his signature to the Post Office.''
The appellants declared, partly under one policy and
partly under the other, a registered parcel (No. 217) of
diamonds valued at Rs. 1,76,000, posted in Rangoon
and addressed to the second appellant at Bassein.
The present suit was brought by .the appellants
1n the High Court · to recover Rs. 1,76~000 - and ·.
interest, allegipg a to_ta.L loss under. ·the policies _ of
the form above mentioned.

BHOGILAL
BHIKACHAND
AND
OTHERS

v.
ROYAL
INSURANCE
Co. , L TD.
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The facts are fully stated in the judgment of the
Judicial Committee. ,
The Trial Judge, M~y Oung," J., made a decree as
prayed, but on appeal the decree was set aside by
Robinson, C.J., and Brown, J., and the suit dismissed.
1927 June 20, 21, 23. Dunne, K.C. and E. B.
Raikes, for the appellants.
Neilson, K.C., T. F. R. McDonnell, and H .
Campbell for the respondents.
At the conclusion ;Qf ..the arguments their Lordships intimated that the appeal would be allowed,
and that the reasons would be delivered later.

.

December 16. The judgment of their Lordships
was delivered byLoRD BLANES'BURGH.- In this suit the appellants
seek to recover from the respondents as insurers the
$Urn of Rs. 1,76,000 with interest, the value of a
parcel of diamonds alleged to have been lost or ~tolen
in October 1922, during its insured transit by registered post from Rangoon to the shop at Bassein of
the second appellant, to ·whorri'' t-'ihe parcel was tpere
addressed. The suit was brought in the High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon. It was decreed by May
Oung, J. On appeal, Robinson, ·c.J., and Brown, J.,
exercising the · Appellate Jurisdiction ·of the Court,
recalled the decree of the Trial Judge, and on the
24th June, 1924, dismissed the suit with costs. From
this dismissal the plaintiffs now appeal, and they ask
that the decree of May Oung, J., in their favour be
~~stored.

· Th~ diamonds · were insur~d p;1rtly under 'o ne
poli9y, partly . under . another-. Both policies, in terms
identical, were in the name. of the first appellant, but
·the diamonds were the property in part of the second
· and in part of the · third app'ellant. The policies are

VoL. VI]

in form policies of marine insurance covering goods
t ransmitted from inter alia, places in Burma to places
in Burma " in the ship or vessel called the registered
post." T hey insure against theft or robbery or loss
any parcel of jewels duly declared from the time of
the issue of the postal registered receipt until that
of the delivery of the parcel ·t o the consignee and
his signature to the Post Office. The delivery contemplated by the policies is delivery at the address
of the consignee. The policy moneys are to be paid
without abatement on the expiration of one month
.after first proper notice and proof of the loss have
.b een given.
T he first appellant is a comm1sswn agent at
Rangoon. The second and third appellants, nephew
.and uncle to each other, are jewellers at Bassein
owners of separate businesses there. They are each of'
t hem cu~tomers of the first appellant. The commercial ·history of all three is good. At the time of the
trial the first appellant had been in business at
Rangoon for over 30 years, and for six or seven
years he had done his insurances with the re&pondents.
His credit, ·so the respondents'· principal witness
stated in evidence, was unlimited. The other two
appellants are younger men, but ther businesses are
said to be amongst t he most important of their
·k ind at Bassein. The third appellant holds a public
position of some prominence in that town. The appellants were possessed of admirable insurance records .
.They had for all their years in business been insuring
·.their jewels in transit and never before had any claim
..for a loss been ma~e by any of them. In the present
.case all three ·appellants are al~eged to be parties to ·
a fraudulent insurance conspiracy.. The charge has
been launched ·by' the respondents .in circumstances to ·
.which reference must later. be .made. ~he appellant~
10
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in facing it · are entitled to have this record of
BBOGILAL
theirs remembered.
· ., ....
BBIKACHAND
But the first appellant is entitled to have someAND
OTHERS
thing more said about him. At the time of the
v.
ROYAL
transaction originating at Rangoon and alleged by
INSURANCE
Co., LTD. the respondents to have been a gross fraud upon
them, the first appellant was on his way to India.
H e had left Rangoon a week before and he remained absent from Burma for many months.. If
there is anything clear in . the case it · is · 'tha1 he
personally had neither lot nor part in the transaction
be it fraudulent or innocent. It is · not the least
serious of the criticisms to which the judgment of the
Appellate Court is open that the learned Judges there
include in their insinuation, it is not a finding,...of"fraud
all the three appellants indifferentli-a mistake which
is not surprising if they had regard to the terms of
the respondents' notice of appeal. It was only before
the Board that any personal imputation upon the
first appellant was disclaimed by . counsel for the
respondents. This amended, tardy though it. .be, . . .th~ ...
first appellant is entitled to have put upon record.
The further facts of the case, as they emerge from
the evidence and documents, are simple enough. ·
On the 24th September, 1922, the second and third
appellants accompanied by one Mehta, an associate
-in business of the third appellant, left Bassein for
-Rangoon. . They came primarily to purchase diamond&
for their Bassein businesses in anticipation of the ·
.up-country demand for these stones, always, it
seems, most active during the months of October
-and ~ovember. Their purchases, or a · great part
of them, were to .be made through the first appellant.
·H is . office accordingly became their business head- .
quartets .during their Stay at. Rangoon. It was at the
time . i(l charge . of hi~ managing clerk, one . Pandya.
1927
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The second and third appellants did not make
immediate payment for the diamonds which they BHOGILAL
BHIKACHAND
purchased. The sums involved ·were bevond their
AND
OTHERS
cash resources:·:..~~~y~'"' either gave hundis to . or
v.
ROYAL
were debited in account by the sellers for the agreed INSURANCE
prices. Much of this indebtedness in respect of the Co. , LTo.
lost jewels at the date of the trial still remained
discharged. In respect of some of it judgments had
been recovered against the second and third appellants, and proceedings in bankruptcy threatened.
By Saturday, the 30th September, these appellants
had, ready for transmission to Bassein, purchased and
other jewels of the value of Rs. 1,60,000. On that
morning the jewels were put up in separate packets
to mark, inter alia, their different ownerships, and
at the premises of the first appellant were enclosed
in a metal cigarette case, which was then duly
sealed in the presence of Pandya, of the second and
third appellants, and of Mehta. The general direction
seems to have been taken by Pandya. It was he
who addressed the case to the third appellant at his
shop at Bassein. It was he ~ho suggested and
marked upon the case the figure of Rs. 200 as a
suitable insurance with the Post Office.
Of this Post Office· insurance, which ultimately
played so important a part in the case, some explanation. is here necessary. There was no obligation
imposed by the policies to effect such an insurance
in any amount. In the case of inland parcels of
jewels, however, it seems to be usual, in Burma,
for an assured even if not so obliged by his policy,
to insure them also with the Post Office in some
amount usually nominal. Here Rs. 200. was the
amount chosen, and Pandya chose · it.
So marked · and addressed, the parcel was taken
·to the Rangoon Post Office by. Mehta and was there ·

un-
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.registered by him and, as had been suggested by
Pandya, was insured also for Rs. ~00/"·:~he Post Office
receipts were in course despatched to the Rangoon
office of the respondents in order that, under the open ·
policies of the first appellant then cu_rrent, the insurance
of the parcel at its full declared value might be duly
.effected. Saturday being a short day, the risk could
not be dealt with by the respondents until the following
Monday morning. It was then promptly accepted.
Their Lordships have detailed ;·flles·~Aiacts although
this is not · the insurance which in this suit is
called in question. Upon this first insurance the
respondents have received and retained their premium.
The risk never became a claim. And they are
now content. But this insurance was· 'made at and
before the trial a subject of elaborate .inquiry at their
hand ; they desired to show that it was as fraudulent
.as the insurance immediately in question was being
alleged to be, and, naturally, because so far as concerned the packing, posting, registration and insurance
of the parcel, the facts deposed ..,w.ith ,,nte.gard to it
were in substance identical with those sworn to in
relation to the insurance in suit. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the. respondents did not accept
. them. But their attack failed. The facts, as above
. set forth, remained in the result uncontroverted, and
this suggests another observation with reference to
. this first insurance. . The second and third appellants
had apparently no doubts as to its regularity, post
qffice . insurance and all. They risked their jewels in
~ that confidence, which w:as not misplaced. The risk
as has been ·seen, . ·was accepted by the respondents
on the morning of the 2nd October without comment,
inquiry or hesitation.
In the afternoon the second and third. appellants
: were . returnin~ . 'to Bassein. They . had collected and·
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had still with them diamonds valued at Rs. 1,76,000, a
considerable portion of which . ~ad been purchased BHOGILAL
on the two preceding days.' -·-F oi- · safety's sake, and BHIKACHAND
AND
OTHERS
both Courts agree that this explanation was adequate,
v.
ROYAL
they were desirous that the jewels should go separately INSURANCE
from themselves and should ·. be ... insured with the Co., LTD.
respondents, as the first packet has been. Accordingly, a parcel containing the jewels was, on that
morning, made up at the office of the first appellant
exactly as had been the other, by.,and in the presence
of the same persons. This parcel was taken to the
Post Office, but this time by the second appellant
and Mehta, addressed to the second appellant
at his Bassein shop. Like the first, and again at the
suggestion of Pandya, the parcel was insured with
the Post Office for Rs. 200 and so insured and
registered was, the second appellant and lVIehta
deposed, despatched by them as had been the first.
The Post Office receipts were, as before, sent on to
the respondents and they at once accepted the risk
for the full declared value of Rs. 1,76,000.
In both cases the respondents entered in the
endorsements made by themselves on the policies
the amount of the Post Office· insurance, and not in
the second case any more than in the first was
objection taken · or question raised either as to the
amount of that insurance or at all. The parcel so
registered and postally insured, now desc.ribed as
postal packet 217, duly reached Bassein on the
evening of the 3rd October. It was . put in the safe
at the P9st Office. On the same evening the second
and third appellants returned from Rangoon. Early ·
next morning the second appellant sent a messenger ·
to the Post. Office to take window-delivery of the··
registered parcel. . H e was told that it had already
been . handed to the ·postmanJ one · Lala by naine, for .·.
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delivery on his round. An hour or so later, Lala
BHoGILAL
returned to the •'''iFost···,.:0ffi:ce and reported to the
BHIKACHAND p
ANo
ostmaster that the parcel had fallen through some
oTHERS
broken meshes in his bag and had been lost. No
v.
RoYAL
trace of it has since b~~.n forthcoming, and its inINsu RANcE
·
co., Lm. sured value is the claim which the appellant s make
against the respondents in this suit.
The claim was at once put forward. The first
attitude of the respondents towards it was one of
reserve. The sum·· Clairtfe'<1 ., was large. It exceeded
in amount any previous single insurance of the first
appellant. The second and third appellants were
nearly related. The two insurances, each so considerable and effected in such rapid succession, although
exciting no observation when tendered for acceptance,
seemed ominous · in retrospect after one of them had
matured into a claim. The respondents accordingly,
as . they were well entitled to do, required strict proof
of the loss. They demanded full particulars of the
jewels contained in the insured parcel, indeed in
both of the insured parcels~·'"" They pressed for information as to the place where and the persons in
whose presence each of them had been packed.
Noticing that the. sum of Rs. 200 was less than the
amount for which the first appellant · had been accustomed to insure with the Post Office prevjous parcels
of less value, they were insistent to know. the reason
why that smaller sum had . been chosen in these
instances. The particulars and information asked for
were promptly, · and, as has been found by the Trial
Judge, accurately supplied. As to the Post Office ·
.Insurance for· Rs. 200, ·the _answer of the solicitors in
a letter of the 23rd November, 1922, was that there
w.as no special reason for insu;ring the parcel ·'for that
sum; instead of a la.rger . ~mount, except a spirit . of
economy, and that it did not matter ' for what amount ..
1927
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the parcel was insured in the Post Offi:::e as the
.assured were not looking to the Post Office to recoup
their loss.. ,,.T~,~~~plicitors also pointed out, what was
of course true, that the respondents had without
Dbjection endorsed the policies, well knowing in both
,cases that the parcels were covered by a postal
insurance of only Rs. 200. To these statements no
reply has ever been made, and to the letter itself
the only response was to the effect that the claim
_papers· were being forwarded to the respondents'
Calcutta offi:ce ·s-~f>0I" instructions, and that a further
letter would be sent on receipt of the reply.
In the meantime the Post Office had called in
the police . to inquire into the loss of the parcel, and
into the conduct of the postmaster and of the postman
Lala in reference thereto. There were susptcwus
-circumstances in relation to the condition of the
postman's bag, and other matters. As a result, on
the 15th February, the appellants were informed by
the police that the case had been closed as undetected,
and that guilt could not be brought home to Lala.
The Post Office .accordingly paid to the appellants
their insurance .of Rs. 200, and it may here be added
that the postmaster was soon after promoted, while
.L ala at the time of the .trial still remained in the
postal service.
Of all this the respondents duly became aware,
but they maintained their refusal to pay, adducing one
reason after another in justification. The claim had
·been referred to the head office for final instructions.
·T he police investigation into the alleged loss was not
· -complete, -·and therefore the matter - could not be
disposed of then. This was on the 20th February.
When informed on the 1Oth March by the appellants'
solicitors that the police investigation had been closed,
·.arid
that the . Post . Office had
paid. th~ir ..
ins~rance, .the;
.
·.
\
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respondents' only reply was that the case was stili.
under invest igation by . the Criminp.l . Investigation
Department, and that the Rangoon office ·was not yet
in a position to make a disposal of the claim. That.
office having, apparently, in the meantime, made an
unsuccessful attempt to induce the appellants to accept
a smaller sum in satisfaction, this suit was, on the
12th April, 1923, commenced, and therein on the
11th June, more than eight months after the loss, the
respondents, for the first time, chat;g.ed,~,tJae appellants
with fraud. This they did in the following paragraph_
of their written statement:" The defendants allege that the parcel in question in the
alternative either never contained d!amonds of the value of
Rs. 1,76,000 or that the said diamonds and parcel was abstracted:
form the custody of the .postal authorities with the knowledge and.
connivance of the plaintiffs, who have conspired to put forward a.
fraudulent claim in this matter."

The appellants complain, and with reason, that
this most serious charge should have been so belated,.
and when made should be so vague. The first
appellant, an old customer of the ~·~-~p_ondents, has;
a special complaint of his own, that without the
slightest justification the charge should have been
made to extend to himself, and is only now withdrawn"
The explanation of the respondents' attitude in the
matter is, ~s it happens, disclosed ·in a letter of the
10th. February, 1923; addressed by their office at
Calcutta to their Secretary at Rangoon:" I am obliged for your letter of the 5th instant, and note that"
as the Criminal Investigation Department have so far failed tQ<
establish · a case against the . parties, the case has been filed as.
being "Undetected," but I assume that this does not m ean that.
the Criminal Investigation Department intend to let the matter
drop. · I trust the former Bassein Postmaster, who you . advised
us on 17th · October last had been transferred to Rangoon; will be
losely .~atched, and that the Police will make .every endeavou.x:: to. ·
identify· th~.. writer · of the last : ~nonymous lett~r which •v_e ~ece?tly
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sent you, and that they will continue to take an active interest m
the case.
" I note the Post Office contemplate meeting the claim on them
this week, but, whether 'they&/ so ·or not, I do not consider that
we should yet make payment.
" The circumstances strongly point to attempted fraud, and, if
further pressed, I think we should state that, in view of information
which has reached us, we are no't'prepared to pay the claim. The
less \ve say at this juncture the better, and I would not suggest
indicating in any way what the nature of the information in our
possession is. I must admit our information is very meagre, but
the claimants need not know this.
if a suit will be filed '
........ -,.. I ..... doubt
.
but, if it is, fresh publicity will be given to the matter, which might
lead to useful information being produced. While I am naturally
very averse to delay in payment of claims, the circumstances in
this case seem . to warrant every means being taken to defer
payment. Should a suit be filed, it will probably be several months
before it is heard, and in the meantime, incriminating evidence
may be forthcoming, or we might be approached with a view to
effecting a compromise."

The meagre information of February had not
been supplemented in June. The only evidence of
fraud forthcoming even at the trial had been collected
by one Bhattacharjee, to whom reference will later
be made, long after the date of the written statement.
The respondents accordingly remain under the impu-·
tation that when, so long after the event, they did
put forward this charge of fraud, they had even then in
their possession no evidence at all to support it. It
was, in truth, a dilatory plea, not justified by their obligation under their policies to make prompt payment. The·
correspondence shows that this dubious procedure was
not directed from London. The view of the respondents' head office, as early as the lOth January, had been
that the claim should be met, provided that . the police .
had finished their investigation, that no further informa- ·
ti~n had been.obtained, and that the Post Office had paid
their insurance. That view :was not, however, accepted
at Calcutta, and this suit will not have .been without
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some good effect if, as a result, the respondents see to
it that similar whalesome.~ "instructions when...,.~iven to
their representatives in the East are in future observed.
The contest at the trial centred on the allegations
in the respondents' written statement, and the issue
of this appeal has depended upon the q uestion
whether either of their allegations in that staten1ent
is true. The first of them- that the parcel never
contained diamonds of the stated value-put the
appellants to proof of '·tR~ fact that it did; the"11bn-rden
of the alternative allegation of fraudulent conspiracy
remained heavily with the respondents.
Upon the first allegation the respondents' case
really was, that there never had been any parcel
containing diamonds made up anywhere. This ,.. was ·
apparently the statement of the anonymous letters
referred to by the Calcutta cffice in the above letter
of the lOth February, 1923. It was accordingly not
suggested to the witnesses that the postal packet 217
was other than the parcel packed at the office of
the first appellant. :W,hat the respondents d~d. ~rx.
to prove was that in that parcel there never had been
any diamonds at all- if for no other reason t han
this, that the appellants had not the diamonds to
put into it. This was the contest and in t he course
of it, evidence of t he utmost particularity was adduced
by the appellants and tested at every point by the
respondents. The merchants from whom t he jevvels
had been bought produced their account books: the
persons present when the parcel was .made up
explained in detail what then happened.
In the result the learned Judge in his judgment
: ~xpressed himself very. clearly: On the first point he
thus stated his conClusions :" That the plaintiffs, ·o n or about the 2nd
October, 1922, were · in po.ssession of diamonds of the
I

1
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-description and value alleged by them jg amply proved.
They have called \\-itnesses who ma:J,e t he sales, and
.
b k
.
.
tli~
t heu account.:':. pp, ..s have been put ·t~,;,~.F~;·.,.trans1at10n
of these account book entries and. ~~ed exhibits
have taken much time, and I have-:~pent.(~ny: hours
in checking the witnesses' statements., . ' · · .· ·:
As to the packing of the parcel the learned Judge
also held that the account of it as above stated should
be accepted. And all this was the view of the
.A ppellate Court as well. There the appellants'
_possession ·'<:>f"--diamonds was no longer even contested
by the respondents, and as to the making up of the
parcel the learned Judges say, " We see no reason to
<io11bt that a parcel was made up containing them."
On these findings it might have been supposed
that, subject to the result of the alternative issue of the
fraudulent conspiracy, the respondents' case was at
an end. Registration, posting and insurance of the
_percel so made up had been duly deposed to, and
·the evidence on the point had not been challenged
either in cross-examiJ!ation or by counter evidence.
But this ~a.-s. pot ~o be, for in his address to the
.Judge on the whole case counsel fo'r the respondents
-essayed the contention that it had not been satisfactorily proved that the postal packet 217 was the same·
packet as that made up at the premises of the first appellant; that there was only the evidence of the second
appellant and of Mehta that it was the same ; that, for
reasons to be alluded to later, M ehta's evidence must
'be ignored ; and that the evinence of the second
appellant, interested and uncorroborated as it was, should
not be accepted as sufficient on so serious an issue.
~ow, in their Lordships' view, this contention
·ought not, at the stage of the trial at which it was
made, to have been entertained at . all. The evidence
with regard to the posting of the parcel had I?assed
..
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unchallenged; the respondents' sole case had
been that there was oniy '-one packet and that it never
contained diamonds; there was not a title of evidence·
to support the suggestion, made as a last resort, that
there had been two. The learned Judge, however)
did not take this strict view. He did not reject the
contention as then inadmissible; he dealt with it on.
its merits. He found that the evidence of the second
appellant with regard ;l;.tP~ the posting could not be
rejected, and being of opinion that the respondents'··
alternative case of fraud had not been made good, he.
decreed the suit.
· In the Appellate Court this last contention of the .
respondents was put by ..them in the forefront of theircase, and the treatment of it by the learned Judges.
there was somewhat unusual. Agreeing so far with.
the learned Trial Judge, they would not and did not:
hold judicially that fraud on the part of the appellants.
had been proved, but they intimated very clearly theirbelief that all th~ee of them were implic;Jted in some-·
thing of the kind. Th'ey' made no discrimination_
between the appellants on this head. They criticised.
the Trial Judge for adjudicating upon this last contention of the respondents without taking the appel--·
lants'
unproved fraud into account. Allowingthemselves to be ·duly influenced thereby, and taking
the ·view also that the second appellant on another
relevant matter was a perjured witness, they refused
·to accept his evidence as to the posting, although it
had been unchallenged, . and they dismissed the suit·
·with costs. This is · the situation with which the Board :
. have had on this appeal .t o deal.
: . Now, it was upon the view they took of the Post
O'ffice insurances that the decision of the learned ,
:Appellate· Judges in its last analysis depe~ded'i : and,.·
'· Indeed, these Insurances have been invested by both··
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Courts in Burma with a degree of decisive importance
to which on the evidence their L')rdships cannot
.helo thinking they are in no way entitled. So much
will, they believe,· app~af":VJhe~ their true purpose and
_p roper implications have been ascertained, and that,
in the first instance at all events, apart from any
-question of fraud. To·- this task, therefore, their
.Lordships at once address themselves.
In the present case the assured, as has already
been pointed out, were not required by their policies
to effect any Pos.t.....O~ce . )nsurances at all. It was
enough that the jewels to be protected were being
-carried " in the ship or vessel called the registered
_post. " Nor apparently were the respondents' policies
singular in this respect. The jewel insurances of
the second and third appellants had usually been
effected with the Norwich Union office, and specimens
of that company's policies issued to them are in
-evidence. It thereby appears that the Norwich Union,
_presumably by way of pro.tection against the temptation presented by over-insurance, · required a de·claration from its assured that his Post Office
.insurance did not exceed Rs. 50. In other words,
:under Norwich Union policies there was not only no
-obligation on the part of the assured to insure with
:the Post Office; there was an express limitation on
.: his liberty so to do.
The practice among assured already referred to
.must, of col.}.rse, be well known to the officers. They
.know that it is usual for an assured not only
. to register his jewels with the · Post Office, as he
is always bound to do, . but also to insure them i~
some nominal amount with the Post Office whether
.so bound or not, and the practice seems· to be rat~onal
·enough. An . honest assured prefers his jewels to
.t heir insurabie value, and Post Office i~suran.ce 1s
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not unlikely to provide additional security in the transit:
of a parcel of jewels if in amount it be at once large
enough to impress upon the officials handling it the
propriety of taking special care of the parcel, but be·
not so large as to be likely to excite their cupidity
or weaken their integrity. And if such be their purpose
one would expect that the amounts of these insur-·
ances will be governed by no exact principles, but
will depend upon the character or mood, or even
caprice, of the individual assured when fixing them.
And this is just what all the witnesses, who deal
with the subject in evidence, affirm. Pandya, who
fixed the insurances here, is very clear on the point ;.
and he is supported by
appellants'
witnesses.
numbered 2, 4 and 5, the first two, diamond merchants.
and the third, a jeweller at Rangoon, and by their
witness numbered 8-a Rangoon dealer in precious.
stones in a large way of business. Pandya's statement is rejected by the learned Appellate Judges
almost with derision. It may be doubted whether
they could thus lightly have disn1i$s,e d .~.iL_pad they
considered it on its merits, had they reflected that
it was so influentially confirmed in other quarters,.
and had they noted the failure · un· ·"the · part of the.
respondents to meet it by any-''"·evidence to the·
contrary, either of their own officials ..or..~om..the.,Jp~de .
In the result it appears to their Lordships that>.
apart from the Post Office regulation, so much discussed in Burma, and . to which attention must now
be directed, the insurance of the two parcels here
for . Rs~ 200 each ·was most ordinary and naturaL
How far_, then, is . that ·conclusion · affected by the
existence of the regula..tion referred to ?
This regulation· in ·. eff~ct is that at the local Po'st
Offices throughout India and Burma:, .b ut ·only at
·these offices (for the- r~gulation does nof apply to large
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towns as, for example, Calcutta or Rangoon), parcels
insured for Rs. 250 or over are given window BHoGILAL
.
1
BHIKACHAND'
dehvery .,. on_y._;.... the:v~ ., must be called for by or on
AND
behalf of the recipient; they are not delivered in the OTHERs
v.
ordinary way to him at his place of address.
RoYAL
INSURANCE.
Now, with reference to that regulation, it must co., Lm.
first be observed· that it seems clearly to be one for
the limitation of the Post Office's liability as insurers:
it is not a regulation designed, as the learned
Appellate Judges apparently thought, for the greater
safety of the"1.nsuted parcels, so that· ·an"· assured who
ignored it was, almost thereby confessedly, exposing ·
his jewels · to hazard. On the contrary, it would not
seem to be natural that an insured person whose ·
jewels were, as here, protected under his policy until
delivered at his place of address, should effect when
under no obligation to do so a Post Office insurance
which would leave them at his charge between the
Post Office and his place of business.
But the most striking thing in connection with
this regulation is that to so many of the witnesses
its existence was either unknown or discounted..
This was th~ position of Pandya and 'at 1~~~:1:·· .three
of the appellants' witnesses, all of them apparently
quite independent. In this position, too, must have
been the respondents themselves, for they attempted
no explanation of how it was that the appellants' two
parcels, each addressed to Bassein and each insured
for Rs. 200, so that window-delivery was thereby
excluded, were accepted without demur or delay~
Their Lordships cannot doubt that the reason of all
this was that the regulation was only locally operative
-not operative, for example, .in _Rangoon, the centre
of the Burmese jewel · trade, and that · the Insurance
'Companies, if . they knew of .it, attached to it, as was.
specially shown by_. the form _o f . -N orwich U niori.
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policies, ·no importance or value at all. The imporBHomLAL
tant fact that·~the-.:::Feguiation is not universally appli'BHIKACHAND
cable was clearly not present to the minds of the
AND
oTHERs
learned Appellate Judges in considering its significance,
v.
RovAL
for in the elaborate analysis of the previous insurances
·I NSURANCE
.·.Co., Lm. effected by the first appellant with the respondent,
which they made in order to support their view that
in the case of valuable parcels, insurances in excess
of Rs. 300 had always been effected by him with the
Post Office, they· ·tre~fl'!lfhis excess as heing equally
pertinent in cases where the place of destination
had been Calcutta or Rangoon, where the regu·Iation does not apply, as in cases w·here the
destination had been Bassein or some other place,
where it is operative:·"'"' Incidentally, also, they omit
to observe that there is no instance of an insurance
.at Rs. 250; the insurance invariably is for sorne sum
above or below that figure-a strange circumstance
if the determining factor in fixing the amount .was
window-delivery or not. On this whole matter their
Lordships come to . .t4~::sconclusion that this regulation
in no way militates against their view reached apart
from it, that the postal insurances here were not
abnormal, and· that the statement of Pandya that he
. nxed them without reference to window-delivery and,
indeed, in ignorance of the regulation, is evidence
that may quite reasonably be accepted as true. This
insurance in no way indicates a fraud or a step in . a
·fraud in the sense that to any extent the respondents
are relieved of their burden to prove that fraud ..
This view of the matter deprives of much of .its
importance the final and determining factor in the
.conclusion reached by the Appellate Court. In the
· .judgment of the Court, . it is said : - ··
"There can be no doubt . that the plai1.1:tiffs were
.fully awar~ of . the rules as .to ..window-d~livei-y, and
1927
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we are not prepared to believe them when they say
BHOGILAL
that the amount for which the parcel would be BHIKACHANt
AND
insured with the Post Office was entirely a matter
OTHERS
of chance, the.::~amoull:t·,r~:being fixed on the spur of
v.
ROYAL
the moment without any reference to window-delivery INSURANCE
Co., LTD.
or anything else."
The learned Judges, i.t will be seen, attribute that
statement to, . amongst others, the second appellant,
and it was because they held him to be a witness
of falsehood in that respect that they considered
themselves entitled to reject, when uncorroborated, his
evidence as to the "posting of postal packet 217.
Now, for reasons already given, that statement
imputed to the second appellant would not, had he
made it, have seemed to their Lordships to be
necessarily false. But the tragedy is that he made
no such statement. His own insurances being with
the Norwich Union, his postal insurances were
usually Rs. 50, and so he said. He said nothing at
all to the effect above imputed to the appellants
generally, while as to the regulation, his evidence was
that he was quite aware of its existence. It was the
third appellant and not he who said he was ignorant
of it. In other words, the conclusion of the learned
Judges is based on a most regrettable mistake, and
it follows that the only ground upon which they
upheld what their Lordships. have called the respondents' last contention cannot be sustained, and that
the finding of the learned Trial Judge on this
point must remain undisturbed. . In the result postal
packet 217 was the selfsame packet of diamonds
which had been made up in the office of the first
appellant and handed to the second appellant t9
be posted.
·
And this same conclusion, perhaps riot less·
certainly, may ·be .reached in another way.. The
11
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learned Appellate Judges, it will be remembered,
found that the · diamonds had been. pa_cke~ _3:t the
first appellant's premises, as ·a eposed to ··-··by the
witnesses present. It was their opinion also that if
a dummy parcel was in fact posted, as they strongly
suspected, each and all of these witness~s . were privy
to the imposture. The learned Judges, however, did
not apparently pause to consider what possible purpose had been served by the making up of the
parcel which they found had taken...place.,._,but.~hich,
on this further view, had been only an idle ceremony.
Had they askeq themselves that question, the answer
to it, as their Lordships think, would not have been
4ifficult. Once find, as both Courts did, that the
parcel of diamonds was made up and hande.d . for
post to the second appellant, then the subsequent
fraud can only be made even plausible by imputing
it exclusively as a private and particular fraud to the
second appellant and Mehta-as a fraud not only on
the respondents, but on the first and third appellants
as well. But a fraud confined to the second appellant and Mehta has never been even allegeci.'~hy '· the
respondents, and that presumably for a very sound
reason. Had they made that charge, and had they
failed to establish it they would have been left in the
unfortunate position of having, at all events temporarily, affirmed the honesty of Pandya, who was alone
responsible for the fixing of the Post Office insurance.
In other words, they would have deprived themselves
of their main plank, unstable as it was, on which
their charge of conspiracy rested. The result is that,
so soon as the making . up of the parcel is accepted,
as it has been by both Courts, fraud in the posting
.can only be brought home by a lirnita~io~ being
imported into the charge, which has never been
made.
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The respondents did not ask at their Lordships'
hand for a finding that their charge of fraudulent
conspiracy had been made good. Their L or dshi ps
are accordingly dispen9J:!d from the task of dealing
with this matter in detail.
But they have considered all the evidence with
care, and certain aspects of the case not unfavourable
to the appellants, but not alluded to in the judgments
below, have been included in the statement of the
facts which they have already made. And there are
others. On the whole matter, their Lordships feel it
to be due to the second and third appellants to say
-the first , appellant is now absolved by the admission of the respondents themselves-that in their
judgment . the evidence actually led against them
cannot be accepted as going any way at all towards
proving the . charge it was adduced to support. It is
a matter of some surprise · to their Lordships, who
have considered it critically, that that evidence, as
evidence against any of the appellants and much less
as evidence against all of them, should, when its
nature and inspiration are remembered, have been so
seriously regarded by the learned Appellate Judges.
In these circumstances the conclusion just
announced is sufficient to dispose of the appeal, and
their Lordships would have left its consideration there
had it not l;>een that two matters, exhaustively dealt
with in the Courts below, raise questions of. general
importance. Their Lordships feel it to be their duty,
therefore, to refer to them.
The first is the rejection from consideration by both
Courts of the evidence given in the suit by Mehta.
Mehta, in the box, had confirmed generally the
evidence given by the · second and third appellants
and by Pandya as to the purehase and making up
and despatch of ·the diamonds. By the Trial Judge
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the evidence of these witnesses was, on these matters,.
BHOGILAL
accepted in its entirety; by the Appellate Court it
BHIKACHAND
was accepted excep't · ,:as >:'1:b the ·.~;evidence of posting
AND
OTHERS
given by the second appellant. Mehta's evidence,
v.
R OYAL
however, was rejected altogether, and that because of
I NSURANCE
Co., LTD. the finding of both Courts that he had offered the
respondents' representatives in Burma to give evidence
· in their favour if he was paid b y them the sum of
Rs. 50,000.
It all arose. in this.....~~.Y· Ofl:~ . Bhattacharjee, an
officer who had taken some part in the police investigation into the loss of the jewels, remained, while
still attached to the police, actively interested in the
preparation of the respondents' case. He sat by their
counsel at the trial instr.~.c.ting him. Witnesses called
by thern-more especially the two chief witnesses
in support of the case of fraudulent consp1racy, had
been brought forward as a result of his activities..
To the ·police, Mehta at an early stage had made his
statement : that statement was in the possession of
the .respondents. It may be assumed that it was in
accord with the evidence;*he gave at the trial, be:ause
he was in no way confronted with it as being in any
way in conflict with his evidence as then given.
After having made that sta~ement, Mehta, it seem s,
suffered a robbery. at his own house, arid . so again
came into association with Bha~tacharjee, who, it
would appear, obtained a promise from M ehta that~
notwithstanding his previous statement, he would for
Rs. SOt:OOO make a full confession and a statement
be~ore a magistrate to the effect that the respondents)
charge of fraud was true. Bhattacharjee, delighted
with ·his · success, although doubtful -vvheth~r Mehta
.. was .hot . something of a humorist out to play a trick
upon hiin, express.e d ·to his chief at Rangoon his fear
· that the respondents wpuld. not be prepared t o pay
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so large a sum as Rs. 50,000 on so doubtful a chance.
He arranged, however, to bring Mehta to Rangoon in BHoGILAL
BHIKACHAND
. Iar1y to t h e second and t h"1rd AND
secret, unk nown part1cu
oTHERs
appellants, and there to put him in direct contact
R~;AL
with the respondents' representatives. He first took INsuRANcE
him to their legal adviser. To that gentlem~fn Mehta Co., LTD.
apparently repeated his proposal. But unsuccesfully.
He rightly felt that such a suggestion was one which
professionally he could not entertain, and Mehta was
handed over to the respondents' manager at Rangoon.
To him he made the same statement, and apparentlyfor that is the effect of the manager's evidence-his
offer wats rejected, not because it would have been
discreditable or dishonourable to enter into any such
corrupt bargain, but really because there was no
certainty as to what the purchased evidence would
be, while the price asked for it was exorbitant. Had·
Mehta been willing to accept the reward of Rs. 10,000
previously offered by the respondents for information
as to the diamonds, the bargain, so the witness leave·s
it to ·be inferred, would have been struck. To Mehta,
when he was called, these matters were put in crossexamination. He denied them all. It was put to him
also that in connection with the preliminary police
inquiry he had attempted to bribe the butler of the
District Magistrate. It was suggested to him further
that, . in conversation with one Lalu Misser, he had
stated that the whole case of the appellants was a
swindle. When the case for the respondents was
reached, they sought to contradict all these denials
.of Mehta by su~stantive evidence, adduced l)nder
section 155 (3) of the Evidence Act. The learned
Judge perfri:itted them so to do by calling Bhattacharjee,
the respondents' manager at Rangoon, the District .·
Magistrate's butler and Lalu Misser. The last denied
that Mehta had ever made any such statement to. him; ·
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the others -supp-o rted the stories . which Mehta .had
·denied. The learned Judge found that in these last
denia1s M ehta had lied, and he according1y ref used to
consider his evidence at all. Upon this two questions
arise for discussion. The first is whether the evidence
-in rebuttal was properly admitted. Their Lordships
.are not prepared to hold that the evidence of
Bhattacharjee and the respondents' manager on this
·issue was · not properly received, but they think the
section ·was stretched beyond its true purport in admitting the evidence of the butler and Lalu Misser.
-Sections 153 and 155 of the Indian Evidence Act must,.
in· their Lordships' judgment, be strictly construed and
narrowly interpreted if the Courts governed by that
statute are to be spare9- the task in ·many suits of
'prosecuting, on most imperfect material, issues which
'have no bearing upon that i-eally in contest 'between the
parties. Section 153 does not go far beyond, if it goes
at ·an beyond, the case of Attornery-Gerieral v. Hitchcock
(1) on which doubtless it was based.
·
.
So much for the legal aspect . of this - incident.
Mehta was duly and rightly discredited, even although
it' may well be that the whole ·adventure on his part
was,' . as Bhattacharjee feared it might be, no more
than a grim joke-a trap int~ which he hoped the
respondents might fall. ·But what surprises their
Lordships is that, while Mehta is duly denounced,
they find no · word of judicial criticism of the part in
the· transaction played by Bhattachai.-jee, to say ·nothing
of the respondents' manager. - In their . Lordships'
view, . that played by Bhattacharjee was · little less
blameworthy than Mehta-. If there. were no persons
ready to -offer bribes .for ~vidence favourable. to thei~
~cause, there would · be no bribed witnesses in Burmese
or Indian -Courts ; the bribers ·s tand to the bribed in
(x) (1847)

I.

Exch. 91. ·
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these cases in a relation not unlike that in which the
receivers of stolen goods stand to the thief. And when
communications similar to those deposed to in this case
are brought to the notice of the Court, they call for
and should receive instant judicial condemnation. The
respondents' legal representative did well to take no
personal part in such a negotiation; but ·h e ought himself
instantly .to have turned it down and advised his clients
to have nothing to do with Mehta. Any negotiation on
such a matter was as blameworthy in the lay client as it
would have been derogatory to the professional man.
In th_e view of their Lordships such an incident as is
here disclosed must always, when brought under judicial
notice, be instantly and sternly reprobated whether the
King's justice is being administered in the East or in the
West.
The second matter on which their Lordships feel
it desirable to observe is the tendering and reception
in evidence. of the letter written by Bhattacharjee to
his ·official chief on the 30th June, 1923. This letter
was tendered and received under section 157 of the
Evidence Act. Their Lordships desire emphatically
to. say that the letter was not, under that section,
properly receivable for any purpose. It was of no
greater value as evidence, although it was calculated
to do much more injury to impartiality, than an
anonymous letter. It is idle to suggest that the letter
was tendered to fix a date, and to its malign influence may
well be largely attributable the statement of the learned
Trial Judge in his judgment, " For some reason that
I am unable to explain I feel that there is more in
the case than meets the eye " ; as well as the strong
view against the appellants taken by the learned
Appellate . Judges. Its contents ought to have been
exduded from judicial consideration in all Court_s · as
completely
as they
.
. have been ignored by their Lordships.
.
.
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Their Lorsdhips do not pretend that they have solved
the mystery of these lost jewels. It is not their task,
any more than it was the task of the Burmese Courts
so to do. The judicial duty throughout has been to
ascertain by evidence that the Court can receive
whether the appellants have proved their case or
whether the respondents ·have proved their defence.
In their Lordships' judgment, so soon as the appellants
had established, as they did, the making up and the
posting of the parcel, the suit became practically
undefended, and in the result it should have been so
dealt · with.
These are the reasons for their Lordships' humble
advice to His Majesty that this appeal · should be
allowed, and the decree of the learned Trial Judge
restored, with costs, both before the Board and in the
Appellate Court.
~OLICITORS for appellants :-Bramall & Bramall.
SoLICITORS for respondents:-Sanderson, Lee & Co.
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.Before Sir Guy Ruteldge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and M r. Justice Brown.

SYED KHAN

1927

v.

Dec. 19 .

SYED EBRAHIM.*
·Ci1-il Procedure Code (Act V of 1908). ss. 105, 109-Decision of High Court
upon a cardinal issue in a suit which cannot be questio-ned again whilst
that decision stands is 'final '-Period for leave to appeal to Privy Council
against 'final order ', if expired, no leave to appeal can be git:en in respect
of such order along with other points decided subsequently in the case.
Plaintiff-respondent filed a suit in a District Court claiming a right of pre·emption under Mahomedan Law. The District Court dismissed the suit on
·the ground that such right did not exist in Burma. In October 1925 the High
·Court on appeal held that the right of p re-emption did exist and reversing the
decision of the District Court remanded the case for trial. P laintiff won the
·case on the merits and the H igh Court on appeal confirmed the decision in
May 1927. Defendant applied for leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council
not only against the points decided in May 1927, but also against the point
-decided in October 1925.
Held, that assuming that the provisions of s. 105 of the Civil Procedure Code
did not apply to appeals to His Majesty in Council, still the question as to the
right of pre-emption was a cardinal issue between the parties and was finally
-decided in October 1925 and was a 'final order' within the meaning of s. 109
·(a) of the Code. Petitioner could have then applied for leave to appeal to His
Majesty in Council within the period of limitation allowed. This question of
·the right of pre-emption was not in dispute when the case was finally decided
.in May 1927, and petitioner could not raise the point over again in applying
for leave to appt'al against the points decided in May 1927.
Ahmed Husain v. Gobind Krishna, 33 All. 391; Vl!llkataranga v. Nara.simha, 38 Mad. 509 ; Rahimbhoy v~ Tu.mer, 18 I.A. 6-referred to.

Patker for petitioner.
Doctor for respondent.

C.J., and B ROWN, J.--T he application
·before us is one for leave to appeal to His Majesty
·m Council.
,
The ~espondent brought a· suit against the · petitioner tn the District Court of Pegu, in which he
R uTLEQGE,

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No.

112

of 1927.
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claimed a right of pre-emption under Mohammedan
Law. The pa~r~es · ar~ Sunni Mohammedans and the
District Court in the first instance dismissed the suit
on the ground that the right of pre-emption could
not be claimed under Mohammedan Law in Burma.
The respondent appealed to this Court and orders were
passed on the appeal on the 13th October 1925 reversing the orders of the District Court and remanding
:the case for trial. It was then held by a Bench of
this Court that under Mohammedan Law the right
of pre-emption did exist.* The case then went for
trial on th~ . merits and was eventually decre~d in
·favour of . the plaintiff. The petitioner appealed to
this Court and after considering the case on the
merits · we dismissed the appeal on the 23rd .May
1927. The petitioner now wishes for leave to appeal
not only on the points decided by us in May 1927
but also on the points decided by. a Bench of this.
Court in October 1925.
·
The · period allowed by the Law of Limitation for
appealing against the order of October 1925 has.
long expired, and · the question arises whether the
petitioner can call into question the correctness of
that order in an appeal against our judgment of May
last. In t~e case of Ahmed Hussain and others
v. Gobind Krishna Narain and others (1), a suit had
been· dismissed by the Court of first instance on the
ground that it was barred by . the provisions of
section 43 of the Code of Civil Procedure of 1882..
That order of di~missaf was set aside by the High
Court on appeal and the case remanded for decisi<?n
on the merits. It · was decided that the defendant
had then no right of appeal to His Majesty in Council
tinder the provisions of section 109 of .~he Code of
• 4 Ran. 13.

(x) (xgu) 33 All. J9I.
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Ci~il Proc~dure and it was further held · that the
provi sion~ of section 105 of the Code did not apply
to Privy Council appeals. The same view of the law
was taken by the High Court of Madras in the case
N. Venkataranga Row Garu v. Raja K . V. Narasimha
Rao Garu (1). But in that case it was pointed out
that the order of remand was of the nature of an
interlocutory order and did not decide the merits of
the case between the parties in any way. The case
was specifically distinguished from the Privy Council
case of Rahimbhoy Hibibhoy v. Turnet (2). In that
case the Trial Court had found that the defendant
must account. to the plaintiff and a decree was passed
for the taking of accounts. It was held that a decree
of this nature did amount to a final order within the
meaning 'of section 109, as the decree did definitely
decide that if a balance were found against the
defendant the· defendant was bound to pay that
balance. The same principle seems· to us to be applicable to the present case. This Court in October
1925 definitely decided that the plaintiff had a lega]
right of pre-emption and that he would be entitled
to a d~cree if he could establish that he had complied
with the formalities required to be observed before
that right c0uld be exercised. The point decided
was an important one on the merits of the dispute
between the parties. It i~ not in fact seriously
contended before us that the petitioner could not, if he
had been so advised, have applied for leave to appeal
against the order of October 1925, but it is contended
that nevertheless he . now has a further right of appeal,_
in .which he can cont€St the correctness of that order.
We do not wish to question the : correctness of the
view expressed by the High Courts of Madras and
(x) (1915) 38 ~\!lad . 509.

(2) (1891) 8 LA. 6;
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Allahabad as to the inapplicability of section 1OS of
S YBo KHAN the Code of Civil Procedure to appeals to His Majesty
s~o
in Council. If that section applied there would be
EBRAHIM.
no .doubt that leave to appeal on this ground could
RUTLEDcB,
not now be given.
C.J.,•AND
BnoWN, J.
The question before us is whether the same
principle· applies in view of the wording of section 109.
Under that section an appeal lies from any decree
or final order passed on appeal. An appeal does lie
against the final orders passed by us in May last, and
the question is whether in that appeal it is open to
the appellant to question the correctness of the orders
passed in October 1925, which were final orders and
against which an appeal might then have been filed.
Under the provisions of section 110 the amount or
value of the subject-matter of the suit in the Court ·o f
first instance must be ·ten thousand rupees or upwards,
and the amount or value of the subject-matter in
dispute on appeal to His Majesty in Council fll:USt
be the same sum. or upwards, or the decree or final
order must involve, directly or indirectly, some claim
or · question to or respecting property of the like
. amount or value. In the appeal before us, in which
we passed orders in May . last, the ques.t ion ·of the
right of pre-emption was not in dispute. That has
been decided, and finally decided, by the order of
October 1925, and the petitioner in . seeking to raise
again this point as to the · right of pre-emption is not
attacking the correctness of our decree but the
correctness of the decree of October 1925. If the
. decree of October 1925 had not been a final order
in itself a~d therefore appealable in itself, .it would
clearly only have become final when the ~ase was
·finally decided in }/fay last. But in . the view ·we
take the question as to the right of pre-emption was
· finally decided in October 1925. .Our decree of
1 2

9 7
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May last is not a final order on this point as we had
no jurisdiction to consider the point, and in raising
this point now it seems to us that the petitioner is
in no sense trying to contest the correctness of our
order against \vhich he wishes to appeal. The correctness of the order of October 1925 is no more
open to dispute than if it had been passed in an
entirely different suit between the same parties. We
are therefore of opinion that it is not competent for
the petitioner to challenge the correctness of that order
now and that le.ave to appeal on this ground cannot
be given.
Leave to appeal has, however, also been a3ked for on
other grounds in which the correctness of our decision
of May last has been directly challenged. So far as the
value of the subject-matter is concerned the conditions
prescribed by section 110 of the Code of Civil
Procedure are admittedly fulfilled. We have confirmed
the decision of the Trial Court and the question for
decision therefore is whether the appeal involves a
substantial question of law. Two essential formalities
are required before the right of pre-emption can be
claimed. These two formalities are the " talab-imowasibat '' or · the immediate demand, and the
" talab-i-ishhad " or the demand before witnesses.
The law requires that the former of these demands
shall be made immediately. In the present case there
was an interval of perhaps a minute between · the
time when the respondent heard of the sale and the
time when he made the demand. vVe were of
opinion that this was to all intents and purposes an
immediate demand by the plaintiff. This view was
opposed to the .strict letter of the la'v as laid down
in a passage from the Hedaya, which states that if the ·
news of a sale was conveyed by .letter and the recipient
·proceeded to read · the letter to a finish without
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shouting out his right of pre-emption, the delay would
'SYEDKHAN be fatal.
It is argued that the right of pre-emption
v.
is a special right and is of such a nature that all the
SYED
EBRAHlM.
technicalities prescribed by law must be strictly
RUTLEDGE,
complied with before it can be exercised. Looked
C.J., AND
at from this point of view the point is perhaps an
BROWN, J.
arguable one and it is an important point of law
affecting the rights of Mohammedans generally. We
think therefore that there is here a substantial point of
law, on which leave to appeal should be granted.
The same remarks apply to the second point raised,
which is that, when the second demand was made, the
first demand was not specifically referred to in clear
terms. There is a further point raised and that is
that the right of pre-emption should not have been
allowed because it was claimed in relation to an estate
which consisted of both moveable and immoveable
properties. It is urged that according to the Hanafi
School of Mohammedan Law there can be no preemption in moveables. The view we took was that
the vastly preponderant part of the estate consisted
of immoveable property and that it was impracticable
to separate the small item of moveable property from
the remainder. But the point whether, with regard
to an estate comprising in part, however small, of
moveable property, the law of pre-emption applies, does
seem to be a substantial point of law. On this point
also we think that leave to appeal must be given.
The result is that on usual terms as ~o security
and deposits of the necessary expenses we grant leave
to appeal to His Majesty in Council. In the circumstances we pass no orders as . to the costs of this
application.
·
[Petitioner failed ·to furnish security and to deposit
the co·sts, and the appl.ication was therefore rejected. J
Feb. 6.
19~7
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr and Jlllr. Justice

Cunl~ffe.

RAO BAHADUR S. RAMANATHA REDDIAR

1928

v.
THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.

Jan. 3·

Income-tax Act (XI of I 922), s. 66-Waiver of limitation-Assessee entitled to copy
of reasons of order-Time taken in obtaining co~· to be e;"'cludedfrom reckoning
period of limitation for reference- Questions of expenditure and depreciation
are questions of fact-Insufficient evidence due to assessee's fault not a
question of law.
Held, that an executive officer cannot waive a provision of a statutory
~nactment as to limitation of time.
·
Hdd, that an assessee who desires to have a reference made to the High
Court under s. 66 (2) of the Income-tax Act on a question of law arising
<>Ut of an order passed under s. 3 I or 32 of the Act, is enittled to be furnished
with a copy of the reasons for the order and the time taken by the office
"to furnish such copy must be excluded in computing the period of one month
.allowed to the assessee to apply for the reference.
Held, that the questions whether expenditure in a boat ovmer's business is
-current or capital expendirure and whether what amount of depreCiation of any
plant .s hould be allowed, are questions of fact for the Commissioner of Incometax alone to decide and not questions of law for the H igh Court. A decision
of fact founded on insufficient evidence may give· rise to a question of law, but
.an assessee who negligently or wilfully withholds information he ought to
supply, cannot complain of insufficiency of evidence and thus throw over' the
·question of fact a cloak of law.
Cecil v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, 36 T.L.R. 164; Currie v. Inland
Revenue Commissioners, (I92I) · 2 K.B.D. 332.; Peninsular and Orie11tal Co.
v. Leslie, (I900) 4· T ax Cases 177; Smith v. Incorporated Council of Law
Reporting, (I9I4) 3 K.B.D. 674 ; Usher's Wiltshire Brev:ery v. Bruce, (I9I5)
A. C. 433~referred to.

Foucar for the applicant.
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the respondent.
CuNLIFFE,

J.-This 1s an application for a rule

to obtain a mandamus under
Indian Income-tax ~ct, 1922.
an amendment, the application
45 of the Specific Relief Act.

section 66 (3) of the
In the ·alternative, by
is made under section
The applicant IS one
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Rao Bahadur Ramanatha Reddiar. He seeks to direct
RAO
the mandamus against the Commissioner of IncomeBAHADUR
tax,
Rangoon, and · ·-the-~overnment Advocate appears.
s. RAMANATHA
on the Commissioner's behalf to show cause against
REDDIAR
v.
the rule.
THE
COMMISOn the 28th of M~y 1925, an order was passed
SIONER OF
Income-tax Officer, Rangoon, assessing the
INCOME-Tax. by the
applicant for the year 1923-24 on an income of
CUNLIFFE, J.
Rs. 2,16,833. The applicant appealed from this order
to the Deputy Commissioner of Income-tax, who
on the 27th May · 1~26 rejected the appeal. On
rejection, the applicant applied to the Commissioner
of Income-tax to refer to this Court six questions of
law alleged to arise out of the order of the Deputy
Commissioner. This application was made under the
prov1s1ons of se~tion 66 (2) of the Income-tax Act
aforesaid. The Commissioner, however, in an order
dated the 19th of March 1927 rejected the application. He took the view that the six . questions of
law put forward by the applicant did not arise, as in
his opinion the six qu~stions were not questions of
law, but were questions of fact. It is with the
object of making the Commissioner alter his opinion
in this respect that the present application to obtain
a rul~ is presented.
Section 66 (2) of the Indian Incpme-tax Act is
1n these terms:1 92 8

" Within one month of the passing of ap. order under section 3 I or section
32, the assessee in respect of whom the order was passed may, by
application accompanied by a fee of one hundred rupees or such
lesser sum as may be prescribed, require the Commissioner torefer to the High Court any question of law arising .out of such
order, and the Commissioner shall, within one:month of the receipt
of such application, draw up a statement' of the case and refer it
with his own opinion thereon to the High Court.... .

Section 66 (3) runs as follows:"If, ·on any application beirig made under sub-section (2), the Commissioner refuses to state the case on 'the ground that no question
• of law arises, the assessee may (within six months from the
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date on which he is served with notice of the refusal to apply to
the High Court, and the High Court, if it is not satisfied of the
correctness of the Commissioner's decision, may require the
Commissioner to stat:: the case and to refer it, and on receipt of
such requisidon, the Commissioner shall state an:! refer the case
accordingly."

1928
R AO

BAHADUR

s. RAMANATHA

REDDIAR

v.

THE

The first objection taken by the Crown to the CoMMrs.
d
f SIONER 01'
:application is that it is out of tim~.. Tn·
~ or er o INcoME-TAx.
the Assistant Commissioner made under se::tion 31 CuNLIFFE, J.
of the Act disposing of the case on appeal is dated
the 27th 1\!Iay 1926. The a:Jplication to refer the
points of law was not made until the 3rd of July
1926.
The first answer to the Crow11's objection is that
the Commissioner himself waived the irregularity by
considering the application and refusinz to accede
to it. I am of opinion, however, that it is not open
to an executive officer to waive a orovision of a
statutory enactment in such a manner.
The second answer to the c::mtention is a more
·sub~tantial one. By an affidavit sworn on the 8th
August 1927 (to which there is no answering
affidavi:), the appellant himself deposes that he did
not obtain a copy of the Deputy Commissioner's
order dismissing the appeal in time to allow his
advisers to formulate the questions of law said to
.anse. In fact the bare result of the order
communicated to the applicant on the 1st of June
1926. An application to obtain the reasons supporting the order· was made on the 12th, but the
actual order containing the reasons was not furnished
to the applicant until the 26th of June 1926. This
is admitted by the Crown. It seems to me that
whe~ the Legislature allowed 30 days to the subj.e ct
in which to make an appeal, it· never intended that
the · Deputy Commissioner · should not communicate
his reasons to the ass~ssee at the same time as his

was
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bare decision. It is manifestly impossible for any
· person to make up his mind whether a point of law
RAo
BAHADUR
s. RAMA- arises unless he has proper materials to do so before
NATHA
him. The mere statement that his appeal h as been
REDDIAR
v.
allowed or dismissed is not sufficient. It h c:s often
c!~rs- been said that Revenue Statutes should be construed
1~~~~=-~.:X. in favour of the subject. In my view, it is much
c J more important · in this connection that any rights of
UNLIFFB, • appeal contained in Revenue Legislation be strictly
construed as to their exact meaning as far as they
allow specific . time in which an effective appeal can
be put forward. It can easily be seen that a glut
of work in the office of a busy Commissioner might
completely deprive an assessee of his right to appeal
at all. Such a state of affairs would not be carrying
out the intention of the statute, and in this case~
therefore, although I think that no conduct of the
assessee himself could have enlarged to his advantage the "statutory period under the section, neither
can any conduct of the executive diminish the full
period of time allow:ed to reflect upon and decide
whether action should be taken by way of approach
to this Court.
There is a still further contention, however, on
the part of the Crown which remains to be discussed..
The contention is this: that the consideration by the
Commissioner of the points of law put up by the
applicant was not done at the instance of the applicant at all, but was carried out suo motu under the
provisions of section 33 of the Act. It is not
difficult to see why .this attitude is now ·adopted;
because if action was ·indeed taken under section 33 ~
no application could be made to this Court . under
section 66 (3). ·The manner, however, in which the
Commissioner. dealt with · his order of the 21st of
August · 1926, · his . heading .: the order as an appeal~
1928
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and his recital and discussion of the exact questions
proposed to him by the applicant and now before
this Court, appear to m'= to negative the contention
that the Commissioner proceeded under section
33 alone. It seems to me that, had the Commissioner
taken this view at the time, he must have notified
the assessee or his advisers of the special course
he was taking and of the section under which he
proposed to proceed.
For these reasons, in the circumst1nces of this
case, I am of opinion that the applicant · cannot be
d~prived of his rights of appeal under section 66
(3) of the Act.
On a perusal of the order made by the Incometax Officer; of the order by the Deputy Commissioner
dismissing the appeal; and of the o:der made by
the Commissioner himself, it is to be noted that
there are two main points in dispute between· the
assessee and the Income-tax officials. The first
point is in relation to the. amount to be allowed for
repairs to the vessels of the cargo fleet compared
with the amount claimed. The second point is
in relation to the .depreciation of the tbtal value of
the fleet.
The attitude taken up by the Income-tax
Officer with regard · to the claim for the amount
expended on repairs, which is put forward by the
assessee at the figure of Rs. 1,16,989, was to disallow
Rs. 58,500 of the claim under this item. The
Income-tax Officer thought that the claim under
.this heading was exaggerated and in fact untrue.
He found defi.nitely that the figure Rs. 1, 16,989
did not represent current repairs only, but also
includ-~d replacements on individual vessels, which
amounted not to expenditure made for the purpose
·of earning. on . the existing vessels, but to ·a capital
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expenditure, which the Act under se~tion 10 does
not allow to be deducted for in~ome-tax purposes.
RAO
BAHADUR
s. RAMA- The reason given by the Income-tax Officer for
NATHA
coming to this conclusion is that he was unable to
R.EDDIAR
v.
allocate individual items of expenditure on repairs
THE
to individual vessels. This was owing to the manner
COMMISSIONER OF
in which the assessee has kept his accounts. The
INCOME-TAX.
Income-tax Officer's view of the claim in relation
CuNLIFFE, J.
to repair expenditure was shared on appeal by the
Deputy Commissioner. The Deputy Commissioner
also thought that the amount allowed for current
repairs as opposed to capital expenditure was fa~r
and reasonabl~. He thought that the material by
way of accounts which was afforded by the assessee
to the D epartment was slender .artd unsatisfactory
and could give no proper guide to a division
between the two forms of capital and .cur:reat payments. He was of the opinion that the assessee
could, if he chose to do so, produce vouchers and pay
rolls to support the accounts put forward and to
explain them without any ambiguity.
· ...:.:.,;·
When the matter was considered by the Commissioner, he took the same view as his two assistants,
but perhaps a little more strongly. He was of
the opinion that there was .a deliberate attempt on
the· part of the assessee to conceal the nature of the
expenditure on his fleet. He found that the expenses
for repairs to the shipping, for ex~mple, were
deliberately included in the accounts of a saw-mill
owned by the assessee. The Commissioner sets forth
in his order that the history of the dealing .between.
the D epartment and the assessee in the past has
· been far· from satisfactory. The Commissioner said
that prior to the assessment of 1921-22, although
accounts ·wete · admittedly in existence, ·none were
ever produced . . i t · was not until the assessment of
1928
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1928
1921-22 that accounts were put forward. In these
account~ , in the category of repairs, a large item
R AO
BAHAOt:R
was included which vvas subsequently admitted to s. RAMANATHA
have been spent on the construction of new vessels. REDOIAR
Having regard to this previous history, the CommisT HE
sioner came to the conclusion that where the COMMISSIONER OF
Income-tax officer is dissatisfied with the materials I:-;co:'\1£-TAx.
produced to support a claim, he is entitled to draw CUNLifFE, J.
the inference that the claim ought to be partly disallowed. Finally the Commissioner asserts that such
an inference is an inference of fact al ::me ~
Ar:. to depreciation, the attitude taken up by the
Incom:!-tax Officials (and they zll share the same
view) is that there were no proper materials before
them to deal with the questicn of depreciation at
all. It is contended by the Department that the
only basis on which a claim for depreciation can be
comput~d is the prime · cost of the property which is
said to have depreciated. It is mentioned in the
order of the Deputy Commissioner that the requirem ents of the Department in respect cf depreciation
allowances have been frequently and fully explained
both to the assessee and to his advisers; in spite
of these, no .capital accounts, it is said, have ever
been put forward in relation. to the business and
therefore there are no accurate materials upon which
the correct capital value of the fleet can be
ascertained. Nevertheless what appears to _ be an
ex g1'atia depreciation allowance of Rs. 15,000 was
eventually" ordered by the Commissioner.
The six alleged questions of law are as follows:(a) If in a case where certain sums have been
shown as expended .· on repairs, is it open to the
Income-tax authorities to hold that .some pl:!Jt
the
said expenditure is capital . expenditure having regard
to the fact that the. business in which the expenditure
'l).
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incurred IS that of a cargo boat-owner and
RAO
it is not asserted by the Income-tax authorities that
BAHADUR
s. R-\1\iA- any additions or altera?i~ns have been made to the
NATHA
cargo boat fleet or that any specific capital expendiREDDIAR
v.
ture has been made ?
THE
Col\-r~ns
(b) Whether, in law a finding that a certain part
SIOI'I"ER OF
admitted expenditure is capital expenditure is
INCOME-TAX. of
CUNLIFFE, J. maintainable without any finding · as to the prec1se
manner in which the said expenditure became capital
expenditure.
(c) Whether, in view of the fact that petitioner's
business was in existence long pri0r to the year
1922 when the present Income-tax Act came into force,
it is maintainable that, before any allowance for
depreciation can be made, it is essential that petitioner
should supply particulars of the prime cost of his
fleet.
(d) If the assessee is unable to supply full
particulars of the prime cost of his fleet, is he to
be debarred from claiming any allowance for
depreciation on any other basis whatsoever ?
(e) Where, as in the case of the petitioner, the
business is an inherited one, in what manner is the
prime cost of plant, machinery, etc., to be ascertained?
(f) Whether the petitioner is debarred, under
the circumstances of the present case, from .maintaining and establishing any claim fo.~ ~epreciation ?
Sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 10 of the
Indian Income-tax Act run as follows :1928

IS

" (1) The tax shall be payable by an assessee under the head' Business •
in respect of the pro.fits or gains o f any business carried on b y him.
(z) Such profits or gains shall be computed ·after making the following
allowances.''

Sub-paragraph (3) of section
allowances is as follows·: -

10 r eferring to

" (3) .In respect of current repairs to such buildings·, machinery, plant or
furniture, the ainount paid on account thereof." .
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1928
The vesst Is of the cargo fleet ovvned by the present
RAo
assessee are qua that part of his business, his plant.
BAHADUR
They have been so treated by the Income-tax people.
s. RAMANATHA
The question whether a point of law arises on REDDIAR
v.
a ny . given finding or whether in reality the alleged
THE
point of lavY is merely a conclusion of fact, appears COMMISSIOI'o"ER OF
to be a somewhat difficult one depending to a great I NCOME-TAX.
·extent on the particular circumstances of each case. CUNLIFFE, J.
There is no doubt that in the earlier history of the
-construction of statutes relating to income-tax, a
great many questions were considered by the Courts
as questions of law which were in reality questions
·o f fact. But when the exact meaning of the various
-definitive terms contained in the sections became
gradually settled and the principles of taxation well
·established, we find a much more distinct line drawn
·b etween law and fact. The leading cases on the
·different English Revenue Statutes deal with principles cognate to those which govern the Indian
Legislation and the following pronouncements by
English judges appear to me to be particularly"
..Cogent to the elucidation of the first broad question ..
In the case of Smith v. The Incorporated Council of
Law Reporting jo1· England and ·wales (1), Lord:
Justice Scrutton (then Mr. Justice Scrutton) dealt
with a very similar question of principle which_
.arose · in considering a case stated by the ·Commissioners of Inccme-tax for the Division of Lincoln' s·
Jnn. The Commissioners had fotind that a certain
gratuity made by the Council of Law Reporters to
o0ne of their reporting staff on his retirement after a
long service, was allowable to the Council as a
business expense in calculating their profits on the
year for income-tax purposes . . The Crown appealed;_.
argumg that the question whether such . a . payment
(x) (1914) 3 K.B.D. 674.
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could be deducted from the Council's profits as
RAo
being money wholly and exclusively laid out or
BAHADUR
s. RAMA- expended for the purposes of their business within
R:_~~:R the meaning of Schedule D of the English IncomeT~E
tax Act was a question of law and not of fact. Lord
CoMMisJ ustice Scrutton disagreed with this view and on
StONER OF
684 says t h'ts: " I t seems to me t hat t h e questlOn
.
INcoME-TAx. p.
CuN-;:;;;E, J. whether
money is wholly and exclusively laid . out
or expended for the purposes of trade is a question
of faet." Later on in the judgment, the learned
Lord Justice went en to say that in many cases
the question whethe1.· the money was wholly or
exclusively laid out or expended for the purposes of
trade must depend upon a knowledge of the . facts.
of the trade, of the way in which it is carried on,.
and of the effect of payments 1nade ·in that trade,.
all of which are questions of fact.
This interpretation was shared by the House of
Lords in deciding a very similar question. In a
judgment delivered by Lord Summer in the case
of Usher's Wiltshire Brewery v. Bruce (1 ), where a.
finding of the Court of Appeal delivered by Sir·
Samuel Evans, in which he stated that " when the·
various circumstances and facts upon which the·
question depends are established and found, theproper inference in order.. to determine w\'lether
payt?:lents were wholly and exclusively laid out fer
the purpose~ of the trade or concerned within the:
tnearting of the provisions referred to is a question
of law," was . reversed, Lord Summer said that the·
judgment appealed against really found .facts and
did not, as Sir Samuel Evans thought it did, rule
the law when it . declared that the rents foregone
were losses of an .annual value and not expenses of
the trade. Lord Summer added: " Though the answer·
1 2

9 8

(r) (1915) A. C . .433·
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to the question may itself be an inference from a
wide area of facts, it is an ans·wer of fact. There
RAo
BAHADUR
is no suggestion here that the Commissioners found . s. RAlV!Athe facts under any mistake in law including in RNATHA
EDDlAR
v.
that term the view, conscious or unconscious, that
THE
a fact may be found although there is no relevant COMMISSIONER OF
evidence to support it."
l NCO:viE-TAXSo, too, in the case of Currie v. The Inland Reve- Ct;N LIFFE . Jnue Commissioners (1), Lord Sterndale decided a
question which in my opinion is very similar in principle to the question raised here. In that case, the
point turned on whether a particular person carried
on a profession within Exception (c) of section 39
of the English Finance Act No. 2 of 1915, so as to
exempt him from assessment to Excess Profit Duties.
Lord Sterndale thought that whether a person carries
on a profession or whether he carries on a business
or trade was essentially a question of fact to be
determined by the Special Commissioner of Incometax alone. Lord Justice Scrutton, who also delivered
a judgment in the case, referred to the decision in .
Cecil v. Inland Revenue Commissioners (2), where
Mr. Justice Rowlatt had taken the same view in
determining the exact status . of a photographer.
Commenting upon Mr. Justice Rowlatt's judgment and
agreeing with it, Lord Justice Scrutton said: "Art ·is.
~ matter of degree, and to determine whether an artist
is a professional man · depends, in my view, on the .
degree of artistic work that he is doing. All these
cases which involve questions of degree seem to me to
be eminently questions of fact, which the Legislature
has thought fit to entrust to the Commissioners, who
have at · any rate fr<?m their very varied experience
at least as much· knowledge, if not . considerably more~
(z.) (1921) 2 K.B.D. 332.

(2) 36 Times 'Law Reports, p. 164.
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of the various modes of carrying on trade than any
R..>.o
Judge on the Bench."
~~~~~u:.
Applying then the ·p finciples enunciated above, I
~~~R am of opinion that the question whether expenditure
v.
in a ship owner's business is current . as opposed to
THE
CoM?vnscapital must essentially be one of degree and theresiONER OF
f
T o e1uc1.date t he problem In
. t h.1s
JNcoME-TAx. ore one o f f act.
particular case there were no doubt, in addition to
.CUNLIFFE, J.
the material provided by the assessee, a number of
outside considerations which actuated the minds of the
officials of the Departme'ilt, such as their knowledge of
the conditions in the port of Rangoon, of the ordinary
life of this particular type of wooden cargo boat and of
the standard of cost an owner such as the present
applicant might be likely to adopt in keeping his
vessels in serviceable condition.
A decision on questions of fact, however, must
always be considered by an Appellate Court from the
point of view whether, although the decision is indubitably one of fact, there was sufficient evidence to
come ·to a proper conclusion. If a · decision of fact
is founded upon insufficient evidence, a question of
law is produced which may be considered by any
Court of Appeal. In this particular case, there may
have been imperfect material on which to found a
conclusion, but such lack of evidence and ,insufficient
material was, in my opinion, due to the neglect of
the assessee and therefore . its insufficiency cannot be
used to throw over the question . of fact a cloak of
law. No one can take advantage of his own negligence,
otherwise a wilful non-compliance with the Act might
place an assessee temporarily at any ra,te in a most
advantageous position. ·~ therefore think. that th~
whole question of the expenditure upon . these cargo
vessels is a question of fact to be determined bv the
Income-tax
officials alone.
.
.
1928
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1928
On the question of depreciation, I have little
RAo
difficulty in deciding against the applicant. The exact
B AHADUR
-amount of depreciation of any plant within a given 8. R.AMAATHA
:period is also a question of degree a.n d therefore a RNEDDIAR
'Q.
question of fact. See The Peninsular and Oriental
THE
·Co. v. L'eslie (1). Allowances for depreciation are dealt C OMMISSI ONER OF
with under section 10, sub-section (2), sub-paragraph !!'COME-TAX.
{6) of the Act, but it is a condition precedent to Cu~'LIFFE, J.
·obtain any allowance under this heading that the
particulars prescribed by the Act should be furnished
to the Income-tax Officer. A form is prescribed which
includes capital expenditure and we know from the
-order of the Commissioner that no capital accounts
have ever been disclosed by the assessee. From the
very wording of the proposed questions before the
Court the assessee shares this view. Ex confesso,
therefore, there was not sufficient material before the
Commissioner. It is impossible to decide any question on an allowance of depreciation unless the
statement of the prime cost is in the hands of the
Jncome-tax Commissioner. Depreciation allowances are
-on a percentage basis and therefore the ·prime cost is
essential. I am further of the opinion that it is no
part of the duty of the Court to advise the assessee
how he ought to keep his accounts or how to satisfy
the Income-tax Officer over his method of accounting.
It is impossible . for the purpose to compute any ·
deduction for wear and tear without proper material
and therefore the question of this deduction is also
in the circumstances I find a question of fact. Nor
can I hold that the Income-tax officials have behaved
at all unreasonably in this regard.
For these reasons, I am of opinion that the alleged
questions of law are not questions of law· but questions

(x) (1900) 4 Tax Cases, p. t71·
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of fact for the Commissioner of Income-tax alone. It
is therefore not necessary for me to . consider any
BAHADUR
s. R-\MA- question under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act.
NATHA
Accordingly, the rule will be discharged as not coming
REDDIAR
v.
within the prov1s10ns of section 66 (3) of the
COMMISSIONER OF
Income-tax Act of 1922.
I NCOME-TAX.
Costs in favour of the Crown will be allowed at
CUNLIFFE, J.
fifteen . gold mohurs.
1928
RAO

CARR,

J.-1

agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
BEfore Mr. Justice Carr and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.
1928

P. C.TH EVAR

Jan. 4 ·

v.
V. SAMBAN

AND OTHERs.*

Specific Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 42, Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908),.
s.· gz-Bare declaratory decree not permissible, when plaintiff should cisk·
for consequential relief-S. 42 exhaustive of cases in which me,.ely declara-·
tory decrees can be made.
Plaintiffs for themselves and on behalf of a community filed a suit-for i:r'bare ·
declaration that a certain temple and lands constituted a public trust. They did'
not obtain the consent of the Government Advocate, nor did they ask for any·
consequential relief, although the defendants were in possession of the temple
and lands.
Held, that as the plaintiffs were suing in a representative capacity in respect·
of a public trust, and as they were out of possession of the trust property, they
were not entitled to sue for a bare declaration arid were bound to ask for·
consequential relief and also to obtain the consent of the Government Advocate
to institute the suit. Their suit was therefore barred by the proviso to s.
42 of the Specific Relief Act. This section is exhaustive of the cases in which .
a decree merely declaratory can be made, and the Courts have no power to make·
such a decree independently of that section.
Sheoparsan Singh v. Ramnandan Singh, 43 I.A. 91-referred to.

Shanmugam for the appellant.
CARR, J .-This was a suit for a declaration that a·.
certain temple a:nd lands dedicated to it constituted ~
• Civil First AppEal No. 205 of 1927.
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_public trust. No consequential relief was asked for,
1928
although it was admitted that the temple and the lands P . c:TrrnvAR
in question were in the possession of the defendants. v. s:~aAN
On objections taken by the defendants, the first two AND oTHERS•
.issues framed were:CARR, J.
· (1) Does this suit for a mere declaration of title
lie without a prayer for consequential
relief ?
(2) Is the suit maintainable without the sanction
of the Government Advocate?
The District Judge answered both these questions
in favour of the plaintiffs and after the hearing of the
suit they were granted a declaration in the terins of the
plaint, except as regards a certain sum . of money which
was also involved.
The decision of the District Judge on the second
issue was based on the finding that the consent of the
Advocate-General was not required in this suit by
:section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code. The ground
given for that finding was that none of the reliefs
:mentioned in section 92 were sought for in the suit and
that therefore .this section did not apply.
I consider that that decision was very questionable
:since secf o :1 92 (1) (h) seems to cover any relief that
could possibly be asked in a suit relating to an alleged
_public trust. However, I do not oonsider it necessary
to go further into that question since I am of opinion
·the suit must fail and .this appeal must be allowed on
the co.n tention that the suit is not maintainable without
.a prayer for consequential relief. The District Judge's
decision on this question was very short. He said:
·"The argument that· it does not lie is based on section
·42 of the Specific Relief Act, but that section enacts
that any perso.n entitled to any legal character or to any
xight to any property may institute a suit. In this case,
the pl~inti:ffs are not ~!aiming any _legal character or any
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P. c. THEv An
...\.
r sv.
AMBAN
ANn oTHERS.
CARR,

J.
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right to property. The section is not therefore applicaable to the facts."
..·
An equally short answer to this argument seems to
be that if the plaintiffs are not claiming any legal
character or any right to the property, they cannot
possibly maintain any suit relating to it, but in my
opinion the plaintiffs do claim a legal character. The~r
plaint is defective perhaps in that it does not set out
this claim, but at the same time they apply under
Order 1, Rule 8, of ·.!:.t he Code of Civil Procedure
for permission to sue on behalf and for the benefit
of themselves and the members of their Panchama
community. They added that the members of the
said community have the same interest in the suit;
but are too numerous· to join as parties. Clearly
therefore they were claiming that they and all other
members of the Panchama community had · an inter-·
est in the trust. Being admittedly out of possession
of the properties in- question, it was clearly open to
them to pray for consequential relief, for examplet
under section 92 (1) (g)_of the Civil Procedure Code
for the settling of a scheme or for any of the other
reliefs set out in that section which might be appropriate to the facts of the dispute. As they did no~
claim any such consequential relief, which would of
course have clea1;ly made the sanction of the
Advocate-General necessary t? the suit under section
92 of the Civil Procedure Code, their suit was in my
0 pinion barred by the proviso to section 42 of the
Specific Relief Act.
The · District Judge held that section 42 was not
applicable to the facts of the case. If th~t is so, I am
further of opinion· that the Court is not. ·competent to.
grant a -declaration at alL. This -question is discussed
on pages 916 to 919 of Pollock and Mulla's· " Indian
Contract ·a nd _Specific Relief Acts," S~h Edition.. I
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have referred to the original decisions mentioned in
that Commentary and am clearly of opinion that they
justify the conclusion of the learned authors that, apart
from section 42, the Courts .have no power to grant a
merely declaratory decree. In particular this seems to
·~e made quite clear by the judgment of the Privy
Council in Sheoparsan Singh v. Ramnandan Singh (1 ).
In my opinion therefore the suit as framed is clearly
'not maintainable and I would therefore allow this
appeal, set aside the judgment and decree of the District
Court and dismiss the suit. The respondents will pay
the costs of the appellants in both Courts.
CuNLIFFE, J.- I concur.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

·MAUNG PU

AND TWO OTHERS

v.
MAUNG PO TRANT

AND TWO OTHERS.*

Contract Act (IX of I872), ss. 63, zs-Remission of performance of contractBare agreement to take less than what is due invalid for want of consideration-Oral evidence to prove satisfaction of claim admissible.
Held, that a bare agreement to take less than what .is due on a monetary
claim (without any actual payment being made) or merely to give time for such
payinent, is void without consideration. S. 63 of the Indian Contract Act
dqes not override the necessity for consideration for an enforcible agreement,
and deals only with actual remission of performance. Oral evidence to show
satisfaction of a claim is admissible.

Kyaw Htoon for the appellants.
Shaffee for the respon4ents.
RuTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.- The respondents.
sued in the Subdivisional Court of Kyauktan the
· • Civil Second Appeal No. 342 of 1927 from the judgment of the District
Court of H~nthawaddy in Civil Appeal No. 24 of 1927.
(1) (1916) 43 !...'\.. 91; 43 Cal. 694.

1928

P . c. THEVA.It.:
v.
V.SAMBAN
AND

OTHERS~

CARR, J.
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appellants on a promissory note for Rs. 3,466.
Appellants, inter alia, admitted··'execution of the note
MAUNG PU
AND
TWO OTHERS but pleaded that plaintiffs had agreed to accept the
v.
sum of Rs. 3,200 in full settlement of this and a
MAUNG PO
THANTAND
number of other claims and that they also agreed to
TWO OTHERS.
accept payment by instalments. The Trial Judge
RUTLEDGE,
excluded this evidence under the provisions of section
C.J., AND
BROWN, J.
92 of the Evidence Act, and, in this respect,
he was upheld on appeal by,,.l.he District Court,
Hanthawaddy.
It is urged before us that both the Courts erred
by reason of section 63 of the Indian Contract Act
· which gives a party full power to modify or remit
any part of the terms of contract entered into
between the parties. We do not think that the
ground of the lower Court's decision can be maintained. While no oral evidence can be given to
.contradict or modify the original contract, there is
nothing to prevent oral evidence being adduced under
proviso 4 of section 92 in order to prove satisfaction
<>f the claim. But the fact of appellants proving
·the basis of the judgment appealed from to be an
.error does not avail them because the agreement
.Pleaded does not suggest any consideration whatever
for the alleged promise to take less than what is
.due and· to give time for payment. Had they pleaded
that, in fact, an instalment had been paid it may
well have been otherwise, but what is set . up is a
.mere nudum pactum which, without consideration,
cannot be binding in law. The illustrations appended
1:o section 63 clearly indicate that it was not the
·i~tention of the Lagislature to create a. glaring excep·ti6n of the well-known legal .. principle embodied m
section 25 of the Contract Act.
. . For these reasons the · appeal must fail and 1s
.dismissed with costs.
·
1928
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before .7'v!r. Justice Heald and 1Vlr. Justice Maung Ba.

1\IIAUNG PE

v.
MAUNG PO HTEIN

Ian. 24.
AND ONE.*

Provincial lmolveney Act (V of 1920), ss. 53, 28; 7-Doctrine of' relation.back •
'
cannot be applied to s. 53-Voluntary transfers voidable if made within two
years from date of adjudication and not from date of presentation. of petition.
Held, that a voluntary transfer made by an insolvent is voidable if made
within two years from the date of adjudication and not from the date of the
presc::nration of the petition on which the adjudication order is made. The
doctrine of' relation back' that is contained ins. 28 (7), cannot be imported into
s. 53 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, Ghulam Muhammed v. Panna Ram,
Civil Ap. No. 531 of 1917, Lah. H.C.; K.N.K.L. Chettyar Firm v. Maung Bd
Tin, C.M. Ap. No. 42 of 1918, Ch. C.L.B.; Nagindas v. Gordhandas, 49 Born.·
73o-approved.
Rakhal Chandra v. Sudhindra, 46 Cal. 991; Sheonath Singh v. ll1unshi Ram,
42 All. 433-dissentedfrom.

Ganguli for the appellant.

Basu for the respondent.

and MAUNG BA, JJ.-T his is an appeal by
the Receiver to the estate of insolvent Maung Po Se
from an order of the District Court of Pyinmana
refusing to annul the sale of a certain paddy land by
Maung Po Se to his brother-in-law Maung Po Htein
. and the latter's wife, who are the present respondents,
under section 53 .of the Provincial Insolvency Act ..
The ·Receiver impugned the sale .alleging that the
t ransaction was a sham and fraudulent one and because·
Maung Po Se was declared insolvent within two years
after the alleged sale. The learned District Judge held
that the transaction fell within two y~ars as specified
by section 53, but he was of opinion that the transfer
was ·made in good faith and for valuable consideration .
HEALD

. *Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 44 of 1917 from the order of the District
Court of Pyinmana in Civii Miscellaneous No. 29 of 1926.
·
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Section 53 fixes two years from the date of transfer
MAuN G PE ending with the date of adjudication.
As regards this
MAu~·G Po date there has been a conflict of judicial ·opinion.
HTEIN AND
Section 28, Clause (7) has been responsible for this
ONE.
conflict. Section 28 defines the effect of an order of
H EALD AND
. and t h at euect
cr
•
MAuNG BA, · ad"
JUd"1cat10n
1s
t h at on t h e rnak"1ng of an
JJ ·
order of adjudication, the whole of the property of
the insolvent shall vest in the Court or in a receiver,
and shall become divisible among the creditors.
Clause (7) provides that an order of adjudicat ion shall
relate back to, and take effect from, the date of the
presentation of the petition on which it is made. The
interval between the date of presentation and that of
adjudication is therefore done away with so far as the
vesting of the insolvent's property is concerned. Some
learned Judges are of opinion that this doctrine of
relation back to the date of presentation should also be
applied to the avoidance of a voluntary transfer under
section 53, or in other words that the two years
prescribed by that section should be calculated from
the -date of presentation and not from the date of actual
adjudication. Other learned· Judges held the -contrary
view and according to them the date of actual adjudication should be the starting point. The former view
was held by a Bench of the Calcutta High Court in
Rakhal Chandra Purkait v. Sudhindra Nath Bose (1) ..
The learned Judges observed that the order of adjudication might ·be delayed in some cases for more than
two years, and in such a case any transfer made by the
insolvent within _two years before the date of presentation of the petition but more than two years· before the
Qrder of adjudication would become valid, that they did
·not think .that. such a result was coritemplat~d, and that
· they were of opinion that the provisions of ~ection 36
192 8
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(now 53) were to be read with section 16 (6) [now 28 (7)]
PE
'Of the Act. The same view was held by a Bench of the MAUNG
v.
Allahabad High Court in Sheonath Singh v. Nlunshi Ram MAuNe Fo
HTEIN A:KD
'(1 ), and the learned Judges observed that they were
ONE.
adopting the view of a Bench of the Madras High Court HEALD AND
in the case of T. V. Sankaranarayana v. Alagiri lVIAUNGBA,
]J.
Aiyar. The contrary view was taken by a Bench of
the Lahore High Court in Ghulam Muhammad v.
Pan~za Ram (Civil Appeal No. 531 of 1917). The
learned Judges observed that it would hardly be safe to
conclude that the framers of the Act intended section
16 (6) to govern section 36, but assuming that they were
mistaken on this point, they conceived that the meaning
'Of the Act was not to be interpreted with reference to
·what its framers intendea to do, but with reference to
the language which they did in fact employ. The
iearned Judges then ·quoted Maxwell on the Interpretation of Statutes who on p~ge 5 says: " It
matters not in such a case what the consequence
may be when by the use of clear and unequivocal
1anguage capable of only one meaning anything is
enacted by ·the Legislature, it must be enforced, even
though it be absurd or mischievous." The same
principle was adopted by a Bench of the Bombay
High Court in Nagindas Dahyabhai v. Gordhandas
Dahyabhai (2). The Chief Just"ice who delivered
the judgment of the Bench observed: " In our opinion
if it · had been intended that a · voluntary transfer
should be voidable if made within t\VO years from the ·
date of the presentation of the petition on which the
-adjudication -order is made, there was no reason why
that should not have been as clearly stated in section
53 as it is in section 54, and we do not think that
the doctrine of ' relation back ' can be imported into
the former section, so as to .make it appear that the

(I) (1920) 42 All. 433·

(2)'(1925)

-~9

Born. 730.
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ONE.
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point of time from which· the two years are to be·
calculated, is the date :'-of the presentation of the·
petition, and not the date when the transferor is
adjudged insolvent. The mere probability that in
some cases a voluntary transfer cannot be defeated.
on account of the delay in making the adjudication
order after the presentation of the petition, cannot
provide sufficient ground for interpreting the words
in section 53 otherwise than ac\..-ording to their clear
meaning." Section 54 is concerned with avoidance·
of fraudulent preference. The period fixed by that·
section is three months from the date of presentation
or' the petition. Section 55 affords protection to
bona fide transactions. The section has a proviso to
the effect that in the case of a transaction which
takes place before the date of the order of adjudi...
cation protection is afforded only to a transferee who·
has not at the time notice of the presentation of anyinsolvency petition. When one studies these three
sections, namely 53, 54 and 55, very carefully one
cannot fail to be struck by the difference in the
Janguage used as regards the starting point forming
the basis of computation of the period. If the·
doctrine of relation back is to be deemed applicable·
to these sections the framers may have to be accused
of being careless in drafting. In section 54 if it were
intended that three months were·. to be calculated from
the date of presentation the words " on a petition
presented within three months after the date thereof '~
would . become quite superfluous. Also in the case
of the proviso to section ·55 if the words H the date,
of the order of adjuqicatiQn " were to be taken as the·
date of presentation of · the petition, _the ·condition
about the . notice would sound ludicrous being quite
unnec~ssaty. It is . true that the ti_
ine which· may
.e~apse between th~ date ·. or' ~~esentation 3:nd the date
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of adjudication may be somewhat considerable, still
J.f we consider the large difference between the two
periods provided by sections 53 and 54, being two
years in one case and three months in the other, it
will not be unreasonable to think that in fixing the
longer period the framers . of the Act did have in
their minds that intervening period. They might
have thought that a period of two years will be long
-enough to cover such an intervening time. We are
therefore of opinion that the language used in those
three se~tions is to be interpreted according to its
plain meaning without reference to the doctrine of
relation back provided in Clause (7) of section 28.
vVe accordingly hold that in section 53 the date of
-adjudication and not the date of. presentation should
be the starting point. In this view we are fortified
by the same interpretation .given by a Bench of the
late Chief Court" of Lower Burma in K.H.K.L.
Chettyar Firm v. Maung Ba Tin (Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 42 of 1918). The learned Judges observed,
·"the plain meaning of the term 'date of such adjudi·cation' is the date on which the adjudication is
actually made and the provisions of section 16, clalfse
{6) do not go so far as .to require that any such
adjudication shall be antedated." · In the present case
the sale took place on 13th June 1924, _while the
insolvency petition was presented on 26th February_
1926 and the order of adjudication .was passed on .3 rd
July 1926. The sale in question therefore took place
·over two years before the date of adjudication. .So. .faF
as section 53 is .concerned an order :o f . annulment
cannot be made. It is therefore not necessary tq
d ecide the nature of the transaction ·whether it was a
voluntary _transfer. or not. _W~ th~r~fore dismiss th~
appeal with costs (Advocat~·'s fee. three. golq · -mohur~
in .each .· . ~o.urt) .
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Before Mr. :Justice Carr and :Justice Mr. Cunliffe.
1928

A. KHORASANY
v.
c. ACHA AND FOUR.*

Jan. 25.

Mahomedan La·w-Widow cannot make a partnership contract on behalf of her
minor children-Contract Act (IX of 1872), ss. Il, 247-Business carried·
on with pcrtnership property_in'Gohing share of minor heirs of deceased'
parf.ner, effect of-Suit for dissolution of existing partnership governed by·
Ar~.12o and not ro6 of the Limitation Act (IX of 1908).

Held, that a Mahomedan widow is not competent (except for her~elf) to enter
into a partnership contract with her deceased husband's partner to continue
t!-le business so as to bind her minor children. Their share in the assets of thefirm cannot be made liable for losses incurred after the death of their father, if the
surviving partner and their mother agree to continue the business. The minor
heirs would be entitled to their share of the assets of the firm at the time of
their father's death, as well as to their share of the nett profits made since their
father's death, in calculating which reasonable remuneration must be allowed to
the surviving partner for solely managing the business since the death of their
father. A suit for <lissolution of an existing partnership (e.g., one made between
an adult heir of a deceased partner and the surviving partner) is governed by
Art. 120 and not by Art. xo6 (or Art. I 14) of the Limitation Act.
Imambandi v. Mutsaddi, 45 Cal. 878 (P.C.) -referred to.

Fou~ar

for the appellant.

Shaffee for the respondents.
. i

.' . . : .. . ; . . .

~

·.

·__CARR, j.· The plaintiffs in. this suit are the widow
and the minor children of Musaji Hashim Acha, who
died in May,_ 1919. He was at that time ·a partner
of the defendant, A. M. A. Khorasany, in a nee
milling business carried on in a mill which_belongedto the firm. It is alleged by the plaintiffs that. shortly
after. Hashim Acha's death it was agreed between the
defendant and the . first piaintiff,. Amina· Bi, on_.behalf
of -herself .and the min6rs, that the partnership should
be ·_ q1rried :_ on- as · before. · Hashhn -_Ac~a's· place as
• Civil First Appeals Nos.- rx8· a11:d: x6s of 1927from the jud~ment -of the
· District Court of Bassein
in' Civil
Regular
Suit No. 21. of. 1925. ·
.
. ··
··.
.
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partner being taken by his widow and children.
They sue now for dissolution of partnership and for
an account.
The defence was a denial of the alleged new partnership and a contention that the plaintiffs ·were
entitled only to a half share of the mill as it was at
the time of Hashim Acha's death and to reasonable
compensation for the use of the mill since that time.
Alternatively the plaintiffs claimed, as heirs of
Hashim Acha, their one half share of the property
and an account of and their share in the profits
made from it since his death. The first plaintiff
claimed a share of the profits only for three years
before the suit while the o~her plaintiffs claimed for
the whole of the period.
The defendant's reply to that was that the plain-·
tiffs could not join such an alternative claim with
their claim based on partnership and that there was
a misjoinder of parties in that the first plaintiff, Ami~~
Bi, as administratrix of the estate, was the only person
who could sue as representative of Hashim Acha.
The ' District Judge found the new partnership
proved and held that it was valid. He gave · the
plaintiffs 2 to 6 a decree for dissolution of partnership and an aecount, as prayed, but dismissed the
suit · of the. first plaintiff. a,s .time- ~arred · under Article
114 of the Limitation Act·, Schedule 1.
Both the defendant and the first plaintiff appeal.
Their appeals have been heard together and will be
·
dealt with together in this judgment.
[On the evidence his Lordship found that it was
agreed to carry on the partnership business as before
and continued as follows]:No definite period· for such continuance seems to
have been fixed, and in my opinion defen~ant's con't ention .that the arrangemer~.t was to continue only
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till I .etten? ()f Administration were taken out is as
an after-thought.
. . .. _
But I am umib1e . atree with the District Judge
in his finding that this agreement constituted a valid
contract of partnership, so far, at any rate, as the
minors are concerned~ It is made quite clear by the
decision of their Lordships of the Privy Council in
lmambandi v.. /ylu,tsaddi (1), that a Mahomedan
widow as such i?. not competent to enter into a contract bindi~g ...ori .·. her ,.,. n;U.nor children and therefore
in · this case the agreement could not bind the minor
j);~\~t)jfs.
·

to

,_... :·'It lias been urged that section 247 of the Contract
Act iS sufficient to make the agreement a binding
contract. I do not think that it is. That section
lays down that when a minor is admitted to the
·benefits of partnership he is not personally liable for
the obligati<;ms of the firm, but that " his share of
the property of the firm " 1s so liable. The question
then arises-how can the minor's share be made so
liable ? Certainly not by. the agreement of the minor
himself or of any person not qualified to contract on
his behalf. ·T he · necessary conditions which might have
:m.ade liable the share of the minors . in the mill and
t1ie other· ·capital (if · any) of the former firm were
ndt i present in this· cas.e and therefore the general
rule laid down in' · section 11 applies fully and the
~gre~melit · was ..not ·a contract binding on the minors
and therefore it was not ~ contract at all, but a mere
void agreement. I have n() doubt that both the first
plaintiff and: ~he def~ndant at the time of making
the agreement' were not· aware of the legal difficulty
and· believed that were entering into ·a valid · contract
ai:td as betw~en ·the first plaintiff1 Amina Bi., and . th~
·~~~::...:·:.

·.·

... ·. ,
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defendant I think that a partnership was validly
-created by the agreement.
But the position as regards the minors seems to me
to be very much the same as if there had been a
valid partnership except only that their share in the
property of the firm could not be made liable for any
losses that were incurred. Fortunately there seems
:in fact to have been a substantial profit. The defend:ant has in fact carried on the business with the
partnership property and in my opinion he is to
account to the representatives of his deceased partner
for one-half of the profits made as well as for their
share of the assets of the firm at the time of that
partner's death. So far as the interest of the minors
is concerned, therefore, I see no ground for interference
with the decree of the District Court directing an
account to be taken, except that the defendant should
be allowed to deduct a reasonable amount as remuneration for . his management of the business before
the nett profits ar~ calculated.
A regards the objection that there was misjoinder,
I do not think that there is any objection to the
joinder of the alternative claims put f~rward. . And I
do not think that any misjoinder of parties that there
may be is more than a mere technical error not
:affecting the ~erits of the case in any way~ In my
view there is no such misjoinder as would justify
interference in any sense.
.
Coming to the appeal of the first plaintiff, Amina Bi,
the District Judge held that her suit for dissolution
was time-barred under Article 114 of the Limitation
Act. I am . unable · to agree that that article
.applies. The dissolution of a partnership is not a
recission of a contract. There appears to be no
article spec_ificaJly dealing with a suit . for dissolution.
That being so, I . t~ink that Artide· _12.0 would 3:pply,
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thus g1v1ng a p~riod of six years. And the starting
point would be the time when the defendant refused
to give the plaintiff any of the profits of the business.
-that is from 1922 or at the earliest November 1921.
On that basis the suit was in time. I do not consider
that Article 106 can apply, because there has never
been a dissolution of the partnership between Amina.
Bi and the defendant. The latter's declaration in
November 1921, could not amount to a dissolution,.
since he remained in possession of the firm's assets
and continued to carry on its business.
The District Judge further said that, as a.
Mahomedan widow, Amina Bi could have no share·
in the mill itself. I know of no authority for this..
proposition, which has not been supported.
Amina Bi asked only for her share of the profits
for three years before the suit and in my view she:
is clearly entitled to that.
I would therefore amend the decree of the District
Court by declaring that the plaintiffs collectively areentitled to one-half of the assets of the firm at thetime of the death of Musaji Hashim Acha, that the·
minor plaintiffs are entitled to seven..:eighths of one-·.
half of the nett profits since the death of Musaji Hashim.
Acha, and that the first plaintiff, Amina Bi, is entitled
to one'- eighth of one-half · of the nett profits. since a
date . three years before the institution of the suit,.
the nett profits being in each case calculated after
deduction of reasonable remuneration for the defendant's management of the business; and would direct
that an account be :taken accordingly and a final~
decree passed in accordance with the account.
Ess~ntially the· defendant' fails in both appeals ..
He must therefore pay ·· the costs of the plaintiffs in,
both. appeals and in the District Court.
C~L:n'FE, · J . ·. 1 · concur.
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Before MT. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

MAUNG KYAW PE AND OTHERS

v.
MAUNGKYI.*
Benami transactions among Burmans-Presumption of advancement if property
purchased in the name of wife or child-Benami transactions of Burmans
different in practice and purpose from those in India.
After the death of his first wife, a Burman took a mortgage of the land in
suit in the names of himself and his two minor children, a son and a daughter.
He married again but divorced very soon his second wife and then married the
third time. H e then took a conveyance of the mortgaged property in the names
of himself and his said children by his first wife. Mutation of names followed
in the revenue register. After about three years, the fathers' name disappeared
from the regist:er. About four years later the daughter died and the property then
stood solely in the name of the son. Si:x: years later the father tried to restore his
name in the. register, but was opposed by his son. The father brought a suit
for a declaration that he was the sole owner of the property and contended that,
as in India, there should be no presumption of advancem~nt in favour of.
his children. The son's defence was that his father put the land in the names
of the children in satisfaction of their claim against him, as heirs of their
mother, by reason of his remarriages.
.
Held, that among Hindus and Mohamedans the p~actice of benami trans..actions was so common and frequent and for no particular reason, without
any intention of vesting in the_transferee or donee aQ.y beneficial interest in
the property, that it was a rule of law in India that the person who supplied
the purchase-money would ordinarily be regarded the owner; and that no
. p'resump.t jon-.of. ~vancement .arose, as in England, if the transfer was in the
name of a wife or child. But benami transactions among Burmans were
neither of indigenous origin no~ common and were. only resorted to among
them either to save a property from imminent risk of attaclunent and sale
by creditors or to hide the real ~wner's name from Government, if he
happened to be a Government servant prohibited from acquiring land within
his jurisdiction. Consequently if a Burman bought property in the name of
his children, a presumption of advancement for their benefit would arise.
Held on the facts o~ the case that the father failed to rebut the presumption and to prove his sole ownership.
Gopeekris£ v. Gungapersau4, 6.Moore's Ind. Ap. 53; Lecun, v. Lecun 2 Ran.
243; Ma Gyi v. Ma Me, 4 Ran. 522 ; Ma Le v. Po Taik~ 3 L.B.R. 245 ;.
Ma On Mev. Ma Nyein Kin, Civil 1st Ap. 36 of 1925, H.C. Ran.; Maung
Tin v. Ma M~i Myint,
I I L.B.R. 83 ; Meeyappa Chetty v. Ba Bu, Sp. Civil
......;...
·
.
.

_______

---

• Civil First Appeal No. 109 of 1926 against the judgment.of the D istrict
Court of Insein in Civil.Regular No. 7 of 1925.
·
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2ndAp. z68 of I909, Ch. Ct. L.B.; Po Kin v. Po Shein, 4 Ran. sr8; U -zhur
Ali v. Mussumat, 13M. Ind. A?. 232-rejerred to.

MAUNG
KYAWPE .
AND
OTHERS

Ormiston for the appellants.

v.
:MAUNG KYI.

Keith for the respondent.

}. -The respondent Maung Kyi sued his
son the appellant Kyaw Pe for a declaration that he
is owner of a piece of land which Kyaw Pe has sold
or purported to sell to the appellants Maung Kyaw
and Ma Hla Gyi, who are husband and wife, the
latter being the sister of Kyaw Pe's mother Ma Tok.
Ma Tok was Maung Kyi's first wife and she died
about 1901. By her Maung Kyi had two children,
namely, Kyaw Pe and a daughter Ma Thein Nyun.
After Ma Tok's death Maung Kyi and the two
children lived for some years with M a Tok's
mother Ma Hman who was a lady of some wealth and
position. While he was living with Ma Hman he took
a mortgage of the land in suit in the name~ of himself
and his two small children. That was in 1905.
Subsequently he married a second wife,' Ma ;N"gwe, ·
and went to live with her in Rangoon, the children
·staying on with Ma Hman at . Kemmendine. The
marriage with Ma Ngwe did not la~t long and e11ded;
according to M aung Kyi, in a divorce. -Maung Kyi
then married a third wife M a Hnin Yi, and apparently
went to live at Wataya. Soon after his r:q.~rriage with
Ma Hnin Yi he took from M a Thin and Maung Sein,
. who were husband and wife and who . were the
mOJ;tgagors of the land in suit, two conveyances of
that land, one being a transfer of the wife's interest
in the land and the other a transfer of the husband's
:Interest. Both these conveyances which . were mad~
in 1910 and 1911. respectively were taken, like the
mortgage, which preceded th~m, in · the names of
Maurig Kyi and his two. children, · and : the.. only c;ash
HEALD,
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1 2
consideration which purported to be given for them
9 7
was a sum of Rs. 350 said to be paid to the husband KYAW
MAuNe
PE ·
Maung Sein for such interest as he might have in the
AND
land. The conveyances were registered and under the oT~s
Registration Rules would in the ordinary course of MAuN~Kvr •.
official business be reported by the Registration Officer HEALD, J.
to the Revenue Officer with a view to mutation of
names in the revenue registers in accordance with
the terms of the conveyances, and under the Revenue
Rules mutation would be effected by the Revenue
· Officer on the Registration Officer's report. Mutation
was effected and from 1910-11 to 1913-14 the land
stood in the official registers in the names of Maung
Kyi, Kyaw Pe and Ma Thein Nyun. In 1913-14
l\tiaung Kyi's name disappeared from the register, and
until 1916-17 the land stood in the names of the two
children. In . 1917-18 Ma Thein N yun died and
thereafter until 1923-24 the land stood in Kyaw Pe's
sole name. In 1923-24 Maung Kyi's name was added
along with Kyaw Pe's but Kyaw Pe objected to
the mutation with the result that his name was
restored by order of the Deputy Commissioner who
found that the mutation was made without Kyaw Pe's
knowledge and consent and was unauthorisecl.
Maung Kyi's case was that he was sole owner of
the land from the time when it was bought, that he
took the ·conveyances in the names of himself and
his children for the purposes of excluding his new
wife Ma Hnin Yi from any interest in the land so
that the two children might inherit it on his death,
and that his name was omitted from the registers in
1913-14 without his knowledge or consent and by a
mistake on the part of the Revenue Surveyor. · He·
·admitted tl).at he knew that the land had been.
standing in Kyaw Pe's since 1917 and that he took no
steps to have mutation . of names effected until 1923.
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The defence was of course that Maung Kyi put
the land into the names of the two children in satisMAUNG
KYAWPE
faction of their claim to·"partition of inheritance, which
AND
OTHERS
arose by reason of his remarriages, and that the land
v.
:2V[Al.'NG KYI. actually belonged to the children, Ma Thein Nyun's
interest i~ it passing to her brother K yaw Pe by
H EALD, J.
inheritance on her death.
The Trial Court found that Kyaw Pe failed to
prove that the names of the children were inserted
in the conveyances as the result of an intention on
Maung Kyi's part that'~flie children should be owners
of the land, and held that the land belonged to
Maung Kyi.
Kyaw Pe and the other two appellants, in whose
favour he has recently executed a conveyance of the
land, allege in appeal · that it was proved that the
land was bought by Maung Kyi for the children and
that Kyaw Pe was owner of it.
.
The appeal has been argued mainly on the
question. whether or not certain rulings, which say in
effect that in India no presmnption of advancement
arises in the case of a purchase of land in the name
of a child, are applicable to the · conditions existing
in Burma. Those rulings proceed on the ground that
.benami transactions in the name of children are so
common in India that it would be unsafe to presume
advancement from the mere fact that property was put
into the name of a child. It is argued on the basis of
'two recent judgments of this Court that benami
transactions are pot common in Burma, and that
therefore in this country a presumption of advancement
may be made.
· In the case bf Gopeeknst v. Gungapersaud (1), which
·w as decided by their Lordships of .the Privy Council
-in 1854, and · in whid~ a Hindu father had taken a
1927
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·conveyance of certain properties which were bought
by himself with his own money, in the name of his MAuNe
KYAWPB
son, their Lordships observed that benami purchases
AND
in the names of children, without any intention of oT~~RS
advancement, are frequent in India. They said '' it is MAuNe KYI.
very much the habit in India to make purchases in HEALD, J.
-the names of others, and, from whatever cause the
practice may have arisen, it has existed for a series
()f years and these transactions are known as
" benamee transaction.' They are noticed, at least
as early as the year 1778."
In 1869 in the case of Uzhur Ali v. Mussumat (1),
where the parties were Mahomedans and the defend3nt alleged that the property was purchased by him
from his own funds benami in the names of his wife
and son, their Lordships said. "It is not a novel
thing in India that that state of things should exist. It
has been repeatedly brought before this Committee,
and the law relating to it was reviewed in the case
of Gopeekrist Gosain v. Gungdpersaud Gosain. Of
course we cannot apply to the decision of this case,
which is one between Mahommedans, any of the
reasons, which in the Judgment delivered at this
'Board in that case are exclusively from . Hindoo Law.
lt is however perfectly clear that in so far as the
practice of holding lands and buying lands in the
·name of another exists, that practice exists in India
as much among Mahommendans as among Hindoos
and the judgment in Gopeekrist Gosain v. Gungapersaud
Gosain, and the cases therein . referred to are at
all events, authority for the proposition that the
criterion of these cases in India ·is to consider from
·w hat source the purchase-money comes, that the
presumption is that purchase made with the money
of A in the name of B i~ for · the benefit of A;. and
(1) (1869) 1.3 Moore's Ind. Ap. 232.
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that from the purchase by a father, whether MahomMAUNG
medan or Hindoo, in :the namee<of the son, you are
KYAWPE
not at liberty to draw the · presumption, which the
AND
OTHERS
English law would draw, of an advancement in favour
v.
MAUNG KYI. of that son."
HEALD, J.
In 1910 a Bench of the Chief Court of Lower
Burma in the case of Meeyappa Cheety v. Ba Bu (1),.
in which property had been purchased by a Burmese
father with his own money and the conveyance had
been taken in the name of the son, who \vas about
five years of age, referred to the long line of decisions
as to the presumption to be made in India when
a person purchases property and takes a conveyance in the name of a relation, and said " as far
back as 1854 it was decided by the Privy Council
that the presumption made !n English law that the
purchase in such a case was for the benefit and
advancement of the person to whom the conveyance·
1s made does not apply in India, and that the
presumption in India is that the purchase is benami
and that the burden lies on the person to whom
the conveyance has been made of proving that he
is entitled to and beneficially interested in the
property." Applying that rule the Bench dismissed.
the son's claim to the property:
That decision was mentioned in this Court in 1924
in the case of Lecun v. Lecun (2), which was a case
arising. between Anglo-Indians, born and domiciled in
Burma, and in which the husband had conveyed
certain property to the wife. The learned Judges said:
" Ther~ is little doubt as to the law in respect ·of
resulting trusts and the presumption of advancement i..11.
India: As regards Hindus, the law has been laid down
1n the case of Gopeekris{ Gosain v. Gungapersaud
Gosaifl;
and in respect of Mohammedans
in the case . of
. .
.
.
.
(x) S~ecial Civil 2nd Appea~ No .. z68 of '1 909. · . · (z) (1924)

2
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Moulvie Sayyud Uzhur Ali v. Mussumat Bee Bee · Ultaf
Fatima. The same rules have been held to apply in
the case of Burmans in Meeyappa Chetty and one v.
Maung Ba Bu.
" As regards this last case we de3ire to express no
opinion at present. It may be necessary to give this
question of law further consideratibn in the case of
Burman Buddhists; but the two former cases are
decisions by their Lordships of the Privy Council. In
the case of Europeans who had been born and had a
permanent residence in India, the law has also been
laid down by their Lordships of the Privy Council in
Kerwick v. Kerwick. Lord Atkinson in delivering the
judgment of their Lordships said : " The general rule
and principle of the Indian law as to resulting trusts
differs but little, if at all, from the general rule of
English law upon the same subject, but in their
Lordships' vi~w it has been established by the decisions
in· the case of . Gopeekrist Gofiain v. Gungapersaud
Gosain, Uzhur Ali v. Ultaf Fatima, that owing to the
widespread and persistent practice which prevails
amongst the natives of India, whether Mahommedan or
Hindu, for owners of property to ·make grants and
transfers of it benami for no obvious reason or
appare!lt purpose, without the slightest intention of
vesting in the donee any beneficial interest in the
property granted or transferred; as well as the
usages which these natives have adopted and which
have been protected . by statute, no exception has
ever been engrafted on the general law of India
negativing the presumption of the resulting trust in
favour of the person providing the purchase-money,
such as has, by the Courts of Chancery in the exercise
of their equitable jurisdiction, been. engrafted on the
corresponding _law in :England in . t~ose cases where
a husband-or father nav!=: thP mnnpu .,~r! +ho -··-- 1- -

1+ ·
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is taken in the name of a wife or child. In such
a case there is,dppder the general law in India, no
presumption of · an intended advancement as there
is in England. The question which of the two
principles of law is to be applied to a transaction
such as the present which takes place between two
persons, born in India of British parents, and who
have resided practically all their lives in India is of
general importance." It was further stated: " It iS,
a .mistake to suppose that according to the cases
already cited the determination· which rule of law is
in any given case to apply in India entirely depended
on race, place of birth, domicile or residence. · These
were not to be tre<lted as being per se decisive.
What were treated as infinitely more important..wet:e
the · widespread and persistent usages and practices
of the native inhabitants." The learned Judges went
on to say: " No evidence has been given and we are not
prepared to hold that there is any widespread and
persistent usage and practice amongst Anglo- Indians in
Burma _of transferring lands benami in the way there is
amongst Hindus and Mohammedans. Some of thefil·
may at times resort to such a practice with a fraudult:nt
attempt to save property from the hands of creditors
but we have no ground for holding that there is any
such common practice prevailing as a common rule
for. all general purposes. The rule therefore which
in · ~ur opinion . is to be . applied in the present case
is ~_that the presumption of advancement arises in this
case."
Early in 1926 in the case of ll:'la On Me v. Afa Nyein
Kin U), a Bench of this Court in dealing with a case
ih which the parties were Burmans and where it was
alleged that a transaction was benami said : " The
burd~n of proving that the transaction was not what
(i) Civil. Ist Appeal No. 36 of 1925.
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it purported to be lies on the person alleging it. The
x9z7
MAuNa
P revalence of benami transactions, if they do prevail in KYAWPB
Burma to the same extent as in India, does not relieve
AND
the persoR··.l.~vb~' challeages''the·' 'piain·:'<effect of a tran- o~RS
saction, from establishmg his allegation _by satisfactory MA~<:_Kvr.
proof.~' It may be noted that the same view as,to the HEALD, J.
burden of proof has since been t~ken by their Lordships
<>f the Privy Council in the... case of Po Kin v. Po
Shein (1) .
.In a later case in the same year (1926) namely the
case of Ma Gyi v. Ma _Me {~), at].?~her Bench of this
Court corlSiuered the prevalence of'beiz'ami transactions
in Burma independently, and said: "It has been urged
that in cases such as this there is a presumption that .the
gift was benami and numerous authorities have been
·Cited on this subject and also on the subject of
.advancement. The question of advancement ~does not ·.
-arise, and the decisions as to benami transaction give
us comparatively little help because all relate . to
transactions between Hindus and Mahommedans.
· Among Burmans the practice of benami is not
in<;ligenous, and though it has to some considerable
extent taken root 'it is yet not so ·corn.mon . as among
natives of India proper. The device is very seldom
employed except as a means of. defeating or delaying
the immediately impending claim of some creditor
<>r other perso~. In view of ~hese considerations we
think that there is no presumption that the gift now
. in question was benami. We think, moreover, that
more proof of its benami nature is required than
would be· necessary were. the parties concerned
.Hindus or Mahommedans."
With the statement. that the practice of benami
. is not indigenop.s and is comparatively uncommon
among Burmans I entirely agree. To the best of niy
.·

(x) (19Z6), 4 Ran. sx8 .

(z) (x9z6) 4 Ran.

szz.
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knowledge and belief resort is had to benami transactions among Burmans in two classes of cases · only
(1) where there is .:an''·iriuniri'eiit - ii~l{-!'o( the attachment
and sale of the property at the instance of a creditor or
v. .
MAUNGKYI.
creditors, and (2) where Subordinate Government
· - B.~ALD, J. servants who are prohibited or think that they are
prohibited by the rules of their service from holding
lands within the territorial limits of .t heir jurisdict~on
put the lands into the names of their relatives in order
to hide from Govern:tp,J~-P.:t,,;. the ., fact that they are
acquiring property. The cases of Maung Tin v. Ma
Mai Myint (l) and MaLe v. Po Taik (2), are instances
of the first class of cases and the transaction set up _in
th; case of Po Kin · v. Po Shein belonged to the second
class. · So far _as I ani a,ware benami transactions ru;e
never made among Burmans except for purpo~es of
fraud, and I have no doubt · at. all that .they are
much less common in this country tha:t;l th~y a:i-e in
India proper, where they. are supposed to be ·customary
for other reasons.
If the· practice .-··of benami i~ not .... common . in
Burma it would seem tfr·-·follow from the judgments
of their Lordships of the · Privy Council which · have
been cited above, that e:ven in . cases. where the
money · with ·whiCh _the prqperty 'was' ~ bought . was
provided by the person who' claims the -beneficial
ownership the presumption that the purchase taken
in the n.ame of the ostensible owner of . the legal title,
was ·a benami transaction is· weaker in · Burma than
in other parts of India and that in Burma it _may
in. particular ·ca~es be too weak to displace the
presumption of advancement which .would arise in
the absence ·o f · a presuinptjon that' the tran·s action
was benami.
1927

MAUNG
KYAWPB
AN D
-OT~RS

*

*

(1) (1921) II :(...B.R. 83.

*

*

*

. . ·. _: . (2)_(1906) 3 L.B.R. 245 .
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His Lordship held that circumstances raised the
presumption that the mortgage money belonged jointly
to Maung.. -... Kyi·.~d ,~·,his~,.,.v.vo children by Ma Tok
and the subsequent conveyances of the property made
it the property of the marriage of Maung Kyi and
. Ma Tok, and this presumption Maung Kyi never
rebutted. The mutation of names in the revenue
register could not hve been made by mistake or
without the knowledge of Maung Kyi. The revenue
surveyor's evidence was that Maung Kyi himself asked
for the mtitatiuri ·'"df ·:names. Ma Tok left jewellery
and money and her mother may well have induced
;M:aung Kyi to make provision for the children ere
he married again. The inference was that· Maung
K yi put the land in the names of his two children in
1913-14 in satisfaction of the claim they had against
him, as heirs of their mother, by reason of· hiS
remarriages, and that he intended that . they should
be owners of it. His Lordship reversed the judgment
and ·decree of the lower Court and dismissed the
respondent's suit with c~sts.
Mr. Justi~. . .C.unliffe concurred.

192.7
MAUNG
KYAWPE

mo

OTHERS

v.
MAUNG KYI •

HEALD, J.
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG AUNG PYI AND ONE

19zS.
Jan~

v.

3·

AUNG MO

AND ONE.*

Squatter's right to l(:md-Order of eviction by Revenue authorities-Suit for
possession .after ·such order.
Held, that a squatter on Government waste land, after the Revenue
authorities had issued an order of eviction cannot maintain a suit for
possession of the land.
GobindPrasadv. Mohan Lal, 24 All. 157; In re Maung Naw v. Ma
ShweHmut, 8 L.B.R. 227; Ma'ung Po Cho v. Maung San Bwin, 3 Ran·
I7I-referred to.

·Ba. $o. for the appellants.

H alkar for.. the respondents.
}.-Respondents filed · a suit against
appellants Aung Pyi and San Nyun for ejectment
from a piece of ·land. 'Ihey stated~.,in. their plaint
that they had worked the land .for 14 years and that
the two defendants had forcibly entered on the land
whilst it was in their · possession.
Appellants filed a written ·statement denying the
plaintiff's title to the land. They say that certain
pieces of land were recently allotted to them by
Thamadi Lugyis under the orders of the Deputy
Cornmissi9ner. .T hey say that they did enter on the
land so allotted to them but do not state in the
written statement whether these 'plots fell within· the ·
land from which plaintiffs claim to evict them. The
ev:idence shows that apparently somewhere about the
beginning of 1926 a distribution of . land was made
amongst the ·villagers and the two plots which.
* S~eclal civil Second Appeal No. 255 of I927 . .
BROWN,
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appellants now claim were allotted to them. I can
find nothing to show as stated in the plaint ·that
either of .the appellants entered on these plots then;
but, at the beginning 'of"tlie '''ilext cultivating season,
presumably somewhere about lVIay or · June; the
defendant, Aung Pyi, did start cleariilg and working
on the plot allotted to him. Respondent Maung Mo
protested and also tried to plough on the land. ·A
reference was made to the Revenue authorities and
iVIaung Mo admits that he received orders from the
Deputy · Commissioner to,, leaV-e ·-''t he land in dispute.
According to his own statement he received these
orders at about the beginning of August. A letter
from the Township Officer is filed dated 7th July.
In that letter there is· a distinct order to Maung Mo
to leave the land. The suit was filed on the 17th
August 1926 so that even on respondent's own
admission . it was filed after he had received noticeto quit. He claimed in his plaint he - had been in.
possession for over 12 years, but it is not now ,
claimed on his behalf that he has acquired land->
holders' rights in the land.. The question that arises,
therefore, is whether a person · who has been int
possession of land as a squatter can file a suit for,
ejectment with regard to that land after he has
received a notice from the Revenue authorities to·
quit. Under section 19 of the Lower Burma Land
and Revenue Act, the Local Government may. from
time to time make r~les to regulate the temporary
occupation of land and may empower any revenue
officer to ·eject any person occupying or continutng
to occupy such land in contravention 'o f such rule-.
Rule 51 of the . Rules· framed under the Act .lays.
down that any one entering on land over which no
pers·qn . has rights and . which has not been allottod
·by. .Government shall ordinarUy be ·. p~rpiitted·

1928
MAUNG
At.!NG -PYI
AND ONE

v.
AUNGMO
AND ONE'.
BROWN,

J.:
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occupy such . land on payment of land revenue but
MAUNG
shall be . liable to! eviction· so. long as he has not
AUNGPYI
obtained the status of a land-holder. And Rule 52
AND ONE
v.
AUNGMo provides that any officer empowered under section
AND ONE.
19 of the Act may serve on such person a notice of
B"ROWN, J.
ejectment. Under Notification No. 72, dated 9th.
November 1908, as subsequently amended (page 85
of the Land Revenue Manual), Deputy Commissioners
and Township Officers have both been empowered
as Revenue Officers under section 19. It would
appear, therefore, that Maung Mo did receive a
notice of ejectment from the revenue officer duly
empowered under section 19 of the Act.
. . Appellant Aung Pyi appears to have entered on
the land before ··this notice of ejectment was issued
and he may therefore, have been guilty of · trespass
in the first instance. But it does not seem to me
that it necessarily follows from .this that respondents
have the right to evict him now.
In the case of In re Maung Naw v. ·M a Shwe
Hmut (1), it was held that Civil Courts have jurisdiction to decide disputes between private persons
with regard to possession of land over which rights
of a land-holder have not been acquired. The
· question that arises here is not whether the .Civil .
Courts . have jurisdiction . but whether the .plaintiffs
in this · case have established any cause of action.
In one of the cases quoted in the judgment in Maung
Naw's case, Gobind Prasad v. Mohan La! (2), it was
held that .a person in possession of land without
title has an intere.s t in the pr.o perty which is heritable
arid good against all the world except the true owner,
...~ ..ip.terest which, unless ·a nd until the true owner
interferes, is capable of being disposed of by deed
or . wilt or by exe.c_ution sale, just in the same way. as
(i) 8 L.B.R. 227.

(2) (1901) 24 All. 157.
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it could be dealt with if the title were unimg~~pable.
In accordance '\vith this principle respop~I$ ~}Vould
have acquired the right to sue for eject;t(jf!t:w~ there
has been .:1'no··:r·'"intefference by the true <1Wfi~}{~( the
land, that is by Government. But in this~ :· ~{_~ere
has been an interference by the true owner ~~jhat
interference occurred before the suit was fil~Z- it
does not, therefore, seem to me that Gobind Prasl~!fs
case helps the respondents here.
Reference has been made to the case of Maun~
Po Cho and Qthers
v. M aung San Bwin and others (1)
,.... . ...
In that case ·' ()ne of the parties had been in possessior
of land but on receiving an order to leave the lane
from the Deputy Commissioner he left the land
accordingly and the other party obtained possession.
Neither party had any land-holders' rights or title to
the land. It was held by ~ Bench, of which I i('/as
a member, that past possession by the person claicl'ing
the land did not give him the right to evict the
person who was at the time of suit in possession.
As pointed out by the learned Judge of the District
Court, the decision in that case does · not directly
help in the decision of the present case, as there
has not in this case been any acquiescence in the
order of the Deputy Commissioner. But there has
in this case been an order of ejectment issued by
a properly constituted authority and the possessory
rights of the plaintiffs had therefore ended before the
suit· was filed. That being so it does. not seem to
me that they had any title, possessory or .otherwise,
in the land which they could enforce at ·the time of
filing the suit. There may have been a technicai
trespass ·by Aung Pyi before the present suit w~s
filed; but the suit is not one fer . damages for this
trespass but for ejectment from the land, and it does
~

. (x) 3 Ran.
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not seem t~ me that the plaintiffs had any right to
an order to evict him, :-at~st'he time-~1~·~~~g the suit.
In this view of the case their suit should have been
v.
dismissed. I therefore set aside the decree of the
AUNGMO
AND ONE.
District Court and restore that of the Trial Court
BROWN, J.
dismissing the plaintiff's suit. But , in . the circum~
stances of the case the parties will bear their ow~
costs throughout ..
MAUNG
AUNGPYI
AND ONB

APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Before Mr. Justice Carr.
1924

Jan.

10.

MAUNG CH·IT PE ANti 1'wo

v.
P.N.L. NARAYAN CHETTIAR.•

"' '

Civil Procedure Code (V of 1908), Order XXI, rule 2 (2)- Failure of decree-holder
to appear and con~est application for certification of payment~Judgmentdebtor not entitled to certification unless satisfactory proof of . payment
produced.
Where on an application by the judgment-debtor for certification of
payment towards the decree, the decree-holder did not appear to show cause
against certification, it was urged that the Court was bound to certify thepayment without requiring proof of it.
H eld, that the Court is not bound, whether the decree-4older appeared or
not'· to show. cause, to record payment unless it is satisfied that such payment
has been made.
·
·

Ba Han and Ba Maw fo·r the appellants.
CARR, J.- The facts in this case are that P .N .L.
Chettyar obtained a decree in the Rangoon Small .
Cause Court against ·the present appellants and a
num~er of other persons. This decree was transferred
to the· ·Subdivisional Court of Nyaunglebin for
executio_h. There, one Maung '.fha Din applied to
"' Civjl Second .Appeal No. 308 of 1927.

~:

.
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1 2
execute the decree claiming that he was the
9 8
assignee of it. This application was oppbsed by the MAuNcCHIT
PE A.!W
judgment-debtOrS, WhQ., _r~4, :'.'(~· :; ,ebjectiOfl under
TWO
Order XXI, rule 16, which ultimately resulted in P.N.L.
v.
Maung Tha Din withdrawing his application for ~.;:.;~~~execution.
CARR, J.
Before that was withdrawn, the present appellants
filed an application, in which, among other things
they alleged that the decree had been fully satisfied by . payment to the original decree-holder, and
they asked that this satis&Gtien.'-<"SOOu~d be recorded
as certified under Order XXI, sub-rule (2). Notice
was given of this application to Maung Tha Din;
who put in a written objection saying that so far as
he knew, the decree had not been satisfied. Mter
that he withdraw his application for execution,
.
. and.
he did not f~ther appear in the ca~e. Mter th~t;.
notice was issyed to the original decree-ho14er
who was not found, and then the Court ordered
issue of notice by substituted service. I note that
only 14 days were allowed in this notice, which ·
was obv~ously inadequate. In aH cases where notice
is issued by substituted service, ampl~ time should
be al~owed for the notice to come to the knowledge
of the person concerned and to give him a sufficient
opportunity of appearing. The decree-holder di~
not appear after this notice had been declared duly
served; and the Subdivisional Court then .called
upon the appellants to prove the payments alleged
by them. After hearing their evidence the Subdivisional. Judge was not satisfied and held that the
claim had not been proved and he acc~rdingly
dismissed their application. On appeal that order
was confirmed · by the District Judge, and the
appellants now appeal to this Court. The only
.possible ground of seC<;>J?.d appeal is based · on ~he
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wording of Order XXI, rule 2 (2), in which it is
said : '' if, .....after. .;~er~:_..,_.,.of such ...,noti,ce., ·~··.th:e·~,.-decree-'
holder fails to show cause why the paym~nt or
adjustment should not be recorded as certified, the
Court shall record the same accor_dingly.'? It is
contended that under . the terms .of that
rule,
since the decree-holder did not appear to show
cause, the Court was bound to certify the payment
without requiring proof of h.
The wording·'rof' 'the·-rule certainly'·'does··:jl~rra···lsome
support to this contention; but I am not prepared
to accept it. It seems to me that although the word
" shall " is used, the Court is· J).Ot bound to record
a payment when it is not satisfi.ed that such payme~t
has been .made. In alf ex pa.rte cases ·iri '·\vrucn:·-_' theburden of proof is on the ~pplicarit, the .principle
is that, before a decr~e or · order c·a n be passed : in
his favour, the applicant must adduce sufficient
evidenc~ to prove his daim; and . I think that the
same principle holds good !n a case. such a:s this. It
was more especially necessary for the .. Cou;.t.,...J:Q.
require proof in the particular circumstances of this
case, in which the ·original decree-holder could not
be found, and ·ther.e was a·. person claiming to be an
assignee ·of the decree. It . may be also noted that
the assign~e, Maung Tha Din, did to a certain extent
show cause by denying all knowledge of the payment
alleged. . The fact that. he failed to appear afterwards,
would not absolve the appellants from the necessity
of proving their cas.e.
I see, therefore, no sufficient reason for interference
and dismiss this appeal. As it has .been heard e.x parte~
there :Will be no order for costs.

sub:..
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Before. Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief'}ustice, a.r.d Mr. Justice Brot:."TT.
. . . -.... ·. ..
~

ADAMJEE HAJEE DAWOOD & Co., LTD.
v.
THE SvVEDISH MATCH COMPANY.*
Trade-marks-Colourable imitation- Difference between use of peculiar words
and common words-Principle of Seixo v . Provezende case-" Star" mark,
exclusive right to use such word-Length of time of user-Fraud to be explicit.l y
pleaded and proved.
·
Plaintiff-respondents·'"S'Ued the defendants to restrain them from using
labels for matches of local manufacture bearing five red stars alleging that they
closely resembled in form, colour and general get-up the plaintiffs' various
" Star " labels on their imported Swedish matches. Plaintiffs claimed that
their labels are knowri throughout Burma in English as the " Star "mark, in
Uind~stani as "Tara marka," and in Burmese as "Kyee tazeik," and that the
defendants' matches are likely · to be called by the same name. Plaintiffs
claimed the exclusive right to the generic name "Star." They were using
their labels in Burma for· some six months or more ere the defendants introduced their mark. Plaintiffs succeeded o'n the Original Side, and the defendants .
appealed.
H eld, (reversing the judgment) that there wa~ a very great difference in the
use of a peculiar Portuguese word like " Seixo " and a common universal word
like " Star ". Plaintiffs had not established a right to restrain everybody from
using a design for. matches in which any number of stars is a distinctive mark.
Plaintiffs' case as to colourable get-up failed entirely. Length of time necessary
to acquire ownership of a mark by user depended on circumstances. If a party
relies on fraud h.e should explicitly plead and prove it. .
Boordv. Bagots, (1916) 2 A.C. 396; Claudius, Ash Sons &Co., Ltd. v. Invicta
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,. 29 R.P.C.' 475; Re Dexter, (1893) 2 Ch. Div. 266;
Licensed VictuaUers' Newspaper Co. v. Bingham, 38 Ch. Div. 139-referred to•
. Hall v. ~arrows, (x863) 32 L.J. Ch. 548;In..re the trade mark of La Societe
Anonyme des Verreries de L'Etolle, (1894) 1 Ch. Div. 6t;]ohnston v. Ewing,
(1882) 7 A. C. 219; Seixo v. Provezende, (1866) I Ch. Ap. 192; Wotherspoon v.
Currie, 5 E. & I Ap. soB-distinguished.
·
The Swedish Match Co. v. Adamjee Hajee Dawood & Co.; Ltd., 4 Ran.
38x-set aside.

J. K. Munshi

fo~

the appellants.

McDonnell for the. respondents.
• Civil First Appeal No. 226 of 1926 against the judgment in Civil Regular
9uit No. 527 of 1925 on the Original Side, reported at 4 Ran. j81.
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The facts of the case and the descriptions of the
various lebels in suit are set out in the judgment of
HAJEE
DAWOOD & the learned Trial Jud-ge"f'which.-·isA
<reported in I.L.R. 4
Co., LTD.
Rangoon, page 381. Their Lordships on appeal also
v.
THE
set out the facts and pointed out the state of a trade
SWEDISH
MATcH
war between the parties. Plaintiffs at first asserted
COMPANY.
in the~r plaint that they had been importing- from
Sweden into Burma boxes of matches with the · three
stars label, Exhibit A, for the past 32 years; another
label, Exhibit B, for th~ ,past 18...years and Exhibits
C and D for the past' seven months. On th~. strength
of these assertions they obtained an interim injunction
in the su_it, as well as a search _warrant from the
District Magistrate in the criminal case relating to
the labels. Only afte,,~ _ ,Jour m,<?,nths they amended
their plaint by. altering 32 years into eleven months.
There were also other cases, civil and criminal, pending between the parties regarding various other labels.
Dealing with Exhibit 4J, the letter which the
defendants' manager. wrote to Japan ordering the
label in dispute in suit, their Lordships considered that
. the learned Trial Judge ··-regarded· the writing of this
letter as proof of. fraud, because it was not specifically set out in the affidavit of documents and the
application to call the writer of it as a witness was
~ade at a very late stage when · advocates were
addressing the Court.
Their Lordships agreed with the learned Trial
Judge· that the document should have been s~t out
specifically, and that no satisfactory explanation had
been given for not calling earlier the writer who was
· also the manager when the trade war between the
parties was at its height. The judgment then proceeded as follows ·: RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, }.-Fraud if relied
oil must be pleaded. As Lord Loteburn, L.C~,
ADAMJEE
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remarks in Claudius, Ash Sons &f Co.'s case (1): "When
once you establish the intent to deceive, it is only a
short step to proving that the intent has been successful, but still·,~iit···;·is·"-a •v·s tep--·~v-e·n though it be a short
step. To any such charge there must be however
two conditions. The .first is that it ought to be pleaded
explicitly so as to give the _..defendant an opportunity of
rebutting the accusation of intent. The second is
that it must be proved by evidence." Fraud certainly
was not pleaded by the plaintiffs. Mr. McDonnell
urges that they could no~ ._plead it . as they did not
know of the letter of the 11th of June. This letter
however, was produced by Mr. M. A. Bawaney
. (D.W. 27) on the 8th of July 1926. The case did
finish until the 30th of July 1926, when judgment
was reserved. It was the plaintiff's duty, if they wished
to rely on fraud, to have asked leave to amend their
pleadings by inserting it. There seems considerable
force in the appellants' argument that fraud was
discovered by the Judge rather than by the plaintiffs
and after examining the terms of the letter, Exhibit
4J, and the circumstances existing between th~ parties
on the 11th of June, we do not consider that fraud
has . been established. The defendants were engaged
in a very serious dispute with very formidable rivals
who wished to establish themselves in the Burma
market, rivals who had sent a representative . the
previous year, Mr. Lahiri, to take stock of the match
trade in Burma and to report as to · what labels were
likely to be most successful in attracting local customers.
These rivals had shown themselves :to be not very
scrupulous in avoiding des!gns which they knew had
b~en appropriated and used . by their rivals. They
knew that the defendants had u.s ed a " Tiger " mar~
for years, Exhibit 14, but this · did not prevent them
(x) 2.9 Patent Cases at p. 475·
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using and continuing to use the " Tiger " label,
Exhibit 15. They knew that defendants.bad ..a '·'~Horse"
mark, Exhibit 16. This did not prevent their using a
'' Horse" mark, Exhibit 17. Defendants used a
" Bird " mark with outspread wings, Exhibit 18, and
plaintiffs, knowing this, used a " Bird,, ·mark with
out-stretched wings under the ·name · of " Phoenix '~
brand, Exhibit 19. The same remark applies to
the "Deer" or "Antelope" brands, Exhibits 12
and 13.
~. · ·:; ·~·'-; ,....
At a later period it would seem that while they
relinquished ·their use of the other marks, they still
persisted, according to the statements of advocates
at the hearing on· appeal, in their usage of the " Tig~r "
mark. It is true that the defendants have·-·'ne>t""SU:ed
plaintiffs for an infringement of their rights in respect
of the " Tiger " mark, but at the same time it seems
clear that defendants do claim exclusive right to that
mark and have filed a suit for infringement which is
.still pending. (See C.R. 77 of 1925 filed on 14th
February 1925). Whether .the " Tiger " mar~ : ..~~·:.•v~.
common one, as the plaintiffs allege, their user of it
as newcomers in the . Burma market, knowing that it
had been used by th~ defendants for years, does
not ·i mpress us favourably. The defendantS in June
1925 may have been perfectly bona fide in objecting
to · plaintiffs' assertion of ownership of all labels
identified with a star and they may well have
considered that so long as they distinguished their
mark ·from any of plaintiffs' marks, they would put
a stop to plaintiffs' claim to a monopoly of stars
of every kind. In this subject, certain observations
of the late Mr. Justice ·Wright In re Dexter's · application (l ), have some relevance: " I think it is not
calculated to deceive the public unless Messers. Wills
J;<

(x) L.R:., (1893) z Ch. Div. at p. z66.
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have a monopoly of the name of ' Star ' and of the
figure of a star and can claim that monopoly as to
stars of ..e¥!!f¥- Jo.kind. No specific evidence has been
brought forward to show that Dexter's intended trade
mark bears such a resemblance to either of vVills'
trade marks, that, on that special ground and apart
from the use of the word ' Star·-; or the figure of
a st;u, the public would be deceived. It rests therefore upon this that Messrs. Wills have always claimed
and continue to claim as far as they can the exclusive
right of using the word ' ·Star ' · arid the figure of a
star in relation to the sale of tobacco. To my mind
that claim is clearly too wide and quite apart from
the •evidence in this case, I should have thought that
the word ' Star ' was one of those few words of
lJ.Iliversal use which could hardly be appropriated by
any one of mankind that it must be a part of the
common stock-in-trade for nammg articles and
especially for naming them with a view to praise
them.''
We may mention that this view was approve~
by Lord Haldane in Boord v. B agots etc. (1).
Mr. McDonnell urges that Mr. Justice Wright's
conclusion rested on the peculiar meaning of the
word " Star " · in. English as meaning pluperfect
or par excellent and that the word would not have
the same · connotation in .Burmese or Hindustani.
No doubt the last words quoted show that this meaning
· was present in the learned Judge's mind, but " Star"
is " one of those few words of universal use " in
Burmese and Hindustani, as much as in English,
which could hardly be appropriated by any individual.
The motive in June 1925 ·Could scarcely be said to be
to steal the plaintiffs' trade. That trade was only
beginning and admittedly was very small. Defendants'
(1) L .R. (1916) 2 A.C. at p. 396.
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trade had been going on for years and so far as
. ADAMJEE
concerned the output of-their Rangoon Factory had been
HAJEE
DAWOOD & carried on for about a year and a half.
This bears out
Co., LTD.
our view that the dominant motive of the defendants in
v.
THE
ordering the mark Exhibit E was to prevent plaintiffs
S WEDISH
MATCH
laying claim to " Star " marks of every description.
COMP•.I\NY.
An examination of the labels shows that it would
RUTLEDGE,
. C.J., AND be difficult to imagine two labels more dissimilar
BROWN, J.
than Exhibit B and .~X:hibit E. With regard to
Exhibit A, the point ··"of' resemblance is that ,the
three stars on this label as well as the five stars on
Exhibit E are both red in colour and have six points.
Otherwise there seems to be no point of similarity.
The background in Expibit A is · pale yellow. &- The
predominant background on Exhibit E consists of
red rays over yellow, suggestive of sunlight, as ~n
fact this was taken from a " £unlight " label. There
are four medal figures at each corner of Exhibit E .
The outstanding feature of Exhibit E is a bar of five
stars crossing a large circle. On the circle is " Safety
Matches Best Quality·?.:\ ,-and inside the circle in
small letters is " Printed in Japan. Damp proof ".
On · Exhibit A there are in large letters in yellow on
a black ground " Three Stars Safety Matches " and
inside in small letters " Made by J onkoping Vulcan
Coy. Jonkoping Sweden." So far · as . get-up is
. concerned, we consider that no rational person could
confuse the one with the other, and we consider that,
so far as the plaintiffs' case rests upon,t colourable •
.get-up and passing-off on the strength of such
colourable get-up, it . completely fails . Nor;' "indeed,
was this part of the case very strenuously· pressed.
The case, as we understand it, is this that the plaintiffs'
goods wer:e placed on the Burma market •for several.
. months before the 12th "of S~ptember l925.·and became .
widely known ·as ." .Star" ·mark. goods· ~nd that on th.e ..
·$.1;'~ ~ " \\"1
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principle of the case of Seixo v. Provezende (l), the
·defendants committed an infringement of the plaintiffs' ADAMJBE
HAJEE
rights in putting goods on the market with the " Five DAWOOD &
Star" label about the 16th of September 1925 and Co., v.L TD.
THE
were likely to mislead purchasers into buying their SWEDISH
_goods for those of the plaintiffs. But there seems lVL-\TCH
CoMPANY.
to be a long cry between a peculiar Portuguese proper
name such as cc Seixo " on the English market and . RUTLEDGE,
C.J., .-\No
a universal word like (( Star " on the Burmese market. BROWN,}.
We
may quote from Lord Cranworth, L.C., in
...
Seixo' s case the following passage at page 196 on
which respondents strongly rely : " I do not consider
the actual physical resemblance of the two marks is
the sole question for consideration. If the goods of
a manufacturer have, from the mark or device he
·has used, become known in the market by a partiCular name, I thin~ that the adoption by a rival
trader of any mark which will cause his goods to
: bear the same name in the market may be as much
a violation of the rights of that rival as the actual
·copy of his .device." As we have already noted,
the word " Seixo " in the English market was a
very up.usual and peculiar word. It had been used
by the plaintiff since the year 1848, that is about
-eighteen years at · the time of judgment. As Lord
·-Cranworth observes a little later : ''. The plaintiff
had ado'pted a device or trade mark which had
caused his wines to obtain celebrity under a narrie
descriptive of that · trade mark. The defend~nts have
_·a dopted ·a · trade mark which could not fail to lead ·
pur~hasers to attribute to · the wines so marked
the_ same name as that under ·which the plaintiff's
winGS were kn,own and so to believe that in purchasing them · they would be purchasing the wines
-o f th~ . plaintiff. Against the use .of . such
t rade

a

(x) L.R. (1866) x Ch. Ap.

192.
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mark, the plaintiff has, I think, a right to have the
ADAMJEE rnJunction of this CourL'.I. This ·was ~,c·'~d.~n!te findo~J~~ & ing of fact that the name had become so associated
Co.,v~m. with the plaintiff's wines that defendant's wine, using
THE
a similar name, would be mistaken for plaintiff's.
SWEDISH
MATcH
In Wotherspoon v. Currie (1), the main question
COMPANY .
turned upon the name "Glenfield." At page 512,
~~J.:E~;~· Lord Hatherley says: " ' Glenfield ' is not a town like
BRowN,J. Burton-upon-Trent from which ale is named and in
which there are many manufacturers of the" so-called
' Burton Ale ' nor is it a place which has any special
circumstances connected with it (although something was attempted to be said about the water used
in the manufacture) which would make the starch
manufactured there particularly good. But it had
simply happened that this starch was manufactured
at the place called ' Glenfield' which is really only a
place of about 60 inhabitants. It is not a parish;
it is not a hamlet; it is not a district of any special
·character. But it was an estate of that name upon
which some people seem to have '~"erected some
houses or manufactories and upon which now some
sixty people are _living. There was, therefore, nothing
whatever to give particular celebrity to the name
of 'Glenfield' so connected with the ·s tarch manufactory beyond the fact that the appellants have
manufactured an article known by that name and
having a very large sale under that name.;' It was also.
f~und as a fact in this case that there had been long
user and that a deliberate attempt to pass off had been
proved. In our opinion, no useful analogy can be
.drawn betWeen the use of. so peculiar and remote
a word
'Glenfield' and so universal .and common
a word as 'Star'.
r9z8

as

(I) 5 E. & I. A,ppeals, p. so8.
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1928
The respondents rely .upon the ''Red Star " case (1 ).
That was a case of an action to expunge from the ADAMJEE
HAJEE
register the name " Red Star " as applied to glass. DAWOOD &
It was pointed out that a Belgian firm had sold for Co., v.LTD.
THE
nine years glass marked with a " Red Star '' device. SWEDISH
In these circumstances, Sterling, J., expunged from MATCH
CoMPANY.
the register the defendant's mark. But this seems to
us to be clearly distinguishable from a case like the RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND
present. There, by registration, the defendants sought BROVV'N, J.
to have exclusive use of a. name which was proved
to have been used by another firm for nine years·
If there were registration of marks in Burma and the
defendants had applied for registration and exclusive
use_ of the " Star Mark," there is no doubt on the
facts before us that their appij.cation would have to
be refused.
Both sides have relied strongly on the case of
Johnston v. Orr Ewing (1). The respondents rely
on it to establish the principle that actual misleading
of a purchaser is not necessary for the restraining
of the use of a trade mark which is calculated to
mislead purchasers, and that .what a Court has to
look to is whether the ultimate purchaser and not
the immediate one is likely to be deceived. This ·
<;ase is relied on by the appellants in that emphasis
was laid in the several judgments on the fact that
two elephants appeared on both marks. As Lord
Blackburn observes at page 228·: · .,..u .. And there is overwhelming evidence· that such yarns had come to be
known and asked for in those Eastern markets as '' Two
Elephants Yarns " or . some other similar name, which
I consider important as evidence that " two elephants "
were in the · minds of purehasers a.s the characteristic
feature or at least a very characteristic feature of this
trade mark. The · defen.dants h~ve tried but totally

- .

{x) L.R., (1894)

1

Ch. Div. 61.

(2) L.R., (x88~) 7 A.C. 219.
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failed to prove that anyone else had .ever used any
ADAMJEE
trade mark for yarns ."wit4..,J;wo elephants on it at . all,
HAJEE
certainly not to such an extent as to be known in
DAWOOD &
Co., LTD.
any Eastern markets." Then on page 230, he adds .
v.
THE
" Why then did they come so near the plaintiffs'
SWEDISH
MATCH
tickets ? Why use the two elephants at all, unless.
COMPANY.
in the hope that incautious purchasers might mistake
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND one ticket for another ? The defendants were both.
BROWN, J.
called as witnesses and had every opportunity given
them to explain ·this an:d···g neither could give any
answer. Their counsel argued that the plaintiffs had
no monopoly of elephants and that their clients had
a right to use them. So they had, unless they usecL
them so as to mislead or at least be likely to mislead
purchasers as to whose the · goods were."
Orr Ewing did not, like the plaintiffs in the present
case, claim a monopoly of elephants, but only of
two elephants. " Elephant " is after all not so widely
universal a symbol as " Star " and so far as we can
find there is no principle to be found in this case
which would help plaint.jff$ .. in entitling thetn to a
monopoly of a ·star or stars of every description.
A great number of cases have been cited before
us on either side, the specific facts of which differ
very materially from the facts in the case before us.
and we do not consider that it is necessary to make ·
any detailed reference to them. .
A considerable amount of argument has been
addressed us as to the length of time necessary toacquire ownership by user and reputation in a particular
. ·m arket. Mr. McDonnell on the strength of Hall v.
Barrows (1 ), argued that'" only the very shortest period
is necessary. Lord Romily observes at page 551:'·~. The interference of a Court of Equity cannot
depend on · the length of time a manufacturer has
(I) (t863) 32

L.J.

Ch. 548.
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used it. If the brand or mark be an old one formerly
used, but since discontinued, the former proprietor
of the mark undoubtedly cannot retain such a property
in it or prevent~:-JOthers.. Jt:om using it, but provided it
has been originally adopted by a manufacturer and
continuously and still used by him to denote his own
goods when brought into the market and offered for
sale, then I appprehend; although the mark may not
have been adopted a week and may not have acquired
any reputation on the market, his neighbours cannot
use that mark."
vVe must··corifess that the reasoning of the learned
Judge in this passage is not very clear. If the user
was only for one week, it could hardly be said that
" the mark had originally been adopted by a manufacturer and continuously and still used by him to
denote his own · goods. " An examination of the facts
of that case shows that they were peculiar and the
question there was whether in the case of the sale
of partnership assets, the right to use the initial letters
of the three original partners with the device of a
" Crown '.' formed part of the saleable assets of the
business. It w.as .not in issue in that case whether
a week's user of the initials "B.H.H." and .a Crown
could establish sufficient user so as to create ownership
by reputation. " These initials of partners with a
Crown, . constituted a very specific and definite b~and
or mark and the case appears to us relevant on the
question as to the length of time necessary to
have little to establish a claim to the exclusive use
of general word such as " Crown " or (( Star." We
have been referred on · behalf of the appellants
to Licensed Victuallers' Newspaper Company v.
Bingham (1 ), where a circulation for three days with
a. small sale did not entitle the plaintiff to exclusive·
(t) L.R., ( x888) 38 Ch. Div. 139.
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use of a name. As Bowen, L.J., remarks at page 143:
"To go from a stick of liquorice to a newspaper,
HAJEE
the
publisher of a newspaper haS·:.:·;TI6 .:'.~rrght to the
DAWOOD &
Co., LTD.
exclusive use of its name till he has so used it that
v.
THE
it is known as denoting his newspaper. For an
S\'IEDISH
lVlATCH . action to restrain the use of it to succeed, the plaintiffs
COMPA!'<Y.
must show that the defendant is doing something
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND calculated to deceive-that people are likely to buy
BROWN, J.
the defendant's newspaper in the belief that it is that
of the plaintiff. To show that to be the , ~ase, there
must have been such a sale as will establish in the
mind of the public a connection between the name
and the plaintiff's newspaper. That can only be
after a reasonable time.''
It is admitted that no case has bee11. proved where
defendants' goods have in fact been passed off as
plaintiffs' goods. As regards whether there is a
likelihood of their being passed off, there has been
a great volume of evidence, about 35 witnesses for
he plaintiffs and 49 witnesses for the defendants,
having been examined. The main point which the
plaintiffs' witnesses are called to prove is that plaintiffs'
goods, irrespective of mark Exhibit A " Three Star "
or Exhibit B the "J.W.T. Star," are known and sold
on the mark as "Star" ~ark in English, "Tara marka"
in Hindustani, and "Kyee tazeik" in Burmese, and
the defendants' goods would also be sold under the
same denomination. Defendants' evidence, on the
other hand, seeks to_ establish that plaintiffs' goods
would be sold respectively under the names of " Three
Star '-' and " One Star, " while the defendants' goods
would be sold under the name of " Five Star." The
plaintiffs' evidence as was naturally to be expected
consists ·mainly of their agents in -Moulmein, Mandalay
and · elsewhere and retail customers <?f these agents. ·
It is not . disputed that t~e plain~iffs' sales were mainly
ADAMJEE
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of the " Three Star " label and the " J.vV. T. " label.
The sales of the " Two Star " Exhibit C and " One
Star " Exhibit D wer~ small and were not persisted in.
From a perusal of the evidence, we make no
·doubt th2t customers at times may ask in their own
language for " Star " matches without specifying
"''Three Star," " One Star " or " Five Star," but we
are not satisfied that it has been established that they
will so ask for " Star " matches meaning and wanting
Swedish matches. Customers very often merely ask
for " a box of matches;-''-· arid ·tmly when the vendor
.asks them " What kind of matches " do they specify
:any particular brand.
Plaintiffs' "J.W.T. Star" b~gan to arrive on the
20th of February 1925. By the 12th of September
1925, when the defendants put their "Five Star" on
the market, about 1,620 tins or 270 cases had arrived;
30 tins or 5 cases each of " One Star " Exhibit D
and " Two Star " Exhibit C had arrived. Of the
'" Three Star " Exhibit A about 1,600 tins had
arrived. For the appellants it has been pressed on us
that this represents the goods which arrived ex-wharf
and that a considerable time must be allowed before
these goods could reach the hands of the retail
·Customers and that, according to the law, it is the
retail customers' chance of being deceived that must be
looked to. While bearing this in mind and checking
·these figures with those of deliveries to the several
·agents and the evidence of the several witnesses as
.regards sales, we are of opinion that the plaintiffs have
established a considerable user and reputation of their
:two brands "J~W.T." and "Three ·star." But we do
.not ·consider that such a user was long enough or
·wide enough to establish .t hat a person asking for
"'Star" marks 1n Burma must be taken to mean
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1928

Swedish matches, or to establish in the minds of the
ADAMJEE
public such a necessary connection that " Star " !llark
HAJEE
DAWOOD & meant " Swedish manuiacture."
In other words, we
Co., LTD.
are of opinion that the plaintiffs have established
'V.
THE
sufficient user of "Three Star" and "J.W.T. Star"
SWEDISH
MATCH
label as would justify us in restraining any other
COMPA..'NY.
competitor in Burma from a colourable imitation of
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND either of these marks, but they have not, in our
B ROVlN, J.
opi..rilon established a right to restrain all and sundry
from using a design for matches in which any number
of stars is a distinctive mark. As we have already
indicated, we are of opinion that the defendants"
label Exhibit E does not infringe any of the plaintiffs,.
labels.
That being so, the appeal must be allowed and the:
plaintiff-respondents' suit dismissed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before i'}f.l)·. Justice Brown.
1928

Jan.

20.

MAPU
v.
MAUNG NGO AND

OTHERS.*

Buddhist Law-Payin when converted to lettetpwa-Payin prope1·ty cor.stituting a squatter's right, whether subsequent gmnt of lease change in cl:aracter.
Where payin property formed a piece of land occupied as a squatter, hdd·
that a subsequent grant of lease during the second coverture converts the
property into lettetpwa.

Ma Ba We v. Mi Sa U,
L.B.R. 48-~:ejerred to.·

2

L.B.R. 174 ; A.faung Shwe Th'a v. 1Vla Waing, n

Kale for the appellant.
Maung Ni for the respondents.
*Special Civil Second Appe_a l No. 386 of 1927.
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1 2
J.-The principal point of contention in
9 8
this appeal is as to wl:ether a certain house site MA Pv
'\.Vas the lett.ett>,r;~.-~';_~oye~ty of the appellant, M~ Pu, MAu~~~Nco
and her deceased husband, l\1aung Po My1t, or oTHERs.
,Yhether it was the payin property of l\1~ung Po
lVIyit before he married Ma Pu.
The main facts of the case are not now in
dispute. Maung Po IVIyit originally married one Ma
Nyein Bin and the respondents to this appeal are
the descendants of Po Myit by that marriage. Ma
Nyein Bin died some 25 or 30 years ago. The land
in suit is a small piece of village land. During her
lifetirne, Ma Nyein Bin lived on this land with
Maung Po Myit and they had a house . on the land.
After Ma Nyein Bin's death, a fire took place in
the village which burnt the house down. Before
the occurrence of the fire, Po Myit had married the
appellant Ma Pu. After the fire, on the 23rd of May
1905, Maung Po Myit obtained a lease of the land
from Government and he was holding the land under
that 'lease until his death.
The Trial Court held that on these facts the house
site must be held to . be the lettetpwa property of the
second marriage. The house on the site was built
during the second· marriage and it is not disputed
that that has rightly been treated as lettetpwa of that
marnage.
'rhe District Court on appeal held on the authority
of Maung Shwe Tha v. Ma Waing (1), that although
the lease was taken out by Po Myit during his
coverture with Ma Pu, the property which he then
obtaineq in the land w2.s in fact the same as the
property he had beforehand in the land although in
another form and that therefore it must be treated
as payin of the second marriage.

BROWN,

(I) I I L.B.R. 48.
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The question for decision in Maung Shwe Tha' s
lVL-\ Pu
case had reference tq .P~t.i~.~on of.:J?,~pperty on divorce.
v.
MAUNG Nco The question in the present case is as to the rival
AND
claims to inheritance of the children by the first
OTHERS.
marriage . and the widow of the second marriage.
BROWN , J.
In the case of Ma Ba We v. Mi Sa U (1), a husband
had during the existence of a second marriage.
purchased property with money he had brought to
the marriage. It was held that the presumption was
that property which ;Gh.anged ·,:;its;;·:,..character during
the marriage had become lettetpwa of that marriage
and the property which had been purchased was found
to be the lettetpwa of the second marriage.
If that case be followed, then it would seem clear
the property in the case- must be ·treated as lettetpwa
of the marriage with Ma Pu. · The facts of this
case ·can be distinguished from the facts in M aung
Shwe Tha' s. case. In Shwe Tha' s case Ma Waing
inherited land jointly with her brother and purchased
half of the land from her brother with money of her
own which was her payin property. It was held that
this was a mere change of form of her property
and did not change its character. It is difficult
however in this case to say that there was merely a
change of form of the property in the house site.
Prior .to the issue of the lease, Po Myit was merely
occupying the land as a squatter and although he
had the right to retain possession against anyone
other than the real owner, i.e., Government, he had
· no title to the land and was liable to eviction by
Government at _a ny time. On his · acquiring the leas~,
his legal .position w:as entirely :changed. Provided
he complied with the conditions of the lease, he
had a complete title to the land ·during its subsistence
and :was not. liable to eviction by Government . or
(I) 2 L.B.R. I74·
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1 92 8
by anyone else. It is probable that the lease was
given to him partly at any rate because he · had been MA Pu
on the land before, but in obtaining the lease, he MAu:~ Nc~
did far more than merely change the form of his
property. In place of the insecure position of a BROWN, J.
mere squatter, he obtained the legal rights of a lessee
and although he presumably obtained this lease in
part on account of his previous possession, he had no
legal claim to the lease on account of that previous
possession and it is impossible to say now that that
was the only consideration which led the Deputy
Commissioner to grant the lease to him: He obtained
the lease whilst married to Ma Pu and I think it
must be presumed in the circumstances that the
lease was obtained by their joint skill and industry.
In my opinion therefore the rights subsisting in the
land at the time of Po Myit's death must be held
to have been the lettetpwa property of the marriage
of Po Myit and Ma Pu. The children by the
former marriage were therefore entitled to one-eighth
only of the site and not three-fourths as granted by
the District Court.
The only other question raised in this appeal is
as to costs. The decree of the Trial Court was
apparently not in accordance with its judgment.
A fresh decree will now have to be drawn up and
this can therefore be rectified.
I set aside the decree of the District Court and
restore. the decree of the Trial Court directing that
the defendant-appellant Ma Pu deliver one-eighth of
the house site or Rs. 62-8-0 to the plaintiffs-respondents
and the . value of one-eighth of the house Rs. 50. In
the circumstances, the plaintiffs having been only
partially successful in the Trial Court, the p~rties in
that Court .
each bear their ovm costs, but as .
the decree of the Tr~al Court has now been in

oT:.

will
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substance restored, the costs of the defendantappellant in this.r. €o:ur:t~nd in the ,J;).istrictv,,Gom:~t:.~will
be borne by the plaintiffs-respondents.

AND
OTHERS.

BROWN,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Pratt.
1928
Jan. 31.

MADNG CHIT SU

v.
MAUNG SAN GYAW.*
Small cause nature-mit of a-Addition of a claim for declaration-Declaration
when essential-lWoney paid·to compound in non-com:pound(Jd;l~,mse-·,~-hethe1!......
recoverable.
Field, that a suit for a declaration that an award was void and for the return
of money paid under the award is not a suit of a small cause nature.
Held, further, that a voluntary payment made to, compound a non-compoundable case is not recoverable by suit.
Amjadennessa Bibi v. Rahim Buksh Sikdar, 42 Cal. z86; Ramachendraiyar
v. Noorulla Sahib, 30 Mad. IOI--referred to.

Sanyal for the appellant.

Day for the respondent.
PRATT, ].-Plaintiff· Maung ·Chit Su sued for a
declaration that an award mad.e by arbitrators for repayment <;>f Rs. 150 was void, and for recovery of that sum
paid by him to compound the criminal proceedings
against his son together with Rs. 12-8 being costs
incurred in the previous suit to enforce the award,
which was withdrawn.
The trial Court granted plaintiff a decree.
9n appeal the District Court held that the
money was paid under an il~egal and void contract to
"Civil Second Appeal No.

I~I

of.I927 of Mandalay.
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compound a non-compoundable offence and that
both parties being in pari delicto section 23 of the
Contract Act .~p_plied, and the money was irrecover.able.
On appeal the advocate for defendant has taken
the preliminary point that the appeal does not lie
since the claim for recovery of money is of a small
cause nature.
It is contended that the defendant had never
'Objected to the cancellation of the award and did
not appeal.-.. en:.·-that ground, therefore ·· in this appeal
the only matter in issue is one of a small cause
nature and no appeal lies.
A reference to the memorandum of appeal shows,
however, that the whole decree was appealed against
:in the District Court.
It is argued further that plaintiff could have
<Obtained all the relief he sought without asking for a
declaratory decree and tbat therefore the addition
'Of a prayer for a deciaration did not take the suit
·out of the class of small cause suits.
·
The case of Ramachendraiyar v. Noorulla .. Sahib
{1 ), where a"'F'ull Bench of the Madras High Court
held that plaintiff could have obtained all the relief
he sought without asking for a declaration and that
therefore the addition of a prayer for a declaration
did not prevent the . suit from being of a Small
Cause nature, was quoted as an authority.
In the present case however, the existence of the
award made it impossible for plaintiff to sue for return
-of the money, which was the subject of the award,
except by enforcement of the award or after setting
it aside. So long as the award was in existence he
could not sue for the return of the money and 1gnore
the award.
(r) (1907) -30 Mad. 101. .
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He first sued to enforce the award and when the
MAUNG CHIT validity of the awar&.~·,was'·'··ChaUenged withdrew that
~~
suit with permission and filed a fresh suit to declare
MAG~~;AN the award void and for recovery of the money which
formed the subject of the award.
PRATT, J.
He could not have recovered his money without
getting the award set aside, a fact which differentiates
the present case from the Madras case cited.
The suit was not solely of a small cause nature.
The appeal is based on···g-J:. oiu1ds... which bring it within the purview of section 100 of the Procedure Code,.
and I hold that it lies.
The facts are that plaintiff paid defendant a sum
of Rs. 150 to obtain the release of his son who was
in custody on a charge._ofkidnapping.
It is argued on behalf of plaintiff that the money
was paid under coercion to prevent his (plaintiff's)
son being convicted and that under section 72 of the
Contract Act appellant was entitled to recover it.
The case therefore resolves simply into the question whether as a matter ,.of fact the Rs. 150 was paid
to defendant under coercion.
Plaintiff certainly stated in evidence that defendant
told him in the presence of Maung Tha Hlwa to pay
Rs . .150 for the release of his son and the settlement
of the case. His son was at that time in custody.
None of his witnesses corroborated his statement
as to defendant making the demand.
Maung Tha Hlwa examined as a witness for the
defence stated that it was plaintiff, who took the
initiat~ve and asked him to arrange a settlement.
It· is not proved that any pressure was put on
plaintiff ·to make the payment with a view to procuring his son's release.
The fact :that his son was in custody on a criminal ~harge and that he · consequently made ~n attempt
1 92 8
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to settle a non-compoundable case out of Court by a
money payment to defendant can by · no manner of
means be construed as coercion.
As laid down by a Bench of the Calcutta High
Court in Amjadennessa Bibi v. Rahimhuksh Shikdar
(1), mere fear of punishment. in a criminal case does
not amount to undue influence, much less to coercion.
All the circumstances indicate that the payment
was quite voluntary and in all probability on plaintiff's
O"\Vn initiative.
;- ;, ..:~ Plaintiff was not entitled to recover money paid
.:~der an agreement which was opposed to public
"~!icy, nor is there any reason why he should obtain
® costs in the previous suit.
·. · The appeaJ ts dismissed with costs.

1928 . f
MAUNG
CHIT SU·

v.

·sAN

MAuNG
GYAW.

PRATJ',

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befor{!. Mr. Justice Carr.

A. SOWDAGAR

1928

v.

Feb. 6.

B. S.HI.*
· Surety's liability to produce judgment-debtor-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of
1908), 0. 38, r. 3-Withdrawal of application by surety to be discharged,
of on surety's liability.
effect of-Insolvency. of judgment-debtor, effect
.. .· .·
A surety who had undertaken to produce the·qefendant whenever required
. by the Court until the decree was satisfied·, ..applied to be discharged from
his liability and produced the judgment-debtor, but ultimately withdrew his
application. The decree-holder subsequently applied for execution against
: the surety who contended that as he had produced the judgment-debtor
before and also as the judgment-debtor had been adjudicated insolvent, he was
discharged from his obligation under the bo:nd.
Held, that as the surety withdrew his application for discharge his produc~
tion of the judgniimt-d.eb~or on that occasion did not discharge him from his
Jiability under the bond, arid the judgment-debtor's insolvency did not cancel
such liability.

(x) (1915) · 42 9al. 286.
• Civil Revision No. 374 of 1927.
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N. C. Sen for the applicant.
Respondent in per~ on.

v.
SHI.

CARR, J .-The petitioner stood surety for the
appearance of the defendant in Suit No. 390 of 1925 of
,the Small Cause Court. He uaderteok . to produce
the defendant whenever required until any decree
that might be passed against him was satisfied.
A decree was passed .and · petitioner then applied
under 0. 38, r. 3, to be discharged .ir.o.m,...his..,::~l,l!'.ety
ship. Notices were issued to the decree-holder and
the judgment-debtor and , the latter appeared on
several occasions. The ·decree-holder never appeared
at all. Finally on the 26th July, 1926, the petitioner
withdrew his application for discharge.
There the matter rested until August, 1927, when
the decree-holder applied for execution of his
decree, and notice was served on the petitioner. H e
objected and claimed that .by producing the
judgment-debtor before the Court on the 26th July,
1926, he had fulfilled his obligation under the bond.
(Incidentally it may be noted that it does not ·app:ear that
the judgment-debtor was present on that date). A
further contention was that the judgment-debtor had
been· adjudicated insolvent and that thereby the
bond had automatically been discharged.
The Judge of the Small Cause Court disallowed
the objections and petitioner now asks for revision
of his order.
I can see no ground for supposing that the adjudication of the judgment-debtor releases the petitioner
from his undertaking to produce the judgment-debtor
when required and no authority has .been cited to
show .that it does.
·
For the rest the argument is that on his· appli~
cation. ''for discharge .in. 1926 and·
on the appearance. of
. .
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the judgment-debtor in those proceedings the petitioner
was entitled under 0 . 38, r. '3, to the discharge of
his bond. I agree that he was. But in fact he did
not get a discha~ge. He mthdrew his application and
it · was thereupon dismissed. That decision was final
and it cabrtor · be contended now that petitioner got
a discharge merely by pro.ducing the judgment-debtor
at that time.
In· my view the bond remains binding on the
petitioner and as he cannot now produce the
judgffient-debtor he is liable to pay .up the decree.
The application is dismissed with costs.

A.
SOWDAGAR

v.
B.

SHI.

CARR, J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

C.V.N.C.T. CHEDAMBARAM CHETTYAR
v.
MA NYEIN ME AND OTHERS. *
Mahomedan law--:-Heirs of convert to Mahomedanism must be MahomedansHindu wit:Ww's claim in property of her husband who became MahomedanHind.u heir's claim to property acqu'ired by deceased before conversionAct XXI of t8so-Burma Laws Act (XIII of 1898).
A Hindu woman claimed to be the heir of her late husband and to administer
his estate. .About 30 years ago the husband had left Madras leaving his wife
there, migrated to Burma, renounced Hinduism and became a Mahomedah,
He married a Hohamedan women and some Burmese women also claimed to
be his widows. He died a Mahomedan. ·
Held, that the law which governs inheritance or succession to a persons'
esta,te is the law to whiCh he himself is subject at the time of his death.
Under Mahomedan law, which applied to the deceased, the Hindu widow
could not inherit any part of his estate and therefore her suit failed. Act XXI
of t85o had no application in the case as it only applied to converts whose
disabilities on account of conversion the Act sought to remove. There is no
reliable authority for tlie proposition stated in Macnaghten's Principles of
flindu Law that a Hindu widow or Hindu heits of a Hindu converted to Islam
will take ali ·the property which the deceased had :Whilst he ~as a Hindu
• Civil First Appeal No. 283 of 1926 from the ortler of the District Court of
T haton in Civil Suit No.8 of 1924.
·

1928

Feb. 1·
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C .V.N .C.T.
· CHBDAM-

BARAM
CHETTYAR

v.

MA N YEIN
ME AND
OTHERS.
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and up to the time of his conversion. There was also no equity in favour of
the widow as she acquiesced in th e wrong done to h er by her husband for
3o years.

Asha· Bibi v. Ma Kyaw Yin, C.R. 361 of 1919 of Ch. C.L.B.; Jowala v.
Dharum, 10 Moore's Ind. Ap. SII ; K hunni Lal v. Gobind, 3 3 All. 356disti'f!-guished.
Sundarammal v. Ameenal, (1926) M. W.N. 952-rej erred to.

Doctor for the appellant.

Kyaw Zan, Auzam and Raft for the 2nd, 7th and
8th respondents.
:~;..,, ··•
HEALD, }.- Appellant claims to be legal representaative of ·o ne Alamelu, who is said to have been the
Hindu wife of one Arunachellam Chettyar. Some
30 or more years ag.Q, after marrying Alamelu,
Arunachellam Chettyar is said to have migrated from
the Madras Presidency to Burma, apparently leaving
Alamelu in India, and 25 or 30 years ago he renounced
Hinduism and became· a Mahomedan~ He married a
Mahomedan woman, Asha Bi, who had children by a
former husband, and he also lived with a number of
Burmese women who Cl~hl·' to be his widows. Appellant alleges that as legal representative of the Hindu
widow he is entitled to have Arunachellam's estate
adrhinistered by the Court · and to receive the . whole
of the estate.
The defendants in the suit are four Burmese
women who claim to be· widows of Arunachellam, a
Mahomedan woman who claims to be an adoptive
daughter of Arunachellam and propounds a wiU i~
her favour, another · Mahomedan wom-a n who 'claims.
to ·be a daughter of ~runachellam by the Mahomedan
wife but who _according to appellant is a daughter ~f
the Mahomedan wife. by a . former husband, and an
illegitimate son of Arunachellam by another Burmese
woman. ·It appears frotli -· the _record that another
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1928
Arunachellam Chettyar also claimed to be sole heir
of the deceased Arunachellai:n, as being his cousin, C.V.N.C.T.
CHBDA.To,{but the Court..n~fgsed to allow him to be made either
BARAM
CHETTYAR
a plaintiff or a defendant in the suit.
v.
It was part of the defence that Alamelu, who was MaNYEIN
ME A.'<"'D
admittedly a Hindu, could not inherit any part of OTHERS.
the estate of a Mahomedan, and the question · whether HEALD, J.
the Hindu widow of a Hindu who has renounced
the Hindu religion and become a Mahomedan can
inherit the estate or any part of the estate of her
Mahomedan··~11sband was decided as a preliminary
question of law.
The lower Court found that under Mahomedan
law the Hindu widow could not inherit any part of
the estate and on that finding dismissed appellant's
suit.
- ~- · ·
Appellant
alleges
m appeal
that because
Arunachellam was originally a Hindu Alamelu, as
being his Hindu widow, was his heir and that his
subsequent apostacy could not deprive her of her
. right to inherit.
1
The questiq~· ·:·~-~~,~ . ,~o be one on which there is
no direct authority in the reported cases.
Appellant's learned advocate has referred us to a
passage in the judgment of their Lordships of the
Privy Council in the case of Jowala v. Dharum (1),
where their Lordships said: " ·The written law of
India has prescribed broadly ' that in questions
of succession and .inheritance the Hindoo law is to be
~pplied to Hindoos and the Mahomedan law to
Mahomedans; and in the judgment delivered by
Lord· Kingsdown in Abraham v. Abraham, (9 Moore's
In. Ap., p. 239), it is said that ' this rule must be understood to refer to Hindoos and MaP,omedans, not by :.
birth merely, but by religion also.' The two c~ses in··
{I) (d6o) IO Moore's Indian Appea_Is sn ..
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W. H. Macnaghten's 'Principles of Hindu Law,' Volume
C.V.N.C.T. II, pp. 131, 132, which deal with the case of converts
CHEDAMfrom the Hindoo to the Mahomedan faith, and rule that
BARAM
CHETTYAR
the heirs according to Hindoo law will take all the prov.
M·ANYEIN perty which the deceased had at the time of his conME AND
OTHERS.
version !ire also authorities for the proposition that the
devolution of his subsequently acquired property is to
HEALD, J.
be governed by the lVIahomedan law."
The date of that judgment was 1866 and the date
of Macnaghten's treatise was 1829, and if the propositio~ that the Hindu wife of a Hindu convert to Islam
" will take all the property which the deceased had
at the time of his conversion" is good law, it seems
strange . that in all the . years that have elapsed since
the date of the publication of Macnaghten or of the
judgment of their Lordships . of the Privy Council .
there is no direct confirmation of that proposition i~
the reported cases either ·of the Privy Council or the
High Courts in India.
The second volume of Macnaghten contained
" merely a selection from the dicta of the Hindu ·,law ·
officers attached to the several Courts of Judicature
subordinate to the Bengal Presidency on questions
propounded to them by the Judges of those Courts "
(vide .the Publisher's. Preface to the .second edition),
and the publisher of that edition omitted that volume
oh the ground that it was not likely to be g~nerally
consulted. Macnaghten in his " Preliminary Remarks "
·referring to the replies of the Pundits said, "Authorities
are frequently cited in_support -of a· particular doctrine
which at:e indeed genuine passages of law, but appli~
cable. to. a question wholly different . from tl?.e ·subjectmatter.'~ He· said further, "The precedents contained·
in . the second volume have been selected fro~ an
erioimous mass of crude material. When it is mentioned
that .I . have examined every . opinion that has . been
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delivered in every Court of Judicature subordinate to
the Presidency of Bengal from the ye~ 1811 up to C.V.N.C.T.
CHEDAM~
the present day, it may ._. be .;~ - m~~t.~r of wonder that the
BARA.t'f
CHETIYAR
selections are not more numerous and more valuable.
v.
But the task of rejection has been found very laborious; MANYEIN
ME~~D
at least nine-tenths of the opinions were ascertained on OTHERS.
examination to be erroneous, doubtful, unsupported by Jh.U.D, J.
proof, or otherwise unfit for publication; while in not a
few instances the nature of the case itself was involved in
obSCtHity, from the reply alone being forthcoming."
In view of these facts it ·.,seems ···necessary to examine
the two 'cases' in Macnaghten with some care before·
they can be accepted as authority for the proposition
which is sought to be founded on therri.
The rule of Hihdu law enunciated in the first case isthat if a Hindu becomes a Mahomedan the · property
which he possessed before his conversion will devolve on·
his next-of-kin who profess the Hindu religion and the.
property which he acquired after his: conversi~n· -~ill go.
to the person who according to Mahomedan law becomes
his heir. The authority given for this rule is a passage
from JV!enu which says merely that "all those· brothers
who are addicted to vice lose their title to the inherit-·
ance." A passage from Sancha is also cited to the
effect that "The heritable right of one who· has beeri.
expelled from society, and his competence to offer· food
and libations of water, are extinct." Neither of these
passsages seem to be direct authority for the rule given.·
There is a further passage in the case which says thaf
" there is ·no authority which enjoins that the childreir
by a Moohummudan woman sh~uld be permitted to
inherit from their putative father." It does not appear:
whether that passage was part of the quotation from .
Sancha .or was a mere expression of the Pundit's ow#··
opinion, but its wording suggests that the case to · which
it applied involved a question ·of the tight . of the ·
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illegitimate children of a Hindu man by a Mahomedan
C.V.N.C.T. woman to inherit,.~nd ,not~a question as to who are the
CHEDAMheirs of a Hindu who has himself ·become a Mahomedan.
BARAM
CHBTTYAR
So far as these passages from the Hindu law books
v.
MA NYEIN would debar from inheritance a Hindu son who has
ME AND
OTHERS.
become a Mahomedan, it may be noted that the rule
which they state has been abrogated by the provisions
H~ALD, J.
of Act 21 of 1850, and it is clear that they are of
little value as authority fo~ the proposition th.at the
Hindu widow ol a ·· ffindu who has be~ome a
Mahomedan inherits the property which the husband
possessed ~t the time of his conversion.
The second " case " related to the estate of a
Hindu ,w ho had ·become a Mahomedan, the claimants
being a Hindu nephew, ... the Hindu widow, and a
Mahomedan widow, but the question referred to the
Pundits concerned only to property possessed prior
to the conversion to Islam and was whether that
property devolved on the Hindu widow or the.
Hindu nephew. The form of the question assumed
that the property possessed before conversion·····to ·
Mahomedanism must devolve on one or other of the
Hindu relatives, and the answer was merely that if
the property was the separate property of the
deceased it would devolve on the widow and if it
was joint-family property it would devolve ~n the ·
nephew. That case is no authority for the proposition that the Hindu widow of a Hindu who has
become a Mahomedan inherits the property which
the husband possessed while he was a Hindu, except
to the extent that that proposition was assumed in
it to be . true, presumably · on the ·strength of the·
authorities ~ited . in support of it in the first case,
and. those authorities, which in effect ~erely say
that ·a person who is cut o~ from the Hindu community
cannot inherit . as a Hindu, . form a very slender basis·
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for the proposition which the Pundits or law officers
seem to have founded on them.
As for ·.;·the<'1 udgment": of their Lordships of the
Privy Council, it is clear that their Lordships'
decision is no authority for the rule that in the case of
converts from the Hindu to the Mahomedan faith
the heirs according to Hindu law will take all the
property which the deceased had at the time of his
conversion. Their Lordships merely cited the rule
given by Mac~~ghten as showing that the devo:.
lution of the deceased's subsequently acquired property
is to be governed by the Mahomedan law. It was not
necessary for the purposes of the case with which their
Lordships were dealing to decide whether or not the
other part of the rule was correctly stated and they did
not so decide. Their reference to the rule was
merely " obiter " and cannot fairly be regarded as a
decision .on their part that the first part of the rule
was good law.
Mayne in his Hindu law says: " Where a Hindu
has become converted to Muhammedanism he accepts
a new mode ~ of ··life, which is governed by a law
recognised and enforced in India. It has been stated
that the property which he was possessed of at the time
of his conversion will devolve upon those who wereentitled to it at that time by the Hindu law, b1:1t that
the property which he may subsequently acquire will .
devolve according to Muhammedan law. The former
proposition however must, I should think, be limited to ·
cases where by the Hindu law his heirs had acquired
an interest which he could not defeat. If he was able
to disinherit any of his relations by alienation or by
will, it is difficlJlt to see why he should not disinherit
them by adopting a law which gave ·h im ·a different line
of heirs." The only ·c~ses cited by .Mayne for the rule
to which he referred were · the two :" cases " fr:om .

1928

C.V.N.C.T.
CHEDAMBARAM
CHETTYAR

v. '

MA NYEIN
ME ANI)
OTHERS.
HEALD,

J.
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Macnaghten and the Privy Council judgment which
C .V.N.C.T. referred to . t~em, and. ..-:aft1iough~'1re· ·did not expressly
CHEPAMreject the rule, he clearly had doubts as to its general
BARA.M
CHETTYAR application.
v.
MANYEIN
Appellant's learned advocate has referred us to
ME AND
pages 42 and 43 of the second volume of Ameer Ali's
OTHERS.
..
Mahommedan Law (2nd edition) in which the Privy
HEALD, J.
Council judgment mentioned above is discussed, but
t~ere is nothing in thar _,-..r~ferenc:~, ,. w.h~ch supports his
case except the mention of the two " cases " in
M acnaghten.
.
.
The learned advocate has also referred us to
Chapter VIII of Ameer Ali's second volume, but the
effect of the rules give'n .therein seems to be that on a
Hindu's conversion to Mahomedanism his subsisting
marriage to a Hindu wife becom~ invalid, and if that
is a correct statement of the law, Alamelu would have
no right of inheritance, and the present suit would be
bound to fail.
The learned advocate has referred·. us further to
a d ecision of a single Judge on tHel·'t)riginal Side or' the
Chief Court of Lower Burma, namely, .the case-of
Asha Bibi v. Ma Kyaw Yin (Civil Regular Suit No. 361
of 1919) which does not seem to h ave been officially
reported. In that case a Mahomedan sister claimed the
estate of her Mahomedan sister as against her mother,
sisters and brothers who were Buddhists.
It was
admit ted that under Mahomedan law the defendants~
being Buddhists, were not entitled to inherit any portion
of the estate of the deceased by reason of their religious
dis'ability, but . it was · argued that Act 21 of ~850
removed· that disability. · A reference to the w0rd ing
of th~t .. ,A:ct . shows- that it applies ·only to the convert
and: to ;disabilities which would ~ffect him by reason of'
. hi's ; ; <;~n~~rsion, . and . the le~~ned Judge: held thai· ~he
d e:ftiiidants who were . not_· Mahomeda))S were not
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1 2
entitled to share in the estate of the deceased
9 81
Mahomedan. It is difficult to see how this decision c.v.N.C.T.
CHEDAMBARAM
supports appellant's case.
CHETTYAR
Appellant's advo<;ate has also cited the Privy
v.
Council case of Khunni La! v. Gob.ind Krishna MANYEIN
ME AND
Narain (1), as being in his favour but a perusal of the OTHERS.
judgment in that case shows that what was decided HE.>.LD, J.
was that the conversion of a member of a Hindu jointfamily to lVIahomedanism did not deprive him of his
interest in the joint-family property, so that that case is
no a~th9.rity. for the proposition that the conversion
of a Hindu to Mahomedanism does not affect his
Hindu wife's rights in respect of inheritance.
Appellant's case as stated by his learned advocate
is that the Hindu wife, who did not change her
religion, retained her rights under Hindu law in
respect of the estate . of her Hindu husband who had
become a . Mahomedan, and that no act on her part
was necessary in order to safeguard the right
which she had. He · says that there is no proyision
in Hindu law for divorce and that therefore Alamelu
.retained her status and her rights as Arunachellam's
wife after his conversion and as his widow after · his .
death. But it does not follow that because there is ·no
provision for diyorce in Hindu law the divorce of
a Hindu wife is impossible. The Hindu wife ·of a
Hindu husband who has become a convert to
Christianity can be divorced under the provisions· of
Act 21 of 1866, and. it seems possible from the rules
contained in Chapter VIII of Ameer Ali, already
mentioned, that the Hindu wife may be divorced by a
Hindu husband who ·has become a Mahomedan under
those rules. Further even if the Hindu wife retains
her status- as a .wife and widow, it does not follow·
that she retains her rights · in respect of inheritance.
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By the Burma Laws Act (Act XIII of 1898) it is
C.V.N.C.T. provided that ·m·£:<:ieci<iih"g questions ·Tegar"ding· ··"SUe-·
CHHDAMcession, inheritance, marriage or caste or any religious
BARAM
CHETTYAR
usage or institution the Buddhist, Mohamedan or
v.
MA NYBIN
Hindu law shall be applied, as the case may be
ME AND
OTHERS.
where the parties are Buddhists, Mohamedans, or
Hindus, and that in ·cases other than those so provided
HEALD, J.
for, the decision shall be according to justice, equity
and good conscience.
, .. . ..
· In this case the parties are on the one side a
Hindu and on the other side Mohamedans and possibly Buddhists, and there seems to be a conflict
betWeen the Hindu and the Mohamedan law. But
the law which governs inheritance or successio~. to .
a person's estate is ordinarily the law to which he
~mself is subject at the time of his death, and in
the present case it is admitted that Arunachellam
was a Mohamedari when he died and had been a
M~hamedan for many years.
· · It was assumed in ·a recent case in the High Court
of Madras, namely the case of Sunf/,arammal ~ -v. ·
Ameenal, which does not seem to have been
officially reported but which has been brought to our
notice by the advocate who appears for one of the
respondents, that Mohamedan law applied · in respect
of the estate of a Hindu who had become a
Mohamedan and it was held that the Hindu daughter
of the convert to Islam could not inherit his estate
because no Hindu can inherit from a Mohamedan
except in accordance with the provisions of Act 21
of 1850, which Act did not apply in ·that case.
I a~ of opinion. that that decision was correct
apd. I would hold that Alamelu was not one of the
heirs of Arunachellam, and that therefore the lower
C~urt. was right in deci(iing .that th~ appellant's ~mit
must be dismissed ..

.

'
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I may note that in the circumstances of this case
this decision seems to me not to conflict with justice,
equity and good conscience. Alamelu admits that
Arunachellam left the Madras Presidency at least 30
years ago and she does not suggest that she has had
any intercourse or communication ·with him since
then. She does not allege that she took any action,
when he deprived her of her rights in respect of
his estate 25 or 30 years ago by becoming a
Mohamedan. She has acquiesced for many years in
the wrong he may have done her when he became
a Mohamedan, and it is difficult to see what equitable claim she has against his estate now. Her claim
is based merely on her supposed status as wife but
even if her status has continued it would not in my
opinion · entitle her to be her husband's heir in view
of the fact that he was a Mahomedan and she is
a Hindu. There is no authority which supports her
claim except the two so-called " cases " mentioned by
Macnaghten, and those cases are clearly of doubtful
authority. Against them there is the Madras case last
cited, with which I agree.
I would accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.
MAUNG BA,
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J.-1

concur.

C.V.N.C.T.
CHEDAMBARAM

CHETTYAR

v.

MANYEIN

ME

AND

OTHERS.

HEALD,

J.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.
1928

Feb. 7·

A. T. K . P. L. M. MUTHU PILLAY
v.
LAKSHMINARAYAN.*
. Review, grounds for-Disposal of suit on a date not notified to parties-Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908) ,0. 9, r. 9 ; 0. 43, r. I (w) ; 0 . 47, rr. 1, ? Period of limitation-Appeal against order granting applicatio1t for review.
Where a Court dismisses a suit for default of appearance of the plaintiff on
a date which the Court under a mistake supposes to be fixed for the attendance
of the parties and supposes that the plaintiff was so notified when he was not,
and is under a misapprehension that the case was privately settled between the
parties, held that an application for review would lie under such circumstances.
Although a review application would not iie against a'n order dismissing a suit
for default when no application had been made under 0. 9 t: 9 of the Civil
Procedure Code within the period of time allowed, such a rule would not
apply and the party would not be restricted to such period in a case iike this
where the plaintiff could not be expected to know imrnedhitely the dismissal
. of his suit. Held also that an appeal lies from an order admitting an application for review, but such appeal is restricted to the three cases mentioned
in 0. 47, r. 7 (1).

Chajju Ram v. Neki, 3 Lah. 127; lVIahadeo v. Lakshminarayan, 49 Bom.
839-distinguished.

Anklesaria for the applicant.
Sein Tun Aung for the respondent.
CARR, J.- This arises o~t of Civil Regular Suit
No. 40 of 1926 of the Subdivisional Court of Akyab in
which the present respondent was the plaintiff and
· the petitioner the defendant. In the Diary of that
suit under date 27th January 1927 the Judge passed
an order sending the proceedings . to arbitrators
.agreed upon by the parties· and dir.ecting them to
submit thejr award on or before the 4th of · February
1927. On turning · ·next 'to page 39 of the Process
: • Civil Revision No. 302 of 1927· against the order of the D istrict Court
of Akyab in Civil Appeal No. 6o of 1927. .
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Record I find a letter dated 4th February in which
the arbitrators asked for an extension of time of seven
days. This was granted by an order written on the
letter. Again on page 38 is a similar letter dated
11th February again asking for seven days' extension
of time. This again was granted in the same way.
Next on page 37 there is a letter from the arbitrators dated 21st February in which they say that
they are informed that the parties have agreed to
3.fl: amicable settlement of the case and that they
therefore return the records. Whether any further
extension ·of time had been asked for or granted on
the · 18th of February does not appear from the record
nor are there any intermediate entries made in the
Diary. On the 25th of February the case was
called up and there is the following entry: " Arbitrators report that the parties have come to terms.
Chowdhry absent. Das present. Suit dismissed for
default with costs. Proceedings received only to-day.''
Mr. Chowdhry was the pleader for the plaintiff
and Mr. Das was for the defendant. In the Diary
·e ntry the date "25th February''- " of the dismissal
.has been altered, but it is not suggested that the
" 25th " was not the date on which the actual order
.was passed. But the previous· Diary entry fixing the
case for the 4th February has been altered by the
figures " 25 " being written over the figure " 4 ".
It is necessary to refer to another paper to be
found on page 36 of the Process File. This is a
letter to the Judge purporting to be from the plaintiff
and signed by him in which he states that he
~ithdraws the case because it has been settleq .by
the parties. How this letter came into the hands of
the Court there is nothing to show.
·
On the 2nd May, that is, more t4an two · mon:ths
· _a fter the. dis~issal of the· suit, the plaintiff filed ar1
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application for review of the order dimissing his suit .
A.T.K.P.L. In this application it was alleged t~~t the plaintiff's
M.MUTHU
agent was all along under ·the impression" that the
PILLAY
v.
case was still with the arbitrators and that he did
LAKSHMINARAYAN .
not hear of the dismissal of the suit till the 8th of
April. He submitted that the 25th February was
not the day fixed for the hearing of the case or for
the attendance of the parties, and that his absence
on that day did not constitute a default as contemplated by Order IX, rule 8 of the Civ:il _Procedure
Code. He added . that the Court apparently was
under the impression when it dis.missed the suit
that the parties had been informed of the date fixed
and required to attend on that day.
In paragraph 3 of the application it vvas stated
that on or about the 25th of February the plaintiff's
agent had signed a paper brought to him by a durwan of Mr. Muthia Chettyar, apparently one of the arbi.trators, which he could not read presumably because
it was . in English, and that he signed it thinking that
it was merely some matter connected with the arbitration. The Subdivisional Judge allowed the application
and set aside the order of dismissal of the suit.
On appeal the District Judge held that no appeal
would lie except on the ground set out in Order 47,
rule 7 of the Civil Procedure Q9.~e. In this application it is contended firstly that'.. a review application
did not lie; and secondly, that if it did lie there
·was a right of appeal to the District Court under
Order 43, rule 1 (w) of the Civil Procedure Code.
On the question whether an appeal lay to the
the District Court there is some difference of op.inion
between the High Courts but I think that the weight
.of authority . is·· in favour of the view taken . by the
District Judge. I see no reason for interference m
this respect.
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As to the question whether an application for
review was admissible there was prior to the decision A.T.K.P.L:
M.MUTHU
of the Privy Council case Cha;ju Ram v. Neki (1), PILI.,AY
v.
a considerable amount of authority in support of LAKSHMI•
the view that a review application would I{e against NARAYAN:
an order dismissing a suit for default when no CARR, J.
application had been made under Order 9, rul~ 9
within the time allowed. But on this question since
the decision by the Privy Council in the abovementioned case, the Bombay High Court has held
in JV!ahadeo Govind Wcidkar v. Lakslzminarayan
Ramratan Marwadi (2), that under that decision
such an application for review would not lie. I
do not propose to discuss this general question;
but it seems . to me that on the facts of this particular case an application for review would lie.
Considering the facts already mentioned it would
seem clear that the Judge, when he passed the order, .
was under some misapprehension as to the facts.
So far as the record goes the parties had never
been directed to attend on the 25th of February
and, in the absence of any such direction, the
Court certainly had no power to dismiss the suit,
and ·in. the absence of any such direction it could
not be expected that the plaintiff would immediately · come to know of the dismissal of the suit.
It would obviously therefore be unjust to restrict
him to an application made within the time allowed
for an application under Order 9, rule 9, the period
of the limitation for which commences at the time at
which the order is passed.
Section 5 of the Limitation Act does not apply
to s_u ch an application and apparently no extension
period could be allowed on the ·ground that the
application did . not come under Order 9, rule 9
(x) (1922) . 49 LA. ·x44; 3 Lah. 127.

17

(2) (1925) 49 Born. 839.
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until his right to· apply to set it aside had become
time-barred. In .'~.,.my, -;:J )pinion an application for
review does lie in the present case because it
appears from the record that the Judge when he
dismissed the suit did so under a misapprehension
of the actual facts. There is, therefore, I think
ground for review which falls within the terms of
Order 47, rule 1, and, therefore, in this particular
case I think that the application was rightly admitted. But I do not··'think that the question should
be allowed to rest here. From the correspondence
referred to there appear to be grounds for believing
that the parties had, in fact, come to some settlement and I think that before proceeding to try
the case on the merits the J udge should proceed
to enquire into the facts of what occurre4_ at that
time, whether a settlement was, in fact, agre~d
' •ti'<lt
upon and, if so, what its terms were.
If there was
a settlement agreed to by both parties the settlement should be enforced, and it would not . be
.necessary to hear the . parties on the original issues
raised in the suit. I find, therefore, no sufficient
reason for interference with the order of the Subdivisional Court setting aside ~he dismissal order of
the suit but I direct that before proceeding with the
. hearing of the suit on the merits the Subdivisional
·Court should hear the parties on the question of
what happened between the 27th January and the
25th of February and should make such enquiry
as seems ·to it necessary to determine whether the
suit should be decided on· th~ merits of the original
pleadings or otherwise. In the circumstances I pass
no .order as to the costs of this application.
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Before _l'vlr. Justice Das.

MAUNG 1\IIRA TUN
v.
l\IIA KRA ZOE PRU.*

Feb. IS

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 517-T1·ial Court's pofoer to
dispose of property on acquittal-Whether Sessions Court has jurisdict-ion
to alter such order.
The Trial Court acquitted the accused on a charge of criminal misappropriation of a pair of diamond nagats, but ordered the nagats, to be returned to
the complainant. On appeal against the order, the Sessions Judge set aside the
order and directed the nagats to be returned to the respondent.
Held, that the Trial Court had full jurisdiction and power as to the disposal
of the nagats. As the Trial Court had acquitted the accused, there could be no
appeal to the Sessions Court and therefore the Sessions Court had no jurisdiction
to interfere with the order passed by the Trial Court, nor had it any revisional
power in the matter.

Emperor v. Debi Ram, 46 All. 623; In re K.hema Rukhad, 42 Born. 664;
Russul Bibee v. Ahmed Moosajee, 34 Cal.-'Teferred to.

DAs, J.- The

pet~tioner

in this case prosecuted the
respondent. for criminal misappropriation of a pair of
diamond nagats. The Headquarters Magistrate of
Akyab acquitted the accused but ordered the diamond
·nagats to be returned to the complainant.
1\gainst this order the respondent appealed to the
Sessions Judge. The learned Sessions Judge set aside
the order of the Headquarters Magistrate and directed
that the diamond nagats be returned to the respondent. The complainant now applies to this Court
against the order of the learned Sessions Judge.
It is argued before me that the learned Sessions
Judge had no jurisdiction to pass the order directing
the return of ·the nagats. Th~re can be no doubt that
under section 517 of the Criminal Procedure Code
the trying CoJ,ut may make such order as it thinks
fit for the disposal of any property produced before l.t
• Criminal Revision No. '657B of 1927.

-----
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or in its custody. The trying Court in this case had
full jurisdiction and power to pass an order directing
that the nagats be returned to the complainant. As
the trying Court had acquitted the accused there
could be no appeal from the acquittal to the Sessions
Court; and the Sessions · Court had no jurisdiction
t o interfere with the order passed by the trying Court.
The Sessions Court had no revisional ...oower in the
matter. The only power which a Sessions· Judge
possesses under section 435 of the Criminal Procedure
is to call for the record and direct that the execution
of the sentence be suspended. Under section 436 of
the Criminal Procedure Code, the Sessions Judge
may direct further enquiry. Under section . 43.7 of the.
Criminal Procedure Code the Sessions Judge may
direct that the case be committed to sessions. When
a Sessions Judge has called for the record under
section 435 of the Criminal Procedure Code, he cari
report for the orders of the High Court the result of
such examination with any recomtnendation he may
choose to make. It is therefore clear that the Sessions
Judge has no power to pass any orders setting aside
an order passed by a lVIagistrate under section 517 of
the Criminal Procedure Code when no appeal against
the conviction or sentence is pending before the
Sessions Judge. I may refer here to the cases of. In
re ·Khema Rukhad (1),' Emperor v. Debi Ram and
another (2) and Russul Bibee. v. Ahmed ~!Joosajee (3). 'I
fully agree with the observations of the learned Judges
in these cases.
I . therefore set aside the order of the . learned
Sessions .Judge directing the return of the nagats to the
respond~nt and restore that . passed by the . trying .
Magistrate:.
·
. _(r) (r9r$) 4Z Born, 664. .
· : (z) . (I9Z4) 46 Ali. 623.
·
(3) (r9o7) 34 Cal. 347.
·
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before :1/r. Justice Heald and 1"\.ir. Justice 1W:au1tg Ba.
1928

KHOO JOO TIN
v.
MA SEIN.*

Feb. x6.

Receiv~r

of mortgaged property-Appointment usual when interest in an·earsPurchaser of mortgaged property a~d party to suit bound by so.Jch appointment-Act for the Improvement of Law Reports (Act X VIII of I87s)-Subor dinate Court bound by decision of its oum High Court.

· Held, that a mortgagee who has filed a suit in respect of his· mortg&ge is as a
m atter of course entitled to have a receiver appointed of the mortgaged property,
if the interest is in arrears, nnd a purchaser of the property from the mortgagor
and who has been made a party to the suit cannot object to such appointment,
on account of the purchase .
.-\ Subordinate Court is botmd to follow a ruling of its own High Court which
<:overs the case and it is entirely improper for such Court to follow a contrary
ruling of another High Court and that too published in an unauthorized
report.

A . C. Bqsoocha v. M.L.R.lvl.A. Chetty, 5 L.B.R.

I3s-follo~tJed.

Bhattacharya for the appellant .

and MAUNG BA, JJ.-In Civil Regular Suit
No. 21 of 1926 of the District Court of Toungoo
appellant sued her mortgagors to recover Rs. 4,500
for principal and Rs. 1,656-12-0 for interest by the
sale of the property mortgaged to her under two
·mortgage bonds. She joined respondent as being
the purchaser of the house and garden, which were
-m ortgaged to her, at a Court auction held 1n
execution of a simple m.oney decree against 'her
mortgagors. Her mortgagors admitted her claim· and
"the Co:urt gave her a preliminary mortgage decree for
·the sale of .the 'mortgaged ptemtses to recover . a
. HEALD

*Civil Miscelfaneous Appeal No. 176 of 1927 ~gainst the order of the DistrH. . t:
Cou~ of Toungoo in Civil. N,Iiscellaneo~s ~0. 51 of 1927.
.
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sum of Rs. 7,564-7-0. That decree of course binds
respondent.
Having obtained the preliminary decree 'appellant
asked for the appointment of a receiver to collect the
rents of the mortgaged premises. Respondent opposed
the appointment of a receiver and the Court, on the
strength of a decision of the Allahabad High Court,
which was not officially reported, held that it had no.
power to appoint a receiver.
Its refusal to appoint a receiver was .dir~cdy
contrary to the law as laid down by the Chief Court
of Lower Burma in · the case of Ahmed Cassin:z
Baroocha v. M.L.R.M.A. Chetty (1), and it should
hardly be necessary to point out to Courts subordinate to this Court that where there is a ruling of the
High Court of this Province which covers the case it
is entirely improper for it to follow a contrary ruling·
of the High Court of another province. It should
be even less necessary to draw the attention of the
lower Court to the provisions of section 3 o{ Act XVIII
of 1875.
Respondent was purchaser of the interest of app'e}::..· ·
!ant's mortgagors in the mortgaged premises and
stood in the shoes of those mortgagors. Respondent
was of course entitled to redeem the mortgage but
so long as interest on the mortgage was in arrears
she was not under the law as laid down in the above·
ruling in a position to oppose successfully an. application for the appointment of a receiver.
It is . clear that interest was heavily in arrears
and the Court ought certainly to have appointed a
rece1ver. .
We ther~fore set aside the order of the lower
Court and direct that ·the Bailiff ·of that Court be
appointed receiver .with power only to collect the
(r) (x90.9) S L.B.R. 135· ·
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rents of the house and garden which are the subjectmatter of appellant's preliminary mortgage decree.
Respondent will bear appellant's costs in the lower
Court and in this Court. Advocate's fee m this Court
to be two gold mohurs.

1928
KHOO Joe>
TIN

v.
MASEIN.
HEALD AND>
MAUNG B A,

JJ.

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before 1Vlr. Justice Chari.

RAHMAN & CO.

v.
MAUNG WAlK.*
Statutory right created for benefit of individual or class-Right of injured individual to sue- Special statutory remedy when a bar to ordinary civil remedy
-Rangoon Small Cause Courts Act (Burma Act VII of 1920), s. 35·
Where a statue creates a right, for example, in the form of a duty which
p ublic officer must perform for the benefit of an individual or of a class of
individuals, and the statute at the same time provides a remedy for the
bre~ch of that duty, the presumed intention of the law is that the remedy is
exclusive of ordinary remedies.
Held, that as s. 35 of the R angoon Small Cause Courts Act provides a
special remedy (by way of application to the Chief Judge of the said Court) for
the reco~ery of compensation in cases where a party finds himself unable to
execute an order on account of a bailiff's breach of duty, the ordinary civil courts
have no jurisdiction to entertain a suit for the same relief.
·

Halkar for the plaintiff.
A. Eggar and E Maung for the defendant.

CHARI, J.-This is a suit . for the recovery of
Rs. 2,279~8-0 against the Bailiff of the Rangoon Small
·cause Court in the · following circumstances:. The plaintiff filed a suit in that Court for the
recovery of Rs. 2,000, in respect of timber sold and
delivered against one L. Shwe Main, (Civil Regular
Suit No. 4493 of 1923). An ex parte decr~e was
• Givil Regular Suit No. 435 of 1926.

1928
Feb. x6.
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passed on the 31st of August, 1923. On the 1st of
September, the defendant,
Shwe Main, filed an
1.1" ;
&Co.
v.
application to set aside 'tne ex parte decree. On the
::VhUNG
19th September, 1923, the learned Judge of the
W.~IK . .
Small Cause Court passed an order giving the defenCHARI, J.
dant a week's time to furnish security upon which
being done, he ordered the case to be restored,
otherwise the application to stand dismissed. Though
there was no express order calling on the defendant
to furnish security, it .~.is clear that the defendant
was by that order directed to furnish security before
getting the ex parte decree set aside. In pursuance
of this order, the Bailiff of the . Small Cause Court,
on the 26th day of September, 1923, accepted a
personal bond from the defendant. On this being
done, the ex parte decree was set aside, and the suit
proceeded to hearing, and, on the 14th of November,
1923, the learned Judge, after taking the evidence
tendered on behalf of both the parties, passed a
decree in favour of the plaintiff. On the 16th of
November, Shwe Main presented an application in
·the Insolvency Side of "the High Court and was on
his own application adjudicated insolvent on that
day. The present suit was instituted on the 30th
August, 1926.
The cause of action alleged against the defendant
is that, though the Court did no.t order personal
security, the defendant, as Bailiff of the Small Cause
Court, accepted the personal bond of the defendant;
·that, even in acc~pting the bond of the defendant,
. he was grossly neg~igent in that he omitted to verify
·t he existence of the value of a godown referred to
by Shwe Main in his affidavit; and that the defendant was also guilty. of fraud in allowing . Shwe lVfain
;to· take back the title deeds of a rubber plantation
·deposited w~th the . Bailiff as security.

, RAH~uN
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I raised five issues, three of which, the first,
second and the fourth, have been argued before me
·as . preliminary issues which required no evidence.
The first issue relates to the negligence of the
·defendant in accepting Shwe Main's bond. The
defence as regards this issue is that the defendant
:acted in accordance with the rules of the Small
Cause Court respecting securities; and that, therefore, he has not, in any way been negligent. The
.defendant's plea in respect of the second issue is
that section 35 of the Rangoon Small Cause Courts
Act provides a special remedy; and that, therefore
the present suit does not lie. As regards the fourth
issue, which relates to limitation, the defendant's
contention is that under Article 36 of the First
Schedule of the Limitation Act, the plaintiff's suit
is barred.
I shall dispose of the second issue first ; and,
-in order to do so, I shall briefly consider the legal
position of the parties.
The defendant in the suit is a Bailiff appointed
under the .Rangoon Small Cause Courts Act, and he
has, under the rules framed under the Act, vvhich,
by virtue of section 31, are incorporated in the
"Act, to perform certain speGified duties. These
duties mostly relate to service of summons of his
·own and other Courts and similar matters. The
.r elevant portion, . so far as this case is concerned, is
contained in rules 70 .to 73. The duty is laid
upon him to take the security required when
:security has been ordered by the Court.
It will thus be seen that 'the duty enjoined on
him is a statutory duty. The performance of that
duty is ·not intended for the benefit of the general
public, but. of the particular litigants in the suit in
respect of which s~cudties are ordered, or, possibly,

19z8
RAHMAN

& Co.

v.
MAUNG
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for the benefit of that class of persons who litigate
in the Small Cause Court of Rangoon.
&Co.
v.
The cause of action, therefore, in favo~r of the
MAUNG
plaintiff is the breach of a statutory duty or
WAlK.
negligence in the performance of that duty. This
CHARI, J.
negligence no doubt gives the plaintiff a cause of
action because the peformance of the duty is
intended for his benefit.
It is contended on behalf of the defendant that
section 35 of the Rangoon Small Cause Courts Act
provides a special liability in respect · of the acts.
of the Bailiff in the execution of any order or
warrant, and prescribes a special procedure by
which the person injured by the neglect, connivance·
or omission of the Bailiff, may recover the amount
from the Bailiff.
Whether the rights of the plaintiff are created·
by that section, or whether they exist independently
of them, may be a matter of some doubt, but·
there IS no doubt that the Bailiff's duty, the
breach of · which gives the plaintiff a right tocompensation is a creature of the Rangoon Small
Cause Courts Act.
It has been repeatedly held both in England
and · in India that, where there is a breach of
statutory duty created for the benefit of an individual,
or of a class, an action for damages . will lie for
the breach of that duty, unless the statute itself
provides a special remedy.
It is unnecessary to cite the case which are·
collected and can be found in Pollock's Law of Torts.
_page 26, and in Underhill's
(Eleventh Edition), .
Law of Tort (Second Indian Edition), at · page 36.
The learned ·Government . Advocate cited twocases:-Abdur Rahman v. Abdur Rahman 0) and:
RAHM AN

at

(x) (r9zs) 47 AlC at

p. 532 . .
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Sheobaran Singh v. Kulsum-un-nissa (1). These cases
are merely an application of the same principle.
Where special rights are created by statute and a
special tribunal created for the enforcement of
those rights, the ordinary tribunals have no jurisdiction in the matter. The negligence in performing
the duties imposed by statute or omission to perform
the same is undoubtedly a breach of that duty.
As section 35 of the Small Cause Courts Act
provides a special rem'edy for the recovery of compensation in cases where a party Ends himself unable
to execute an order on account of the bailiff's breach
of duty, the ordinary Civil Courts have no jurisdiction to entertain a suit for the same relief.
I, therefore, hold that the sui.t does not lie and
dismiss the same with costs in favour of the
defendant.
As regards the first and the fourth issues, I have
considered them and have formed my opinion as to
the answer to be given. If the only remedy against
my judgment open to the plaintiff were an appeal to
the Appellate Bench of this Court, I would, in order
to save a remand, have given my findings, · on these
issues. It is, however, possible that the plaintiff may
accept my finding on the second issue and move
the learned Judge of the Small Cause Court in
accordance with the provisions of section 35 of the
Act. I do not want any expression of my opinion to
influence that 'learned Judge, and I, therefore, refrain .
from giving my findings on the other issues.
(1) (1927) 49 A~l. 375·
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before il!Ir. Justice Carr.

U ON MAUNG
Feb.

v.

20.

EBRAHIM.*
Suit by or against receiver-Leave of Court essential-Whether leave can be
granted after institution of suit-Effect of judgments passed without obtaining leave to sue.
Held, that a receiver cannot either sue or be sued without the permission of
the Cou rt ••·hich appointed him. If a Court entertains a suit or appeal arising
out of st1ch suit, without such leave, it 2cts w itqout jurisdiction. \:Vhere
permission has not b een obtained before the institution of such a suit, a Court
should stay p1·oceedings to al~ow plaintiff to app ly for such permission. In th e
present case the trial Court and the appdlate Court had p2ssed their j udgm en ts
which they h.ad no jJr isdiction to pass, and so it was too late to ap ply for
permission; ~nd the proper course was to dismiss the suit for want of leave
to sue.
.

Villa for the applicant.
Rafi for the respondent.
CARR, J .-The petitioner is the receiver appoin.t ed
by the District Court of Thaton of the assets of the
N .R.M.A. Chettyar Firm. The respondent sued
him in .the Township Court for Rs. 250 in his capacity
as receiver. The Township Court dismissed the suit
but on appeal the Di~trict Court reversed this decision
·and ·gave the plaintiff-respondent a decree as prayed.
The .petitioner applies to t.hi.s . Coutt for. revision on a
number of grounds. Of these I propose to consider .
qnly the first which, in my opm10n, is the only
admissible ground for · revision. This. ground is that
. the Courts below acte~ illegally . in . hearing the suit
·because the District . Court's leave · had not been
obtained to sue· the receiver. I think it. is now . well.
*.Civil Revision No. 227 of 1927 against the judgr:ne·nt of the District Court :
·

· of
Thaton in Civil Appeal
No .. 17 .of 1927.
.
.
~
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settled law that a receiver cannot either sue or be
sued without the the permission of the Court which
appointed him. It is admitted, in fact, by Mr. Rafi for
the respondent that that is correct. It is not necessary,
therefore, to discuss this question in detail, and it will
suffice to refer the Courts below to the notes on the
subject in Mulla's Civil Procedure Code under the
· head '' Legal consequences arising from the fact that
a receiver is an officer of the Court." No permission of the District Court to sue the receiver was,
in fact, asked for or obtained. It seems to me clear,
therefore, that in entertaining the suit the Courts
below acted without jurisdiction. This is not denied
by Mr. Rafi who suggested, however, that even at this
stage the plaintiff should be given an opportunity of
obtaining that ·permission.
There is authority for the proposition that when
permission has not been obtained before the institution of the suit the proper course is for the Court to
stay the proceedings for a sufficient time to allow the
plaintiff to apply for that permission; but I can find
no authority for the extension of that principle
to the present proceedings. The result of the defect
is that the Courts below had passed judgments in the
suit which they had in fact no jurisdiction to pass,
and, in my opinion, it is now far too late to give the
plaintiff an opportunity of obtaining the p~rmission
which he ought to have obtained before in~tittiting
his suit at all. But I note .that the objection was
not taken in either of the Courts below and in view
of that fact I shall not allow costs in the case to
either party. I set aside the judgment ·and decree
of the District Court and dismiss the . plaintiff's ·sU:it
.as not ·maintainable for wan~ of · the permission of the
District Court to sue the receiver. Each party .will
·bear his own costs in all· Courts.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

C.A.M.K.R.. CHETTIAR
Mar.

v.

12.

MA KYAW

AND OTHERS.*

Possession by usufructuary mortgagee-Plea of subsequent sale in satisfaction
of mortgage debt without registered instrument, whether valid defence in suit
for redemption.
Held, that a defendant who was put into possession of the property a:s
mortgagee may plead, by way of defence to suit for redemption, that the
mortgagor subsequently agreed to sell the property to him in satisfaction of the
mortgage debt, and that if he proves that his present possession is of that of a .
purchaser in possession without a· registered conveyance, he is entitled to
succeed.
l'vfa Ma E v. Maung Tun, 2 Ran. 479; Ma Pyone v. Ma U, Special Civil
Second Appeal 89 of 1923; Maung Myat Tha Zan v . .J.V!a Dun, z R~. 285 ;
Maung Ok Kyi. v. Ma Pu, 4 Ran. 368; jVfaung Shwe Hmon v . Maung Tha Byaw,
I I L.B.R. 462 ; lv!ohamed lv!usa v. Aghore Kumar, 42 Cal. 8o1; Po Sin v. Ma
Nyein ,Civil First Appeal 306 of 1926; Po Thin v. Tha Hnaw, Special Civil
Second Appeal 104 of 1927-referred to.

Ma Shwe Kin v. Ka Hoe, Civil Second Appeal 308 of 1923; M·yat Tun
_Aung v. Maung Lu Pu, 3 Ran. 243-dissentedfrom.

Doctor and Ganguli for the appellant.
Thein Maung for the respondent.

MAUNG BA, J.- This appeal under section 1~, Letters .
Patent, is the outcome of a declaratory suit under
Order XXI, rule 63 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The appellant C.A.M.K. Chettiar firm obtained
a siinple money decree against one. Ma Pwa SaiD:g
and · in execution of that decree attached the suit
paddy land.
.
: The 1st respondent Ma Kyaw and her husband,
Maung Nyo, since deceased, objected to the attach...
ment and they ·succeeded in removing it. '
.'* Letters

Patent Appeal No. 92 of Hj27.
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The Chettiar firm brought the declaratory suit in
the Township Court of Lewe for a declaration that the
land was liable to be atached in execution of its
.decree against Ma Pwa Saing.
During the trial of that suit it transpired that Ma Pwa
Saing had at first mortgaged the land with possesswn
to Ma Kyaw and her husband, Maung Nyo, by a
registered deed and had later sold it outright to the
mortgagees by a pyatpaing and without any registered
instrument. In the trial Court it was contended on
behalf of the Chettiar firm that no oral evidence was
admissible to prove the sale and in support of that
-contention the case of Maung Myat Tun Aung
and one v.· Maung Lu Pu (1) was cited. The Township
Judge considered that that case was not applicable but
that the case applicable was that of Maung Myat Tha
Zan and two v. Ma Dun and one (2) and that oral
evidence was admissible. On the evidence he found
that Ma K yaw and her ·husband were absolute owners
·of the suit land and dismissed the declaratory suit.
The . Chettiar firm appealed to the District Court
<Of Pyinmana and · the learned District Judge disagreed
with the Township Judge and, holding that Maung
Myat Tun Aung's case applied, gave the Chettiar
:firm the declaration sought for. From that decree
Ma Kyaw and her husband came up to this Court
in Second Appeal.
The learned Judge who heard that appeal observed
that Maung Myat Tun Aung's case had been overruled
by tb:e case of Maung Ok Kyi and four v. Maung
Pu and two- (3) and further that the case under
consideration was parallel with that decided in , Ma
Ma·.. E and ·two v. Maung · Tun (4). · He held that
oral evidence was admissible and that Ma Kyaw and
(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 243·
(2) (1924) 3 Ran. 285.

(3) (1926) 4 Ran. 368.
(4) (1924) 2 Ran. 479·

C.A.M.K.R.
CHBTriAR

v.

MA KYAW

AND
OTHERS.
MAUNGBA,

J.
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her husband, Maung Nyo, were entitled to continue in
possession under the contr~ct of sale. He accordingly
set asid~ the decree of t~:e District Court and restored
that of the Township Court.
The Chettiar firm then applied to the learned
Judge for a certificate that their case was a fit one
for further appeal under the Letters Patent and the
learned Judge granted them leave.
As there has been a · difference of opinion regarding
the · applicability or otherwise of the rulings above
cited, it becomes necessary to examine the trend of
judicial opinion on this point.
T he earliest case appears to be that of Maung
Shwe Hmon and two v. Maung Tha Byaw and one
(1) decided in 1922 by Pratt, J. A simple mortgagee
was put into possession of the mortgaged land under
·an invalid· sale as there was no registered i.n strument.
In the suit by the mortgagors for · redemption the
learned Judge refused to allow redemption on the
ground that the mortgagors could · not be allowed to
take advantage of their failure to give a conveyance,
because to give them a ~·aecree would be in effect to
assist them in perpetrating a fraud on the vendee.
The learned Judge cited with approval the case of
Venkatesh Damodar v. Mallappa Bhimpapa (2),
where it was held that, when the plaintiff agreed to
sell certain property to the defendapts who were
already in possession · and the defendants paid up the
purchase money but omitted to take a registered
conveyance, the plaintiff was not entitled to recover
possession even though the · right to obtain ·specifje
performance of the agreement to sell had become
time-barred. In this Indian case it may be noted
that ·the defendants ·were already i~ possession when
the alleged sale took place.
(t) (1~22)

It

L.B.R. 462.

(2) ..(1921) 46 Bom. 722.
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In 1923 Duckworth, J ., dealt with a similar case,
viz., Special Civil Second Appeal No. 89 of 1923 Ma C.A.M.K.R.
C:BEITIAR
Pyone and two others v. M a U and two others where
v.
MA KYAW
the mortgagees resisted a suit for redemption relying
AND
OTHERS.
upon an invalid sale. The learned Judge recognised
the validity of a plea of possession under a contract
of sale.
In 1924 the same principle was adopted by a
full Bench of five Judges in the case of Maung
Myat Tha Zan and two v. Ma Dun and one (1). The
Bench held: "It is a valid defence that the defendant was given possession of the property by the legal
owner in a transaction which purported to be a sale
and which would be a sale but for the fact that no
registered instrument was executed as required by
s·ection 54 of the Transfer of Property Act.
Three months later Duckworth, J, dealt with· a
case, Ma Ma E and two .v. Maung Tun (2), where
the mortgage with possession was followed by an
invalid sale. The learned Judge followed Maung Shwe
Hmon's case as well as Venkatesh Domodar's case
and decided that the plaintiff could not be allowed
to take advantage of his omission to give a registered
conveyance and that the defendants were entitled to
retain possession.
A fortnight later Carr, J., disposed of a similar
case, namely Ma· Shwe Kin v. Ka Hoe and one in
Civil Second Appeal No. 308 of 1923. _ There is also a
mortgage with possession was followed by an invalid sale.
He came to an opposite decision and allowed redemption.
He did not follow Maung Myat Tha Zan's case
and observed that to apply the doctrine of part
performance laid down in that case it was essential
that · possession rriust · have been given ·under ·a
contract of sale and should be referable to no other title.
(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 285.

18 .

.

(2) (1924) 2 Ran. 47?·
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In 1925 Lentaigne, J., in the case of Myat Tun
C.A.M.K.R. Aung and one v. Maung Lu Pu (1), dealt with a
c~rAR simple mortgage followed by an invalid sale. The
~A~;Aw learned Judge held that the possession by a mortgagee
oTHERS.
being ordinarily referable to his mortgage or to his
MAuNe BA, influence over the mortgagee by reason of such mortJ.
gage, the possession in the present case could not be
~elied upon as part performance of an agreement to sell.
He further held . that the mortgage being by a
registered deed, evidence of a subsequent oral
agreement of sale would be inadmissible under section
92 (4) of the Evidence Act.
In 1926 a Full Bench of four Judges dealt with
a similar case, namely a case where a simple
mortgage was alleged to have been converted into a
sale without any registered·. deed. The Bench held
that the invalid sale can be proved in equity and
as a shield. It overruled Myat Tun Aung's case
decided by Lentaigne, J.
. .The above Full Bench dealt with a s.imple
mortgage and not with a mortgage with . possession
as in the present case. As regards a mortgage with
possession we have cited two single Judge cases
nam~ly Ma Ma E's case decided by Duckworth, J.,
an_d Ma Shwe Kin's case decided by Carr, J. Those
two cases were decided . in the same month with an
interval of about a fortnight and curiously enough
they were contrary to each other. One . of them
recognises the validity of plea of possession under
a contract of sale while the other refuses to re_cognise
such pie~. Of these two opposite .views we with
due r_espect to our learned brother Carr disagree with .
.his view.
~ . I i · will . be seen that the decisions rec~gnising
the validity .o f ·such plea ·. are based on considerati~n
19'28

(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 243•
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of equity, part performance, prevention of fraud and
the fiduciary aspect of the vendor's pos1t10n. It
seems immaterial whether or not any change in
actual possession took place at the time of sale. As
regards the doctrine of part performance their Lordships of the Privy Council in Mohamed Musa v. Aghore
Kumar Ganguli (1 ), observed that the acts relied
on must be unequivocably referable to the contract
and productive of alteration of circumstances, loss or
inconvenience though not irretrievable.
The plea in the. present case was that the
possession of a mortgagee ha:d been converted into
. that of a vendee under a contract of sale. · Applying
the above principle we hold that oral evidence can
be offered of facts which are referable to the contract
of sale and productive of a change in the nature of
possession. We do not think that it is correct to
say that to apply the doctrine .of part performan:.:e
possession must have been given under the contract
of sale, and can be referable to no other title. This
being our view the decision now appealed against
must be considered to be correct. Th~ mortgagees
could continue in possession under the subsequent
contract of sale. This appeal must therefore fail and
it is dismissed with costs.
HEALD,

J.--I agree and would add a reference to

two more recent cases in which a similar view has
been taken. Those cases are Po Sin v. Ma Nyeiti
(2), which was decided by a Bench and Po Thin v.
Tha Hnaw (3), which was decided by a single Judge~

.*

*

(1) (1914) 42 Cal. Sox.
(.2) (I,g z8) 6·Ran. a:j6..

•.

*

{3) Special Civil Second Appeal
.No. ~<>4 of 1927. ·

1928

C.A.M.K.R.

CH~rAR
MA~Aw
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The judgment of Mr. Justice Heald with Mr. Justice
Darwood, in Maung Po Sin and one v. Ma Nyein
and six * referred to in the above judgement is as follows:1927

Aug. ro • .·

HEALD and DARWOOD, JJ.-The 1st respondent
is the widow and the rest of the respondents are
the children of one Maung Kin. Their case was
that about the year 1900 or 1901 the 1st respondent
and her husband Mating Kin mortgaged the land
in suit with possession to one Maung Tun and his.
wife Ma Hlaing for Rs. 600, that that mortgage was
still· subsisting, and that they were entitled to redeem
the land, which they now value at Rs. 8,000, for
·Rs. 600 from appellants who are in possession as
representatives of the original mortgagees, now
deceased.
The defence was that the transaction, which took
place in 1907 and not in 1900 or 1901, was a sale
and· not a mortgage, but when the first appellant
gave evidence he said that Maung Tun, who was
his father-in-law had told him that he had first
received the land in mortgage and then got it by
outright sale for Rs. 600 the sale being duly reported
to the Revenue authorities.
. The lower Court held that because the alleged
sale· took place after. 1905, when the Transfer of
Property Act cain~ into fore~ in Lower Burma, it
could not be proved and that because the 1st .appellant adnutted the original mortgage respondents
were entitled to a . decree for redemption . for
Rs. 600.
Appellants appear ·· and it .seems clear that the
learned Judge in the lower Court was not familiar
with the r1.1lings ·of this Court in the cases of 0~
I

" Civil FirSt: Appeal No. 306 of ~9:z6.
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Kyi v. Ma Pu (1), Po CJw v. Paw Saing (2) and Myat
Tha Zan v. JV!a Dun, {3} . or with. .the ruling of the
Chief Court in the case of KMi11lPlh Khan v.
Latchmi Achi (4).
In the last of those cases it was held by a Full
Bench of the Chief Court that a defendant may
plead by way of defence to a suit for eviction by
an owner that he is i? possession under a contract
to sell and that if he can prove the contract it will.
be a valid defence however valuable the property
may· be and whether he has a registered deed of
transfer or not, or, as others of the learned Judges
put it, the defendant would have a complete answer
to the suit if he pleaded successfully that the contract
for sale had not been -terminated and that he was
ready to complete his part of it if required, since
so long as the contract subsists the owner can exercise
his rights of ownership only so far as they are consistent with his obligations under the contract. In that
case the plaintiff had agreed to sell the . land and
had given possession to the defendant. It was
assumed for the purposes of the decision that the
defendant had not paid the price and the decision
was in effect that when once the contract for sale
was established the owner's sole remedy against the
purchaser was to sue for the price and that he could
not recover the land, because the purchaser had a
right to claim specific performance of the plaintiff's
agreement to convey the land to him on his paying
the price.
.
In the case of Myat Tha Zan v. Ma Dun (3),
heirs of a person who had admittedly been owner
of the land in dispute· sued the persons who were
In possession_ of ~hat land to recover possession of
(x) (1926) 4 Ran. 368.
(z) Civil Second Appeal 299 of 1924.

(3) (1924) z -Ran. z8s.
(4) (1920) IO L.B.R. 241.
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1927

it on the strength of that owner's title. The defence
MAUNG Po
was that the owner h~d agreed to sell the land to
SIN
the defendants, had received the price, and had put
AND ONE
v.
the defendants into possession, and it was held that
MA NYEIN
AND SIX.
proof of a valid agreement for sale was a good
HEALD AND
defence to a suit for possession brought by the seller
DARWOOD,
against the purchaser in a case where owing to
JJ.
failure to execute and register an instrument there
. had been no legal conveyance of title, and where a
suit for specific performance of the agreement for
sale would not be barred by limitation.
In the two cases mentioned above there was no
question of a mortgage of the property but in the
case of Ok Kyi v. Ma Pu (1), there was a mortgage
and a subsequent · agreement for sale of the mortgaged property to the mortgagee. The mortgage in
that case was a simple mortgage and possession of
the mortgaged property was given as a result of the
agreement for sale. The Court in that case also
held that proof of the agreement for sale was a good
defence to a suit by the mortgagee to recover
·possession of the property by redemption · of the
mortgage. The learned Chief Justice however· expressly limited his decision in that case to cases
· where the mortgage was non-possessory and said
that for obvious· reason~ different considerations might
apply in the case of usufructuary mortgages.
The case of Po Cho v. Paw Saing (2) was a .
case of a . usufructuniy mortgage followed. by an
agreement for sale in favour of the mortgagees, but
part of . the consideration for the subsequent sal~
was rent for the mortgaged property which the
mortgagors had worked as tenants of the mortgagees.
·In · that case · also . it .. was held that proof of the
agreement to sell was · a good defence . to the
(r.) .(1926) 4 R~n. 368, ·

. (i) Civil Second AppeaL299 of 1924.
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1927
mortgagor's suit for redemption. A substantial portion
of the judgment in that case was cited with approval MAUNGPO
SIN
in the case of Ok Kyi v. JVla Pu (1 ), and if the AND ONE
v.
decision in that case was correct it would seem to MA NYEIN
follow that in the present case, if the alleged agree- AND SIX.
AND
ment to sell the property in suit to the mortgag~ HEALD
DARWOOD,
JJ.
was established, that agreement would be a good
defence to respondents' suit for redemption.
Appellants are admittedly in possession of the
property, but the possessory mortgage · which respondents set-up would if established explain that
possession and would put on appellants the burden
of proving the agreement for sale which they

.

~k~.

It · is necessa,ry to consider therefore (1) whether
res-p ondents established the mortgage, and if they
did establish it, ·(2) whether appellants proved the
agreement to sell.
[The evidence was as follows :-rhe respondents
gave oral evidence of the mortgage, · and of the
entry in the Revenue Register No. 1 for 1900-01.
That note stated that the land was mortgaged by
Maung Kin and Ma Nyein to M aung Tun with
possession to Maung Tun for Rs. 600. The note
was repeated in the registers till 1907-08, where a
note of sale of the ·land by Maung Kin and Ma N yein
to Maung Tun and Ma Hlaing was substituted. This
corroborated the story of the 1st ap-p ellant that his fatherin-law Maung Tun told him that he first received
the land in mortgage and .then got it by outright
sale for Rs. 600.
Appellants produced the original counterfoil of
an entry in Register No. 9 by the Circle Thugyi
dated 12th February 1907 that the land was sold
by Maung Kin to Maung T~n and his wife for
(1) (1926) 4 Ran. 368.
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Rs. 600 and that the transfer was reported by both
parties. They also produced a certified copy of the
entry as to the sale in Register No. 5, the official
register of transfers of land, and an extract from
Register No. 1, showing mutation of names. An eye
witness corroborated the report entered in Register
No.9.]
It is perfectly clear on the evidence that Po Kin
sold the land to Maung Tun and Ma Hlaing outright
in 1907, and that the mortgage set up by the respond. ents came to an end at that time. It is true that
there was no transfer of the legal title at that time
because there was no · registered deed, but on the
rulings cited above the agreement to sell would be
a good defence to respondents' suit . for redemption,
and apart from those rulings it seems clear that
appellants' possession has been adverse to respondents for much more than 12 years and that they
have acquired title as against respondents by
· prescription.
The judgment and decree of the lower. . Court
must therefore ~e set aside and the respondents' suit
must be dismissed with costs for appellants in both
Courts.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and ]}1r.. Justice Brown.

SPECIAL COLLECTOR OF RANGOON

1927

v.

June 22.

KO ZI NA

AND OTHERS.*

Court Fees Act (VII of 1870), s. 8 ; Art. 1 of First Schedule; Art. 17 (iv) of Second
Schedule-Court-fee on appeal by Gov~rnment against award by Court under
Land Acquisition Act.

Held, that an appeal by Government against an award of a District Court
under the Land Acquisition Act is taxable under s. 8 of the Court Fees Act or
·else under Art. x of the F irst Schedule of the Act. Art. 17 (iv) of the Second
Schedule of the Act does not apply in such a case. Kasturi Chetty v . D eputy
Collector, Bellary, :zr Mad. :z6()-'Yeferred to.
Secretary of State for India v. Basan Singh, (1913) P.R. Civil No. 57-dis.sentedfrom.

Gaunt (Assistant Government Advocate)
appellant.

for

the

Christopher for the respondents.

C.J., and BROWN, J.-These appeals
have been filed by the Collector against an award
by a District ·Court under the Land Acquisition Act,
and the question now for decision is what is the
correct court-fee to pay on this appeal. It is contended on behalf of the Collector that the fee required
is. one of Rs. 10 only, under the provisions of the
Second Schedule to the Court Fees Act, item 17 (iv).
It was held in the case of Kasturi Chetty v. Deputy
Collector, . Bellary (1), that an appeal in such a case
by the claimant was taxable under section 8 of the
Act, and that Article 17 (iv) of the Second Schedule
was · not applicable. It is however contended that
although a claimant in an .appeal from an award by
RuTLEDGE,

• Civil First Appeals Nos. 179 to 190 of 1926.
(x) (1886) 21 M~d. 269.
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a Collector is bound to pay court-fee ad valorem
under the provisions · of·:"'s ection 8 of the Court Fees
Act, that section does not apply to an appeal on
v.
Ko ZrNA behalf of the Crown. The ~ection lays down that " the
AND OTHERS.
amount of fee payable .
on a m emoRUTLEDGE,
randum of appeal against an order relating to compenC.J. AND
sation under any Act for the time being in force for
BROWN, J.
the acquisition of land for public purposes shall be
computed according to the difference between the
amount awarded and tbe amount claimed by the
appellant.'' When the person who~e land is being
acquired is the appellant there is no difficulty in
applying the provisions of this section. But when
the appeal is filed by the Crown difficulties arise.
The Crown is not a claimant and it is impossible
therefore to compute the court-fee according to the
difference between the .a mount awarded and the
amount claimed by the appellant without a straining
of the m eaning of the · words. But according to the
first part of the section its provisions apply to all
appeals in such cases whoever may have filed the
appeal. That being the ·case it does not seem to us
unreasonable to hold that in the case of an appeal
by the Crown the words " the amount claimed by
the appellant " mean " the amount the appellant
chtims should have been awarded." That is certainly
not the natural meaning of the words, but if the
section does apply to the case of an appeal by the
Crown, then it appears to us the only possible
Interpretation of the closing words of the section in
such a case. And ·the. section quite clearly · purports
to apply to all appeals against an or~er relating to
compensation whoever the appellant may he.
: In our opinion how~ver it is not a matter of·
great moment ~hether in dealing with an appeal by
·the Crown we have to. disregard the opening. sentence ·

SPECIAL
C oLLECTOR
OF RANGOON

VoL. VI]
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of section 8 or to put a forced construction on the
closing words of the section. In our opinion if
section 8 does not apply to the case then the matter
comes within the scope of Article 1 · of the First
Schedule of the Court Fees Act. That Article is
applicable unless the case is otherwise provided for.
If section 8 does not apply then it is contended that
this is a case of an appeal in a suit to set aside an
award and the appeal is therefore taxable under the
provisions of Article 17 (iv) of the Second Schedule.
This was the view taken by the Chief Court of the
Punjab in the case of Secretary of State for India·
v. Basan Singh and others (1). But no reasons were
given in that case for the decision on that point.
Article 17 (iv) prescribes the court-fee as ten rupees
on a " plaint or memorandum of appeal in each of
the following suits .
(iv) to set aside an award".
The Article is therefore properly applicable to the:
present case if the proceedings in the· District Court
can be regarded as a " suit to set aside an award".
The District Court proceedings certainly have
reference to an award, but that is clearly not
sufficient to bring them within the scope of the·
Article. Section 18 of the Land Acquisition Act
lays down that " any person who has not accepted
the award (of the Collector) may be written application to the Collector require that the matter be·
referred by the Collector for the determination
of the Court," and thereupon the Collector is bound
to make the · required reference. The proceedings
are thus instituted on reference by the Collector..
They are not initiated by a plaint, and are not in
the strict' sense of the word a suit at aU.. Still
less · does· it seem to us possible· to. hold· . th~
· (x) Punjab Reeord, Civil, 1913, No. 57·

i927
SPECIAL
CoLLECTOR
OF RANGOON:

v.
Ko ZI NA
AND

OTHERS.

RUTLEDGE,
C.J.' Al-.TD
BROWN,
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proceedings to be a suit to set aside an award.
SPEciAL
It is true that the matter for the consideration of
·COLLECTOR
h c
. h
.
.
·oF RANGooN t e
ourt In t e proceedings IS an award by the
·Ko z'x NA
Collector and that if the Court interferes then the
..<\ND oTHERS. original
award ceases to have any effect. But if
R u TLE DGE,
the setting aside of the award can be properly
.i~~;;~]. described as an object of the reference at all it is
·only a very small part of what is desired in such
-a reference. No one in such proceedings asks to
be put back into the same position as he would
bave been in had there been no award. It is
,quite clear that the object of the proceedings is
to have an award from the Court instead of an
award from the Collector. When matters in dispute
·between parties are by agreement referred to
:arbitrators, and the arbitrators make an award, it
is open to a party considering himself aggrieved
to file a suit to set aside that award, and in · such
a suit the Court has one point and one point
only before it for decision, whether the award
should be set aside. It has no power to make a
different award from the award of the arbitrators.
Such a suit is hardly capable of valuation and the
suit would quite clearly come within· the scope of
Article 17 (iv). In proceedings under the Land
Acquisition Act the Court is not asked simply to
:avoid the award of the Collector.· The Court is
-asked to take the place of the Collector and it-seif to make an award and an appeal from a Court's
·order is clearly valuable at the amount by which
the appellant . wishes the sum awarded· to be in-creased or reduced. We are therefore of opinion
-that proceedings before the Court . on a reference
·by the Collec~~r under the provisions of section
19 of the Land Acquisition Act . cannot be described ·
:as a suit to · set a$ide an award within the meam~g
1 2

9 7.
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of the provisions of Article 17 (iv) of the Second
1927
Schedule of the Court Fees Act.
SPECIAL
0
It follows that if section 8 of the Court Fees 0; ~~~~
Act is not applicable, the provisions of Article 1 Ko ~~ NA
of the First Schedule must be applied, and the AND oTHERS
result will be the same in either case.
RuTLEDGE.
vVe find that court-fees are payable in these anBC.J.,
ANI)
J
·.r:
ROWN
peals ad valorem on the difference between the sum
awarded by the Court and the sum which the
appellant now claims should have been awarded.
1

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

AHM ED RAHMAN

AND FOUR OTHERS

v.
A.L.A.R. CHETTIAR

FIRM. *

Court-fee on appeal from order passing final decree for sale in mortgage suitAdjustment of preliminary mortgage decree not an adjustment of suit within
the meaning of 0. 23 r. 3 of Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 19o8)- Ejfect of
non-certification under 0. 21, r. 2-0. 34, r. 5·
Held, that where an appeal is preferred against an order which is an order
for a final decree for sale in a mortgage suit, such appeal must be against the
final decree itself and not against the order as an order, and consequently the
appeal must be stamped ad valorem.
Where a mortgage decree-holder applies for a final decree for sale of the
mortgaged property and the judgment-debtor urges that the decree-holder had
allowed him an extension of time for payment, held, that such an agreement
would amountl_to an adjustment of the preliminary decree andcould not be
recognized by the Court that is bound to pass the final decree for sale in terms
of the preliminary decree, unless the adjustment was certified to the Court
under Order 21, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code within the prescribed time.
.The alleged agreement cannot be regarded as an adjustment of a suit within
the meaning of Order 23, rule 3, of the Civil Procedure Code.
Bajrangi Lal v. Mahabir, 35 All. 476; Jankibai v. Chimna, 22 Bom. L.R.
81 x-followed.

Krishnaswamy for the appellants.
*Civil First Appeal No .. 330 of
No. 1 of 1928.
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and 1\tiAUNG BA, JJ .-Respondent sued
-appellants to recover Rs. 16,141-2 due on a mortgage,
and by consent was given a preliminary mortgage decree
for that amount with costs, ~ubject to a condition that if
appellants should pay the sum of Rs. 66,500 with interest
thereon at one per cent. per mensem in two instalments,
namely one of Rs. 20,000 with interest thereon to be paid
on or before the 15th of March 1927, and one of
Rs. 46,500 with interest thereon to be paid on or before
the 31st of May 1927, respondent would accept that sum
in full satisfaction of all his claims against appellants.
On the 18th of July 1927 respondent filed an appli- .
cation alleging that he has received from appellants
·only the sum of Rs. 28,400 and he asked for a final
mortgage decree for sale of the mortgaged properties to
:recover the balance of the mortgage money.
On the 7th October appellants filed an objection to
that application in which they alleged that ·o n the 18th
.'<>f May respondent. had agreed to extend the time for ·
payment of the balance of the money, which was
payable under the agreement embodied in the consent
·decree, from the 31st of May 1927 to the 31st January
1928.
Respondent denied the alleged agreement to extend
the time and said that even if such an agreement had
been made the Court could not recognise it because
.appellants were barred by limitation from applying to
have it recorded as certified.
The Court accepted the view that it · could not
r ecognise the adjustment because no applica#on to have
:it recorded had been made within the time .limited by
law, and gave respondent a final decree for -sale. of the
·mortgaged properties to recover the ·balance of the
mortgage money as stated by · respondent.
Appellants.· claim to be entitled to appeal against the ·
lower .Court's order giving respon<;lent a final ._deeree for
HEALD

..
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sale as if it were an order in execution, but it seems
dear that it was not in fact an order in execution but AHMED
RAHMAN
was a judgment in the mortgage suit, and that if AND FOUR
appellants desire to appeal they must appeal against the OTHERS
v.
A.L.A.R.
final decree for sale of the mortgaged property, and CHETTYAR
FIRM
must stamp their appeal ad valorem. This is the view
taken in the Full Bench case of Bajrangi La! v.
HEALD
AND
Mahahir Kunwar (1), which was followed by the i\t!AUNG
BA,
JJ.
learned Chief Justice of Bombay in the case of Jankibai
v. Chirnna (2) and we accept it.
We therefore hold that before the appeal can be
heard it must be stamped ad valorem and we give the
appellants 20 days within which to supply the deficient
·stamps.
[Appellants applied for a review. Their Lordships
gave judgment as follows:-]

and MAUNG BA, JJ .-Respondent holds a
preliminary mortgage decree against applicants, made in
a suit for the recovery of his mortgage money by sale of
the mortgaged property. That decree was made by
consent and at the time when it was made it was · agreed
between the parties that on applicants' paying to
respondent a certain sum by the 31st of May 1927, that
i:s within the time -allowed in the decree for payment of
·the mortgage money or of the amount payable under·
the agreement, respondent would accept that sum in full
·satisfaction ·not only of the mortgage debt but also of all
his claims against applicants. That -agreement was by
consent embodied in the decree.
Applicants made certain payments but admittedly
did not pay the full amount mentioned in the agreement
the full amount of the ·mortgage debt.
On the 18th of July 1927 resp·o ndent . applied for ~
:final decree for sale · of the mortgaged · properties.
HEALD

-of

· (J:) (1913) ·3s All. 476:

(7:) ·:tz

Born. L'.R. 81 x:
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Applicants objected to the making of a final decree on
AHMED
the ground that before. the expiry of the time fixed in
RAHMAN
the preliminary decree respondent had agreed to allow
AND FOUR
OTHERS
them an extension of time for payment of the full
v.
A.L.A.R. amount mentioned in the agreement up to the 31st oi
CHETTYAR
FIRM
January 1928.
The lower Court said that the alleged agreemen
HEALD
AND
MAUNGBA, would amount to an adjustment of the preliminary
JJ.
decree and could not be recognised by the Court
because applicants had not applied within the period
of limitation to have it recorded as certified. The Court
ac~ordingly granted respondent a final decree for sale
of the mortgaged properties.
Applicants appealed to this Court, and their appeal
was described as an appeal under section 96 (1) read
with sections 47 and 2 (2) of the Code, that is as an
appeal against an order made in execution proceedings.
It was heard as such an appeal and we said that it was
not an appeal against an order in execution but ·was an
appeal against an order in the suit, and that since the
order against which applicants desired to appeal was an
order for a final decree for sale on which a final decr~e
for sale had actually been made, appellants must appeal
against the final decree and could not be allowed to
appeal against the order as an order. We accordingly
allowed applicants 20 days within which to stamp their
appeal as an appeal against the decree.
Applicants now ask us to review our judgment on
the ground that their application was in fact an application made under the provisions of Order 23, rule 3
and that Order 43, rule 1 (m) expressly allows an appeal
from an order passed on such an application.
The orders dealing with the adjustment of suits and
the adjustment of decrees .are . Order 23, rule 3 and
Order 21, rule 2 respectively . . Mortgage ·suits are
anomalous because
decrees
are. ·m ade
.
.
. in them at various
1928

~!1·· ~·
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stages and proceedings in the suit are not necessarily
terminated by the making either of the preliminary AHMED
RAHMAN
decree or of the final decree for sale. Applications in AND FOUR
the suit can therefore be made after the passing of the OTHERS
v.
preliminary decree or of the final decree for sale and CA.L.A.R.
HETTYAR
FIRM
are of course commonly so made.
The question which now arises is whether appliHEALD
AND
cants' application was in fact an application which could MAUNGBA,
JJ.
p~ly be made in the suit as an objection to the
passing of a final decree for sale in accordance with
the~ terms of the preliminary decree,· or was in effect
an· application for the recognition of an adjustment of
dfe preliminary decree~
"The application alleged that on or about the 18th of
May respondent agreed to accept, as payment under the
agreement which was embodied in the decree, a paym ent of the money ·in. full if such payment should be
made by the 31st of January 1928. The date fixed for
payment in the decree was the 31st · of May and the
alleged agreement if recognised by the Court would
have the effect of substituting the 31st of January 1928
for the 31st of May 1927 in the decree. There is no
provision in Order 34, . rule 5, under which the decree
was made, giving the Court power to extend the time
for payment, and it follows that, so far as the Court was
concerned, unless the preliminary decree had been
adjusted, as it could of course have been, under Order
21, rule 2, respondent was entitled on application made
after the 31st of May 1927 to a final decree for sale.
The position would seem to be that because applicants
had failed to have. the alleged adjustment of the preliminary decree recorded as .certified within the period
of limitation, the ~ourt was debarred from recognising
it and was bound to regard the preliminary decree as
in full force and to . pass the final decree for sale m ·
accordance therewith on respondenes application.

19
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The Court was of course entitled to consider appliAHMED
cants' objection to the making of a final decree, if it was
RAHMAN
an objection which could be ente.t;tained on the basis
AND FOUR
OTHERS
that the preliminary decree was still in force, but it
v.
A.L.A.R.
seems to us that the objection which applicants actually
CHETTYAR
FIRM
took was not an objection of that nature, but was an
objection that by agreement between the parties the
HEALD
AND
terms of the preliminary decree had been altered,
MAUNGBA,
JJ.
and that such an agreement could not be . considered
unless it had been recorded as certified under the
provisions of Order 21, rule 2. We do not think that
the alleged agreement could be regarded as an
adjustment of the suit within the meaning of Order 23,
rule 3. It was merely an agreement to extend the. time
given by the preliminary decree and in our opinion,
since the proper steps had not been taken to have that
adjustment of· the decree recorded as certified . by. the
Court, it could not be considere4 as an objection to the
passing of the final decree for sale.
We therefore see no reason to review our judgment
and we reject the application for r~view.
.,... ·
We may note that in view of our opinion that the
applicants' objection was not an objection which could
properly be considered by the Court as an objection to
· the passing of the final decree, applicants will probably
be well advised not to prosecute their appeal further.
The . interim order for stay of sale made in these
proceedings is hereby withdrawn.
I928
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
B tfore J.fr. Justice Chari.

lVIOHAl\1l\1ED ABDUL KADER
v.
FINLAY, FLEMING & Co.*
Specific R elief Act (I of rS87), s. 42- Declaratory relief stri~tly a creation of
statute-Nature of proprietary right-Negative declaration-DiscretiOnary
nature of remedy-Party not be restricted in the choice of remedies open
to him.
Plaintiff sued the defendants for a declaration that he was entitled to
use and import in Burma check longyis with the Crown or "Taj " mark
attached thereto, and that that mark did not constitute an infrigement of
the d efendants' Fez or "Topee" mark. Previous to the institution of this
suit, defendants had field a complaint in respect of the trad e-mark, against
the plaintiff in a Criminal Court, which was pending.
H eld, that the Court has jurisdiction to grant a declaratory relief only
in cases which conform strictly with the provisions of s. 42 of the Specific
Relief Act. The right to property referred to in the section rs a person's
individual right in a particular property and not a general right which he
possesses in common with other persons. Plaintiff did not require a declaration
for selling any kind of goods he liked. He was not complaining of any infringement of his own trade-mark, but wanted a negative declaration that he was
not infringing some other persons' trade-mark. S. 42 of the Act was not
intended for such a ·p urpose. Even if such a suit lies the remedy was discretionary and the Court would refuse it as the object of the plaintiff was to prevent
discretionary and the Court would refuse it as the object of the plaintiff
was to prevent the defendants from pursuing according to their choice their
criminal remedy.

Deokali v. Kadernath, 39 Cal. 704; K.R.M.A. firm v . Maung Po Thein
4 Ran. zz-7eferred to.

Patker for the plaintiff.
McDonnell for the defendants.

CHARI; J.- The plaintiff files this suit for a decla.ration . that he is entitled to use and import in
Burma check longyis with the Crown or " Taj " mark
attached thereto, and that that mark does· not .
constitute ·an infringement of"·the defendants' Fez :0 r
" Topee" mark.
•• Civil Regular Suit No. 559 of 1927 . .

1928

Feb. x.
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The case has come up before me for decision
on a preliminary point whether the present suit for
MOHAMED
ABDUL
a declaration lies, and whether the Court should not,
KADER
v.
in the exercise of its discretion, refuse to grant the
FINLAY,
FLEMING & declaration asked for.
Co.
It is admitted that the defendant filed a complaint
CHARI, J.
against the plaintiff in the Magistrate's Court on the
lOth November, 1927, in respect of the alleged
infringement of his trade-mark. After appearance by
the accused before the Magistrate, the plaintiff on ..
the 14th of November, 1927, filed the present suit
for a declaration as stated above.
It is contended by the defendants in this suit,
Messrs. Finlay, & Fleming Company, that the ·object
of the filing of this suit was to get an adjudication
.on the matters already before the Magistrate; that
a decision of this Court cannot be binding on the
Magistrate, who is bound to proceed with · the
criminal case and come to an independent finding
on the guilt of the .accused; and that the declaration
sought would, therefore, be useless for the purpose
for which it is asked.
The plaintiff does not in his plaint in the present
suit say a word about the criminal complaint. There
can· be no doubt, however, that his object is to get
·a n adjudication in this Court on the point involved
in the complaint. There is noting wrong . in his
anxiety to get an adjudication from this Court
which, though it may not be binding on him, would
carry great weight · with the Magistrate. The
authorities cited .. by the learned . advocate for the .
defendants ~re :- (i) Indian ~aw Reports, XLVIII
Allahabad, 88 and . (ii) Indian Law Reports, XLVII
Allahabad, · 904. ·.
They were cited£.as supporting the proposition
that a Civif Court shoutd not grant a . declaration in .
1928
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respect of a matter which is actually before another
Court and over which that Court has jurisdiction,
but they are cases in which the other Court was
a specially constituted tribunal having ex~usive
jurisdiction of the matter. These rulings were not
intended to lay down any principle of genetal
application.
The very object of a declaratory suit is to enable
the decree in that suit to be used in future litigation
between the parties in the same or another Court.
It is for this reason that a plaintiff is enabled by a
special provision of the Statute to obtain a decree
which by its nature is inexecutable.
The learned advocate also cites a case reported
in Indian Law Reports, · XXIII, Calcutta, page 610,
as an authority that the decision of this Court will
not bind the Criminal Court. The learned advocate
for the plaintiff contends that whether this is so or
not is immaterial, as, if the : plaintiff is entitled to the
remedy he seeks, and if he properly moves a Court.
having jurisdiction, the .pendency of a criminal case
is no ground for refusing him the relief to which.
he is in law ·entitled.
·
The fact that the learned Magistrate thought £t
to stay proceedings in the criminal case pending ~he
civil case is an entirely accidental circumstance. It
is a . matter entirely within his .discretion, ·and he
exercised that · discre~ion, and in my opinion rightly~
by staying proceedings in his own Court pending the
decision of this Court.
Thus, though the contention as put forwa~d by
the learne~ . advocate · for .the _d efendants is capable.
of refutation in the ·m anner above indicated, the
underlying idea, if applied in another way, does
furnish a sttong argument .· in favour of .the defendants~
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Before dealing with this point, I shall first consider whether a suit for the declaratory reliefs claimed
does lie. It has been held by Sir Benjamin Heald
KAnER
'V.
and myself in K.K.M.A. Firm v. Maung Po Thein .
FINLAY,
FLEMING &
(1), that relief by way of a declaratory decree is a
Co.
creation of Statute. The Court has jurisdiction to
CHARI, J.
grant that relief only in cases which conform strictly
with the provisions of section 42 of the Specific
Relief Act. In my opinion the Court has no inherent
jurisdiction to grant any kind of a declaratory relief.
Section 42 of the Specific Relief Act enacts that
any person entitled to a legal character or right to
property may institute a suit against any person
denying or interested to deny his title to such character
or right. No statutory provision is more liable to
abuse than section 42 of the Specific Relief Act.
Att~mpts are so constantly made to induce the
Courts ·to · apply that section for purposes for · which
it was never intended that the note of warning
s:>unded by Sir Lawrence Jenkins in the case of
Deokali v. Kedarnath (2), is not uncalled for and
should always be bor~e in. mind by Courts in
granting relief under that section.
· The Court in which a declaratory suit · is filed
must not b~ misled by mere forms, but must look
through the form at the real substance of the plaintiff's
claim and, after careful scrutiny, must satisfy itself
that the ·reliefs claimed are such as are contemplated
and. provided for by ·section 42 of the Act.
In the Calcutta case the learned Judge analysed
the ·reliefs sought and showed ho\:V they did not
conform ·with the provisions of section 42, .and an
analysis of the r~liefs sought in . this . case . leads to a
similar · result~ · These· reliefs do not obviously . affect
any· legal character of the ·plaintiff, ·and · the· plaintiff
MoHAMED
ABDUL

(x) {1926) 4 Ran .. 22.

(2) (1912) 39 Cal. 704:
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cannot maintain ~?suit
unless ~:·.. 1-'31"e concerned
.. ,.
with some right r~~ to properif?:: The right to MOHAt-..rED
ABDUL
property refer~~~~~-;1n !!~on 42 : :~f'i~ plaintiff's KADER
individual ri~:·ift a pattienlar pr~~lt~ not a FlNL"AY,
&
general right -- · •dl he posSesses in·~~~.ri ·with all FLEMING
Co.
or some of ·
Dow citizens.
CHARI, J.
The plai.
in this suit asks first that he is
entitled to ~~' and import in Burma check longyis
with the pjcbire of a Crown or " Taj " mark. He
does not .base this claim on any individual right of his.
He is, of :course, entitled to import any kind of goods
and sell ~the same so long as he does not infringe the
rights .of others. No declaration is necessary for this
purpose, ··and . a declaration of this kind is ·o f the
same character as if a person moves a Court for a
declaration that he is entitled to walk on the footpath.
The second prayer is one to the effect that the
plaintiff's "CI,"own" or "Taj " mark does not constitute an infringement on the defendants' "Topee "
or " Fez " mark.
·
Now, what · is the meaning of this relief and
what does the plaintiff really want ? He does ·n ot
complain of any infringement of his trade-mark but
wants a declaration ·that he (the plaintiff), is not
infringing on the trade-mark of some other person,
(the defendants). The plaintiff, in effect, asks for a
declaration that in any suit the defendants may file,
they (the defendants) are not entitled to succeed. It is
as if a person~ ~ithout claiming any right himself,
seeks a ·declaration that he is not committing trespass
on · the hind of someone else. Section 42 was · not
intended for such a purpose.
I am; therefore, .of opinion that the . reliefs sought
by the plaintiff are not reliefs .contemplated by section .
42 of the Specific Relief Act, and that, therefore, the ·
suit does not. lie;
:, ..... · ·
· ·' ·
· ~··

~

'() .
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Turning now to the argument of the learned·
MOHAMED
advocate for the defendants, should the Court in this
ABDUL
case grant a declaratory relief ? The grant of such a ·
KADER
v.
relief is in the descretion of the Court and~ even if
FINLAY,
FLEMING &
a suit did lie, the Court may, for good reasons,
Co.
refuse to grant relief. In my opinion this is a case
CHARI, J.
in which the Court, in the exercise of its discretion,
should refuse to enquire into the allegations of the
plaintiff. My reasons are as follows:It is for the person whpse trade-mark is infringed
to complain of the infringement. Such a person has
two remedies open to him. He can file a complaint ·
in a Criminal Court, or he can get an injunction
from a Civil Cou~t. He may choose the former
remedy· as being the more expedit~ous. Whatever
· his reasons may be, the choice is entirely his, and
it is not for the person who is alleged to have
infringed on ·his rights to dictate to the owner or
proprietor of the trade-mark what remedy he shall
seek. In the case of a private prosecution in which
a civil or quasi-civil right is involved, a Magistr~te,
naturally and properly is bound to stay his hand still
a civil suit in which the same right is in question is
adjudicated · upon. The judgment of the Civil Court,·
whether binding or not, can always be tendered in evidence in the criminal case. The result of entertaining
a ·suit of this · description in whiCh an extraordinary
negative declaration is sought will be to render the
provisions of the Indian Penal Code nugatory and
prevent the owners of trade-mark . from · seeking
relief in any but a Civil Court. When the aggr:ieved
party files a complaint before a Magistrate his .
opponent, by the simple expedient of a declaratory
suit and at the trifling expen.se of ten rupees, can
drag him out. of _the Criminal Cour·t to the · Civil
Court. If an . injured person has a choice of remedies
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or tribunals, Courts of law never interfere in his
choice, except in very special cases and for the most
cogent reason. It stands to reason that they cannot
lend countenance to legal subterfuges by which his
opponent tries to interfere with that choice.
For these reasons I hold that the suit for the
d eclaratory . reliefs claimed does not lie, and tha,t
even if it did, the Court, in the exercise of its
discretion, should refuse to grant such reliefs.
I, therefore, dismiss the plaintiff's suit with costs,
advocate's fee five gold mohurs.

MoHAMED
ABDUL
KADER

v.
FINLAY,
FLEMING
Co.
CHARI,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

T. C. BOSE

v.
OBEDUR RAHMAN CHOWDHURY.*
.Limitation Act (I X of 1908), Sch. I, Arts. 59, 132-0n demand loan secured by
mortage, time runs from date of loan-Purchaser from mortgagor not
made a party by mortgagee in his suit, effect of-Rights of aUctionpurchaser no higher than mortgagee's-Confiict between auction-purchaser
and purchaser f~om mortgagor-Remedy of auction-purchaser.
Respondent was the purchaser at a Court auction of property which was
:sold in execution of a mo.rtgage decree on a simple mortgage, the money being
repayable on demand. The Mrotgagee had made only the mortgagors parties
.in his .suit and had omitted to join the appellant who had purchased the
property from the mortgagors subject to the mortgage. The executing Court
put the respondent as auction-purchaser in possession of the property.
.Appellant filed a suit against the respondent for recovery of his possession and
:succeeded in the trial Court as well as in the appeal to the High Court which
held that as the mortgage decree was inoperative against the appellant, he
·could not be disturbed . in .his possession. He had· a right to redeem the
property if he chose, but this right was not a liability which he could be
·compelled to discharge. Som~ six years after the auction and mo~e than
I 2 · ye.ars from the date of the mortgage, respondent field a suit against the
:appellant for . redemption of the mortgage by the appellant or in d efault for .
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 293 of 1927.

&

Feb. 6.
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sale of the property. The trial Court dismissed the suit as time-barred, but the
District Court ordered a remand. .,,.4J?..p ellant appealed.
Held, that the appellant was under no personal obligation to discharge
the mortgage d ebts and the claim for sale was barred under the provisions of
Art. 132 of the Limitation Act. Whether the loan is personal or secured· by a
mortgage, if it is payable on demand, time runs from the date of the loan and
not from the date of demand. The- auction-purchaser had no higher rights
than an assignee of the mortgagee and no fresh period of limitation started by
reason of the mortgage decree for sale. If the respondent now wished to alter
his claim into one for possession, even if he could be allowed to do so, the matter
was res judicata between the parties owing to the decision in the previous
suit between them.
..~\'1: .•

Perianna v. Muthuvira,

21

Mad. :· 139-rejerred to.

A. B. Banerji for the appellant.
N . N. Burjorjee for the respondent.
J.C.*
1927

Dec. 6

RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-On the 16th of
March 1914, two persons Abdul High and Kala Kasirn
mortgaged three pieces of land to one U Po Kyaw for
Rs. 3,000 bearing interest at Rs. 1/8 per cent. per
month. . The mortgage was a simple one and the
money lent was repayable on · demand. On the 12th
of September 1918, the present appellant, T. C. Bose,
purchased two of the pieces of land mortgaged from
Abdul High, the original owner . . On the 9th of
June 1919 the mortgagee filed a suit on his. mortgage against tl).e two mortgagors, but did not join.
the .appellant as a party. A mortgage decree was
obtained and the property was sold in execution of the
decree and purchased by the respondent Chowdhury
on the 14th of June 1920.
The suit out ·of which this appeal has arisen was.
·filed on · the 27th September 1926 and .in his plaint
the respondent claimed payment of ·the original mo'rtgage amount or in default_· sale of the land in dispute.·
The suit was dismissed by the trial Court on· the.
gr<:n~nd that it was barred by lll.nitation.' The · trial
Court's decr~e . was .s et aside by the- .District · Court' .on.
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1 28
appeal and the case was remanded to the trial Court
9
for trial on its merits. It is against this decree of T. c. BosE
the appellate Court that the present- appeal is filed. OB:ot:R
The appellant is clearly under no personal obli- CH~~~Y.
gation to pay the money due and that part of the RuTLEDGE,
plaintiff's claim which relates to personal payments C.J., AND
must therefore fail. The question for decision is BRowN, J.
whether the claim to enforce the payment by sale of the
property is barred by limitation or not. It is not
disputed that the article of the Limitation Act applicable
to the case is Article 132 and limitation for the purposes
of that article runs from the time when the money sued
for becomes due. The learned District Judge held that
the respondent's suit was based -on the mortgage decree
and that limitation would not begin to run till the date
of that decree. We do not however think it possible
to uphold · this contention. The respondent by . his
purchase at the auction .sale acquired the right, title and
interest in the property of the mortgagee and such right,
title and interest as the mortgagor had on the date
of the suit. On the date of suit, the mortgagor had no
interest in the property left. The mortgagee had the
right of sale and it is as assignee of this right that the
respondent makes his present claim. The position in
this respect is precisely the same as if he had purchased
privately the right, title and interest of the mortgagee.
He cannot claim a greater right than the mortgagee had
in the matter and the mere fact that a particular right
has changed hands by assignment does not operate
to cause a fresh perio.d of limitation to run. It
seems to us therefore that limitation runs in the same
way as though the original mortgagee had been the
plaintiff. The time from ·which the period b.egan to
run is when the money ·sued for became due·.
.
It . has. been_ suggested : that · as ·the money was
payable"on"· demand;. if would ri.Ot' become :aue"until a
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demand had been made, but on this point we are
T. c. BosE of opinion that the view taken in the case of Perianna
OB:~uR Goundan v. Muthuvira Goundan and another (1), is
CH~=~v. correct. As pointed out in that case under Article
59 of the Limitation Act, limitation in the case of
RUTLEDGE,
C.J.,AND
money lent under an agreement that it shall be
BRowN, J. payable on demand runs from the time when the
loan is made and it would be anomalous if limitation ran from a different time in a case where the
money was lent on an agreement that it should be
payable on demand but is also secured by a mortgage
deed. We agree that it is not necessary in cases like
the present that an actual demand should be made for
limitation to commence under Article 132. In this
view of the case, limitation in this suit ran from the 16th
of March 1914 and the suit was already barred on the
27th of September 1926, the date on which it was filed.
We therefore are of opinion that the trial Court was
right in holding that the suit as . framed is barred ·by
limitation.
The plaintiff now asks that, if we take this view, we
should allow him to amend his plaint and alter his
claim into one for possession of the land.
The appellant bought the land . subje<?t to the ·
prior mortgage and the operation of the law . of
limitation :works hardly on the respondent in this
case. In spite therefore of the late stage at which
~his application to be allowed to amend . has been
made, we should be inclined to allow the application
if we ·thought that the amendme·n t of the plaint on
the lines suggested would·· have any u_seful result.
There are conflicting . authorities . on the general
question whe~er in a case such as the present the
respondent ·would have . the · right . to claim . possession
unless ·the inortagage debt is first paid off ;. but so
1 2
9 8

. (x) (189'7) 2~· Mad. 1·3 9·
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far as this particular claim is concerned the matter
seems to us to have already been decided. Mter T. c. BosE
purchasing the land at the Court auction, the respon- oa:~uR
dent, Chowdhury, was put in possession of the land .c!:r~v.
by the Court in execution. The appellant, T. C. Bose,
RUTLEDGPj
then brought a suit against Chowdhury for recovery C.J.• AND
of possession. That suit was decreed in his favour BRowN, 1•
a!ld the matter eventually came on appeal to this
Court which confirmed ·the decree of the trial Court.*
In the course of the judgment in that case the
following passage occurs:" The principal ground of appeal is that the
plaintiff is not entitled to possession without redeeming the mortgage subject to which, at the best, he
purchased. The principle ·involved in this contention
sounds equitable and is also proper to avoid multiplicity of suits. But it remains to decide whether
in law it is enforceable. It is settled law that the
rights which Mr. Bose might have had at the time
of his purchase were entirely unaffected either by
U Po Kyaw's suit to which he was not a party or
by the sale thereunder. Mr. Bose had acquired a
right of redemption and such right is a legal right
which he may seek to enforce but not a liability
which he may be compelled to discharge. It is
op(>n to him to choose hts own time. The decree in
the mortgage suit being inoperative as against him
the auction-purchaser was not entitled to disturb his
possessi o_n .''
Here there was clearly an adjudication on the
question whether the respondent, Chowdhury, was
entitled to claim possession against the appellant,
T. C. Bose, and the principle of res jud£cata will
operate to px:event any suit for possession now from ·

• Civil First Appeal No. 192 of 1924 from the judgment of the District
Court of Maubin in Civil Regular Suit No. 8 of 1922.
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being successful. That being so, we must .refuse the
T. C. BOSE application to amerid.
v.
0BEDUR
We therefore set aside the decree of the District
R>.HMAN
<;::HowDHURY. Court and restore that of the trial Court dismissing
RuTLEDGE,
the plaintiff-respondent's suit ; but in view of the
C.J., AND fact that the appellant's rights were at the tiine of
BROWN, J.
his purchase clearly subject to the mortgage and in
all the circumstances of the case we do not think it
necessary to allow the defendant-appellant his costs.
The parties to this appeal will bear their own costs
in all three Courts.

PRIVY COlJNCIL.

J. N .. SURTY

J.C.*
1928

(Plaint~ff)

v•
T. S. CHETTYAR, A FIRM (Defendant).

.Feb. 14.

(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon~)
Indian Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 12, sub-sec. 2-Time for appealing f1•om
decree-Time requisite for obtaining copy of decree-Rule · of High Court
dispensing with filing of copy of decree with memorandum of appeal.
Section 12, sub-section 2 of the Indian Limitation Act, 190~, which excludes ·
from the period of limitation for appealing from a decree the time requisite for
obtaining a copy of it, applies even when by a rule of the High Court the
memorandum of appeal need not be accompanied by a copy of the decree.
So held as being the preponderating opinion in confiic~ing decisio~s of
different High Courts, and being in accordance with the language of the section.
The word " requisite " means " properly required " and throws upon the
a?pellant's legal advisers the necessity of _showing that no part of the delay
beyond the prescribed period !s due to their defat· !t.

· Eaji Ho..ssu.m v. Nur Mahomed, (1904) 28 ·Born. 643; Kirpa Ra1;'1. v. Ra.khi,
(1907) P.R. No. II4, andKalipadav. Shekhar Basini, (1916) 24·Cal. L . .J. 235~pproved.

·
Fazal Muhammad v. Phul Kuar, (1879) 2 AJI. 192 (F.B.)-distinguished:
]adhoji Raghoji v. Rajoo Babaji, (1899) 1 Born. ·L~R. II2 and :. Kumara
. Akkappa Nayanim v. $ithala Naidu, (r8gj) 20 Mad. 476 and·Abu Bac~e1·
. . Sahib v. Secretary of State for India, (1907) 34 Mad. _
sos (F.B.)-disapproved.

* JlRESE~ir:-:-LORD

'PHILLlMORE, LORD BLANESBUIWH AND· MR. fu'VfEER .ALL.
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PramathaNath R oy'"· Lei. (1922) 49 Cal. 999 L.R. 49 LA. 307 and Waj id
1928
Ali Shah v. N aud K ishore, (1893) 17 All. 213-rejerred to.
J.N. SURTY
Judgment of the High Court, +Ran. ~6s-re~1ersed.

v.

T.S.

Appeal (No. 56 of 1927) by special leave from
two decrees of the High Court in its Appellate
Jurisdiction (June 8, 1925 and February 26, 1926)
the first dismissing, as barred by limitation, an appeal
from a decree of the High Court in its Original
Jurisdiction, and the second refusing an application
for review.
The only question in the present appeal was
whether an appeal by the present appellant from a
decree of the High Court in its Original Jurisdiction
-d ated January 8, 1925, was barred by limitation.
By the Indian Limitation Act, 1908, Sch. I, Art.
151, the period allowed was 20 days. Section 12,
sub-section 2 provided that in computing the period
the " time requisite for obtaining a copy of · the
decree" should be excluded. By Order XLI, r. 1
of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, a memorandum
of appeal had to be accompanied by a copy of the
-decree as well as of the judgment ; but a rule of the
High Court~ made under section 122 -of the Code,
provided . that
memorandum of appeal against a
decree of the High Court might be presented without
· a copy of the decree. The terms of section 12 and
of the rule of the High Court are set out in the
judgment of the judicial Committee.
Affidavits filed by the appellant's legal advisers,
with a petition for an extension of time, stated that
an application for copies of both the judgment and
the decree was· made on January 8, 1925, the date
on which the judgment. was delivered ; that on March
25 a copy of the judgment was ready for delivery,
but. that a copy of the decree was not ready until
April 27, when ·it was · obtained on payment of an

a

CHETTYAR,
A FIRM.
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urgent fee. The affidavits alleged ignorance of the
J. N. SuRTv rule of the High Court.
T~s.
The petition was heard by Robinson, C.J., and
c:EFT~~R, Brown, J. They doubted the alleged ignorance of
the rule and were . of opinion that in any case ·no
ground for indulgence had been shown ; the appeal
was accordingly dismissed. The effect of section 12,
sub-section 2, of the Indian Limitation Act was not
argued upon the application.
The appellant petitioned for review of judgment
on the ground that he was entitled under section 12,
sub-section 2 to the time requisite for obtaining the
copy of the decree, and that consequently the appeal
was in time. The Court admitted a review, being
·of opinion that, having regard to the· affidavits, the
alleged error could be regarded as one apparent on
the face of the record.
The hearing on review took place before Rutledge,
C.J., and Chari, J., who held that the appeal ·was
barred. The learned Judges were of opinion, shortly
stated, that as the rule made it unnece·ssary to file a
copy of the decree, the time occupied in obtaining
it could not be regarded as " requisite " within the
meaning of section ·12, sub-section 2. The· procee~ings · are reported at 4 Ran. 265.
The . High Court granted a certificate that .the
matter was one fit for appeal to the Privy Council,
but the appellant having failed to give security within the time requisite the certificate was revoked.
The Judicial Committee granted special leav~ to
·
·
appeal.
·1928. January 23, 24. Kenworthy Broun{ and ·
Parikh for the appellant. Under section 12, subsection · 2 of the Indian Limitation Act, . 1908, the
time occupied in obtaining a copy of the decree was
to : be ·excluded,. · it· · not beirig sugges~ed that .there
x9z8
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1928
was any delay or .default by .:·the appellant whereby
that time exceeded th~ "time,,_~~quisite." Rule 5 of J.N..q.SURTY
T.S.
the High Court rules gave t\l~<JP,Pellant the, .PriviCHE'ITY'AR,
lege of filing a memorand~·;,VtW~ a copy pf the A FIRM.
and UDY,Ondecree, but did not effect '~th'e~> ~··· • .
.>...
· ditional provision in section 12, silb:tsd~tion . 2. .-:;~~~t
provision would oper_ate even if it was to b(!Jc~~~
that the copy could be required only for the puip~
· of filing, for the " time requisite " to do an act does
not depend upon whether in any . particular case the
act is required to ·be done. But, as was pointed out
by the Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court in
Wajid . Ali Shah v. Nawal Kishore (1), an appellant
may.well require to see the terms of the judgm~nt and
decree before filing his memorandum. There have been
conflicting opinions in India on the present question
but the weight of authority supports the appellant:
Bihari Loll Mookherjee v. Mongolanath .(2), Kalipada
Karmakar v. Sekhar Basini Dasya (3), Haji Hassum
v. Nur Mahomed (4), Kirka Ram v. Rakhy (5), Mahabir
Prasad Tewari v. Jamuna Singh ·(6). Although · tlJ..e
present question did not arise in Pramatha Nath Roy
v. Lee (7),. the judgme.q.t of the Board assumes th~t
section 12, sub-section 2 applies generally. If the
nile of the High . Court was intended to alter the
effect of section 12, sub-section 2 it is ultra 'Vires.
Sir George Lowndes, K.C., and Jardine for the
. respondent. Section 12 of the Indian Limitation Act,
1908, is to be presumed to have been enacted ill
relation to Order XLI, · r. 1 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908, which requires that copies of both
the · decree and judgment should accompany the
memorandum of appeal. A copy of the decree not
(1) (1893) I.L.R. 17 All. 213, 216.
(2) (x879) I.L.R. 5 Cal. no.
(3) (x9r6) 24. Cal. L.J. 235·

·. ·20

(4) (1904) I.L.R. 28 BC?m. 643.
(5) (1917) P.R. No. n4.
(6) . (1922) l.L.R. I Pat. 432.
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being necessary in this case owing to the rule of the
High Court, no time was " requisite " within the
meaning of section 12 for the purpose of obtaining
it. An appellant does not require a copy of the
' decree as wen as of the judgment unless he has to
file both. The respondent's contention is ·supported
by Fazal Muhammad v. Phul Kuar (1), Kumar.a
Akkappa Nayanim v. Sit'hala Naidu ·(2), Abu Backer
Sahib v. Secretary of State for India (3), Jadhoji
Ra£hoji v. Rajoo Babaji (4). It was not competent
:to the Bombay Court in Ha..fi Hassum v. Nur
Mahomed (5) to reverse its previous .decision. The
·present point was not before the Board in Pramatha
Nath Roy v. Lee (6) ; in that case the rule of ·t he
"High ·court required beth documents to .. he . filed.
Having regard to the Rangoon rule no time was
requisite within the meaning of section 12 ·; it is not
· contended that the rule effected an alteration in ·the
·section.
Kenworthy Brown in reply. No question as to the
effect of section 12 of the Limitation Act, ..1877,
arose in Fazal Muhammad v. Phul Kuar (7). The.
appeal was under the letters patent, and by a rule
of the High Court (8) the period prescribed for
appealing was 90 days with a discretion in the Court to
extend the time. As appears from section 4 of the
Act of 1877, section 12 operated only where the Act
'itself prescribed a period for limitation, and the Act
prescribed no period in t4e case of a letters patent
appeal in Allahabad (see Sch. II, Art. 151).

(t) (1922) I.L.R. 49 Cal. 999; ·
(s) (1899) x Born. L.R· nz.
L.R. 49 I.A. 307.
. . (6) (1904) I.L.R. 28 Born. 643.
(2) (t879) I.L.R. 2 All. (F.B.) 192. (7) (1879) LL.R. 2 All. (F.B.) 192..
. (3) {1897) I.L,R. 20 Mad. 476.
(8) The rule \vas n:-ade presumably under
(4r(t909) .I.L:R. 34 Mad. .(F.B.) sos.
section 19.of ActXXiVof x866. ·

VoL. VI]
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Sir George Lm:.tmdes, K.C.,. ron~eded · that .the
Allahabad decision did ~ ¥ply in the present case. J.N.:v.SURTY
.
February 14. .~· ~mf~t of· their Lordships
:f..s.
C~AA,
was delivered by~#'-- ,·
· ...
Ali'~~·

LoRD .~QBB.-The .a~~t !s pJ.~tptifi in a
suit bro,ught on :t)le original side -of the ~ :Cm.1;rt
.!of ~®n w\llch .was dismissed on ~e 8th J~\1:¥¥,
1925. :On .the 28th April he .presented to tqe
appell?te si4e of the Court a memora.ndum of apH~fU
:~g~~ :the decree.
The ·judge before whom .the appeal came .for
Jadmission noted that the appeal appeared to .be opt
of time and directed that this point .shot,Ild ·be at:glJ.~d
..as a preliminary question before a bench of .the ·H igh
Court.
Thereupon the appellant -filed affidavits
explaining the delay, and also a petition ,pr!lying for
an extension of time. The Court decided that he
Wru? in delay, and that no sufficient reason had been
shown for any indulgence and dismissed the appeal.
Thereupon the appellant applied for a review of
the decree dismissing the appeal, and .for the first
time argued that under the provisions of the Indian
~imitation Act, the
time during which he was
procuring a copy of the decree and a copy of what
·is called the judgment- that is, the Judge's reasons
for the decree-was not to ·be reckoned as part of
the period of 20 days which was prescribed by
Article 151 for .such appeals.
·
To this ·it was answered by the respondents that
this section applied only to cases where the Code of
Civil Procedure required that the memorandum of
appeal should be ..accompanied by .copies of the
judgment and decree, ~d that by the rules ·.of ·. the
High Court of Rangoon, which could modify .that
Code, .where ..the · ,appeal .presented .w.as .not :. fr.o~ . .a
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decree in the mofussil but from the original side of
J. N. SURn the same Court, the ap,.peal could be presented withT~·s. · out annexing the two ·· documents, and that cessante
~~=~R, ratione cessat lex , and, therefore, the period of 20
days was unqualified.
It · ·may perhaps be questioned whether the
appellant, who had not taken this point when the
inattet ·first came to be argued, was entitled to raise
it by a proceeding in review ; but leave w as given
to him so to apply . . The Court then h eard his
arguments, but decided in favour of the respondents
affirming its previous ·decision that the appeal was
· out of time. It is from this decision that the
present appeal is brought.
Section 12 of the ·Limitation Act provides (inter
· alia) as follows :1928

,, (2) In computing the period of limtiation prescribed for
an appeal, an application for leave to appeal and an
application for review of judgment, the day on which
the judgment complained of wa,; pronounced, and the time
requisite for obtaining a copy of the decree, sentence or
order appealed frorp or sou~llt to be revie·wed, shall be
excluded.
'' (3) Where a decree is appealed from or sought to be
reviewed, the time reql:.i::.ite for obtaining a copy of the
judgment on which it is founded shall also be excluded. "

a

Under the Code of Civil Procedure, Order 41,
Rule 1 makes it necessary that the memorandum of
-~ppeal should be . accompanied by copies of the
decree and judgment, and this is the general rule.
Section 122, however, gives power to the High
Courts, established under. the Indian High Co1:1rts
Act, 1861, and the Chief Courts of the Punjab and
Lower:- Burma, to annul, alter or add to the · rules in
the code, and by the Government of India· Act, 1915,
this power .is e~tended to other High Courts. Several
. High
.. ancl. · Chief Courts.
.. have·
·exen;:ised .·this· power..
.
. ·.
.
.
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and- : in particular this High Court. has made · rules : 1928 .
i.Jt.. the · following terms:-·
J. N. SURTY-_
.

v.

T . s.
"Memoranda of appeal and applications for revlSlon.
the
following
C~ETTYAR,
~ail be accompanied . by
certified copies of
'
A FIRM.
documents : ,, (1) The decree or order. against .which an appeal or . an
application is made,
.
"(2) The judgment on which such 'decree or order is
founded unless the Court dispenses therewith; :u1d
"(3) In appeals .· and applications from. appellate · decrees
or order& the judgment 'of the C<?urt of First7 Instance, ·
1.mless the Court dispenses ··the,rewitL
.
.
" Provided that a memorandum of appeal against a decree .
or order of the High Court 1n . the exercise of its Original
Civil Jurisdiction may be presented without a certified copy of
tl.e decree or formal order accompanying it."

It is therefore not necessary . on an appear' to the
appellate side that the memorandtim of app·eal should
have both documents annexed to it.. ,'.And if. 't he only .
reason for e:xcludjng the time for procuring · t4es.e
documents was that they were necessary to the .Presen~.·
~ation of the appeal~ it might be said that tlle P!ovisions
<?~ section 12 could not have . been .meant to . apply .t o,..
~uch a case.
·
.
·
Even so, however, there would be a difficulty . in
4ealing with the grammatical construction of the words ;
but their Lordships·, if they had ·found a ·consistent
course of practiCe, 'would have . been disposed . to accept
the construction put upon them by the High . Court of
Rangoon. When, however, the matter comes to be
~xamiried, it is found that there have been divergencies
. of. opinion in the several High Court~, and that the more
prevalent opinion is not that which 4as been taken by .
the High Court of Rangoon.
·
·
In Haji Hassum v. N~r Maho1JZed (1), Sir La\Vrence
·Jenkins, C.J., and ~atchelor; "J., held that in reckoning·
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Y~:t
tli:eEtim~ for presenting. an appeal,: the time required
J:·N."· ~ for obtaining a copy of a tjudgmen.t-v.;m ust be excluded,.
T~~~·
eveh though by the rules of the Court it was not neces-

~- safY to· obtain a copy of the judgment 'to file with the

memorandum of appeal.

iii Kitka vA Ram Rak1ty

(1), the Court held that
section 12 of the Limitation Act applied to appeals
u'nder Section io of the Punjab Courts Act under
which the period f-or appealing was 90 days,. and that
the titne· teqriitecr for obtaming copies of the judgment
and decree must he excluded, though by the rules of
tile _CoUrt such ~opies were not req_uired to be anne~ed
to the m~ix,lor~dtiiri in that paiticulai class of appeaL
In K'alipada . v. Shekhar Iiasini . (2), Sir Laricelot
Sanderson, C.J ., and . Mookerjee, J ., held: that in a ·
case where the p~riod of 9o days was prescribed for
appealing, Section tz of .the Limitation Act excludeef
tne ¥eri6d required' for o~taining a copy of the decree,'
.even though tlie rules did not prescribe that . a copy of
tile 4ed·ee shoutd be attached to the application~
, . Th.e poirii . also aro~e, ti;tpugh ip.directly~ as ~ r,na~ter
for cotl~ideratioi:i, on Wajd Ali Shali v. Nawdl Kisliore
(3). In that case the argument began froni th:~ other·
end. It was contended for the respondent that it must
be the rule t~at a copy of.the decree should be annexed
'to the triemorandtiin of appeal; because the Limitation
Act exclude4 t:h.e time for ~~ocuri~g that copy. But the
reply made by Sir Johri Edge, C.J., presiding over the
·F:Ull Berlc1i, WaS that there m~ght be oilier reaso#}s· fot
giving 'to the appelhii:it this time. The Chief Justlce
poirited out that the Legislature might intend. to giye
p<5ssibie' appeilantS time to consider the terms of the
decree .before ·hut;rying into an appeal from. it. . .. '
(x) (19~7) P.R No. u4;
(z) (1916) 24 E:al.
(3) (t893) 17 All. 213~

li.J.

235 ~
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To .these authorities it should perhaps be. added. that.
~9z8
in the ea-se of Pramatha Natk Roy v. Lee (1), it seems ·J. N. suaTv
to have been assumed that the time.- properly requir.e.d
T~·s.
for obtaining copies of the two- .documents was t-e: b-e- c~~~·
excluded, the discussion turning up_o n the question
whether the steps. taken by the appellants were·
sufficiently p1rompt to entitle him to the benefit of this
prOVlSlOfl..

It appeared at one time during the course of the

argument that an earlier decision of a Full Bench of the
High Court of Allahabad when Sir Robert Stewart was
Chief Justice [Fazal Muhammed v. Phul Kuar (2)], was.
to the contrary effect ; but after closer examination it
was discovered by their Lordships that the case was
not a decision on the Limitation Act, but upon what is:
known as a letters-patent appeal, that is an appeal under
the clause in .the chapter co11-stituting the ~ourt ; a rule
fixed the period for appeal and there. was no provision.
like that in the Limitation Act for excluding the period
of time required for getting copies of the judgment.and
decree.
The learned counsel for the responde.n ts who,. at
first, relied upon this case, upon consideration, saw that
this was so, and withdrew the case from his argument.
It seems however, that other tribunals have not been
equally fortunate in discovery.
The three other
decisions on which the respondents relied take their
. origin from a misapprehension of this case in 2 Allahabad.
In Jadhoji Raghoji v. Rajoo Babaji (3), the Coar-t
expressed the opinion that inasmuch as the annexation
of the two documents to the memorandum of appeal
was not necessary, the exclusion provided by section
12 of the Limitation Act did not· apply. However,_.
m the circurilstances the Court held that the delay
(1) (19iz) 49 Cal. 999; L.R. 49 I.A. 307.
(3) (1899) x Bom. L.R.

(z) (1879}
u~.

z All. 192.

3i2
J. N. ·SuRTY
v. .
T.S.

CHETTYAR,
A FIRM.
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might he' excused, and . allowed the appeal to proceed.
This may explain why the apparently opposite case in
I.L.R. 28 Bombay come to be decided without referring
the matter to a ·full bench.
. There is, at any rate, this to be said, the earlier
case in :1 Bombay professes to be founded- on the case
ih 2. Allahabad which, as already observed, when
closely investigated, affords no such foundation.
Then there are two c.ases on the High Court of
Madras. The earlier one, Kumar a Akkappa N ayanim
v. Sithala Naidu (1), . decided in 1897 by Sir Arthur
Collins, C.J., and· Shephard, J., in which it was held
definitely t~at the period was not to be . deducted,
the Chief Justice saying "that the provision can only
be held . to apply where it is necessary. to file with
such appeal · a copy of the decree. or judgment," and
Shephard, J., quoting the case in 2 Allahabad : as
supporting his view.
·
It so happens, however, that there was anotller
ground upon which it could . be held,· and was hela,
that the section of _the Limitation Act did ...not .apply,
as the proceedings were u·nder· an Act· which is complete in itself, tl).ough this was not the ·prominent
ground .put forWard by the Court.
·
Lastly comes the other case [Abu Backer Sahib v.
Secretary of State for India (2)], the p,oi..J.t arising under
the same Act, and the case being decided -iike the
previous one, on both grounds, though on this occasion
greater :prominence was given to the special Act.
- · 'Besides these authorities there are, in . the argu- _
·ments in the cases cited, .n !ferences made 'from time to
tirrie to unreported cases, and their Lordships have also
investiga~ed sorne authorities- laid before them which
however, have no real bearing. ·· The reJult, as has
(x) (1897)

20

Mad, 476. · · -
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been already stated, is that the preponderance of · 1928 .
J . .N. S URTY ·
practice is in favour of the appellant.
v.
Their Lordships have now to return to the gramT.S. ·
matical construction of the Act,. and they find plain CHETTYAR,
A FIRM.
words dit ecting that the tim~ requisite for obtaining
the two documents is to be excluded from computatiOn.
Section 12 makes no reference to the Code .of Civil
Procedure· or · to any other Act. It · does not say
why the time is to be excluded, but simply enacts it
as a positive direction.
If, indeed, ·it could be shown that in some particular
cla$S of cases there could be no object in obtaining the two
documents, an argument might be offered that no time
could be requisite for obtaining something not requisite.
:But this is not so. The decree may be complicated, and
it .may be open.to draw it up in two different ways, and
the practitioner, may well want to see its form before
attacking it by his memorandum of appeal. As to the
judgment, no· doubt when the case does ·not come from
upcountry, the practitioner will have heard ·it delivered,
but he may not carry all the points of a long judgment
in his memory, and as Sir John Edge says, the legislature
may not wish him to hurry to make a decision till he has
well cocsidere:i it.
There is force no doubt in the obseryation made
in the High Court that the elh-nit1ation of the requirement to obtain copies of thf.. documents was part of
an effort to combat the dilatoriness of some Indian
practitioners ; and their Lordships would be unwilling .
to discourage any such effort. All, however, that can be
done as the law stand8, is for the High Courts to be
strict in applying the ·provision of exclusion.
The word " requisite " is a strong word ; it may be
regarded as meaning something more than the. word
required. It means "properly required," and it throws
upon the ple.ader or counsel for the appellant tlw necessity
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o£ showing that no .p art of the delay beyond. the pTescribed
period is due to his defauit.
But for that time whkh is taken up by his
opponent in drawing up the decree or by· the officia~
of the Court jn preparing and issuing the two
documents, he is not responsible.
Their Lar<iships will therefore humbly advise His
M"ajesty that the appeal should be allowed and the case
remitted to the High Court to be heard upon its merits.
The appellant must have the costs of the appeal to His
Majesty in Council and th{" costs of the first hearing
when the admissibility of his appeal was discussed in
the High Court. Inasmuch, however, as he did not take
the right point on that occasion and thereby brought
about the application in review, he must pay the costs
of that .application by way of deduction from those
awarded to him.
.
. .
Solicitor for appellant-]. E. Lambert.
Solicitors for respondents-Cutler, Allingham .&.

Ford.
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Before Mr. Justice B rown.

PINDEE
v.
HPA AND ONE.

u

Ii~28'

Feb. 14.

*

Possession of Land under contract for sale a shield- agaimt owner's claim-Pur;.·
chaser by registered deed from owner, position of- Registered purchaser without notice of previoU-s oral purchase, takes precedence:...:...Possession of previous
owner as tenant of p revious unregistered purchaser is no notice to suusequent
registered purchaser-Registration Act (XV of 1908), ss. 48, so.
Held, that although a defendant in possession of land uuder a contract of .
sate can resist a suit for possession by the owner, or at most as plaintiff can·
ask for a decree that he wa8 in lawf~l possession of the lan:d, the case is different when a purchaser by registered deed from the owner claims the land. He
is in law the owner of the iand, provided he has no notice of the previous orai
purchase. If the previous owner remains in possession as tenant of the previous·
unregistered purchaser, such possess-ion is no notice to the subsequent registered
purchaser of the earlier pur«hase.
·
Maung Myat Tha Zan v. Ma D ull,

:Born. so·rp-referred to.

.

2

Ran. 285; Moreshf!Jar v. Dattu,

12'

N~ M. Cowasjee for the appellant.

11a Thein (1) .for the respondent~
BROWN,

J.· The respondents; U Hpa and Ma Nan

Paung, brought a suit against the appeliant, Pindee a.nd
two others,. Maung Tha Pon and .Ma Sein Kye, for a
deda~ation that they were the owners of certaip. land.
Their case was· that they had bought this land · from
Maung Tha Pon and Ma Sein Kye in the· yegr 1914 for
the sum of Rs. 1,900 and. had been in possession ever
sinc·e. The suit was filed in May 1924. On the 29th of
Septembe-r 1923;; Maung. Tha Pon and Ma Sein Kye
executed registered ~ale deed of the land in favour of
Pin.dee.
• Speciai dvii Seeond Appeal No. 3 i7 of x927 .a gainst the judgment of the

a

District Court; Myaungmya in Civil Appeal No. zo6 of 19'z6:

:·:
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The case was originally decided without evidence
Pn~"DEE
being offered on either· side and was finally remanded
v.
by this Court .for the taking _of evidence. In the reUHPA
AND ONE.
manding order it was declared that even if the plaintiff
BROWN, J.
did not prove his title, · he might still be entitled to a
declaration that he was lawfully in possession of the
property.
That,the plaintiffs did not prove their title
is clear. They alleged an oral sale in the year 1914 for
Rs. 1,900. Under the provisions of section 54 of the
Transfer of Property Act, even if this so-called oral
sale took place, title to the land did not pass but still
':'emained with Maung Tha Pon and Ma Sein Kye; nor,
at the time of the suit,_had the plaintiffs acquired title
by prescription as the suit was filed . only ten years after.
the alleged oral purchase. The most, therefore, that the
appellants could have obtained in this case was a decree
that they were in lawful possession of the land. It is
now settled law that a defendant who is in possession of
land under a contract of sale can resist a suit for possession by the O\vner. The leading case on this point in
Burma is the case of Maung .J11yat Tha Zan and two v·
Ma Dun and one (1). If the so-called oral sale were
proved in the present case, then as against Tha Pon and
Ma Se!n Kye the respondents, U Hpa and lVI:a Nan Paung,
would be entitled to a decree as to their poss~ssion.
The appellant, Pindee, is however in a different
positioD;. The sale by registered deed to him is not
denied and whatever may be the equities of the ·case,
he is .in law the owner of the land. Under the provisions of section 50 of the Registration Act, priority is
given to registered documents as against unregistered ..
In the case. of Moreshvar Balkrishna v. Dattu and
another (2), it was held that the provisions of this .
section were subject to the condition that the subse<Iuent regi~tered ·purchaser has no notice of the preyious
(x) (1924) 2 Ran. 28s.

(2) (1888) xz Born. 569.
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But it was also held that where the previous
owner remained in possession as tenant of the previous
purchaser, such possession would not be deemed to
give notice to the subsequent purchaser of the earlier
purehase.
Section 50 of the Registration Act is not directly
applicable to the present case. Here there is no
conflict of title. The title rests with Pindee, but there
is no suggestion that Pindee was a party to the sale
of 1914 and the equities to be urged in favour of the
plaintiff-respondents against the original owners could
clearly not be urged against Pind~e, unless, when he
made his purchase, he had notice of the claims of the
the plaintiff-respondents. The trial Court hield that no
such notice had been proved and dismissed tlie
plaintiffs' suit. The lower Court held that Pindee had
notice of U Hpa's claims and passed a decree in favour
of the plaintiffs. Pindee now comes in second appeal
to this Court and the appeal is argued on two grounds.
It is firstly argued that the so-called sale of 1914 was
recorded in the form of a document and that oral
evidence of it was not therefore admissible, and secondly
it is contended that, ·Pindee was not proved to have had·
any notice of the transaction.
: On the evidence his Lordship restored the decision
of the trial Court and ·reversed the decision of the
District Court.

PINDEE

v.
UHPA
AND ONE.

BROWN,

J.
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B efore Mr.:Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.
1928

Feb. 16.

MA ·KyU
v.
MAUNG SHWE KYA AND

OTHERS.*

. BJtddhist Law-Orasa's share-Claim whether open to be made after survivityJ
parent's death by the orasa's legal 1·epresentatives.
H eld, that the orasa's share being vested, the claim co~ld be maqe
within the period allowed by the Limitation Act even after the d~th of
the surviving ·parent.
Ueld further, that tpe legal representatives of the orasa <:an claim the
qu.arter share as against the other childen of the dece::tsed parent.
,Kirkwood alias Ma Thein v. Mq.ung Sin, 2 Ran. 693; Ma E Mya and
another v. U Pe Lay, 3 Ran. 28x; Tun Tha v. Ma Thit, 9 L .B.R s6; ·V.T•
...(l.nmaaheUqm Chetty ,v. Mq.ung ·S.an Ngwe,_z Ran. x68-referrifp to.

:M.aU!l.$ Pt!- for the

~ppellant.

Kyaw .Myint -for the r-espondents.

Du, J.-The ten

r~spondents

were the fir&t
10 out of 12 defendants .in the suit which has le~ to
this appeal, the questions in which concern only the
respondents and not the other defendants in the
:ease at -~11. The .first nine :respondents are the .sur- .
viving children. of the late Ko Ein Di and 1\ia Hmwe
alias Ma Hnun, while the tenth respondent is their
grandson. Besides these, Ko Ein Di and Ma Hmwe
had a son named Maung Pu Le, whose position a8
their orasa child is not in dispute. Ko . Ein Di died
three years .before the suit. Ma Hmwe died about
the middle of . the month of Thadingyut 1286 B.E.
(October 1924) and Maung Pu Le died about 25
days later. on the 9th waxing of Thadingyut 1286 ·B.E.
MY:A

~

r.;.,a

l<'ir"t

Anneal No. 296 of -1926.
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(4th November 1924) leaving the plaintiff-appellant
:t.92 8
as his widow and a minor son by her.
·
MA K11:u
The plaintiff-appellant claimed to be the sole :MA~o
heir of Maung Pu Le and as such to be entitled to ~~~~~~.
:receive a · one-fourth share in the properties com- ·M;vA :Bu,\T.
prising the e~tate of Ko Ein Di and Ma !H·mwe
waich share, she contended, bad vested in Maung
Pu Le after the death of Ko Ein Di. On th!s
basis she prayed for part1t10n of the properties
comprising the said estate and delivery to her of
.this share therein.
Among other defences which are quite immaterial
for the purposes of this appeal, the respondents
denied that Maung Pu Le was entitled to a quarter
share in the estate of Ko Ein Di and Ma Hmwe.
The trial Court held that Maung · Pu Le, as the
orasa son of Ko Ein Di and Ma Hmwe, was entitled
to claim a quarter share in the Parental Es.t ate
from Ma Hmwe during Ma Hmwe's life-time, but
that as l\1a .Hmwe died before Maung Pu Le made
a claim to that share he would be entitled, after
Ma Hmwe's de~th, to claim only an equal share
.along with the · other surviving children of the deceased couple. Accordingly the tria] Court declared
that the appellant, as the heir of Maung Pu Le,
was entitled to only one-eleventh share in the estate
of Ko Ein Di and Ma Hmwe and decreed her claim
only to that extent .
. For ,.the appellant it is urged that the trial
·Court finding that she was in law not entitled to
a quarter share in the estate is erroneous. The
.Point appears to me to ·be covered by the ruling of
this Court in V.T. Arunachellam Chetty v. Maung San
Ngwe (1) where it was held that the death of the
sumvmg parent within 12 years from the death of
. (1). (1924) 2 Ran. 168.
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the: other parent, does not deprive the orasa of . his
right to the quarter share ; and that notwithstanding
MAKYU
v.
such death, he could still claim, within the period
MAUNG
SHWE KYA of limitation, his vested quarter share.
.AND OTHERS.
The learned counsel for the respondents with
MvA Bu, J.
commendable frankness admitted the soundness of
this ruling and its applicability to this case. The
learned Judge of the trial Court was of opinion that
the ruling was inapplicable to this case, He arrived
at thi~ opirtion on the following grounds : (1) that
the real question under consideration in Arunachellam
Chetty v. Maung San Ngwe related to the widow's
right of disposal of the one-fourth share to which
the orasa son became entitled on his father's death ;
and (2) impliedly that such a question was distinct
and different from a claim made by or on behalf
of the orasa child for a quarter share in the parent's
estate after the death of the surv1v1ng widow or
widower.
It was clearly pointed ·out by Carr, J., in · the
ruling quoted above that rule 5 · of Book X of
Manugye provided that on the death of the father
one-fourth of the ·joint estate vested immediately in
the orasa son. After a consideration of the provision
contained in rules 5 and 14 of the Book, it was
observed that the orasa son was not bound to demand
partition hut might do so at any time within the
statutory period of limitation and that within that
period the mother had no power of disposal of this
one-fourth share, adding : "It follows that within that
period that share is not liable to attachment under
a dec1 ee. against the mother. On these premises · ~
think that it would be contrary to the principles
of justice, equity and good conscience to hold that
on the death of the mother within the period of
limitation and before par~ition the son is divested
1928
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of his already vested share."
In these · remarks I
·- ··· .
entirely agree and they are sufficient to dispose of MA Kvu
the learned trial Judge's grounds for finding that M:~NG
this ruling was inapplicable to the case.
A~~w~T~::s:
It was pointed out in the judgment under appeal MYA Bu,J;
that according to what was remarked in Arunachellam
Chetty v. Maung San Ngwe, their Lordships of the
Privy Council added a proviso, namely, " the mother
being still alive," to their decision that orasa son
could assert his claim to a one-fourth share at any
time within 12 years, the period prescribed by
Article 123 of the Schedule to the Limitation Act.
On a reference to the report of the Privy Council
ruling it will be found that their Lordships clearly
refrained from expressing any definite opinion as
to whether the mother should still be living when
the orasa son's claim to a quarter share was mad$
within 12 years.
With reference to the construction of rule 14
their Lordships did not think that it was . desirable
to express an opinion upon its true construction as
the determination as to it was not relevant to the
question before them~ They merely assumed for the
purposes of argument , that the rights of · the eldest
son might change in· the event of hi~ not having
segregated his one-fourth before his mother's death.
See Tzin Tha v. Ma T!z£t and othiers (1 ).
The learned .·District Judge also makes . mention of
the following remarks of Maung · Kin, J., in Kirkwood
alias Jl,fa Thein and others v. . lVfaung Sein and
another (2) : " If the eldest-born child, though it
might have claimed the quarter share from the
surv-iving parent, did not and survived that parent,
then the child will no longer be entitled to claim
the
quarter
share ....
but will have to share with the
..
. - . -· . . .. .
'

'
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other .children and may in that case get. more or
· MAK't-u
less ·than the quarter share it might have claimed."
v.
This ren1ark was no more than an obiter dictum
MAUNG
SHWE KYA:
and did not directly arise with reference to the
AND OTHERS.
question under consideration ; and I do not think
MYA Bu, J.
that 'it is of sufficient weight to militate against
the considered decision in Arunachellam's case. I
therefore hold. that Maung Pu Le's right to claim a
quarter ·share as an orasa son subsisted even after the
death of Ma Hmwe and that it subsisted at the ·
time of his death.
There can be no doubt as laid down in the case
of Ma E Mya and another v. U Pe Lay and others (1)
that if the orasa dies without having claimed his'
one-fourth share, such share devolves on his heirs and
legal representatives. Therefore the plaintiff-appellant
as the only heir of Maung Pu Le is entitled to a
-one-fourth share in the estate of Ko Ein Di and
·MaHmwe.
I . therefore allow this appeal and direct that
the decree of the District Court be modified by
declaring that the plaintiff, appellant is entitled to a
'One-fourth share in the properties set forth in Schedule
A annexed to t he plaint, with costs, and to partition
and delivery to her of that share. The District
Court's · decree so far as it affects . the defendants
;Nos. 11 and 12, remains· undisturbed. The respondents
:will pay the appellant's costs of this appeal. .
HEALD:

J.- . I concur.

(t) (I9Z5) 3 Ran. 281.•

.·•.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

E. MYLNE
v.
T. KOIR.*
·Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. xsx ; 0. IX, r. 6 ; 0 . XVII, rr. 2 and 3" Appearance" of party, meaning of-Application of rule 3-Partial evidence
led on both sides, effect of-Decree, when is ex parte.
D efendant had led some evidence, the b urden of proof being on him, when
the case was adjourned by the Court to another date for further hearing. On
this date the parties and defendant's witnesses were absent, but the pleaders of
both parties were present. Defendant's pleader applied for an adjournment
which being refused, be withdrew from the case. T he Court examined two
witnesses for the plaintiff and reserved judgment which later was delivered in
plaintiff's favour and iri which the merits of the case were discussed. Defendant
applied to have the ex parte decree set aside but failed . He appealed to the
District Court against the d ecree as also against the order on his application to
~et aside the decree. The District Judge dismissed the latter appeal on the
_g round that 0. XVII, r. 2, of the Civil P rocedure Code did not apply, but in the
regular appeal he set aside the decree and remanded the case for further hearing
and disposal .on the merits, on the ground that rule 3 did not apply. The
merits of the trial Court's judgment were not dealt with. Plaintiff alone
.appealed to the High Court.
H eld, that 0. XVII, r. 3 ~an be applied only when the. hearing has been
adjourned at the instance of a party who subsequently makes the default. In
the circumstances of the case and on the withdrawal of the defendant's pleader,
rule 2 applied, and the case came under 0. IX, r. 6. A plaintiff cannot obtain a
decree, even though ex parte, without evidence. In this case the defendant had
fed SOme evidence, the burden Of proof being On him, bu t the plaintiff \VaS
entitled to rebut such evidence. Notwithstanding therefore evidence being
taken on both sides, the decision was an ex parte one under 0. XVII, r. 2, read
with 0. IX. r. 6.
Maung Pway
Saya Pe, 4 Ran. 408-Tejerred to.

v:

Foucar for the appellant.
Oehme for the respondent.

J.-The

appellant was the plaintiff and the
respondent was the defendant in Suit No. 38 of 192~ of
CARR,

·• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 747 of 1927 against the judgment of the
District Court of Pegu in Civil Appeal No. 179 of 1927.

1928

Feb, 21.
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the Subdivisional Court of Nyaunglebin. Issues had
E. MYLNE been framed in the suit and it was held that the burden of
v.
proof was on the defendant. Evidence was led and the
T . Kom.
evidence of the defendant himself had been recorded
CARR, J.
and one of his witnesses had been partly examined. The
suit was then adjourned for further hearing not
expressly on the application of either party. It came on
again for hearing on the 11th of July 1927. On that
date neither the plaintiff nor the defenda~t was
present and the witnesses for the defendant also were
absent, but the pleaders of both parties were present.
The defendant's ·pleader applied for an adjournment
which was refused, and he then withdrew from the case.
The Judge proceeded t o examine two witnesses for the
plaintiff and then reserve<;! judgment. Judgment was
actually passed on the ·L:9th July and in it the merits of
the case were discussed. Judgment was given for the
plaintiff. On .the 4th August the defendant applied to
set aside the ex parte decree. After hearing this application it was dismissed on the 13th September. The
defendant then filed Civil Regular Appeal No. 177 of
the District Court of Pegu against the ex parte decree.
Later he filed CivillVIiscellaneous Appeal No. 184 of the
same Court · against the order dismissing his application
to set aside the ex parte decree. These two appeals were
heard together by the District Judge who dismissed the
appeal against the order refusing to set aside the ex parte
decree on the ground th~t in the circumst~Iices of the
case Order XVII, rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code
did not apply. On the regular appeal~ . which is· the one
now before me, he set asid~ the judgment.and decree of
the Subdivisional Court and remanded t.h e suit to . the
Court fon further ·h earing and for disposal o~ its merits.
The only ground· on which this decision was· based-was
~hat the Judge of the ~uhdiyi$ional ·- Gourt. ·_h~d, ,in fact,
acted under Order XVII, :rute 3, and that that .rule did nt>t.
1928
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apply because the adjournments had not been made .at
the instance of the defendant himself. · The merits of
the judgment of the Subdivisional Court are not dealt
with at all. The plaintiff alone has appealed and the
defendant has not appealed or applied for a revision
of the order of the District Court refusing to interfere
with the refusal to set aside the ex parte decree.
It is, I think, now well settled law that Order XVII,
rule 3 can be applied only when the hearing has been
adjourned at the instance of a party who subsequeptly
makes the default. The authorities to this effect are so
numerous and so ·strong that I cannot question this view
of the rule. At the same time I should like to say that
it appears to me to create a very undesirable position
in which the ~ourt is in effect at the mercy of the
party in all cases when the adjournment has not been
made at the instance of that party. It seems to me that
it is extremely desirable that this rule should be
amended ; but, for the present, I have to deal with it as
it is and that being so I can only hold that the District
Judge was right in holding that Order XVII, rule 3, was
not applicable to the case.
But that is not sufficient for the decision of the
question before me. It has been strongly contended for
the appellant that Order 17~ rule 2 does, in fact, apply
to the case and, in my opinion, that is correct. The
District Judge held that rule 2. did not apply because
in effect there has· been an appearance by the
defendant's pleader. He relied on the case of
Palaniappa Chetty v. R .M.P. V.M. Muthu Chetty (1 ).
I note here that it is apparently an ineradicable habit of
the Courts in this. Province · to prefer to be guided by
.decisions to be found in unauthorised publications rather
t;han by those to ·b e found in the authorised reports
.(!)'
. . B.L.T.
. 67.

1928

E.

MYLNE
'V.

T. KoiR.

CARR. J.
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of this Court. The District Judge's attention is directed.
to Act XVIII of 1875 under which decisions published
in the Burma Law Times are not binding ·on him. In
the case ·of Maung Pway and one v. Saya Pe (1), a
different view was taken and it was held that where a
pleader of the party merely applied for adjournment.
which was refused this could not be regarded as an
appearance which would take the case out of the opera-·
tion of Order 17, rule 2. I was one of the Bench which
gave that judgment and I am of opinion that it is.
correct. Rule 2 of Order XVII must be read in a.
reasonable manner and common sense must be applied
to its interpretation. If we are to hold that the·
appearance of a pleader who, aft~r making an application.
for a remand which is refused, immediately withdraws
from the case is an appearance which prevents the Court
from applying rule 2 the effect will be to place the·
Court practically at the mercy of the pleader who·
appears in such circumstances. He can prevent the
Court from making any progress ·with the case by merely
refusing to continue to act for his client. Similarly, it
would be possible for the party himself to appear when.
the case is called but to leave the Court immediately
afterwards before any progress could be made with the
case and thereby similarly to prevent the Court from.
proceeding with it. In addition to common sense
section 151 of the Code might also very wellJbe applied.
That section recognises the inherent power of the Court
to pass such orders as are necessary to prevent abuse of
its process and in cases such as those instanced
above I think that if the Court were to hold itself bound
to stay proceedings in the case and y.et · were not
·entitled to ·deal with the case as provided ·for by .rule 2,
there would be a serious abuse of the . process of the
Court.
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~ -~ in the circumstances of . this case is. that
aJ~:!fhe pleader did appear for the party in the
fi.t.st jbstance, as soon as he withdrew there was no longer
ani;appearance for the defendant and, therefore, the
• defend1mt failed effectively ·to appear, and the Court was
justified in acting under rule 2. The question arises
whether in proceeding to take evidence · of the plaintiff
and later writing a considered judgment in the case the
Court could be held to have acted under rule 3 and not
under rule 2. In my opinion this course of action does
not make the Court's judgment as one passed under
rule 3. It is to be noted that under rule 2 the Court
may proceed in the manner provided by Order IX
which may be appropriate to the circumstances of the
case before it. In this case it was the defendant who
failed to appear and therefore it was rule 6 of Order IX
which the Court had to apply ; that is,. it had to decide
the. suit ex parte. · It is well settled law in this
Province, and I think in most, if not all, .other provinces,
that when a case is disposed of under Order IX,
rule 6, the plaintiff must be required to prove
his case and the ordinary practice is that . when a suit
is heard ex parte the evidence of the plaintiff · and his
witnesses is taken. · In the present case it was held
that the burden of proof was on the defendant and
possibly the Court might have been .entitled to decree
the suit without taking any evidence for the plaintiff.
But the defendant had, in fact, already given some
evidence and it might well be that the plaintiff wished
to rebut the evidence already given. In that case he
certainly would have a right to do so and the fact
that the Court took the evidence tendered by the
plaintiff and subsequently decided the suit on the
evidence actually before it for both sides would not
prevent its decision from being ari ex parte one under
Order XVII, · rule 2, read with Order IX, rule 6. In

1928

E.

MYLNE'
.f) .

T.KoiR.
C ARR,

J-
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my view, therefore, Order XVII, rule 2, did apply and
it cannot ·be said ·that the Subdivisional Court did not
proceed under that rule. I am unable to agree with
the District Judge that the Subdivisional Court could
·have acted only under rule 3 and· therefore I must
hold that the District Court was wrong in allowing the
respondent's appeal on the ground which he gave for
doing so. Respondent, however, in his app~al before
the District Court questioned the decision of the
.Subdivisional Court on the merits of the case and he
was entitled to have those grounds of appeal considered by the first appellate Court. I therefore set
aside the judgment and decree of the District Court
·and remand the appeal to that Court for . further
hearing and decision on its merits. The appella~t
will be granted a certificate for a refund of the court-fees paid on this appeal and the other costs of this
appeal will be costs in the District Court and follow
.the result there. It is no doubt unfortunate that the
District Judge has also dismissed the respondent's
appeal from the order refusing to set aside the
.ex parte decree. That order, however, is not before
me now and I can only leave the respondent and
his advisers to. take such action as may seem to them
most appropriate 'if they wish to have the merits of that
appeal considered.

VoL. VI]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.Justice Brown,

A.R.V. CHETTYAR FIRM

AND THREE OTHERS

v.
MAUNG HLA GYI

1928

Feb. 23.

AND TWO

OTHERS.*

Burmese Buddhist mother's power to dispose of minor child's property-Disposal
for benefit of minor.
Held, that a Burmese Buddhist mother as natural guardian of a minor, has
ordinarily no power to dispose of immoveable property of her ward. A transfe-r
by her may however be upheld if the circumstances clearly indicate that the
transfer was in the interests of the minor.

P. Sen for the appellants.
Eunoose for the respondents.
J. -The 1st appellant, A.R.V. Chettyar firm,
filed a suit against . eight persons for a decree for
sale on a mortgage document. The executants of .
the document were the 1st defendant, Ma Khin Lay,
and the 5th defendant, Maung Sint. The 2nd,
3rd and 4th defendants, who are now the only
respondents, to this appeal, are the minor children
of Ma Khin Lay. · Ma Khin Lay signed the mortgage
·d eed for herself and as the guardian of these minors.
The remaining defendants are the legal representatives
of the purchaser at an auction sale of the equity
of redemption of the land. Apparently, the three
minors were not parties to that .suit and, therefore, whatever interest they had -in the land would
not . seem to have passed by the sale.- · The suit
·against the . three minor children ·has been dismissed
bY:·. the·.District Court on th~ ground that ·M a-.·Khin
. BROWN,

6£

·.. . .. , Speci~l ci~il Sec~Hd 'App~~t' ~o. 38s
~9~7 '~gainit .t he juct&n"ient of the
'Distnct 'Court of Pegli:in C:ivil'Appeat:No.' 15 of 1927i ·
·
·
·
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Lay had no power to execute the mortgage deed
A. R.V.
on their behalf.
CH.ETTYAR
The property .i~ question w~s .purchased on the
FIRM
AND THREE
17th of November, 1919,. from one U Dut for
OTHERS
v.
Rs. 2,500 in the name of Ma Khin Lay and her
MAUNG
Hu..Gyr three children. The evidence is to the effect · that
AND TWO
OTHERS.
the purchase money was paid by Maung Shwe Gon,.
the father of Ma Khin Lay. ·
BROWN, J.
In the year 1920, Ma Khin Lay executed a
mortg~ge deed with . regard t_
o this property in favour
of the Chettyar. The ~ortgage . deed . in suit is
dated the 24th · of August, 1922. The consideration
for that mortgage was said to b.e. Rs. 543-12-0 still
due on a previous mortgage, · and Rs. 956-4-0 in
cash. Chakarasbarni, an agent· of the plaintiff firm,.
says that, at the sale,
Khin Lay .told him that
the money was being ta\:en · for the benefit ·of the
children. There is, however, no real evidence that
the money was . taken for this purpose, . or, indeed,
that any real enquiries in the matter were made · by
the Chettyar firm . . ' ·
··
According· to the evidence of Ma Khin Lay, the
money was· borrowed not for . the children at all
but in order to help her brother-in-law, Ko Yaw Han,
out· of. difficulties. There is no evidence to · the
contrary,· and it is : unlikely that .. so large a sum as
.Rs. 1,500, or even Rs. 1,:000, would be -required for
the .. three· minor children, unless for ··sQme .special
occasion. It · has not been suggested that any :special
occasion · existed in this case.- ·It. ·seems to · me, · therefore, · impossible . to . hold: .that this mortgage ,·was
effected .for. the benefit: of the :· children;' · or -that ·the
children ·: profited. in ,any>way . from ·the · proceeds· 'tJ:te
the. m.ortgage;-' .·. .·,_. · ... ·> ... , ,. _,·.:·. :. ·:· . :., . _;< ._._. ·;. ~. -::
·.·:It "has ._ .:!t..en ·... contended·
. , !· ' : ~. ·.
. ·:· ·:. - .~ ;.... .'befo.re·
:·:' ', \• . . :me
·. ·.;. ~·.·..l.:~tthat Ma: --Khin
Lay, as the mother: ·. pf.the =~ mino:v :chjldren,:.. .is :-:their

Ma

:o:

• • ,.

1,;

.• • ...... .•.• ·:••
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natural guardian, and, as such, entitled to dispose
of their property~ I have been referred to Trevelyan
on ::VIinors (sixth edition), at page 151 and
following pages.
In the case of Hindus and Mohammedan~
undoubtedly parents of minor children have, in certain
circumstances, power to act as their guardian and
to dispose of their property ; but no corresponding
PO\";er has been shown to me to exist in the case
of Burman Buddhists.
At page 167 of Trevelyan the following passage
occurs :'' The law applicable to persons other than Hindus
and Mahommedans does not permit guardians, other
than those appointed by the Court, or having power
given to them by the instrument appointing them, to
sell or charge the immoveable property of their
wards."
I am not prepared to say that in no circumstances
could a Burman Buddhist mother validly dispose of
the immoveable property of her minor children.
Circumstances might exist. which made it so clear
that she was acting in the interests of the minor
that a transfer by her might be upheld. But that
has not been ·shown to qe the case here. In fact,
all the ~vidence there ~s is strongly the other way~
indicating that the minors got no advantage whatsoever out of t4e proceeds of the mortgage. ·
In these circumstances I am of opinion that the
bistric~ : Court was right. in holding that the mmors
were not bou~d by·the mortgage d~ed.

A.R. V.
CHETTYAR:
FIRM
AND THREE
OTHERS

v.
MAUNG

HLA GYI
AND T\¥0

OTHERS.
BROWN,

J.
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. Before Mr. Justice Carr .
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BALTHAZAR & SONS, LTD.
v.
COMMISSIONERS FOR THE PORT OF
RANGOON.*
R angoon Port Act (Burma ~ct I V of 1905), ss. 68, xo x-Liability "for anything
purpoting to be done under the Act," meaning of-Claim for loss of goodsNotice and suit within fixed period whether essential.
Held, that where a .person claims damages from the Rangoon Port Commissioners for loss of goods, he must give a month's notice in writing and file his suit
within six ~onths in accordance with the provisions of s. 101 of the Rangoon
Port Act . The Port Commissioners were required under the Act to land and
ship goods, so that~ omission to do something that ought to be done in order to
effect the complete performance of a d uty imposed upon the public body under
the Act amounts to an act done or intended to be done within the meaning of
s. xox requiring notice of action, and fixing the period of limitation for a suit.
Allan v. Chairman of the Distirct Board of lVIanbhum, 5 Patna L.J. 359;
Wilson v. The Mayor and Corporation of Halijax, (1 868) 3 Exch. x14-referred to.

Doctor for the applicant.
Clifton for the respondents.
CARR, J.- The plaintiff-petitioner was the consignee
of five cases of goods which were shipped to him at
Rangoon. He received delivery from the respondents,
the Commissioners for the Port of .Rangoon, of only
four cases. He has sued for damages for the loss
of the fifth ·case. As against :the .responde11:t his suit
has been dismissed on the ground that .the provisions
of section 101 of -the . Rangoon Port Act, . 1905 , have
not been complied with. It is admitted . that the
notice required by that section has not been given
:and that the suit . was not commenced within the
period prescribed by it and that if the section applies
-tPe suit was rightly dismissed. ·
•

Civil R evision N o. 298 of

1928

of 1927. ·

! .
~

.

'
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The contention is that the section does not apply.
The section provides that no suit shall be brought
·against. the Commissioners .for the Port " for anything
.purporting to be done under this Act " except after
due notice and within six months after the .accrual
of the right to sue. It is claimed that the loss or
destruction of goods is not anything " purporting to
be done under the Act."
Section 68 of the Act is relevant. It provides
that the Commissioners " shall by their servants land
" all
and ship all goods from and in .
vessels coming into the port. It thus imposes a duty
on the Commissioners and essentially the case for the
petitioner · is that they have failed to carry out their
duty in its entirety.
In my view section 101 clearly applies in this
case, In Wilson v . . The Mayor and Corporation of
Halifax (1), the Corporation was sued for damages
for failure to fence a .public footpath. There was a
provision in the relevant Act that no r.uit should be
brought " for aP..ything done or intended to be done
pnder the authority of the Act" until after one month's
notice. It was held that this provision applied to the
suit. In his judgment Chief Judge Baron Kelly
said "
. it is now settled by authority
that an omtsst.on to do so~ething that ought to be
done in order to the complete performance of a duty
imposed upon a public body un.d er an Act of Parliament
. amounts to ·an act done or intended tobe done within the meaning ·of these clauses, requiring
notice of action for th~ .p~o~ection of public bodies
acting in the discharge of Pl!hlic duties . under Acts
t>f Parliament.'·'
:
·· ·
In Allan Mathewson v. Chairman of the District
Board. of . Manhhum (2), it . was held that similar
(x)

(x868) 3 Exch. IIlf.atp. n9.:2o.

· (z)

5 Patna Law Jou.mal

359-1
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terms in the Bengal ·Local Self-Government Act also
include omissions.
No authority to the contrary has been cited. The
interpretat~on adopted in these cases is in my opinion
the only one reasonably possible and in my opinion the
suit against the respondent was rightly dismissed.
This application is dismissed with costs.

APPELLATE CML.
Before Mr. Justice H eald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

K.

s.

E. MOHAMED CASSIM

AND OTHERS

v.
JAMILA BEE BEE.*
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Sch. I, Art. 182, cl. 5 and Explanation xDecree against judgment-debtor alone is not decree passed against him
and his surety jointly-Applications fo.t execution against judgment-debtor
alone does not save limitation aga£nst surety.
Held that where a surety has signed a bond for the due satisfaction, in whole
or in part, of a decree passed or to be passed against a person, the decree
cannot be said to be passed jointly against the judgment-debtor and his
surety, so that applications for execution ·under cl. 5 of Art. · t8z of th~
Limitation Act against the judgment-debtor alone, which would save
limitation against the judgment-debtor, would not avail as against the
surety if execution is sought against him for the first time after three
years from the date of the decree.
· Narayan v. Timmaya, 31 Born. so-followed.

Leach for the appellants.

Chari for the ·r espondent.

The 1st appellant and one G~ni whos~ represent_atives were the rest of the. appellants _signed . a bond
• Ci~ First Appeal No. 23 r of 1927 against the order of the District Court .
of Hanthawaddy in Civil Execution No. 66 of 1926.
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in an administration suit for the sum of Rs. 15·,000
K. S. E.
to be paid by them whenever ordered by the Court and MoHAMED
upon default by the defendant in paying into Court CASSrM AND
OTHERS
· such sum of money as he may be required to pay
'V.
}AMILA
in the suit by the Court. On the signing of this BEE BEE.
bond, the Bailiff's appointment · as receiver was
-cancelled, and the property restored to the defendant
who gave certain undertakings in respect thereof.
Plaintiff obtained her decree against the defendant
for over Rs. 60,000 in August 1923. In February 1926
she applied for a transfer of the decree for execution
against the defendants at Ramnad and also applied
for execution against him in Burma. She could ·
not execute the decree, and in November 1926 she
applied for a notice calling upon the defendant to
pay the decretal amount in Court. This application
:also infructuous. ·Plaintiff then applied in December
1926 for notice against the sureties calling upon
them to pay the sum of Rs. 15,000 in Court. They
resisted the claim on the ground of limitation and
:also on the ground that the defendant was removed
from the position of receiver without ·.notice to them.
·The District Court held that limitation was saved by the
previous applications of the plaintiff, and that defendant
was never a receiver, .nor were the sureties his sureties as
.receiver. On appeal the High Court upheld the latter
·ground, but reversed the order of the District Court on
the point of limitation. The portion of the judgment
•.dealing with it being as follows:HEALD and MAUNG BA, JJ.-But the . question
remains whether Or ·nOt execution as against the
·:sureties was barred by limitation~· and that ·question
resolves itself into the question · whether or not the
appiications of the 9th of February 192~, . 'Yhich \Y<?Uld
certaiilly save limitation, so far as execution against

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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:·~.;-::

·K . E. Mahomed was· concerned, would also save
limitation as against the sureties.
~,~onAM ED
Clause 5 of Article 182 of the First Schedule ~o
~ASSI·M Al'll>
oT~s
the Limitation Act says in effect that an application
J::.e~~- for execution of a decree can be made within three years
from the date of the last application in execution,
HEALD
AND
provided of course that that last application was
MAuNG BA, itself
within time, 4nd there is a provision to
JJ.
hat Clause which says that where the decree has
leen made jointly against more persons than one, the
.pplication, if made 4gainst any one or more of
hem shall take effect against them all. The lower
~ourt' s view seems to have been that the d ecree
G this case against K. E. Mahomed must be regarded
s a decree passed against K. E . Mahomed and his
wo sureties. jointly because it can be executed against
1e sureties as well as against K . . E. Mahomed;
nd that therefore an application for execution against
~. E. Mahomed,
the principal debtor,
saved
mitation as against the sureties.
This matter was discussed in the case of Narayan
~anpatbhai Agsal v. Timmayabin Subbaya and another
:), which was a case where during the pendency
f a suit a debt due to the defendant was attached
efore judgment and ·the attachment was removed
:1 security for
the due performance of the: decree
~ing given. More than three years from the
date
: the decree the plaintiff sought to execute the
~cree against the sur.ety. He claimed that limition was saved by a previous application for
:e~ution against the defendant, . The Court held that
.e decree could ·not be regarded . as having"been
Lssed joil).tly against : the judgment-debtor: and the
.rety, and that therefore an applicat~<>n · . of. exec.u tion
;ainst · ~he,. defe~dm,t . did _; not . save ,.limitation ·'itS
.

·· ~

l{'d;S. E.

.(x)· .(xgo6)_.3xBom-,so,, ·_,

: . .:·: ·. ...

. · · ·.:·:
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against the suretv. So far as we are aware that
decision has never been overruled and we accept it
as good law.
\i\·e hold therefore that the applications of the 9th
of February 1926 do not save limitation in respect
of execution against appellants, and accordingly we
allow the appeal and, setting aside the order of the
Io~~~ Donrt, we dismiss the application for execution
as~ appellants as being time-barred.
. ~ndent will pay appellants' costs in · both
C,Otirts, advocate's fee in each Court to be five gold
:~. ; 'f'
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before lVJr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Mqung Ba.

MAUNG TUN SEIN
v.
KO TU AL~D FIVE OTHERS.*
Partition,jact of, can be proved by oral evidence-Inadmissible document containing
terms of partition-Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 91.
Held, that the fact of partition may be proved by oral evidence, notwithstanding that the terms of partition are embodied in a document which cannot
be proved. S. 91 of the Evidence Act is concerned with the terms of a
.document, not with the fact of the transaction.
Chhotalal v. Bai Mahakore, 41 Born. 466-refer1ed to.

Thein Maung for the appellant.
Tha Kin for the respondents.
and· MAUNG BA, JJ.-This appeal arises
out of an administration suit relating to th~ estate of
U Po and Ma Shwe Me, a Karen Buddhist couole
... .
H EALD

No.

*Civil Second Appeal
307 of 1927 against the judgment of the District
Court of Myaungmya in Civil Apeal No. 20 of 1927.

. 22

1928

Feb. 28.
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They had four children, Maung Tu, respondent No. 1
Ma Ngwe Nu deceased mother of Maung Tun Sein
appellant, Maung Pwin deceased husband of Ma Oh
Za, 6th respondent, and Maung Pu who has since
died a bachelor. Ma Shwe Me predeceased all her
children and U Po remarried Ma Tha Ya by whom
he had four children, Ma lVIu Cheik, Ma E K wa,
Maung Po Tha and Ma Hnin Myain, respondents,
Nos. 2 to 5. The appellant claims one-third of his grandfather's payin taken to the second marriage and oneninth of the hnapazon of the second marriage. His claim
was resisted on several grounds, of which one was
that U Po after the death of his first wife partitioned
his estate between himself and his four children and
that the appellant's mother Ma Ngwe Nu had already
received her share. If this contention were correct
his claim must fail under the Burmese Buddhist Law.
Both the Subdivisional Court and the District Court
have c'Jme to a concurrent finding that there was such
a partition.
This zppeal has therefore been argued on a question
of law and the argument is that as the partition was
effected by a document which was ~ot registered no
oral evidence is admissible to prove it. The document
purporting to be such a partition deed was written in
an Exercise Book in pencil. During the hearing of
this appeal respondents' counsel produced it in
compliance with the notice for production issued at the
instance of the appellant's counsel. In the judgment of
the Subdivisional Court a reference was made to this
book. The learned Judge observed that during the cross- ·
examination of U Aung (5 P.W.) this document was
shown to the witness who denied his signature, and
that as the learned advocate for the plaintiff also
.objected to its admission on the ground that it had
not been ·produced at the first hea,ring, the Court
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upheld the objection and rejected the document. The
learned. Judge however admitted oral evidence holding MAUNG
that such evidence was admissible because under TUNv.SEIN
KoTu
B1;tddhist Law an oral partition was valid. The learned AND
FIVE
.Additional District Judge also admitted the oral evidence OTHERS.
HEALD
but on a different ground. He observed that as the
AND
V:hole case rested upon the document its rejection MAUNGBA,
JJ.
by the lower Court was wrong, but that because of
Of such rejection oral evidence would be admissible.
Evidently the learned Subdivisional Judge rejected the ·
document under Order 13, rule 2. It may be pointed
out that that Rule was enacted to prevent fraud by
the late production of suspicious documents. The
Court may however in its discretion admit such a
document, if it is satisfied that it is genuine. The
rejection of a document may mean that the Court
regards it as a fabrication. In the present case the
;ejection took place at the instance of the appellant.
We do not think that in these circumstances the
appellant can blow hot and cold and argue that the
·document is a fabrication but owing to its existence
·no oral evidence should be admitted.
Apart from this, the law regarding the ·admissibility of evidence as laid down in section 91 of the
Indian Evidence Act is dear. Where a document is
a final repository of the t~rms of a contract, etc., any
other evidence is excluded from being used either as a
substitute for such document or to contradict or to alter
it. The section thus excludes other evidence of the
.terms of the document. It follows that the section
will not exclude evidence of the fact of the existence
-of a particular relationship such as landlord and
~~i~t, partnership or the fact of partition as in the
· ·
case. It is unnecessary to find out how the
was effect~d. If the fact of partition is
will serve as a complete answer to the

INPlAN LAW REPORTS.
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claim. , ·We are of opinion that even if the document
in question is takep. to{f.Pe the final repository of the~
terms of the pa~ition, section 91 of the Evidence
Act would not e:x1clude oral evidence to prove the·
fact of partition ~>IXly. We are fortified in this view
by the decision in Chhotalal Aditraml Travadi v. Bai
Mahakore (1), where a Bench of the Bombay High
Court held that the fact of partition may be proved
by oral evidence although the deed embodying the
terms of partition cannot be proved for want o"f
registration. Maung Po Dan (1 D.,iV.) deposes that
he was present at the partition, and that a day or
two later U Po's. children including the appellant's
mother were given their shares.
For the above reasol\S··the dismissal of the appellant'S.
claim was justified. We dismiss the appeal with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
·~

,,

MAUNG THEIN MAUNG AND TWO
v.
MASAW.*
Buddhist Law-Marriage- Marriageable age of a boy.
.
~

Held, that at Burmese Buddhist law, a youth is competent to contract a valict
·marriage at any time after lie is physically competent for marriage and no·
consent of his parents or guardian is necessary for a valid marriage.
Ma E S ein v. -Maung H.ia Min, 3 Ran. 455 ; Maung Nyein v. lv!a Hm')'in,.
3 U.B.R. 75-----referred to. !-.

ii .

·

;:"''

Ganguli for the!' appellants.
.

.

Thein . Maung _for th~ r~spondent . .
r'

(x) (x9x9) 41 ~om. 466.
* Ci~, _E irst Appeal No. 176··of.i927.
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and MAUNG J?A, JJ .-Respondent sued the
first appellant for divorce on the ground that he
had deserted her . and had married another wife, and
for partition of property on the ·basis of a divorce as
by mutual consent. She joined the second appellant,
who is the first appellant's other wife, as being
interested in the partition of the property, and the
third appellant, who is the first appellant'.s brother~
i.n-law, as claiming to be a purchaser of part
{)f the property of the marriage from the first
.appellant.
The first appellant's defence was that there was
no valid marriage between him and. respondent
because he was only about 16 years of age when he
went through the ceremony of marriage with her.
He admitted that after he and respondent parted company he sold a piece of land .to the third appellant.
The second appellant's defence was similar and
she added that she was not a necessary party to
the suit.
The third appellant adopted the first appellant's
that there was no marriage. He admitted
the first appellant was his brother-in-law and
that he and his wife acted as the first appellant's
fml~anu·:ans before he came of age. H e said that his
of the lands from the first appellant for
500 was a genuine transaction and that the
~'fltl)peuc:mt sold .the hinds to him in order to pay
:::u~ots due by himself and his second wife.
lower Court held that there was no substance
first appellant's . defence that there ~vas no
l;>ecause he ·was : too young to enter into a·
of marriage, and that respondent was in
:aJ~Pd. in ·law the first appellant's wife. · It found
was entitled to divorce as by mutu.al
iii~~~~ ·;t:q. .I':~iti<;>n .of pro!?~~. on . t~e basis of
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we agree with the lower Court that in the circumstances of the case it is unlikely that the land was
sold by the first appellant in good faith in pursuance
of the common business of the first appellant and
respondent as a married couple. The third appellant knew all the circumstances of the couple and
knew that he was buying from a married man who
was living separately from his wife.
In these circumstances we see no reason to interfere with the lower Court's finding that the sale did
not affect the one-third interest in the land which
respondent takes on divorce.
The appeal is accordingly dismissed with costs.
The decree of this Court will not be signed until
respondent has paid into Court the deficient courtfee payable in the trial Court in respect of her claim
to divorce.
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MAUKG
THEIN

MAUKG
AND TWO

v.
MASAW .
HFALD
AND
MAUNG BA,

JJ.

CIVIL~

B efore Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Braum.

MIRZA HASHIM lVIISHKEE
v.
A. A. H. BINDANEEM AND ONE. *
Shiah Mahomedan L aw-Gift by way of trust must confonn to law relating gifts
-Gifts in futuro when invalid-Gift to unbonz person after a life interest
and control over corpus, invalid.
A Shiah Mahomedan lady purported to create a trust by a deed of gift in
which she appointed a trustee who was to pay the income of the trust property
to herself for life, on h er death to pay the income to her husband and on his d eath
to pay the income to her son and daughter and after their d eath the income was
to go to their children, and on attainment of the age of 18 b.y the youngest
grandchild, the property was to be made over outrigl}t to the grandchildren. T he
trustee was to get 15 per cent. of the income by way of commission during the

*

lV!ar.

12.
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sett!or's life-time. The trustee was empowered to sell and transfer the corpus
of the property subject to the written consent of the donor during h er life-time.
Held, that the trust-deed was invalid. A gift under Mahomedan law to be
valid must be a gift in praesenti and not in futuro. The fact that the gift was by
way of trust did not override the Mahomedan law as to gifts. T here was no
gift in praesenti as the settlor had reserved to herself a life interest and she had
not divested herself of all dominion over the corpus of the property as it could
be sold with her consent.
Mirza Hashim Mishkee v. A. A. Bindaneem, 5 R an. 252-conjirmed.
J ainabai v. S~thna, 34 Born. 6o4 ; Mahomed Shah v. Official Trustee of
Bengal, 36 Cal. 43 I ; Sadik Husain v. Hashim Ali, 43 LA. 212 ; Shiraz Husain
v. 1Vlushaf H usain, 24 .0udh Cases 32 ; Yusuf Ali v. Collector of Tippera, 9 Cal.

138--rejerred to.
Nawab Umjad Ally v. Mohumdee Begam, I I M.I.A. 5 17-distinguished.
Ameer Ali's Mahomedan Law, 4th Ed., p. 142; Baillie's Digest of Moham:.
madan Law, p . 214 ; Mulla's Mohamedan Law, 7th Ed., pp. I n9-20 ; Tyabji's
1Vlahommedan Law, 2nd Ed., ss. 349, 449--reje1-red to.

Raft for the appellant.
N. JV. Burjorjee for the respondents.
C.J., and BROWN, J.-The point fot
decision in this appeal is as to the validity of a
certain deed of trust under Mahomedan law.
The parties to the appeal are Shiah Mahomedans.
The 2nd respondent, Sakeena Khanum, was married
to one Haj ee Mirza Hashim Mishkee, deceased. The
properties affected by the deed of trust originally
belonged to Hajee· Mirza Hashim · Mishkee,. who transferred them to his wife by a number of gifts. The
deed of trust in question was -executed by Sakeena
Khanum, after the gifts had been made by her husband,
on the 6th of December 1904. By the deed she purports to transfer the property to the 1st respondent,
Aga Abdul. Housain Bindaneem,. as trustee. The terms
of the trust are that the trustee shall pay the income
of the property to the set~lor during her life,. that on
her death the trustee shall pay the income to her
husband, that on his death the trustee shall pay the
income to Mirza Cassim Mishkee ·and Khatiza Bibi,
the children of Sakeena Khanum, that after the deatl;l.
RuTLEDGE,
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'Of Mirza Cassim Mishkee and Khatiza Bibi the income
is to go to their children and that on the attainment
of the age of 18 by the youngest grandchild the
property is to be made over outright to the grand-children. The payment of the income to the settlor
·d uring her life is subj ect to a reduction of 15 per
<;ent. to be kept by the t rustee as commission.
The suit ·was brought by a grandchild of Sakeena
Khanwn who claimed that the trustee had been
wasting the property and asked that the trustee be
removed from the trusteeship. The case has been
-defended on a large number of grounds but the only
point which has so far been decided is as to the validity
()f the trust deed. It is admitted that the decision must
rest on Mahomedan law. The learned trial Judge
bas held the deed to be invalid because it purports
to give a remainder to a child who was unborn at the
time of the settlement. Great reliance is placed by
the learned advocate for the appellant on passages
from the Treatises on Mohammadan Law by Tyabji
:and Ameer Ali and from Baillie's Digest of Moham.m adan Law. In section 449 of Tyabji's 2nd edition
it is laid down that " The grantee of a limited
interest must be in existence at the time when the
grant is made; he must be competent to own property,
and must be distinctly indicated ; provided that where
a sucession of limited interest is created by the same
grant, the grantee of the first interest alone need be in
existence at the time of the grant, and if the succeeding
grantees come into existence when their respective
interests open out, the grants to them are valid. "
Ameer Ali remarks at page 142 of the 4th edition
of his Treatise : " So long as the fir .;t ' taker ' is in
existence at the time the gift is made, the disposition
becomes operative under · the Shiah law ; the subsequent · donees being required to be in being· only
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when the intermediate estates come to an end." And
MIRZA
the same view is taken at page 214 of Baillie's Digest
HASHIM
of Mohammadan Law. The learned trial Judge
MISHKEE
v.
remarked that the texts on which these passages were
A.A. H.
BINDANEEM founded did not deal with or contemplate the creation
AND ONE.
of a vested interest after a life estate in favour of
R UTLEDGE,
C.J., AND unborn persons and came to the conclusion that the
BROWN, J.
passages cited were not based on authoritative texts
and were opposed to the fundamental conceptions of
Mahomedan law.
He referred to the case of Shiraj Husain ana
others v. Mushaf Husain and others (1), in which the
learned Judicial Commissioner of Oudh held that a
gift . according to Shiah law is a contract between
the parties which therefore requires the consensus of
minds requisite for a contract. There must be a
proposal to make the gift and there must be an acceptance of the gift. He held that there could be nosuch acceptance in the case of a person who was
unborn at the time the gift was made.
It has been held by their Lordships of the PrivyCouncil that a vested remainder can be created under
Mahomedan law and the question whether such.
vested remainder created by ·a deed of trust in favour
of an unborn child is valid is a matter of considerable
difficulty. We do not, however, think thatit is neces-·
sary for us to come to any ~efinite decision on this
point in this appeal. There can be no doubt that a
gift under Mahomedan law to be valid must be a
gift in praesenti and not in futuro. Though it may
not be necessary where a deed of trust creates a.
number of successive interests that every one of the
donees should be· ready and willing to accept . the gift
at once it is clear that the immediate donee must be
in such a· ·position for the gift .to be valid. But tn
1928

(x) ·24 Oudh Cases 32·.
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the present case the donor reserved to herself an
interest for life. It is true that a trustee has been
appointed to receive the life estate but we do not
think that this can make any difference to the application of the law. In the case of Sadik Husain Khan
v. Hashim Ali Khan and others (1), their Lordships
of the Privy Council held as follows : " The Court
of the Judicial Commissioner has held that the term
' gifts ' as here used does not include gifts in trust.
Their Lordships cannot adopt such a narrow construction of the term ' gifts ' as would exclude any gift
where the donor's bounty passes to his intended
beneficiary through the medium of a trust, so that
while a gift by A to C direct would be governed by
the Mahomedan law, a gift by A to B in trust for
C would be governed by some other law. So to hold
"" ould, they think, defeat the plain purpose and
object of this section of the statute." The statute
referred to is the Oudh Laws Act. But it is not
disputed that the law to be applied in this case is
the Mahomedan law. And when resort is had to
the medium of a trust and the validity of the gift is
called in question, the creation of a trust cannot be
allowed in effect to render the general principles of
Mahomedan law on the subject of the gift inoperative. We do not therefore think that the fact that the
property in this case was made over to a trustee can
be held in any way to alter the fact that the settlor
did reserve to herself a _ l~fe interest in the property.
I t is true that the tru·stee is to get ·15 per cent.
of the income but that is only as commission for acting
as the trustee and amounts to little more than payment
to him as manager. The gift in this case must in our
opinion be held to be a gift reserving in the settlor a
life interest in the subject-matter of the deed. A gift
(x) 43 !.A.
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by a donor to herself is clearly no real gift at all and
reservation in this deed of settlement of a life interest
in the settlor results in there being no gift at all in
v.
praesenti but in the gift taking effect only on the
A. .-\. H.
B rNoAN EEM
settlor's death.
AND ONE.
We have been referred on behalf of the responRUTLEDGE,·
C.J., A..l>lD dents to the case of Jainabai and another v. R. D. Sethna
.BROWN, J,
and others (1). In that. case it was held that a conveyance .by a Shiah Mahomedan to himself and other
trustees for himself for life, and after his death for
the payment of annuities to his widow and daughter,
with .a proviso reserving to the settlor the power to
revoke the gift, was invalid. In the course of his
judgment Beaman, J., remarks (at p. 610): '' As a
general rule of Mahomedan law, it is, I think, unquestionable that an indispensable condition precedent
to a valid gift is that it should be unqualified and
in praesenti, The books are full of prohibitions, with
simple illustrations against. gifts in futuro." At page
612, "Looking to the clear and positive principles of
the Mahomedan law, I cannot believe that any gift,
which is only to take effect after the death of the
donor, and during his life-time is expressly declared
to be revocable by him, could ~ver be a valid gift.
T he qu~stiori might have been complicated had the
donor died . without revoking the contemplated gifts.
But ·even so, I should still have been of opinion, that
as declared in the instrument of 1902, the gifts to
Jainabai and the minor plaintiff were illegal and
invalid." And a~ page 614, "Coming back to our
present case it will be ~een at once that it differs in
one very material point. For the first donee is the
donor himself; and it is, therefor~, impossible, as . in
t he first case I put, . for·
to .c omply in any way
M IRZA
H ASHIM
M ISHKEE

him
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with those conditions which the Mahomedan law
makes indispensable to a valid gift."
The circumstances of that case were not entirely
similar to those of the present case, but it is clear
that, in the learned Judge's view, a gift with a reservation of a life-interest to the donor would ordinarily
be invalid under Mahomedan law. It has been
objected to the authority of this case that in the same
judgment doubts are thrown on the correctness of a
decision of their Lordships of the Privy Council .to
the effect that a Mahomedan may create a succession
of life interests. But however that may be there can
be no doubt that it is essential for the validity of a
gift under Mahomedan law that it shall be operative
at once. According to section 349 of Tyabji's
Mahomedan Law : " W.nere a declaration of gift purports to transfer the subject of the gift to a donee
at a future time, or contingently on the happening
.of a future event, the gift is void." In his notes on
this section the learned author rema.rks ; "There is
however one exception to this rule. For, where the
condition on which the operation of the gift is
suspended is the death of the donor the disposition
constitutes a particular species of gift, namely a
bequest, and it may operate as such in Mahomedan
law." But in the present case it is not the contention
that the gift operates as a bequest which would be
revocable at any time during the testator's life-time.
This exception to the general rule would not make
the settlement valid as a gift inter vivos, and that
is what is claimed for the settlement here.
Mulla at pages 119 and 120 of his treatise on
.Mahomedan Law (seventh edition) lays down the
.following propositions : . (1) A gift cannot be · made of anythit:lg to be
performe<;i in futuro;

.1928
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·(2) A gift cannot be made to take effect on
the happening of a contingency.
H e also, however, states "where property is transv.
ferred by way of gift, and the donor does not reserve
A.A. H.
BtNDANBEM
the dominion over the corpus of the property nor
A.."'D ONE.
any share of dominion over the corpus, but stipulates
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND for and obtains a right to the recurring income during
BROWN, J.
his life, the gift and the stipulation are both valid."
This is based on a decision of the Privy Council
in the case of N c.wab Umjad Ally v. Mohumdee
Begam (1), and in view of the pronouncement by
their Lordships it is impossible to hold that in no
case could a gift be valid with reservation of the
enjoyment by the donor during his life of the profits
of the subject-matter of the gift. But the circumstances
of N moab Umjad Ally's case were very different from
those of the present case. In that case a father had
made a gift of Government notes to his son. The gift
was accompanied by delivery of possession and a transfer
into the son's name, w ithout any reservation of the
dominion over the corpus and only a stipulation for the
right to the accruing interest during the donor's life.
The gift was complete from the very first, but that
cannot be said in the present case. Apart from
the fact that no beneficiary in the present case
except the donor receives any benefit from or
possession of the property during the donor 's lifetime, there is a distinct reservation even as to the
powers of the trustee with regard to the corpus
of the property. The deed of trust allows the
trustee to sell and transfer the corpus of the
property but ·only subject to the written consent
of the donor during her life-time. Sakeena Khanum
has . not divested herself of all dominion oyer the
corpus of the property. It was _held by the High
:.V1IRZA
HASH IM
l\lliSHKBB

(t)
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1928
Court of Calcutta in the case of Yusuf Ali and
MIRZA
othersv. The Collector ofTippera (1), thatHASHIM
( 1) By Mahomedan Law, a gift cannot be valid MISHKEE
v.
unless it is accompanied by possession; and A.A.
H.
NDANEEM
(2) that it cannot be made to take effect at any BIAND
ONE
definite future period.
UTLEDGE,
In that case a document had been executed in the RC.J.,
AND
following terms: "I have executed an ikrar to this BROWN, J.
effect, that, so long as I live, I shall enjoy and
possess the properties, and that I shall not sell or
make gift to any one; but after my death, you will
'b e t~e owner, and also have a right to sell or to
make a gift after my death. " It was held that this
was an ordinary gift of property in futuro and as such
invalid under lV[ahomedan law. And in a later case
of the same Court Mahomed Shah v. Official Trustee
of Bengal (2), Stephen, J., held that a deed creating
.a life-interest in the donor was void under the
Mahomedan law, though the reasons for this decision
do not appear in the official report.
In our opinion the so-called deed of gift or trust
in the present case does not affect any gift at all in
praesenti but the gift can only. become operative on
the dezth of the donor. The gift cannot therefore
be held to be a valid gift inter vh·os under Mahomedan
law. We therefore agree ·with the learned trial Judge
that the deed of trust is invalid, and v:e dismiss this·
appeal. Each party to bear their own costs.

(x) (x882) 9 Cal. xj8.
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Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

HAJEE ALLY MOHAMED
Mar. 12.

v.
M. M. BHAM

AND OTHERS

AND ONE.*

Insolvency Cqurt, power to isme temporm·y injunction-Dispute between rival
creditors over property of debtor-Provincial Insolvency Act (V of
1920), s. 5·
.
Held, that under the provisions of s. 5 of the Provincial Insolvency Act
the Insolvency Court has the same powers as a Civil Court and so it would
be justified in granting a temporary injunction preventing a creditor from
selling the debtor's property over which he claims a lien which is disputed by
other creditors, pending the decision of such dispute.

J.-On the 23rd of March 1927 the present
2nd respondent filed a suit against the 1st respondent
to recover a sum of over Rs. 20,000 alleged to be
due on promissory noters, and he claimed that by
virtue of a deed exe~uted by the rst respondent h~
had a lien for that debt on the stock-in-trade of the
1st respondent's two shops. He accordingly applied
for the appointment of a Receiver for the · stock of
the shops pending the decision of the suit, and the
Court appointed its Bailiff to be Receiver.
On the 9th of April 1927, that ]s on the last day
before the Court closed for the April holidays,
a decree was passed by consent against the 1st respondent for Rs. 18,500 with interest and costs and with a
declaration of the 2nd respondent's lien over the·
stock of the shops.
On the 25th of April, that is on the day op. which
the Courts reopened after the April holidays, the 1st
respondent filed an application to be adjudicated . an
HEALD,

'" Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 108 of 1927 from· the order of the District
Court of Amherst in Civil Miscellaneous No. 21 · of 1927.

VoL . VI]

insolvent, and the Bailiff of the Court was appointed
to be interim Receiver of his property~ .
·
· On the 30th of April the Bailiff, as Receiver in
the 2nd respondent's suit, applied to the Court for
permission to sell the stock of the 1st respondent's
two shops, and the Court gave permission for the sale.
On the lOth and 12th of May appellants, who
were some of the 1st respondent's creditors, applied
for stay of the sale. They pointed out that the property, which the Receiver was proposing to sell,
constituted practically the whole of the 1st respondent's assets and they alleged that in fact the 2nd
respondent had no lien over that property and that
his decree declaring . that lien had been procured by
fraud and collusion. ·
·
The Court said that until an adjudication order
had been made ,and a Receiver in insolvency had
been appointed it had no power to enquire into
app~llant's allegations, and it dismissed their applications and ordered that the sale should be stayed
and that the properties should be retained by the
Receiver.
Appellants appeal mainly on the. ground that the
Insolvency Court must have power to prevent fraud
in respect of property which admittedly belongs to
the debtor althought it is alleged to be .subject to- a
lien in favour of · a .creditor who by reason of : that
lien claims to be a secured creditor, . and that t4e
.Court must therefore · h~ve power to . protect .. such
_prop~rty .. from sale in execution pending .a decision
on the question of the alleged fraud.
·.···· It ·seems to. me that the only .way in which the
Court could act in such circumstances wo~d be by way
of a temporary injunction. Under_ seGtion 5 of_ the
Act the · Insolvency Court has· the s·ame ,powers whi~h
an. ordinary Civil Court has und~r· the Code of Civil
23
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Procedure, :and ~t :seems · dear ..'that those ·powers
HAJEE~LY include the powers mentioned in ·Order :·i ·39, that is
· lVJ;oHAMED
the power ~•.tn-·
. .smta
. bl
..l
•
•
ij" · .
~n · ·
· e. cases anu
m
tts
tscretwn to
O'l'~RB
issue·a.temporary injunction.
M.l\4. BHAM
· A ·.· case where . one.. creditor ·claims that he . is ·a
AND ONE.
-==
secured creditor ·by · reason .of a ·lien over certain of
1
HEA,Lo, ·
the ·· debtor's" assest, which lien: another creditor disputes; ... and •. where the . dispute arises at a stage in
the ·Insolvency · proceedings ·at' which · there is no
provision for ··an immediate decision on it would seem
to be· a · cas~. in which · the Insolvency, , Court , if it is
satisfied that there . are grounds ·for· ·believing that
the· opposing· ·. creditor has a ..reasonably chance . of
establishing . his · case, · would :. be entirely justified in
granting an injunction to prevent the· creditor w~o
claimed· · the lien ·,from br.inging ·the ··property to sale ·.
pending the decision of ·the dispute between the tw.o
creditors.: ·· · ·
· · So far · there : is no ·material · on the record · on
which· the Insolvency . Court could ·decide whether
or·· not there ··. is a reasonable chance of ·appellant's
·establishing their allegations of fraud and collusion.
There :are· no1 affidavits· of eviden<Ze of ·any sort on
either side~· · The Insolvency Court merely refused
to make . any.· :(i)rder· '.because· it ; held ...that it had no
power to · make an ..order.· · · ·
.... > ·· · ·.: ·
,..·. I am .of.,opinion ·that ·the..·.- Court ·h ad· power 'to
:grant ·an injunction· ·:o n . sufficient· cause being shown
.and·· I would · therefore:· · set ·aside · the··· order of · the
lower Court ·:and : remand· ' the· matter · ··for disposal
:accordingtola~.
·· ..:... ··. ·~:·.· :•:·. ··~: ;,. ·~ ·.
: '
~.· I ·would direct:·-that .. eaoh , side bear 'it.~ num ·,...no+o
in·this.Court.
r928
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Before Mr. justice Carr.
.

.

MAUNG AUNG THIN

1928

AND THltEE

Mar. 13.

v~

MA NGWE' u ANifEIGHT~*··
8P4dhist Law-:-Step-children's claim in the estate of the grandparent and step.grandparent,7Claim . .against step-uncles and aunts tznd h,alj-u11cle,s and
aunts.
. ·· -·
.
·
·
.
Held, that at Bu~~se Buddhist' lilw, the step-chidren.Jas also step-grandchildren), when ih. COjnpetition W~th atel children of th!:! step-parent and the
issue of the step-parent with th.e comn)on parent: who prede~ased t,he stepparent, are. entitled to a :fifth of the lettetpwa of' the' marr1age 6f the ·sh!p:::'.
parent with tlieir parent i and· that -the atet children of' tl)e step~parent ~e"also
entitled to a like share. ·
·
·
·
·
Ma Htayv.' U Th~ Hlaing, 2 Ran. 649; Ma Nan $hwe v. Ma Sein, 2 Ran..s 14;
MaNyei'7t:Ev. Maung Maung; 3 Ran. 549: Ma Thauitgv. M~ Than, 5 Ran.
M a Toke·v. Ma U Le, I Ran. 487, Maung Po Aung v. Maung Kha, Civil Reference
9 of 1927 ; Maung Po Khin v. !Vfaung Tun Yin, 4 Ran. 207 ; Maung Shwe Ye v.
Maung Po Mya, 3 Ran. 464---:--referred to.
· San Pe v. Ma' Shwe Z1.n, 9 L.B::R. 176-dissentedfro~.

x7s ;

Larf!,ber,t for the ~ppellants. · .
Maung Kun for ·the respondents~·
.
.. .·
. . . .....
CAR,R, J.-.U- N-I}g,_ by . his fi.rst wif~, Ma Da. Li,
had ·one daughter, . Ma L:;~.y. M a Hmwe, by- her first
husband, . U Po, also, had one daughter, Ma _Shwe M~.
Both. Ma ., Qa Li and U Po having died, .. U A.W:g
married Ma Hmwe and by her. had three so~s,. one
of whom-..di~d before·Ma Hmwe, leaving.thre.e children.
Ma Lay had four children, .M aung Aung.. Thin,
Ma Sein Yin, Ma The H~yin arid Maung Hla Gyaw.
Of these, , Ma · _Tpe H~yin .died before . Ma , La¥·,
lt?lving a son, Maupg Myat Maung. . .
. .
Ma .Shwe Me .also had. ,thr~e children~ Ma .Ngwe
U, Maung Po. ~n and .).Vlaung:_ Aun_g-Din all of. whom
:

SUrYl.Ve.

:;.· .. :.· ., . . , .
· ·special. Ci~ Secon_~ Appeal No. 495 of 192.7.
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U Aing died -dbout, ZS years ag:o' and Ma Hmwe
MAUNe
about five years ago, leaving the piece of land in suit,
AUNG THIN
.
AND THREE
which is admittedly lettetpwa of the marriage of
MA N:;wE u U Aing and Ma Hmwe.
ANo ·EIGHT.
.
Aft~r the death of U Aing and before that of Ma
CARR, J.
Hmwe, both Ma Lay and Ma Shwe Me died.
The plaintiffs in this suit are the children and
grandson of Ma Lay. They claim a one-fifth share
of the land abovementioned. The first three defendants are the children of Ma Shwe Me. Defendants
4 to 7 are the children and grandchildren of U Aing
~and Ma Hmwe and the 8th and 9th are purchasers
of the land from these four.
The relationship of the parties is· set out in the
forin of a genealogical table annexed to this · judgment_.
It was alleged by the defendants that the plaintiffs
mother, Ma Lay, had received her share of_inheritance
when her father married Ma Hmwe. It was also
alleged that, although the defendants did .not admit
the right of the plaintiffs to any inheritance now,
they had, out of pity, given them the sum of
Rs. 400, which the plaintiffs had accepted in full satisfaction of any claim that they might have against the
estate. But both these allegations had been found not
to he proved, and I think the finding is correct. These
allegations, therefore, ne.e d no further consideration.
The only real question for decision is ·whether the
plaintiffs are now entitled to any share in the ·estate,
and, if so, to what share ?
·
The Subdivisional Judge applied the ·case of
Sein Tun · v: Mi On Kra . .Zan (1), and held that the
share of qne--eighth, which was ·to go to atet grandchildren; ~hould · be ·equally_ divided·· between · th~
children of Ma Lay on the · one hand and" those -of
. Ma Shwe Me on the other. . He a~cordingly · allotte~
t9z8
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·one-sixteenth. . t.o .. the first. .thre~ plaintiffs.' ·collectively.
He held that the 4th plaintiff, as an out-of-time great- MAUNG
AUNG TH;IN
.;grandchi_ld, was not ·entitled to any share at alL
AND THREE
As regards the 4th plaintiff, I have no doubt MA NoWE u
AND BIGHT:
that his dec~sio!l is correct:
In the case of Maung Shwe Ye v. Maung Po _ CA~, J.
.Mya and others (1), l considered the question of
the right to .inherit of gre·at-grendchildr~n and
held that . they were -entirely ~xcluded by either
children or grandchildrep. I see no reason to
modify the vi~w I then took, and on that decision
the 4th plaintiff is . clearly excluded by the rst,
· 2nd and 3rd plaintiffs. · It is, therefore; not .necessary
.to .consider whether he would be excluded· by ·childr~n
or grandchildren of the second marriage.. But as
regards the share of the first three plaintiffs, I
do
not think that the Subdivisional Judge was right.
He has omitted to notice that the c~se relied upon
by him was . a . C!!Se where the grandchi~dren
of
the first marriage were claiming partition as . between
themselves and the step-gr~ndmother and· her child
by her. marriage with the plaintiffs' grandfather . .·,
The p·rincipal difference in the ..present case · is
that the step.-grandmother also is dead, and .the claim
·is one for partition between the plaintiffs and their half
brothers and sisters by their father's second marriage.
The District Judge ·took ~ diffe~ent -view of the
case, relying.. oh' ·what is said on page 260 of U May
Oung's BD:~dhist.law. · He · held that · the· plaintiffs,
as· step-grandchil<1ren of ·Ma: · Hmwe', were not her
heirs.· arid~ ;.therefdre, h~d . no !ight 'to ~erit' ~ her .
estate. , So far · I ·think lie.'fs · ·'right. ·But in actual
fact,' .the· ·pl~~t~ffs· are· .not··: thiiriiing · to .inherit . Ma
Hmwe~s ·estate. : .What they :daJm;·is ·the· share ·of the

. . . ....
. - (,:)
.

. ·.. ... ... ·; ·. .. ·.

(1925)
3 Ran. 464.
.. :
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lettetpwa of their . grandfather's . marriage with Ma
MAuNG
Hmwe.
AuNG THIN
.
ANb THREE
The District Judge next considered the right of
MA N~WE u the plaintiffs as ·heirs of their -g randfather, U · Aing.
AND EIGHT. Here
he held that their claim · was ·tiffie..;·barred.
CARR, J.
Referting to page 253·-of -U. May Oung's Book, he
said that on .the death .. of U Aing, Ma Lay, or her
children, the .plaintiffs, would have been entitled to
a · one-fifth share. Here again,. ..he , is wrong. Ma
bay · could have claimed on the death .· of ·.h er ·.father ;
had she done · so, her :share would .- ·have ·been; not
one-fifth but one-eighth of the lettetpwa of· the second
ma-niage. The lat-est case on that ·point is Ma Nyein
E v. ··Maung ·Maung and two. (1)• That .was. , a_ Full
·Benv:h:. decision, . and it laid .down that, ·.··' where the
atet cbildren claim, ·on -the ·death of .their .parent,
partition· as against their· step ..parent., their share · of
lettetpwa ·property of the second marriage ·would be
·one-eighth; if there were .issue of the second marriage.
That again was a case in ·which the claim was . against
·the step-parent. But ·the District Judge went . on- to
hold that, although .Ma Lay would hav~ . had ·such a
claim on th~ .death. of her fath~r, and her right would
h~y.~ . devolved ' ~pon ..he.~.. chi_lqren., :; t4e- p~~i!ltiffs, that
daim. ';V,as..t~m.~-rP:;i.qed, sine~ Ma Lay.'s . .f~ther, , U !\.ing,
~~ ~~~d ZS year~ he.fore t~e .suit.... , fie 'Y~u~4. . h~y~
b.een .quit€; , .d ght. h~d.Jhe c~aiiTl ..l?e((p Qn~ ..f.or partition
·uppn t~e ·.~eat,h of U Aing. . I .s4oul~ ·say .that ~e
relied upoi). · th.e · case of ·$an fe·_v-..
'phwe -~in
..(2). .'' 'Tha~ . 'deds~o.~,:- . although .. ~-n~r ' 'ca~6;. was .not
·t928

Mt!

.~;.a~!j~

.fin~hng. .

-~.~e ··.·s~~~; · did .. jus~~~Y -~~~·:. Pi~·t~cL 'J~-~~~'s
But ,) am cle~rly of opll}lOn, f~r re~ons

-~iiich i .wi'Il ·give" later, "tliat the '~ learn~d . 'judges 1n
.tf~at •c~s~.'l ~ere •~rong ·. in::deciding '.'.~~~f ·t:be . chiim 'tp
I

··_'• · •

, • ,•

. .. • ! ·.•· • .

,.

.

.

(x) (J.9ZS) 3 Ran.''S4-9·... ·.... ~

.:

''

.. ·.

' I

~k) · (i~'I~~x8) 9 L.B.R~ 176.
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1928
share in the lettetpwa of Ma .. Ke's- ·. second marnage
M.4.UNG
was time-barred .. .·
. . . ··
AUNG THIN'
It seems desirable to review the rights' ·of· children AND THR£E
v.
by the first :maniage when their surviving parent has MA NGWEU
remarried. · I propose ·to deal only ;with. the latest ·cases. AND EIGHT.
The first right that the _ children ~· have after. .the CARR, J.
death of one · parent .. when .. the .. surviving. ; par.e nt
remarries is to claim a : partition ... immediately. This has
been laid down · in .Maung Po Kin .v . . · Maung Tun
Yin (1). This . right is further ·.recognized in Ma Toke
y. Ma U Le (2), Ma . Htay v .. U Tha Hline . (3),
and in the Privy .Council: case. -oL·.Ma Thaung v.
Ma Than (4) .. Where :· there .·.. has. been·. .- such ... ·a
partition on· marriage~ . the:· · ,children · . of. the · first
marriage have no·: further claim: to . inherit as.·..against
their step-parent, or, after the d€ath:~ . of their . stepparent, against ,the : .direct-. .descendants : of that ·stepparent. .Secondly, :if...the -children of.:the first marriage
have no.t · made. a claim on the. remarriage ·of their
parent, they have, a right to .daim ~ . share, .·on .the
death of their parent, . f.r<;>m the .surviving .step-parent>
whether there .are or. . are . not children ... by · the : second
marriage. This is recognized_ in Ma-..Nyein E : v.
Maung. JYiaung. (5), ab0ve . cited.. ..1\nd thirdly, . if the
children of th-e first marriage .have .not made. any: claim
on ·either of the . two ...occasions :,abov:ementioned,. · they
have· a :further .right · to (:partition· on . . the ·. death·, of .the
step-parent. · 1'his·.·right .is de~lt.•.with· ·ih sections .. 237
and 238: .oLthe Kinwun . Mingyi~s: Digest · of Buddhist
.
Law, Volume I . :..
... · The:·:·.:question ,; oL ,:the.;:. applicability··~· . of ·the:·. :rule
given· in. section. 237· has··: recently·.;~heen/~onsidered:·_:in .
Maung Po ·,Aung v .-:. Maung.JKha.:. (6};'~ ,;The.'.partiqrlar
=

. - ···· ·

·.: .. ·.·~ ·. . .:-: .

<~.': ·

!::·t . ..

:;i:.. - ·. r;·l. ..

.

~!t: 't1! ·_ : :#

. ~.1) (1~~6) 4 ~·.~~?·--'
::.·: (4') (f.?-~?f~,Rru);.V~·
. (z) . (19~.3) 1.. ,. 4$.7•.-.... ...!s) .(l9~s).3 .~~· 549.,
(3). (1924) z.Ran, 649.
. (6) ;Civil.Reierence ·No,:C)

·.":' >! :'J _<t :;4

of ~927.
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question · raised·. -:in .- that reference .'Yas·: .whether the
i.VLwNG •
rule set out in section 237 was applicable when the
A.UNG THIN
<\ND _THREE
parent of the claimants· had · died · before their stepMA N~WE u. parent. .It was ·held . that the .rule. was applicable.
AND EIGHT.
Leaving aside for the present the fact that the
CARR,]:.
plaintiffs are not U Aing's children but his grandchildren, and considering the case as it would be if Ma
Lay and Ma Shwe Me were still alive, the present
case would come under section 238 of the Digest,
and .Ma Nyein E's case last mentioned is sufficient
authority for holding th,at ~e rules of that .section
;would be applicable. Under that rule, Ma · Lay's
share would be one-fifth ; Ma Shwe Me's one-fifth ;
and that of the . children and grandchildren of the
marriage of · U · Aing and Ma Hmwe collectively
would be three-fifths . .
In view of the fact that there are three different
rules for partition ; first, on the re-marriage of the
survtvmg parent ; secondly, on the death of the
survtvtng parent after re-marriage ; and thirdly,
after the death·: of the step-parent, it must, I think,
be held that in each of these cases there is a fresh
cause of action arising · either from the · ·re-marriage
or from the death in question. Consequently, since
Ma Hmwe died only about five years ago, the claim
in the present suit cannot be held to be time-barred;
and for. similar reason, I think .that the Bench which
decided ·San Pe's case (1) was wrong in holding that
the first' part _o f the · claim in .that case was timebarred.
·. .There · ~emairis· . ·only the.· question of. what is the
Iight of tile· plaintiffs . w.b.o. ar.e .- : J?.Ot .' step-.children .· but
·step:.gra~dchildren . of .Ma ·H niwe. · I .. .can·: find . no
authority --dealing expressly- with . this... particular case;
but in the ·~~~-.~:9.£; .lt4.f!: Nan Sh'o/e ,~y: :_ :M~ · ~ein (2),

-

. ..

. ·· ., .•.(i):- (x'gx:j-x8):9;l;~B::R. , i7()._.

.(~)'-· (I92lf}2: Ra,n.j 51~.

..
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it was held that on a competition between children
by one marnage and grandchildren by another
mar~tage
(their parents having predeceased the
common ancestor), the rule of division was the same
as obtaining between children of different marriages;
and that the ordinary rule by which the share of
out-of-time grandchildren is reduced to one-fourth
of the share which their parent, if living, would have
taken is not applicable. This last decision_ cannot
be held to be very firmly established; but I cannot
at present see sufficient reason for withdrawing from
the view I took in that case, and ·I think that the
rule, as there laid down, should be applied.
The result, therefore, is that the first three plaintiffs
collectively are entitled to the same share that Ma
Lay would have taken had she been still · alive, and,
in accordance with the rule laid down in section
238 of the Digest, her share is one-fifth.
I; therefore, set aside the judgment a:nd decree
of the District . Court and instead give judgment for
the ·first three plaintiffs collectively for partition and
possession of a one-fifth share of the -property in
suit. The respondents w.ill pay the costs of .the
appellants in all Courts. · ·
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt:; K.C.~ - ChiefJustice, and Mr. Jti.stite· Brown:
'

. ..
.-ARJUNA IYER
. v. .

~.

OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE;· 'RANGOON, .AND .. ONE.*
Letters Patent, ~l. ~3-0rder of Insolvency Court directing claim~nt to file
regular Suit' not an adjudi~ation of "suhstanti~e right and. not apPealable.
Where the Insol~ency ·Court" d~cli~ed in 'its discretion to ·.decide· whether
certain moneys in the hands of the Official Assignee ·on behalf of -the. insolvent
were trust moneys: and dforect~d the peti_tio~er, if so adyised, to enfo_r~e his claim
by a regular· !;~it, held that such an order, which did not finally' deCide any
substantive right betWeen the parties, was not a judgment within the meaning
of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent, and was not llppealable. ·
Jamal Bros. fS Co.,.Ltd. v. Chit l'vloe, 5 RaQ.. 381 ; Ma Tlzan.Myint v . Maung
Ba Thein, 4 Ra~. 20; T. V. Tuljaram v. Alagappa, 35 li.ad. ~ ·; Y~o E11g Byan
v. Beng Seng & Co., i Ran. 469..;....yeferred 'to. :
:
'.

.

•

' l

.. .. ,

Sastry-forthe-appellant-. . . .

Dantra for the bffi.cial As~ign~~
. .:_- :. .. _. ;:·:. ..·~ _ . .. _: .:.
.
RUTLEDGE·, · · c~ ·

J., ·'a nd

BROWNj J.~This

is an appeal
against an· order- p~ssed on the Ihsolvent:y Side of this
Court refusing to (exercise the·jurisdiction· . conferred on
the Court· by section - 7' ·of · the ·Ptesidenty·· Towhs
Insolvency·Act. ~ ' ,_; ;_.. ,
·._:. ,. :.., !
· The ·tippellant' ·claims·''that' '· certain :·:m<mey in the
·h ands · 6f ·l-·the·· ··officia:Y Assign:ee· on ··· ·ibeha1f ·of the
insolvent . was in reality ·!reid' -by·~ the· ·, insdlvent· · in
trust and is· therefore· 'riot · ptopeh:y which· the · Official
·Assignee· ·is·.-enfiti"ed . to : hold-: "·;T:h e. Official ·" Assigriee
was of .;opiruorf .that . the'· adjudkati:on r. on the .. daim
would
Iikelt·!·tro ·'he· ·~F :·~dtnp'ltcated··.-,. matter ' and
·refused ' to: .. :~1Iow:-~ the ·; chiiaL :.• i The{;·-claimant· ·~ then
applied 't6 'th~ Judge· who ' :.W~s of- 'Opinion· thai' ·'l:~efdre

oe

.: :

.

.: . ..';

.;

l tJJ.i'

...

..-

~~ .::':

;""*:

'ttti"P>

trt

· ··*' · f' · .. :

.:J; ,.,;! .: d

:,

• Civil .Miscellaneous Appeal No,.' .167. .~r..~927. .again&t .the Peeler .oJ the
Original Side·iti"1n§olvericy Cise No. s8 of 19?.7. ·· ···•·· t · ,~-. ,. ·: :
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adjudicating on the claim, it would be necessary to
.ARJUNA IYBR decide on various complicated questions and he there·v.
f<?re refused to exercise his discretion to adjudicate
' OFFICIAL
A SSIGNEE,
on the claim and directed the petitioner if he were
.R ANGOON,
Al"'D ONE.
so advised to enforce his .claim -by a regular suit.
.R UTLEDGE,
. The first question which arises for consideration
c. J.,
is whether an appeal against this _o rder lies. Under
AND
BROWN,].
section 8 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act
·an appeal lies from an order made by a Judge in the
.exerCise of the jurisdiction conferred by the Act in
··t he same :way and subject to the same provisions as
·an appeal from . an order made by Judge in the
.exercise of the ordinary Original Civil Jurisdiction
·of the Court. An appeal lies from · an order made
by a Judge in the exercise of the ordinary Original
·Civil Jurisdiction of the Court is it amounts to . a
judgment within the meaning of clause 13 of the
Letters Patent, and the question for decision is thereJore whether the order does amount to a judgment
within the meaning of that section.
There have been a number of ·decisions by this
Court as to the meaning of the word " judgment "
.for this purpose. In the case of . Yeq Eng Byan v.
Beng Seng & Co. and others (1), it was held that
·an order merely regulating procedure and not one
giving a final adjudication .. of the dgbts · of the
parties was not a judgment within the .provisions of
clause 13 of the Letters Patent. · ·
Jn the case of Ma .Than Myin~ and ·two v. Mau~g
Ba Thein -(2)., it was held .that an order _granting leave
to file a Sllit in forma . pqpueris ·was ~ot ' appeal~bl~.
I_n the course of the j1,1dgment in. that ca5e, the fo11owing. passag~ from a judgnient .of the ..High Court . of
Al\ah'lbad i.s quoteci : " .T he order befor~ us was not
adjudication "in ~y -stage
a suit~ .. i.t ~·as· passed

.an

of.

(2)

<.x9z6)
4 ,.. &n.
. , ..
,,
.· 20.
' ·

'
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upon an application which if granted would alter the
order granting it, and only then have matured into a
plaint in suit. It ·was not therefore an adjudication
deciding a right claimed in a suit .."
In the case of Jamal Bros. & Co., Ltd. v. Chit
Moe (1), we decided that an order under Rule 58 (1)
of Order 21 of the Civil Procedure Code was not
appealable.
There can be no doubt that the order appealed
against in the present case does not finally decide
any substantive right as between the parties. It
could only be contended that the order amounted tOt
a judgment on the ground that though not absolutely
deciding on any substantive right, it did finally
decide on the rights of the parties in the insolvency
proceedings before the Insolvency Judge. In the·
case of T. V. Tuljaram Row v. M . K. R. V. Alagappa.
Chettiar (2), the question of what ·constituted a judg-·
ment was considered at some length and the learned
Chief Justice laid down the following principle at
page 7 :-" The test seems to me to be not what is the
form of the adjudication but what is its effect in the·
·suit or proceeding in which it is made. If its effect,
whatever its form may be, and whatever may be the·
· nature of the application on which it is made, is · to
put an end to the suit of proceeding so far as the:
Court before which the suit or proceeding is pending
-is concerned, or if its effect, if it is .n ot complied
·with, is to put an end to the suit or proceeding, I
think the adjudication . is a judgment within the:
-meaning of the clause. "
· ..
This Court has no more .than one occasion differed
·from the High Court· of . Madras as . to th.e. meaning·
of the word " judgment " · and we expressly . 4llfered
"from a ·deCision :of that Court in·· Jamal· Brothers·
·. (z) (19.10) 3"5 Mad." 1 • .-

• -,
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case. · We -do · ilot; ··however,- think it ·necessary here to
ARJ~A !YER expreSs an · ·opinion· as to ·how ·far ·-w e a~cept the test
'U .
laid'' dhvvn ·'by ·White~· · C~J., ·in Tuljaram ·Row's case,
0 FFI CI.-\L
ASSIGNEE,
because, even accepting that· test,· we are of opinion
R.<\..~GOON,
AND ONE.
th~t no · appeal lies in this case. · It is . true that the
effeCt · of the order of -·the Judge on·. the Insolvency
RUTLEDGE,
C.]:,
Side is · to {irevent · the appellant fr:om ·claiming an
AND
!.BROWN. J.
adjudication on his rights in a summary manner, but
it is .· not and . does 'not purp·o rt to be a . final order
by the ·Ieam·ed Judge · ·. on his . claim so far as the
insolvency- · proceedings are :. concerned. ·. The Judge
has ·m:erely· dedded ·that ·if the appellant wishes his
claim· to ·be recognised, ' he irtust' .adopt the-.. procedure
of : filing . 'a regular:: suit. , 'If he ,. does that .and is
successful, hi's claim· ·will clearly then~ be ·considered.
There ·is therefbnf nc>'-' final adjudication ·"on .his claim
.even so Iar as the Insolvency·Court ·is: concerned.
· ·The case · is·'··very' an~logous ·to·· .the: case· of Jamal
Brothers · Whidi we; ·have·-'·recently·. ·decided. In each
·case the order ' cb~plained of ·is··.an ·order .. passed . in
summary ·proceeding; but·' is.. not .. final in any way ... as
to the rights of the ; ·pattie·s~ : And in ·this case we
thiri.k that ··t he · •'facts ·. are · even stronger· against the
rights tcr '· "appeat ; : than~ : ; in ·Jamal Brothers' case . . In
that case· there ·had·'been ·an ..adjudi(4tion·· although it
·was riot a·Jinat orre. ·- 'Here: there has been ·no. adjudi.cation at ·a.It:• .:'The-·Iearned Judge merely said · ~ " I .will
not :tldjudicate on your ·claim i10w;: but I will consider
~and ·ad~it ·it i( you.· f6llow ·the procedure... ' of filing ·a
n!guhtr.suit and·are·successful therein.:'·x.. ..
·
· · ··. ·
We are of opinion that in accordance ·· with the
prfudples· apptoved in · · a · s~ries• of· rulings of this
Court, 'the:.. or~~r · complained of . -is : not a judgment
Wit~ri :th~ : :·rn:earung· of;,. clause ...·.. I3· -of :the LetteFS
Patent· and'_t~'at therefore no appeal-·Iies. · ·W.e therefore
rejeCt the ·appeal, .b ut as we have .come to ·..no decision
J
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on the merits and this point was not ·taken by the l~arned
advocate for· the·;respondents, we·· pass·· no order. as· to
: ·. .
· '·.
·:·· .. ·...
costs;
.~.

;

.

. · . ·:1 . ..

·· · . .;
.
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ARJUNA l YI;R

v.

OFFICIAL
AssiGNEE,
RANGOON,
AND ONE.

R UTlEDGE,

:',.

....· '

i •.

C.J.,

.. .

AND
BROWN.

J.

'Before Mr.JI;stice·Pratt, Mr. Justi'ci Cafr and Mr. JU.stite Das: .·
:

•:: .

RAG.H
. UBAROA.YAL
.
.
..
.
V

.

;

.....

,.

1'r1ar.

,·.RAMDULARE.*
Hi.ndu Law-Personal law. of Hinqus applicable wherever a Hindu settlesjoint~Hindufamily sysiem., presumption in favour of-Sepa~at'ion or pa~ti'tion,
· proof of-No presumption of separation or partition, because father and son
live continuously in Burma and India respectively.
·:Held, ·that th~ Hindu .taw i~ ,the pe.r;sona\ law ,Q{ ,the .H ippus anc;l governs
:them wherever th.e y m?-Y be so long as they remain H indus: The joint-Hindu
family ·sy~te"m is a part ·and 'paicei bf s·i.ich law. '· i\:jbhit!Hih.aii family 'remains
joint'until there has been :an.intentional act. of.·severance, ; ·I t ill a .presumption
of Hindu law that the relations. that may,n,atural!:r.b <:. C{l~mb~t:~ of ajoP1t-fUndu
family are joint ; anyone al1~ging' separa~ori must prove that fact. ·
Where ·~ ·Hi~du f~th~~: came t~ :a:wma man~'years'ag6 arid 'w!ti-l'one so~ lived
in Burma c6ntinuously u htti: his death, :except for very occasional visits to his
ancestral };lome in.In9i~, and had, the .b~lk of his.property in l'J1.mna, and ·another
son all along remained in ;i~d:ia and 'never . ~aw his . father 'except . on those
occasional visits, hei'd th~t the presuniption\vas that'the father alid boili' his'soris
wete members of a joint-Hindui.famil~, and that 'the abov,e facts. did .not prove
.any , separatiQ-R
be~een them, or p.ar~ition c;>f the joint propel;'ty.
.
I .
.
~
: I
. .
,,. • . : : ;
:: : • ' ':·." ·. • •
• , .
; ; ..
• : ~ I . . . .
Nana Tawker v. Ramachandra Tawkq, 32 Mad. 377-rf/ferred to•
Gour'~ Hindu C~de
.2\1~yne'~ Hindu .La;; . (9th. Ed.), .~p.' ·343,
·(~nd Ed.); i34, paragraph.'r'473· ·;·Sastriti-s'Hih'du Law•(6tb 'Ed.); pp.- 45S~ 458..:_

'34s, ·''Dr:'

s:

¥efer7~d.

to.

·· A.. ·c~ Mukerjee 'f'or

theapp~1lant.

.S(lny'!l for .the respond~~t. ,
' :•

~

: .: \
.•

..

. :.

..

·:·.

Ci~il · First Appeal No'. 62 of ~~~7 (M~dai'ay) ·igainst the jud~ent ~f

he 'District Court of LOwer Cliin~win m Civll Re'g ular Suit No·; 2 of 1924. . •

21.
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PRATT, J.· Plaintiff Ramdulare, · son of Badri
RAGHUBAR· Tewari by his first wife, sued Raghubardayal; son of:
oA:_AL
Badri Tewari by his second wife, for partition of his
R&mluLARB. father's estate.
PRATT, J.
Plaintiff's case was that he, his father and defendFeb. 3o.
ant formed a joint family and that on his father's
death he was entitled to one-half share of the estate.
Defendant denied that plaintiff was a member of
the joint family.
The District Court found that plaintiff was not a
member of a joint family with his father and defendant.
The learned Judge was of opinion that the fact that
the deceased lived in Burma with defendant, whilst
plaintiff lived in India and had apparently nothing
to ·do with the deceased and defendant, except for a
single meeting with his father, for 15 years, was
incompatible with their being members of a joint
tamily. ·
The Judge also found, however, that although
defendant was bro1,1ght to Burma· by his father, when
quite young, there was no presumption in Burma that
they were members of a joint family.
As regards the second point I think there is no
doubt that the finding of the Trial Court was wrong.
The mere fact that defendant applied for the
administration of the whole of his father's estate, and
not for half only, does no.t indicate in any way that
defendant did not regard himself as forming a . joint
family · with his father, which was the view taken by
the District Court. On the contrary, if defendant and
his . father were joint and plaintiff was separate, .defendant would naturally apply for Letters-of-Administration
to the whole estate.
·
The evidence in the· case is very meagre, but it
.is dear that the ·father Badri . ·can1e .to -ilU.nn:a· .and
resided· there· for some 32 year& . before . his .death . .
1928
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This is admitted by plaintiff. At Monywa he acquired
practically the whole of the suit property, and it is DAYAL
v.
only the self-acquired property in Burma that is
RAMDULARFi.
really in dispute. Defendant lived with his brother
PRATT,},
(deceased) and his father at Monywa.
There is no reason to doubt that defendant and
his father lived together for 15 years in Burma from
the time defendant was a boy of 12 or 13.
There is evidence that defendant and his deceased
brother worked the lands at Monywa with their father
Defendant alleges that the lands were the jointly
acquired property of his father and himself, but it
must be taken as established that the Monywa
property was the self-acquired property of their
father.
"Wnen Hindus come to Burma they bring their
personal law with them, and on the facts in evidence
there can be no doubt that defendant and his father
were members of a joint family at the time of Badri's
death.
It remains to be decided whether the finding that
plaintiff was not a member of a joint family with his
father is correct.
Plaintiff admitted that his father lived in Burma
for 32 years and that he had not seen him for ten
.years before his death.
On his own evidence he can only have met his
father in India on two or three occasions.
It seems clear that there was no joint property
left in India. The house and pair of bullocks valued
in all at Rs. 180 set forth in the schedule are not
proved .to have been the joint property of plaintiff and
his father.
His cousin Jaganath, the only witness. ad<iuced ·
by plaintiff, gave no evidence ·as to the existence of
joint.family property in India.
~
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He admitted that deceased Badri . had lived in
R-.GHuBAR- Burma ever since he (witness) was born and only
DAY~
returned to India once about 23 years before the date
RAMDULARE. Of the SUit.
.
In view of his statement that Badri -came back to
India, when the witness was 3 or 4 years old, and no
other visit is mentioned by him, his · statement that
he had seen Badri living with his two wives in India
is difficult to credit. If he did remember seeing them,
his memory is above normal.
There is on the record no trustworthy evidence
that plaintiff maintained filial relations with his father
after the latter settled in Burma.
No doubt every Hindu is born as a m ember of
an undivided family and the presumption ordinatily
is that members of a Hindu family are joint unless
the contrary is established (vide Mayne's Hindu Law,
9th edition, page 343). Separate residence and
cesser of commensality are not conclusive proof that
there ha~ been a partition. The question of the
circumstances, which. gave rise to a presumption of
separation, is discussed in some detail in Sastri's Hindu
Law at page 410 of the 5th edition.
It is there laid down that the principal thing
to be regarded is the separation or jointness in
estate a~d the criterion or test of t..h.e j.oir:ltness in
estate is the common chest for keeping the income
of the joint property, but even this is not a conclusive test. The fact . that the deceased brought his
sons by one wife to Bunna, that he did not bring
plaintiff the son by his other wife, and that plaintiff
did ·not at rnajority or at any time join his father
in ·Burma in my opinion justifies the pre~umption
that _plaintiff was separa~e and- was net a-member of a
.j~int family ·~i~h ,.i$. fatl~er ~fter . the ·latter came to this
· provmce.
-
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The Madras case of Nana Tawker v. Ramchandra
Tawker (1), is an authority for holding that, under the
Mitakshara Law, on the death of the father leaving selfacquired property, an undivided son takes such property
to the exclusion of a divided son although the division
took place after the acquisition of such property by the
father.
Similarly in the present case the father left a wife
and son iJ?. India and took up his residence in Burma,
where he acquired a separate estate. The sons by one
wife joined him and remained members of a joint
family.
The son by the other wife, plaintiff, never joined his
father and maintained no relations with him. Under the
circumstances the undivided son would exclude the
son who had separated and ceased to be a member . of
the joint family.
I would hold that plaintiff has no right to a share in
his father's self-acquired property, allow the appeal .and
dismiss the suit with costs in both Courts.
CARR, J.-The facts of this case are fully set out

in the judgment of my learned brother Pratt, and it
is not necessary to repeat them here.
I think there can be no doubt that the District
Judge was wrong in finding that the defendantappellant and his father were not members: of a jointHindu family. He says in his judgment that it i_s
common for Hindus leaving India and settling down
in Burma to allow to fall into disuse ·a great many
customs which would govern them if they had
remained in India. This is a very questionable .
proposition in every respect and, as regards the
joint-Hindu family system, it i~. undoubtedly wrong.

...
t (t)

(1908) 32 Mad. 377·
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That system is a creation not of mere custom but
of the actual Hindu law. That law is the personal
law of the Hindus and governs them wherever they
may be so long as they remain Hindus.
In my opinion he is also wrong in finding that
the plaintiff was not joint with his father. Mayne's
Hindu Law (9th edition), page 343, points out that
the presumption is that the members of the Hindu
family are living in a state of union, unless the
contrary is established. On page 345 he says:
~' 'Now in every part of India where the Mitakshara
prevails the position of an . undivided family is
exactly the same, except that within certain limits
each male member has a right to claim a partition,
if he likes. But until they elect to do so, the
property continues to devolve upon the members of
the family for the time being by survivorship and
not by succession. ''
The Madras case of Nana Tawker v. Ramachandra
Tawker (1) has been quoted as authority for the
proposition that, when one son is divided from his
father, an undivided son takes the father's selfacquired property to the exclusion of the divided
son. That proposition may be accepted, but on .
page 381 of the report the following occurs :-" But
the dictum of the Mitakshara contained in
clause 27 of section 1 of chapter I and in clause
10 of section V of the same chapter that the son
has a right by birth in the property of the father
whether ancestral or self-acquired does not appear
to have been dissented from in any reported case.
This being so, the succession to the self-acquired
property of the father would, where there was an
undivided son, be by survivorship .rather than by
inheritance, and he who took by survivorship would
(t) (1908) 3Z .Mad. 377·
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exclude those, such as divided sons who could only
take in any case by inheritance."
The proposition that a Hindu by birth acquires
an intere~t in the property of his father, whether
ancestral or self-acquired, seems to be supported
by all the text-books on the subject, and I can
find no authority controverting it.
The position, therefore, is that both the plaintiff
and the defendant were members of a joint-Hindu
family along with their father, and the presumption
is that they remained so until the father's death,
unless the contrary has been proved. It is sought
to establish the contrary in this case by mere
presumption from the facts that the father came to
Burma many years ago and lived here continuously
until his death, except for very occasional visits to
his ancestral home in India : and that the son, the
present respondent, all along remained in India and
never saw his father except on those occasional visits.
In my opinion these facts do not justify the
presumption of separation. Dr. Gour in his " Hindu
Code" (second edition), section 134, lays down
that " partition is the intentional severance of coparcenary interests by members of a joint family. "
In paragraph 1473 of the second edition he
says
" Such severance must be to determine the joint
status, thus distinguishing partition from a mere
family arrangement for convenience. of management
of possession. The severance .may be of title, status,
or possession . but it must be with th~ intention to
effect a. severance." This appears to me to state
accurately the position, .which, as I understand it, is
that a joint-Hindu family remains joint until there
has been an intentional act of severance, .and, in my
~pinion,. the facts .relied upon in this case are not
sufficient to establish any intentional severance. .
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It is a matte; of common knowledge that large
numbers of Hindus come to Burma and remain here
DAYAL
for many years, often until they die, and, in the
v.
R.-\MDULARE.
'meantime, pay only occasional visits to their native
CARR, J, country ; and I do not think that the mere fact that
the deceased, Ba.d ri Tewari, acted in the same way
is sufficient to show an intention, either on his part
or on the part of his son, the plaintiff, that there
should be a severance of the joint family.
My learned brother has referred to Sastri's Hindu
'Law and the circumstances set out by him as giving
rise to a presumption of separation. These are to be
found in the sixth edition, beginning at page 455 ; but
on page 458, under the head "Presumptions," the
learned author points out that : " The joint family system
is the normal condition of Hindu society. Hence
having regard to his peculiar feature of social organi·zation, cer.tain presumptions arise, which form a part
of the Law of Evidence, and are only indicated here."
. The first of these presumptions is that " tl:e
relations that may naturally be members of a joint
family are joint ; anyone alleging separation must
prove that fact." He refers to a decision of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in support
of his statement of the existence of this presumption.
In my opinion, therefore, both the plaintiff and
the defendap.t were members of a joint family with
their father, and on his death they became entitled
to equal interests in his self-acquired property which
passes to them by survivorship. Essentially, therefore,
this suit is one for partition of a joint family estate
in which t4e plaintiff and the defendant are each entitled
to a one-half ·share.
I wo~Jd, therefore, though · for different reasons,
confirm the decision of the District Judge and
dismiss this ·appeal with costs. ·

. R~GHUBAR-
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DAs, J .-This appeal was heard by my brothers
Pratt and Carr, who differed in their judgments and
the appeal was heard by me as a third Judge.
I must say that I agree with the judgment of
my brother Carr in this case.
The presumptioJ;J. under Hindu Law is that a
father and son are joint and unless it is proved that
they are separated it must be held that they are
still joint.
In this case no attempt has been made to prove
that the father and son ever separated or that there
was- partition between the father and son. The mere
fact that the son lived in the country and that the
father came away to, and stayed in Burma does not
prove the partition or separation between the father
and son.
I therefore agree with my brother Carr in
dismissing the appeal for the reasons given by him
in his judgment.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung E a.

IVfA MI
v.
MAUNG AUNG DUN

AND TWO.

Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 9z-Contemporaneous oral agreement between act:
parties to conveyance to repurchase and such agreement with a person 1
a party to "the conveyance, distinction between-Inadmissibility in evide;
of former agreement and admissibility of the latter agreement.
As between the actual parties to an outright conveyance a contemporanec
oral agreement to allow repurchase cannot be proved, but if the party w
alleges the contemporaneous oral agreement was not actually a party to t
~nveyance (although the conveyance was given on his behalf) he can pro
that there was such an agreement.
Maung Kyin v. Ma Shwe La, 9 L.B.R. 114 (P.C.) ; Shwe Phoo v. T1
Shin, 5 Ran. 644-refer~ed to.
l

Maung Pu for the appellant.
S. Ganguli for the respondents.
J:-The 1st and 2nd respondents suec
appellant and her deceased husband whom she nov
represents for specific performance of an agreemen
to sell a certain plot of land to them. Their case
was that they raised Rs. 1,000 on the land from on<
Shwe Kin by a conveyance of the land to him witl
an agreement on his part to resell to them, tha1
when they needed more money they agreed witb
Shwe Kin that they should similarly raise Rs. 3,500
from appellant and her husband and should pay
Shwe Kin his Rs. 1,000, and that in pursuance of
that agreement Shwe Kin executed a conveyance of
the land to ·appellant and her husband, who agreed
to sell it back to them on certain terms.
HEALD,

• Civil Second Appeal No. 263 of 1927 from the judgment of the District
Court of Myaungrriya in Civil Appeal No. 176 of 1926.
'•
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Appellant and her husband denied that there was
any such arrangement and said that the transaction
was an outright sale.
Both the lower Courts have found that as a matter
of fact appellant and her husband did agree to allow
respondents to buy back the land, and have passed a
.decree directing appellants to reconvey the land to
respondents for Rs. 4,450.
Appellant appeals mainly on the ground that
evidence to. prove the alleged oral agreement to allow
repurchase was inadmissible by reason of the provisions
of section 92 of the Evidence Act.
The case of Shwe Phoo v. Tun Shin (1) seems
at first sight to support this contention. But in that case
the parties to the conveyance and to the alleged oral
agreement were the same while in this case the actual
parties to the conveyance were Shwe Kin and
.appellants, and the parties to the alleged agreement
· were appellants 2.nd respondents. It might be argued
that in reality the parties to the conveyance were
appellants and respondents since Shwe Kin merely
represented respondents, so that in effect the ·parties to
the conveyance and the alleged agreement were the
sal?le, but in a somewhat similar case, namely the cas~
of Maung. Kyin v. Ma Shwe La (2), their Lordships
or" the Privy Council held that section 92 of the
Ev.idence Act did not apply. In that case one Maung
Myaing, the owner of certain lands, took money from
one Mr.ung Kyin and gaye Maung Kyin what purported
to be 2.n outright conveyance of the lands. Later he
took money from one Shwe Pe and paid back the .
money .which he had taken from Maung K yin, and
Maung Kyin gave to Shwe Pe what purported to be an
.outright conveyance of the lands. Maung Myaing who
h~d re~ained .in possession of the lands a~d regarded
(2) (1917) 9 L.B.R. 114.
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the transaction with Shwe Pe as a mortgage of the lands
by him to Shwe Pe sold his " equity of redemption " to
Maung K yin, and put Maung K yin into possession of
the lands. So far as the equity of redemption and the
possession of the lands were concerned, Maung Kyin
thus stepped into the shoes of Maung Myaing. Shwe
Pe having died, his widow and children claimed
po~session of the lands as against Maung Kyin. Part
cf Maung Kyin's defence was that the transaction
with Shwe Pe was in fact a mortgage and not a sale.
Their Lordships of the Privy Council said that in their
opinion "section 92 (of the Evidence Act) does not
apply because the evidence, the admissibility of
which is in question, is evidence going to show wha~
were the rights of a third person, namely Myaing, in
the property, and there are concurrent findings to
the effect that the property was in that owner and
not in the Kyins, who to the knowledge of Shwe
Pe never purported to dispose of it as theirs. "
It would appear that their Lordships held that
Maung Kyin, who was in fact a party to the outright
conveyance althought he was not being sued as such
party was entitled to prove that the transaction was
in fact a mortgage and not a sale, becau~e the
evidence which would show that the transaction was
a mortgage was evidence going to show what were
the rights of a person who was not actually a party
to the deed, namely Maung Myaing. On the basis
of that decision it would appear· that because respondents were not actually parties to the conveyance
in this case, they are entitled to show that there was
an oral agreement to allow repurchase attached to the
conveyance; the position being that if, as I think~
their Lordships regarded · Maung . K yin as merely
representing Maung Myaing and · therefore as not
being a party to the conveyance;_· then respondents are

VoL. VI]

in the same pos1t10n as Maung Kyin, not being
actual parties to the conveyance which was executed
by Shwe Kin for them just as the conveyance in the
other case was executed by Maung K yin for Maung
Myaing, while if their Lordships regarded Maung
Kyin ac; a party to the conveyance and nevertheless
allO\:'\·ed him to prove that the transaction was a
mortgage and not a sale, then respondents are in a
better position than Maung K yin was, since they are
not actually parties to the conveyance.
The law as at present laid down would seem to
be that as between the actual parties to an outright
conveyance a contemporaneous oral agreement to
allow repurchase cannot be proved, but that if the
party who alleges the contemporaneous oral agreement
was not actually a party to the conveyance (although
the conveyance was given on his behalf) he can
prove that there was such an agreement. This does
not seem to be a very satisfactory t esult, and it
seems possible that the decision in the case of Shwe
Phoo v. Tun Shin should be reconsidered.
However that may be it is quite clear that in
this· case section 92 of the Evidence Act does not in
terms apply because the respondents were not actual
parties to the conveyance, and I ·would hold that
respondents were entiled to prove the agreement to
allow repurchase.
I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
MAUNG BA,
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Das.
1928

YACOOB AHMED

Mar. 28.

v.
V. M. ABDUL GANNY. *
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. x8r (2)-Breach of trust, offence ofPenal Code (Act XLV of r 86o), s. 408-Conversion, place of-Place of
accounting with the principal deemed to be the place where money converted
to wrongful use.
Where the complainant residing at Rangoon entrusted certain negotiable
securities to the accused at Rangoon with instructions to proceed up-country and
collect the amounts due upon them at various places and to account for the
receipts at Rangoon, held that the offence of criminal breach of trust in respect
ofthe proceeds of such collection can be tried by the R angoon Courts.

Gunananda Dhone v. Lala Santi Prokash Nanby, 29 C.W.N. 432-follcwed;
Ahmed Ebrahim v. Hajee A. A. Gan.n y, r Ran. 56-distinguished.

Vakharia for the complainant.
In his Criminal Revision Case No. 498 of 1927
the District Magistrate of Rangoon made a reference
to the High Court in the following terms :I have heard Mr. Vakharia for the applicant and
Mr. Henderson for the respondent.
In the application now before me no revision, in
which I am asked to set aside the discharge order
of the Third Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, passed in
his Criminal Regular Trial No. 594 of 1927, the
arguments of counsel have been focussed entirely
upon thf' question of jurisdiction. For the learned
Magistrate has discharged the accused on the ground
that the Rangoon Courts have no jurisdiction to try
the case.
The following are the undisputed facts. Firstly,
the accused was the assistant of the complainant-a
• Criminal Revision N~:

4ss
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1 928
partner in the Firm of Yacoob Ahmed Bros.-on a
monthly salary. In April 1927 he was entrusted YAcoos
with a number of pro-notes and hundis of different AH:.Eo
values with instructions to proceed up-country and v.GM.Al\NY.
AsouL
collect the amounts due upon them at the various
places where the Firms concerned were situated.
vVhile the accused was so engaged he was entrusted
with more pro-notes and hund1s for collection, tl:e
total value of pro-notes and hundis received by him
numbering 102 and amounting to Rs. 46,354-12-6 in
value. The accused forwarded his collections to
Rangoon from time to time. But on the 21st July
he wrote from Mandalay forwarding a list of outstandings realised and stating that he had detained
the balance over and above Rs.
19,874 to his.
" pesonal account · towards expenses " and asked for
forgiveness (Exhibit A). The complainant ordered him
to return at once. Another letter dated the 5th May
was received from the accused in the same strain..
Finally on the 24th August he returned to Rangoon,
but he did not render accounts until about the 25th
September, when he tendered (Exhibit C) , a cash
account, showing that he had appropriated to his.
personal t.xpenses Rs. 3,601-13-9 out of his collections ..
The Third Additional Magistrate accepted the argu-·
ments of the accused's advocate that the misapporpriation took place in the Districts, and that the
subject of the offence was the money and not the
hundis or pro-notes. He relied especially on the·
case of Ahmed Ibrahim v. Hajee A. A. Gunny
(1 Ran. 56) as supporting his view that Rangoon
had no jurisdiction.
Before me it is argued by Mr. V akharia that
Rangoon has jurisdiction firstly because the entrustment took pl~ce in R~ngoon, that · is to say that the
subject-matter rof the offence was received in. R~goon,.
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and secondly that the money was retained in Rangoon
YACOOB
since it was his duty to show accounts there. It is
AHMED
very clear that . no weight attaches to his first conten'V.
V.M.ABDUL tion, which ignores the obvious fact that the proceeds
GANNY.
were misappropriated out of Rangoon and became
the subject of an offence or offences in the place or
places where the misappropriation took place.
In his second contention he has relied chiefly
on an unauthorised ruling from Calcutta Weekly
Notes Gunananda Dhone v. Lala Santi Prakash
Nanby (C.W.N. 29, page 437), where a Bench of two
judges arrived at the conclusion that if, as a result of
criminal misappropriation, a person failed to render
accounts according to his contract, he could be. said
to dishonestly use the money at that place also and so
to give jurisdiction to the Courts of that place for the
trial of the offence. The facts of that case were
that the complainant entrusted articles in Calcutta
with instructions to sell at a fair price and to remit
the amounts to Madhupur ; and to adjust accounts
at Burdwan on the complainant's return there. The
.accused remitted a part of the sale proceeds to
MadhupUJ; but submitted a false account to the
.complainant instead of the balance of the proceeds .
.Burdwan was held to have jurisdiction.
This is not an authorized ruling and I would not
be justified in accepting it as a ground for coming
to a finding that Rangoon has jurisdiction. But it
is pertinent to point out that the circumstances of
the case before me are much more analogous to
those of the Calcutta High Court's abovementioned
·Case than the case adjudicated by. the late May
Oung, J.
Th~ facts in the later case were ·that the accu~ed;
~ ag~nt of the ·complainant ·who liv~d . in Ran.goon~
wa~ stationed · a~ Koh~ . in .Japan,. .aJ?-d wisappropriatecl
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a sum of money which he was instructed to pay to
ACOOB
another agent at Yokohama. The complainant attempAHMED
ted to rely on section 179, Criminal Procedure Code
v.
V.M.ABDUL
on the grounds that wrongful loss to himself was a GANNY.
necessary ingredient of the offence. But in this he
failed, because it was held that section 179, Criminal
Procedure Code had no application, wrongful loss
not being an essential ingredient of the offence.
Several Allahabad authorities to the contrary, which
I have also considere.d in respect of this application,
namely K.E. v. Mahadev, 32 All. 379 ; Langridge
v. Athins, 35 All. 29, were .dissented from. · But one
Allahabad case that of Ganeshi Lal v. Nand Kishore
(34 All. 487) was followed. That case deserves
mention, although it was based on a consideration
of the meaning of the word consequence, in sectiOfl:
179, Criminal Procedure Code, because the facts are
somewhat similar to those of the present revisional
application. An agent in charge of a branch shop
in · Sultanpur misappropriated money belonging to
his principal, which should have been sent to the
H~ad Office at Cawnpore but it was held that the
Cawnp~r~ Courts had no jurisdiction to try the agent
for c,rimirial misappropriation.
But the Calcutta ruling above quoted does not
attempt to rely upon section 179, Criminal Procedure
Code. It is there held that section 181 (2), Criminal
Procedure Code is applicable in that the accused
may be said to have wrongfully retained property at
~he place where he is bound to remit the money
realised and to render accounts. As this point of
view does not appear to have come within the scope
of the learned · Judge's. consideration in the Rangoon
authority, I am of opinion that a ruling of the
Hon'ble· Judges upon the questi<?n . of jurisdiction. is
desirable in,., the present case. The ques~ion is; tn
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effect, whether,. if an assistant of a Firm receives
YAcoos
pro-notes and hundis in Rangoon on the expre·s s
AH:.eo
condition that he collects the amounts realisable
v.GM. AsouL upon them, and proceeds to retain a portion of those
ANNY,
moneys an:d submit an account shortly after his
return to Rangoon showing that he has appropriated
a sum of money to himself, the Rangoon Courts
should have jurisdiction.
It nad been asked, if Rangoon has not jurisdiction, what Court have ? The Third Additional
Magistrate suggests Mandalay where certain collections
were made and whence the first confessional letter
was written. It may be inferred that some of the
moneys were there misappropriated ; but of this I see
no proof. Both the respondent and the ·applicant
live in Rangoon. It would seem a curious freak of
pt;ocedure if the applicant .had to journey to Mandalay
tQ file a complaint against the respondent, in order
to request the Mandalay Courts to issue a warrant
against the accused whom he had left behind in
.. ~angoon. Either the Crown or the applicant if he
hore the cost of the prosecution would undergo
what form a common sense .standpoint seems an unnecessary expense. There could be no question of
prejudice to the respondent, if his case were tried in
Rangoon. It is clear ~nough that he had only raised
the question of jurisdiction in order to extricate
himself; ·temporarily at least, from _ an ugly predi::;
cament.
I solicit the orders of the High Court with the
request that, if Rangoon has jurisdiction, . the order
of the Third Additional Magistrate may be set aside
and a further enquiry orderecl, and if not, the
applicant may be informed 1n what place ·he should
file a fresh complaint.
19z8'
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The reference was heard by Das, }., whose
judgment is as follows :DAs, J.-In this c~se I have no doubt in my
mind that the Rangoon Courts have jurisdiction to
deal with this matter. The promissory notes were
entrusted to the accused in Rangoon and the accused
must account for them in Rangoon. It is impossible
for the complainant to find out actually where the
accused misappropriated the money~
I agree with the observations of the learned Judges
in the case of Gunananda Dhone v. Lala Santi
Prakash N anby (1 ). The case of Ahmed Ebrahim
v. · Hajee A. A. Ganny (2). has no application to the
facts in this case.
I therefore set aside the order of the Third
Additional · Magistrate in this case and direct the
District Magistrate either . to try the case hi,mself
or transfer it to some other competent Magistrate
within his jurisdiction except the Third Additional
Magistrate, who has already dealt with it.

(1) 29 C.W.N. 432.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

Mar. 28.

YEOK KUK
v.
KING-EMPEROR. *
Autrefois acquit, plea of-Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), ss. 235 (x),.
236, 237, 403-' Distinct offence,' meaning of-Offences under the Burma
Fores.t Act (Burma Act IV of 1 902), rr. 87 (b) (vi), 21, 87 (b) (ii), 71,and s.
• 61 (a) and (b) whether connected with offences under the Penal Code (Act
· XLI(. of x86o), ss. 379 and 41 x.
·
The Common Law·plea of autrefois acquit, based on grounds of public policy·
shields a man from being put twice in peril for the same offence. Held, that onthe same facts a plea of autrefois acquit cannot be sustained for a differentoffence unless the requirements of s. 403 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code
are fulfilled. Conversely the plea of autrefois acquit in similar circumstances:.
cannot be defeated except under sub'...section (2) of the same section. By "distinct
offence " is meant an offence entirely unconnected with the f~rmer offence:
charged.
· Extraction of teak timber without license amounts to theft of Government
timber. Counterfeiting an akauk mark on stolen timber and converting timber
at a sawpit with~ut license are offences connected with dishonest receiving of
'timber. A person acquitted of such charges under the Burma Forest Act, ought
not to be prosecuted again under the Indian Penal Code for theft and dishonest
receiving of stolen property.
\·

McDonnell for the petitioner.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
CuNLIFFE, J.-This is an application in revision by
one Yeok Kuk.
Yeok Kuk was prosecuted in April last year · for
offences under the Burma Forest Act. There were
originally six charges made against him and they must
··be set out in detail. They are as follows:(1) An alleged offence under rule 87 (b) (vi)
for putting a mark on green teak timber ;
(2) Under rule 21 f9r extracting teak timber
without a license ;
*Criminal Revision ~o. 32'8 of i928.
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(3) Under section 61 (a) and (b) for counterfeiting an akauk mark up on teak timber stolen
by him;
(4) Under rule 87 (b) (ii) for causing a mark on
timber to be obliterated ;
(5) Under rule 71 for converting timber at a
sawpit without a sawpit liCeflSC and
(6) Under rule 88 for marking through his agent
timber for is own benefit.

1928
YEoK KoK

v.

KING
EMPEROR.

CuNLIFFE,

.

After hearing evidence on the 6th ,of May,
Mr. Crosby, the Additional District Magistrate, Toungoo,
charged the petitioner under two only of these charges,
namely, for a breach of rule 87 (b) (vi) and a breach of
section 61 (a) of the Act. In fact, the remaining four
charges had been withdrawn by the prosecution. .• Mter
hearing further evidence the Additional District .
M;agistrate acquitted the petitioner of the two remaining
charges.
In my opinion the withdrawal by the prosecution of
the four. charges mentioned above amounts under section
494. of the Code of · Crimial Procedure also to an
acquittal. Subsequently, however, the petitioner was
prosecuted afresh. under sections 379 and 411 of the"'
Indian Penal Code. These ·sections deal respectively · .
with th~ft and receiving. A preliminary objection was
taken to this procedure on behalf of the petitioner that,
having regard to the previous acquittal under the Forest
·Act and its Rules, he was entitled to set up a plea of
autrefois acquit. The Additional District Magistrate
having ascertained· that the same evidence would be
used in the second · prosecution came to the conclusion
nevertheless that a plea of autrefois acquit was not
maintainable. He cited a good deal of· authority 1n his
judgment and went very carefully into·the matter. The
reason why he come to this conclusion· was t~at he

J.
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considered breaches of sections 379 and 411 of the
YEo~"'·KuK Indian Penal Code by no means the same class of
KxNcoffences as the offences put forward under the Forest
EMPEROR.
Act and its Rules. The case then went to the
CuNLIFFE, J. Sessions Judge of Toungoo on thts point of law, and
the Sessions Judge came to the same conclusion for
very much the same reason.
Autrefois acquit is an old Common Law plea in bar
raised by way of demurrer. It is an established rule of
the English Common Law that no man may be put twice
in peril for the same offence. The principle does not
rest on any doctrine of estoppel but rather on the
grounds of public policy. It seems always however to
h:ave been held in the old days that a previous acquittal
·can. only be pJeaded in bar to a subsequent indictment
(1) where the acquittal is for the exact offence charged
iri the subsequent indictment, or (2) where the subsequent indictment is based on the . same acts or
omissions in respect of which the previous acquittal was.
made, and there is some Statute which directs that the
defendant shall not be tried or punished twice in respect of the same acts or omissions. It is, of course, not
necessary to refer to any English Acts here. The
, principle of autrefois acqu# has been enshrined, with
slight additions., in section 403 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure. The material portion· of section 403 which
l ·have to consider here runs as follows:(1) " A person who h·as been tried by a Court of
competent jurisdiction for an offence and convicted or
acquitted of such offence shall, while such conviction
or acquittal remains in force, not be liable to be ·tried
again for the same offence, nor on the same facts for
any other offence for which a different charge from .the
one made against him might have been made under
section 236, or for which he might have been convicted
tillder section 237.
·
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(2) " A person acquitted or convicted of arty offence
may be afterwards tried for any distinct offence for
which a separate charge might have been made
against him on the former trial under section 235,
sub-section (1 ). "
Section 235 (1) is in the following terms:" If, in one series of acts so connected together as
to form the same transaction, more offences than one
are committed by the same person, he may be charged
with, and tried at one trial for, every such offence. "
Section 236 reads:'' If a single act .o r series of ·acts is of such
a nature that it is doubtful which of several
offences the facts which can be proved will constitute,
the accused may be charged with havmg committed all
or any of such offences, and any number of such
charges may be tried at once; or he may be charged
in the alternative with · having committed some one of
the said offences. ''
And finally these are the provisions of section
237:" If, in the case mentioned in section 236, · the
accused is charged with one offence, and it appears in
evidence that he committed a different ·offence for
which he might have been charged under the provisions
of that section, he may be convicted of the offence
which he is shown to have committed, although he was
not charged with it. " · ·
It will thus be seen that on the same facts a plea of
autrefois acquit cannot be sustained for a different
offence unless the requirements of section 403 (1) are
fulfilled. Conversely ·the plea of autrefois acquit in
similar circumstances cannot be defeated except under
sub-section (2) of the same section. In my opinion, the
key to sub-section (2) lies in the words " distinct
offence. ;, . By " distinct offence " I ~.pprehend the plain
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meaning of the section to be that it must be an offence
Y EoK KuK entirely unconnected with a fonner offence
charged.
t/.
It is by this test that the present application must be
KI N GEMPEROR.
regarded. I am quite unable to understand how it can
C ll'r-1"1-1 FFE, J. be sai~ that a g.!neral offence
of theft is wholly unconnected, for example, with an offence of extracting
teak timber without a license. To extract teak timber
without a license within the meaning of the Forest
Act and its Rules is an offfnce which amounts to nothing more nor less than stealing Government timber.
So, too, I am unable to hold that counterfeiting an
akauk mark upon teak timber which is stolen or converting timber at a sawpit without a sawpit license are
wholly unconnected with dishonestly receiving timber.
Stealing, receiving, converting and marking property
with a Government mark contrary to law are all to my
mind offences closely connected with one another.
In the circumstances, therefore, I am unable to hold
that a plea of autrefois acquit cannot be here ·maintained.
I regret that I have to come to this conclusion because
on reading the whole evidence in this case I am of the
opinion that an offecnce has been commi~ted. The
original prosecution, however, was not very well
handled. I doubt very much whether the technical pie~
under section 403, sub-section (1) which I hold here to
be successful under the Indian Law could possibly have
been successful under the English Common Law, or
under any English statute with which I am conversent.
Nevertheless, for the reasons I have stated above I
shall allow this application. The proceedings of the
Additional Special Power · Magistrate at Toungoo m ·
the second trial will be set aside.
1928
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
B efore Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Carr, Mr. Justice
Cunliffe, and Mr. Justice Das.

KING-EMPEROR.
v.
NGA BA SHEIN.*
Evidence of previons convictions whether admissible after conviction for justifying
heavier sentence-Practice in England and India-Penology and Law of
Evidence-Penal Code (Act XLV of 186o), s. 75-Evidence (Act I of
1872), s. 54·
In England the law makes a distinction between the question of the guiltor
innocence and the question, arising after a person's conviction, of assessment
of the punishment which ought to be imposed on him. On the first question
the rules of evidence are strictly enforced and so evidence of bad character and
"Previous convictions of the accused are generally inadmissible. But in,
assessing punishment, the Court may take into consideration the accused's
character and antecedents or the state of crime in the country or locality. Held,
that the same practice of taking into consideration circumstances other than
the special . facts of the~crime itself, prevails in India, and has been officially
recognized and regulated by the Supreme Court of this province. The imposing
of a sentence is, within the wide limits allowed by the law, a matter of discretion
and not a matter of proof. It is a matter within the sphere of penology, not of
evi::lence. S. 54 of the Evidence Act regulates what is relevant for the purpose·
of proof at an enquiry or trial not what is relevant for the purpose of deciding
whether a long or short sentence should be imposed.
·

Emperor v. David, 6 B.L.R. 548 ; Emperor v. Ismail, 39 Bom. 326 ; Maung
Gyi v. 'The Crown, 7 B.L.R. 353 ; Q.E. v. Kartick, 14 Cal. 721 ; Nga Po Thaung
v. Q.E., P.J. (1897) 352 ; Q.E. v. Nga Pyi Pon, P.J. (1894) 93 ; Q.E. v. Nga Tha
Dun (1892) S.J.L.B. 574 ; Q.E. v. Shiboo, 3 Suth. W.R.Cr. 38 ; Rex"· Douglas,
27 T.L.R. zs6 ;. Rex v. Syres, 25 T.L.R. 71 ; Ramanjulu Naik's case, 2 \:Veir
2.64 ; Roshun v. Empress, 5 Cal. 768-rejerred to.
· Nga Ok Gyi v. Q.E., (1889) S.J.L.B. 449-dissentedfrom.
Archbold's Criminal Pleading, Evidence a11d Pratice, zsth Ed., p. 219 ;
Holsbury's Lm:;s of England, Volume 9, paragraphs 819 to 8zz ; Burma Courts
Manual, I?aragraphs 394, 395, 6os, 6Q6, 6o7 to 6o9-referred to.

Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate) for the
Crown.
Shunmugum for the_. accused .
.. Criminal Revision No. 1328 of 1928.
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CARR, J.-In his Crimnal Regular Trial No. 256
of 1927 the Sixth Additional Special Power Magistrate of Pegu convicted the respondent, Nga Ba Sein,
under section 326 of the Penal Code of the offence
of voluntarily causing hurt with a dangerous weapon~
The respondent had in 1924 been convicted of an
offence under the same section for which he had
undergone
a sentence of three years' rigorous
itnprisonment. At the conclusion of the trial the
Magistrate, following correctly the procedure prescribed
by this Court and its predecessors put this previous
conviction to the respondent, who admitted it. In
passing sentence the l\1agistrate expressly took the
previous convtct10n into consideration, noting that
in · doing so he was following the decision of the
Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma in QueenEmpress v. Nga Pyi Pan (1) and of one Judge
of the Chief Court of Lower Burma tn M aung Gyi
v. The Crown (2). The sentence passed was one of
rigorous imprisonment for four years, of which one
month was to he in solitary confinement.
On appeal the Sessions Judge upheld the conviction
but reduced the sentence to one of three
year~'
rigorous imprisonment only. Without referring · to
the decisions cited by the Magistrate, of which the
first was binding on both himself and the Magistrate,
and without citing any au~hority for the proposition
put forward, he said :-" The Magistrate erred
. entirely in . taking into consideration the previous
conviction in awarding the sentence in this case; as
it does not fall either under Chapter · XII or XVII
of the Indian Penal Code (section 75 of the Indian
Penal Code)."
The Local Government has applied for revision
of this judgment of the Sessions· Court and asks
(x) Printed Judgments L.B. 93·

(2) 7 B.L.R_. 353·
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that it may be set aside and that the sentence passed
by the l\4agistrate be restored.
In view of the decisions already mentioned and
of other facts which will be stated it is surpnsmg
that the Sessions Judge sholfrld have laid down the
law so dogmatically. The question raised is, however,
one of very great importance and by no means free
from difficulty and it calls for full consideration.
In Lord Halsbury's Laws of England, Volume 9,
paragraphs 819 to 822, the principles that determine the
amount of punishment are dealt with. In paragraph
819 it is said :" In all crimes except those for which the sentence
of death must be passed a very wide discretion in
the matter of fixing the degree of punishment is
allowed to the judge who tries the case.
" The policy of the law is as regards most crimes
to fix a maximum penalty, which is only intended
for the worst case and to leave to the discretion of
the judge to determine to what extent in a particular
·case the punishment awarded should approach to or
r ecede from the maxtmum limit. The exercise of
this discretion is a matter of prudence a.tid not
of law .
:
"
Again in paragraph 821 we read :-'' Thus, if a
crime has been committed which ts of a kind
calculated to inspire great alarm, as manifesting
a very mischievous disposition, or is specially rife
in a particular district or throughout the country
it may be necessary to award a very severe
"
punishment .
. In paragragh 822 :-" The court, in fixing the
punishment for any particular crime, will take int{}
consideration the nature of the offence, the circumstances in which it was committee!, the degree of
deliberation shown by the offender, the provocation
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\vhich he has received, if the crime is one of violence
the antecedents of the prisoner up to the time of
sentence, his age and character
"
In the note to this last paragraph we find :- " It
is the practice of Criqlinal Courts before passing
sentence to inquire into the antecedents of a prisoner
and to punish habitual offenders more severely than
those who have not been previously convicted or
have not committed other crimes. (R. v. fVeaver, 1
Cr. App. Rep. 12). " The original .report is not
available here for reference . .
In the case of Rex v. Douglas. Campbell (1),
the following was laid down :- " Where after a
prisoner has been convicted a police-officer makes a
statement to the judge as to the prisoner'.s antecedents,
and ·the. prisoner does not challenge the accuracy of
that statement, the judge is entitled to take it into ·
.consideration on the question of sentence, notwith:Standtng that some parts of the statement may be
.hearsay. If, however, the prisoner challenges any
part of the statement, the judge should then inquire
:i nto it and if he thinks it of sufficient importance
i:hat it ought to be proved be legal evidence he can
i.f necessary adjourn the case for such proof ·to be
Jorthcomning ; or, instead of doing this, he can
-d isregard the disputed part of the statement altogether. ''
In the body of his judgment the Lord Chief Justice
·r eferred with approval to the practice of allowing
:such statements to be made by police-officers, and
also quoted sub-section 5 of section 10 of the Pre-vention of Crime Act, 1908 :-" Without prejudice
·to any right of the accused to tender evidence as to
:his character an~ repute, evidence of character and.
repute may, ·if the Court thjnks fit, be admitted as
·evidence on the . question whether the accused 'lS or
(1) (1911) 27 Times Law Reports 256.
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is not leading persistently a dishonest or criminal
.life. "
Rex v . Syres (1) was a case in which other charges
pending against the accused at the time of his trial
·v;,rere taken into consideration.
In Archbold's Criminal Pleading, Evidence and
.Practice, 25th edition, page 219, we find :"It is the practice at the Central Criminal Court,
2.fter verdict, to hear evidence of character generally,
:and of previous · convictions not included in the
indictment .
. . Where a prisoner pleads
:guilty the judge may, before passing sentence, in
,order to form an opinion as to the degree of culpability,
hear evidence as to the motive which induced the
.Prisoner to commit the offence ; but where the offence
is, by statute, punishable by a more severe punishment
if accompanied by circumstances of aggravation,
:such circumstances may be taken into account in
passing sentence only if they have been charged in
the indictment and been proved to the satisfaction
<()f the jury or admitted by the plea of guilty. (R. v.
Bright, 1916, 2 K .B. 441) .
. VVhere
:previous convictions are taken into consideration
·evidence should be given of them in the absence
-of admission by the prisoner. (R . . v. Metcalfe, 9 Cr.
App. R. 7). "
From all this it is apparent that in England the
law makes a distinction between the question of the
guilt or innocence and the question, arising after
his conviction, of assessment of the punishment which
ought to be imposed upon him. On the first question
the rules of evidence are strictly enforced and only ·
matters properly relevant to that question can be
proved. Evidence of the bad character of the accused
including evidence of previous convictions is genera~ly
(r) (1908)
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inadmissible, thought in special ·cases it may be
admissible. But in assessing punishment the Court
KINGEMPEROR.
takes into consideration not only the nature and
v.
NGA BA
circumstances of the crime itself but also matters
SHP.IN.
extraneous to that crime. These may be matters
CARR, J.
concerning the accused himself, such as his character
and antecedents, or matters which have no direct
relation to hi.m, such as the state of crime in the
country generally or in the particular locality. And
in regard to this second question the ordinary rules
of evidence either do not apply or at least are
greatly relaxed.
The Criminal Law of India springs from that of
· England and although the two differ not inconsiderably in matters of detail there are few, if any,
The
differences on important matters of p.rinciple.
Indian Law has adopted the policy of leaving the
assessment of sentence in the main to the discretion
of the Court trying the case. As in England there
are cases in which that discretion is limited- e.g.t
sections 302, 303, 397 and 398 of the Penal Code.
The principle that the previous conviction of the
prisoner may justify the passing of an enhanced
sentence is recognised in section 75 of the Penal Code
and in a number of special provisions. The Evidence
Act, jn section 54, accepts the principle tha~ the
bad character of the accused is ordinarily irrelevant.
In cases falling under section ·75 of the Penal Code
a previous conviction is, of course, relevant, and
here section 221 of the Criminal Procedure Code
requires the particulars of the conviction alleged to
be set out in the charge. It follows from this
that there must be· evidence of the conviction before
the charge (or this portion of it) is framed. But, in
order to ensure that the accused · shall not be
prejudiced, on the question of this . guilt on innocence,
1928
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by the existence of a previous conviction, section
310 of the Code of Criminal Procedure prescribes
that in trials by jury or with assessors this portion
of the charge shall not be dealt with until after the
jury has returned its verdict or the assessors have
given their opinions on the substantive question.
That this provision does not apply to the other
trials is sufficently explained by the fact that under
the judicial system of this country the Magistrate or
Judge is almost necessarily aware of the existence
<>f any previous convictions of the accused from
the outset of the trial. Thus there is imposed
upon a Magistrate, or a Judge trying a case without
a jury or assessors, the somewhat difficult task of
dismissing from his mind, when considering whether
the guilt of the accused is proved or not, matters of
which he is fully aware. ( Cf., 1 Rangoon 520, Maung
E Gyi v. K.E.)
In the · matter of assessment of sentence the
practice of taking into consideration circumstances
other than the special facts of. the crime itself seems
to be as fully established in India as in Ertgland.
That is certainly so in this province. My own
practical judicial experience goes back to the year
1894 and since then the Courts have habitually
taken into consideration the character and antecedents
of the accused, · including in particular his bad
character as indicated by previous convictions. The
sex and age of the accused have also been considered,
and his state of health, bodily or mental. In cases
in which the accused, although not of unsound mind
to such an extent as to entitle him to an acquittal
<>n that ground, is · shown to be to some extent
mentally deficient that fact is recognised as a
sufficient ground for passing a more lenient sentence
than would otherwise have been imposed. Facts
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such as the state of crime in the locality or in the
province generally are also taken into consideration.
v.
NGA BA
In some special cases, such as those to which
SHEIN.
the provisions of section 562 of the Code of
CARR, J.
Criminal Procedure, or those of the Reformatory
Schools Act, might be applied, inquiry is sometimes
specially made into the character and antecedents.
of the accused, though this is not as commonly
done as might be desired. Apart from such special
cases it is not, I think, usual to make such inquiry,
and it is certainly not in this province the practice
to allow a police-officer at the conclusion of. the
trial to detail the history of the accused. In this.
respect our practice differs somewhat from the
English practice.
The consideration of previous convictions not
coming under section 75 of the Penal Code is.
especially well established and is standardized by
instructions issued to subordinate Courts by this.
Court and its predecessors. I have been able to
trace these instructions back to Circular No. 251
issued by the Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma
on the 5th February 1897. I think it unnecessary
to try to trace them back any further. The circular
related ·to section 221 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure and contained the following passage : " Apart from the question whether a previous
conviction affects the punishment which a Court · is
competent to award, it is the duty of a Court, when-ever a previous conviction is brought to its notice,
to · consider the ·nature of the conviction, and if it
is of opinion that it constitutes .a proper ground for
passing a severer sentence than the Court would
otherwise pass for the offer...ce for which the accused
is being tried, it should take evidence as to the
1928
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previo.us conviction, and it may enter the previous
conviction in the charge in order that the accused
may understand that it will be taken into consideration in passing sentence, but the Court should
not refer to section 75 of the Indian Penal Code or
to the Whipping Act in the charge unless the Court
which is to try the accused is competent to give
enh~nced punishment either under section 75 or
under the Whipping Act.
" Note.-As a general rule a previous conviction
must not be taken into consideration when deciding
whether the accused has committed the offence for
which he is being tried. The exceptions to this rule
are laid down in sections 14 and 54 of the Evidence
Act, 1872. "
This instruction continued in force until the
Lower Burma Courts Manual was issued, under the·
authority of the Chief Court of Lower Burma, in 1905,
when it was superseded by paragraphs 160 and 283~
The latter reads : " In · many cases in which the law does not
prescribe . enhanced maximum punishment for · a.
second conviction it is nevertheless necessary to pass.
a severe sentence because the offender · has been
previously convicted of a similar offence or of ·some·
other offence indicating moral turpitude. _,..
" The -procedure should be similar to that pre-·
scribed in section 310 (b) and (c) Code of
Criminal Procedure, that is to say, when the trial is.
concluded and the Magistrate convicts the accused
at once, or adjourns the trial for judgment and has.
not made up his mind to acquit the accused~ he·
should proceed to try the previous conviction. Form.
80 should be used for this purpose. "
This Form 80 is still in use and was used by the·
M agistr.ate in the present case.
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Paragraphs 440 to 443 of the same Manual dealt
with the method . of proof of previous convictions,
with reference to section 511 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure. Paragraph 442 reads :- ''Proof of the
identity of the accused with the person named in
the certificate or extract is necessary unless the
previous conviction is admitted. "
In the second edition of this lVlanual, issued in
1912, paragraph 283 was reproduced as paragraph
241. -A new paragraph No. 95, reproduced approximately the wording of Circular No. 351 of the 5th
February 1897. The instructions as to proof of
previous convictions were somewhat elaborated and
by a correction issued in October 1912, the· following
was added to paragraph 424
(442 of the first
edition) :" The accused should not be asked in his
examination concerning a previous conviction of
which there is no evidence. Without proof of the
authorised kind of a previous conviction the mere
admission of an accused person does not justify
the use of the conviction to affect the punishment
to be inflicted (1 L.B.R. 8). "
In the Burma Courts Manual, issued by this
Court, the instructions are reproduced in paragraphs
· 394, 395, 605, 606 and 607 to 609. Some
modification has .been necessary to bring them into line
with · section 22~ (7) of the Code of Criminal
Procedure; as amended in 1923, but otherwise they
have not been materially changed.
All this suffices to show that the practice of
taking previous convictions into consideration yvhen
assessing sentence has been established In this
province for at least thirty years · past, and that it
has been definitely recognised and regulated by the
·Supreme Court of the province.

VoL. VI]

Before dealing with judicial decisions on the
·question I note that as originally enacted section 54
<Jf the Evidence Act reads as follows : " In criminal proceedings the fact that the
accused person has been previously convicted of any
offence is relevant; but the fact that he has a bad
character is irrelevant, unless evidence has been
given that he has a good character, in which case it
becomes relevant. ,,
This section came under the consideration of
a Full Bench of five judges of the Calcutta High
Court in Q.E. v. Kart£ck Chunder Das (l) and
its first <lause 'Yas very strongly condemned. As a
.consequence of this decision the section was amended
by Act III of 1891, which gave it its present form. At
the same time Explanation 2 was added to section
14 of the Evidence Act.
In Nga Ok Gy£ v. Q.E. (6) the Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma held that section 54
{in its original form) did not allow the Court to
take a previous conviCtion into consideration for the
purpose of enhancing the. sentence it is about to
pass without reference to section 75 of the Penal
Code. He said : "Section 54, Act I of 1872, has
· . no bearing whatever upon the question . of the
· relevancy of a . previous conviction after an accused
has been convicted of the offence with which he has
been charged, and for the purpose of enhancing
the sentence to be passed on him. It ref~rs solely
to the· relevancy of a previous conviction as ·evidence
to prove that the accused is guilty and should be
convicted of the particular offence with which he
is being charged. "
The dictum seems· to me· at least questionable
and I have some difficulty in understanding exactly·'
(x887) 14 Cal. 72~.
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(6) Seleeted Judgments, (x87z-9z) L.B. 449 (x889).
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what the learned judge meant. A possible · explanation
is that he took the view that the consideration of a
previous conviction for the purpose of assessing.
sentence after conviction was not within the scope of
the Evidence Act at all.
He said :-" I think the sentences passed by the
District Magistrate are unnecessarily severe. There.
was only one previous conviction against the
accused .
. Had there been no previous.
conviction a ·proper sentence to pass .
would have been two years' rigorous imprisonment.
I think if, in consideration of the single previous
conviction, the accused is sentenced to three years'
that is quite
rigorous imprisonment
sufficient for the ends of justice. ))
A mote important case is Q.E. v. Nga Tha Dun
(1), before the Special Court on a reference by the
Judicial Commissioner. The reference was made in
consequence of the amendment of section 54 of
Evidence Act by Act III of 1891 and was:'' Whether evidence of previous convictiOns other
than of the kind referred to in section 75, Indian
Penal Code, can be received after conviction for the
purpose of justifying a heavier sentence than other..:
wise would have been passed.,
The Rec.o rder in a very brief judgment answered
the question in the affirmative. The·
Judicial
Commissioner agreed, but dealt with the question
much more fully. The whole of his judgment is
pertinent and may be read with advantage, but I
do not think it need be reproduced ·here. His
principal difficulty had arisen from section 5 of the
Evidence Act, which by its terms would. ·seem to
apply to the whole · course of a judicial proceeding
up to its conclusion with the passing of sentence.
·(I) (1892) S.JL.B. 574·
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Allowing force to the maxim " Optima Legis interpres
est consuetudo ''-which
may be expanded and
paraphrased as " The best guide to the interpretation
of the law is a firmly established practice "-he was
finally satisfied that section 5 was not " applicable
towards determining the kind of information which
a Judge is at liberty to use when deciding the extent
of a sentence. "
The next case is Q.E. v. Nga Pyi Pon (1)
which is usually referred to as the leading Burma case
on the question, but which seems to me much .less
important and valuable than Nga Tha Dun's case
(2). The decision was to the same effect.
More important is Nga Po Thaung v. Q.E. (3)
in which the Judicial Commissioner expressly held that
for the purpose of assessing sentence evidence of bad
character is admissible. · P<!e said :-" Upon conviction
the Court has to determine what punishment to awarq
and to do this should take into consideration not only
th:e nature and gravity of the offence committed, .but
also . the character of the . accused. The bad charact~
of the accused then ·becomes a fact in issue. It i~
obvious that if a person has been convicted of the
same offence or of a similar offence heavier punishment
is required than upon a first conviction for the previous
punishment has failed to have a deterrent effec~ .
But when the ·previous conviction is riot of such a
character as to affect the punishment which the Court
is competent to award,. still evidence of . any previous
conviction for a similaJ.· offence must necessarily be
allowed, for · it cannot be the intention of the
Legislature that there should be no difference
between the punishment awarded to a first offender
and to one who may have gained the reputation of
being an incorrigible offender. And again : "It canno~,
(1) (1894) P.}.L.B. 93.·

(2) (1892) S.}.L.B. 574.

(3) (1897) P.J, 352.
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however, have been the intention of the Legislature
that a previous conviction should only be proved
as affecting the punishment when it also affects
the competency of the Court. It follows that the
Legislature must intend that the bad character of an
accused, as evidenced by a previous conviction should
always be a fact in issue after conviction, but under
section 54 of the Evidence Act I think such bad
character ca.n_on1y be regarded as a fact in issue because generally bad character becom~ fact in_issue. "
I think that the learned Judicial Commissioner
laid undue stress upon the similarity between the
offence of which the accused is convicted and the
offence of which he has previously been convicted.
Since 1n assessing sentence we accept a previous
conviction as evidence · of bad character a previous
conv1ct1on of any offence the commission of which
implies the bad character of the person committing is
relevant to the issue.
Later, in the · series · of Lower Burma Rulings,
we have some decisions to the same effect and none,
so far as I know or can trace, to the contrary. These
are of less importance than those already dealt with
because they deal with a principle accepted as established, and I do not think it necessary to discuss
them in detail.
Turning to other .p rovinces - we
h~we the
·Calcutta cases of . Queen v. Shiboo Mundle (1) and
Roshun Doosadh v. Empress (2), the Madras case of
Ramanjulu Naik, Accused (3), and the Bombay cases
of Emperor v. David N arsu (4) and Emperor v.
Ismail Ali Bhai (5), all of which recognise the
principle that previous convictions not otherwise
.{1) 3 Sutherland's Weekly Reporter, Cr. 38 (x86s). (3) (x883) 2 Weir 264.
(2) (188o.) 5 Cal. 768.
(4) (1904) 6 Bom. L.R. 548.
{s) (1914) 39 Bom. 326. ·
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relevant may be taken into consideration in assessing
sentence. I have no doubt that more could be
found to the same effect. I have not found any
decision to the contrary, nor has any such been cited.
Of the cases named above only that of Ismail
Ali Bhai (1) seems to call for further discussion.
Both judges of the bench agreed that the conviction
could be considered, but for different reasons.
--Mr. Justice Heaton said :-" The chief question
argued is this· ; is a previous conviction one ·of the
matters which a Court is permitted to consider in
imposing sentence ? The imposing of sentence is,
within the wide limits allowed by the law, a ~p.atter of
discretion; it is not a matter of proof. That is, it is
a matter within the sphere not of evidence but of
penology. Section 54 of the Evidence Act is a . part
of the Law of Evidence, .not a part of the penal law, it
regulates what is relevant for the purpose of proof at
the enquiry or trial, not . what is relevant for the purpose pf deciding whether a long or a sP,ort · sentence
should be imposed. Its purpose is quite . plain;
ordinarily evidence of bad character, including a
previous conviction, is irrelevant to help to establish
.an accused person's guilt. But the Law of Evidence
.does not define or profess to define those matters
which a Cou~ should consider · in using its discretion
in passing sentence. What these matters are to be is
.largely left to practice and to the common sense and
knowledge of the world ..of the Cdurt. Where they
are definitely indic~te~ this is done in the Penal
Code and the Law of Criminal Procedure ; most
emphatically not in the Law of Evidence. One
might as reasonably, I think, look to ·the Law of
Evidence for information as to the · maximum sentence
to be impos~d .
Of cou~se the previous
(x) (1914) 39 Born. 306.
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difficulty vanishes. In the Criminal Procedure Code
section 221 (7), as amended in 1923, perhaps suggests,
though not very strongly, that convictions other than
those falling under that sub-section may not be
proved for the purpose of assessing sentence. On the
other hand section 5 62 sqggests more strongly that the
previous character of an accused person-and therefore
any previous convictions- can rightly be taken into
account in assessing sentence. I know of no other
provision which has any bearing on the problem.
In my opinion the view so lucidly expounded by
Mr. Justice Heaton is the correct view of the matter,
and fully justifies the very firmly established practice
which has persisted in this province for at least the
last thirty years, and which has been affirmed by
numerous decisions of the highest courts in this
province as well as by the High Courts of the three
major provinces in India.
In the case before us the evidence proves beyond
doubt that the respondent made ~n unprovoked attack
on the complainant and cut him twice with a da. One
·wound on the head amounted to grievous hurt. Even
without the previous conviction I should not be inclined
to call the original sentence excessive. Taking that
conviction into account I am strongly of the opmion that
·the original sentence should be restored.
I would therefore allow this application, set aside
the sentence passed by tl\e Sessions Judge and restore
that passed by ·the trying Magistrate.
·
RuTLEDGE, C.J.- I have had the privilege of reading .
the judgment of Mr. Justice Car~, with which I · am in
full agreement and have no.t hing to add.
CuNLIFFE,

DAS, J.-I
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J .- I concur.
co~cur.
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V. E. R. ·M. Fx~~
v.
~UNG POKY<

!RM

Costs incurred in unsuccessful applicatio1z for r1 .
of such costs in declarctory suit-Special r·eas~ :.,
•l
H eld, that where a claimant's application ut
.
·~
Procedure Code for removal of attachment on hi:
he can claim in his declaratory suit, in addition
has incurred .in the miscellaneous proceedings.
them, unless, on accoun~ of his own default or
to be·allowed those costs.
Kumarappa Chetty'vJNga Pyi, (1904-o6) 2
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moval of attachme-nt- Recovery
for disallowing such costs.
ader the provisions of t he Civil
; property has been dismissed,
to the declaration_. the co~ts h e
If successful, he is·entitled to
dther good cause; he ought not
f>ns

.B.R. (Civil Pro.) I S-followed.

Ganguli for the Appellant.
~

Shaffee for

tlie. Respondent.
.

...

}.-The defendant- ~
decree against two persons, Mau
Hmwe On, and•s in execution of{r.~ ··
four head . of cattle and four
plaintiff-respondeht applied to th
of ·attachment on the ground
attached belonged to him. After
the Court dismi~sed his applic~·
a regular suit out of which tl
that suit he asked for a declarat
.in suit was his and for the cost
the miscellaneous procee4ings. ..
found in favour of the!: plair
so far as the titl~ to the .propel
is no further app'j eal. This. appe •
to the order for· · payment of <:
.miscellaneous proteedings. · ·
BROWN,

'·

* Civil Second Appeal
. No~',;. .

1ppellant . obtained a
mg Tha U and Ma
that decree, attached
jaggery boxes. The
c Court for removal
that the · property
hearing the parties
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It is suggested that the question of costs was not
properly in issue, or proved ; but there is a very
clear claim in the plaint for a sum of Rs. 53-6-0.
No separate issue was fixed as to this matter of costs,
but there was a general issue, namely, "To what relief
is plaintiff entitled ? "
The plaintiff-respondent himself stated on oath
that he had incurred costs amounting to Rs. 54-6-0,
and he filed a copy of the formal order in his mis~
cellaneous application, which shows the total costs,
including the sum he was ordered to pay the defendant-appellant, as Rs. 54-6-0. There was no denial
of these f~cts by the defendant-appellant, and there
seems no question as to the amount of costs incurred.
It is, however, further contended that, as the
plaintiff-respondent was not awarded these costs in
the miscellaneous proceedings, he was not entitled to
claim them in the regular suit that followeq. This.
question was· considered at length in the case of
Kumarappa Chetty v. Nga Pyi (1). In that case it
was held that, when a person's goods have been
wrongfully attached, in proceedings brought · under
section 283, of the Civil Procedure Code (corresponding to Order XXI, Rule 63 of the present
Code), he was entitled to claim, in addition to a
declaration, the costs incurred in the miscellaneous
proceedings instituted by him for removal · of attach. ment. Various authorities on the point were referred
to · in that case, including two Allahabad cases.
which, at first sight, would appear to be in favour
of the present defendant-appellant's contention. But
in neither of those two cases were the circumstances
exactly similar to those of the present case~ Rule
58 of Order XXI of the Code of Civil Procedure
(r) (1904-06)

2

U.B.R. (Civil Pro.) t8.

V.E.R.M~
' FIRM

v.

MAUNGP~
KYONE.

BROWN, J~
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.provides for the making of an objection to an
·V.E.R.M. attachment by a third party. Rule 63 provides
FIRM
that the order of the Court in such cases shaJl
' MAUNe Po
be final subject to the result of a suit which the
KYONE.
defeated party may institue to establish the right
<BROWN, J.
which he claims.
It IS clear, therefore, that proceedings under
"Rule 58 and the following Rules are of a summ~y
·nature, and that the defeated party is debarred from
.appealing, but instead is allowed the remedy of
having his claim adjudicated in regular proceedings.
That being so, I can see no reason why, if the
result of the regular proceedings is to set aside
the order in the miscellaneous proceedings, the
·question of costs incurred in the miscellaneous
proceedings should not also be dealt with. The
party aggrieved in the miscellaneous proceedings,
had he been given the right of appeal from orders
passed in those proceedings; would undoubtedly have
·been able to appeal as to costs. Any other view
of the question would mean that there was no
remedy for a wrongful order as to costs except
·the difficult one by way of revision.
The view taken by the lear~ed Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma in 1905, has, so far as
I know, been constantly followed in Upper Burma,
·since, and I can see no · sufficient reason for depart.ing from it. There may .be circumstances in which
~_the party to the proceedings in a suit urider Rule
-63 would not be entitled to claim damages in
·getting the attachment removed. The failure in the
miscellaneous proceedings might be due to his own
--default, or the attachment might have been encouraged by his neglect ·; but it does not seem to me
that any such circumstances have been established
-or pleaded in the pr~se.nt case.
'{).
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I am of opinion, therefore, that the decision of
the lower Courts on the point now In Issue was
correct.
I dismiss this appeal with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.Just£ce Das and Mr.Just£ce Baguley.

N. N. CHETTYAR FIRM ·
v.
TAN MA PU AND OTHERS. *
TAN BABU

AND

OTHERS

v.
N. N. CHETTYAR FIRM.
Administration-Letters £ssued under Probate and Administration Act (V of
t88I) £n a case governed by the Succession Act (X of t86s),effect of-Powers
o.f the administrator-Court's permission to sell does not £mply permission to
mortgage-Limited powers under one Act not extended unless Letters altered
under the other Act.
A son obtained under the Probate and Administration Act (V of t88t),
Letters of Administration of his deceased mother's estate, describing her as a
Chinese Buddhist. S he was, in fact, a Karen Christian and Letters would have
been issued under the Succession Act (X of 1865) had she been correctly
described. The administrator obtained leave of the Court to sell the
immoveable property of the deceased to pay off deots, but instead he
mortgaged it.
Reid, that L etters issued under the Probate and Administration Act must be
regarde~ as being under that Act and giving only the powers that they could
give under that Act until and unless the powers under them are extended by the
Letters being altered to Letters under the Succession Act of 1865. Under the
former Act permission to the administrator to sell does not ipso facto give permission to mortgage. Hence the administrator had no power to bind the
interests of any of the heirs except those who had given him authority to effect
the mortgage.
.
Debendra Nath v. Administrator-General of Bengal, 35 Cal. 95.5 (P.C.) ; Ram
· Dhon Dhor v. Sha1j-ud-din, 9 B.L.T. 236-'Yeferred to.
Ma Yail v. Maung Chit Maung, 49 Cal. 310 (P.C.)-distinguished.
• Civil Fir~t Appeals Nos. 199 and 206 of 1926 against the judgment of
the District Court of Bassein in Civil Regular No. 3 of 1925.

1927

Sep.

2.

J.
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N; N. Burjorjee for the appellants.
N.N..
CHETTYAR
FIRM

TAN ~ Pu
oT~~s.
TAN BABu
AND
OTHERS

v.

N

1'I..T

R

Zeya for the respondents.
BAGULEY, J.- These two appeals arise out of a suit
brought by theN. N. Chettyar Firm against six defendants on a . series of mortgages. The lower Court gave
the plaintiffs a decree for the full amount claimed
•
h first, second and fifth defendants, but against
aga1nst
t e
the second, third and sixth only gave a decree for the
amount admitted.
The claim was on a series of transactions. The property mortgaged was the property of one Ma Twe, who
died in 1912. She left some sons and daughters. Tan
Po Shwe, the eldest of them, applied for Letters of
Administration to her estate in the late Chief Court of
Lower Burma in 1917. It was then stated that she left
eight children, six of whom are the defendants in the·
present case ; one has died and one has apparently disappeared from the proceedings altogether. Letters of
Administration were issued to Tan Po Shwe and he proceeded to deal with the estate. He applied to the Court
for permission to sell the immoveable property and
permission was granted. The estate of the deceased was
admittedly encumbered and to pay off the debts due he
mortgaged the property now in question for Rs. 40,000
by registered mortgage bond. The liability on this.
mortgage bond is admitted by all the defendants, but
a considerable part of this debt has been paid back.
Afterwards a second mortgage over the same property
for Rs. 15,000 was executed. The title deeds of the·
property had been deposited with the plaintiff firm and
afterwards the first defendant gave a letter of. authority
to the · plaintiffs authorizing them. to lend further sums
of money on promissory notes to Tan Babu and his
clerk; Tan Kya Lti, and it was agreed that th~ sums
so advanced should constitute a: further lie.n ·· on .the
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properties already mortgaged. In this way considerable sums of money were advanced and the plaint
shows that the total debt outstanding at the time of
filing of the suit was Rs. 1,07,340-6-0.
Various defences are raised, and I will deal with
them in order.
In the first place it is argued that, as the Letters
of Administration were issued to Tan Po Shwe under
the Probate and Administration Act and he never got
permission from the Court to mortgage the immoveable property of the deceased, these mortgages are bad,
except, of course, so far as they are admitted. In
reply· to this, it is urged that the deceased, Ma Twe,
although described in the application for Letters of
Administration as a Chinese Buddhist, was, in fact,
a Karen Christian, and how she came to be described
as a· Chinese Buddhist is not explained. It would
seem that her husband was a Chinaman, but his religion is doubtful. Be that as it may, however, there
can be no doubt that, had Ma Twe been correctly
described in the application for Letters of Administration, the Letters would have issued under the Succession Act, and, in that case, the mortgage by the
administrator would have been good. It is argued
that, as the Letters should have been issued under
the Succession Act, the administrator had the powers to
mortgage that he would have had, had they been correctly
issued. This argument, jn my opinion, fails. The
Letters must be taken to give the powers that they ·
appear to give upon their face until they- are revoked
or altered.
No case directly in point has been quoted, but for
the converse there is authority. [Vide Debendra Nath
Dutt v. Administrator.-General of Bengal (1).] In
(z) (1908) 35 Cal. 955·

N.N.
CHE'i'TYAR
FIRM

v.
TAN MA
AND

Pu

OTHERS.
TANBABU

AND
OTHERS

v.
N.N.
CHETTYAR
FIRi\11.
BAGULEY,

J.
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that case Letters of Administration which were issued
c~~~ owing to the fraud of the applicant and which, thereFIRM
fore, might be considered as bad from the start were
TAN MA Pu nevertheless held to be good until and unless they were
o::::RS.
revoked. · In the same way, I hold that Letters issued
TAN BABU under the Probate and Administration Act ·must be reAND
garded as being under that Act and giving only the powers
OTHERS
v.
that they could give under that Act until and unlessc!r~~R the powers under them are extended by the Letters
FIRM.
being altered to Letters under the Succession Act ..
BAGULRY, J. The case of Ma Yait v. ·Maung" Chit Maung (1), was
quoted as being authority for beginning the administration under the Probate and Administration Act and
completing it under the Succession ·Act. But in that
case, no question of the powers of the administrator
was gone into. Originally, Letters of Administration
were taken out under the Probate and Administration
Act, but the Privy Council decided that, as the deceased
was a person whose · estate had to devolve according
to the rules laid down in the Succession Act, the
administrator would have to divide the property among
the heirs in: accordance with the rules of the Succession Act.
It is true that the administrator got permission to
sell, btit permission to sell does not ipso facto give
permission to · mortgage. [Vide Ram Dhon Dhor v ..
Sharf-ud-din and others (2).]
Under the Letters of Administration issued, · then,.
I lJlUSt hold that Tan Po Shwe had not got power to
bind the interests of the heirs. The case, however,.
cannot be disposed of so easily as this.
[His Lordship found that v:arious heirs had
given Tan Po Shwe direct authority to act on their
·behalf . under powers of attorney. Tan Po Shwe was
(1) (1921) 49 Cal. 310_.

(2) (1916) 9 B.L.T. 236.
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responsible personally and as an heir for the whole of
the money due. Three other heirs were responsible to
the full extent of their interests in the estate and also
personally as they had authorized Tan Po Shwe to
borrow the money. One heir was liable only to the
extent he admitted his liability, as he had not authorized
Tan Po Shwe to encumber the estate. One defendant,
K yauk Ho, was not an heir and had no interest in the
estate. The result was that the decree of the Lower
Court was varied as to the extent of liability of the
defendants and as to costs.]

N. N.
CHETTY.'\R
FIRM

v.

TAN MA Pu:
AND
OTHERS.
T AN BABU

AND
OTHERS

v.
N. N.
CHETTYAR
FlR..'-1.
BAGULEY,

DAs, J.- I concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before iVIr. Justice Brown.

ISMAIL HOOSAIN MAMSA

v.
K. PURBHUBHAI

1928

Mar.2.
AND ONE.*

Interest on loan-Rate stated in inadmissible promissory note, whether can be
claimed-Reasonable rate whether allowed.
Held, that where a promissory note is inadmissible in evidence for want 0 f
Stamp, and the creditor sues for the money lent as on the original contract of
loan, he may claim a reasonable rate of interest, but he cannot claim at the rate
stated in the promissory note.
Maung Kyi v. Ma Ma Gale, 10 L.B.R. 54-1·ejerred to.

N. N. Sen for the appellant ..
J .-The same point arises for decision in
this case and in Civil Revision Cases No. 246 and
No. 247 and they will all be d~alt with in this judgment.
The three cases have been heard ex parte.
The petitioner filed three suits in the Small Cause
Court of Rangoon for payment of money lent with
interest. In each case the money was lent on a
BROWN,

*Civil Revision Cases Nos. 245, 246 and 247 of 1927.

J.
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promissory note but the promissory note was not
IsMAIL
sufficiently stamped and was therefore not proved,
~_:~~N the petitioner falling back upon the original consider:K. P~Hu- ation. The trial Judge heard each case ex parte and
BHAI AND
gave the petitioner a decree for the principal only
~E.
refusing to allow interest .
.BRowN, J.
The petitioner now claims that he should be
allowed interest. It was decided by the Full Bench
of the late Chief Court in the case of Maung Kyi
v. Ma Ma Gale and one (1), that where money is
lent and at the sme time a promissory note ·is given
therefor, a creditor is not debarred from suing for
the money lent' as on the original contract of loan,
if the promissory note cannot be proved. I do not
see however that it follows from this that he can
claim for interest at the rate stated in the promissory
note. The promise to pay the specific rate of interest
is clearly entered in the terms of the document and
cannot be implied from the fact of the _loan · having
been made in the first instance. I do not see therefore
that the petitioner was entitled to claim interest at
the rate stated in the promissory note. But I think ·
it is open to the plaintiff to ask for a reasonable rate
of interest. From the acceptance of the money lent
.and the implied promise to repay, I think that the ·
promise to pay interest at a reasonable rate can be
inferred.
I alter the decree of the trial Judge in each case
into a decree for the principal sum claimed in each
-case together with interest thereon from date of loan
·u p to date of tHe decree at one per cent. per mensern
.and costs on that amount on ex parte scale. Further
.interest at 9 per cent. per annum is allowed on the
total amount decreed for principal and interest from the
date of ·t he decree to the date of realisation.
1928

(1) (1919) xo L.B.R. 54·
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

NYAUNGLEBIN CO-OPERATIVE BANK
v.
MAUNG BA u AND OTHERS.*
Mortgagee purchasing at Court auction part of. mortgaged property, effect of-Discharge of proportionate share of mortgage debt-Values of properties whether
to be take11 at date of mortgage or date of purchase-House on mortgaged site
nearly complete and included in mortgage-Transfer of Pro-perty Act (IV of
1882), s. 82.
Held, that when a mortgagee has purchased part of the property ·mortgaged to him at a Court auction subject to the mortgage, h is purchase has the
-effect of discharging a proportionate share of the mortgage debt. The amount
so discharged bears the same ratio to the whole mortgage d ebt as the value of the
property purchased bears to the value of the whole of the mortgaged property·
I n calculating the proportionate "·alues of the properties, a question arises
whether the. value at the date of the mortgage, or that at the date of the purchase,
should be considered. In the present case the value of the house purchased by
the mortgagee, which was not complete at the date of the mortgage, must be
considered along with the value of the house site, in determining the proportionate amounts to he charged on the var ious m ortgaged properties, as, at the
·d~te of the mortgage, the house was being built and well on i~s way to completion
-and was included in the mortgage deed.
Bisheshur v. Ram Sarup, 22 All. 284; Fakiraya v. Gadigaya, 26 Born. 88 ;
Mardan Singh v. Thakur, 27 All. 549-referred to.

P. J(. Basu for the appellant.
Ba Thein ( 1) for the 1Oth respondent.
C.J.,- and BROWN, }.-The appellants
in this case, the Nyaunglebin Co-operative Town
Bank, lent money on a registered mortgage deed to
the first two respondents, Ma~ng Ba U and Ma Hnin
Myaing, on the 25th June 1923. On the 16th
February 1925, the app~llant mortgagees purchased
at a Court auction o.ne of the properties mortgaged
subject to the mortgage. They claim that at the
time <;>f the_ mortgage the properties that they have
RUTLEDGE,

*Civil First Appeal No. x68 of 192.7 from the judgment of the District Court

of Pegu in Civil Regular No. xz of 1926.

27

.

•.
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subsequently purchased were worth the same amount
NvAuNoLE- as the
remainder of the mortgaged properties. At
co-~ ~A- the date of their purchase the mortgage debt
TtvE BANK
amounted to Rs. 10,286. The sum of Rs. 5,143
v.
M.AuNo BA therefore remained to be satisfied out of the remaining
U AND
•
oTHF.Rs.
. properties.
They have therefore sued for a mortgage·
RuTLED GE,
decree on the remaining properties for Rs. 5,143 with
C.J. AND interest from that date on half of the original principal
BROWN, J.
sum.
The prqperties on which they claim this mortgage
charge have since the mortgage been sold to the
lOth respondent, Ma Kywe. The trial Court has
found that the house and house-site which the
mortgagees have purchased is worth Rs. 7,500 and
the other mortgaged properties Rs. 4,000. The Court
has also found that of these other mortgaged properties the respondent Ma Kywe owns half only.
The total amount now due on the mortgage has been
held to be Rs. 2, 903-3-0 only and of this SUII_l Ma
Kywe has been found liable to pay Rs. 500 only.
We do not understand . precisely how the learned
trial Judge has calculated the sums now due, but we
do not think that his findings. can possibly be upheld ..
The question of contribution to the mortgage debt in
such circumstances is a matter of some difficulty.
The matter was very fully discussed in the Allahabad
case of Bisheshur Dial and another v. Ram Sarup
(1). It was there held that when a mortgagee has
purchased part of the property mortgaged to him at
a Court auction subject to the mortgage, his purchase
has the effect of discharging a proportionate share of .
the mortgage debt. The amount so· discharged bears
the same ratio to the whole mortgage debt as the
value of the property purchase~ bears to the value
of the whole of the mortgaged prQperty.
1928
1
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In a later case Mardan Singh v. Thakur Shee Dayal
( 1), the same Court further held that in · calculating
the proportionate values of the properties the values
had to be considered as they stood at the date of the
mortgage, and not as they stood at the date of the
purchase. The principles approved in Bisheshur Dial's
case may, we think, be accepted.
In the Bombay case of Fakiraya v. Gadigaya (2)
the question was discussed. Fulton, J., who was a
member of the Bench that decided that case, was of
opinion that the principle of rateable contribution
could not equitably be applied in such a case. But
the majority of the Bench were of a contrary opinion.
Jenkins, C.J., in the course of his judgment cited with
approval the dictum of Sir Charles Faran in an
earlier case : " It is clear that the plaintiff when he
purchased the equity of redemption in the house
purchased it subject to its due proportion of the
mortgage debt. That proportion of the mortgage debt
thus ceased to exist, and the plaintiff's right as mortgagee to recover the money secured by his mortgag~
was reduced to that extent. What proportion of the
mortgage debt was thus wiped out depends upon the
proportion of the value of the house to the value of
the rest of the mortgaged properties. " We do not
understand the correctness of this exposition of the
law seriously to have been questioned in this appeal.
The further question dealt with in 1l1ardan Singh's
case is not however so easy of decision. Section 82
of the Transfer of Property Act lays down that
'' .W here several properties, whether of one or several
owners, are mortgaged to secure one debt, such properties are, in the absence of a contract to the con..;
trary, liable to contribute rateably to the debt secured
by the mortgage, after deducting from the value of
(x) (1905) 27 All. 549·

(.2) (190~) 26 Born. 88.

N YAUNGLE•
BIN

Co-oPERATIVE BANK

v.

MAUNO BA
U AND
OTHERS.
R u TLF.DGe,
C.J., AND
BRO\VN , }o
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each property the amount of any other incumbrance
N'YAUNGLB- to which it is subject at the date of the mortgage. ',
BlN
There is nothing here as to the date at which the
Co~oPERA
TIVE B ANK
proportionate values of the properties is to be calcuMAUNGBA
lated. It is true that with regard to the amount of a
UAND
previous incumbrance reference is 1nade to the date
OTHERS.
·of the mortgage. But clearly the date of the mortgage
RUTLEDGE,
C.J. AND would have to be considered with reference to such
BROWN, J.
an incumbrance because, unless the incun1brance
existed at the time of the mortgage, it would have to
be postponed to the mortgage. In the Bombay case
of Fakiraya v. Gadigaya (1) to which we have
already referred, Candy, J., remarks at page 98 with
reference to the valuation : " That value would
apparently be at the date of the purchase." That was
however n1erely an obiter dictum and no reasons were
given for his conclusion by the learned Judge.
The matter is of importance in the present case
because at the time of the mortgage the house which
has been purchased by the · mortgagees was not
completed, and the value of the site at the time of
the mortgage was therefore considerably less than
the value of the house and house site which has
been purchased subsequently. It has 'been pointed
QUt in Mardan
Singh's
case that to take the
valuation· at a date later than the date of . t4e
mortgage might operate harshly on the owner of one
Qf the mortgaged properties who had expended money
and labour in improving his property. It might
similarly however be argued that to take the date as
the date of the mortgage would operate hardly on
an owner whose property through no fault of his 9wn
had very seriously depreciated since the mortgage.
We think, however, that, whatever might be the
correct rule to apply in cases in which there are no
'().

(1) (1901) 26 Born. 88.
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speCial circumstances to consider, in the present
case the value of the house must be considered in NYAUNGLE:.
BIN
apportioning the contributions amongst the various Co-oPERAmortgaged properties. Theng Taik, clerk of. the TIVE v.BANK
BA
appellant ~ank, in giving evidence says that at MAUNG
U AND
the time of the mortgage there was no building OTHERS.
on the site. H e admits however that the building RUTLEDGP.~
C.J., A."lD
had been begun, and the . kitchen had been built. . BROWN;J.
The · mortgage deed itself des~ribes this part of the
mortgaged property as ·" house, semi-pucca, six posts
in the frontage, five rooms . upper storey, timber
walling and flooring, zinc roofing, lower storey brick
walling and . flooring with kitchen and house-site."
If the building had not been completed at the time of the
mortgage the deed suggests that it was at least vvell on
the way. to completion, and that at the ti.t-ne of the
mortgage the parties ·had . in contemplation that the
building would : form: part of · the mortgaged property;
and would bear. its pr.oportionate share. of. the mortgage
debt. We are therefore of opinion ··t hat the . value of
the house must · be considered in determining the
proportionate amounts to be charged on. the various
mortgaged properties.
:.
· · · ·..
The valuation of the house and site ·· is impossible
to: assess. with any , great degree of .accuracy. The
trial Court bas. fi~ed it _at Rs. .7,500 lVIau11:g T aik says
it · is . worth Rs. 5,0:00 whilst the witness . Baga Singh
says-that: ·a 'h ouse -- and · site .of his · in the neighbour- ·
hood are worth Rs. 10,000. His house is 'he says rather
more substantial than.· the mortgaged house, and he
also- say~ .that the price of land has risen by. :about one.:;.
half in the last three years. We do not think that in the
circumstances the valuation of . Rs . . 7,500 accepted by
the trial Judge is . excessive. . . .
·
.. · . . . / .
As regards the rest of the mortgaged property, it
IS admitted that there has been a mistake. The same
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land has been shewn in the plaint twice over under a
NYAUNGLE• different descdption, and the total area is about fortyBIN
five to fifty acres. The trial Judge says in his
CO-OPERATIVE BANK
judgment that Ma K ywe produced a certified copy
v.
MAUN GBA
of a sale deed showing that she had paid Rs. 2,000
U AND
for the lands. We cannot find that sale deed, nor
OTHERS.
has Ma Kywe given evidence. If she paid Rs. 2,000
RUTLEDGE,
C.]. AND
for the lands subject to the mortgage their total
BROWN, J.
value would presumably be largely in excess of the
Rs. 2,000. The estimate of prices for land similar
to the land in question varies from Rs. · 125. an acre
(Ko Sein Bwin 9 P.W.) to about Rs. SO an acre on
the good portions only (Maung On Sein D.W. 2). We
think that something in between these extremes
must be taken as the correct value. We estimate
the mortgaged property in the hands of Ma K ywe
as worth Rs. 3, 750~ Contribution must therefore be
:fixed at the rate of 75 to 37·5. Her rateable liability
on the ' mortgage debt will therefore be in the
proportion of one to two. The effect of the
purchase of the house and site was therefore
to discharge two-thirds of the mortgage debt,
reducing the sum of Rs. 10,286 then due to
Rs. 3,428-10-8.
From the date of sale interest will be allowed on
one-third
of the original principal, that is on
Rs. 2, 750. The amount due at the date of suit was
therefore Rs. 3,428-10-8 plus Rs. 429-1-0 or a total
of Rs. 3,857.. 11-8.
The decree of the trial Court is set aside and we
pass a mortgage decree in favour of the appellant~
plaintiffs · for Rs. 3,857-11-8, with interest · at the
mortgage rate on . Rs. 2, 750 from the date of suit to
six months after the date of.this decree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba

MAUNG YE

M. A.

s.

v.
FIRM

AND

OTHERS
Mar. r2

AND OTHERS.*

«Forbidden by law," «legally disqualified" person, meaning of-Contract Act
(IX of 1872), s. 23-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882) s. 6 (h) (3), s. ?8Conditions of transfer and notice of transfer imposed by Government in
oil-well grants-Disregard of such conditions by grantee and transferee,
whether a private person can claim benefit of.
.
Grants of the right to win earth-oil are made by the Local Government in
accordance with rules made by the Governor- General in Council and sanctioned
by the Secretary of State for India in Council and under Executive Instructions.
Some of the conditions of such grants are that every transfer of the right shall be
Teported to the Warden by the transferee, and that a grantee shall not alienate
-or transfer his rights except to a person holding a certificate of approval. Non-observan.c e of these co~ditions renders in one case tl)e transferee liable to a fine
under the rules framed under th Burma Qil-Fields Ac~ and the grantee in the
-other case s~.ands to lose his grant.
Held, that such conditions do not make a mortgage of an oil-well void ab initio
-or the mortgagee a "legally disqualified " person within the meaning of s. 6 (h)
{3) of'the Transfer of Property A~t, or the transaction a forbiddeO' one within
the mean'ing of s. 23 of Contract Act, simply because the mortgagee had no
certifi~te of approval at th e date of the mortgage and obtained it only subsequently. ~e ~c:i~gagee is .also ~ot guilty of" gross neglect" within the
meaning of s. 78 of the T~ansfei: of PropertY Act so as to lose h is priority ove'r a
subsequent mortgagee, because of his failure to report to the Warden the
mort~age which ~as been d~ly registere-d.
.
.
.

Kya~

Di11: and K. C. Bose fqr the appellants.
Aiyangar and M,aung Pu for the first and second
respondents.
H~Lp,

J.-.Th~

M. A. S. Chetty firm, by its agent
Letchuma~an, sued the first ~hree appellant~ to recover
Rs. 22,660 with further interest on a mortgage bond,
and joined a· numb~r of subsequent transfere~s of the
mortg~ged property.
• Civif First Appeal No. 207 of 1927 against th judgmeil~ of the District
~ou.r,t of Magwe in Civil R~~~r No.~ of ~9~~·
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Almost every imagin~ble defence was raised, such
MAUNe YE as denial of execution, want of consideration, fraud,
AND OTHERS d f
·
.
·
.
v.
e ectlve
regtstratlOn,
materia1 alteration, mcapacity
of
~:·~~:=. mortgagee, novation and . loss of priority by gross.
neglect, but the District Court rejected all these
HEALD, J. defences and saying that -the defendants were people·
who resisted:- .their obligations· by · all means, fair or
unfair, including perjury, gave the Chetty the usu~
preliminary mortgage decree.
.
The executants of the mortgage · deed and one of
the . subsequent mortgagees of some . of the mortgaged
properties appeal, and another subsequent mortgagee
·who was joined in ... the appeal as a respondent has
·app]ied . to be allowed to join as an appellant and has
been heard as an appe~lant.
-· The grounds of the appeal are that the mortgage
'deed was not' proved acco~din·g · to law, that it had
been fraudulently altered, that at the .time of the
mortgage the M.A.S. firm did not hold a·· ·" certificate
of ·approval .'' and was therefore ·debarred .from . holding
a· mortgage over oil"'wells, and that, by reason ·o f. its.
·gross ·neglect in fai.ling to get the mortgag~ recorded
.at: the office of the Warden of the Oil-Fiel4.s·, .1t had
lost pri6rity in respect of its mortgage.·
At the hearing in this' Court the first two ·of these
grounds,:·· which ~ere·· ·obviously =untenable, · ·. w~re
abandoned.; and".only the other two we~e ·. argued..· ·.
The suggestion that the mortgage was invalid bieaus~
the mortgagee had no "Certificate of Approval,,.
at- the ;· time :'when'· ' h~ took :•the . mortgage.·is clearly
unsustainable. · . A .··.certificate of · approval was in . fact
granted to. the M; A. S. Chettyar firm in the name of
its agent Kuttayan in May 1924 . and· since · that dat~
there · can be no doubt of the firm's·· capacity · to· holdthe -moiigag~:.
:·.seems·.
'~no · legal. ..
the suggestion th_a t ··a mottgage ·:·made · in favour of .a .
xgz8

·Tliei-e

.to he

basiS for

.•

..
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I9Z8
mortgagee who did not hold a certificate of approval
at the time when the mortgage was made is void ab MAUNG YR
AND OTHERS
initio. Grants of the right to win earth-oil are made
'V,
M.A.S. FIRM
by the Local Government in accordance with rules AND OTHERS.
made by the Governor-General in Council and HEALD, J.
sanctioned by the Secretary of State in Council, and so
far as sites (like the present sites) in the Twingon
and Berne Reserves at Yenangyaung are concerned,
under Executive Instructions issued by the Local
Government itself. · Those Executive Instructions
provide a form of Grant of the right to ·.win earthoil and some of the conditions of those grants are that
every transfer of the right shall be .reported to the
Warden by· the transferee, that the grantee shall · not
alienate or transfer his rights except to such· person ·as
shall hold a certificate of approval, and that if he is
guilty of ~ hre~ch of the latter condition the Local
Government may forthwith revoke the grant ·and take
possession of the site. The transferee's failure to report
transfers =to the·. Warden is punishable with fine under
·s tatutory rules framed under ·the Hutma;. Oil~Fields
Act: it is_. suggested that because it'is a· ~ondition of .
the grant that the grantee shall not transfer· to a person
who does not hold a certificate of approval, a person
who does not hold such a ."certificate must' ·be regarded
as " a person legally disqualified to be a transferee"
within the meaning of section 6 (h) (3) of the Transfer
of Property Act and that therefore the transfer was void
ab initio and could not be validated by the subsequent
removal of the disqualification. I know of no authority
which supports the contention that because a clause in a
grant prohibits a transfer to a person who does not
hold a certain certificate the person who does not
hold the certificate is " legally disqualified t_o be a
transferee," and I do not think that any such~keaning
was intended when the words "legally disqualified':
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were used. I would ther~fore hold that section 6 (h)'
MAuNe YE (3) of the Transfer of Property Act has no application
.AND OTHERS
• no basts
• f or t h e suggesv.
to t h e case and t h at t h ere 1s
-~t"·~~:=. tion that the mortgage was void because the M.A.S.
· firm had no certificate at the time when it took the
HEALD, J.
mortgage. For similar reasons I would hold that
section ~3 of the Contract Act has no applic~tion.
The only other point taken in appeal is that because
the M.A.S. firm did not report the transfer to the
Warden he was guilty of "gross neglect" within the
meaning of section 78 of the Transfer of Property Act
and therefore loses his priority. The mortgage bond
in the firm's favour was duly registered and no
authority for the proposition that failure to report to the
Warden ought to be regarded as "gross neglect'# has
been cited. I have no hesitation in holding in the
circumstances of this case that it did not amount to
" gross neglect " and did not involve any forfeiture of
priority.
These being the only points r~is.ed in the appeal,
I would dismiss the appeal with costs, making the
A. ~. M. Chettyar firm jointly liable for the M.4\.S.
firm's costs in this Court.
1928

MAUNG BA,

J. -I concur.
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FULL BENCH (CML).
.Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Heald, Mr.
Justice Carr, Mr.Justice Maung Ba and Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG PO AUNG

AND FIFTEEN

v.
MAUNG KHA.*
.Buddhist Lavr.-Step-children-Claim on step-parent's death-Lettetpwa of stepparent and parent, predeceased, share in- One step-child having partitioned
on death of parent, effect of-Alienation by step-parent subsequent to death
of.paren_t whether binding on step-:child,
Held, that if no claim for partition has been made on the death of one parent
oor on the re-marriage of the surviving parent or on the subsequent death of
the surviving parent, a claim for partition may be made at the death of the
:step-parent.
Held, that on such death of the step-parent leaving children, the step-child
is entitled to a third share in the lettetpwa of the step-parent and the parent.
H eld further, that the alienation of any lettetpwa property by the ste~
parent subsequent to the death of the claimant's. parent, does not bind him. ·
Held, also that where on~ of two step-children had already claimed a share
-on the death of the parent, the other step-child would be entitled only to
one-sixth of the lettetpwa.
Kirkwood v. Maung Sin, 2 Ran. 693; Ma E Hmyin v~ Maung Ba Maung,
.2 Ran. I2J; M.a E Mya v. U Pe Lay, 3 Ran. 28I; Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon,
:8 L.B.R. I ; Ma Nyein E v. Maung Maung, 3 Ran. 549 ; Maung Lu Gale v.
Maung Lu Po, 4 U.~,R. I4o; Maung Po San v. Mau~g Po Thet, 3 Ran. 438;
Mayng Shwe Po v. Mau,ng Eein, 8 L.B.R. I IS ; Pan Qn v. Tun Tha, I I L.B.R.
~92 ; Po Kin v. Tun Yin, 4 Ran. 207 ; San Pe v. Ma Shwe Zin, 9 L.B.R. I76 ;
Shwe· Ywet v. Tun Shein, I I L.B.R. I99-referred to.

P. K. Basu for the appellants.
R. M. .Sen for the respondent.
In Civil First Appeal No. 103 of 1927, a Divisional
Bench of the Court composed of Rutledge, C.J., and
Carr, J. referred to a Full Bench for decision the:
following question : . " A . ·Burman· Buddhist died leaving surviving
him children by his first wife and also the second
wife and children by her. The second wife has
.. Civil.Reference No. 9 of I9Z7 arising out of Civil First Appeal No. I03
of I927.

1928

Mar. 19.
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died and since her death one of the children of the
MAuNe Po first marriage has put forward a claim for partition
A~:;E::o of the inheritance. To what proportion of the prop-:
v. K
erty •acquired during the continuance of the second
M AUNG HA.
,
marnage are the children of the first marriage entitled.
in such a suit ?
" Some features of this case are unusual and it
seems desirable to set out the facts in considerable
detail. One U Lu Gyi died in 1916 leaving two·
children, Ma On and the present plaintiff-respondent,
lVIaung Kha, by his first wife, Ma Nyi ·Ma, who had
died over forty years earlier, and a widow, M a Gun
and nine children by her . ..· These nine children, with_
the wives and husbands of some of them are the:
present defendant-appellants.
'~In Suit No. ·13 of 1917 of t.h e District Court Ma On
sued Ma· Gun, her eldest son and his · .wife, · and
1\tiaung Kha for her share of the estate of_U Lu Gyi.
The prayer was, in terms, for a declaration of. her
share and for possession . of it, .and alternatively for
the administration of the estate. Ma Gun was the
principal ' defendant, being :rightly r~garded as
heir to the exclusion of · her own · childt en. He~
eldest son and his wife were joined as . transferees of'
some of the prope~~y c)aimed as :. bel~~gin g to the
estate·. Maung Kl;la was joined as a co-heir with Ma On
and was made a ·
defendant . because
not
his. .share. It has.
he
. . did
.
. . .wish · then · to · claim.
.
~een said ir::t : this case · that . l\'Iaung, ·Kha ~l;lpporteq
Ma On~s clatm, · but from the record it .seems that he
did n;t·. file any w~itt~n statement . and elid. ~ot "appear
i.n t~e ~uit ; until a . J~ter s_tage, ~ as :. wi~( _be· show~:
presently. '
.
;
.
. .
" The District Cqurt . granteq lYfa. 9n ·a de9r,e~
which · mer~ly .declared her s·4 are in·. th~ estate QUt
did . not contain any order for . partition
pos~~s.~ion
1928

an

pro fo;.,;,a· ·
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1928
It concluded with a direction that a copy of the
<iecree should be sent to the Collector ' for necessary MAuNe Po
AUNC AND
.action. ' Probably the Judge meant to order partition FIFTEEN
v.
by the Collector, but he did not say so. The judg- MAUNCKHA.
ment did not deal expressly with Maung Kha's share
and there was no order defining it, but in order to
·determine Ma On's share the Judge had first to
<ieterminc the share of Ma Kyi Ma's children jointly,
Ma On's share being one-half of that joint
:share..
"Ma On appealed from this decree in Civil Fir~t
Appeal No. 166 of 1919 of the Chief Court of Lower
:Burma. During the pendency of that appeal she
died. One Ba Sin, a son of Maung Kha~ applied to
be substituted as her legal representative, claiming to
be her keittima adopted son. On inquiry it was found
that his adoption was not proved. His application·
was dismissed and it was declared that the appeal
had abated. This order was pass~d on the 29th
.N ovember 1921. On the 14th December Maung Kli.a
:applied to have the abatement of the . appeal set
aside and to be substituted as Ma On's legal representative. On the 17th January 1922, this application was
:rejected as time-barred.
"On the .20th May 1922, Maung Kha app]ied in
Civil Execution No. 8 of 1922 of the District Court
of Henzada to execute the decree obtained by Ma
On, as her legal representative. By this time Ma Gun
was dead and her nine children were made respondents in the application. They contested it on
the ground that Maung Kha had been adopted by
his grand-parents and was therefore not in law the
brother of Ma On or her legal representative. This
question was tried and the District Court found that
the adoption was not proved and that Maung Kha
was the legal represet?-tative of Ma On and as such
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was entitled to execute the decree. Later. his application was dismissed on the ground that -the decree
MAUNG Po
AUNG AND
as framed was not executable.
v.
" Maung Kha appealed against this order in Civil
MAUNGKHA.
Miscellaneous Appeal No. 300 of 1922 of this Court,
but the decision of the District Court was upheld.
The ·learned Judges, however, directed that a final
decree should be passed in the suit brought by lVIa On.
The copy of this order is filed in the re&ular
suit and not, as it should have been, in the execution
proceedings. In compliance with it the Di!>trict
Court passed a final decree for possession of Ma On's
share in favour of Maung Kha as her legal representative. There was no order setting aside the abatement
of the suit or formally substituting Maung Kha as the
legal representative. Maung Kha has executed the
decree so obtained by him.
" In the present suit Maung Kha claims his own
share of the estate. And he contends that since he
is claiming after the death of his step-mother Ma Gun
the methC?d of division is changed and he 1s
entitled to a larger proportion of the estate than he
would have been had he claimed partition at the
same time as Ma On. Stated in different words his
claim is worked · out as . follows :-There are two
different methods of partition (a) as between the
children of .the first marriage and their step-mother on
the death of the father, and (b) as between the children
of the first marriage and the children of the second
marriage· after the death of both the father and the
second wife. Method (b) is the one now to be applied,
and under it the share of the children of the first
marriage, collectively, is (say) X. But Ma On has
already · ~aken her share-Y-under method (a).
Therefore, I, Maung Kha, the only remaining child of
the first marriage am now entitled to X-Y.. I-Ie has
1928

FIFI'B&~
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been given a decree on this basis. Whether this
1928
method of calculation is· correct is at least question- MAuNe Po
AND
able, since by it he not only obtains his own enhanced AUNG
FIFTEEN
v.
share but also the amount by which Ma On's share
MAUNGK'HA.
would have been enhanced had ~he not claimed during
her step-mother's life time. Maung Kha has been
granted a decree and the defendants appeal.
"The 5th and 6th grounds of appeal are in effect
the same-that the suit is not maintainable, being
res judicata by reason of the former suit. The District
Judge disallowed this objection very briefly. His
reason seems to have been that the former suit was in
fact merely a suit by l\1a On for the posses~ion of
her own share and that there was no inquiry into
Maung Kha's claim and no adjudication upon it.
There is much to be said for this view. Although
Ma On did in fact make an alternat~ve prayer for
administration of the estate that prayer was not dealt
with at all and the suit was treated simply as one for
possession of her share. And the final decree in her
· favour was simply one for possession of what was
found to be her share. The decree was silent as to
the share of Maung Kha and there was in fact no
adjudication as to his share. I am of opinion, therefore, that the decision of the District Court on this
question is correct.
" Ground 7 raises again the allegation that Maung
Kha had been adopted by his grandparents and was not,
therefore, an heir of his father and step-mother. In
view of the decision, abovementioned, in the execution proceedings, the District Court held that this
question was res judicata. It also decided that even
'if it was not res judicata the adoption had not been
proved. We do not propose to discuss the question of
fact. It. may perhaps be not strictly ~orrect to say that
the question was res judicata under section 11 of the
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Civil Procedure Code, since the former proceeding
MAuNG Po was not a suit.
But we are satisfied that on the
A~B;:o generally accepted principles which have frequently
v.
been enunciated · by the Privy Council the decision
.MAUNG KHA. •
.
·
1n t h e execut10n
proceed'mgs does conclude this
question as between the present parties. The question
raised in that proceeding was exactly the same as
is now raised, all the parties were the same and· all
were concerned in the same capacity,-i.e., in their
personal capacity.
" The first ground of appeal raises the only question
of fact for decision. Schedule A of the plaint
· describes the holding of land which the plaintiff
alleges to have been inherited by his father U Lu Gyi
from his grandparents . during the marriage with
;Ma Gun.
" The defendants contend that this land was not
inherited but 'was given by U Lu Gyi's parents to
him and Ma Gun jointly during the continuance of
their marriage. The Additional District Judge in this
case has found that the land ·was inherited. The
:(l.nding is not justified by the evidence. The parties
agreed that the evidence in Ma On's suit should be
accepted as evidence in this suit. Ma On's claim
with respect to this land was that it had in fact
been bought for ·· her and the other children of
·U Lu Gyi and his wife and was held in trust for
them by U Lu Gyi. The whole of the evidence
called on her side in that suit relating to this land
was directed to proving this
contention, which,
· howe:ver, was rejected by the District Court which
in that case found that the land had been given as
alleged .. by the defendants. The finding of course is
not binding in the present suit, but all the evidence
called by 1\IIa On is obviously ·quite ·useless to. the
present ·plaintiff, and I can find no evidence at all
1928

.,.
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on the subject of this particular piece of land in the
present suit except the allegations of the plaintiff
himself and, on the other side, of the defendant Po Aung.
I am unable, therefore, to find that there was
mdence to prove that this land was inherited. On
the other hand, the sth witness for the defence in
Ma On's suit, Maung San Chein, said on page 105
(reverse) of the record that U Lu Gyi's parents did
give U Lu Gyi and Ma Gun this piece of paddy
land. This witness stated further that he had lived
in the house of U Lu Gyi's parents for 20 years and
.was, therefore, in a position to know the truth of the
matter. Moreover, 1\IIa Gun in that case produced an
extract from the revenue registers which was filed as
Exhibit 4 and is now Exhibit 4 in this record. In this it
is noted that the land was given to U Lu Gyi and
Ma Gun in 1893-94. Exhibit 4 in itself would perhaps not be very. strong. ·evidence, but it does support the evidence. of the witness Maung San Chein.
I find, therefore, that this land was in fact given by
U Lu Gyi's parents to him and to his wife Ma Gun
during the continuance of their marriage, and, on that
finding, .I think that it forms part of their ordinary
hnapazon property and should be divided in the
same manner as the property acquired by them by their
own exertions during their marriage.
· · " The most important question for decision in the
case is .whether the plaintiff is entitled now, after the
death of Ma Gun, his step-mother, to a larger share
than he became entitled to on the death of his father.
This question is raised, not as explicitly as it- might
have been, in the second ground of appeal. Treating
the matter as res integra, I should myself be strongly
inclined to say that he is not so entitled. He relies .
·on the extracts from the Dhammathats contained in
secti<~>n 237 of Volume I of the Kinwun Mingyi's

28
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Digest which deals with partition between halfMAUNa Po brothers and half-sisters.
But, in my opinion, theAuNc ANn rules
contained in that section are only properly
FIFTEEN
v.
applicable when it is the step-parent who has died
MAUNGKHA. fi rst an d t h e common parent h as sub sequent1y
d'1ed ~
Taking the facts of the present case, U Lu Gyi died
first and thereupon his children by his first marriage
acquired a vested interest in his estate and were
entitled to claim their shares from their step-mother
Ma Gun. Since Ma Gun herself left children, her
step-children are not heirs entitled to share in her
estate, and there is no logical reason why her death
should operate to increase the shares to which her
step-children had become entitled before her death.
On the other hand, if Ma Gun had died before
U Lu Gyi, neither her children nor U Lu Gyi 's
children by his first marriage would have been entitled to claim any inheritance until the death of U Lu Gyi
himself. But, on that event occurring, they would
have been entitled to claim under the rules contained
in section 237.
"There is, however, a recent decision of this
Court in Maung Po San v. Mazmg Po Thet (1) which
und01ibtedly supports the plaintiff's contention although
the circumstances of that case differ very considerably from those of the present one. This is the
only decision on the subject that I can find either
in the reports of this Court or of the Chief Court
·~~of"'. Lower Burma or the Judicial Commissioner,
tfPpe? Burm~. I am strongly inclined to think that
that decision is wrong. The matter is one of very
considerable importance and I think that the question
should be authoritatively settled by a Full Bench.
I would, therefore, before finally deciding t his appeal,
x928

(x) (1925) 3 Ran. 438.
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refer the following question for decision by a Full
Bench :' A Burman Buddhist died leaving surviving him
children by his first wife and also the second wife
and children by her. The second wife has died and
since her death one of the children of the first
marriage had put forward a claim for partition of the
inheritance. To what proportion of the property
acquired during the continuance of the second
marriage are the children of the fi1st marriage entitled
in such a suit ' ? ''
The reference came up for hearing in due course
before a Full Bench composed of Rutledge, C.J.,
Heald, Carr, Maung Ba and Brown, JJ., with the result
reported below :-

MAUNC Po
AUNC AND
FIFTEEN

MAUNv~ KHA.

MAUNG BA, J .-This reference relates to a daim of
inheritance in certain properties jointly-acquired by
Maung Lu Gyi and his second wife Ma Gun.
The respondent is the son of Maung Lu Gyi by his
first wife Ma Nyi Ma. He had a sister by name Ma On.
On the death of their father, Ma On sued for her
share but the respondent did not choose to join her and
he was added · as a pro forma defendant. Under
ordinary circumstances the sister and brother v•wuld be
jointly entitled to an eighth share in the properties in
question. Had Maung Kha claimed his share in that
suit he would have obtained a share to the extent of. ·
one-sixteenth. But he waited till his step-mother ~uri .
died, and now claims a larger share conte~ding
that, since his own father, Maung Lu Gyi, and his
step-mother, Ma Gun,· had both died, he would be
entitled to one-third minus the sister's share already
decreed.
My learned brother Carr was of opinion that the·
respondent . was not entitled to claim a . bigger share.
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He thought that the Dhammathats contained in section
237 of Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, which would support
the respondent's claim to a bigger share, would only
apply to a case where the step-parent predeceased the
common parent. He further thought that when Maung
Lu Gyi died his children by the first marriage acquired
a vested interest in his estate and that since there were
child_ren of the second marriage those of the first
marriage could not be heirs of the step-mother and be
entitled to share in her estate. He therefore observed
that there was no logical reason why her death should
operate to increase the shares to which her step-children
had become entitled before her death. He further
observed that the decision in Maung Po San v. Ma Po
Thet (1), which would undoubtedly support the respondent's contention was, in his opinion, wrong and that the
question involved being one of very considerable importance should be authoritatively settled by a Full Bench.
The following question has therefore been referred to
this Bench :.
"A Burman Buddhist died leaving surviving him
children by his first wife and also the second wife and
children by her. The second wife has died and since
her death one of the children of the first marriage has
put forward a claim for partition of the inheritance.
To what proportion of the property acquired during
the continuance of the second marriage are the children
of the first marriage entitled in such a suit ? ''
The points arising out of this reference are :.(i) wheth~r section 237 of the Digest which deals
with partition between half-brothers and half-sisters
applies only to a case where the step-parent has predeceased the common parent ; and
(ii) if the answer is in the negative, whether a
~tep-child has a right to elect whether he would claim
{x) (1925) 3 Ran. 438.
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his share at once on the death of his own parent
or whether he would defer his claim till the death
of his step-parent also and claim the benefit of
section 237.
Now section 237 gives extracts from 26 Dhammathats. I venture to say that in none of these is there
anything to indicate that the rule of partition laid down
by those Dhammathats is to apply only to a case where
a step-parent predeceased a common parent. On the
contrary one of the Dhammathats, namely, Dhamma, even
deals with a case where the common parent appears to
have died first. The original in Burmese reads :-·
" The son brought by the husband lives with his stepmother and during her life-time helps and supports her
and on her death buries her. In the property falling to
her share the rule of partition between the son brought
by her husband and her own son (i.e. child of the
union) is this : .
.'' The translation is wrong and
perhaps it h1s misleP. our brother Carr. Apart from
this a study ·of the different sections relating to inheritance gives one the impression that the Dhammathats
try to provide for every imaginable set of circumstances in relation to different families. Section 237
which we are now considering provides for a case of
two families. The following section, 238, provides for
a case of three families where both the husband·
and wife bring children by former marriages and there
is an offspring of their union.
The remarks made above in respect of section
237 will equally apply 'to section 238. The latter
section gives extracts from 23 Dhammathats and none
of them states that the rule of partition contained
therein is intended to apply only to a case where.
the step-parent dies . first. On the contrary, the very
first Dhammathat, namely, Mano, in the original reads:::-:" Mter the mother. h~s died the step-father dies''
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Here again the translator has given a free translation
MAuNG Po by saying '' On the death of a couple ".
A UNG AND
FIFTEEN
Section 255 provides for a n1ore complicated case
MAuN~ KHA. where a man having a son marries a woman having
MAtrno BA, a daughter and they have an issue ; the wife dies
J.
and he marries his step-daughter and both die
leaving an issue. In this case also it does not say
whether the man or his last wife should die first.
In my, opinion, when Dhammathats do not expressly
say which parent should die first before any
particular rule can apply we would not be justified
to import any word into them and say that for the
rule to apply a particular parent should die first.
So I conclude that section 237. is applicable to all
cases and it is immaterial which parent dies first.
Now I shall deal with the second point, namely,
whether a step-child who has not exercised his right
to claim his share on the death of his parent is
debarred from claiming a share, probably a larger
share, on the death of his step-parent. In this connection
it becomes necessary to discuss the question about
the " vested " interest of a child. In the case of Tun Tha
v. Ma Thit (1), a Bench of the late Chief Court
.composed of Mr. Justice Ormond and Mr. Justice
Twomey, held that an au:ratha child should exercise
his preferential right of claiming his one-fourth share
·as . soon as possible after the death of his parent and
that if the option was not exercised without unreasonable delay it lapsed altogether. The case went up to
the Privy Council and their Lordships decided that
such claim could be made at any time within 12
years . under Article 123 of the Limitation Act. Their
Lordships did not actually use the word " vested "
but observed that the auratha's right was not merely
(1) (1916) 9 L.B.R. 56.
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the right to elect within a certain limited period of
time whether he would take the property or not, but
that the auratha got a definite one-fourth part of the
estate, a right which he was at liberty to assert within
any period that was not · outside the period fixed
by Article 123. In referring to this observation of
their Lordships, Mr. Justice Lentaigne in Ma E Mya
and another v. U Pe Lay and others (1), said that
this decision of the Privy Council had impliedly overruled the decision in Maung Shwe Po v. Maung Bein
(2). In Maung Shwe Po's case, which was a Full
Bench case, the question .for decision was whether
the father could dispose of property including the
auratha's interest. Mr. Justice Hartnoll, one of the
Judges who constituted the Bench, held that if the
son did not claim his share within the period of
limitation, he could only claim as heir to his father's
estate after his father's death. In other words the
learned Judge held that where the auratha did not
exercise his preferential right and claim a share from
his father but waited till the death of his father he
·did not thereby forfeit his ordinary -right of claiming
a share under the ordinary rule of partition (given in
Book X, section I4, of Manugye). With due respect to
Mr. Justice Lentaigne, I do not think that the Privy
Council has decided that point to the contrary. Their
Lordsl].ips clearly stated that they did not think that it
was desirable to express an opinion upon the true construction of section 14, Book X, of Manugye and that
the determination of that matter was not relevant to
the case before them.
Section 14 of Manugye refers to the ordinary rule
of partition among children on the death of both
parents. In my opinion whenever a claim of inheritance is made the rule of partition which fits in with
(I) (1925) 3 Ran. z81.
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the peculiar circumstances then existing should be
s~mght for as far as practicable. Take an extreme
case where the father dies and there is an auratha
son ; six months later his mother dies leaving two
other children. Surely if the estate is divided after
the death of both parents the ordinary tule of partition given in section 14 should be applied. Would
it be logical to say that on the death of the father
the auratha son had acquired a vested interest to the
extent of one-"fourth and therefore should be debarred
from claiming a bigger share, viz., one-third under
the ordinary rule of partition ? Certainly not. Of
course if the mother su~vives for more than 12 years
and if the auratha wishes to claim one-fourth he
should do so within 12 years as decided by the
Privy Council. I can find no authority for holding
that because he has not claimed his vested share
within that period he would forfeit his right to get
his proper . share under section 14 when his mother
died subsequently. In this connection my learned
brother Brown, in the case of Maung Lu Gale and
three others v. Maung Lu Po and ten others (1), held
that ·although step-children have a right under section
229 of the Digest to claim partition on the death of
their parents from their surviving step-parent, they
are not bound to exercise that right ; if the estate
remains undivided then on the death of the surviving
step-parent a fresh cause of action arises and a claim
may be made against the children of the step-parent
under another rule, that' is, section 238. The learned
Judge also made a pertinent remark with reference
to that section. He said : " Extracts from a very large
number of Dhammathats are quoted in section 238,
and in.-not one of these extracts is there any sugges-:
tion that the ruies as. to partition there laid down·. are
(x) 4 U.B.R: ·14o:
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in any way dependent on which of the partners of
z9zS
the last marriage died first. " The above view has MAUNu
Po
AUNG AND
later been also held by my learned brother Heald in FIFTEEN
the case of Maung Po San and others v. Maung Po Thet MAu:~KaA.
(r). The learned Judge observed : "What the MAu~o BA.
Burmese Buddhist Law regards in its rules for parJ.
tition is the family rather than the individual, and so
long as the family subsists, all who are members of
it are regarded as being entitled to partition of its
property on its dissolution." ~ little later, he said :
" On the death of the step-parent, the children of
the first marriage have a fresh right to claim a share
of the jointly acquired property of the marriage of
their parent and the step-parent."
The Dhammathats, as already remarked above at the
earlier stage of the judgment, proyide for all kinds of
circumstances with regard to partition of inheritance.
Section 212 of . the Digest is for a case where
there is no issue of the second marriage and where
the step-parent is still living.
Section 229 is for a case where there is an issue
of the union but where the step-parent is still living.
Section 237 becomes applicabl~ when the stepparent has also died.
Section 238 has to be applied vvhen both the
husband and wife bring children by former marriages.
The rules of partition in the various sections appear
to have been framed so as to do equity in each case.
When there are two rules one more favourable
than the other, I do nc·t see any reason why an heir
entitled to come under either of them should be bound
down to any particular rule. When no immediate
partition is claimed the share not claimed still forms
part of the estate and all the members of the family are
e.ntitle~ to . the ~dvantages accruing . therefrom. But
·(z) (I9ZS) 3 Ran. 438.
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when an heir chooses to claim an immediate part1t10n,
MAUNGPO
since he takes away his share out of the estate, there is
AUNGAND
a consequent penalty. Section 213 of the Digest proFIFTEEN
'1),
After · partition the children of
MAUNGKHA. vides such a penalty.
the former marriage cannot claim from their step-parent
MAUNG BA,
J,
any property taken by their parent to the second
marriage.
To make my meaning clearer ·I shall give an
illustration. Suppose A's father died and his mother
remarried. If he chose to claim his share he could
do so but he would get at most half of the property
of his father. Had he taken his share on the death
<Of his father, he would have no right to claim any
share in the other half which would go to the stepfather. But had he waited till his mother also died,
he would be entitled to three-fourths instead of one-half
as against his step-father.
If we were to accept the suggestion that he was
entitled only to the one - half share since it became
·vested in him. it would follow that he would not be
·entitled to claim the bigger three-fourth share since
·on his mother's re-marriage he · had a right to claim
immediate partition.
In fairness to the appellant it may hcwever be
:pointed out that the late U May Oung in his Treatise
on Buddhist Law lays down that a step-child's right
'to its step-parent's estate is not recog?ised when there
:are other descendants ; e.g. children and grandchildren. In laying down that principle he relied in
:part upon the case of San Pe v. 1'v!a Shwe Zin (r).
That decision was by a Bench of t~ree Judges. The
.learned Judges held that it is only when the sur·viving step~ parent dies leaving no natural issue and no
·widow suryiving him that the children of the stepparent's deceased wife by a former husband are entitled
. (t) (1918) 9 L.B.R . . 176.
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to the step-parent's property under the Digest, sections
294 and 295. With all due respect to those learned
J udges, I may point out that the principle deduced
is too wide and that those sections are not applicable
to a case like the present where there is an issue of
.
Those two sectiOns
.
t he second marnage.
are on1y
intended for cases where there are no children of the
second marriage. So in my opinion it will not be
correct to say that sections 294 and 295 supersede
sections 237 and 238 and that step-children are not
entitled to a share in the property of their parent and
step-parent when there are children of the union.
After · a review of the case law as well as the law
laid down in the Dhammathats my conclusion is that
the respondent has not lost his right to claim the
benefit of section 237, which applies to a case where
·b oth his parent and his step-parent have died, although
he has not exercised his right to claim his share along
with his sister which accrued to him on the death of
his father and before the death of his step-mother.
The Manugye is one of the Dhammathats mentioned
in section 237 and· as regards the rule of partition
given by Manugye, there appears to be no ambiguity
<>f any kind. The Manugye holds a commanding
position and where it is not ambiguous it should be
followed, as laid down by their Lordships of the
Privy Council in Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon (1).
According to Manugye, the children of the first
marriage shall have· the property taken by their father
to the second marriage and those of the second
marriage shall tak~ the property brought by their
mother to the marriage. The property jointly acquired
shalf be divided into three shares ; the children of
the second marriage shall take two shares, and ' those
-~----------·----------

(1) (1914) 8 L.B.R. 1.

1 92 8
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of the first marriage one share. Debts shall be
MAUNe Po
liquidated in the same proportion.
AUNG AND
FIFTEEN~
In the present case there is no property brought
MAu:'~ KHA. by either the husband or the wife. There is only
. B jointly-acquired property to be divided. · The answer
M AUNG
A,
J.
to the question referred will be : The children of the first marriage are entitled tq
one-third of the property acquired during the second
. marnage. I would like to add that in the present
case the respondent's sister had already obtained. a
decree for her share under the rule applicable · to a
case where the step-parent was still living. Since
his sister had already taken her share, · Maung
Ka's share will be one-half of one-third, z.e.,
one-sixth.
1

92 8

J.-

I have had the advantage of reading
my learned brother Maung Ba's judgment and
I. agree with him that for the application of the rules
found in the extracts from Dhammathats cited in
section 237 of the first volume of the Kinwun Mingyi's
Digest it is immaterial whether the parent of the
children of the first family dies before the step-parent
or vice versa. It would seem .to follow that if in the
present suit both the children of the first family had
claimed their share, that share would under those
rules have been one.:.third of the jointly-acquired
..
property of the second marriage.
But the present case is complicated by the fact
that one of the two children of the first marriage
claimed and received the share to which she became
entitled· by reason of the death of her father after
the second marriage, and does not now claim a share
under ·section 237.
There is so far as. I know no passage 1n the
Dhammathats which- ,exactly_ fit~-- such a case.
HEALD,
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. The . relevant principles of Burmese Buddhist law
l\o1At:~G Po
seem to be as follo~s :AUNG AND
( r) When the father or mother of a Burmese FIFTEEN
'r' .
Buddhist family dies and there is an auratha child I\I!AUNG KHA.
capable of taking the· deceased parent's place in the HEALD, J.
family, that child becomes entitled to a one-fourth
share of the property (or at least of the jointly-acquired
property) of the marriage. I do not think that the
Dhammathats contemplated the auratha child's taking
away from the family that special one-fourth share
urlless he or she was ousted from the position of a
head of the family by the surviving parent's marrying
again. The authorities for this rule will be found
in the case of Kirkwood v. lVIaung Sin ( 1 ).
(z) I.f the surviving parent marries again the
children of the first marriage are entitled to claim
their shares in the property of the first marriage, the
eldest child being entitled to a one-fourth share if he
or she . has not already received the auratha's special
~hare, and the children other than the eldest child
being entitled collectively to a one-fourth share, vide
the cas·e of Shwe Ywet v. Tun Shein (2) and Po Kin
v. Tun Yin (3).
(3) On the death of the survtvtng parent the
children of the first marriage are entitled to claim a
share of inheritance from the step-parent, see the
authorities cited in Ma E Hmyin v. Ba ·Maung (4)
and the cases of Paw Thit v. Ma E Yin (5) and
Ma Nyein E v. Maung Maung (6).
(4) On the death of the step-parent the children
of the first marriage are entitled to claim a share of
inheritance as against the children of the second
marriage, vide the case of Po San v. Po Thet (7).
IP

(x) (1924) 2 Ran. 693.
(2) (1921) I I L.B.R. 199.
(3) (1926) 4 Ran. 207

(4) (1924) 2 Ran. 123.
(5) (1924) 2 Ran. 521.
(6) (1925) 3 Ran. 549·
(7) (1925) 3 Rim. 438.
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(5) It is a general rule that children vv·ho have
MAuNo Po taken
a share by reason of the happening of an
AUNG AND
FIFTEEN
event which gave them a right to claim a share
MAuNv~ KHA. shall not claim a further share by reason of the
happening of a subsequent event which would give
HE!\LD, J.
.
...
t h em · a cIaun
if t h ey h ad not a1read y received a
share, vide the authorities cited in Po San v. Po Thet.
The reason for this rule is presumably that the taking
of a share ordinarily involved separation from the
family, but the case of the special share given to
the auratha child on the death of the parent was
clearly exceptional, since that share was given in
consideration of the child's remaining in the family
and taking the place of the deceased parent. I do .
not think that the compilers of the Dhammathats
actually contemplated the case of a child (other than
the auratha) takip.g a share and thereafter continuing
to be a member of the faJ?ily, but if such a case did .
occur it seems probable that the Burmese Buddhist
lawyers would have said that such a child was
entitled to a · share of Linheritance in r~spect of the
jointly-acquired property of the new family · of which
it became, and continued to be, a member, vide the first
extr~ct from the Dhamma in section 237 of the Digest
as t~anslated by my learned brother Maung Ba.
From the case of Pan On v. Tun Tha · (I), it
would seem to follow that the share to which a child
becomes entitled by the happening of any of the
events mentioned above, namely the death of a parent,
the remarriage of the surviving parent, the death of
the surviving parent, or the death of the step-parent,
vests in that child, and it is suggested that, because
the share . vests, the child concerned must : be treated
as if it had actually received the share and that,
although in fact the child never claimed or received
19 2 8
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the share, it is debarred from making any further daim
r9z8
because it must be regarded as having received it.
MAuNo Po
AuNG AND
I have already suggested that the rule which debars
FIFTEEN
an heir who has already received a share from MAu;~KHA:::
claiming a further share is based on the presumption HEALD, J.
that such an heir leaves the family, and t hat that
presumption may in certain cases be open to rebuttal,
as, for example, in the present case, where the fact
that the plaintiff refrained from claiming his share
when his sister claimed hers would go far towards
showing that he elected to become a member of the
family of the second marriage, but, whether that is so
or not, I am quite certain that the idea that a child
\vho has refrained from claiming and has not received
a share to which it was entitled must be regarded as
having received that share is entirely foreign to
Burmese Buddhist law. That idea is directly contrary
to the provisions of the Dhammathats, since, if it were
accepted, the children of a first marriage who had
failed to claim their share on the re-marriage of the
su rviving parent would be debarred from claiming
on the death of that parent or on the death of the
step-parent and the express provisions of the Dhamma thats which provide for such claims would entirely be
nugatory.
I am therefore of opinion that in this case the
pl aintiff as being a child of the first marriage was
entitled to claim under the rules which are embodied
in section 237 of the Digest.
The question as to what share the plaintiff
ought to get remains for consideration. The learned
Judge who made the reference asked merely what
proportion of the property acquired during the
continuance of the second marriage are the " children "
ot the · first marriage entitled, and if we are to
consider what the two child~en of the first marriage
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would have been entitled to get if they had both
MAuNe Po been in a position to ·. claim, the
answer is sin1ple
A~~E::o and is that they would have been entitled to a one-third
M
v. K · share.
But it is clear that the question which
Au::.:_ HA. actually
arises in the case is not what share the
HEALD, J.
children of the first marriage would be entitled to
receive jointly, but what share one of them is entitled
to receive in a case where there are two of them
and the other has already received her share on
the death of her father and is therefore not entitled
to a further share in the property acquired during the
continuance of the marriage of her father and her stepmother. If both the children of the first marriage had
claimed their share on the death of their parent who
had contracted the second marriage, their share would
have been only one-eighth, vide the case of Ma Nyein E
v. Maung Maung already cited. There is cleady
great disparity between that share and the one-third
share to which they become entitled if they
wait until the death of the step-parent, but it must
be remembered that the estate in which they get
one-third is not necessarily the same estate as that
in which they would have got one-eighth, since the
step-parent may have spent a considerable· part of
the estate in the interval between the death of .the ·
parent and the · death of th~ step-parent. The
children of the first marriage are given a share in
the property which is left at the death of the stepparent because they have remained in the family to
which the ·property is regarded as belonging, that . is,
the family of the second marriage, and have presumably
contributed to the acquisition of the property of that
marriage, and they get one-third because they ·are
regarded as inheriting only through one of the
parents of the family of the second marriage, that is,
through their own parent, while the .children· of the
z9 z8
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second marriage are regarded as inheriting through
MAuNe Po
both the parents of that family.
A UNG Al':D
Under the rules contained in section 237 of the
..
Digest it is as I have said, clear that the share of the MAU.~GKHA.
two children of the first marriage in this case, that HeALD, J.
is, of the plaintiff and his sister, would have been
one-third if the sister had not already taken a share.
As the sister has already claimed and received her
share and has presumably left the family on receipt
of that share, it is arguable that she should not be
considered at all, and that the plaintiff, as being the
sole child of the first family who continued to be a
member of the second family, ought to get th~ whole
one-third share of such of the jointly-acquired property
of the se_cond marriage as \vas left at the death of
the step-parent. It is also arguable that he should
receive the one-third share diminished by -the share
which his sister has already taken, and that is the
share which the plaintiff actually claims in this _case._
On the other thand i~ is targuable that because they
were in fact two children of the first family and one
has already received her ·share, [the [other should
receive only half of the one-third share to wh~ch the
two together would have been entitled. It is difficult
to guess what share the Bun:nese Buddhist lawgivers
would have given in such a case, but"': on grounds of
justice, equity and good conscience I am inclined to think
· that the plaintiff should be given only half of the.one-third
share, that is one-sixth of such of the jointly-acquired
property of the second marriage· as was left at the death
of his step-mother.
_I would therefore give the foiJr wiPg answer to
the question which was referred :" 'fhe children of the first marriage are entitled
to one-third of the p1operty acquired during the
continuance of the second marriage."
FIFTEE~

29if'
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I would however add that, since in the present
MAuNe Po case the plaintiff's sister has already obtained a decree
A~~F;.~o for her share Under the rule applicable tO a CaSe
v.K
where the step-parent is still livin~?, the plaintiff's
1V.L<\UNG
H A.
share should in my opinion be half of the one-third
HEALD, J.
.
share to w h'tch h e and h'1s s1ster
would h ave b een
jointly entitled, and that therefore his share should b e
one-sixth.
1928

'11.1£.

<.J

J.- After a perusal of the judgments of my
learned brethren and a further consideration of ·t he
authorities I am constrained to agree that it cannot
be shown that the rule contained in section 237 of
the Kinwun Mingyi' s Digest does not apply in a case
in which the common parent has died before the
second spouse.
The corrected translation given by my brother
. Maung Ba of the extract from Dhamma, while it
certainly tells against my original suggestion, suggests
that the rule given was applicable only when the
children of the marriage continued to live with their
step-parent after the death of their own parent. But
this condition does not appear in any of the other
Dhammathtits and I do not think that its appearan.,ce
in one only is sufficient authority for holding that it ·is
in fact an essential condition. ..
On one point I differ from my brother Maung Ba.
He throws doubt on the late U May Oung's statement
that step-children are not the heirs pf a step-parent
except m the absence., of children or grandchildren.
1
In my vie':V that sta~ement is correct and I do not
think that U May Oung based it only on the decision in
San Pe v. Ma Sh'lJ)e Zin. It seems to me to rest on
the general pr~nciple that wl).el) a person dies leaving
children but no wife or husband the children· are
the only heirs, to the exclusion of all other persons. ·
CARR,

·I
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That, I imagme, is what was in the minds of the
Judges who decidt d San Pe's case, though they did
not think it necessary to state it. ,They merely pointed
out that, while sections 294 and 295 of the Digest
give the step-children a right to inherit from their
step-parent in certain cases, they do so only when the
step-parent has died leaving no natural issue. These
sections are, I think, the only authority under which
step-children can . inherit from. their step-parent.
Some of the extracts state expressly that there are no
offspring by the second marriage, and some do not.
None say in so many words that the step-parent has
left. no natural issue. But they all deal with the
rule of partition between the step-children and the
co-heirs of the step-parent and make no mention of
the natural issue of the step-parent. If there were
any natural issue they could not be left out of the
partition and it seems to me clear that all the
extracts in fact deal with a case in which there are
no natural issue.
With regard to my brother Heald's judgment I
wish to
make a few observations. He
says :
<~ ,
It is suggested that, because the share
vests~. the child concerned must be treated as
if it had actually received the share and that,
although In fact the child never claimed or
received the s~arr;; it is barred from making
any further claim · because it must be regarded
as having received it." I had no ..intention of
making :..' any such suggestion. and ~I am unable
to see that it is anywhere made in, or can be inferred
from, my order of reference. What I did suggest,
was that, when the common parent had died first ,
the child of the first marriage could claim only
as on a partitioJ?. with the step-p~rent and not under
section 237·

1923
MAUNG PO

A v"NG

A!'."D

FIFTEP.N
tf,

M '\UNG KHA.

CARR, J.
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Again my brother Heald says "
It must
MAuNe Po be remembered that the estate in which they get oneAuNa :\.N o third is not necessarily the same estate as that in
FIFTEEN
::.
which they would have got one-eighth, since the
MAuNoKHA. step-parent may have spent a
considerable part of
CARR, J.
the estate in the interval between the death of the
parent and the death of the step-parent. The
children of the first marriage are given a share in ·
the property which is left at the death of the stepparent because . .
" I do not think that that
proposition is justified by section 237, which in terms
relates to the payin or atetpa of the parent, which
goes to his children by the first marriage, the .Payin
of the step-parent, which goes to the children of the
marriage, and the lettetpwa of the marriage, which is
divided between the children of the two marriages.
If the children of the first marriage get their share
only in the portion of the lettetpwa which remains at
· the death of the step-parent it cannot be ·said that
the rule given in the section is fulfilled. Conversely
I can see nothing in the section to entitle them to a share
in property acquired by the step-parent after the death
of the parent, which is not lettetpwa of the marriage.
These, however, are matters not essential to the
answering of the reference and I have mentioned
them only to make it clear that, while concurring in
the answer to be given to the question put, I do not
accept all th~ argmnents advanced .
The question of what, in the circumstances of
the case, is the share to which Maung Kha is now
entitled was not put in the reference. At the time
of writing the order of reference I felt no doubt that
his share · would be one-half of · what he and his
sister . collectively could have claimed had his sister
not 1nade her claim before the death of the · step
mother, that is, one-sixth.
x9zS
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I concur 1n the answer to the question referred
that the share to ·which the children of the . first
marriage are entitled is one-third "

1928
MAUNGPO
AUNG AND
FIFTEEN
'1/.

BROWN,

J.-I agree with my learned brothers

Maung Ba and H eald that the rules of partition laid
down in the extracts from the Dhammathats given in
section 237 of the ex-Kinwun Mingyi's Dhammathat
a re applicable whether it is the step-parent or common parent who dies first, and that the children of
the first marriage are entitled t o claim Uiider these
rules on the death of the surviving step - parent if
they have previously made no claim for their share
under any other rule. Their Lordships of the Privy
Council in deciding in the case of Tun Tha v. Ma Thit
( r) that an auratha son on the death of his.
father became entitled to a definite one-fourth shar e
of the estate sp~cifi.cally refused to express an opinion
whether on the death of the mother the auratha
·c ould claim a different share if he had not already
Qbtained his one-fourth share.
The question as to what share Maung Kha is
e ntit led to claim in the present case is one of some
difficulty. Had his sister Ma On not obtained her
share . before, Maung Kha and Ma On between
t hem would be entitled to claim a one-third share.
The Dhammathats lay down no express rule as to
. t he share to be claimed by one only of the co-heirs
when another co- heir has already claimed her
share, and general principles of equity must be
applied. J: On these general principles I find it
difficult to hold that M aung Kha is now entitled to
the whole share of the family of his own parents
less only the small share already taken by Ma On.
~

(x) (1916) 9 J;.-.B.R.s6.

MAUNG KHA.
C ARR

J.
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The one.- eighth share claimable by Ma On and
Maung Kha jointly on the death of their father
MAUNGPO
AUNG AND
must be held to be equivalent to a one-third share
FII<'TEEN
MAuN~·KHA. claimable at a later stage on t he death of the
step-mother, and it does not seem to me equitable to
BROWN, J.
the step-mother's own family to deprive them of
the whole one-third share now less only a one- sixteenth
in spite of the fact that the estate has already lost
what is now equivalent to a one-sixth part of it. It lis
impossible · to be entirely logical in such a case, but
it seems to me more equitable to hold that Ma On
has already received what is now equivalent to a onesixth share of the estate, and that her brother Maung
Kha is therefore entitled only to the one-sixth share
remaining of the one-third which his branch of the
family is entitled to claim.
I ,therefore agree in the answer to the reference
given. by my brother Maung Ba.
C.J.- I agree with the answer to the
reference given by my brother Maung Ba.
The reference having been been answered that the
children of the first marriage of the deceased husband of a Buddhist wife are entitled on her death to
a third share in her lettetpwa with their father, the
Divisional Bench proceeded to pass · final orders as
below:R UTLEDGE,

C.J., and CARR, J.- The question
referred to a Full Bench in our order of the z6th
October, 1927, has now been answered, the answer
being that the share of the children of the first
marr·iage is orie-third. Several of the Judges of the
F ull Bench have also expressed the opinion that in
the circumstances of this case the plaintiff Maung K ha
is et?-titled to one-half of the collective share of himself
RuTLEDGE,
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1928
and his sister Ma On, who were the only surviving
children of ·the first marriage, and not to the whole NfAUNGPO
AUNG AND
of that share less the share given to Ma On on her FIFTEEN
suit, which was what the District Court awarded. MAu:~ KHA.
This last question was not actually referred but we RUTLEDGE,
agree with the opinion thus expressed, for the reasons C.J., A.Nv
CARR, J.
stated by our brother Brown in his judgment on the
reference. That opinion has not been contested at
the further hearing of this appeal.
.The only question that has been raised on the
re.:.hearing relates to the property described in Schedule
A of the plaint. It is contended for the appellants
that the plaintiff is bound by Ma On's . alienation of
this property during her life-time and after the death
of U Lu Gyi, and is not entitled to any share of this
item.
We are not prepared to accede to this argument.
The question is not free from difficulty, but the
Dhammathats deal with partition of the lettetpwa of
the second marriage and not explicitly with that
lettetpwa as either diminished or increased by the
step-mother after the death of the father. And we
know of no reported decision which is authority for
the propo~ition put forward. Were we to accept
that proposition it would seem to follow that property
. acquired by the step-mother after the father's
death would also be_ liable to partition. Such . a
claim was in fact n1ade in the present case, in respect
of the property described in items 6, 7 and 8 of
Schedule B and was disallowed by the District Court.
The plaintiff based that portion of his claim on the
allegation that those properties were purchased out
of the income from the joint estate, but failed to
establish that contention. . Were · we to accept the
present contention we ·should be obEged to re-open
the question of those ·three items also, even though
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the plaintiff has not appealed in respect of them.
But we are unable to accept the present contention
in the absence of sufficient authority for it.
In the result we modify the decree of the District
Court as to the ' share to which the plaintiff is entitled
in the properties and declare that share to be one..:
sixth in respect of all the properties found by the
District Court to be subject to partition-that is
the properties described in Schedule A, in items
I, ~' 3 and 4 of Schedule B and in items I, 2, 3· and
4 of Schedule C. The plaintiff's share in the mesne
profits of these prope;:ties wiil also be one-sixth~In the circumstances . of the case we direct that
the costs of both parties be paid out of the estate.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Fut!tdr;e, K.t., i ..-.C., Cl:itf Jwtice, and 1V.Jr. Justice Brov:n.

L. D AWSON
v.
PRINCESS ROUNAC ZAMANI BEGUM.*
Injunctions-Mandatory injunction- Wide disc,·etion of the Court-Monetary
compensation in lieu of injunction-Customary rights against another person
over Government land, lwzcacquired- Specific Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 55·
Held, that where a person has possessory rights over a piece of land (the
title to the land being vested in Government) another person may establish
a right of access to a to:nb erected on such land and to worship there. Such a
right must have b een openly enjoyed without leave, stealth or force for a length
of time that suggests originaHy 'a n ·~greement, or an usuage, that h~s become
a customary law of the plac~ in r~spect of the persons and things in which it
is concerned . But the establishment of such right only does not include the
right to erect substantial structures over and round the tomb, which wculd be
an infringement of the possessory rights of the owner.
_ ~ Civil First Appeal No. 219 of 1927 against the judgment of the Original
636 of 1925. ·
·

Si~~ in Civil Regular

No.
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A person cannot ask the Court to sanction his wrongful act and allow him to
pay monetary compensation only. He may be compelled to undo his wrongful
act. But Courts in India have a wide discretion in granting mandatory injunctions and as a rule such injunction will not be granted if the injury to the
plaintiff's legal rights is small, monetary compensation can be estimated and is
small, the granting of injunction is oppressive on the defendant, and specially if
there is delay on the part of the plaintiff in protesting against the injury or in
filing the suit.

Benode Coommaree v. Soudaminey, x6 Cal. 252; Haji Syed v. Glab R(!.i,
20 All. 345; Kuar Sen v. 1Vlannan, 17 All. 87; lVIaho med Auzam v. Jaganath,
3 Ran. 230; She/fer v. City of London Electt·ic Lighting Co., (1895) I Ch. Div.
287; Ulagappan v. Chidambram, 29 Mad. 497-rejerred io.
Abdul Hossain v. Ram Charan, 38 Cnl. 687; Jamnadas v. Atmaram, 2
Born. 133-di)tinguished.

Leach for the appellant.

Rafi for the respondent.
The body of the late King of Delhi, Bahadur
Shah, who died in 1862, was buried in a portion of
land in Lot No. 57, Theatre Road, Cantonment, Rangoon.
Lots in the Cantonment were held from Government
under the Bengal Rules under which title to the
land remained vested in Governm~nt. There were
certain restrictions on transfers, but transfers were
registered by the Cantonment authorities. In 1889,
plaintiff's father purchased from H. Briddon a certain
are a which included Lots 57 and 58. The Government
of India Survey of 1887 indicated a boundary between Lots 57 and 58; but it is not known which
predecessor in title of the plaintiff extended the
boundaries of Lot 58 so as to incorporate Lot 57.
Bahadur Shah's queen was buri~d beside him in
1886. From 1862, more than 60 years, members
of the ex-King's family visited the site regularly to
show reverence and to pay their respects to their
deceased parents. In December 1924, defendant
began to erect a structure over the tombs, fitted
with electric lighting, which was completed in
January 1925. Plaintiff raised his definite objections
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to the structures in September 1925 and filed his suit
in December 1925 for a declaration of his rights
over the land, and asked for a mandatory injunction
requiring the defendant to remove from the said area
all structures other than the tombstone itself and the
iron railing surrounding it, the removal of the electric
apparatus and the closing of the entrance from
Theatre Road. The trial Judge found that the defend-·
ant had established the right of access to the area
and to worship there as a IJ?.ember of the Delhi
King's family, but not also as a member of the
Mussalman Community. The land was not dedicated
to the community, nor did Mussalmans in general resort
there to do reverence. The appellate Court agreed
with these findings, as also with the finding that
plaintiff's predecessors in title were in possession ·of
Lot No. 57 including the site of the graves, previous
to 1889, and so defendant could only succeed by
basing her claim on a customary right. The trial · Judge
refused the injunction asked for by the plaintiff. He
appealed. Defendant filed cross-objections, claiming
that the plaintiff and his predecessors were never in
possession of the grave area, and claiming the right
of access both as a member of the King's family and
also as a m ember of the Mussalman community.
Their Lordships' judgment, after setting out the
above facts, proceeded as follows :C.J., and BROWN, J.- We agree with
the learned trial Judge that it is not necessary ~ in this .
country to trace b~ck a custom to time immemorial,
and we agree with the learned Judges in the case of
Kuar Sen v. Mamman . (1), that there should be
evidence that the enjoyment of the right was not by
leave granted or ·by stealth or by force and that it had
RUTLEDGE,

(I) (I89S) 17 All. 87.
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1 28
been openly enjoyed for such a length of time as
9
suggests that originally by agreement or otherwise L. DAwsoN
tl.
the usage had become a customary law of the place P RINcESs
ROUNAC
in respect of the persons and things which it con- ZAMAN!
cerned. There is nothing to indicate that the right of BEcuM.
visiting and paying reverence at the tomb was not RcYEoc£,
enjoyed openly without restraint in the sixties. Such BRo~N~.
a custom is definite enough and considering the
religious beliefs of the people concerned the custom
seems quite reasonable. We are consequently tn
agreement with the findings of the trial Judge on
this point.
It must be remembered that the basis of the
plaintiff's title to the land in dispute is possession
for a considerable period. But in our view of the
case it is not proved, and indeed is very improbable,
that the plaintiff's predecessor in title was in possession
of this particular piece of land when the late king
was buried. And when we first find clear evidence
of the plaintiff's possession we also find clear evidence
of the relations of the late king · exercising the right
to visit the site and pay respects to the deceased.
It is not, at any rate for the purposes of this case,
claimed that the plaintiff has any absolute title to the
land. His rights to the land are possessory rights.
If the plaintiff's rights be presumed · from his possession it must also therefore ·be presumed that that title
was subject to the rights with regard to the graves
which have always been exercised so long as that
possession has been shown to have continue<;!.
T he plaintiff prayed for a mandatory injunction
requiring the defendant to remove from the said area
all structures other than the tombstone itself and the
iron railing surrounding it, the removal of the electric
apparatus and· the closing of the said entrance from·
Theatre Road.
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It is strongly urged before us that the learned
trial Judge was not justified in refusing to issue an
injunction in these terms. The trial Judge has found,
and we agree with him in that finding, that the defendant has the right of access to the area and to worship
there. It thus must of necessity include the right of
access to the tomb, but does not include the r ight to
erect substantial structures over and rou..11d. the tomb
and the erection of these structures does in our opinion
amount to an ir.Jringement of the plaintiff's possessory
rights to the land.
The question for decision is whether in the cir"cumstances of the case a mandatory injunction for the
removal of these erections should be granted.
In the case of Shelfer v. City of London Electric
Lighting Company (1 ), it was held that when one
person has committed a wrongful act thereby invading
the rights of another he cannot in ordinary circumstances ask the Court to sanction his wrongful act and
allow him to pay monetary compensation to the person
whose right has been infringed. In such a case if
the act complained of is a continuing wrong, the
person wronged is ordinarily entitled to an injunction
agai nst the person who has injured ~irn. In the
course of his judgment in that case, however, at page
322 Lord Justice Smith laid down certain exceptions
to this rule. He stated: " In m y opinion, it may be
·stated as a good working rule that(1) if the injury to the plaintiff's legal rights is
smal1,
(2) and is one which is capable of being estimated in money,
(3) and is one which can be adequately compensated by a small money payment.
(x) (1895)

x Ch. D iv. 287.

. .,
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1928
(4) and the case is one in which it would be
oppressive to the defendant to grant an L. DAWSON
v.
injunction :PRINCESS
RouNAC
then damages in substitution for an injunction m?.y ZAMAN
I
BEGUM.
be given.
There may also be cases in which, though the RUTLEDCF,
C.J.,AND~
four abovementioned requirements exist, the defend- . BROWN, J.
ant by his conduct, as, for instance, hurrying up
his buildings so as if possible to avoid an injunction,
or otherwise acting with a reckless disregard to the
plaintiff's rights, has disentitled himself from asking
that damages may be assessed in substitution for an
injunction.
It is impossible to lay down any rule as to what,
under the differing circumstances of each case, constitutes either a small injury, or one that can be estimated in money, or what is a small money payment, or
an .adequate compensation, or what would be oppressive
to the defendant. This must be left to the good ·
sense of the tribunal which deals with each case as
it comes up for adjudication. "
The law in India as to the grant of these in~
junctions is laid down in section 55 of the Specific
Relief Act and, according to the wording of that section,
the Court, may in its discretion grant an injunction.
The p_ower of the Courts in India is therefore discretionary and although that discretion must be
exercised in a judicial manner it is probable, as
pointed out in the case of Mahomed . Auzam Ismail
v. Jaganath Jamnadas (1), that the Courts in India
have a wider discretion in the matter than the Courts
in England.
In the present case we consider that the wrong
inflicted on the plaintiff · by allowing the buildings
and the electric lighting to remain will not be very
( I ) (1925) 3 Ran. 230.
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great. He has no right to the removal of the tomb
L. DAwsoN and the extra burden caused to him by the erections
Pamc~
complained of will not be great. It may be difficult
~~~~~; . to assess the damages suffered by him, but we do
BEcuM.
not think that it is impossible.
RuTLEDGE
It has further been contended on behalf of the
Ba~~~.J. defendant that the delay o~ the part of the plaintiff
in bringing this suit is an additional reason for
refusing to grant the injunction. The plaint sets forth
that the roof over the tomb was erected about the
month of December 1924, that the electric lighting
was installed in about January 1925 and that the
further building operations complained of took place
in the same month. It is no doubt the case that
the plaintiff from time to time made complaints as to
the action of the defendant with regard to these
tombs. But we cannot find that any definite objection
was taken to the erections now complained of until
the 17th September 1925 when the letter Exhibit 3B
was written and this suit was not filed until December
1925.
In the case of Benode Coomaree Dossee v. Soudaminey Dossee (1), the ~question of the issue of a
mandatory injunction to remove a building which had
been completed was considered. At p. 265 it was
iaid down by Wilson, J ., that " when a plaintiff has
not brought his suit or applied for an injunction at
the earliest opportunity, but has waited till the
building has been finished, and then asks the Court
to have it removed, a mandatory injunction will not
generally be granted, though there might be cases
where it would be. "
The decision in this case was followed by the .
High Court of Madras in the case of UlagCI:ppan
1 2

9

8.

·

(t)

(1889)

16 Cal.

2 5 2.
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Ambalam and others v. Chidambram Chetty and
others (1 ). At p. 499 of their judgment the learned
Judges remarked: " Having regard to the written
application made by the first defendant in September
1898, the landlord must have known that the ·intended
building was not of a character suitable to an agricultural holding. It w2s therefore his duty not only to
have objected to its construction but also to have
taken legal proceedings to stop the progress of the
work. He did nothing of the kind but allowed the
building to be completed, and after completion he
waited for two years before filing this suit asking for
its demolition. "
In the case of Haji Syed Muhammad v. Gulab· Rai
(2), the High Court of Allahabad took the same
v1ew.
On behalf of the appellant we have been referred
to two cases in which delay was not held fatal to
the grant of an injunction.
In the case of Jamnadas Shankarlal and one v.
Atmaram Harjivan (3), ther~ had been a delay in
filing the suit of nearly a year after the building
complained of was completed. It was held that this
delay was not fatal to the claim for an injunction.
But it appears that during the erection of the building
the plaintiff was constantly protesting against the
actions of the defendant and it was held as a fact
that his delay down to a period long after the build...
ing was completed was sufficiently covered by other
proceedings in which he had been engaged.
The .. other case relied on by the appellant is
the case of Abdul Hossain v. Ram Charan Lazo (4).
In that case a wall had been constructed by the
defendant Qn the . land covenng the plaintiff's
(1) (t9o6) 29 Mad. 427.
(2) (1898) 20 All. 345·

(3) (1877) 2 Born. 133.
(4) (19t1) 38 Cal. 687.
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footings . The wall was completed before the suit
L. DAwsoN was brought.
It was held that the proper remedy
PRrN~~ss
in the circumstances was that of a mandatory injuncR~~::~1 tion; but it was further held that in the particular
BncuM.
case there had been no delay or acquiescence on
Ru.;;;;-cs, _, the plaintiff's part. Sir Lawrence Jenkins, C.J., at
Ba~!~ 0 page 693 says: " It is true that the wall has been
completed or was completed before the suit was
brought; still we are here concerned with trespass on
the land of the plaintiff, a trespass not carried out as
the result of long and continuous work but of work
completed quietly and promptly: not only has a trespass been committed, but the tresp~ss is one which
still continues and will hereafter continue to be
committed as · long as the wall remains in its present
site. ''
In the present case we do no~ know how long it
took the defendant to erect the Foof and put up the
electric lighting; but at any rate according to the
plaint the work was begun in December and not
finished till January and as we have said no formal
protest appears to have been made until the following
September. No definite rule can be laid down as to
the circumstances in which delay is fatal to the grant
of a mandatory injunction. The grant of that injunction is a discretionary matter and in deciding
whether to exercise that discretion the Court is bound
to consider all the circumstances of the particular case
before it. In the present cac;e we have the fact that
although the defendant is committing a continuing
wrong on the plaintHf'.3 rights the continuing wrong
is not of a serious nature. We have the fact that
the grant of ·an injunction would undoubtedly cause
considerable distress to the defendant. · The erection
and the lighting h~s added to the character and
appearance of the tomb and has no .doubt con1e to
1928

}.
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share in her mind the reverend character of the tomb
itself.
We have the fact that the plaintiff did not make
any formal protest till some eight months after the
erection of the structure and electric lighting; and we
have this further fact that although the plaintiff has
not asked for damages, the injury he has suffered
could in all probability be assessed on a monetary
basis. In all these circumstances we are not prepared
to interfere with the decision of the trial Judge nor
with the exercise of his discretion in refusing to issue
.a mandatory injunction for the removal of the structure
and electric lighting put up in December-January
1924-25.
The result is that the appeal and the crossobjections are both dismissed, each side to bear their
own costs in both Courts.
The dispute is a most unfortunate one for which
we cannot hold either party entirely to blame. T he
situation of the grave of the ex- King of Delhi within
a private compound must of necessity be a potential
. ·source of trouble and we cannot be satisfied ·that any
deCision that ·we may come to in this case will ade. quately abate such trouble. Before these proceedings
were started, th~ parties seemed to have arrived at a
settlement that promised finality. It is evidently a case
·where the. parties should again negotiate, each one with
the earnest desire to arrive at a fair settlement, and in
these negotiations t~e Local Government is· in our
opinion a necessary party.
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Before Mr. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Doyle.
1928

April

A. .K. MOOPAN
r.

v.

A. KARUPANA. *
·Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 8, rr. 9 and ro-Party•s failure to
written statement-Pronouncement of judgment without evidence.
Held, that where a party fails to present his written statement on the <
fixed by the Court for such purpose, the Court cannot pronounce judgm
against him forthwith. P.aintiff must prove his case by evidence. 0. 8, r.
of the Civil Procedure Code allows a Court to pronounce judgment again
party only when that party fails to produce a written statement demanded un
0. 8, r. 9· · In the latter case the Court has materials on which it could fon
judgment.

Hay for the appellant.
Sastri for the respondent.
DAs and DoYLE, JJ.- In Civil Suit No. 34 of 19
of the District Court of Hanthawaddy, Karuppan
M aistry sued Kilavan Moopan, the plaint being filed
the 4th of August, 1927. On the 29th of August, 19:
summons was unserved, but an individual, who sta1
that he was the brother of Kilav an Moopan, appeaJ
and said that his brother was in India, giving his addr<:
Summons was issued to that address, returnable on 1
24th of October, 1927. On the 24th of October, 19~
· Kilavan Moopan appeared in person and asked for tir
to file a written statement. The learned Additior
District Judge granted him two days to file a writ1
statement. As Kilavan Moopan was unrepresented
an advocate, this period was prima facie somewl
short. On the 26th of October'· 1927, as no written sta
ment had been filed, the learned Additional Distt
Judge noted in the diary that, under Order VIII, rule
* Civil First Appeai :No. 31 s.of ;927 against the judgment of the Dis
· Court of Hanthawaddy in Civil Regular N(). 34 of 1927.
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1 92 8
of the Code of Civil Procedure, he would proceed to
pronounce judgment forthwith, and thereupon, without
A . K.
~COPAN
examining any witnesses, gave a decree in favour of the
v.
plaintiff-respondent, basing his decree apparently on KARUP~AN.
the pleadings of the plaintiff-respondent, although the
DAS AND
plaintiff-respondent had not entered the box.
DoYLE, JJ.
Kilavan Moopan in appeal, which is supported by
affidavits, urges that he did not file a writli:en statement
on the day in question because, in the meantime, it
had been agreed to refer the matter to arbitration.
His advocate further points out that the learned Additional District Judge was utterly wrong in his procedure in passing a decree under Order VIII, rule
10, of the Civil Procedure Code.
It is not disputed by the learned advocate for the
plaintiff-respondent that, where the Court is about to
pass an ex parte decree, formal evidence at least must
be given before judgment can be passed. It cannot be
seriously argued that, where a defendant appears,
presumably for the purpose of contesting a suit, although
he may fail to put in a written .statement, the
plaintiff should be treated more favourably as regards
proof than where the defendant does not appear at al1.
It is true that Order VIII, rule 10, of the Code of
Civil Procedure, states that " where any party from
whom a written statement is so required fails to
present the same within the time fixed by the Court,
the Court may pronounce judgment against him, or
make such order in relation to the suit ·as it thinks fit. "
But we are of opinion that the permission given to · the
Court to pronounce the judgment refers to a written
statement which has been demanded by the .Court
under Order VIII, rule 9, of the Code of Civil
Procedure, after the Court has proceeded to hearing;
and where, therefore, there are materials before the
Court on which it could fonn a judgment. The · learned
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Additional District Judge was, therefore, not justified
M~~P~~
in passing a decree in favour of the plaintiff-respondv.
ent without at least hearing formal evidence.
KARuP~~AN.
[Their Lordships held that appellant was led to
' understand that there would be a settlement of the
DAS AND
DoYI;;E, JJ. case by arbitration and that in any case the time allowed
to him to file his written 's tatement was too short, and
so remanded the case.]

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNGNAUNG

1928

April

v.

z.

MAUNG BA GYI

AND ONE.*

Purchaser at Court auction-Remedy if judgment-debtor has no saleable interest
-No warranty of title-Purchaser's right and remedy restricted to statutory
enactment-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 21, rr. 91, 92,- 93Remedy by way of suii, when allowed.
Held, that an auction-purchaser at a Court sale may apply under.: 0. 21, r. 91,
of the Civil Procedure Code, within ·3o days from the date of sale, to set aside
the sale on the ground that the judgment-debtor had no saleable interest in the
'·property sold, and if the sale is set aside under rule 92, the purchaser is entitled
to an order for refund of his money under rule 93· There is no warranty of
title, express or implied, either by the decree-holder or b.y the Court in case of
execution sales; so that purchaser's remedy is restricted to that prescribed by thE:
statute that creates his right. He cannot file a suit against the decree-holder
for the return of his money, unless the question is outside the scope of these
''rules.
.Soolayman v. S.S.A.O. Chetty Firm, ro L.B.R. 76_;_followed.
Rishikesh Laha v. Manik Molla, 53 Cal. 758-distinguished.

Bhattacharyya for the applicant.

J.-The petitioner, Maung Naung, -bought
certain· properties at a Court sale in execution . ··of a
decree in the year 1922. One Mau..11g K yi then started
BROWN,

*Civil Revision No. 76 of 1928 against the order of the District Court of
· Meiktl."·a in Civil Appeal No. 101 of 1927."
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litigation, claiming the land as his and not that of
the judgment-debtor, and the final result was that
Maung Naung lost the land which he bought. He
then on the 19th of August, 1927, nearly five years
after the sale, applied for an order against the judgmentcreditor to refund to him the purchase money. The
trial Court passed an order in his favour, and against
this order two of the judgment-creditors, M aung Ba
Gyi and Ma Chit Me, appealed. Their appeal was
allowed and the order of refund set aside. An application has now been filed in revision to set aside the
order of the District Court.
At a Court auction in execution of a sale, what is
sold is the right, title and interest of the judgmentdebtor, and there is no warranty, express or im.plied,
that the judgment-debtor had any saleable interest in
the property sold. · This was held in the case of
Soolayman Cassim Simji v. S. S. A. 0. Chetty Firm (1).
It was also held that in a case such as the present, where
it subsequently · turns out that the judgment-debtor had
. no interest in the property sold, the auction-purchaser
has no remedy by . way of suit against the original
judgment-creditors.
I have been referred on behalf of the petitioner to the
case of Rishikesh Laha v. Manik M olla and others (2);
but I cannot find that this case in any way helps the
petitioner. It is true. that it was there held that an
auction-purchaser might have a remedy in certain
circumstances, such as that of fraud on the part of
the judgment-creditor. But the general rule was
accepted that in such cases the auction-purchaser
would ·ordinarily have no right of suit. Fraud on the
part .of the judgment-creditor is not :alleged here, and
I cannot see that this application has any merits.
(~)
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(1919) IO L.B.R. 76.

(2)' (1926) 53 Cal. 758·
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It is suggested tl:.at no appeal lay to the District
MAUN G
Judge. The trial Court apparently purported to act
NAUNG
under section 144 of the Code of Civil Procedure;
MAUNG''· BA
and, if its order was passed under that section, then
GYI AND
ON!?.
it is clearly appealable. But the matter appears to me
to · be only of academic interest. If this application
BROWN, J.
were admitted on ·the ground that the District Court
had no jurisdiction, all that could be done would be
to set aside the order of the learned District Judge
and then to pass precisely a similar order in revision
here. That being so, there seems to me to be no
ground for entertaining this application m rev1s1on.
The application is dismissed.
1928

APPELLATE CM L.
Before Mr. justice Das and Mr. jmtice Doyle.
1928

April 24.

UMAUNGGYEE

v.
U BA T IN. *.
Electiom Offmces and Inquiries Act (XXXIX of 1920), s. rz-Election Commissionen' repo1·t recommending costs-Order of His Excellency the Gover.nor
silent as to costs-Application for execution as to cost:. witlwut the order
as to costs, effect of- Court's power to examine report-Subsequent order
. as to costs, effect of-Analogy of a Court's judgment and decree.
H~:ld, that under the provisions of s. 12 of the Indi:u1 Elections Offences
and Inquiries Act, the Court has no power to examine the report of the Election Commissioners to see their recommendations as to costs, a~d to issue
execution as to costs on the order of His Excellency the Gov?rnor of Burma
passed on such report but which order is silent on the question of costs. The
application for execution must be dismissed, if, on the date of such application,
no order as to costs existed, notwithstanding the fact that a subsequent order
of His Excellency as to costs is produced at the hearing of the application.
There is no analogy between the judgment of a Court followed by a decree,
and the report of the Election Commissioners followed by an order of His
Excellency the Governor.
·

* Special Civil First Appeal No.

312 of 1927.
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Hay for the appellant.
Kyaw Zan for the respondent.

1928

u

MAUNG .

GYEB

v.

and DOYLE, JJ.-On the 2nd July, 1927, the
Commissioners appointed to try the West Rangoon
{General Urban) Constituency Election Petition
(Maung Ba Tin v. U Maung Gyee), submitted their
report in which they assessed advocate's fees at
Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 120 as costs of the witnesses.
In General Department Notification No. 110,
dated the 4th of July, 1927, His Excellency the
Governor of Burma directed that the election of
U Maung Gyee should be set aside, but passed no
Qrder on the recommendation as to costs.
On the 16th of September, 1927, U Ba Tin
-applied to the Small Cause Court, Rangoon, to execute
the order as to costs. The objection was raised that,
as His Excellency the Governor of Burma had
passed no order as to costs, there was no decree
to execute.
On the 27th of October, · 1927, by General
Department Notification No. 168, His Excellency the
Governor of Burma directed that U Maung Gyee
should pay U Ba Tin the sum of Rs. 1)120 as costs.
This was produced on the 3rd of November, 1927,
before the Chief Judge of the Small Cause Court.
It is again objected that, as, at the time the
application for execution was made, there was no
order in existence which could be executed, the
application must be dismissed, even if subsequently
an executable order be made. The learned Chief
Judge of th Small Cause Court, in disallowing this
object_ion, remarked ~s follows :_DAs

" * * * The decision or judgm~nt is the whole report of
the Commissioners and the decree or formal order is the order
.issued by the Governor. There could be no order by the

U BA TIN.
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Governor without the Commissioner's report or different frorr>
that report. So it comes to this that the right of the p:.:;tit ioner
to recover costs is derived frcm. the report of the Commissioners.
The rules ho\vever require the production of the order of the
Governor on it before the petitioner can obtain execution for
recovery of those costs. Now in ordinary suits where the decree
must follow the judgmenf the Court does not dismiss an application for execution because it happened to be filed before the
decree was sigr~ed, when jt1clgment has been given, but it is kept
in abeyance until the decr::!e has been signed. I fail to see why
the present appll.eation should be dism;ssed when t he report of
the. Commissioners had been published and it only reyuired the
production of the Gover~or.'s order of the report as to costs and
that order has now been produced before the Court in order that
execution may be ordered."

This decision of the learn.ed Chief Judge . of the
Small Cause Court forms the subject of the present
appeal.
In our opinio.n , there is no .analogy whatsoever
between the judgment and decree of a Court and
the report of the Election Commissioners, followed by
an order of His Excellency the Governor of Burma.
Order XX, rule 2, of the Code of Civil. Procedure, read with the definition of a " decree " in sec-·
tion 2, sub-section (2), of the C9de of Civil Procedure~
makes it clear that the judgment is really incomplete
without a .d ecree, and that, for all practical purposes,
they are one and the same order and are to be
treated as simultaneous. Justification may, therefore,
be found for the practice of holuing an application
in abeyance to which the learned Chief Jud~<:; of the
SIJ?.all Cause Court refers, since it is only .reasonab'le
to ass4~e that the Judge to whom the application for
execution is made has cognizance of his own judgment
and of the defects therein.
In the present case, however, the only executable
qrder which was before the learned Chief Judge qf the
Small Cause Court. was the order of His Excellency ·
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1928
the Governor of Burma, and this was executable
only under section 12 of the Indian Elections u MAUNG
GYEE
Offences and Inquiries Act. There was no power
v.
U
BA
TIN.
given by law to tht;; Small Cause Court to examinf~
the report on which the order was based, except for DAS AND'
DoYLE, JJ.
the purpose of satisfying itself that the order of His
Excellency .the Governor of Burma is conformable
to the costs awarded under section 11 of the Indian
Elections Offences and Inquiries Act.
Under these circumstances, therefore, the Small
Cause Court was not empowered to take cognizance
in any way of the date on which the report had been
signed, and was bound to confine itself strictly to the
order of His Excellency the Governor of Burma as
being the oniy instrument that justified execution
being taken out. As this order did not exist at the
time the application was made, the Court had no
option but to dismiss the application.
The order of the learned Chief Judge of the Small
Cause Court is set aside, and the application dismissed
with costs in both Courts.
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APPELLATE CIVIL .
Before Mr. Justice Carr, Mr. Justice Cun#ffe, and Mr. Justice Das.

KO MAUNG GYI AND OTHERS

1928

v.

Feb. 6,
April 4·

DAW TOK. *
Surety's liability under administration bond, how enforceable-Proceedings under
s. 292 of Succession Act (XXXIX of 1925) whether only remedy-Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 145 (c)-Whether decree ·again5t
administrator can be executed against surety to admittistt·ation bond.
H eld, (by CARR and DAS, JJ.) that a surety who is liable under the terms of his
administration bond can be proceeded against only by obtaining an assignment
of the bond as provided in s. 292 of the Succession Act. A personal decree
against an administrator cannot be executed against his surety under an
administration bond, by applying the summary remedy provided by s. 145,
Civil Procedul·e Code. A proceeding for the grant of Letters of AdminisFration
may take the form of a suit, but is not a suit nor is it a proceeding consequent
on a suit. The word' decree' ins. 145 refers only to clause (a) and (b) of that
<>ection and not to clause (c), to which the word ' order' only applies.

Kyaw Din for the appellants.
Anklesaria for the respondent.
C~RR,

J .- l\1aung Ba Han obtained Letters of
Administration to the estate of one Ma Myin and the
present appellants were his sureties, on a · bond
executed under section 78 of the Probate and
Administration Act, now superseded by section 291
of the Indian Succession· Act, 1925.
The respondent, Daw Tok, obtained a m.ortgage
decree against Ba Han as administrator, and su9s~
quently a money decree for the balance due after
realisation of the security. She took out execution
of the money decree but Ba Han replied that he had
rendered final accounts of his administration and had
no assests of the estate left in his hands. Daw Tok
*Civil first Appeal No. 192 of 1927 against the order of the District
· Court of Pyapon in Civil Executior. No. 5 I of 1924.
.·
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desired to put him to proof of his accounts but was
referred to a regular suit. That order was set aside
·by a Bench of this Court in Civil Miscellan.:-ous
Appeal No. 89 of 1926 and the proceedings were
remanded. This Court held that the accounts filed
-did not show that administration of the estate had
·been completed.
Ba Han was then given an opporturuty of substantiating his accounts, but did not do so. His conduct
·was evidently obstructive. Daw Tok then applied for
execution of the decree against the sureties to the
administration bond. Attachment of their properties
·was effected without service on them of the notice
required by the proviso to section 145 of the Civil
Procedure Code. They then appeared and objected
to the attachment on the ground of the absence of
notice and on the further ground that section 145 is
:not applical:::le to the bond executed by them. They
now appeal against the dismissal of their objection.
The substantial question for decision is whether
under section 145 the decree can be executed against
the sureties cr whether the procedure to be adopted
·is that laid down in section 292 of the Succession
.Act.
\Ve have been referred to section 52 (2) of the
·Code of Civil Procedure. That sub-section makes it
clear that the decree in question could be executed
against BaHan himself, but does not seem to as2-ist
to .a decision whether his sureties are equally liable.
Turning to section 145 itself, clause (c) is the only
·one which might possibly apply. The appellants have
undoubtedly become liable for " the fulfilment of a
condition " impose0. upon Ba Han " under an order
·of the Court". But I do not think that· the further
.requirements of the clause, viz. "in any suit or in any
J>roceeding consequent thereon '' are fulfilled. Though
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a proceeding for the grant of Letters of Administration
may take the form of a suit it is not in fact a suit, nor is it a
proceeding consequent on a suit.
Moreover when we come to the operative words,
" the decree or order may be executed against him ",
we have to ask " what decree or order ?" In my
view the word ''decree" refers only to clauses (a)
and (b) and not to clause (c) to which the word
"order " only applies. The1e is in the present case
no " order " which can be executed and the decree
which it is· sought to execute against the sureties does
not, in my opinion, come within the terms of the
section.
On the other hand section 292 of the Succession
Act provides expressly for the pro·cedure to be
adopted in enforcing an administration bond and,
until it can be shown that a more summary form of
procedure is allowable, that 1s the procedure which
should be adopted .
I have not been able to find any published
decision on this question. In the case of Maung Po ·Thein
v. 1\(/a vVaing
(1),
the bond was clearly one
given in a suit or a proceeding consequent on a
suit, and section 14·5 was undoubtedly applicable.
The same can be said of Raj Ragh'-lhar Singh v . Ja·t
lndra Bahadur Singh (2) and consequ ently these·
· decisions are of no assistance in the present case.
I do not regard this question as by any means a
merely technical one. When a person has become a
surety for the performance of a ·decree or the fulfilment ·
of a condition imposed by the Court in a suit or in
a proceeding arising out of a suit it is as a rule easy
to say whether the obligation has been fulfilled or
not and there is good reason for allowing the· Court::
(1) ·(1919) tO L.B.R. 236.

(2) (1920) 42 All. 158.
.
.
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to enforce the bond summarily in execution pro>Ceedings. But in a case such as the present it may
not be easy to decide whether the principal has fulfilled
his· obligations and it is not unreasonable to require
that the question shall be determined in a ·suit. In
my view that is the consideration which underlies
the provisions of section 292 of the Succession
Act.
And where there are two provisions, one general
and one dealing expressly with a particular case,· the
special provision sho.u ld be followed, even if in its
absence ·the general provision might be applicable.
In my opinion, therefore, this appeal should be
allowed.
J.- The respondent, Daw Tok, in this
appeal htld a money decree passed in a mortgage
suit after the mortgaged property had been sold
·~gainst one Maung Ba Han as Administrator of th'·:
estate of a woman called Ma Myint.
The appellants are the sureties to the administration
bond entered into by Maung Ba Han. In Civil
Miscellaneous Appeal No. 89 of 1926, the respondent
came before this Court to. appeal against the refusal
of the District Court to investigate the accounts .of the
administrator under the provisions of section 52 of
the Code of Civil Procedure.
This Court allowed her appeal and directed the
Court below to dispose of the matter by means of an
enqmr.y.
The District Court accordingly ordered a Commission
to examine the accounts, but the administrator failed
to appear. The present respondent, Daw Tok, then
applied ·that the sureties should be ordered to pay
the decretal amount. On the 7th of June of this
year, the District Judge consented to the respondent
CuNLIFFE,
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Daw Tok's application and ordered the appellants tc'
Ko MAuNo pay the decretal amount.
GYI AND
This is an appeal from that order. The first
OTHERS
tl.
ground put forward against the order of the learned
D Aw ToK.
Judge is· that section 145 of the Civil Procedure
CUNLIFFE, J.
Code does not apply to sureties of an administration
bond. The learned Judge thought it did and I agree
with him . . Section 145, which is drawn in the widest
terms, clearly contemplates under sub-section (c) the
liability of a surety to any undertaking by the Court.
The exact wording of section 145 of the Civil Procedure Code, which is material to this point, is :
" Where any person has become liable as a surety
for the payment of any money or for the fulfilment
of any condition imposed on any person under an
order of the Cow·t in any suit or in any proceeding
consequent thereon, the decree or order may be
executed against him to the extent to which he has
rendered hirris""lf personally liable in the mannerherein provided for the execution of · decrees." It
appears to m.e ~hat the appellants · have become liable
for the fulfilment of a condition imposed upon
Han,
who entered into the administration bond. Ba Han
entered into this bond under an order of theCoutt. It was argued that this was a proceeding
arising out of a grant of Letters of Administration,.
but it was not a suit nor a proceeding consequent
upon the grant of the Letters. It was further
suggested that the appropriate rem.edy arose under
section 292 of the Succession Act. I
do not
agree with this contention. It appears to me that
the .trouble here arose not specifically because .of th~
grant of the Letters of Administration, but owing to
the decree obtained in the mortgage suit by the
respondent, Daw Tok. The procedure under section
· 145 is very convenient and I · should -say inexpensive . ..

Ba
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1 28
The procedure provided under section 292 of the
9
Succession Act is in my view both costly and cum- Ko MAuNG.
Gyr AND
bersome. I do not think it is stretching the limits oTHERS
of section 145 to allow ptocess to be taken under · DAwvToK.
that section. I think that the arguments against c . .
h'
d.
d
.
UNLIFFB, 1.b nngmg t .1s procee mg un er sectwn 145 are
technical to a degree. I have no doubt that the
section does not bar a regular suit against a surety.
It is not an exclusive remedy, but an additional and
direct means of enforcing the surety's liability.
A point was further taken before the learned Judge
and before this Court that the execution of the decree
against the appellants is barred by limitation. There
is not much merit in this contention and I also agree
.with the manner in which this argument is dealt
with in the judgment of the Court below.
One substantial error, however, in my opinion
vitiates the whole order appealed from. It is imperative
in any action taken by a Court under section 145
that notice should be given to the surety before
attachment of his property. No notice whatever was
given here and although it is tn.re that after attach-·
ment the sureties did appear by their advocate and
were heard, in my view
essential provision of the
section has been disregarded.
For this reason alone the appeal will be allowed and
the District Court is directed to give notice to each
of the sureties and after he-aring them, if they wish to·
be heard, to deal with the matter afresh. The present
appellants will be allowed their costs of the hearing before u.s and of the former hearing in the Court below.
· [Their Lordships . havi~g differed on the question of
·taw as to whether in such a case section 145 of the
Civil Procedure. Code applies so that the decree
against the administrator may be executed against the
sureties to the administration bond, or whether the

an
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Court can proceed only by ordc
bond as provided · in section t ·~
Act , it .w.. as refer:red for decision

:ring assignment of the
292 of the Succession
by a third Judge.]

DAs, J.-l\1y- brothers, Carrvr

and Cunliffe having
the matter has been
98 (2), of the Civil

J. differed on a point of a :law,

referred to me· under section
Procedure Code.
The facts ofthe case are as
~
One Ba HaP, obtained Let
to the estate of a deceased p
executed an administration b<
Ba Han. The respondent, I
decree against Ba Han in his ch
.She seeks to execute that d eere
as sureties under the bond. T
the respondent · can proceed .
under section 145 of the Ci' ..
whether, before she can procee<
she must obt ain an assignmer
section 292 of the Successinn -~ .
In my opinion section ·: <·5
Code . does not- apply iz:t_ e.. ;::J
is as follows : -·
" Where :~any person 1
surety for the :. p ayment cf ~··
fulfilment of any condition ir
·u nder an order of the ~Court
proceeding consequent thereor
may be execute\! against him, •
he has rendered himse~f pe~
manner herein ·provided! for t j
and such person shall, · for
be deemed a party within the J
There can be no doubt ·f .
t·efers to clause~ (d)and (b) ·<.·f ·1

follows:ters of Administration
erson. The appellants
tnd as the sureties of
Jaw Tok, .obtained.·. a ·:
•.padty as administrator .
e against the appellants
'he question is whether
against the appellants
:il Procedure Code or
.t against the appellants,
,t of the bond under
.\ ct.

of the Civil Procedure
case. Section 145 (c)
las become liable as
:1ny money or for the
nposed on any person,
in any suit or in any
., the decree or order
to the extent ·to which
·sonally liable, in the
ae execution of decrees,
rhe purposes of appeai,
:neaning of section 47 .·.
1at the word " decree "
! he section.
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It is argued on behalf of the respondent that
clause (c) applies. There is no suit in which the
appellants render themselves liable as sureties. The
proceeding for the grant of Let~ers of Administration
is not a suit though it may take th~ form of a suit.
The appellants only render themselves liable under
the terms of the administration bond and the only
way to proce~d against them would be to obtain
an assignment of the administration bond as provided
by section 292 of the Succession Act.
I agree with my brother Carr in holding that
section 145 of the Civil ·Procedure -·Code does not
apply to a surety under an administration bond.
The appeal is therefore allowed with costs.

481
1928
Ko

MAUNG
GYI AND

OTHBRS

v.
DAw ToK. ·
DAS,

J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Befor Mr.JusticeCunlif!e.

KING-EMPEROR
v.
NGA HLAING.*
Corroborative. evidence, admissibility and value of-Evidence Act (I of 1872),
section 157-Substantive evidence, tzecessity of-First information reports
and other reports.
·
Held, that unless there is substantive evidence before the Court, first inform•
ation reports and other ·reports by a witness·cannot be used in corroboration.
Held, accordingly, that where the prosecution witness gives a different
account in evidence before the Court, his previous reports cannot be admissible
as corrol;>orative evidence against the iccused.
Kyaw Zan Hla v. King-Emperor, Criminal Appeal No. 452 of 1921distinguished.

In this case there was a single eye-witness to
~he crime alleged to have been committed by the
accused. The eye-witness in his evidence before the
• Criminal Revision No. 141B of 1c)28.

31

1928

Aprilzo.
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trial Court did not identify the ~
KINabut his previous statements to
EM~~ effect that the accused was the'!:;
NcA HL&J& in ~vidence. On appeal · agair.
Sessions Judge'~ attention was
Prosecutor to a decision of thi~
Hla v. King-Emperor. The let<}:
took the view that the· deci
secondary oral evidence of a rep·
can be used as substantive evide
even when th.e witness who r.:~.
quently in the trial denies all
alleged to have been reportec
witnesses. In the circumstances
to the High Court in refer en ~-:e j
of the law on this point.
t-~
1921

•

CuNLIFFE, J .-The difficult
is the subject of the refere~ce -·
that certain corroborative evider · .
say was admitted in the Magistra
there was no priJ:pary evi.d enq:,~.,
corroborated. I have no ~1o •:bt
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expected he would do) and !J.a<
this hearsay evidence wcuk
admitted ; h~1t, in the cir~E·m~
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Additional Special Power Magistrate at Moulmein.
The circumstances of the case were somewhat similar
in principle to the case the subject of this reference.
The evidence of the girl, who it was said had been
violated, broke down in the witness box ; broke down,.
indeed, much more strongly than the evidence of the
complainant . in the case before me. The girl in
Heald, J.'s appeal absolutely denied that ~he had
been interfered with by the accused. She advanced a
bogus story to account for her having been hurt by
saying that she had had a severe fall. In all probability
her evidence. in the box was perjured and was due to the
influence of her aunt. She was not cross-examined as
a hostile witness as she should ,have been but
corroborative evidence of the identity of the accused
was admitted. In my view, .it was wrongfully admitted.
There was ~ther testimony, however, which in my
opinion justified Heald, J., in coming to the conclusion he did quite apart from the improperly admitted
specifi~
evidence of corroboration. There was
evidence, for example, of the doctor who examined
the girl. There was the evidence ,that a complaint
had been made by her to the police on a certain date.
There was the evidence that the gir I had been alone
in a hut with the accused shortly before the complaint
was made. The trying Magistrate drew a conclusion
of fact from this evidence against the accused. I think
he was right in so doing. I respectfully agree with
the general conclusion come to by Heald, J. I do not
think, however, that the case decided by Heald, J., is
any authority for the proposition that secondary evidence
of a .hearsay characte1 which does not .corroborate any
primary evidence can be relied on to support a
conviction of this kind. Nor do I think that evidence
in detail could have been led to show the nature of the
complaint, but I am of opinion that the fact that a

1 92 8

. Kmc·

EMPEROR

v.

NoA ~c.
CuNLIF.FB,

J...
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COmplaint WaS made WaS propefly admitted in the
KINGtrial Court. In all these cases where the complainant,
. EMPEROR
•
• fluence or corruptton,
·
·
v.
owtng
to undue tn
goes b.ack
NGA HLAING. on his or her storv
.., of how the crime was committed
CuNLIFFE, J. or who committed the crime, I think it most advisable
for the presiding Judge to allow the complainant to
be treated as a witness hostile to the prosecution ;
and I am quite sure that, if as a result of that cross•
examination certain evidence emerges which supports
~he case for the Crown, the evidence of corroboration
on the part of third parties would then be admissible
in law. It is almost .impossible for a Judge in _ a
Criminal Court of first instance to disabuse his mind
of the corrupt atmosphere which unfortunately prevails
with regard to witnesses in the district and I hold the
view strongly that a legitimate presumption of fact based
on undisputed evidence, however . scanty, as . long. as
it may be relied upon, should be drawn.
· ·
For these reasons, I think that the learned Sessions
Judge was justified in the view that he took that the
corroborative hearsay evidence in question should not
have been admitted or considered.
I9z8
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justtce Pratt, officiating ChiefJustice, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

KO SAN DWE
v.
lVIA NYEIN HLA AND

ONE. *

Buddhist Law-Claim of relative to the whole estate of deceased lunatic-Plea
of maintenance and support of lunatic-Manugye X, 36.
A Buqdhist lunatic and his demented brother who predeceastd him inherited
their parents• estate. They were looked after by their aunt and her daughter till
they died. The aunt and the cousin were appointed guardians of the lunatics by
a Court that also allowed them a good remuneration from the wards' property.
On the deat}_l of the surviving lunatic, the at,tnt and her daughter claimed his
whole estate to the exclusion of other heirs by virtue of their having taken care
. of the lunatic. They relied on Manugye X, 36.
Held, that a relative who takes care of and supports a Buddhist lunatic
would not in all cases be entitled as a matter of course to the whole share of
the lunatic's parental estate for the pains taken. The principle laid down in
Manugye X, 36, did not apply in this case, because the lunatic succeeded to his
parents' estate, and there was no partition and no definite share of the property
was set aside· for the lunatic; and the guardians were sufficiently remunerated
from the estate.

Ma Saw Win v. Maung Gyi, z Ran. 328-distinguished.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
Hay for the respondents.
PRATJ, C.J .-Plaintiff Maung San Dwe sued for
administration and a share of the estate of his deceased
nephew Maung Po Tu, a lunatic.
. The District Court held that the defendants Ma Nyein
Hla and Ma Bein, aunt and first cousin respectively
of the deceased were entitled to the whole estate
of deceased to the exclusion of all other heirs
by virtue of their . having . taken ca~e of the lunatic
for the past 25 years. The Court relied upon chapter
*Civil First Appeal No. 232 of 1927 against the judgment of the District

Court of ·Hanthawaddy . in · qvil Regular No. 39 of 1926.
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36, Book X, of the Manugye and the case of Ma Saw Win
KoSANDWB v. Maung Gyi (1).
MA NYEIN
The chapter of the Manugy$ cited provides that,
H~r:.o if, aiJ.?.6ng the children of parents given in marriage
by their parents, one shall have severe disease, be
PRATT• C.J.
unable to work, stutter or be dumb, the share such
child is · entitled to shall be set aside, the relatives
shall support it and at its death the person who supported the child shall take its share.
A later sentence makes it clear that severe disease
includes insanity.
In Ma Saw vVin's case referred to,- Duckworth, J.,
·following this provision of the Manugye, held that in
a case when the family property had been partitioned
after the death of the parents and the eldest son had
held the share of a deaf-mute in trust, and supported
and maintained her, the eldest son was entitled on the
death of the deaf-mute to succeed to her share of the
parental estate.
In the present instance the share of the deceased
was not set aside on the death of the parents but
was inherited by him. It seems he was the survivor
of two brothers, both mentally defective, who both
succeeded to their share of the parental estate. U n. doubtedly the defendants took care of Maung Po Tu,
and apparently their care was not unremunerative.
As the learned Judge of the District Court remarked,
it is clear that the lunatic's estate was sufficient to
maintain him .and tlfe defendants who supported him
as well.
In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 10 of 1913 of the
District Court of Hanthawaddy, Ma Nyein Hla and Ma
Bein were ·appointed guardians of Maung . Po . Tu and
his brother ·and were allowed o~e-:-third of the estate as ·
1 2
9 8

(t) (1924) z Ran. 328.
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1 2
·r emuneration for their trouble by order of the Chief
9 8
Court on appeal in September 1921.
Ko SANDWE
v
It does not appear to me therefore that the MA NYEIN
principle laid down in the Manugye X, 36, applies to Hx.~N~n
the facts of the present case? since no definite share PRATT, C.J.
was set aside for the lunatic on the· death of his
parents. In M~l Sa1A: Win's case there was a partition of property and one of the children held the
defective child's share in trust. The circumstances
were therefore analogous to those set forth in the
passage of the Manugye referred to~
. I cannot, however, see any good reason to extend
the principle to cov~r all cases in which relatives take
care of lunatics.
Ma Bein and her mother have undoubtedly taken
care of the deceased lunatic and for this they have
been amply remunerated. This being so, there appears
no necessity in equity or otherwise to allow them to
succeed to the whole of the lunatic's estate to the
exclusion of other heirs.
To hold that the relative or relatives who took
care of and supported a Buddhist lunatic would in
all cases as a matter of course be entitled to his share
of his parental estate for their pains might have far
reaching consequences and would be establishing to
my mind a dangerous precedent.
I would set aside the finding and decree of the
District Court and remand the case for decision on
the merits.
Appellant to have costs in both Courts.

CuNLIFFE, J.-·I concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Mr. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Doyle.
1928

N. V. N. NATCHIAPPA CHETTYAR

April 24.

v.
KO THA ZAN

AND ONE.

*

M ortgaged property , purchase of- Purchase price used fo1· paying p rior mortgage
-Priority of purchaser over puisne mortgagee-Continuance of incumbrance
when beneficial to purchaser, intention immaterial-Transfo· of Property
A ct (I V of x882), s. 101 .
H eld, t hat where a purchaser buys ~mmoveable pr operty which is
·encumbered, and the circumstances are such that it is for the benefit of t he
purchaser th at the m ortgages involved in the purchase shou ld not b e
extinguished, they enure for the benefit of the purchaser. Where in a case t o
which the concluding words of s . 1 0 1 of t he T ransfer of Proper ty Act apply,
i.e., where the continuance of an incumbrance is for the ben efit of t h e purchaser,
t he question of intention of parties need not be examined .
Gokuldasv.Puranmal, 10 Cal. 1035 (P.C .)- distingttished.
Soobramonian Chetty v. Aga Rajat Ally, 5 L.B.R. I38-:-referred to.

A. B. Banerji for the appellant.
Burjorjee for the respondents.
Plaintiff was first mortgagee of paddy land, and
puisne mortgagee of godowns and a building. Subsequently to the plaintiff's mortgage, respondents bought
from the mortgagor-owners the godowns for Rs. 20,500:
They as defendants in the plaintiff's suit for redemption
or sale, proved that, out of the purchase price,
Rs. 19,500 were paid to ·clear some mortgages prior
to that of the pl~intiff, and so they claimed priority
over the plaintiff to that extent. The learned District
Judge held that if sale proceeds were devoted to
pay off prior incumbrances, the purchaser .was entitled
to priority over puisne mortgagees and referred to
the case in 5 Lower Burma Rulings, page 138. He
· *Civil First Appeal No. z6z of 1927 against the judgment of the District
Court of Bassein in Civil Regular N o. 30 of 1926.
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gave a mortgage decree to the plaintiff and decreed
that, if the amount due to plaintiff was not paid in
six months, the paddy land was to be sold first, and,
if the sale proceeds were insufficient, then only the
other properties were to be sold. If the godowns
were to be sold eventually, respondents were to have
priority over the plaintiff to the extent of Rs. 19,500.
Plaintiff appealed.

DAs and DoYLE, JJ.- The sole point for decision
in the present appeal is whether the learned District
Judge was correct in holding that, where sale proceeds
are devoted to paying off prior encumbrances, purchasers are entitled to priority over puisne mortgagees.
It is argued that there is no evidence that there
was any intention to keep alive the mortgages, and
that, therefore, under section 101 of the Transfer of
Property Act, the mortgages must be held to be
extinguished at the time of purchase.
In our opinion no question of intention arises.
It is true that in Soobramonian Chetty and others v.
Aga Rajat Ally Khoras.'lni and others · (1 ), where a
problem similar to the present wac; discussed, the
question of intention was examined. The learned
Judges who decided that case based their conclusions
on the Privy Council ruling in. Gokal<Jas Gopaldas
and Rambaksh Seochand v. Puranmal Premsukh
Das (2). They appear, however, ·to have overlooked
the fact that the Privy Council ruling dealt with a
state of ·affairs prior to the passing of the Transfer
of Property Act of 1882, and that the principle to be
applied in cases such as the present is contained in the
concluding words of section 101 of the Transfer of
Property Act.
(2) (x884) ro Cal. XOJS·

1 2

9 8
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Where, therefore, at the time of purchase circumstances are such that it is for the benefit of the
purchaser that the mortgages involved in the purchase
should not be extinguished, it must be h.eld that they
enure for the benefit of the purchaser.
The appeal stands dismisse·d with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Mr. Justice CuTtliffe and Mr. Justice Baguley.

MOHAMED CASSIM
v.
A. J. DAVID.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908). 0. 21, rr. 89, 92-Limitation Act (IX of
1908), Sch. I, Art. 166-Requisite deposit less by a very small amount, effect
of-Delay of one day in making deposit, effect of-Strictness of the provisions
of the Code.
Held, that where an application is made under the provisions of 0 . 2 1, r. 89,
of the C ivil Procedure Code to set aside sale on deposit, a very small short~ge of
the amount required to be deposited may be disregarded and will not vitiate the
deposit, but even a day's delay in making the application or the deposit beyond
the period of 30 days from the date of sale cannot be disregarded. The
provisions of 0 . 21, rr. 89 and 92 are strict.

K. C . Bose for the appellant.
Leach for the respondent.

and BAGULEY, JJ.-·This is an appeal under
Orde'r 4 3, rule 1 (j) against a refusal of the District
Court of Insein tQ set aside a sale in Civil Execution
No. 20 of 1926 of that Court. The questions to
be considered arise out of the construction in the
·Circumstances of Ordet 21, rule 89 and Order 21,
rule 92. Order 21, rule 89, lays down part of the
~onditions under which a deposit must be made by
CUNLIFFE

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 197 ofi927 from the order of the District
Court of I nsein in Civil' Executi o~ No. 20 of 1926.
·
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any one who wishes to have a decree of sale by the
Court set aside. He must deposit a fixed sum which
is based on 5 per cent. of the sale proceeds plus the
amount specified in the proclamation of sale.
It is not disputed that the amount deposited by
the present appellant was Rs. 4 and some odd annas
short, but we do not think that this shortage was
substantial enough to vitiate the deposit on th~.t ground.
There is another requirement, however, with which
the payment ought to have complied and that is as to
the time in which the deposit should have been made.
The time within which such payinent must be made into
Court is within 30 days of the date of the Court sale.
H ere again, there is no dispute in relation to the facts.
The appellant was one day late, and it remains to be
.considered whether the view that the Court should take
·of this short amount of time beyond the period specified
-ought also to be disregarded in favour of the appellant.
We have come to the conclusion definitely that it
-ought not to be disregarded. The provisions of Order
21, rule 92, and also the provisions of Order 21,
rule 89, are strict and on the actual facts of this case we
think that there was no real excuse for the deposit being
made out of time.
An attempt has been made to throw the blame
·on the Bailiff of the Court, but we are not at all
satisfied that that officer was responsible for the delay.
Even when he was offered the money a day late
there is no doubt that there was some kind of a
·dispute between the l3ailiff and· the person paying the
money because the appellant was not paying the money
himself. He had to borrow it and this dispute was as
to .the amount exactly required. Not <>nly that, the
whole history of this· case, which is one of an unceasing
.a ttempt to delay and defeat the process of the Court,
l~ads us to ·think that no discretion, if any such

1 2

9 8
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JJ.
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discretion is exercisable, should be used in favour o£
the appellant. We think it was argued in the Court
below, but it has not been argued here, that some provision of the Limitation Act applies. We are quite·
certain that it does not apply in the circumstances of
this case. Accordingly, the appeal will be dismissed.
with costs three gold mohurs in favour of the respondent~

I
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~

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Cunliffe and Mr. Justice Baguley.

A. K. A. C. T. V. CHETTYAR FIRM
v.
THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME~TAX.*
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922,) s. 66 (3)-Applicationfor mandamus on points:
of law different from those ·urged befm·e Commissioner to state a case,..
effect of.
Held, that where an assessee seeks for a mandamus from the High Courtagainst the Commissioner of Income-tax requiring him to state a case on points
of law different from those he had urged before the Commissioner to state a:
case, his application cannot be entertained.

Venkatram for the applicant.
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.:
and BAGULEY, JJ.-This is an application._
on the part of the A. K. A. C. T.V. Chetty~r firm of
Wakema. It is made under section 66, sub-section.
(3), of the Indian Income-tax Act. The application
seeks for a mandamus against the Commissioner. of ·
Income-tax .requiring him to state a case on two-.
points of law. The points of law are alleged ·to arise
out of an assessment of the finn. to income-tax, but,,
whatever merits they m~y hav~, it is . our opinion th~~
CuNLIFFE

.

.

· * Civil Miscellaneous Applieation No. zi of 1928.
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we cannot consider them, for this very simple reason,
that when the Commissioner was approached on the
13th of August 1927, he was asked to state a case
based upon four (as far as we can see) quite different
points of la"Y'. Two of these points have been jettisoned and for the two remaining points, the points
before us have been substituted. It appears to us
that the intention of the language of sub-section (3)
of section 66 is perfectly clear. Sub-section (3) runs
as follows :-

A.KA.C.
T.V.
CHETTYAR
FIRM

v.
THE

CoMMISSIONBR OF
I NCOME-TAX.

" If, on any application being made under sub-section (2)
the Commissioner refuses to state the case on the ground that no
question of law arises, the assessee may, within six months
from the date on which he is served with notice of the refusal,
apply to the High Court and the High Court, if it is not satisfied
of the correctness of the Commissioner's decision, may require
the Commissioner to state the case and to refer it, and on receipt
of such requisition, the Commissioner shall state and refer the
case accordingly ''.
·

It appears to us quite obvious that what is meant
by the language of the section is that the Commissioner shall be required to state a case upon the points
of law, or at any rate, one of the points of law which
he was considering. If the assessee were permitted
t o shift his ground from a legal point of view without
. any check upon him, it appears to us that the whole
of the consideration by the "Commissioner before any ·
application reaches this Court would be rendered
abortive.
In · these circumstances and on this preliminary
point, this · application must be dismissed, with costs
five gold mohurs in favour of the Crown.

CUNLIFFE
AND
BAGULBY,

JJ.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Before Mr. justice Baguley.

.

u

I 928

E MAUNG

(RECEIVER)

v.

April30.

·p . A. R. P. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. ISI, 0. 9, rr. 9 and I3;_0. 23-Permission of Court necessary to file fresh suit- Restoring suit or setting aside
ex parte decree-Provisions of 0. 9 and the law of limitation to be complied
with_:.inherent power of the Court, when it may be excert:ised.
Held, that a person cannot withdraw a suit or an application reserving to
himself the right to bring a fresh one or a similar one. What he ought to do is
to ask for leave to withdraw i~ with permission to bring a fresh .one.
Held also, that whilst a party cannot invoke the aid of s. I 5 I of the Civil
Procedure Code, to restore a suit or to set as~cfe an ex ~te~ecree, whe~ he is
unable to comply with the...provisions of Order 9, and the law,.of limitation, the
Court haSinherkt fJo~to restore a suit or to set aside an ex parte decree, under
the special cir~t;m~tances of a ca~.
,

..

"i

..

;J

r .

Ajodhyp v. Mus:CZmmat Phul Kuer,
43 Mad. 94-distinguished.

I

Pat. 277;. Neelave~i v. Narayana~

So Nyun for the applicant.
Patker for the respondent.
BAGULEY,

J.-One Daw Hnit died leaving a con-

siderable estate. There were Letters of Administration procee9,ings contested between Po Lein and
Ma Hnin Hlaing with regard to the property which·
she left behind. Eventually by an order of the
High Court L etters of Administration were issued to
Ma Hnin Hlaing. Mter orders had been passed the
P. A. R. P. firm sued. on three promissory notes alleged
to have been executed by Daw Hnit, Ma Hnin
Hlaing and Tun Pe. The latter was sued personally
as an executant, and Ma Hnin Hlaing was sued
personally and also as administratrix of Daw H nit.
· *Civil Revision No. 306 of 1927 against the order of the District Court of
in Civil Regular No. 38 of 1926.

Peg~

..

l'l'
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1 28
Meantime Po Lein applied to .this Court for leave
9
to appeal to the Privy Council. At the same time u E MAUNe.
v.
he asked that a Receiver be appointed to defend Daw P. A. R. P.
CHETTYAR
Hnit's estate against being wasted. The allegation
FIRM.
· was that he feared that Ma Hnin Hlaing was BAouLEY, J.
wasting the estate and not fighting the creditors of the
estate properly. His application was filed on December
6th, 1926 in the High Court. In the affidavit he
specially refers to the suit filed by the P .A.R.P.
firm, No. 38 of 1926 of the District Court of Pegu,
which was then pending and he alleged the firm
was likely to get a decree by consent, or ex parte.
In th~ end, on February 15, 1927, a Bench of this
Court appointed a Receiver whose functions were to
be limited strictly to the following : " He shall be empowered to take steps to recover possession for the
estate of the land at present in the occupation of
U Nanda ; to apply to be joined as a defendant in
Civil Regular Suit No. 38 of 1926 of the District
Court of Pegu ; and to defend such suit or any
other suits which creditors may bring, or have brought,
against the estate of the late Daw Hnit. "
Unfortunately on · the date that this order was
passed, February 15, Civil Regular No. 38 of 1926 had
already been decided, for the two original defendants
confessed judgment and . a decree was passed on
February 1, 1927. This was apparently not known
by the Bench of this Court that passed the order
appointing the Receiver.
Still, it would seem, under the impression that
the suit was still pending, the Receiver filed an application to be brought on the record of Civil Regular
38 and to be allowed to defend the suit. On discovering the actual · state of affairs the Receiver
withdrew his application on May 25, 1927. On June
8 the Receiver filed· a fresh application asking that
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the case might be . re-opened and that he might be
u E MAUNG joined as a defendant. The application was m ade
P. A~R. P. under Civil Procedure Code 151 as there was no
CHETTYAR
. .
• could h ave
FIRM.
oth er prov1s10n
of t h e 1aw und er wh.1ch 1t
-o J been made. The District Judge finally rejected the
..oAGULEY, •
application on August 8, 1927 and it is against this
order that the present application in revision has been
filed.
The learned District Judge does not seem fully to
have realised that the two applications made by the
Receiver appointed by this Court were quite distinct
and ·totally different. The first one was filed under
the impression that the case, No. 38 of 1926, was
still pending and could be fought, an impression, I
might note, which prevailed in the High Court at the
time that the order appointing him was made. His
second application was made after he had discovered
that a decree had already been passed in case No. 38,
and in it he invoked, for the first time, section 151 of
·the Civil Procedure Code, for that seemed to him to be
the only section to which, under the very pe.culiar circumstances of the case, he was in a position to appeal.
The learned District Judge in his order rejecting the
second application made by the Receiver seems to have
regarded the Receiver as being merely a s.econd
manifestation of Po Lein. It is true that Po L ein
has got to pay all the expenses incurred by the
Receiver, but the Receiver is an officer appointed by the
High Court for a specific purpose. Po Lein's ·actions
do not bind him, and the sins of Po Lein's must not be
visited on the Receiver. It is largely, I think, because
he regarded Po Lein and the ·Receiver as one and
the same that the learned District Judge rejected the
application made by the Receiver.
Another thing which I would like to point out to
the lower Court is the error that appears to·· be
1 2

9 8
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~odied in his remark with regard to the fate of
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t9a8

.,. e·first application filed by the Receiver, "This appli- u E MAvNc
~on was withdrawn by Mr. So Nyun for the P.A~R.P.
~eceiver without any· reservation .
. . " It is, I c~~~
~ow, a very common faJlacy both in the mofussil Bar,
BAGULEY, J.
and sometimes also on the mofussil Bench, I fear, that
parties can reserve rights.. to ..themselves and thereby
save themselves from the consequences of res judicata
and so on. This is quite wrong. A man cannot
withdraw a suit or an application reserving to himself the right to bring a fresh one ... Qf a similar one.
~Vhat he ought to do is to ask for leave to withdraw
it with permission to bring a fresh one. The dis-tinction between the two cases is, or should be, very
clear. In the one case the suitor would be purporting to give himself rights outside t~~-. ordinary course
of the Civil Procedure Code. This no suitor has
power to do. In the other case he asks the Court
which has power to do so, to exercise in his favour
a certain dispensing power which it has got, vide
Order 23, rule 1, and the similar provisions in Order
2, rule 2 (3), Order 2, rule 4 etc.
As I have said before, however, · the learned Judge
seems to me to be quite wrong in regarding the two
applications made by the Receiver as being one and
the same. One was an application to be made a
party to a pending suit and to be allowed to defend
it ; the other was an application asking the Court,
under Civil Procedure Code 151, to re-open a suit
which had already been decreed so far as the estate
of Daw Hnit was concerned and permit him to
made a party to the suit and to defend it. This
being· the case, Order 23, rule 1, can have no application at all.
Later on in his judgment section 151, Civil
Procedure Code, is discussed. It is held. that section

be

32
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151 does not include a power to set aside a deliberate
u E MAUNG decision of the 'Court ·'··-and has no application. I do
P. A~R. ·P . not quite understand this. There is no deliberate
CF=~R decision of the Court that it is being asked to set
B - .aside. It is an ex parte decree, one passed on
AGULEY, J.
. •
• h out any tna
• 1, t h at t h e C ourt was
confess10n
and w1t
being asked to deal with in part in order that the
case might be determined on its merits. The judgment
then goes on to say : "0. 20, r. 3, which is an imperative
section, is a distinct provision against any alteration of
a sigiled document (sic), save as provided by section
152 or on review." I can only presume that the
word document was used by mistake for " judgment"~
In the present case there is no question of altering a
judgment at all ; what is sought to be done is to have
an ex parte decree set aside in order that the case
may be tried out on its merits.
What would have been far more to the point
would have been the quotation of the dictum : " A
Court has no power, apart from the prov1s10ns of
0. 9, r. 13, Ci:v.il .,.PFoeedure Code, to set aside an
ex parte decree passed by itself." This could be
supported by Neelaveni v. ·Narayana Reddi (1) and
Ajodhya Mahton v. Mussammat Phul Kuer (2)·
These two cases however can be distinguished. In
each case it was a matter of a party against whom .
an ex parte decree had been passed attempting to
get the decree set aside under section 151 when
they were unable to comply with the provisions.
of Order 9, rule 13. and the Law of Limitation.
Section . 151 is not · a section which is intendeel. t6
enable a Judge to repeal, ad hoc, any provision of
the law in any particular instance . in which he
wishes to do so. In the present case we . have a
1928

(x) (1920) 43 Mad. 94·

(2) (1922) 1 Pat. 277.
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party, not a party to the original suit, who, under
1 9 28
very peculiar circumstances, asks for leave to come u E MAUNG
in and get a certain ex parte decree set aside in P. A.v.R. P.
order that·:her.rmay,:•be made a defendant and defend CHETTYAR
FtRM.
the suit. The Code provides no means whereby such
a thing may be done. Under the peculiar circum- BAcux:'EY, J.
stances of the .pr~sent case it seems to me to be
necessary fo~···the ends of justice that he should be
allowed to do so. Section 151 therefore is the only
section under which it can be allowed, and I think
that it should be allowed.
I am asked to regard the hardship to the orginal
plaintiff if the case is allowed to be re-opened. He
has already incurred one set of costs and he will now
have to incur another. This is true, for I do · not
suppose that any advocate would take up the brief
again after:this length of time without a fresh fee. I
think th~t · this can be met, if the claim on the
promissory note is a good one. The order cf the lower
Court dismissing the Receiver's application will, in
consequence, be set aside. I set aside the ex parte
decree so far as it relates to the estate of Daw Hnit.
The plaintiff. will keep his decree as against the
other two defendants who confessed judgment. ·The
Receiver U E Maung will be allowed to defend
the case on behalf of the estate of Daw Hnit. If
he succeeds in his defence he will, of course, . get
hi~ costs. If he fails in his defence · the plaintiff
will get his decree restored in full as against the
estate of Daw Hnit, and the Receiver· will be liable
for full costs, including a separate advocate's fee. I
make no order as to the costs of this application for
revision. H ad the Receiver acted promptly on his
appointment it is quite possible that he would have
got the order that he has now got at his first time of
asking.
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APPELLATE CIVIL·.
Before Mr. Justice Darwood•

. U SHWE BWA

v.
MAUNG T HAUK KYA

AND OTH ERS.

*

Voluntary payment-Charge on land how created-Payment by one heir to set
aside Court-sale of property of a deceased person- Payment of Government
revenue by one co-sharer-Tran~fn .ef.~r;..oPP:JY
.4-ct (IV of 1882), s. xoo.
.
. ...
Held, that an heir of a deceased person who voluntarily pays into Court
money under the provisions of 0. 21, r. 89, of the Civil Procedure Code in
order to get the Court sale of the deceased's property set aside, does not
acquire any charge thereby on the shares of the co-heirs in such property, by
operation of law or otherwise, if such payment, which they are under no liability
to make, is made without their knowledge and consent.
A majority of the High Courts·in·· India ~have -held that even where a
co-sharer pays Government revenue which all the co-sharers are bolln.d to pay,
and thereby saves the estate, he does not acquire a charge on the shares of his
defaulting co-sharers.
·· .~

K inu Ram v. Mozaffer, 14 Cal. 8o9 ; Seth Chitor Mal v.. Shib Lal, 14 All.
. 273 ; Shivrao v. Pandlik, 26 Born. 437-referred to.
P. Amman Pariyayi v. M. P. Pakran, 36 Mad. 493 ; Rajah of Vizianagram
v. R ajah Setrucherla, 26 Mad. 686-distinguished.
·

Thein Maung

for the appellant.

J .- So far as this appeal is concerned,
the facts of the case m.ay be stated as follows : A money decree was _passed against the firs.t four
respondents as legal representatives of their mother,
the late Ma Shan Ma. In execution of that decree
the property in suit, viz., certain paddy lands, were
auctioned by the C~urt and purchased by the appellant. The 1st respondent, however, exerc1smg the
powers conferred by Order XXI , rule 89, of the
Civil Procedure Code, deposited Rs. 870-2-0 1n ·
DARWOOD,

•

•

* Ci,·il Se.cond Appeal No. 21 of 1928 against the judgment of the District ·
Court of Pronie in Civil Appeal No. IIJP of 1927..
·
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Court and thus saved the property. The four respondents subsequently mortgaged the property to one
U Shwe Kha .,onl,.,th.e -"J~f.th . August, 1924, for Rs. ·590,
and later, under Exhibit B, appellant purchased the
rights of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th respondents in the
property subject to U Shwe Kha's mortgage which,
appellant says, he has paid off.
The 1st respondent has also sold his interest in
the property to the 5th and 6th respondents ; but
there appears to be a separate dispute going on between
these parties as to the validity of the sale. The 5th
respondent states that the 1st respondent is in possession as his tenant. The 1st respondent shows himself to be a very unreliable witness. He says that
he has not sold all the. land to the 5th and 6th
respondents, and that he has returned then1 the sale
price- Rs. 2,000. The 5th and 6th respondents deny
this allegation. It is .not clear why the lower Courts
did not go into the question of these respondents'
title. They were either necessary parties to the suit,
or they were not. If they were, then the appellants
were, on the findings of the lower Courts, entitled to
a · decree for possession of 11/16ths of the land
against them.
It is true that the Courts below have given a
decree against them, but, if they have purchased the 1st
respondent's interest in the property, ·then it appears
to rr.e that the one point which has been argued in
both the lower ·courts, viz., the question of a charge
on the hind for a proportionate share of the sum
which the 1st respondent paid to have . the Court
sale ·cancelled, loses its importance.
It is admitted that the shares of the 2nd, 3rd, and
4th respondents in the land in suit amount to 11j16ths
of the whole, and the main point of dispute in the
lower appellate Court and this Court was whether
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u B~S::S
MA~NG
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AND

OTHERs.

DAR;;-o, J.
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1928

the appellant was entitled to this share free of any
U SHWE
charge.
BwA
v.
If the 1st repondent alone had to be considered,
MAUNG
h
•
•
.
THAUK KvA t e questwn
would b e of paramount Importance
1n
o~Rs.
this cas~, but, inasmuch, as it has be.en alleged., with
some show of truth, that the 5th and 6th respondents.
D ARWOOD, 1.
are his representatives in title, it can hardly be urged
that any equitable charge which the 1st respondent
might possibly have beep. entitled to against his coheirs for their proportionate share of the sum of
Rs. 870-2-0, which he paid to recover the land, has
been passed on to. his assignees.
There are certainly no equities in their favour
with reference to the payment made by the 1st . respondent. If they have acquired his inter~st in th~ ..
land, they would certainly not be entitled to a sort
of rebate on the price paid by them for his share
merely because he chose to pay his mother's debt,
more especially as the rebate would have to be paid
by the appellant.
Both the lower Courts have held that·...the·:•:a.pptd...-,,~~ ~>-. .
lant has acquired the interest of his vendors in the
property subject to a charge in favour of the 1st
respondent to the extent of Rs. 596-12-0:
Appellant urges that the lower Courts were wrong
in law in allowing this charge.
On the assumption that the 1st respondent is still
the owner of his own share, it certainly does seem
equitable that his co-heirs should contribute towards
the cost of the recovery of the land after the Court
sale. But it is very questionable whether any right
of contribution in such a case could be made a charge
upon their share in the land.
There has been a confltct of decision amongst
the High Courts of India on the analogous case of
payment of revenue .by one co~heir. In 1887 in the
.; .

••• 1- ,

... .... .
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case of Kinu R am Das v. Mozaffer (1), a Full Bench
of the High Court of Calcutta held that there is no
general rule of equity to the effect that whoever,
having an- iht€i-"€~t in an~. estate, trtakes . . ~l' payment in
order to save the estate, obtains a charge on the estate,
and, therefore, in the absence of a statutory enactment, a . co-sharer who has paid the whole revenue
and thus saved the estate does not by reason of such
payment acquire a charge on the share of his defaulting
co-sharer.
Wilson, J., with whom the the majority agreed, said : " The contention before us has been in favour of the broad
proposition that a payment of Government revenue or any other
payment necessary to save the estate if made by one having an
interest which would be sacrificed by the loss of the estate gives a
charge on the estate for the money paid. We have to say whether
such a rule of equity is in force in this country."

The answer of the majority of Judges to the above
question was in the negative.
In Seth Chitor Mal v. Shib La! (2), a Full Bench
of the Allahabad High Court agreed with the decision in Kinu Ram Das' s case. Section 100 of the
Transfer of Property Act was referred to and held
not to operate as creating a charge ·in the above
circumstances.
The decision of these two High Courts on this
important question was followed by the High Courts
of Bombay in Shivrao Narayan v. Pandlik Bhaire (3)~
Jenkins, C.J., states there : ,' The mere fact that the plaintiff had to make the payment for
the purpose of saving his own property does not in our opinion
make any difference, for though this fact may, under the circumstances, have given a right to claim contribution, a charge would
not be an incident to that right, for it is plain that the right to
contribution is a personal right and the remedy is a personal
.r emedy and that there is no lien in respect of which the right to
contribution arises. "
(x) (x887) 14 Cal. 809.

(2) (1892) 14 All. 273 .

(3) (1902) 26 Born. 437·
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In Rajah of Vizianagram v. Rajah Setrucherla
Somasekhararaz
.{J~, ., .a..,: ·,J.t;ult.;)Jlenah.. of the Madras
USHW&
Bw.-.
High Court held that where one of two or more
M.o.UNG
co-sharers owning an estate subject to the payment of
TAUKKTA
AND
Government revenue pay the whole revenue in order
OTHERS.
to save the estate frorri"Iiability to be sold for arrears
DARWOOD, J.
of revenue, he is entitled to a charge upon the sha'r e
of each of his co-sharers for the realization of the
latter's share of the revenue as between co-sharers.
Subramania Aiyer, J., 'based this right on justice,
equity and good conscience, while Benson J., was of
opinion that a charge was created by operation of law.
In P. Amman Pariyayi v. M. P. Pakran Haji
(2), a Bench of the Madras High Court followed the
decision in the Rajah of ·Vizianagram' s case.
The different opinion held by the High Courts
of Calcutta, Bombay and Allahabad on the one side
and that of M adras on the other render the question
in this case more difficult to answer. But the facts
may easily be differentiated from those contained in
the above authorities. In each of those cases the
co-sharers were all liable to pay the Government
revenue, and in default of such payment their lands
were liable to be sold. Payment of revenue by one
co-sharer, therefore, was payment of a debt for which
all the co-sharers were jointly liable.. In the present
case the property of Ma Shan Ma had already been
sold in order to satisfy the decree passed against her
estate. Her heirs were, therefore, no longer liable to
pay any debt, since ~one existed. The 1st respondent, however, then took it upon himself to save the
property by having the Court sale set aside under the
provisions of Order XXI, rule 89, of the Civil
. Procedure Code. At that period neither he nor his
co-owners were under any liability to make any
tf,

:. .>,!¥:.-".,fl

·(x) (1902) z6Mad. 686.

(z) (1912) 36 Mad. 493·

J

•

..
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1 2
payment whatever in respect of the property. His
9 8
action, therefore, in saving the property was a purely u SHwE
BwA
volunt~ry one_, ,_ e~.Q. .it does not appear to be suggested
M v.
that he was acting with the knowledge or consent ThAu~UNiYA.
of his co-owners in doing so.
AND
OTHERS.
Since a charge can only be created by act of
.
.
• 1s
. d'ffi
1
DARWOOD, J.
p arties,
or by operatwn
of 1aw, 1t
1 cu t to see
how one has been created in this case. There was no
act of the parties creating one, and the voluntary
payment made by the 1st respondent, even though it
benefited the other~respondents, does not create a charge
" by operation of law " in his favour. No doubt from
the point of view of equity, justice and good conscience,
it is right and proper that the co-owners ~ho benefited by his act should recompense him, and that their
share in the property should be held liable· for the
amount which ea.ch of them has to contribute ; but,
in view of the rulings quoted above, I think it must
b e held, so far as this case is concerned, that the 1st
respondent has no charge upon the shares of his
co-owners. I arrive at this conclusion with considerable hesitation, though it is supported by the views
of the High c ·ourts of Calcutta, Bombay and
Allahabad, as it appears to me that the opposite view .
held by the Madras High Court is supported by·
cogent and convincing arguments.
The judgment and decree of the lower appellate
Court is, therefore,.. reversed and that of the Subdivisional Court modified to the extent that the decree
for possession of the llf16ths share ·. in the property
'
will be unconditional.
Respondents will pay appellant's costs.
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B4ore Mr. Justice Darwood.

YAN LIN
v.
MYAT SAN.*

1928

May 7.

Decree-holder's liability-Wrongful attachment of stranger's property-Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. ros (2)-Whether ultimately appeat lies
on findings on which remand order is based; 'where '•t!ili:e is no appeal
agains~ remand order.
Held, that a decree-holder who wrongfully attaches the property of a
stranger is a trespasser and wrong-doer, and is responsible for all damage.
H ence where a decree-holder purchases at a Court sale. cattle attached by him
;as his jud gment-debtor's property and a claimant subsequently establishes h is
'OWnership of the cattle, the decree-holder is liable for-their·.Wllue including the
value of an attached cow that has died through no fault of the decree-holder.
Held, also, that the grounds on which an order for remand which has n ot
been appealed against cannot be attacked on a second appeal against th e
~ecree passed after the remand. Consequently if a District Court on appeal
remands a suit for trial on the ground that it is not barred by limitation, and if
no appeal is .Preferr ed against the order of remand, the question of limitation
-cannot be raised in the High Court in second appeal against the decree after
the remand.
Bhugwan Dass v. Maung Latv S hin, 2 U.B.R. (t·&97• IC.)'Ol) M~29 ;-·Goma
·M ahad v. Gokuldas, 3 Bom. 74-jollowed.
Mussamat ISubjan Bi v. Sheikh Sariatulla, 3 Bom. L.R. 413-dissented
from.
Maung P o Kaing v. Ma Tok, I B.L.J. 231 ; Syed Khan v. Syed Ebrahim,
I{) Ran. 169-re{erred to.
·
D ARWOOD,

J.- In the suit out of which this appeal

arises, t he respondent, Myat San, sued the appellant,
Y an Lin, for the recovery of six head of cattle and
f or damages. The total claim amounted to Rs. 1,335.
T he cause of action was the wrongful attachment
"Of t he cattle on the 24th M~rch, 1923. The responde nt applied for a removal of a~tachment, but, as
that was r efused, he sued for the declarat ion of his
title. During the pendency of the, suit, the cattle
*Civil Second Appeal No. 541 o f 1927 against the judgment of the District
Court of M yaungm)_'a in Civil Appeal No. 28 o~ 1928:
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were handed over to the appellant on his furnishing
x9zs
security. The declaratory suit was dismissed, but, on YAN LIN.
v.
appeal, the present respondent was given a decree. MYAT SAN.
Meanwhile, however, the appellant had sought exe- DAR~o, J.
cution of his decree by having the cattle sold through
the Court and he became the purchaser. The
respondent, therefore, brought this suit to recover the
cattle, and he also claimed damages for the wrongful
attachment.
The suit was dismissed by the trial Court as
barred by limitation, but, on appeal, the District
Court held on the 3rd November, 1926, that the suit
was not barred and remanded it for trial on the
merits. This trial resulted in the respondent obtaining
a decree for Rs. 1, 170, and costs , and this decree
haR been confirmed by the District Court on appeal.
As it is not disputed that the appellant was liable
to pay damages to the respondent for the wrongful
attachment, it is unnecessary to refer to any authorities
for this well established principle. One of the
cows, however, died while in appellant's custody,
and he argues that, since this death was not the
necessary consequence of the attachment, he is not
liable to pay for its value. It may be mentioned
here that the appellant had disposed of the rest of
the cattle.
Appellant relies on the case of Mussamat Subjan Bi
v. Sheikh Sariatulla (l), in support of his argument.
In this case the High Court of Calcutta held that
the defendants could not be ma4e responsible for any
damage to cattle not shown to have been occasioned
by negligence or improper conduct on the part of the .
bailiffs while the cattle :femained in their Cl;lstody.
This decision was · criticised by the Bombay High
Court in Goma Mahad Patil v. Gokaldas Khimji (2).
(I) (1869) 3 Ben. L.R. 413.

(z) (1878) 3 Born. 74·

'.
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The Court was of opinion that, where cattle were
wrongfully attathedt·"the· ~ wrong-doer was liable for
t'.
MYAT SAN. their value unless he could show that some act of the
DARwoon, J. owner had occasioned their death while in
custodia
legis, or that at the t@e of the wrongful seizure
they were stricken by some fatal disease of which
they afterwards died.
In the case of Bhugwan Dass v. Maung Law Shin
(1 ), it was held that on~.-.. ~ho wrongfully attaches the
property of a stranger is ··a trespasser and wrong-doer
and is liable, for all damages.
I have no doubt that the appellant is liable both
for the cattle or their value as well as for any damages
which reasonably flowed out of the wrongful attach"'""7t
.ment.
The defence to the suit was based on many
grounds of which, however, it is only necessary to
refer to two for the purposes of this appeal.
The first is the question of limitation, and the
second is the value of the cattle and the quantum of
damages sustained by the·· respondent.
Prima facie, the suit would appear to be barred
under Article 29 of the Limitation Act, and the Subdivisional Judge held in fact that it was barred and
dismissed the suit on the 13th July 1926. The respondent, however, appealed against this decree which
was set aside by the District Court on the 3rd
November, 1926. The case was remanded for trial
by the original Court. No further appeal was filed.
The Court of first instance heard the suit and pronounced judgment in favour of the respondent for
Rs. 1,170 and costs. The aforesaid sum included
the valu~ of the six head of cattle. This decision
was confirmed on appeal by the District Court.
(r) II U.B.R. (r897-I901) 429.
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The main ground of appeal is that the suit was barred
1928
by limitation. On this point it is unfortunate that the YAN LIN
appellant did not file an appeal from the decision of MvA:·sAN.
the District Court of the 3rd , November, 1926, in 0 ARWOOD,
J•
which it was held that the su1t was not barred by
limitation. The question is whether that ground of
appeal can be raised at this stage of the case. Under
section 105, clause (2) of the Civil Procedure Code,
where any party aggrieved by an order of remand
. from which an appeal lies does not appeal
therefrom he shall thereafter be precluded from
disputing its correctness. As the order of remand
of the 3rd November, 1926, was an appealable one,
the provisions of section 105, clause (2), apply to the
case. But, though the appellant is precluded from
disputing the correctness of the order of remand, the
question is whether he is also debarred from dis.;.
puting the correctness of the finding on which the
order is based. To permit him to do so would result
in the stultification of the restriction. If the grounds
on which an order of remand which has not been
appealed against, are liable to be attacked on a second
appeal against the decree passed after the remand,
then the prohibition against disputing the correctness ·
of the order of remand becomes meaningless. The
order is merely based on the reasons for making it,
and an attack on the order implies an attack on the
reasons therefor. If, therefore, the correcttiess · of the
order cannot be challenged, the grounds on which
it was based seem equally immune from attack.
No authorities were referred to during the argument
of this case, but there is one ruling of the Judicial
Commissioner, Upper Burma, on the subject, Maung
Po Kaing v. Ma Tok (1), in which it was held that
where the prov1s10ns of section 105, clause (2), Civil
(x) x. B.L.J.

231.
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Procedure Code applied, the parties aggrieved could
YAN L IN
not question the corre~~p.ess of the order or of the
v.
finding on which it was based. This ruling supports
MYATSAN.
the view set out above.
DARWOOD, J.
Reference may also be made to the case of Syed
Khan v. Syed Ebrahim (1), in this connection.
In view of the plain terms of section 105, clause
(2), of the Civil Procedure Code, I am of op1n10n
that the appellant is precluded ·now from going into
the question of limitation~ ·
Though there are concurrent findings as to the
value of the cattle attached and the damages sustained
by the respondent for their wrongful attachment, the
appellant urges that the lower Courts failed to appreciate the real evidence and to base their conclusions
on hypotheses and opinions which are not evidence.
[His Lordship held that the plaintiff-respondent
·was entitled to Rs. 910 only and costs on the amount.]
1928

APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore M t·.:fustice Das atzd Mr.:fustice Doyle.

MAUNG BA THWIN
v.
MAUN G PO HTI. *
Buddhist Law-Child of divorced parents-Absence of arrangement for custody and
disposal of children-Filial conduct when necessary to be proved.
Held, that where a Buddhist couple on divorcing each other have come to an .
agreement as to the disposal of the children in a m anner not opposed to the
principles of natural justice (and which agreement would h ave the effect of
giving away the children in adoption), the children are b ound thereby. ,
Held, therefore, that where a child by agreement or acquiescence of the
parents at the time of the divorce is allotted to one or other of the separating
parties, the child must be regarded in law as having severed filial relations with
the other; and where that child sets up a subsequent claim to the estate of !~e
(r) (1928) 6 Ran. 169.
• Civil Second Appeal No.~ 630 of 1927.
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parent who abandoned the child to the care of the other at the time of the
divorce, the onus is on the child to show that filial relations have been resumed.

MaNgweKinv. MaHme, I Ran. 42; MaPon v. MaungPo Chan, (1897~oz)
I I U.B.R. u6; Ma Shwe Ge v. Nga Lan, (t872-92) S.J.L.B. 296; Ma Tin Uv.
MaMa Than, 5 Ran. 359; Ma Yiv. Ma Gale, 6 L.B.R. 167; Mi San Mra Rhi
v.Mi ThanDa U,z L.B.R.z6z; MiThaikv.Mi Tu, S.J.L.B. 184;PoChov.Ma
Nyein Myat, 5 L.B.R. 133-rejerred to.

Thein Maung for the appellant.
P. B. Sen for the respondent.
and DoYLE, JJ.-Maung Ba Thwin, a boy of
14, sued his step-father, Maung Po Hti, for the
administration of the· estate of his mother, Ma Thein
N gwe, deceased.
The defence pleaded was that, when Maung Ba
Thwin was four months' old his mother and father
divorced, and Ba Thwin has since that time lived
with his father without maintaining filial relations
with the mother.
The Court of first instance dismissed the suit on
its finding that Maung Ba Thwin had not maintained
any filial relations with his mother prior to her
death, and this finding was upheld by the lower appellate
Court.
The lower appellate Court Judge quoted in support
of his ruling the remarks in Ma Tin U v. Ma Ma Than
and two (1 ), that " when there is a divorce the
children ordinarily go with one or other · of the
parents and lose the right to inherit from the parent
with whom they cease to live, unless they maintain
or resume filial relations with that parent, " and in
·Mi San Mra Rhi v. Mi Than Da U and two others (2),
that '' the rights of the children of a divorced
pair .seem to depend upon the arrangements made at
the time of the divorce as to which branch of the
two families they shall belong to. The children while
· DAS

(1) (1927)

s Ran. 359, at p~66.

(2) (1900-02)

I

L.B.R. $ 5'1, at P-.,Ji;.67.
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minors are bound by the choice of their parents in
MAUNG BA
this respect."
THWIN
The facts elicited in the Court of first instance are
v.
MAUNG Po
roughly as follows:HTi:.
Ba Thein, the father, was divorced in 1914 frozn
DAs AND
DoYLE,·JJ. Ma Thein N gwe when the plaintiff-appellant was two
years old, the mother remaining in Thabya, the
father moving to Thabyechaung, some miles away,
Ma Thein Ngwe paying him Rs. 450, consisting of
Rs. 300, half the hnapazon property, and a debt of
Rs. 150, which he had borrowed from her mother,
and which apparently, having little hope of recovering,
she forgave him. · The child remained with the
mother, but after a month the father took it away
without the knowledge and consent of the mother
and refused to return the child unless Ma Thein
Ngwe came to. Thabyechaung for it. The mother,
after waiting for eight months, returned to the father
and stayed some days with him, hoping to recover
the child. The father, who was using the child as
a lever to get his wife to return to him, accompanied
her to Thabya and left the child with her,-·but ·again····
took away the child after the lapse of a month.
The above facts are elicited from Civil Regular .
No. 196 of 1914 of the Township Court of L aunglon,
in which Maung Ba Thein sued his wife for restitution of conjugal rights within a year of the divorce,
the evidence in which case has presumably-although
the diaty of the original trying Judge is not explicit
on the ·point-been admitted by consent to the
record. That the mother-did not make more strenuous
efforts to get the child brought back to Thabya is
. explaineq by the fact that it did not thrive there.
She ha4 already ·lost iour children, and this child
· was the sole survivor. J;ven in the proceedings for
.restitution ~f conjugal rights, Maung Ba Thein admitted
192.8
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·that, on the two occasions when he took the child
·back to Thabyechaung, the child had been ailing in
Thabya, so that the silence of the mother on this
_point, which impressed the learned District Judge
on appeal, does not disprove the case now set up,
that the reason that the child remained undisturbed
in Thabyechaung was the belief that Thabya did not
agree with it. In Thabyechaung the child lived in
the house of MaNu Yin, its paternal aunt, with its
father. Two years after the divorce, the father
re-married and went to Mergui, leaving the child
behind, and has since apparently taken no interest
.in the welfare of the . child. The mother, on the
other hand, paid its school expenses and used to
visit it at Thabyechaung.
Two years after the marriage of the father, Ma
·Thein Ngwe re-married, and after her re-ma~;,riage,·
although the intercourse between mother and child
·was not entirely interrupted, hC?r visits became very
rare. When she died the child attended her funeral,
:and apparently obtained an admission from the stepfather that it had some claim on her property, the
greater part of which, it is admitted, was obtained
during her second coverture.
At the time of the divorce, there appears to have
been . no agreement whatsoever as to the future of
the child ; but it is clear that, at the ·time of the
·divorce, the mother was determined that the child
should stay with her, that · her divorced husband
.attempted to trap her through her affection for the
child-after extracting his half of the hnapazon property-into a reconciliation ; that she acquiesced
su bseqently in the arrangement _by which the child
stayed with Ma Nu Yin, that the father left the child
behind with I\1a Nu Yin and did not concern himself
in any way abolJ.t the child after hi~- re-marriage," th~t
33

1928
MAUNG :
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MAUNGl

HTI.
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the mother took an interest in the child, although,.
MAuNGBA possibly, a waning one and that, after her re-marriage,.
T~N her intercourse with the child practically ceased and
MAuNGPo MaNu Yin was left to take the entire responsibility
HTI.
of the child.
DASAND
DoYLE, JJ.
T here would thus appear to be three stages in
· the relations of the mother and child : (i) Immediately after · the divorce, when the
clear intention of the mother was· to have
the custody of the child ;
(ii) An acquiescence in the leaving of the child,.
originally for reasons of health, with Ma N u
Yin at Thabyechaung, the mother visiting
the child and contributing to his keep ;.
and
(iii) A stage when, having contracted new relations, the mother left the child almost
entirely in the hands of Ma Nu Yin.
It is contended in appeal that there was· no
rupture of relations established, such as would throw
the onus of proving that filial relations were maintained.
It will be necessary to consider the law applicable
to the set of circumstances just detailed. The earliest
judgment dealing with th e problem of the status of
the child of divorced parents is that in Mi Thaik v.
Mi Tu (1), where Jardine, J., remarks- after a discussion of the Dhammathats :1928

" I endeavour to show distinct authority in the books for· the
proposition that when a divorce takes place by mutual consent
the rule propounded for general guidance is that the mother
should take the daughters. •J!: >J(• * I further endeavour to show
* * * that, in the absence ·of special .contract or conduct
equivalent to contract, the girl who goes off with the mother and
clings to her and to. the mother?s new husband has, according
(x) (x872-r892) S.J.L.B. r84, at p. r88.
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to the principles of the Buddhist family law, becoJ:Yle a member
of a new family and lost her rights in the old. "

He agrees with the view in Sparks' Code that
children should be regarded in the Dhammathats as
liable to be sold, but adds :."It is also known to all students of these books that much
attention is always paid t o the proportion between benefit and
burden; the children may not be turned out to starve, and the
parent who retains the house and furniture would naturally keep
them. * * * The young children are supposed to have
their interests protected by guardians, and if either parent thinks
it necessary, they can when contracting divorce make their own
arrangements for the children. The grown-up children come
under the protection of parental feeling and if they like· can use
their influence in making the arrangements. "

Later in Ma Shwe Ge v. Nga Lan and Nga On
(1 ), it was held that " the children of a divorced
wife are not entitled to any share in the poperty of
their deceased father, acquired after his marriage
with a second or third wife, unless they have
continued after their mother's divorce to live and to
plan and work with their father." In that particular
case the children were grown up, and the property
of the marriage, of which they were the offspring,
had already been divided among them. The lear.t).ed
Judge laid down the rule just quoted as a prindpl~
of Buddhist equity without quoting specific authority.
In Ma Pon and two others v. Maung Po Chan and
two others (2), Thirkell White, J.C., considered that
'·' the intention of the law seems to be that on
divorce separate households should be constituted
and that the. members of each household should
not retain the right of sharing in the estate of the
other," adding as an extension of the rule in Mi
Thaik's case (3), that "daughters of a divorced wife
J.

(1) (1872-1892) S.J.L.B. 296.
(2) (x897-ox) U.B.R. (Civil), u6, at p. 121.
(3) (1872-1892) S.J.L:B. 184, at p. x88.
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·who live with their mother and do not maintain
but live entirely
MAUNGBA filial relations with their father,
T HWIN
separate from him, are not entitled to a share in his
v.
MAUNGPo
estate wh en there has been a division of property
.HTI.
at the time of the divorce."
DAS AND
The law was reviewed in great detail by a Bench
DOYLR, JJ.
of the late Chief Court in 1Vli San Mra Rhi v. Mi
Than Da U and two others (1), in the course of which
Birks, J., remarked : 1928

" The family tie is severed by divorce, and the rights of the
children of a divorced pair seem to depend upon the arrangement s
made at the time of the divorce as to which branch of the two
families they shall belong to. The children while minors are
bound by the choice of their parents in this respect, but if brough-c '
up by the mother, as is usually the case, they can rejoin the
father's family when they attain years of <;iiscretion. ''

In the same judgment Copleston, C.J., after
pointing out that the ruling in Ma Shwe Ge v.
. Maung Lan and one (2) could not apply to children
of tender years, approved the ruling in Ma Pon and
others v. Maung Po Chan and others (3), and concluded
that the fact of a father helping to educate or
maintain a child did not revive rights lost in law
and intention by his mother's divorce (the son at
the t ime of divorce receiving part of the property).
This ruling was referred to and approved in Po
Cho v. Ma Nyein Myat and others (4). In 1Vla Yi v.
Ma Gale (5), the case law was again reviewed at length,
and the conclusion affirmed that in a case of divorce
where the children are of tender years it is the will of
the parents which decides the disposition of the children ;
:and that children lose the right to inherit the property
-o f the parent who has abandoned them unless filial
relations are resumed .
.(:t) ~ 1 900-02) I L.B.R. 161, at p. 167.
(2.) (1872-1892) S.J.L.B. 296.
(3) (189.,·01) U B.R. (Civil), n6, at p. 121. (4) (1909-10) 5 L.B.R. 133.
·
(s) (19u-xz) 6 L.B.R. 167.
·

In ·Ma Ngwe !(in v. Ma Hme and three (1), the
first relevant reported case of the Rangoon High Court,
Mac Coli, J., whose knowledge of .Buddhist Law was
undisputed, remarked :" There are, as far as I know, no texts in any of the Dhammathats that lay down when a child of a divorced wife can inherit
from his father and when he cannot. But it may be taken as
settled law that if a child on the divorce of his mother accompanied
by partition of property goes to live with her and ceases to be a
member of his father's household he is debarred from inheriting
from his father."
•

Later he remarked :" There is so far as I know no provision in the Dhammathats
enabling a father to disinherit his child except by giving him away
in adoption to another, * * * "

And concluded that mere separate living, especially
in the case of a child of tender years, cannot be
regarded as evidence of filial neglect.

In Ma Tin U v. Ma Ma Than ana two (1), a
Bench of this Court stated as a general pticiple : " Where there is a divorce the children ordinarily. go with
one or other of the parents and lose the right to inherit from the
parent with whom they cease to live, unless they maintain or
resume filial relations with that parent."

·And applying this principle to the particular case
before that Court, Pratt, J., remarked : " This is not . a case where on divorce the father abandoned
his child, and she went to live :with her mother and joined the new
family."

While Mya Bu,

J.,

remarked :-

" The ordinary co~.eption of child being taken by one pareht
and abandoned by th~' other at the time, or in consequence of,
their divorce, is entirely absent, * * * "

and held consequently that the ruling in . Ma Yi v.
Ma Gale (3), did not apply ; that mere living apart
(I)

(1923)
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t ·Ran. 42.

(2)

(1927)

5 Ran. -359, at p. 365 .
.

.(3) (1911-12) 6 :L.B.R. 167.
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did not imply a severance of filial relations ; a·nd that
for requiring proof of the
MAUNG BA there . was . no ground
THWIN
resumption of filial relations.
v.
MAUNG Po
Were we studying as res -integra the probletn of
HTI.
the rights of the inheritance of the children of a
DAS AND
a matter of equity,
DoYLE, JJ. divorced couple, we should, as
lay down the proposition that, where the couple
divorcing have come to an agreement as to the•
disposal of the children, not opposed· to the principles
of natural justice, the children are bound thereby ;
and where, therefore, a child by agreement ~r
acquiesaence of the parents at the time of the div&ce
is allotted to one or other of the separating parties, .
the child must be regarbed in lavv as having severed
filial relations with the other ; an& where that child
sets up a subsequent claim to the estate of the parent
who abandoned the child to the care of the other at
the time of divorce, the onus is on the child to show
that filial relations have been resumed.
The case-law above quoteb is not in copflict with
the equitable principle now enunciated.
...,. ·
In the case now under appeal, there \vas no
agreement whatsoever and the circumstances surrounding
the divorce did not warrant the conclusion that
the mother intended to abandon the child to the
father, and, therefore, both the lower appellate Court
and the Court of first instance were wrong in
· requiring the child to prove that it has m~intained
filial relationship in the absence of evidence that the
mother at the time of the divorce intended to sever
relationship.
There cannot be the slightest doubt that the mother
for at least a year after the divorce, intended the
child to ~emain with her and made efforts to recover
custody. of the child ; the father, on ·the other hand;
merely used the. child as a weapon to induce his wife
1928
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to r~rn to him. If the subsequent conduct of the
mother is to be interpreted as evincing a desire to
discontinue relationship with the child, the attitude
of the father in going to Mergui, leaving the child to
be brought up as best as it might by a Ma N u Yin,
was one of total abandonment.
If the child, in these circumstances, must establish
the maintenance of filial relationship with its mother,
much more would it be necessary for it, as a preliminary
to obtaining any share in the father's property, to
establish the maintenance of filial relationship with
the father, and the logical consequence of shifting
the onus of proof under the existing circumstances
would be that ·the child would be sans famille,
orphaned in the life-time and at the instance of its
parents. That its mother later in life, when she
contracted new relations and came in contact with
new surroundings, should have lost touch with the
child is not surprising-the history of Cinderella is not
peculiariy western.
We would reiterate the dictum of lVIacColl, J., in
M a Ngwe Kin v. Ma Hme and three (1), that there
is n.o provision in the Dhammathats enabling parents
· to .disinherit their children, .except by giving them
away in adoption to another, and, applying it in this
case, hold that the plaintiff·appellant, Maung Ba Thwih,
not having been disinherited by his mother, is entitled to
maintai~ a suit for partition of his mother's property.
We would remand the case to the Court of first
i'nstance for disposal according to law in the light of
this finding.
.
Costs to follow the final result.
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which reversed a judgment and decree of the District
Court of Pegu dated the 3rd of January, 1920, and
which decreed the plaintiff's suit.
The suit was brought by Maung Shwe Ba against
Mau.ng Ba Pe, l\1a Oh, Ma Cho, and Ma Thein Yin.
The plaintiff claimed a declaration that he was the
sole heir and legal representative ofMa Ku (deceased) and
as such the absolute owner of all the properties left by the
said deceased Ma Ku and other consequential relief.
Maung Ba Pe was alleged to be the late agent of
Ma Ku-Ma Oh and Ma Cho were sisters of Ma Ku.
Ma Thein Yin alleged that she was the adopted
daughter of l\1a Ye Ge, who was the adopted daughter
of Ma Ku. The daim of Ma Thein Yin may be
disposed of at once. Both the Courts in Burma held
that Ma Thein Yin was not adopted by Ma Ye Ge,
and in view of these concurrent findings of fact no
question has been raised in this appeal with regard to
Ma Thein Yin's claim.
It was agreed during the argument that the appellant
Maung Aung Tin now represented the interests of
the sisters Ma Oh and l\1a Cho.
The plaintiff's case was based upon the allegation
that he was the ke£ttima (adopted) son of Ma Ye Ge
and her husband Po Kha, that the said Ma Ye Ge
was the adopted daughter of M-a Ku, a wealthy Burma
Buddhist ·widow, who died intestate at Thantaga village ·
on the 7th of May, 1918, ~nd that as her grandson by
adoption he was her sole ·heir and legal representative ..
The following issues, were settled by the learned
District Judge : (1)
(2)
{3)
(4)
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Was l\1a Ye Ge the adopted daughter of Ma Ku ?
Is +Vfaung Shwe Ba adopted son of Ma Ye Ge ?
Is Ma Thein Yin adopted daughter of MaYe Ge ?
Has Maung Shwe Ba lost his right to inherit on account
of conduct inimical to Ma Ku ?
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It was agreed between the parties at the trial that
in issue (4) the words " conduct inimical " should be
construed as follows:-·
" Keeping away intentionally from his adoptive parents ":
" not intentionally looking after his adoptive parents during
il1ness," and " any other act which, if proved according to Buddhist
Law, would disentitle a child to inherit."

It was agreed at the hearing of this appeal that
the word " parents " would include Ma Ku, who was
aileged to be the piaintiff's grandmother by reason of
his adoption by Ma Y e Ge.
No question arises in this appeal upon the first
issue ; both the Courts in Burma found that Ma Ye
Ge was adopted as a keittima daughter by l\1a Ku,
and in this appeal the concurrent findings of fact have
not been dispute~.
It has already been stated that no question has ~een
raised in this appeal as t<>.t the third issue. The material
issues, therefore, are the second and the fourth.
Upon the second issue the learned District Judge
held that the plaintiff .was adopted by Ma Ye Ge
as an appatittha (or casually adopted) son. He decided
that as the plaintiff had based his claim on the allegation that he was a keittima son (or son adopted publicly with a view to inherit) the plaintiff was not entitled
to succeed on the basis that he was ·an appatittha son.
The plaintiff's suit was dis~iss·ed for that and other
1~easons relating to the .fourt:Q. issue.
.,;
On appeal .the · learned Judges came to .t_h e ·c onclusion that the plaintiff's adoption· as a keittima son by
.Ma Ye Ge. and Po Kha had oeen clearly established,
and that this adoption had been · x:nade with the consent
and active assistance of Ma, Ku and her husband Ko
Tet Kha.
There ·is· no doubt that the ·plaintiff was ·adopted
by 1V1a Y e 0~ and her ·husband. Po ~ha in the · year
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1893, with the consent of the plaintiff's surv1vmg

192 8

parent. The question is, what was the nature of the
adoption ?
The following material facts on this part of the case
may be mentioned : In 1888 l\1a Ye Ge was married to Po Kha.
In 1893 the plaintiff was adopted by Ma Ye G e
and her husband. The plaintiff was then 3, 4 or 5
years old, and he went to live with his adoptive parents ·
in the house of Ma ·Ku at Thantaga.
In 1897 Ma Ku and her husband erected a library
at Saingdi. On a tablet in the library, reference was
made to the adoptions of Y e Ge and the plaintiff as
daughter and grandson.
In 1899 Ma Ku's husband died, and in 1901 the
erection of a "Thein" was begun. It was completed
~ in 1905.
In the records of the family set up in the building
the plaintiff was mentioned as a grandson.
In 1903 Ye Ge died.
Shortly after her death the plaintiff was initiated in.t o
a religious order. The initiation took place at Pegu.
Invitations for the ceremony were issued by Ma Ku and
Po Kha.
• In the invitation the plaintiff was referred to as the
grandson of Ma Ku and the· " beloved son of Po Kha
and deceased daughter Ma Ye Ge ".
In Ma Ywet v.lllla Me (1), it was held that, according
to the law of Burma, no formal' ceremony is necessary
to constitute adoption. The fact of adoption may be
inferred from a course of conduct inconsistent with
any other supposition ; but in that case the publicity
or notoriety of the relationship must be satisfactorily
proved.

MAuNa BA

(x) (1909) I.L.R. 36 Cal. 97S ; .L.R. 36 I.A. 192.
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The abovementioned incidents, two of which
MAUNG BA occurred during the life of Y e Ge, go to show that the
PE AND
relationship between Y e · Ge and the plaintiff, as her
ANOTHER
v.
adopted son, must have been notorious and publicly
MAUNG
SHWE BA.
known.
The learned Judges who heard the appeal in Burma
referred in their judgment to other facts material to
this issue, the details of which, in their Lordships"
opinion, it is not necessary to mention.
It is sufficiet:tt to say that their Lordships are of
opinion that there was ample evidence to justify the·
conclusion of the learned Judges, and they agree with
their finding that the plaintiff was adopted by Ma Y e
Ge and her husband as a keittiina son with a right
to inherit.
. The following facts are material with regard to the
fourth issue :In 1909 the plaintiff eloped with Ma Saw Yin.
Apparently the plaintiff and his wife returned to Ma.
Ku's house and lived there, but Ma Saw Yin died a.fter
a few months of married life.
In De:ember, 1910, the plaintiff, with the consent
of Ma Ku, married MaKin Mya.
Ma Ku gave valuable presents on the marriage and
the plaintiff and his wife lived with Ma Ku until 1911.
·T he plaintiff and his wife then went to live· in
the house of his wife's parents, which .was in the
same town.
The learned Judges of the Chief Court .in Lower
Burma held that, for a young man on his marriage
to go and live with his parents-in-law was strictly in
accordance with the Burmese custom, · and that the
piaintiff's departure was with the consent and ,approval
of Ma Kti.
·
·This finding was not seriously contested, aitd,
· in . their Lordships' <?Piniot~·, the mere · fa~t that· the
192.8
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plaintiff left Ma Ku's house in the circumstances of
this case was not conduct which would disentitle hin1
from inheriting.
In 1912 there was a quarrel betwen Ma Ku and
Po Kha. Ma Ku discovered that Po Kha had been
transferring some of her lands into his own name and
some of the lands into the names of Po Kha and
the plaintiff.
Apparently there was a safe, in which documents
were kept, in a ro0--:m of which Po Kha had the key.
In his absence Ma Ku collected a certain numter of
p ersons, broke into the room in their presence, opened
the safe, removed the documents, and took them with
her from Ohne, where she had been living, to Thantaga,
where she took up her residence with her sister
l\1a Oh.
There was a complete break in the relations between
Ma Ku and Po Kha, and Po Kha instituted criminal
proceedings against Ma Ku and others in respect of
the breaking into the room and the removal of the
documents. The case was dismissed, and it was
alleged that the plaintiff was guilty of conduct inimical
to Ma Ku in connection with these proceedings.
The learned Judges of the Civil Court stated that
there was nothing to show that the plaintiff took any
part in the criminal case beyond attending the
Court.
It was urged on behalf of the appellant that the
learned Judges had made a mistake in this respect,
and that it had been proved that in two instances at
least the plaintiff had accompanied the process server
for the purpose of identifying the person who was
to be served with a summons to attend the Court as
a witness.
The plaintiff denied having accompanied the
process server.
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In view of the findin g of the Chief Court their
Lordships are not prepared to hold that the plaintiff
took any part in the criminal proceedings beyond
attending the Court, and they agree with the learned
Judges that in the circumstances of this case such
conduct on his part was not necessarily unfilial or
inimical towards lYia Ku.
Subsequently Ma Ku filed a civil suit agianst Po.
Kha and Shwe Ba, the plaintiff in the present
case.
The plaintiff took no part in these proceedings
except that he filed a written statement, which he said
was done under his father's instructions. This is more
than likely. He was made a defendant, and it would
be natural for his father to insist on his filing a
written statement.
Ma Ku succeeded in the civil proceedings.
Their Lordships' attention vvas drawn to the
pleadings in the civil suit, and the judgments of the
Trial Judge and of the Judges who h eard the
appeal.
Apparently Po Kha sought to establish a title to some
of the lands in suit, and reliance was placed upon an
alleged pooling arrangement, under which the lands
were to be put into the names of Ma Ku, Po Kha
and his son Shwe Ba.
. The learned Judge who tried the suit stated that
he found that one of the matters relied upon by Po
Kha raised a difficult question, and that he could
find no ruling exactly in point. ·
)ik held that Po Kha had n1ade out his claim to
items 8 and 9 of Schedule A.
The learned Judges who heard the appeal held
that Po Kha· had not made out his title to any of
the lands as purchaser, and they decided against the
alleged p9oling arrangement.
·
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Consequen.tly they allowed Ma Ku's appeal and
dismissed the appeal of the defendants, with the
result that Ma Ku's claim was decreed.
Their Lordships are by no means satisfied that
· the case put forward by Po Kha was frivolous or
vexatious, and they are of opinion that Shwe Ba took
no part therein beyond filing the written statement.
The learned Judges of the Chief Court came to
the conclusion that Ma Ku entertained no ill-feeling
against Shwe Ba, and that she did not wish that
he should be dragged into the litigation-but that
she was advised that he was an essential party as
some of the lands were in his name. Their Lordships see no reason for differing fron1 the conclusion
of the Chief Court in this respect.
It was further alleged that the plaintiff had interfered with !VIa Ku's tenants and had been working
in the interests of his father and against the interests
of Ma Ku.
The evidence in respect of this allegation shows
that the i~terference, if any, was at or about the
time of the litigation, to which reference has been
made, and in which Po Kha was claiming title to or
a share in lands. As already stated, in their Lordit has not been established that Po Kha's
shios'
.. opinion
..
claim was frivolous . or vexatious and without any
foundation, and the alleged interference with the tenants,
if any, being undoubtedly in consequence of such claim,
must , be considered as having been in pursuance of a
bona fide claim of right made by his father.
Finally, it was argued on behalf of the appellant
that the plaintiff had neglected Ma Ku in her old age
and illness and had not taken that part in the funeral
ceremonies on her death which he should have done.
It has to be remembered that Ma Ku was a
. wealthy woman, that she was living with relations,
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and that there is no suggestion that she did not
in fact receive proper attention and care from those
with whom she was living. She died in the house
of he.r sister. There would be no necessity for the
plaintiff to be in constant attendance on Ma Ku, trr
and there is evidence that the plaintiff did visit
lVIa Ku, during her illness, that he went to the
house and stayed there for the night before she died,
and that he did take a part, not unimportaht, in the
funeral ceremonies.
On the consideration of the whole evidence their
Lordships agree with the conclusion of the learned
Judges of the Chief Court that it was not established that the plaintiff had been guilty of any unfilial
or inimical conduct which would deprive him of his right
of inheritance:
For the abovementioned reasons their Lordships
are of opinion that the appeal shOl~ ld be dismissed with
costs, and they will humbly advise His l\1ajesty
accordingly.
·.. Solicitors for appellants : Stoneham & Sons.
Solicitors for respondent : Ranken Ford & Chestev ..
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before JYr. :Justice Carr.

P.

J. MONEY
v.

KING-EMPEROR.*
-Legal Practitioners' Act (XVIII of 1879), s. 36-Presen.ce of the alleged tout

whether compellable-Refusal to appear to show cause-Prosecution under
section 195 (1) (a), Criminal Procedure Code whether open to appeal-Penal
Code (XLV of x86o), s. 174.

Held, that in proceedings under section 36 of the Legal Practitioners' Act
-against an alleged tout his presence crumot be compelled either to show cause
or to receive orders in the case and that accordingly refusal to appear does not
·constitute an offence under section 174 of the Penal Code.
Held, that where a complaint is laid by the District Magistrate under section
195 (1) (a), of the Criminal Procedure Code, such prosecution can be questioned
~nly by way of revision and not by way of an appeal.

J.- The appellant, P. J. Money, asks this
·Court to set aside an order of the District Magistrate,
Rangoon, making a complaint against him under sec·tion 174 of the Penal Code. The appellant was called
upon by the District Magistrate under section 36 of
·the Legal Practitioners' Act to show cause why he
should not be entered as a tout in a list to be pub]ished under that section. The appellant appeared at
the enquiry and was d~rected by the District Magis'i:rate to attend at l l · o'clock on the 2nd of April and
.receive orders in the proceedings. He did not attend
and for that reason the District Magistrate has charg~d .
.him under section 174 (2) of the Penal Code.
It is clear to rne that the District MaP"istrate's
0
.
action was wrong. Section 36 of the Legal Prac- ·
·titioners' Act merely says that no person's name shall
·be included in the list of touts ·until he shall have an
opportunity of showing cause against its inclusion.
'The effect of that is that the District M agistrate cou_ld
CARR,

* Criminal Appeal No. 503 of 1928 against the order of the District Magis·trate of Rangoon in Criminal Regular N?. 247 of ·1928.'
·· ·

· 34

1928

June 8.
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not proceed without giving the appellant notice of
his intention to do so and giving him an opportunity
to show cause against the action proposed, but it does
not authorise the District Magistrate to compel the-~
appellant's attendance in the proceedings. If, after
the receipt of such a notice, the appellant absented
himself, it would have been open to the District:
Magistrate to proceed in his absence. Nor was it
open to the District Magistrate to compel his attendance
to receive orders in the case. It cannot be said,.
therefore, that the appellant was legally bound toattend the District Magistrate's Court and therefore
section 174 of the Penal Code cannot possibly apply
and the prosecution must necessarily fail.
There is however a further matter which calls
for consideration. The offence in question is one
which falls within sub-section 1 (a) of section 195 of
the Criminal Procedure Code and section 476 of the
Procedure Code does not apply to offences referred
to in clause (a) of this sut-section. Section 476
therefore does not authorise the making of the complaint by the District Magistrate. I have no doubt,
however, that the District Magistrate had the inherent
power to make the cq:t;nplaint which is n ecessary
under section 195 be~?re the · appellant could be
prosecuted. · But a further result is that section 476.
(b) also does not apply in this case and that no
appeal therefore lies. The matter does, however, in
my opinion come within the revisional jurisdiction of
this Court and, in view of what I have said on the
merits of the case, I ail).· satisfied that this Court ought.
to set aside the order arid direct the District Magistrate
to withdraw his complaint.
In exercise of my revisional jurisdiction, I therefore
direct that the complaint made by the District Magistrate be withdrawn.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before 1Vlr.justice l11:aung Ba.

KING-EMPEROR

1928

June x8.

NGA KHAING AND

ONE.

I(+

Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 28o-Failw·e of Committal Court to
take evidence tendered by the defence an illegality.
Held, that in committal proceedings, it is essential that the defence evidence,

if-tendered, is considered, and that the failure to take evidence though tendered
is an illegality and

~ore

than a mere irregularity.

King-Emperor v. Channing Arnold, 6 L.B.R. 129-Jollowed.

Jawad for the 2nd respondent.

}.-The Subdivisional l\t1agistrate of
Pa-an committed Nga Khaing to the Sessions Court of
Thaton on a charge of 1nurder and subsequently
committed Alabaukshu to the same Court on a charge
of abetment.
The learned Sessions Judge has referred the two
conunitments w·ith a recommendation that those
commitments be quashed and that a fresh enquiry
against the two accused persbns jointly be directed.
His reason for making this recommendation was that
in the proceedings against Nga Khaing 27 witnesses
were examined for the pro"ecution whereas in the
proceedings against Alabaukshu only 11 out of those
witnesses wer·e examined. He relied upon S11.r}ya
N arain Singh and others (1 ). That ruJing has no
application, because the facts are different. l\1r. Jawad,
.·who appeared for Alabaukshu, urged that his client
· had been prejudiced, because
the
committing
. Magistrate failed to examine the w·itnesses named by
MAUNG BA,

• Criminal Reference No. 42 of 1928.
·
(x) s C.W.N. no.
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Alabaukshu. For this omission to examine the defence
KINGwitnesses, the Magistrate recorded an explanation in
EMPEROR
v.
the case diary u11der date 9th April 1928 and that
N~~~~~~~G explanation was that he took that step in order to
M AUNG BA, comJ?l?' with ~he. order ?f th~ . Di~trict Magistrate
· J.
requ1nng subm1ss10n of th1s case 1n time for the next
Sessions commencing on the 7th of May.
In an enquiry with a view to commitment, it is
laid down in section 208 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure that the Magistrate shall hear the complainant
and take all such evidence as may be produced in
support of the prosecution or in behalf of the accused.
This provision is mandatory and cannot be disregarded .
It is essential that the defence evidence, if tendered,
is considered because the l\1agistrate has got the power
to cancel the charge if he is satisfied that there are
not sufficient grounds for committing the accused
under sub-section (1) of section 213 of the Code of
Critninal Procedure. The failure to comply with the
requirements of this section is an illegality and more
than an irregu1arity.
·
In J(ing-Emperor v. Channing Arnold (2), a Full
Bench of the late Chief Court took a simiJar view
and la~d down that the Magistrat~ must make his
pr~ceedi11:gs conform with the provisions of Chapter
XVIII of the Code and before he wrote and signed
a committal order must carry out the provisions
of that ~ Chapter which specially provided for procedure antecedent to a trial by a Sessions ot High
Court.
·
The · order of commitment of Alabaukshu is
therefore quashed and the case sent back to be .
ptoceed~d with in accordance with law. The ·learned
Sessions .Judge can proceed with the trial of Nga ·.
Khaing as originally committed.
.
1 92 8

(2) (r91~)

6

L.~.R. 12<).
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Befo,•e Mr. justice Chari.

A. K. R. l\1. 1V1. C. T. CHETTYAR FIRM
v.
S. E. IVIUNNEE. *
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 19-Admission of debt by insolvent in his schedule,
at! acknowledgment-Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909), s. 17Notice to insr>l?Jent before granting leave to file suit.
Held, t hat where an insolvent mentions in his schedule a debt as due to a
creditor and signs such schedule, it operates as an acknowled~ent under s. 19
of the Limitation Act.
Held, that there is no rule of lav:·requiring notice to be given to an insolvent
before leave to file a suit against him is granted. Whether it would be expedient to issue a notice depends on the facts of a case.

.

Chobey v. Dhanala/, 35 Bor:1. 383; Rm;!pal Singh ,._ Nand/at, 16 C.W.N.
346-reJerred to.

A . B. Banerjee for the plaintiff.
Kyaw Zan for the defendant.

J.-This

is a suit filed by the plaintiff to·
recover a large sum of money (over a lakh of rupees);
due on- a promissory-note and on curn.,n! account.
This current account was secured by the e::ecution
of a promi.;;sory-note for Rs. 50,000 but the suit is
not based on the prOlnissory-note, 2nd the-re i~ no
need to say anything n10re ahout this second promissory-note .
l\1'r. K vaw Zan for the defendant withdrew all his
defences other than the two legal defences in respect·
of \Yhich two issues were fn~m~d as follm:vs :(i) Is the leave gra!fted · to the plaintiff invalid·
because no notice was given to the defendant,
and is the suit for . that reason not ·
·maintainable ?
(ii) Is the suit. barred bv- .limitation ?
CHARI,

~

• Civil Regular No. 301 of 1927 .

•

J.une 29.
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As regards the 1st issue, the plaintiff obtained
leave to file the suit. This leave was obtained withM .C.T.
out notice. Mr. Kyaw Zan contends that the leave
CHETTYAR
FIRM
granted behind his back does not bind him ; that it
v.
S.E.
is not a valid and operative leave ; and that, therefore,
MUNNEE.
the suit does not lie.
CHARI, J.
There is no rule of law requiring notice to be given
to an insolvent befor·e such leave to file a suit is
granted, and whether it is necessary to issue a notice
to the insolvent or not, must be decided on the facts
. of each particluar case.
In this case, leave was, as a matter of fact, granted
without issue of notice, and I would hold that it is a
valid and operative leave, and that the suit is, ther·efore,
maintainable.
The second point of law is about the question of
limitation. The promissory-note is dated the 4th of
March, 1921, and the last payment on the current
account is the 14th of March 1924. The allegations
of fact that interest was received are not disputed,
and the whole argument was based on the question
whether the mention of the debt in the schedule of
the insolvent signed by him was a sufficient acknowledgnlent within the meaning of section 19 of the Indian
Limitation Act.
In view of the payment of i~terest up to the end
of May 1923, and the running of the current account
to the 14th of March 1924, the schedule, which was
signed in June 1924, would save limitation if the
entry in it operated as an acknowledgment. Mr. ·
Banerjee for the plaintiff cited Chobey v~ Dhancdal (1) .
and Rampal Singh v. N andlal (2) in support .of his
contention. These authorities clearly show that the
mention of the ·debt and the signing of the schedule
acknowledgment .uncle~ the
would operate as
I9Z7

A.K.R.M.

an

. (1) (1910) 35 Born. 383. .
.

(2) (xgu) 16 C.W.N. 346.
'
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provtswns of section 19 of the Indian Limitation
Act.
Mr. Kyaw Zan for the defendant submits that the
reasoning given by l\1r. Justice Beaman in Indian
Law Reports, XXXV Bombay, page 383, as contained
jn the last paragraph of his judgment, shows that an
insolvent cannot make a legal admission or a binding
acknowledgment. In my opinion it does not do
anything of the kind. It is, however, unnecessary to
·Consider Mr~ Justice Beaman's dictum at all, since,
;all that I have to · consider is whether the entrv
., of
the debt in the schedule and the signing of it by
the defendant falls within the provisions of section 19
·of the Indian Limitation Act. It undoubtedly does
because it is an acknowledgment of liability made in
w riting and signed by the party against whom the
property or right is claimed. Mr. Kyaw Zan argues
that the object of filing a schedule is to notify the
-creditors that the insolvent has been adjudicated and
to ask them to come and prove their debts but it is .
.clearly son1ething more, because it is an acknowl. .edgment by the · insolvent that he is liable to the
particular creditor whose name is mentioned in the
schedule. It, therefore, falls precisely within the
:terms. of section 19 of the Indian Limitation Act, 2.nd
1t is signed by the party against whom it··is claimed.
· lt is, therefore, unnecessary to consider the policy on
which section 19 of the Indian Limitation Act is based.
Where the wording of the section is clear, it is futile
to waste time to consider what the policy is on which
that section is based.
I, therefore, hold that the ~laim of the plaintiff is
not time-barred. There will accordingly be a decree
for the amount claimed against the· defendant with
.costs. There will be no order as to further interest.
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1928, July 10. [His Lordship referred to ancf.
followed the ruling in the above case in Ton g Hock
Hin v. Eng H oe Sen g and others, Civil Regular·
Suit No. 236 of 1928 on the Original Side.]
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MuNNEE.
CHARI,
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Doyle.

IVIANSOOKHLAL DOLATCHANI) & CO.

v.
NAGARDASS MOOLCHAND.*
Fraudulent preference-Provincial Insolvency Act (V of 1920), s. 54-Credito,·'szeal to secure his <r..on interests-Dominant motive of insolvent-Preferencegiven to escape pressure.
Held, that where a credit6r threatens insolvency proceedings against a
debtor in difficulty, in order to induce him to come to terms, it is only an action
on his part to secure his ow:1 interests as against those of any other creditor .
and cannot be characterized as f;·atldulent. If the don;in::mt view of an insolvent
is not to prefer s~tch cr<'<.!itor, but to escape the pressure brought upon him,
a transfer made by him to such creditor is not fraudulent.

1V. 1V. Burjc1jee for the appellant.
P . B. Sen for the respondent.
and ·DoYLE, JJ.---The appellants sued to.
have the respondent:, Nagardass Moolchand, declared
insolvent on the ·ground that he had· com.e to a
fraudulent arrangement with one of his creditors ..
T he circumstances under -...vhich this arrangement was
come to, and the grounds on which the learned ·
District Judge declined to entertain the application.
are set forth in his judgment as follows :-.
"The substance of the debtor's evidence and that of the .
D AS

creditor with whom h e ca.~e to an agreement (D.\V. No. 5}
would tend to show that the arrangement was come to partly under
pressure from the creditor with whom the arrangement was come

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 203 of 1927 against the .o.x:der of the ·
D istrict· Court=·of Myingyan in Civil Miscellaneous }\Jo. 3 of 19~7· ':'
··
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to and partly for the personal benefit of the debtor himself.
The debtor obviously had got into difficulties. He had commenced
the season by running his own milJ and he found himself in
n eed of money. No one was apparently prepared to advance this
money and he was compelled to make the best of a bad situation.
At the same time he was being pressed by the alleged favoured
Chettyar creditor No. 1, and, according to the statement of the
debtor, was even.being threatened with a suit against him. There
is nothing on the record to contradict this portion of the evidence
and as the petitioning creditor has chosen to examine the debtor
and the favoured creditor as his own witness the Court cannot but
accept their statements for what they are worth. The facts of
the case are therefore practically on all fours with the finding of
the Hon'ble Judges of the High Court at Rangoon in Civil
l\1iscellaneous Appeal No .. 66 of 1924 in the case of P. M. A.
Chettyar Fi~·m ·v. N. A. Pillay. There it '"~'as held that if the
dominant view of the insolvent was not to prefer the ~reditor but to
escape from the pressure enforced by him, the transfe r is not
fraudulent. Similarly in this case, I think the debtor, lVIoolchand,
yielded to the pressure brought upon him by the firm of S.R.A.
M . R. M . Chettyar of rv1yingyan when he came to a working
agreement I must, therefore, hold that no case has been made
out of fraudulent preference. It will not, therefore, be necessary
to go into the evidence produced by the debtor and the petition
is dismissed. "

It is clear from the evidence on the record that
there was great difference of opinion bet\:veer. the creditors
• . • '1' orr }1av1ng
•
, 1 d
as to t h e aav1s,m1£1ty
rN agaro.ass l\lfioo.tcnan
declared insolvent. It cannot be denied from the
evidence t11at Nagardass l\1oolchand did come to an
arrangement · to favour one creditor more than the
others. At the time he made the arrangement,
however, proceedings in insolvency had not taken
place ; and, as pointed out by the learned District
Judge, it is not improbable that t..~at particular creditor
held possibilities of insolvency proceedings in terrorem
over . the head of .Nagardass Moolchahd as an
inducement to come·· to terms. Such action on his·
part only amounted t o secunng his own interests as.
1

Mru.'lsooKHLAL
DOLATCHANV

&Co.

v.
NAGARDASS
MOOLCHAND~.

DASAND

DoYLE,

JJ.
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against those of any other creditor and could 1n no way
MA<'lSOOKH- be characterized as fraudulent.
LAL
The learned advocate who argued the appeal
DOLATCHND
· &Co.
frankly admits that he is unable to adduce any
v.
NAGARDAss · positive evidence of fraud.
MooLCHAND.
•
•
We concur 1n the findtng of the lower Court
DAS AND
. the appea1 wtt
. h costs.
DoYLE,
JJ. and d'1Sn11ss

APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Mr. :Justice Baguley.

MAUNG CHIT U

v.
MAUNG PYA.•*
Accounts settled, cause of action on-Promise to pay balance due as carrect,
liability on-Items of settled account, whether to be proved.
..
Held, that where accoun ts have been settled and agreed upon between two
parties and one party has promised to pay, ~suit can be filed on that promise.
A settied account gives rise to a cause of action and the plaintiff need not prove
that the balance found was correct, pro•·ided it was accepted as correct by the
defendant.
Magniram v. Laxminarayen, 32 Born. 353; Jt,.farimuthu v. Saminatha, zr
.Mad. 366, Ramnath v. Pitambar, 43 Cal. 733-referred to.

Maung Ni and Ba So for the appellant.
Maung Gyee for the respondent.

J.-Chit

U sued Maung Pya in the
Township Court of Pwinbyu on a settled account
{shindan). The lower ·Court held that the parties had
settled accounts or rather. had had a balance sheet
struck of their mutual accounts as partners in a
~ertain · rice business by .Maung Ba . T]1in and gave
a decree .for .the amount
to be . .due in the
.
.. stated
.
.
-shindan, . namely, Rs. 834-8.-6~
·The
defendant
appealed
.
. .
.
BAGULEY,

.

.

* . Special Civil Second Appeal No, z.6o or'I9I7' against the judgment of.the
District. Court Minbu in Civil App·eal
No: x6
of 19z6.
. .. . .
.
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to the District Court and the learned District Judge
set aside the decree of the lower Court and dismissed
. 'ff
. w1t
. h costs. Agatnst
.
t h e su1t
t h'1s appeaI t h e p I amt1
now comes in second appeal.
The plaint is quite clear. The parties had been
working in partnership. The business having come
to an end, they got Maung Ba Thin to work out a
statement of accounts from the rough acounts kept by
both the parties and on that statement of account the
sum sued for was found due to the plaintiff. Both the
parties agreed that this was the case and the defendant
promised to pay the sum found due. The District
Court appears to have been under the impression that a
settled account agreed upon between the two parties
is no cause of action but gives no ruling to justify this
somewhat startling proposition, but, it appears to have
been under the impression that, when a plaintiff
sues on a stated account, which has been agreed
upon between the parties, it is necessary for the
plaintiff to prove each and every item and show the
amount due. This, in the case of a mutual account,
is in my opinion, quite an untenable proposition.
In argun1ent I was referred to the case of Kankani
v. Maung Po Yin (1). This ruling is not, in my
opinion, very clear, but, so far as I can understand
it, the account in that case was simply an account as
between a creditor and a debtor. It was not a
mutual account, and, if this ruling is intended to hold
that no suit can lie on a promise. to pay on the amount
found due on· a mutual account. between two parties,
I am unable to fo1low it~ The ruling is rather a
short one but it refers to two other cases. One of
these is Ganga Prasad v. Ram Daya (2). This
action is a case of a debtor acknowledging his liability to his creditor. It was not the case of a. mutual
· (r) (1902) I L.B.R. 190.

(2) (1901) . 23 All. . 502.

1 2

9 8

MAuNa
CHIT

v.

u

MAUNG PvA.
BAGut.Ev, J.
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account. The other case referred to IS Shankar v _
M.o.UNG
AIJukta. (1). This action is also a ca-,e of a one-sided.
CHITU
v,
account, a loan by one party to another, and the
MAuNG PvA. account stated was simply a note of the amount found.
BAGULEY, J.
due with interest. A third case on these lines which
has been referred to is Amuthu v. Muthayya (2).
This was an action as between a principal and his
agent, but the case was decided on a question of
li..rnitation, which has not arisen in the present case,.
and the ..ooint there was that the date on which the
balance was struck was \Vithin the period of limitation
whereas all. the items were outside the period of
limitation.
For the other side we have a later case of the·
Madras High Court, !Vfarimuthu v. Saminatha Pillat
(3). This is a case directly on all fours ·with the
present one. The headnote runs : "The plaintiff
and defendant having carried on business in partnership, settled their accounts and struck a balance of
Rs. 196, which the defendant agreed orally to pay in
a month. The plaintiff now sued in a Small Cause
Court for the amount not asking for an account to be·
t aken : held, that the suit was maintainable." This
j udgrr.:.ent is also a really very short on~ but it notices
the case already referred to, Am.uthu v. Muihayya (2),.
and points out that that case did not appear to be.
a case of mutual dealings. This judgn1ent
directly
in favour of the plaintiff that after the partnership.
·accounts have been settled and agreed upon and one·
party has promised to pay a suit can be filed on that
pr.o mise to pay.
. Again, in the case of M agniram .v..· Laxminarayett
· (4), there were mutual dealings between the plaintiff
and the defendant ; accounts vYere settled and agreed
1 92 8

is

(r) (1896) 22 :aom. 513.
· : (2) (~89'7) 21 .Mad: 366.

(2) (1892) r6 Mad. 3.3 9·
(4) (1908) 32 Bom. 353 -'
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.and a sum of Rs. 3,556 was found due by the defendant and he gave a promissory-note for that amount ;
.it was held, following the Privy Councjl ruling of
.ft!fcKella·r v. Wallace (1) that the promissory-note
must be treated as the result of a settled account and
the promissory-note could not be re-opened, i.e., that
·there was good consideration for the promissory-note.
There is one other case to be mentioned, Ramn2th Gagoi v. Pitamber Deb Goswami (2). In this case
there was a partnership between the parties and an
.~ction brought of a balance found on several accounts.
It was held' that the action could proceed even there
·were other unsettled accounts between the parties.
These rulings show conclusively to m y mind that if
·the settlement of accounts bet,veen the partners is
:found true and it is found that the defendant accepted
·the result as correct and promised to pay the plain·tiff has a good cause of action against him. It is not
.even necessary for the plaintiff to prove that the
balance found was correct, provided it was accepted
:as correct by the defendant, for, in the case of
Magniram v. Laxminarayen, beforementioned, one
·party waived his right to examine all the accounts. He
:accepted the statement of account as correct.
We have then only to consider the question ·Of
..whether there was a settlement of account and that
settlement was accepted by the parties. The plaintiff
,swears to the settlement. He is supported by l\1aung
. Ba Thin, the man who made the balance sheet, by
:Maung Ba Kywe . and by U Swa Gyi~ the father of
.Maung Ba Thin. Nothing is shown against these
·witnesses. The defendant says he is on bad terms
·with Ba Thin and U 8\va Gyi, but he has not proved
:it. The trial Court considered these witnesses reliable
4nd I see JlO reason to differ from t~at finding~
(1) 5 M.I.A. 372.

(2) (1915) ·43 Cal. 733·
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The defence evidence is entirely beside the point.
The defendant called five witnesses but they talked
about things which appear to me to be entirely
immaterial. He starts his own evidence completely
away from the point deposing to all sorts of individual
items. If the settlement of account was made and
agreed to it cannot be re-opened in the absence of an
allegation of fraud, coercion ·and so on, and there is
no allegation that the agreement of the defendant tothe correctness of the account was procured by fraud
etc. I therefore set aside the decree of the lower
appellate Court and give plaintiff a decree for the
amount sued for with costs in all Courts.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore 1V!r. Justice Pratt, Officiating Chief Justice and lv.fr. Justice Cunliffe.

E. C. JEEWA
v.
H. H. YACOOB ALLY AND ANOTHER.*
MaJunnedan will-Testator's powers or bequest-Mahomedan heir's sharescannot be· madified by will-Restriction of enjoyment of inheritance, whether·
permissbile- Physical incapacity of an heir.
A Sunni Mahomedan by his will left a third of his estate to charity and.
placed the remaining two-thirds in the hands of a trustee with instructions to the·
trustee to pay to the testator's son an allowance which did not represent the·
total income of his share as heir. The testator's idea was a prudent one in view
of the fact that the son was of weak intellect and suffered from other physicaL
disabilities.
·
Held, that according to Sunni Mahomedan law a testator may bequeath onethird of his estate to a charity or to a stranger, but he cannot by a t estamentary·
· disposition reduce or enlarge the shares of his heirs, who are entitled to inherit,.
· ·nor can he restrict their enjoyment of the property they inherit.

* Civil First Appeal No. 1.72 of .l927 from the judgment of the Originat
Side in Civil Regular Suit No. 585 .o f 19z6.•
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Moulvi Muhammad v. Mussumat Fatima Bibi, I 2 I .A. I 59; Ranee Khujoorunnissa v. Mussamut RoushanJehan,

2

I.A. I92-1·ejerred to.

Auzam for the appellant.
Rahman for the respondent.
CuNLIFFE, J.-·This is an appeal by one Ebrahim
Cassim Jeewa. He is a young married man belonging
to the Sunni IVIahomedan Sect. H e is co-heir, together
with his widowed n1other, to part of the estate of his
father, the late Cassim Ebrahim Jeevira.
In the Court below, he sued for the administration
of the moveable and immoveable properties belonging
to his late father. The defendant to the action was
his father's executor. From a schedule attached to
the plaint, the estate was shown to consist of jewellery
and immoveable property situated in Rangoon and
thirteen racing ponies. The estate was said to be of
the value of about Rs. 4,00,000. The defence set up
by the executor was that the inheritance of the appellant
came to him by will ; that the appellant is weakminded and easily influenced ; and that the will directs
that the appellant should merely enjoy a partial life
interest of his share in the testator.' s estate. The will
has been proved in a separate action. By its provisions
a third of tJ:le father's property was left to charity.
The remaining two-thirds was placed in the hands of
a trustee to invest and some of the income from the
investment, the actual amount named being Rs. 300
to Rs. 500 a month, was directed to be paid by the
trustee to the appellant. There were further words
added that ~he trustees were to buy for the appellant
all things that may be necessary for his comfort at
his request if funds permitted.
The learned Judge in the· Court below "in the action
froin which this is an appeal, came to the q:>nclusion
that the appellant was a person of weak intellect. ·He

E.

c.

}EEWA.

v.

H. H.
YACOOB
ALLY AND
ANOTHER.
C UNLIFFE,

J ..
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formed this conclusion by seeing the appellant in the
E. c. }EEWA witness box. The learned Judge thought too that the
H.vH.
appellant was not well qualified to manage his own
Az:;o~~o estate and that in all probability if he attempted to
ANoTHER .
do so, he would fall into the hands of unscrupulous
1
CuNLYFFE, J. persons, who would waste his property.
It was argued
on behalf of the appellant both here and in the Court
below that it was iliegal for a Mahomedan to make
a ·will at all in relation to more than one-third of his
estate, but the learned Judge found on the authority
of certain decisions which he quoted in his judgn1ent,
more especially under that of lVIoulvi !Vfuhammad
Abdul Majid v. JV!ussumat Fatima Bibi (1), that it
was legal for a testator to~ restrain by a will the right
of enjoyment of an heir to the .property bequeathed
to him.
On the ·facts only, I agree with this view and think
that the learned Judge came to an eminently right
and sensible decision. I regret, however, to be of the
opinion that in law the decision was contrary to the
Mahomedan rule of inheritance. It is quite clear
that the right of adult Mahomedan heirs to the
u nrestricted enjoyment of the property they inherit
is unassailable. A Mahomedan testator cannot by a
testamentary disposition reduce or enlarge the shares
of those who are entitled to inherit. · H ere the will,
not tOnly purports to limit the right to enjoyment of
the outside one-third, devoted to charity, but deals
\.vith the right to the unrestricted enjoyn1ent of the
remainder of the estate. The principle of the un-'
restricted enjoyment of heirs of the property they
:inherit was specifically recognised by the Privy Council
in · the case· of Ranee Khu_joorunnissa v. Mussamut
Roushan Jehan (2). The Privy Council there said :
·" T~e policy "Of the l\.1ahomedan law appears to be
9

( r)

(x88s)

~2

LA. 159.

(2) (1876) 2 I.~. 19~· ,,.
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to prevent a testator interfering by will with the course
x9z8
of the devolution of property accorJing to law among E. c. JEFWA
his heirs, although he may give a specified portion as
H~· H.
much as a third, to a stranger." It is a curious ~~~o~~o
·survival of principle in 1nodern times because one finds ANoTHER.
that no such restriction is maintained in relation to a CUN~, J.
gift inter vivos.
According to the Hedaya, a bequest cannot in any
-case exceed one-third of the testator's property. H ere
the whole of the property was bequeathed to a main
trustee and the payments authorised to the appellant
-certainly do not represent the total income of his share
of the two-thirds. I have been unable to find any
reference to trusts in 1\t!ahomedan law except in
the case of that form of endowment of a religious or
semi-religious character, which is known as a '' waqf."
The fundamental principles of Mahomdean law
applicable to this case appear to me to be as follows : -··
(1) a Will may be made by a Mahomedan as to onethird of his estate ; (2) no Vlill may deal with the
remaining "two-thirds of the estate which devolves to ·
the heirs by a kind of intestacy ; (3) personal trusts
are unknown to Mahomedan law except in the form
of a waqf.
There is no doubt from the medical certificates
that were produced on the appellant's behalf that he
101
is a person ill-fitted for the battle of life from a
physical point of view. He is deaf; he has a cleft
palate and apparently speaks in a manner which it is
extremely difficult to understand. He is not conspicuous
for strength .of character. Nevertheless, the archaic
tenets of the law of Islam. do not permit the foresight
and p rudent intentions of his father to be carried into
effect.
The or,der of the Court will be that the. moveable
and immoveable properties. of the late Cassini Ebrahiffi
~

~

35

~
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Jeewa, now in the hands of the Administrator-General
(who has been substituted as the respondent to this
H.vfJ..
appeal) will be the subject of an account and thereYAcooB
• h h
· be
ALLY A.Nn
after seven-e1g
t s of two-th.1rds of t h e estate w1ll
A~oTHER. handed over to the appellant, the costs both here and
CuNLIFFE, J. below to con1e out of the estate.
1

E.

c.

JEBWA

PRATT, C.J.-I agree with my learned brother that
the decree of the Original Side cannot stand, and
must be modified.
It is settled iaw that a Mahomedan can only dispose
of one-third of his estate by will and cannot interfere
with the devolution of property accord ing to law among
the heirs. The testator disposed of one-third of his
estate for charitable purposes, and left appellant's legal
share to a trustee, with instructoins to pay him an
allowance, which did not even represent the total
income of his share.
This obviously the testator had no legal right to
do, however, laudable his intentions. I am quite
unable to understand the finding of the learned Judge
on the Original Side that the effect of plaintiff signing
the will as a witness is to prevent him from pleading
that the will is not binding on him.
It is quite clear from para. 270 of Wilson's
Digest and the other authorities that it requires the
consent of the heir .after the death of the testator to
validate a disposal of more than one-third of the estate
by will. The fact that the plaintiff accepted certain
monthly payments made under the terms . of1 the will,
u 11der the circumstances, cannot possibly be construed
into acceptance of the terms of the will and estop
plaintiff from challenging them.
I concur in the· proposed order for administration
of the estate and payment to plaintiff of. his share.

VoL. VI]
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APPELLATE

CIVIL.

Before lv!r. Justice Das and Mr. Justice D()Jile.

MA SHWE ON
v.
MA SAw AND ANOTHER. *
Limitation Act (IX of r9o8), Sch. I, Arts. 49, 145-Deposit ojjewellery-Refusal
to return deposit-Art. 145 not governed by Art. 49·
Held, that where jewellery is deposited with a person who refuses to return
the same to the owner after a demand, the case is governed by Art. 145 of the
Limitation Act giving the depositor a period of 30 years to recover, from the date
of the deposit. Art. 145 is not governed by Art. 49 of the Act, so that the refusal
of the depositee does not make his possession become unlawful within the meaning of that article so as to compel the depositor to file his suit within three years
from the date of refusal.
Administrato1·-General of Bengal v. K. K. Dassee, 31 Cal. 519; Gangineni
v. Gottipati, 33 Mad. 56; Kishtappa Chetty v. Lakshmi Ammal, 44 M.L.J. 431;
Narmadabai v. Bhavani Shankar, 26 Born. 43o-rejerred to.

Clark for the appellant.
Paget from the respondents.
DA<;, J.- The plaintiff-appellant entrusted certain
jewellery to the defendant-respondents for the purpose
of raising a loan for her. This was in 1914. The
defendant-respondents raised some money for the
plaintiff-appellant ; she paid back the money raised for
her, and the jewellery remained with the defendantrespondents. In December, 1921, the defendantrespondents refused to return the jewellery to the
plaintitr-appellant, and she filed a suit on the 14th of
December, 1927.
It is urged on behalf of the defendant-respondents
that the plaintiff-appellant's suit is barred by limitation.
Their contention is that Article 49 of the Limitation
Act applies ; and that as the ·plaintiff-appellant has filed
* Civil First Appeal No. 340 of 1927, against thejudgrnent of the·District
Court of Tavoy in Civil Regular No.4 of 1927.

19z8

May

xs.
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her suit more than three years after December, 1921,
her suit is barred by limitation.
The plaintiff-appellant's contention is that the Article
gov"erning her case is Article 145 of the Limitation
Act; and that the suit is not barred by limitation .
The sole case before us is whether Article 145 or
Article 49 of the Limitation Act applies to the facts
of the case.
There can be no doubt that the jewellery ,;vas deposited with the defendant-respondents; and that is
riot seriously disputed in this case; but the defendantrespondents' contention is that their possession became
unlawful when they refused to give back the jewellery;
and that, therefore, Article 49 of the Limitation Act
applies.
Mr. Paget on behalf of the defendant-respondents
contends that Article · 145 of the Limitation Act is
governed by Article 49 of the Limitation Act ; that, if a
a depositor demands the return of the thing deposited
and the '' depositee '' refuses to return it, the possession
becon1es unlawful ; and that, from that time, Article
49 of the Limitation Act applies to the facts of the case.
We do not think that Article 145 is governed by
Article 49 of the L imitation Act ; and a refusal to return
the goods deposited does not in any way affect the
application of Article 145 of the Limitation Act.
In the case of Narmadabai v . Bhavani Shankar (1),
Sir Lawrence Jenkins, Chief Justice, at page 432, states
as follows :"Now, ~rticl~ 145 provides that a suit against a depositary to
recover moveable property deposited is to be commenced within
thirty years from the dat:e of deposit. If this Article governs, then
the suit is not barred. But why should not this be the governing
Article ·so far as the plaintiff seeks to recover the ornaments ?

*

*

. *

(r) (1902) 26 Bom. 430.

*

*
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" It is argued that as there was a demand and refusal, Article
145 ceased to be applicable. But it is a general principle that if a
man b e entrusted with property for safe custody, he cannot
better his position by wrongfully dealing with it."

In the case of Gangineni Kondiah v. Gottipati
Pedda Kondappa Na£du (1), Sir Arnold White, Chief

Justice, states as follows in the course of his judgment : ''The question is whether Article 145 or Article 49 applies to
the suit. It is assumed for tJ;le purpose of this judgment that there .
was a deposit by the plaintiff's father with the defendant of a certain jewel. It is found that there was a demand and refusal more
than three years before suit. If Article 49 applies, the suit is clearly
barred. If, on the other hand, the Article applicable is 145, the
suit is in time. The decisions in Administrator-General of Bengal
v. Kristo Kamini Dassee (2), and Narmadabaiv. Bhavani Shankar
(3), are clear authorities in favour of the applicability of Article 145.
It is argued for the respondent that Article 145 has no application
to a case where there has been a demand for the return of the
deposit and a refusal by the depositary. In such a case it is said
the possession of the defendant which was lawful from the commencement of the deposit becomes wrongful on refusal to return
and therefore the suit becomes one ' for other specific moveable
property or for compensation for wrongfully detaining the same '
and the period of three years provided by Article 49 begins to run
from the date when the detainer's possession becomes unlawful.
We are unable to agree with this contention. Article 145 is the
special Article dealing with a suit against a depositary to recover
moveable property deposited and the period of thirty years
provided byitrunsfrom the date of the deposit. Article49. on the
other hand deals generally with a suit for other specific moveable
property and it seems to us to have no application where the
specific provision contained in Article 145 applie~. * ~ * · *
But apart from the foregoing reasoning it is prima facie clear
that aH actions for the recovery of a deposit ·of moveable property
are, by the espress words of Article 145, comprised within it. . No
exception is made as regards deposits where demand and ·refusal
make the continuance of possession unlawful. The ArtiCle includes suits against a pawnee for recovery of moveable property. It
·cannot be contended for .a moment· that
if a pawnee refuses·
to
.
.
(I) (I9IO) 33 Mad. s6.

(2) (H)04) 3I Cat: 5~9·

(3) (1902) 26 Born. 43·
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return the pledge on demand, and thereby makes his possession
wrongful there is any other Art-icle applicable to the case. There
is no reason therefore for making any distinction in the case of
the suit for return of the deposit."

\1\7e agree with the principles enunciated in this
judgment. ·; We may refer in this connection to the
.case of i;.dminist1'ator-General of Bengal v . Kristo
Kamini D.2ssee. (1), where it was held that, where
Government securities were ~eposited with a person
to be used by him if necessary, to raise money, the
transaction amounted to a deposit and not a loan, and
that Article 145 of the Limitation Act governed the
case.

We may also refer to the ~ase of Kishtappa Chetty
.v. Lakshmi Ammal (2), where Sir Walter Schwabe,
Chief Justice, in the course of his judgment, at page
435, states as follows : ·
'' It would be most illogical to allow a shorter period in the
case where the 'depositee,' if I may use the word, gets the
advantage than is allowed in the case where the depositee is merely
doing something for the advantage of the depositor, and it is to be
observed that cases not coming under Article 145 come nowhere,
unless indeed they can be brought within the words of Article 49.
·Article 4-9, if intended to cover cases like the present, is most
curiously worded, for it is for suits for other specific moveable property than property lost or acquired ·by theft or dishonest
misappropriation ~r conYersion or for compensation for wrongfully
taking or wrongfully detaining the same; and the p eriod of limi- ·
tation is three years from the time when the property is wrongfully
taken ·o r inju.r ed or when the detainer's possession becomes
unlawful. It seems to me that an entirely different class of suits
is being dealt with- not suits for recevery of property deposited
with another but suits in respect of property wrongfully taken or
wrongful~y detained. It is to be observed that, if this is not so,
there would be two different pe~iods allowed in respect of goods
deposited strictly so called; for, where goods are deposited for safe
custody only and a demand is made for their return and refused,
those goods become wrongfully detained .and the wo·.1ld be a
(2) (1923) 44 M.''L.J. 431.

VoL. VI]

period of thirty years under Article 145 and a period of three years
under Article 49: and it is not probable that the Legislature intended to arrive at that result. I think that that is an argument in
favour of the view that Article 49 is not dealing with articles
deposited in any sense and it would follo·w that it is an argument in

favour of holding that article 145 covers more than the depositum
of Roman Law."

We are clearly of opinion that, ,;v·hen goods are
deposited, the Article governing is Article 145 ; and that
Article 49 in no way affects the application of Article
145 of the Limitation Act.
We, therefore, set aside, the judgment and decree
of the lower Court and remand the case for trial on
the merits.
The plaintiff-appellant will get her costs in this
Court.

J.-I

concur. It is significant that section
30, Limitation Act, does not allow limitation to be set
up at all by a trustee in the case of an express trust.
It is only reasonable therefore to suppose, in cases
like the above where there is a transaction in the
nature of a trust that the law would contemplate a
. longer period or limitation against a wrong doer than in
cases where no trust of any kind had been established.
DOYLE,
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ORIGINAL SIDE.
Before~Mr.

Justice' Chari.

A. N. ABDUL RAHIMAN
v.
J.M.MAHOMED ALI ROWTHER.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 13 (b)-Suit based on a foreign judgment-' Judgment on the merits,' meaning of-Due service of summonsEx par~e Judgment without evidence.
Plaintiff obtained an ex parte 'judgment against the defendant, a British
Indian subject, on his promissory-note in the Supreme Court at Singapore.
Defendant at the time of executing the note was residing and carrying on
business in Singapore, but at the date of the institution of the suit he had
ceased to be a resident of Singapore and was residing in Rangoon where he
was tendered the summons which he refused. Defendant did not at any
time appear in the Singapore suit. The Supreme Court can entertain suits.
irrespective of the status and residence of the defendant if the cause of action
arose wholly within its jurisdiction. According to its rules, defendant was
held duly served, and judgment was entered as a matter of course in favour
of the plaintiff on the pleadings, without the plaintiff being called upon to
prove his case. Plaintiff filed his suit in Rangoon on this foreign judgment
against the defendant.
Held, that such an ex parte decision passed without evidence is not a
judgment on the merits within the meaning of s. 13 (b) of the Civil Procedure
Code, and therefore the plaintiff's suit failed.
Mahomed Kassim and Company v. Seeni Pakir, so M ad. z6x-followed.
C. Burn v. Keymer, 7 L.B.R. s6; Ishri Prasad v. Sri Ram, 25 A.L.J .R.
887-distinguished.
Keymer v. Visvanatham Reddi, 40 Mad. 1 xz-referred to.

Shanmugam for the plaintiff.
Dadach.;mji for the defendant.
J.-This suit is based on a foreign judgment
obtained by the plaintiff in the Supreme Court at
Singapore on a promissory-note alleged to have been
executed by ' the defendant. The plaintiff obtained
his judgment ex parte. He files the present suit
basing his cause of action on the Singapore judgment.
The defendant denies that he executed any
promissory-note in favour of the plaintiff and that
CHARI,

* Civil Regular Suit·No. 67 of 1928.
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the summons 1n the Singapore suit was tendered to
9
and refused by him as alleged. He aslo contends A.RAHIMAN
N. AsuLo
that the Singapore judgment being an ex parte .foreign
v.
judgment, the plaintiff's suit based on that judgment M~·a~•;mo
must fail. I heard arguments on the legal points Ro~~Ta.
involved and they proceeded on the following
CHART; J.
admitted facts and assumptions :(a) It is admitted that the defendant was
residing and carrying on business in
Singapore at the time he is alleged to
have executed the promissory-note ;
(b) It is assumed that he did execute the note ;
(c) It is assumed that the sutnmons in the
Singapore suit was tendered to and
refused by the defendant and that the
Singapore Court was right according to
the rules of that Court in holding that
the defendant was duly served ;
(d) It is admitted that at the time of the
institution of the suit the defendant had
cased to be a resident of Singapore and
was residing in Rangoon ;
(e) It is admitted that there was no appearance
by or on behalf of the defendant in the
Singapore suit at any stage ; and
(f) It is assumed that the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court of Singapore in respect
of suits is the same as that of the Original
Side of the Rangoon High Court, that
is, that the Supreme Court can entertain
suits irrespective . ·of the status and
residence of the defendant if the cause
of • action arose wholly within the juris- ·
diction of that Court.
The plaintiff has based this suit entirely on the
judgment of the Singapore Court. He has not claimed
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alternatively on the original cause of action. He can
succeed only if on the rulings cited he is entitled to
a decree on that judgtnent.
It is contended on behalf of the defendant that
the plaintiff is not so entitled on the ground that the
jud~ment relied upon is one obtained against a
foreigner, who was not resident within the jurisdiction at the time of the institution of the suit and
who had not in any way submitted himself to the jurisdiction of the Singapore Court and that the jud.gn1ent
being an ex p:;rte one was not a judgment on the
merits which would entitle the plaintiff to a conclusive presumption in favour of the judgment and to a
decree thereon .
The law on the c;ubject is contained in section 13
of the Civil Procedure Code. That section, as it now
stands, applies not only to cases where a foreign
judgment is set up as defence, but also to cases in
which the plaintiff seeks to obtain a decree in a
British Indian Court on a foreign judgment. " Foreign
Court" and "Foreign j udgment" are defined in
section 2 of the Civil Procedure Code and according
to those definitions the j udgment of the Supreme
Court of Singapore is undoubtedly a foreign judgment.
Section 13 of the Code makes a foreign judgment
conclusive as to matters adjudicated thereby with six
specified exceptions. . The last four do not apply to
the case before me, and the question for consideration is whether the j udgment of the Singapore Court
comes \\ri.thin the exceptions contained in sub.:section
(a) or (b) of ·s ectioo 13'. Section 14 enacts t hat the
Court ~hall presume on the porduction of a certified
copy . of.. a foreign judgment that the judgment was
pronounced by a Court of competent jurisdiction ;
b ut the presumption may be displaced by proof of
want of jurisdiction . .

VoL. VI]
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I shall first deal with the second contention raised,
namely, that the judgment not being a judgment on
the merits, the plaintiff is not entitled to a decree
thereon. The first point is to see what the Legislature means by the words " where it has not been
given on the merits of the case." They may mean
that the judgment was on a matter of form and not
·on the tnerits or they may mean that the judgment
fails to determine and decide the matters in controversy
between the parties to the suit. It is unnecessary to
<leal at any great length with the earlier cases on the
subject. The law was discussed in two cases by the
Madras High Court in the first of which a Bench of
that Court took the view that an ex parte judgment
was a judgment on the merits which in the latter case
was overruled by a Full Bench of the same Court.
'These two judgments therefore give all the pros and
-cons and I shall deal with them first.
The first of these two cases is A. Janoo Hassan
Sait v. M. S . .N. Mahomed Ohuthu (1). Jn that case
the suit was on a judgment obtained in the Colombo
·Court. It was held in that case that the defendant
·h ad submitted himself to the jurisdiction of the
Colombo Court and the sole point which remained
for consideration therefore was whether an ex parte
judgment obtained in ~he Colon1bo Court could be
.said to be a judgment on the merits. The learned
Judges heid that an ex parte decree is not necessarily
.a decree not passed on the m.e rits. They discussed
:some of ;the English cases and :distinguished the case
·of Keymer v. Visvanatham Reddi' (2) on the ground
that there a controversy was raise by the defendant
and that his defence was struck Ol,lt on a technical
plea. They seem to think that it is only where a
defence is raised and that defence fails not after a
(x) (1924) 47 Mad. 877.

(2) (1917) 40 Mad. 112.
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judicial decision but on account of some defect in.
A. N. ABDUL form that the judgment could not be said to be a.
RAUIMAN
• d
.
v.
JU
gment on t he ments.
MA~o~io
The ruling of Mr. Justice Parlett in C. Burn v··
ALI
D. T. Keymer (1) contains some arguments in favourR owTHr!R.
..
of holding that an ex parte judgment is a decision on.
CHARI, J.
the merits. But it cannot .be said to be an authority
for what it actually decides in view of the Privy
Council ruling in Keymer v. Visvanatham Redd£ (2) ..
In a later case referred to in 50 Madras ·and which
is repo1ted in an unauthorised report [Asanali Nagoor
Meera v. M.K . Mahadu Meera and others (3)], a Bench.
of the same Court consisting of one of the Judges
who decided the previous case, adhered -to the view
taken in the earlier case. In the Full Bench case of
the Madras High Court Mahomed Kassim and Company v. Seen£ Pakir Bin Ahmed and others (4), the·
point came up for decision again and was referred to a
Full Bench. It was the considered opinion, not
only of the referring Judges but also of the Judges
composing the Full Bench, that an ex parte decree·
is not a decree on the merits and that therefore a
British Indian Court cannot give a decree on a foreign.
judgment obtained ex parte. As rnost of the authorities
are discussed in the referring judgment, it is_unneces-·
·sary· for me to deal with them and I will content.
myself with expressing my concurrence in the judgment
of the Ful1 Bench of tht: maora High Court.
It will be noticed that the procedure followed in.
the Supreme High ~ourt of the Straits Settlement,
which sits both at Singapore and at Penang is given
in the Full Bench judgment .which .deals with a
judgment of that Court at Penang. ·.T he proce0ure
is the same and,. I have no doubt, ~as the procedure
1 92 8

·

[VoL.

(1) (x()13) 7 L.B.R. 56.
:(2) (1917) 40 Mad.·u .2.

(3) 92 I.C. 491. . . .
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followed in this case as is quite clear from the order
9
itself and, that is that a J;udgment is entered as a A.N.
ABnuL
RAHIMAN
matter of course in favour of the plaintiff on the
v.
pleadings without the plaintiff being called upon to MIH~ED
prove his case. It seems to me that a decision on Ro~~R.
the merits involves the application of the mind of
the Court to the truth or falsity of the plaintiff's case CHARI, J.
and therefore though a judgment passed after a
judicial consideration of the matter by taking evidence
may be a decision on the merits even though passed
ex parte, a decision passed without evidence of any
kind cannot be held to be a decision on the merits.
This distinguishes the case of Ishri Prasad v. Sri Ram
(1) where the Court, though it took no evidence,
directed its mind to the t1 uth or· falsity of the plaintiff's
-case. The plaintiff's suit must fail on this ground
.and it is unnecessary to consider the other point raised,
namely, whether a British Indian subject is a foreigner,
as that word is used in this connection, over whom
the Singapore Court has no jurisdiction after he had
left Singapore and ceased to reside therein. I have
-come to this conclusion not without a great deal of
.reluctance, because it seems ·to me that the utility of
-a foreigJ?. judgment will be considerably impaired by
the view I am compelled to take. It seems to me
.absurd that a British subject who is allowed free
ingress into a part of the British Empire and carries
on a trade there and contracts liabilities in respect .
of the trade so carried on by him should be allowed
to escape 1.he jurisdiction of the Courts of that ·country
by the simple act of absconding when his business
fails. I have, however, got to administer the law as
I find it.
·
The suit will therefore be dismissed with costs 1n
favour of the defendant.

(I) (I9Z7) 25 A.L.J.R. 887.
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ORIGINAL SIDE.
Before Mr. Justice Chari.

928
May2r.
1

IN

THE MATTER OF

M. HAMILTON KING, deceased.*

Provident Funds Act (XIX of 1925), s. 3 (2)-Vesting of money in a" dependant,.
-Private Provident Funds-No vesting in nominee or heirs-Court-fees as
to deposit.
Under the provisions of s. 3, sub-sec. (2) of theProvident Funds Act, XIX
of 1925, money in the Government or Railway Provident Funds vests in the
"'dependant ,. as defined ins. 2 of the Act and is also free from debts contracted
by the deceased or by the dependant before the death of the depositor. Whether
the money also vests likewise in a nominee is not equally clear. But a sum of
money in a private provident fund cannot be deemed to vest in the nominee
or the widow or the children of the depositor. They take by succession and
therefore the deposit is not exempt from payment of court-fees for letters of
administration to the estate of a deceased subscriber.

Leach for the petitioner.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
CHARI, J.-The question for decision in this case
is whether the surp. of money standing to the credit
of the deceased in Foucar & Co.'s Provident Fund is
exempt from court-fee on an application for L etters of
Administration to the estate of the deceased.
In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 263 of 1925,
the learned Chief Justice had made a note that the
amount in a raiiway provident fund was exempt from
duty. That case, however, was in respect of a
deposit in a railway provident fund to which the
repealed Provident Funds Act (IX of 1897) applied
and to which the new ,Act (XIX of 1925) now applies.
Section 4, sub-section ·(2), of the old Act enacted that
any sum standing . to the credit of a subscriber or
depositor in a Government or railway provident fund
at the · time of his decease and payable under the
rules of the fund or: under the Act to the widow
* Civil Miscellaneous

No. 67 of X928.
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and children
. shall vest In the
widow
or
the
children
free
from any debt or other liability incurred by the
deceased or by the widow or by the children or by
any one or more of them before the death of the
si1bscriber or depositor. It willl be seen that this
section vested the money in the widow or the
children whose property it became on the death of
the depositor. There may be some doubt as to the
exact operation of the vesting clause, namely, whether
it was meant to vest the money in the widow or the
children free from debts ; that is, whether the clause
was intended to show that the money standing to the
credit of the deceased subscriber was not subject to
the debts of the deceased or his widow or children.
In section 3, sub-section (2), of the new Act, the
point is made perfectly dear because that section
enacts that such sum shall vest in the dependant
. and shall .
. be free
from any debt or other liability, etc. Fron1 this it is
clear that so far as the Government or railway provident funds are concetned the money vests in the
" dependant " which term is defined in section 2 and ·
is als.o free from debts contracted by the deceased or
by the dependant before the death of the depositor.
The question may arise whether such sum vests also
in the nominee in respect of deposits in Government
or railway provident funds, because, clause 3, subsection (2), earefully confines the o·p eration of that
section in the case of the dependants. It is true that
section 4 enacts that the officer whose duty it is to
make the payment shall pay the sum or the balanc~
if the subscriber is dead to the dependant ; or to a
nominee, etc. But sub-section (2) of that section shows
that the object of that section is merely to enable
such officer to make the payment . and to keep· the

559'
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Government or the railway free from all liability in
respect of the sum so paid. The question however
does not arise in this case. A sum of money in a
private provident fund cannot be deemed to vest in the
nominee or the widow or the children of the depositor.
It has been contended that even in a private
provident fund the money is held in trust for the
depositor and after his death is held in trust for
his dependant or nominee. There is undoubtedly
a fiduciary relationship between the depositor and the
private company which has created the provident fund,
but such a company cannot be deemed to be trustee
for the dependant or the nominee of the depositor.
Such a nominee or dependant can only take by succession to the estate of the deceased, and such a deposit
is, therefore, not exempt from paying the court-fee
when application is made for Letters of Administration to the estate of the deceased subscriber
or depositor. I therefore hold that in this case the
sum of m.oney standing to the credit of the deceased
in Foucar & Co.'s Provident Fund is liable to pay
court-fees.

;'
:,,
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before JliJr. Justice Pratt, Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justtce Cunliffe.

LIM PIM SIN
'i).

ENG WAN HOCK.*
Suit in forma pauperis-Adjournment costs-Order for payment by plaintiff suing
as a pauper-Dismissal of suit for non-payment.
A plaintiff who was suing as a pauper obtained two adjuornments for amending his plaint on condition that he paid costs of the adjournments, four gold
mohurs in all. An order was placed on record on the second adjo'!lrnment that if
the costs were not paid, the suit would stand dismissed. Plaintiff failed to
pay the costs and the suit was dismissed. Held, that the order to pay costs
as a condition for adjournment was justifiable.
Ambajiv. Hanmant Rao, 47 Bom. 104-distinguished.

Guha for the appellant.
Paw Tun for the respondent.

C.J., and Cr.!NLIFFE, J.-PJaintiff sued as a
pauper. It was found that his suit as framed must
fail. On the 15th Novetnber 1927 the Court ordered
a petition to amend to be filed on the 22nd of November.
On the 22nd plaintiff's advocate applied for more
time. The advocate for defendant opposed. An
adjournment to the 5th of December was granted on
payment of costs two gold mohurs. No objection was
apparently raised to the order for payment of costs of
the adjomnment.
On the 5th of December the amendment was not
filed and plaintiff's advocate applied for a further
adjournment. It was pointed out that the costs of the
previous adjournment had not been paid.
PRATT,

* Civil First Appeal No: 46 of 1928. against the Judgment of the District
Court of Hanthawaddy in Civil Suit No. 45 of 1927.

1928
}ltlay 22.
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The a~iournment asked for was granted on conLrMPrM Sm clition that plaintiff paid costs of each adjournment
v.
ENc WAN four gold mohurs in all, and an order was placed on
H-ocK.
. would
record t h at 1'f costs were not . pru'd t h e suit
PRA~oC.J., stand dismissed as from that date.
CUNLIFFE, J.
On the date to wh~ch the suit was adjourned the
19th December costs had not been deposited and the
suit was dismissed. We are asked to hold on the
authority of the Bombay case of Ambaji v.
Hanmant Rau (1) that plaintiff having been allowed
to sue as a pauper he should not have been ordered
to pay the costs as a condition of an adjournment.
The two cases are not parallel as in the Bombay
case the order was for the costs of the p roceedings
Rs. 500 which a pauper obviously could not pay.
Even having regard to the fact that plaintiff was.
allowed to sue as a pauper we are unable to hold that
an order making payment of the costs of the adjournment a condition of allowing time for amendment of
the plaint was unfustified.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
Appellant muRt pay the court-fees.
1928

(x) (1922) 47 Born. 104 ...
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. :Justice Mya Bu and i\tf1·. :Justice Darwood.

MANGWENYUN

v.
MATHWE.*
Arbitration-Appointment ofguardian of minor whether could be made on reference
to arbitrators-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 141.
Held, that the selection of a guardian for a minor cannot ·be made by
arbitrators and must be made by the Court, acting under the Guardian and
Wards Act.
Ma Hla Win v. Ma Pwe, 2 U.B.R. (1892- 96) 407; Mahadeo Prasad v.
Bindershri Prasad, 30 All. 137; Palaniandi Chetti v. Adaikalam Chetti, 47
Mad. 459-referred to.

San:yal for the appellant.
Ch:ltterji for the respond:··nt.

Bu and D ARWOOD, JJ.-these two appeals
have arisen out of Civil Miscellaneous Proceedings
Nos. 10 5 and 111 of 1927 of the District Court of
Mandalay which granted the respondent's application
to be appointed guardian of the person and property
of one Ma Aye Sein, a minor, but dismissed the
appellant's application for the appointment. The
appellant and the respondent each opposed the other's
application, and the decision in one case was by
consent to govern the fate of· the other. During the
pendency of the proceedings the parties came to an
agreement and made a joint application praying that
the matters in dispute between them be referred to ·
the arbitration of the three
arbitrators named in the
.
.
application, of whom the decision of the majority
was to prevail. The .Court made the reference as
prayed for, .and in due" course the majority of the
MYA

. *Civil Miscellaneous App~als Nos. 64 and 65 of 1927 (at Mandalay).

1928

May 22.
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arbitrators made their award in respondent's favour,
M~~~WE to the effect that the respondent was, and the appel- ·
v.
lant was not, entitled to be appointed guardian of the
MA THwP. minor, and submitted the same to the Court.
The
MD:R~~o":D appellant then objected to the filing of the award on
JJ. ' the ground that the Court had no power to refer the
matter of appointment of guardian of a minor to
arbitration, and that therefore, the reference itself was
a nullity. The learned Additional Judge of the
District Court disallowed the objection, expressing
the opinion that, there being no provision either in
the Guardians and Wards Act or in the Second
S~hedule to the Civil Procedure Code
prohibiting
the exercise of the Court's ordinary power of referring
disputes to arbitration and having regard to
the
provisions of section 141 of the Civil Procedure
Code, the Court was empowered to. make such
reference. In support of his opinion the learned
Additional Judge quoted the case of lv!a Hla 11Vin v.
Ma Pwe (1), which ruled that in view of the vanous
allusions in the Guardians and Wards Act to the
Code of Civil Procedure and having regard to
section 141 of the Code, the provisions of the Code
should be followed as far as may be in proceedings
under the Guardians and \Vards Act. The learned
Additional District Judge's view, however, appears
to us to be opposed to the fundamental principles
of the substantive law of arbitration and ~lso to the
idea underlying the Court's function in the matter
of appointment of ·a guardian of a minor. It also
appears that he ·overlo~ked the significance of the
phrase "as fa.r as may be" in the authority quoted
by him. · . According to the accepted theory ·that
the Stat~ is the guardian of all its minor subjects,
the ·· question of . guardianship. is not one of th~
(I) I I U.B.R. (1892-96) 407.
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private civil rights of any private person which he
is by law allowed to submit to arbitration. This is
laid down in Mahadeo Prasad v. Bindershri Prasad
(1), which also points out that section 131 of the
Civil Procedure Code deals with procedure and
procedure alone and does not touch the substantive law
of arbitration. This case is followed in Palaniandi
Chetti v. Adaikalam Chetti (2), in which there is a
very pertinent dictum to the effect that the selection
of a guardian could not be referred to arbitrators,
as it was not a matter of private interest between
parties, and .as the law allowed a reference to
arbitration ·only where all the parties interested agreed,
whereas in a guardianship application the party
most interested was the minor and he could not
agree to a reference.
The course to be followed by the District Court
in appointing or declaring a guardian is prescribed
in sections 11, 13, 17 and 46 of the Guardians
and Wards Act, and it is designed to satisfy the
Court that it is for the welfare of a minor that a
guardian should be appointed and as to the most
suitable person for · appointment. From this it
appears that the intention of the legislature is that
the question as to who is the most suitable person
·for the appointment is to be decided by the
Court.
For these reasons we hold that the District Court
cannot ~ in law refer the selection of. ·a~· guardian to
·a;tbitration.
·A. perusal of the judgment of the learned Additional District Judge shows that his decisions are
based mainly, if not entirely, :upon the award of the
arbitrators, which, for the reasons stated above, is a
'
nullity.
( x) (1908) 30 All. IJ7·

(2) (1923) 47 Mad. 459·

1 92 8
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We therefore allow these appeals and set aside
the orders passed by the District Court in Civil
Miscellaneous Proceedings Nos. 105 and 111 of 1927.
The District Court will now proceed with the
enquiry and dispose of the applications according
to law.
We make no order as to the costs of these
appeals.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Mr.Justice Pratt, Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

ALIBHAI MOHAMED,

A FIRM

v.
MAHOMED NOORMAHOMED.*
L imitation Act (IX of 1908), Sch. I, Arts. 182, 183-Burma Courts Act (XI of
1922), s. 26-Decree of Chief Cow·t governed by Art. 182 and is not a decree
of High Court for purposes of limitation-Infructuous application for executiou. which is time-bm·red gives no fresh period forlimi~ation .
. Held, that Art. x82 and not Art. 183 of the Limitation Act a'pplied as regards
execution of a decree of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma, although an
application for execution is made in the High Court. The object of s. 26 of the
Burma Courts Act was simply to provide for the execution of decrees of the
Chief Court by the High C ourt, which succeeded it. It is not intended to
metamorphose a decree of the Chief Court into a High Court decree so as to
applY. the longer period of l imit~tion attaching to a High Court flecree.
Held, also, th at where an application for execution is made, which is timebarred, and an order for arrest is made, but no warrant is issued and no process-fees are paid, the application becomes wholly infructuous and cannot give
the decree-holder a fresh perio4 of limitation under the provisions of Art. x8z
( 6) of the L imitation Act. Consequently a second application for execution
is also time-barr ed, although prese.nted within t hree·years from the date of the
infructuous -application.
··
BhagwanJethiram v. Dhondi; 22 Born. 83; Bissessur Mullick v . Maharajah
Mahatab Chunder, 10 Suth. W.R., F.B.R. 8-referred to.
Mungul Pershad v. Grija, 8 I.A. 123-distinguished.

Jeejeebhoy for the appellants.·

Rafi for the respondent.
* Civil·First Appeal No. .303 of 19?-7 from the order of the Origin:al Side in
Ctvil .Execution No. 302 of 1_927.
. ·
··
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C.J .-This is an appeal from a decision of
the Judge on the Original Side that an application
for execution was time-barred. The decree, which it
was sought to execute, was passed by the Chief Court
on November 30, 1920.
An application for execution was made on the 6th
July 1926, notice was issued and declared, duly served, and the Deputy Registrar ordered a warrant of
arrest to issue. Costs were not deposited and the
proceedings were closed without issue of warrant, so
that the application was wholly infructuous.
If the application fell under Art. 182 of the First
Schedule to the Limitation Act then it was barred.
The Original Side Judge has heid that the ex parte
order of the Deputy Registrar of the 6th of July 1926,
in which he observed that the application appeared to
fall under Art..183, cannot operate as res judicata.
Of this there can be no doubt. It is obvious there
has been no decision which can operate as res
judicata.
The learned Judge further held that Art. 182 and
not Art. 183 applied and that the application was
therefore barred.
As regards the applicability of Art. 183 it is
obvious that clause 44 of the Letters Patent is not relevant. It has, however, been argued with great
plausibility that under section 26 of the Burma Courts
Acts all decrees passed by the Chief Court of Lower
Burma before the commencement of the Act shall
be deemed to have been passed by the High Court.
I agree with the learned Original Side Judge that
the object of the section was simply and solely to.
provide for the execution of decrees of the Chief Court
by the High Court; which succeeded it. · It was not intended that a decree of the Chief Court should come
under a different law of limitation simply · because
PRATT,
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it was executed by the High Court. The wording
AuBHAI
of the section is quite definite:- " shall be deemed
MoHAMED,
f or t h e purposes of executwn
·
A FIRM
to h ave b een passed
MAH~MED by the High Court ". It does not say that the decree
NooRshall be deemed the decree of the High Court for
MAHOMED.
.
·a11 purposes.
PRATT, C.J.
It is to my mind clear .that the decree in question
is not a decree of a Court established by Royal
Charter within the meaning of Art. 183.
On the assumption that Art. 182 applies it is, however, argued that under Art. 182 (6) appellant obtained
a fresh starting point for limitation from the date of
the application for execution in ·Execution Case No.
318 of 1926, viz. 26th June 1926. Reliance is placed
on the ruling of their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Mungul Pershad Dichit v. Gr#a Kant L ahiri
Chowdhury (1). Their Lord"hips undoubtedly held
that assuming that a decree is barred at the date of
some order made for its execution, such order,
although erroneously made, is nevertheless valid unless
reversed upon appeal. Their Lordships, however, also
held that under the then Limitation Law the ·decree
was not barred.
The facts of Mungul Pershad Dichit's case (1) are
not, however, on all fours with the present, since in
that case .the property was actually attached and no
appeal was -preferred. In the present instance no
warrant was issued so the application was wholly
infructuous.
Their 'Lordships of the Privy Council were.icareful
to distinguish the facts .from those in Bissessur JVIulJick
v. Maharaiah Mahatab Chunder Bahadoor (2) .whereJ
there was merely notice on the judgment-debtor after
the decree was barred, but no order '''a() made.
1 928

(x) . (xSSz); 8 I.A. 123; 8 Cal: s.x·.

(2) IO Suth. W.R., F.:S.R. 8 . .
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In the later case of Bhagwan Jethiram v. Dhandi
9 8
(1), a Bench of the Bon1bay High Court held after re- AuaHAI
MoHAMED,.
ference to the case in Mungul v. Grija (2), that where A FIRM
a second application, which was time-barred, was MAJ~MED
allowed Or SUbsequently Struck off for SOme fault Of N9oR•
•
•
•
MAHOMED.
the apphcant, a th1rd apphcat10n was barred though
.
h'
.
h
f
h
d
PRATT
presented w1t m t ree years o t e secon .
,
' C.J.
In that case it was pointed out that there had
been no adjudication in the time-barred application,
which was allowed and subsequently struck off, which
differentiated it from Mungul v. Grija (2).
The facts in the present appeal are similar. It
cannot be siad that there was any adjudication in Execution Case No. 318 of 1926. The judgment-debtor
never appeared and the warrant of arrest ordered ex
parte never issued. On the facts on record it is by
no means clear the judgment-debtor was aware of the
application for execution.
There was not in my opinion sufficient ground for
holding service effected. The action of the decreeholder in not paying the process fees distinctly .
. suggests that his real object was to get an application
recorded for the purpose of saving limitation, but that
as a matter of fact he did not desire that the judgmentdebtor should be cognisant of the application. I do
not consider that an application made under such
circu...rnstances, which was time-barred, should give
appellant a fresh period for limitation. I would ·hold ·
that as th_e previous application was barred, the present .
application is also .barred, and · that the -,rnere fact that
an order was passed for issue 'of a warrant ex parte,
though the warrant never issued, cannot validate the
application · and prevent the operation of the Law of
Limitation.

(r) (1896)

22

Born. 83.

(2) (r88r) 8 I. A.- 123; 8 Cal. 5 I.
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I would dismiss the appeal with costs. Advocate's
fees five gold mohurs. .. .
CuNLIFFE, J.-I agree. This is a novel point which
in all probability will never arise again. I was at first ·
much attracted by the argument put forward on behalf
of the appellant, based on the provisions of section 26
of the Burma Courts Act. The material portion of
this section is as follows : "All decrees passed and orders made in the exercise of any
jurisdiction other than criminal jurisdiction and all sentences· and
orders passed in the exercise of criminal jurisdiction before the
commencement of this Act(a) by the Chief Court of Lower Burma, or the Judicial
Commissioner, Upper Burma, or the Court of the
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burmashall be deemed for the purpose of execution to have been passed
or made by the High Court."

It was argued that the full meaning of the above
must be that any decree of the old Chief Court was
·completely metamorphosed into a High Court decree
from every standpoint .and especially on the question
of limitation the · longer period attaching to a High
Court decree must accrue. I have come to the con·elusion that this was never. the intention of the
L egislature.
The enactment !llerely attempts to smooth away
any difficulties from . an execution point of view, so
that litigation may be continued to its logical conclusio:t;l.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Baguley.

MA THEIN KHIN
v.
MA U BYU.*
.Limitation Act (IX of I908), s. s-Fullperiod of limitation at the disposal of an
appellant-Ample time before an event entitling appellant to ask for extension,
no ground to refuse extension-Delay after expiry of period of limitation.
A person is not bound to file an appeal at the earliest possible moment and
A Court ought not to refuse
:the requisite extension of time to an appellant who could not file his appeal
•On account of illness during the last few days of the limitation period, merely
·on the ground that the appellant had ample time before the illness to file the
.appeal. On the other hand once a person's time has run out, he is not entitled
to any delay and cannot add the days of illness to the period of limitation as is
.done in the case of time required for obtaining copies of the judgment etc.

is entitled to the use of the full time allowed by law.

S. Ganguli for the appellant.

P. B. Sen for the respondent.
J.-The appellant had a decree passed
-against . her on May 2, 1927. She wished to appeal
;and applied for copies, taking two days to get them.
Limitation for her appeal, consequently ended on
July 3. She actually filed her appeal on July 8 and
it was dismissed as time-barred. Against this order
of dis.missal she now appeals.
H er ground of asking for exemption is that she
·w as ill, and the learned District Judge states that he
is prepared to allow that she was ill for a week or
.so, just before limitation expired, but he says that on
this · ground · he cannot allow her exemption because
;She had fifty days or so from the time of the passing
BAGULEY,

• Civil Second Appeal No. 748 of 1927 against the judgment of the District
Court of Toungoo in Civil Appeal No. 120 of 1927.
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of the decree ~ until the date when she fell ill in
MA THEIN which to file her appeal. I cannot regard 'this as a
KHIN
v.
good reason for refusing to allow an extension of time~
MA U Bvu. A person is not bound to file ·an appeal at the
BAcuLEY, J. earliest possible moment, in this particular instance
she had sixty-two days at her disposal, including the
time required for filing copies, and she was entitled
to the use of every one .of them.
In the present case however there...:.is ,..,,another
delay to be explained. The appellant has produced.
a medical certificate, which is, on the face of it, in.
·order, to the effect that she was ill for about a week.
from June 25th. The learned Judge says that he
accepts this. The appellant herself says that .sherecovered sufficiently to go to Toungoo on July 5 ..
There she met a friend, Maung Win, the Subdivisional
Judge's head clerk and asked if she could go to. the
District Judge's house to file her appeal. He told her that
it was useless to do so, as she was already time-barred,.
so, instead of coming to Toungoo again and applyingto the District Judge, she went away · to .. ,Pegu ''·to-"·t·:·
consult her lawyer.
Now it is quite clear from this that on J uiy 6·
she was certainly able to file her appeal, for she had
come to Toungoo to do so on the evening of July 5.
Once a person's time has run out they are entitled.
to no more delay at all. They are not entitled to add
the days of illness to the sixty days of limitation like
they add the number Tpf days that are required for
getting copies ,of the judgment etc. She . c~uld ha:ve·
put in her appeal on 'July 6. She might have done·
so . on July 5 had she come by ari_ earlier train ..
She did . not ·actually put it in until July 8. This.
fi.lla:l delay is what, in :rhy opinion, bars , her. Even
allowing .h~~ all the time. possible · and admitting that
the learned Judge was · wr~ng 1n : saying that she
1 928

•

.~··· · . •. ·· ·~·:J ;-.-; ::•··" ' 'f.'i}~ ,.,
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·ought to have filed h er appeal before she got ill, that
last two days is fatal.
I therefore confirm the decree of the lower appellate
Court and dismiss this appeal with costs.

MA THEIN
KHIN

v.
MA U Bvu.
BAGULEY,

APPELLATE CML.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

MA SHWE PEE
v.
MAUNG SAN MYO.

1928

*

Oral agreement to modify decree-Suit for damages for breach of agreement to
certify adjustment-Evidence Act (I of x87z), s. 92, no bar to proof of oral
variation or novation.
Where a judgment-debtor sets up a verbal agreement by the decree-holder
>to accept some variation or a new contract in substitution of the original pecree
he is not debarred from doing so by s. 92 of the Evidence Act, in a suit for
.damages by him against the decree-holder for wrongfully proceeding with the
-execution . of his decree and in contravention of his promise to certify the
:adjustment to the Court.
Lachhman Das v. Baba Ramnath, 44 AU. zs8-dissentedfrom.

Maung Kun for .the appellant.
R. M. Sen for the respondent.
CARR, J.- The plaintiff's case in this suit was that
the d~fendant had a decree against him for rather
more than Rs. 350,. in execution of which she had
:attached a piece of land belonging to him. There
were then negotiations between the parties and it was
:agreed that the decree-holder (the defendant) should
:accept Rs. 350 in full settlement of the ~ecree.
Rs. 329 1was paid on the spot and it was further
ag~eed tJiat the remaining Rs. '21 should be paid at
the next harvest. The defendant agreed to certify this
adjustment to the Court and in fact \:vent to see her·
pleader but not finding him left a petition reporting
* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 679 of 1927 against the judgment of the
District Court of Henzada in Civil Appeal No. 98 of 1927.

June n.

J.
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adjustment with his clerk. This petition was
MA SHwE never filed and the Ja.n~. _
under attachment was sold
~~
for Rs. 190. The plaintiff' claims damages for the lossMAM~o.SAN of his lnaq owing to the execution of the decree
:-being allowed to proceed after the
compromise.
CARR, J.
The Township Judge dismissed the suit but gave nosubstantial reason for doing so. The District Judge
held that the plaintiff's case was established and that
he was entitled to da1nages and gave him a decree
accordingly. The defendant
now appeals against
....·.·
this decree.
On the facts it is quite clear that the finding of
the District Court was correct. The only other point
for consideration is an argument raised for the appellant
that evidence of the . alleged adjustment
of the
decree is inadmissible under section 92 of the
Evidence Act. This argument is based on the
judgment of Mr. Justice Walsh in Lachhman Das
v. Baba Ramnath Kalikamliwala (1). The learned
Judge in that case held that the judgment-debtor
setting up a verbal agreetnent by , the decree-holder
to · accept some variatioh, or, as it may . also be put~
some new contract in ·substitution of the original
decree, was barred from doing so by section 92 of
the Evidence Act. I am entirely unable to follow
this decision. In my opinion there is nothing whatever
to prevent the parties from enter~g . into an oral
agreement for the settlement of ·decrees for money.
They have the same freedom to do so as to make
novation of contract by an oral agreement· ~odifying
the previous written contract so .long, of course, as
the contract is ·not required to be in .writing and
registered. I find therefore .no reason whatever for
interf~rence wih the ..decision of the District "Court.
This appeal is dismisse~ with costs.
1928

·!

·

(I) (1921)

4ZI- All. 258 .
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.Before Mr. Justice Das.

MAPAN NYUN
v.
MAUNG SIT PHAUNG AND OTHERS.*
Res Judicata, Principle of-Application of principle to co-defendants- Decision to
be binding must decide a.n y conflicting issue between co-defendants-Decision
of fact against plaintiff .in former suit cannot bind co-defendants among
themselves, unless by admission.
In a former suit in which one siter was the plaintiff and her two brothers
and another sister were defendants it was held by the High Court on appeal that
the mother of the parties being a Chinese Buddhist, her daughters were excluded
from inheritance. The defendant sister was a pro forma defendant though she
gave evidence in favour of her plaintiff sister. At no time did she admit that
her mother was a Chinese Buddhist. There was no active contest as to rights
and no decision thereon as between the defendant sister and her brothers in
that suit. This sister now filed a suit claiming her share of inheritance in the
estate of her mother, and made her brothers and the sister (who was plaintiff in
the former suit) defendants. The trial Court dismissed her claim on the ground
that she was bound by the High Court Bench decision in the former suit that
her mother was a Chinese Buddh1st. Held, that such decision did not bind the
present plaintiff under the principle of res judicata.. If the relief given to a
plaintiff does not require or involve a decision of any case between co-defendants,
the co-defendants will not be bound as between each other by any proceeding
which may be necessary only to the decree the plaintiff obtains.

Cottingham v. Earl of Shrewsbury, 3 Hare's Reports 626-follow_ed.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
Po Han for the 2nd respondent.
DAS, J.- Ma Pan Nyun sued her brothers Sit
Phaung and Maung Sein Don and her sister Ma Sein
for a share in the estate of their mother, Ma l.Vlyit.
In Ma Sein v. Ma Pan Nyun, Maung S e£n Don
and Maung Sit Phaung (2 Rangoon, page 94), the
sister had failed in a similar claim on the ground
* Civil First Appeal No. 9 of 1928 agamt the judgment of the District Court·
of Pyapon in the Ci~il Regular No. 26 of 1927.
·
.
.

1928

June 7·
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that as Ma Myit was a Chinese Buddhist, her daughters
were excluded from inheritance. The defendantrespondents in the present case pleaded in the Court
of first instance that the claim of Ma Pan Nyun was
•
•
The 1earned D.1stnct
. Ju dge of p yapon
res ]Udzcata.
held that the principle of res judicata did not apply ;
he held however that since a Bench of the High
Court had ruled that Ma Myit was a Chinese Buddhist,
Ma Sein, her daughter, could have no cause of action
and dismissed her suit.
There can be no doubt that the latter decision of
the learned Judge was erroneous. He assumed
apparently that Ma Pan Nyun admitted that Ma .Myit
was a Chinese Buddhist. Had such as admission
been made, she would have been bound by the High
Court's decision as to the manner of devolution of
property following on such an admission and her case
must necessarily have been dismissed. Her pleading,
however, shows that she made no such admission and
if the previous decision did not bind her under the
principle of res judicata, the finding of the High
Court could in no way prevent her from endeavouring
to show that in so far as she was concerned, that finding
was wrong.
In regard to the principle of res judicata, in might
at first sight appear that she was bound. She was a
pro forma defendant in the previous case and gave
evidence' in favour of her sister and was clearly con- ·
vinced that her status was identical with that of her
sister. Section 11 of the Civil Procedure Gode is
however explicit. Can it be said in this case that the
status of lVIa Pan N yun was considered and finally
determined in the High Court judgment ? The Indian
Courts are unanimous in following Cottingham v. Earl
of ShrewsbU1)' (1 ), that " if a plaintiff ca~not "g et at
(1) 3 Hare's Reports 626.
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his right without trying and deciding a case between
co-defendants, the Court will try and decide that case,
and the co-defendants will be bound. But if the relief
v.
given
to the plaintiff. .does .tnot··:require or involve a s ITMPAUNG
, ,
HAUNG
dec1s10n of any case between co-defendants, the ·coAND
defendants will not be bound as between each other oTHERS.
by any proceeding which . mqy be necessary only to DAS, J.
the decreee the plaintiff obtains." The test in other
words is whether it is necessary for the purpose of
supporting his actual decision for the Judge to decide
directly or by implication any conflicting issue between
.~o-defendants.

Ma Sein never got within reach of any remedy.
~Her suit was dismissed on considerations which were
b inding on her irrespective of whether Ma Pan Nyun
was a party to the suit or not. Clearly, therefore,
there could exist no active contest as to rights and
no decision thereon as between Ma Pan Nyun and
her co-defendants.
:..: :·_.The appeal is allowed and the case is returned to
the District Judge for .disposal on the merits. Costs
will follow the event. T he. appellant is entitled to
a ret urn of the court-fee oaid
on the memorandum
...
Qf appeal.

37
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

RAMBROSE
v.
KING-EMPEROR.*

1298

June Z5·

Penal Code (Act XLV of 186o), ss. 182 and 2II-0,fjence committed falling·
within the purview of both sections-Prosecution should be under s. 211
-Charge before the police and subsequent institution of a proceeding beforethe Court-Criminal P1·ocedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 195·
Accused laid a false charge of robbery and hurt in an information before
the police, which was, after enquiry, thrown out. Subsequently, the accused
lodged a complaint in Court for the same offence which the magistrate dismissed
as false on the police report.
Held, that the accused committed an offence which came both within the
purview of s. x82 and s. 21 I or the Penal Code. An offence under the latter
section includes an offence under the former section, but the converse does not
hold good.
Accused, under such circumstances should be prosecuted under s. 2 I r of
the Penal Code on a complaint by the Court according to the provisions of
s. 195 (r) (b) of the Criminal Procedure Code, and not under s. 182 of the Penal
Code merely on the complaint of the public servant concerned.

Bhokteram v. Heera Kolita, 5 Cal. 184; Brown v. Anatzda Lal Mullick, 44
Cal. 6so; Empress v. Arjun, 7 BQm. 574; Emperor v. Sarada Prosad Chatterjee,
32 Cal. x8o; Jaggu v. Pala, 2 U.B.R. 95; Queen-Empress v. Raghu Tiwari, IS
All. 336; Shaik l'v!uhammad Yassim v. Ki11g-Emperor, 4 Pat. 323-referred to.

l\1YA ~u, J .- -T he petitioner applies to have· the·
· proceeding in Criminal Regular Trial No. 16 of 1928
of the Court of the Township Magistrate'- Sagaing,.
now pending against him quashed. The proceedingwas instituted by a complaint laid against the peti-·
tioner by the officer-in-charge of the police-station at
Sagaing, charging the. :Petitioner with havin.g committed an offence punishable under section 182, Indian
Penal Code. · 'fhe circumstances that led to the prose-·
cution were as follows :-In the 27th Junuary 1928 the
petitioner went to the . police-station at Sagaing and .
· .*

Criminal Revision No. 124B of 1928 (at-Mandalay).
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made allegations against one Bagwandin and Andy to
the effect that they had jointly committed robbery on
him, in the course of which, one of them caused
hurt to him. The · facts alleged by the petitioner
constituted an offence punishable under section 394,
Indian Penal Code. The police investigated the case,
found it to be false and finally classified it as
such : thereupon the petitioner lodged a complaint in
Court against Bagwandin and Andy on the same facts
and for the same offence, and the Headquarters
Magistrate on receipt of it directed the police of
Sagaing for enquiry and report. On receipt of the
ploice report, the Headquarters Magistrate dismissed
the complaint, classifying the case as " false " . In
these circumstances, the officer-in-charge of the policestation filed the complaint against the petitioner by which
the trial now sought to be quashed was instituted.
The information given by the petitioner was of a
cognizable offence, and it charged the persons named
by him with having committed the offence. If that
information was false, the offence committed by the
·p etitioner would amount to not merely giving of false
information under section 182, Indian Penal Codet
but would also amount to iaying of fasle charge
within the meaning of section 211, Indian Penal Code,
inasmuch as the inforf?.ation also falsely charged the
particular persons named with having committed the
offence mentioned in the information. From a comparison of these two sections of the Indian Penal
Code, . it appears that a person making a false charge
is liable to be dealt with under either one or the
other of them, and, as ,..p ointed out in Bhokte1-am v.
Heera Kolita . (1), an offence under section 211 includes
an offence under section 182. Prqsecution for a false
charg~ may therefore be either under section 182 or
(1) (1879) 5 Cal. :t84.

RAMBROSE

v.
KINGEMPEROR.

MvA Bu,J.
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under section 211-see Emperor v. Sarada Prosad
Chatterjee (1) and Queen-Empress v. Raghu Tiwari (2).
Though an offence under section 211 includes an
offence under section 182, the converse will not hold
good. It is plain that, where the offence falls under
section 182 only and not under section 211, ·a complaint,
in writing, of the public servant concerned or of so'me
other public servant to whom he is subordinate, is
all that is necessary under section 195 (1) (a) of the
Criminal Procedure Code, to render the prosecution
valid. It is also equally plain that, where the offence
alleged is under section 211 and committed in, or in
relation to, a proceeding in Court, the prosecution
must, in order to be valid, be initiated by a complaint, in writing, of such Court or of some other
Court to which it is subordinate, under section 195
(1) (b), Criminal Procedure Code. Therefore where
information to the police amounting to a false charge
under section 211, is followed by a complaint to the
Court based on the same allegations and the same
charge, the.. provisions of section 195 (1) of the
Criminal Procedure Code come into operation, and it
has been held in Brown v. Ananda L al Mullick (3),
that in . such a case complaint of the Court is necessary to the validity of a prosecution of the informant
·u nder section 211, Indian Penal Code, even if the
prosecution be in respect of the false charge made to
the · police. As pointed out in Shaik 1Vluhammad
Yassim v. King-Emperor (4), the same rule will hold
good irrespective of whether the Court investigated
the . complaint . or not. .
·
·Had the ··p etitioner in this case been pro.secuted
for an offence under section 211, Indian Penal
.Code, the c~se would ce~ainly be go':erned . hy the
(x) (1904) 32 Cal. r 8o.
.(3) (1916) 44 CaL ·6so.

(2) (I893) IS All: 336
(4) ( 1924) 4 Pat; 323.
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provisions of section 195 (1) (b). What remains to be
considered is whether in the circumstances of the
case, the prosecution under · section 182, Indian Penal
Code, could properly be permitted in spite of the fact
that the offence has amounted to one under section
211, Indian Penal Code.
According to the ruling in Empress v. Arjun (1)
" vVhere a person specifically complains that another
man committed an offence, and does so falsely with the
object of causing injury to that person, he is guilty
of making a false charge of an .offence under section
211 and not undet section 182." In Sarada Prosad
Chatterjee's case (2) it was ruled that, if the false
charge was a serious one the graver section 211 should
be applied and that trial should be full and fair.
In Jaggu v. Pala (3), in which there were two
proceedings against the accused, one under section
211 at the instance of the party aggrieved and another
under section 182 at the instance of the public
servant concerned,-it was pointed out that the ordinary
rule should be followed, and the charge under section
182 n1ust be abandoned in favour of the more serious
charge under sectimi 211, Indian Penal Code. ·
In a case like the present one, which came up
before this Court in Criminal Revision No. 163B of
1927~ where a person prosecuted under section 182,
Indian Penal Code, contended that the offence fell
up.der section 211, Indian . Penal Code and the
prosecution was _incompetent except on the complaint .
of the Court concerned,- Pratt, J., ruled that the
offence fell under section 211 and a complaint by the
l\1agistrate b~fore whom the false charge was made ·
was necessary. .
In view of . the above rulings, I consider that,
although the offence alleged against the . petitioner
(t) (x88zf7 Born. 184. (2) (1904) 32. Cal. r8o. (3) ,II.U.B.R. (1914: I6)

9S. ·

RAMBIWSE

v.
KINGEMPEROR.

MYA

Bu, J.
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falls under both section 182 and section 211, Indian
Penal Code, proseeutron.;~runder section ·~-l82-.t:\-s· ··'"-<i_uite
RAMBROSE
v.
improper. To permit such a prosecution, it will, in
KINGEMPEROR.
my opinion, be contrary to the general principle that
MYABU, J. a prosecution for a lesser offence should not be
launched when the facts constitute a graver offence.
For the reasons stated above, I allow the application, and the proceedings before the Township
Magistrate, Sagaing, are quashed.
1928

.

~

. ... ··."!'• ~

......

.,,~·

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before lV!r. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Doyle.

S. A. S. CHETTYAR FIRM

v.
s. v. A. R. A. FIRM

AND OTHERS.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 73-0rder for rateable distribution "11ot. ,
a ministerial act-Order revisab"ze by High Court under s. I I 5 of the Code__:_: ..,·
No i1zquiry as to ownership of property necessary ~vhen ordering 1'ateable

distribution.

·

An order made under s. 73 of the Civil Procedure Code is not a ministerial
and non-judicial act of a Judge.

T he High Court can therefore interfere with

such an order on revision.
In passing an order for a rateable distribution, a Court is not bound to

inquire as to whom the property helongs.

Shankar Sarup v. Mejo Mal, (J>.C.) 23 All. 313-referred to.
Bibi Uma v. Rasoolan, 5 Pat; 445; S. Pillai v. Arunuchalam, 40 Mad. 841dissented from.

~eqch,

,:

Gmzguli,

Chowdhury,

.-1

Doctor

for

the

appellants.
Foucar, Shaffee, ·Basu, Venketram for the respond. ents.

* Civil R.evision Nos. 32I, 327 and 328 of 1927 against the order of the
Distdct Court of Pyinm.ana in Civil Execution Nos. 30, 3 I . and 32 .of 1925.
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DAs, J.-These are applications against the order
·{)f the District Judge of Pyinmana passed under
:section 73 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The first' que'stion for consideration is whether this
Court can interfere with an order passed under section
73 of the Civil Procedure Code.
It is argued on the authority of a decision of their
:Lordships of the Privy Council in the case of Shankar
.Sarup and others v. Mejo Mal and others (1) that they
held that the action of the Judge under section 73 was
:m erely ministerial and non-judicial and that therefore
this Court cannot interfere with the same in revision .
.At page 372 of the report their Lordships say as
follows:'.'The scheme of section 295 (present section 73)
.is rather to enable the Judge as matter of administration to distribute the price according to what seem at
the time to be the rights of parties without this
.d istribution importing a conclusive adjudication on
those rights, which may be subsequently re-adjusted by
.a suit such as the present. Their Lordships approve
<>f the decision on this point in Vishnu Bhikaji Phadke
v. Achut Jagannath Ghate (2), and they concur in the
further observation made by the learned Judge in that
·.case that the application of the 13th article is also
-precluded by the fact that the order for distribution
was a step in an execution proceeding and was there-·
fore made in the suit in which the. decree was made
which was in proce~s of e).{ecution. The order for
.distribution was th~s an order in a suit."
It is quite clear from .those observations that what
'their Lordships where considering in that case was
whether the 13th article of the Limitation Act .applied
to an order passed under section 295 and that they
never stated that the order under section 295 was a
(r) (1901) 23 All..

~ 13.

(2) . (z884) zs Born.

438.

S.A.S.
CHE'ITYAR
FIRM

v.

S.V.A.R.A.
FIRM AND
OTHERS.
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ministerial and non-judicial order. On the other hand
c~·~~s;AR . they clearly stated that - ~~~ order:, J-~:-~~~estion was an
FmM
order in a suit. That being so, 1t cannot be stated.
v.
that their Lordships held that the order under section
S .V.A.R.A.
FrRM ANo
295 was a ministerial order. All that they stated was
OTHERS.
that the scheme of section 295 was ·to enable the Judge.
DAs, J.
distribute the price as a matter of administration.
In this connection reference was made to a decision:
in the case of Bibi Uma Habiba v. Mussammat
Rasoolan (1), where Foster., J., states-·-as.,follows :" It 'w as urged that the matter really was under
section 4 7, but it seems to me that the Privy Council.
decision must be deferred to, and this matter must .
be .r egarded as a purely ministerial act which has noelement of a judicial decision."
I do not agree with the iearned Judge in these·
observations. I do not think that their Lordshios. ·
of the Privy Council had ever stated or meant toinfer that a decision under section 73 was a purely
ministerial act which had no element of a judiciaf
decision. I may also mention the case of Saravana
Pillai v. Arunachalam Chettiar (2), where the learned .
Judges seem to think that their Lordships of the··
Privy Council . had held that an order under section .
73 was . a non-judicial order which could not b~ .
interfered with in revision by the High Court. I. do( ·
nof agree with the observations of the learned Judges. ·
in that case. I am of opinion that their Lordships.
of the Privy Council did not hold that an order under ·
section 73 of the Civil Procedure Code was a ministerial · and non-judicial act of a Judge which ·could not
be interfered with by the High Court ·in revision~· ·
I think that the Big!J. Court cari interfere with an· order ·
passed ·under section 73 of the Givil Procedure Code ;·
under .section .115 of the Civil Procedure Code.. But :
1 92 8

to

.1:

··(~) (1926) 5 Pat. 445·
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section 73 of the Civil Procedure Code does not
provide for any enquiry being made by the Court
when passing an order for a rateable distribution and
I do not think that the ·~Judge· -is · bound to make any
enquiry as to whom the property belongs before making
the rateable distribution.
~·In this case the prpp~rties were sold as belonging ·
to the three judgment-debtors. It must be assumed
in this case the properties belonged to them in
equal proportion. The learned Judge was certainly
wrong in ordering the same rateable distribution to
the decree-holders against on'e or two judgment-debtors.
I think the proper procedure would be first of all to
p ay off the mortgage decree obtained against Maung
An and Maung Tha Hlaing out of two-thirds of the
assets in the hands of the Court : and after that the
decree-holders against all three are entitled to a rateable distribution out of the asssets left in the hands of
t he Court and, if there is any balance left after paying
off the decree-holders agaim~t all three, then the
balance will be distributed proportionately to the
decree-holders against one or two of the judgmentdebtors taking each judgment-debtor's share to be ·
one-third in the assets.
DoYLE, J.- T-h eir .Lordships of the Privy Council

appear to have considered that a Court aGting 1,.mder..
section 73, Civil Procedure Code, was acting somewhat
after the fashion of a Court executing a decree, such
~ Court"''having no power to go·'into the matter whether
such a decree has been ob~ined by frau9. or not,. but
to say that they were ad!):linistering the order does not
amount to saying that they were acting in immaterial
capacity. As regards our power of revision it is · clear ·
that the . learned ·District Judge did not adopt any ·
principle other th,an that of convenience in passing
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the order which we have under consideration. This
amounted to,.,. a ,Jailur.e.~,~.o exercise jurisdiction which
justifies interference under section 115, Civil Procedure
Code. It is not for us to order him to exercise his
jurisdiction in any direction but he is bound to direct
his mind seriously to the materials which appear on
the record and to form his conclusion on them. I
agree with my brother Das that the learned Judge
was not bound to hold an enquiry.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. :Justice Baguley

MA PYU
v.
K. C. MITRA.*

<,

•.I

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), ss. roo, xor-Second appeal under the
Code on an issue of law only-Findings of fact of the first Appellate Court
cannot be questioned on second appeal.
Under the provisions of ss. roo, IOI' second appeals lie only if the
decision is contrary to law or if the decision fails to determine some material
issue of law or if there is any substantial error or defect in the procedure. S. roo
says nothing about the findings of fact concurrent or oherwise,and
therefore the finding of the first Appellate Court upon a question of fact is final,
if that Court had before it evidence in support of th.e finding, however unsatisfactory it might be if examined.

Durga v. :Jewahir, (P.C.) r8 Cal. 23; Pertap v. Mohendranath, (P.C.) 17
Cal. 291; Ramgopal v. Shamskhaton, (P.C.) 20 Cal. 93-rejerred to.

Doctor .for the appellant.
Sen for the respondent.
}.-One Po Mya was supposed to be
the owneJ; of·· two adjacent pieces of land, · Holdings
No. 7·7 and ·No. 78. Holding No. 77 _was .freehold.
B .A GULEY,

·.. * . Cjvil Second Appeal No. ssr of 1927 against the judgment of the District
Court of Henzada ,i n ·Civil Appeal No, 68. of 1927.
·
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1 2
Holding No. 78 was leasehold. As a matter of fact
9 8
·the lease had :lapsed; but . this does not have any MA Pyu
·bearing on the case. He sold Holding No. 78 and K.c. MITRA.
two sma]l ...triiLngl!Htr'' pieces of Holding No. 77 to BAG~~ J.
K. C. Mitra and placed him in possession of the
land but no registered deed was executed. Afterwards he purported to sell the whole of Holdings
·Nos. 78 and 77 to the plaintiff, Ma Pyu. The
,defendant finding that the lease had lapsed got a
fresh lease from Government of the entire original
Holding No. 78 and the plaintiff appears to have
·:abandoned any attempt to get that away from him,
but she now sues him to recover the two small
·triangular portions of Holding No. 77 on which it
·w ould seem part of his· building had been erected.
The trial Court decided the case really on the

J.SSUe :-

'' Is the defendant in possession of the suit land
:under . the agreement of sale by U Po Mya ?" The
learned Judge found that the defendant was in
·possession of the suit land under the agreement of
.sale and dismissed the case.
On appeal the learned District Judge agreed with
this view but said quite rightly that it was necessary
to see whether the plaintiff had notice of the
.agreement of sale by U Po Mya in favour of ·.the
~efendant. After examining the evidence he came
to .t he conclusion that the plaintiff had not~ce of the
:agreement to sell and of the occupation of the land
by the defendant. He therefore dismissed the appeal
-and the plaintiff has come in second appeal to this
·Court.
The memorandum of appeal is based · to a great
extent on questions .of fact. I pointed out to Mr~ .
Doctor that in my opinion findings of .fact in the
lower Appellate Court must be regarded as final.
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Section 100 of the Civil Procedure Code is quite
MA PYU
clear and Section 100. v.dOeS not mention the WOrd
K.C. MITRA. " facts ". Section 101 · ·;~y~ that no second appeal
BAcuLEY, J. shall lie except on the grounds mentioned in section
100. It was argued · that there was no concurrent
finding of facts with regard to the question of notice ; ·
but that seems to me to be quite immaterial. Section ·
100 says nothing about the findings of fact, concur-:
rent or otherwise. It says that second appeals may
be filed if a decision is eontrary to law, if :1. decision
fails to determine some material issue of law or if.
there is any substantial error or defect in the pro- ·
cedure, which may . possibly have produced error or ·
defect in the · decision of the case. Reference may ·
be · given to a few authorities to hold that Cou;i"ts.
of second· appeal must not attempt to extend the scope
of the section. They are all Privy Council cases.
The first is Pertap Chunder Ghose v. lVIohendranath
Purkait (1). In this ruling at page 298 I find a note ·
"Their Lordships must· observe that the limitations :
to the power of the Court by sections 584 and 58S.
(now sections 100 and 101) in a second appeal, ought
to be attended to, and the appellant ought not to be
allowed to question the finding of the first Appellate ·
Court upon a matter of fact." This was a case in ·
which the trial Court and the 1st Appellate Court
appear to have come to two different conclusions. ·
with regard to the facts .
The next ruling is. Durga Chowdhrani v. Jewahir ·
Singh Chowdhri (2). "This is also a Privy Council case
and at page 30 · their ·Lordships remark : " Nothing :
can be clearer than the declaration in the Civii '
Procedure Code that ·.no .second appeal will lie except
· on · the grounds specified in section 584. _No. Court ~
. in lndia or elsewhere . has power to· add to or enlarge ·
1 92 .8

(x) (x889)
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· (z) (x89o) x8 Cal. 23.·
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those grounds
It is enough in the
1928
present case to say that an erroneous finding of MA Pvu
fact is a different thing from an error or defect in K. c. MrTRA.
procedure, and .,that ..:·.:~:.!}ere is no jurisdiction to BAGliLEY, J.
entertain a second appeal on the ground of an
.e rroneous finding of fact, however, gross or inexcusable the error may seem to be. W here there is no
error or defect in the procedure, the finding of the
first Appellate Court upon a question of fact is final,
if that Court had before it evidence proper for its
consideration in support of the finding." In this case
a.lso the lower Appellate Court had reversed the decree
of the trial Court on facts.
The third case is Ramgopal and another v.
Shamskr._aton and others (1) . In this case also quoting
yet another ruling their Lordships of the Privy
Council say : "It has now been conclusively settled
that the third court .
cannot
entertain an appeal upon any question as to the
soundness of findings of fact by the second Court ;
.i f there is evidence to be considered, the decision
-of the second Court, however unsatisfactory it might
be if examined, must stand final."
We are therefore in this case bound by th~ facts
as found by the lower Appellate Court. The learned
Judge has found as a fact that the building of the
defendant was standing on the site on the 1st day
of April 1925 and there is undoubtedly evidence
which would warrant such a finding being reached.
P. ,.C . Dey, the plaintiff's husband, who conducted
the house stands on the
.this case for . her states that
.
.site of the two triangular pieces of land now in
dispute. The sale deed executed i~ favour of the
plaintiff is dated the 5th July 1925 and the . lower
Appellate Court has found as a fact tliat three months
(x) (1892)

20

Cal. 93·
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before that date the defendant's house was standing
MAPYU
on the site in question. This must be regarded as
v.
K.C.MITRA' notice of the li•defencl:ant-"'s~ interestY--in·~i.the ,·~Ad. to the
plantiff ; for, the plaintiff's agent P. C. Dey, who is
BAGULEY, J.
her husband, has a shop quite close to the land now
in dispute. It 1s there~ore not necess~!Y to say anything further.
·
· . . ..
·
· The appeal is dismissed with costs.
1928

APPELLATE

CIVIL~·

·· ····.···.,. ·.:.s·· ,•.,

Before Mr. :Justice Carr.

MA NYUN
v.
MAUNG SAN MYA AND

ANOTHER~..>]f:....

Stamp Act (II of 1899), ss. 35 (a), 36-Promisso1·y-note insufficiently stamped,.
admitted in evidence-Proviso (a) of s. 35-Whether such admission a1~<?.~~~~:..
to illegality-Appellate Court's power to question the admission.
Held, that where a trial Court admits an insufficiently stamped promissorynote in evidence on payment of the duty and penalty, overlooking the fact that
proviso (a) of s. 35 of the Stamp Act does not apply to a promissory-note~
the Court cannot be said to have acted illegally, and having regard to. th.e pro_visions of s. 36 of the Act the Appellate Court has no power to question the
admission of the document, and to reject it on the ground that it was not duly
stamped.
Devachand v. Hirachand, 13 Born. 449; Khoob Lall v. Jungk Singh, 3 Cal.
787; MiKe v. Nga Kan, Gyi I I U.B.R. Stamp 36; Panchanand v. Taramoni ·
xz Cal. 64- followed.
Maung Ba Kywan v. Ma Kyi Kyee, 2 L.B.R. ro3-dissented fro m.

Paw Tun for the appellant.
Kin U for the respondents.
CARR,

J.-·This was a suit on a promissory-note.

Both the Courts below have agreed tl-..at the plaintiff'
proved the execution of the note. The Township
Court on that· finding gave . a decree for ·the plaintiff,
.

'

" Special Civil Second Appeal No. 52 of 1928 against the judgment of the·
District Court of Tharrawaddy in Civil Appeal No .. xoz of I9Z7-
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but, on appeal, the District Court reversed that
decision on the ground that the promissory-note sued
upon was insufficiently stamped. The facts as regards
the promissar,y-note were that it was for Rs. 600 and
stamped with one one-anna stamp only. As it should
have been stamped with two-annas the T ownship
Judge impounded it and levied the deficient duty of
one-anna .and a penalty of Rs. 5, purporting to act
under secti.o n 35 of the Stamp Act. He was wrong
in his action, having overlooked the fact that proviso
(a) to section 35 does not apply to a promissory-note.
However, he did levy the duty and penalty and
he did admit the promissory-note in evidence. The
District Judge was right in his finding that the note
could not properly have been admitted in evidence.
He held on the authority of Maung Ba Kywan v.
Ma Kyi Kyee (1) that section 36 did not apply in
this case and, therefore, on his finding that the note
was inadmissible he set aside the decree and dis_missed the plaintiff's suit. In the case relied upon
by the District Judge Mr. Justice Fox held that section
36 of the Stamp Act was not applicable to a promissory:-note. He said that the T ownship Court by
admitting and acting on the document had acted
illegally arid that that illegality could be corrected
by an Appellate Court. He remarked that the cases
of S. A. Ralli v. Caramali Fazal (2) and Chenbasapa
v. Lakshman Ramchandra (3) supported his vievv.
That appears to be the latest reported Lower Burma
decision on this . point. There is, however, an Upper
Burma case, Mi J(e v. Nga Kan Gyi (4) in which
the Judicial Commissioner, now Sir George Shaw,
expressly dissented from Mr. Justice Fox's ruling.
He .said in his judgment that the Bombay cases relied
(1) (1903) 2 L.B.R. 103.
.(2) (189o) 14 Born. 102

(3) (189+) 18 Born. 369 .
(4) IX U.B.R. (1907-09) Stamp 36.

1928
MA NYUN

v.
MAUNG
SAN MYA
AND

ANOTHER •.
CARR,

J..
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upon in the Lower Burma decision did not deal with
MANYUN the point for determination.
I have myself referred
v.
to those cases ancf'I .erit1r'e1)f'agree with his view.
MAUNG
SAN MYA
The terms of section 36, Stamp Act, are exceedAND
.ingly wide and in their plain ordinary meaning they
undoubtedly refer to any document which has, in
CARR, J.
fact, been admitted in evidence, and are sufficient to
·cover the case of a promissory-note or of any other
document to which proviso (a) to section 35 is not
applicable. There are '''-~ ..number of other cases in
.which the view taken by Sir George Shaw has been
taken. These refer to earlier Stamp Acts but there
is no material difference between the relevant provisions of those Acts and those of the Act now in
force. In Devachand v. Hirachand Kamaraj (1), the
document in question was a promissory-note but the
Judge of the trial Court held that it was a bond and
admitted it in evidence on payment of duty and
penalty. Later, before the suit had been decided,
his successor formed the opinion that the document
was a promissory-note and that its admission in evidence
was illegal. On that ground, therefore, he dismissed
the suit. A Full Bench of three Judges of the
Bombay High Court held that the promissory-note
having once been admitted in evidence could not
afterwards be rejeGted on the ground that it was not
-duly stamped. In Khoob Lall v. Ju-;igle Singh (2),
the trial Court held that the ·document before it was
.not a promissory-note but a letter of agree1nent and
;admitted it in evidence on payment of penaity.
.Before the High Court it was argued that the docu.ment was, in fact, a promissory-note and that · it
being a· promissory-note section 39 of Act XVIII of
1869 ·was . not applicable. The Calcutta High Court
1928

A~OTHFR.

(1) (x 889) 13 Born. 449· ·
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1928
held that the admissibility of the document could not
be questioned i11 appeal. In Panchanand Dass MA NYUN
v.
Chowdhry v. Taramoni Chowdrain (1), the document MAUNG
MYA
in question was held by the trial Court to be a bond SANAND
and it was admitted on payment of duty and penalty. ANOTHER.
- ·-···
The first appellate Court held that the document CARR, J.
was a promissory-note and was not admissible in
evidence and therefore reversed the decision. It was
held by the High Court that the Subordinate Judge
sitting in appeal had no authority to review the
question of the admission of the document. It held
that the Stamp Act, I of 1879, governed the cases and
that under the third proviso of section 34 of that
Act, which was essentially identical with section 36
of the present Act, the admission of the document
could not be questioned in appeal. All these cases .
are directly relevant to the question now before me
and they all support what in my view is the plain
meaning of section 36. In my opinion, therefore, the
decision of Mr. Justice Fox in Maung Ba Kywan v.
Ma Kyi Kyee (2) was wrong. I therefore allow this
appeal, set aside the judgment and decree of the
District Court and restore those of the Township
Court. The respondents. will pay appellant's costs 1n
all Courts.

(x) (x886)

12

Cal. 64.

(2) (I90j) 2 L.B.R. IOJ.
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u

PO MAUNG AND OTHERS
v.
u TUN PE AND OTHERS·.*

Civil Procedure (Act V of 1908), s. 9z-Alteration or modification of schemeRegular suit essential-Mere application, whether authorised under scheme
or not, insufficient-Consent of Government Advocate essential.
: -·

:-.·

....

A scheme settled by a District Court for the management of a pagoda
gave no power to the Court to vary the scheme on mere application. N evertheIess on the application of the trustees the Court varied the ·scheme as to the
tenure of office and mode of appointment of trustees.
H eld, that where a scheme has been framed under s. 92 of the Civil Procedure
Code, it cannot be altered or modified except by a regular suit filed by the
Government Advocate or by interested parties with.tp.e,c~m~ent of the Government Advocate in accordance with the provisions of s. 92 of the Act.
Veeraraghavachariar v. The Advocate-General of Madras, 51 Mad. 3 I followed.
·

Ba Maw for the appellant.
Thein Maung for the respondents.
DAS and DOYLE, JJ.- In Civil Reguta:r ·No. 169 of
1906 of the D istri~t Court of Thaton a scheme
was settled for the .management of the affairs of the
Kyaiktiyo Pagoda and seven trustees .were appointed
for life their tenure of office being otherwise terminable
only by resignation, misconduct or prolonged absence.
Rule 26 of the scheme gave the trustees power with
the permission of the Thaton District Court to frame
rules for the guidanc:~ of the public provided that
they were not contrary to the formulation of the scheme.
Rule 26 clearly gave the trustees· power only to frame
..bye-laws within the purview of the scheme and was
not intended to give either themselves or the D istrict
· *Civil Misc_ellaneous Appeal No. 39 of 'I9Z8 against the. prder of the
District Court of Thaton, in ·civil Miscellaneous No. 56 of 1927.
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Court power on mere application to vary the original
19z8
scheme.
UPo
In .. Civil,'ttMiscellaneous Case No. .S. ,. .o f 1927, the ~~Na
District Court of Thaton on the application of the oTHERs
v.
existing trustees varied the scheme to the extent that u TUN PE
the tenure of office of the trustees should be for three AND QTHERS.
years, an election to be held triennially on the 1st .J>o~{~IJ..
August it being agreed that the existing trustees should
cease to hold office on the 1st July 1927.
An election was held on the 7th August 1927,
and the old trustees who stood for election did not
secure re-election. Disputes as to handing over the
trust property led to an order from the High Court
that the existing old trustees should hold office until
the result of the election was confirmed by the
District Court.
In Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 56 of 1927, the
District Court of Thaton, after hearing objections as
to the irregularities in the course of the election,
confirmed the election of the new trustees. Five
old trustees have now applied to this Court in appeal
urging that the holding of the new election is invalid
since the District Court, Thaton, has no power on
mere application to vary the original scheme. The
situation is somewhat piquant since it was on the
application of the five old trustees that the original
scheme was varied. This, however, does not operate .
as an estoppel against them since, if their contention
be correct, the whole of ~he proceedings in connection
with the ·variation of the scheme were annulled ab
initio.
Proceedings in connection with the· variation of a
trust such as the Kyaik.tiyo Pagoda Trust are governed
by section 92 of the Civil Procedure. On a plain .
construction of section 92 it would appear that where
it is desired to vary the terms of an express trust
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1 9~8

the proper course to adopt is for the Advocate- General,
u Po
or two or more ,.p.er~M·,,. _with his permission, to
MAUNG
AND
institute a suit to obtain such variation. But it has
oT~
been held in the past that, where such a trust has
u .T uN PE been constituted by suit, subsequent variation of the
AND o~HERS. trust can be made within that suit itself and that no
~~E~JJ. fresh suit should be filed.
In Veeraraghavachariar v. The Advocate-General
of Madras (1), ~he law on the subject has b een discussed at great length ·hy~.·a Full Bench of the Madras
High Court which, after reviewing exhaustively the
case-law on the subject, has laid down the proposition
that where a scheme has been framed any modification
or alteration of the scheme is in effect a new scheme
and power to frame isN•given only subject to the
conditions specified in section 92 although there may
be cases in which the Court reserves to itself the
right to allow a person or persons to apply for a relief
which will come within section 92 of the Civil Procedure
Code.
Our attention has been drawn to U Ba Pe v. U
1
Po Sein (2), a Bench' "tuling of the Rangoon High
Court which contains the following passage : " It has
been repeatedly held that in suits under section 92
of the Code, which in England would have come
before the Courts of Chancery, the Court which framed
a scheme has power to vary it." This judgment was
delivered prior to the publication of Veera_raghavachariar v. The Advocate-General of Madras (1). The
comment quoted is obiter since the point for decision
in U Ba Pe v. U Po Sein was "that there a Court
reserves to itself the right to confirm elections held
under a scheme framed by .it under the provisions of .
seCtion .92 _o f .the Civil Procedure Code . and where
--==--~------~------~---- ·--------~~------.

.

(t) (i9Z?) 51 Mad.

ax.

(z) (x9z8) 6 Ran . 97.
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application for confirmation is made by parties on the
one side in the suit and is opposed by parties on the
other side, the order is a decree in the suit itself
and is therefor~ · ~pp~~lable as a decree under the
Code." It will be seen therefore that the point at
issue did not come within the purview of section 92
and that the . decision of the Bench was not in conflict
with the decision of the Full Bench just quoted. We
are in complete agreement with the conclusions come
at in Veeraraghavachariar v. The Advocate-General
of Madras . (l}~,aruL ,.would merely add that it seems
to us only right that where the presence or consent
of the Advocate-General was necessary for the purposes of formulating a trust scheme his presence or
consent should equally be necessary for varying it,
particularly in such a case as the present one where
the trust affects the interests of the whole community.
If it were possible by mere miscellaneous application
to vary the trust it would be possible for a small
party of local inhabitants to alter the ·. terms of the
trust to the detriment of worshippers from remote
parts of the province whose interests it would be the
duty of the Advocate-General in a regular suit to protect.
We have been asked to hold that the election is
valid under the old rules. This we cannot do for
two reasons (1) because the resignation of the old
trustees was clearly provisional on the introduction
of their proposed scheme and (2) because it cannot
be assumed that the electors who would be willing
to elect trustees for a term of three years would be
equally willing to elect these trustees for life, although
the converse proposition might well apply. We therefore hold that the whole of the proceedings commencing
with Civil Miscellaneous No. s· of 1927 are ·void and
(t) (19z7) 51 Mad. 31.'

,~9_2_~

U Po
MAUNG
AND
OTHERS

v.
U TuN Ps
AND OTHERS.
D AS AND

DoYLB,]J.
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that the appellants are still in office as trustees of the
pagoda.
U Po
MAUNG
We may point out in·· ·passing:'~hat}.•:there are two
AND
OTHERS
vacancies, which should have been filled up under
Clo
U TuN PE the original scheme which provides for seven trustees.
AND OTHERS.
As the present situation has been create.4 . ~ntirely by
DAS AND
the act of the five appellants they will pay all the
:DOYLE, JJ.
costs of the litigation. Advocate's fee in this Court
five gold mohurs.
1928

.. • '

......· .~:·. .... .. {¥t·.:~· ·

FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
B efore Sir Henry Pratt, Kt. Officiating Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Cunliffe,
and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

COMMISSIONER OF INCOME::TAX

v.
PHRA PHRAISON SALARAK.*
Income-t axAct (XI oftgzz), ss. 4 (1), 5, 6, 7, 18 (2A), 42-Income ''accruing
and arising," meaning qf-Source of income, the test-Place of receipt or
earning-Remuneration paid in foreign territory by .foreig1! Government for
services rendered in British India- Interpretation of fiscal en'actments.
A Siamese Forest Officer was stationed by his Government at Moulmein
to collect royalties on behalf of his Government on timber extracted from
Siamese forests and floated down to Moulmein. H e received a remuneration from his Government which was paid to his credit in Bangkok. He
was assessed to income-tax in Burma. T he Commissioner of I ncome-tax
held that his remuneration could not be classed as ' salary • within the meaning
of s. 7 (r) of the I ncome-tax Act, but that the remuneration was a taxabl~
cncome under the heading (vi) Other sources.of s. 6 of the Act and that it was
'income accruing or arising • in British I ndia within the meaning of s. 4 of
the Act. He referred the latter question to the High Court.
Held, that the words' accrue and arise ' (which words may be regarded as
synonymous) when applied to income are to be governed by the source from
which the income accrues and arises, not by the place where it is received or
earned. A subject ts not to be taxed wtthout clear words to that effect and
in cast of doubt, the burden must riot be imposed on the subject. T he remune-.
ration paid in Siam to a Siamese official for services rendered in Burma is not
income.accruing or arising in Bdtish India. ·

* Civil Reference

No.

2

<?f 1928:
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Board of Revenue, Madras v. Ramanadhan, 43 Mad. 75; Board of Revenue
v. Ripon Press, 46 Mad. 706; Commissioner of Income-tax, Burma v. Steel
Bros., 3 Ran. 6I4; Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk, L.R. (1900) A.C. s88;
I n re Aurangabad 1W:ills, Ltd., 45 Born. 1286; Re Rogers Company v. Secretary
of State, 52 CaL 30; Sundar Das v. Collector of ·Gujrat, 3 Lah. 349----referred
to.
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COMMISSIONER OF

INCOME-TAX

v.
PHRA PHRAI_

SON

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
Daniel for the assessee.

}.-This is a reference under section
66 (2) of the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, on the
application of one Phra Phraison Salarak, a forest
officer in the service of the Siamese Government,
stationed at Moulmein, where he collects the royalty
on. timber, extracted from forests in Siamese territory,
whence it is floated down streams, the earlier of
whose. courses is in that territory. For his services
he receives remuneration which is paid to his credit
in Bangkok. He was assessed to income-tax under
the head of " salary " for the year 1927-28 in respect
of the total amount so paid to his credit and of the
value of the rent free quarters enjoyed by him. . He
appealed against the assessment on the grounds, first,
th~t the salary paid to him was not " salary " for the
purposes of section 7 of the Act, and, secondly, that
it was not liable to assessment as it did not arise or
accrue in British India. The Assistant Commissioner
decided the appeal against him on both points,
whereupon he asked the Commissioner to refer to the
Court the following questions :-(1) That the income is ·#ot salary within the ·
meaning of section 7 · (1) of the Act, since
the Siamese Government cannot be regarded
as · the· ·" Government or as a public body
or association or a private employer. ''
(2) That, .in any case, whatever may be the
classification of the income. for the purposes
ORMISTON,

SALARAK.
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of section 6, such income cannot ·be said
.CoMMrs. to .'.~ .41.C;CI:Ue~(;~f>J. arise in
British India ,,.
~~~o~S:-T~
within the meainng of section 4 of the Act.
PHRA PHARrThe Commissioner was of the opinion that the
soN
remuneration of the applicant could not be classified
SA~AK. as " salaries ", and therefore, referred only the second
ORMISTON, J. question.
.
By section 4 (1 ), save as thereinafter provided
the Act is to apply to all income, profits or ga1ns, as
described or compr-ised ···in section 6, from whatever
source derived, .accruing or arising, or received in
British India, or deemed under the provisions of the
Act to accrue, arise, or to be received in British
India. Under section 6, save as otherwise provided
by the Act, six heads· of income, profits and gains.
are to be chargeable to income-tax. The first of
these heads is " Salaries " and the sixth is " ·Other
sources ". The Corrunissioner, having held that the
remuneration in question cannot be classified under
the first head, classified it under the sixth
head.
The question is ,. ~~····to whether the remuneration
" accrues, or arises , in British India. The Commissioner is of the opinion that the remuneration accrues.
or arises in the place where the work is done in respect
of which the remuneration is given, and that,.
~onsequently, the work having been done in British
India, the remuneration is attracted by section 6..
The Government Advocate has supported this view.
The ·expression is not defined in the Act, ·· and no
~uthority directly bearing on the point now to be
decided has been . quoted. Reference, however, has.
been made to a number of authorities where the expression
has been discuss.e d, and it is suggested that as a result it
· should be interpreted as meaning " earned in " or
· .,, d~rived from ".
1928
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1928
In Board of Revenue, Madras v. Ramanadhan
Chetty (1 ), it was held under section 3 (1) of the Act COMMISSIONER OF
of 1918, the wording of which is similar to that of INCOME-TAX
section 4 (l}~-·Ot·.-the .·present Act, that a resident in PHRA v.PHRAIsoN
British India is not liable to tax in respect of the
SALARAK.
income of a business carried on outside. British
India, where such income is not remitted to British 0RMISTON,J.
India. The case itself is not in point, and the only
passages in the report to which the Government
Advocate has directed attention are a discussion by
Abdur Rahim, Offg. C.J. (on page 82 ) on a possible
difference between. the phrases " accrues and
arises " and " accrues or arises ", and quotations
by Oldfield, J. (on pages 84 and 85 ) from dictionaries
·as to the meaning of the word " accrue ." From
these it appears that the primary meanings are " to
arise or spring as a natural growth or result '', '' to
come by way of increase " and " to grow or arise " ;
while as secondary meanings it has " to become a
present and enforceable right ", and " to become a
present right of demand . "
Seshagiri Ayyar, J. (at pages 90 and 91) quotes some
fur~her definitions. _ In Murray's Oxford Dictionary
the words " accrue " and " arise ·, are regarded as
synonymous. In the Century Dictionary the word
" accrue " is defined to mean " to become a present
or enforceable right to demand ". Stroud defines
" arising in the United Kingdom " as " coming into
the person's hands in the United Kingdom".
In Re Rogers Pyatt Shellac & Company v. Secretary of State (2), Mukerji, J., after discussing theoretical
distinctions between "accruing'~ and" arising" arrives
at the · conclusion that the words denote the same_
idea, or ideas very similar, and that both words are

(1) (1919) 43 Ma~. 75·

(z) (19z4) sz Cal. 30.
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used in contradistinction to the word " receive " and
CoMMrsindicate a right to receive.:~.• They,_,;.t".epresent, he ·says,
SIONER OF
•
h
•
f •
h
h
lNcoMB-TAx a stage antenor to t e p01nt o t1me w en t e Income
PHRA PHRAr- becomes receivable and connote a character of the
soN
Income which IS more or less inchoate. These
SALARAK.
definitions do not support the view that income
ORMISTON,J.
•
·
• 1
accrues or anses
In
a partlcu
ar country by reason o f
the fact that it is "earned" in that country. On the
contrary they go to show that income " accrues "
and "arises" in the country where~:'tbere is a right to
demand payment of it, or where, in fact, it is paid.
In the case referred the applicant is a Siamese
Government servant and there is nothing to indicate
that he- has a right to demand payment of his income
in Moulmein, and, according to the case, it is actually
paid in Bangkok.
Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk (1) was a
decision of the Privy Council on a New South
Wales Act which imposed income-tax on incomes inter
alia (1) "accruing or arising to any person wheresoever residing from any profession. trade, employment or vocation carried on in New South vVales '',
(2) " derived from lands of the Crown held under
lease or license issued by or on behalf of the Crown "
and (3) " arising or accruing to any person wheresoever residing from any kind of property'' (with an
immaterial exception) or from any other source
whatsoever in New South Wales not included in the
preceding sub-sections ". A con1pany in part derived
its income from the extraction of ore from leaseholdlands held · from the Crown in that Colony and
from the conversion in that Colony of the crude ore
into a merchantable product.· It was held that,
notwithstanding that the finished products were sold
1 92 8

(I)' L.R. (19~0) A. C •. 588 . .
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exclusively outside the Colony, this income was assess19z8
able. Their Lordships said that the real question CoMMrsseemed to be whether any part of the profits of the 1~g~=-~Jx
company were earned or produced.i,p._the Colony. And, PHRA PHRAIlater in the judgment after pointing out that the word
soN
SALARAK.
" derived " is synonymous with arising or accruing,
they went on to observe that " there are four processes ORMisToN, J.
in the earning or production of this income- (1) the
extraction of the ore from the soil ; (2) the conversion of the crude ore into a merchantable product,
which is a manufacturing process ; (3) the sale of the
merchantable product ; (4) the receipt of the moneys
arising from the sale. All these processes are necessary stages which terminate in money, and the income
is the money resulting less the expenses attendant
on all the stages. The first process seems to their
Lordships clearly within sub-section (3), and the second
or manufacturing process, if not within the meaning
of "trade" in sub-section (1) is certainly included .in
the words " any . other source whatever in sub-section
(4) ".
Their Lordships' view, therefore, was that it is the
source of the income which has to be co!lsidered, and
not the· place where it is received.
This case was referrd to in In re Aurangabad Mills,
Ltd. (1 ), a decision under section 3 (1) of the Act
of 1918. It was there held that the profits of a company
which are made from manufacture carried on beyond
British India cannot be said to accrue or arise in British
lndia on;; account of the head office being in Bombay,
where also the directors control the business. Macleod
C.J. (at pages 1290 and 1291) after quoting the above
cited passage from the judgment of their Lordships
remarked that the doubt which might have arisen m
(1) (I9ZI)

+S Born. rz86.
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Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk (1) whether the
CoMMrsprofits were not:.-t.derived~ -'at ·-· a ·place where the third
SIONER OF
INcoME-TAX and fourth processes were carried out, did not arise
PHRA PHARr- in the case before him because all the four processes
8~~K. were carried out in Hyd~~abad. This case was followed
in Board of Revenue v. Ripon Press (2). In Commissioner
ORMisToN, J. of Income-tax, Burma v. Messrs. Steel Bros. &f Co., Ltd.
(3), it was held, applying the principles laid down in
Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk (1), that in determining
whether any income; ·prC>fits or gains arise or accrue " we
must not be content to look at the last stage of the accrual,
but must take into consideration the previous stages as
well ". The company was non-resident in British India,
but at mills situate in Burma it worked up commodities
and raw materials info .... forms suitable for use and
shipped them to the United Kingdom where they were
sold. It was held that the profits or gains accruing to
the company in respect of this business must be deemed
[within section 42 (1) of the Act] to be income accruing
or arising within British India.
Sunder Das v. ColleftOf. of Gujrat (4) and Sir Saiyid·
Ali Imam v. The Crown (5) have been cited. These
cases deal with the meaning of the expression '' received
in British India," which is not part of the reference in
this case, and need not be discussed.
Reference has be~p. made by the Government
Advocate to section 42 (1) and 18 (2A) of the Indian
Income-tax Act, 1922. Section 42 (1) provides that in
the case of a non-resident, all profits or gains· accruing
to him through or from any business .connection or
property in British India is to be deemed to be inco~e
accrmng or ans1ng within British India. The effect
1 9.z8

(r) L .R. (1900) A.C. 588.
(3) (1925) 3 Ran. 614, .648.
(2) (1923) 46 · Mad._706.
(4) (1922) 3 Lab. 3.49·
(5) (1924) 4 Pat. zro.
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of section 18 (2A), which was inserted by Act XVI
1928
of 1925, is to render subject to income-tax any income CoMMxschargeable under the head " salaries " which is ~~~:-iA~
payable to the:r~ssessee ""OUt of India by or on behalf of PHRA ~HRArGovernment. These sections do not appear to be of
soN
assistance in the general construction of the words SALARAK.
" accruing " and " arising " in section 4 (1 ). They ORMisToN, J.
seem to be designed to bring within the ambit of the
tax special classes of cases which would otherwise
escape. I am unable to appreciate the argument to be
found in the reference and which is based on the
position of a ·~;a1ary earner. It is said that in his case
the salary accrues and arises in the place where he does
the work, which is in British India, and that it therefore accrues in British India and is taxable. But this
~rgument overlooks the fact that the Commissioner has
expressly held that the remuneration of the assessee is
not '' salary '' and has classified it under '' other sources ''.
If the correct principle be that the words accrue
and arise when applied to income are to be governed
by the source frorr1 which the income accrues
and a~ises, it would appear that in the case referred
that source is to. be found in Bangkok rather than
in Moulmein. The assessee is a Forest Officer in the
service of the Siamese Government. It is not stated
that his remuneration is in the nature of a commission
on the amount of revenue collected. On the contrary it
is said to be 600 ticals per mensem. The inference
to . be drawn is that he .would get his remuneration
qua Fore?t Officer, whether he worked in Moulmein
collecting royalty, or whether he worked in Siam in that
or any other capacity. From this point of view his
remuneration accrues and arises in Bangkok where
it is payable and · is in fact paid. If ·on the other
hand we are to have regard to the definition of the
words, the only · place where it would seem that
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there is a present and enforceable right on part of
the assessee to demantl the. remuneration and where
CoMMISSIONER OF
INCOME-TAX it comes into his hand, is also Bangkok.
v.
In conclusion I may refer to the observation of
PHRA PHRAISON
Sir Shadi Lal, C.J., in Sundar Das v. Collector of
SALARAK.
Gujrat (1) after citing the rule of interpretation
ORMISTON> J.
applying to fiscal enactments, that' " It is a sound
taxed without
principle that the subject is not to
clear words to that effect; and that in dubio, you
are always to lean against the construction which
imposes a burden on the subject." The Government
Advocate expressed the view that the Legislature
had advisedly refrained from defining the terms
accruing and arising. In my view the meaning of
the terms, as applied to the facts of case is as above
stated and is perfectly plain. If, on the other hand,
the meaning is ambiguous, the sound principle
enunciated by Sir Shadi L al is applicable and it
ought to be applied.
I would answer the question referred by saying
that the income the subject-matter of the reference·
cannot be said to '' accrue or arise in British India ',.
within the meaning of section 4 of the Indian
Income-tax Act, 1922.

be

PRATT,

C.J.-I have had the advantage of read-

ing · my brother Orn1iston's judgment and I concur
in his proposed answer to the reference.
We are asked to decide whether salary paid in
Bangkok by the Siamese Government to the credit of a
Siamese Forest Officer, who collected at Moulmein
royalties on timber extracted from Siamese forests and
floated down to Moulmein, is income accruil).g or arising
in British India within the meaning of sectiQn 4 of the
Income-tax Act.
(1) (1922) 3 Lab. 349·
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The officer in question resides in Moulmein,
presumably for the purposes of his work of collecting
royalities. We are not asked to decide whether the
income is " salary " ~t:P:in~.t~~.Jneaning of section 7 (1)
of the Act, nor whether the portion of the pay
remitted from Bangkok to Mr. Salarak in Moulmein
can be said to be ((received" within the meaning of
section 4 (1).
·
It has been argued by the Government Advocale
that for the purposes of the present reference the
words " accruing and arising " must be construed as
equivalent to " earned ".
None of the cases cited is an authority for this
contention.
Had the Legislature intended to include income
earned in British India within the meaning of income
" accruing or arising " there, it would have been
perfectly simple to say so.
I do n~t consider salary paid in Siam to a
Siamese official for services rendered in Burma can
under the circumstances be regarded as 1ncome
arising or accruing in British India.
The · respondent will be allowed the costs of the
reference. Advocate's fee seven gold mohurs.
CUNLIFFE. J.- I also concur. The scope of this
Reference has been very much · narrowed. l'he
Commissioner has satisfied himself of the answer to
the first proposition put forward by the respondent.
In that regard the Commissioner holds the view that
the respondent's income does not come under the
head of " Salary " within the meaniJ?.g of section 6 of
·the Act. Nor did the respondent (very wisely, I
think) suggest to the Commissioner that he should
ask the opinion of the Court as to whether the
-emolument which he. (the respondent) is paid by the

1928
CoMMISSIONER OF

INCOME-TAX

v.
PHRA PHRAI-

SON
SALARAK
PRATT,

C.J.
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Siamese Government is received in British India.
CoMMisAll we have·.'l: to ··~do,-. .here~as to decide;-.>,!Cis.:~3'"'..b.l"Qther
SIONER OF
emolument
'INCOME-TAX Ormiston has pointed out, whether such
v.
accrues or arises in British India. It has been held
.PHRA PHRAISON
on several occasions that there is no d ifference
SALARAK.
between the two words cr profits , or " gains , which
.CUNLIFFE, J.
are used in the section we are considering. I am
inclined to think that there is no real difference in law
between the words " accruing " and " arising." Some
authorities have thought 'that the word ·" a·ccn:i~'.~'-:.,sug
gests a periodical right to money and the word " arise "
suggests only a single right or ·possibly the beginning
of a periodical right. But these views seem to me to
be refinements and over-refinements of the language of
the Statute. To my mind, the double · expression
" accruing arid arising , connotes the source from
which the right to obtain money springs. Un,doubtedly the source .here was in the kingdom of
Siam, remuneration from the "Siamese Government
to one of t he offi~ers of their Forest Service. In
view, too, the expression " accruing or .a~~~ing._ ',~'·· ·
is used in contradistinction to the word " received,"
but, as I have pointed out, we are not considering
·the question of where the money was actually
received or to what place it was remitted after its
receipt which may be the same thing in Law as
"received." It was very str:ongly urged upon us that
the real meaning of " accruing " and " arisLn.g " as
·a pplied to the income of the respondent was to be
found in the place where the income was earned ;
but, for the reason mentioned above, I do not agree
r with th'at view..
.

my
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Nlr. Justice Chari.

AFAZUDDIN
v.
HO\VELL AND

OTHERS.

1928

June 23.

*

Court-sale-Highest bidder .for immoveable property-Sale zuhen complete-Fall
of the hammer- Acceptance by C()Urt-o.fficer essential-Bid oufall of hammer
is still an offer-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 21, r. 84.
The highest bidder at a Court-sale of immoveable property becomes the
purchaser thereof not when the bid is accepted by the fall of the hammer, but
when the presiding officer of the Court has accepted the bid and declared the
bidder to be the purchaser. The Court can accept or reject the bid which is
still an offer when the hammer falls, and likewise the bidder is at liberty to
withdraw this offer until the Court has accepted it in the above manner.
Jaibahadar v . Matukdhari, 2 Pat. 548--referred to.

Tun Aung Gyaw for the appellant.
Jeejeebhoy for the respondent.
CHARI, J.-This case comes before me for disposal
on a point raised in m.y judgment some time ago.
As the point was one which was raised by me after
the argument had closed, I posted the case for further
argument which was heard only to-day on account of "
. some ·of the parties being dead and their legal
represent~tives having to be brought on the record.
The point now for consideration is whether a
person who has not been declared a purchaser of
immoveable property in a Court auction sale, but·
whose bid had been accepted by the fall of the
hammer and who fails to deposit the 25 per cent. ' of
the amount of his purchase-money, can be made liable
for the difference · in price when the property is sold
immediately after.
·
·
• Civil Second Appeal No. 47 of 1925 against the order of the District
Court of Pegu in Civil .Miscellaneous Appeal No. 238 of 1924. .

39
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I have already dealt with the facts of the case in
AFAzuo orN
my previous judgment and I have drawn attention
HoWE~~ AND to the fact that even the Bailiff is not quite sure
oTHERs.
whether the person withdrew his offer before or after
CHARI, J.
the fall of the hammer. I thought at first it was
necessary to remand the case for a finding whether
the defaulting bidder had actually been declared to
be the purchaser, but it is unnecessary in view of the
evidence of the Bailiff. In the case to which I
refer in my judgment, Jaibahadar Jha v. Matukdhari
Jha (1), it was held that an execution sale is not
complete until the presiding officer of the Court has
accepted the bid and declared the bidder to be ·the
purchaser under Order 21, rule 84.
That rule
clearly states that the bidder shall pay the 25 per cent.
deposit only after such declaration. In the Patna
case, it is stated that the .presiding officer of the
Court to whom an order ·declaring that a person has
purchased the property is submitted for signature
should enquire before signing the bid from the
persons present in Court whether there is any advance
on the highest bid given by the officer who conducted the sale. · This shows beyon~ all doubt that the
highest bid at :. the time when the hammer fell was
merely a conditional bid, which it was open or not
t,~ the Court to accept. If it is open to the Court
to accept the bid or reject it, it must equally be
open to the purchaser to withdraw his offer before
it is accep~ed by the Court.
·
The learned adv.:pcate for the respondent :wants
to draw a distinction ~etween the contract of an
ordinary person and a .·b id at .an auction sale. I fail
t~ see any distinction whatever and ·if a · bid can be
kept hanging by the · Cou~t, . it can equally . be
1 92 8

tx) ( 192.3)

2

Pat. 548.
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withdrawn by the bidder. Two cases reported in
unauthorised reports, Fa::...il Meah v. Prosanna Kumar
Roy (1) and Ratnsami Pillai v. Sabapathy Pillai (2)
deal with ..the":".same .., . point. In the first case, the
·Calcutta High Court held that an execution sale is
not concluded when property is knocked down to a
bidder, even though he had · made the necessary
.deposit of 25 per cent. and the bid had been accepted
by the N azir. In the Madras case, where the person
conducting the sale was a receiver and not a bailiff,
the High Court held that it is the acceptance by the
Court that con:~titutes the contract and that therefore
the person who asserts that the Court officer had
power to bind the Court by acceptance must prove
it. Under the rules of the Civil Courts Manual, the
. bailiff is undoubtedly the officer of the Court who is
:authorised to conduct the sale, but this does not
imply any power to accept an offer on behalf of the
Court or to make a declaration that . a bidder has
'b ecome a purchaser.
I hold, therefore, that it is open to a bidder to
withdraw his offer, since his bid · is nothing more
than an offer, until that offer has been finally accepted
·by the Court and declaration made that he is the
purchaser. His liability to made a :del>osit of 25 per
.cent. of the purchase-:-money only arises after such a
declaration is made. As he has withdrawn the offer
before the declaration, he cannot be held liable for
:any deficiency of price on a re-sale: I therefore
allow the appeal and set aside the order of the
lower Court directing the appellant to pay the
<leficiency. As the appellant's nephew bought the
property, he ought to be satisfied with the property
:ap.d there will ther:efore be no order for the costs of
th~ appeal.
(1) 68 Indian Cases 305.

(2) 82 Indian Cases 793·

AFAZ'L'DDIN

v.
HowEtL A.."'D
OTHERS.

CHARI,

J.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before JV!r. Justice Baguley.

BASUDEV

1928

v.

june 25.

BIDESHI

AND ANOTHER.*

Civil Procedure Code (A ct V of 1908), 0. 41, r. 17- Non-appearanca of appellant
-Dismissal of appeal for default- Dismissal of appeal on merits illegalCivil Procedure Code (Act XIV of 1882), s. ss6-Difjerence in wordingCourt's power to adjourn appeal.
Where an appellant or his advocate does not appear when the appeal is
called on for hearing, the Court should, if it thinks fit, dismiss the appeal for
d efault of appearance, but not dismiss the appeal on the merits. The wording
of 0. 41, r. 17 oi the Code is not the same as the wording of the corresponding
s. 556 of the old Code, but it does not give the Court power to go into the
merits of the appeal. It enables the Court to adjourn a case if it thinks fit.
Muhammad .v . lVIanavikrama, 45 Mad. 88z-followed.

N. K. Bhattacharya for the appellant.
P. B. Sen for
. the resoondents.
...

}.-This is an appeal against a decree of
the District Court of Insein confirming.·a .decree passed
B AGULEY,

by the Township Cow·t of Insein.
The history of the appeal in the lower Court is
rather peculiar. 'It was filed on the 13th J une and

admitted t~~ next day after hearing the appeilant's
advocate. It was adjourned twice and then on the
29th July, when advocates for both sides were present,
the learned Additional D istrict Judge came to the ·
conclusion that another::witness ought to be examined.
He <=.:ited t hat ,~itness a.~..d examined him. It -yfas then
. found that s'o me documents were missing and they were

sent for. Finally, on the 2rid September 1927, the. case
came up ·for hearing. .. The documents apparently had
still not been received. The· appdla·n fs advocate asked
for an adjournment ·as . he was engaged . elsewhere
* Civil Second Appea'l No.

733 of 1927 against the juqgment of the. ·

District Court of lnsein in Civil App~al No. 41 of 1927.
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The learned Judge refused the adjournment, but
1928
gave him an hour and a half in which to deal with BAsuoav
his other work, The hour and a half expired and BtoES~x AND
:another half hour and as the appellant's advocate still ANOTHER.
had not come, the learned ' Judge stated in the BAcuLEY, J.
diary that he would pass orders without the help of
the advocate. Whether the advocate for the respondent
still remained present is not c1~ar from the diary
order, but when the matter was argued before me by
the same advocates who appeared in the lower
Appellate Court, no stress was laid on the fact, if it
were a fact, that the respondent's advocate was still
present. The order of the lower Appellate Court when
passed dismissed the appeal on the merits and therefore the appellant will be debarred from questioning
any finding of fact in second appeal.
Th.e question before this Court is whether the
lower Appellate Court had power to pass an order on
the merits without having heard the appeHant's advocate
in full.
There appears to be a case similar to the present one
in the Madras rulings Muhammad v. Manavikrama (1).
In this case, what happened before the lower Appellate
Cqurt was that there was no appearance on behalf ·
of the appellant and the lower Appellate .Court
passed an order dismissing the appeal on the merits.
Both Judges on the Appellate Bench passed separate
orders in which . they came to the conclusion that an
<>rder dealing with the merits in the absence of the
appellant's advoq1te ,was an illegal order. Under the
previous Code, there is ample authority for holding
·that an appeal disqlissed under these circumstances
must be one dismissed for default, but the wording
of Order 41, rule 17 · is not quite the same as the
(x) (1922) 45 Mad. 88z.
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wording of old section 556. The present order runs:·
BAsuoEv
" Where, on the date. iixed~~ .. ,l" ..,
• • the appellant does·
BroES~~ Al'.'D not appear when the appeal is called on for hearing,
ANoTHER.
the Court may make an order that the appeal be
BAcuLEY, J · dismissed.''
The old section ran : '' the appeal shalf
be ·dismissed for default." ·· The point for consideration
is vyhether the present wording of the section makes
it possible for a Judge to dismiss .an appeal on its
merits. In the Madras case quoted, the Bench were
of opinion that consider-ation of the merits could not
be gone into when Order 41, rule 17 applied. There
seems to be an absence of authority on the point, this
being the only officially reported case. There are two
unofficially reported decisions of the Patna High Court,.
each by a single Judge, but- as these two decisions are
directly at variance to one another, it is impossible to gain
much idea from them. My own view is that Order 41,.
rule 17 is intended to give the Court power to adj ourn a
case if it t hinks fit. It seems distinctly unfair that for
default the Appellate Court may pass an order without
hearing the appellant's advocate or without headng the
appellant, which will en1ire1y preclude him from ever
afterwards questioning the findings of fact.
This being the case and following the M adras
ruling, I set a&ide the order of the learned Additional
District Judge as ultra vires and I direct him tQ
restore the appeal to the file a~d dispose of it according
to law. As this trouble has arisen through the default
of the appellant, I direct that he do pay the costs · of·
re~pondent in tJiis Court -~hatever may be the o~tcome
of the . appeal ·'a nd he ~ill also pay the costs ·of the.
·respondent already awarded . to him in th~ Court of
· the- Additional District Judge. When the . District
Court comes to a fresh finding after hearing both
sides, it will pass an order for costs ind~pendent of
its first order.
1 2
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
\

B efore Mr. Justice Baguley.
... ·.:.\ ,.
'':•

MAUNG CHAN NYEIN AND OTHERS
v.
. MAUNG PWE AND ANOTHER. *
Customary right to receive " water-fall" (yegya) for cultivation-Ozuners of
adjoining undulating land- Such right not an easement under the Indian
Easements A ct (Act V of I88z)-Act ttot applicable in Burma-A ct therfore
no impediment to establish right by custom.
In Burma it is open to a person to establish a customary right to receive
a " waterfall " (yegya) from an adjoining high er land on to his own for the
p urposes of his cultivation without interruption from the owner of the higher
land. Such a customary right does exist in the dry zone in Burma where th e
land is undulating and where the lower ground is cultivated with the aid of a
catchment area attach ed t o it. Such a right would not be an easement under the
Easements Act, but as the act does not apply in Burma, its definitions and its
terms do not bind the Courts in Burma.

Maung Ni for the appellants.
J aganathan for the respondents.

J.-In this case the appellants claim the
land in dispute. In the first . place it seems to have
been filed . before the Township Court of Taungtha ~s
a suit for an injunction restraining the defendants from
entering upon and working the land and directing
them to remove the kaz ins. The claim seems to have
been then that the plaintiffs owned certain lands which
they cultivated and certain lands which they did not
cultivate but from ·which water ran down on to their
cu)tivabh( land. The Township Court dismi8sed the
suit and the plaintiffs appealed 'to the District Court.
The District Court passed an order remanding the case
for. disposal on certain issues, the plaintiff's ground
having been changed from that of ownership of the
B AGULEY,

• Sp ecial Civil Secon d Appeal No. 707 of 1927 against the j udgment of the
District . Cou rt of M} in~yan in Civil App eal N o. 51 of 1927.
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land entered upon by the defendants to the fact that
c!:~~~EIN they had the right to .~~S~iv~ ~ t~~~ water flowing down
AND
from that land. In fact, they changed their basis from
oT~~RS
that of ownership of the land occupied by the defen~u:~o dants to that of having an easement to receive water
ANOTHER.
from that land. The case came back to the trial Court
__.
BAcuLEY, J. and then apparently the whole file was burnt.
The
present file has been reconstructed from copies and
such like. The issues framed by the District Court
when it remanded the suit were:--. .·,
(1) Has the surface water flowed from the
disputed land to the plaintiff's lands
adjoining thereto ?
(2) If so, how long have they enjoyed the right
of use of it ?
(3) Are they entitled to contiue the right?
The trial Court proceeded to determine these issues.
The learned Judge answered the first is~ ue in the
affirmative. He answered the second issue by saying
that the right has been enjoyed for more than 25
years and he answered the third issue in the affirnlative also. The defendants appealed to the District
Court and in appeal the learned Additional District
Judge took up the position that the mere right
to receive surface water not flowing in · a stream
and not permanently settled in a pool or tank or
otherwise could not be acquired by easement. · He
deduced this from section 17 (c) of the Easements Act.
He therefore allowed the appeal and dismissed the suit
with costs in both Courts. In doing so he overlooked
two points. The firsris that the Easements' Act does
not apply to .Burma; and the second is that. he has
made. main point the fact that ther·e is no evidence
that the water flows in a ·stream or in a definite channel.
As ·. a matter of fact, his predecessor had framed no
issue on that point and, therefore, ·it is quite ·natural

a
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that there was no evidence on the point. For all we
1928
know the water may have flowed in a stream. I notice MAuNe
•
does ref cr to th e block".mg of CHANAND
NYEIN
t hat one o f .t h e w1tnesses
the" water-course."
oTHERs
v.
It is necessary I think:-to ..clear·-·away···all··-idea of the PWE
MAuNe
AND
Easements Act which does not apply in this country. ANomER.
This land is apparently in the dry zone and there is BAc~, J.
ample evidence to show that it is the custom in this
part of the world, where the land appears to be
undulating, for only the lower ground to be cultivated
and for each piece of lower ground to have a kind of
catchment area attached to it. This is referred to in
the evidence as "yegya," in some places, which is translated sometines as a " water-fall." This custom is
admitted by the defendant himself for he says in his
evidence in cross-examination that in that place people
mostly keep "water-falls, the water resources for the
fields. The plaintiff's land enjoyed the water that falls
from the land now in dispute and nowhere else ''.
Further on he says : " We cannot cultivate the place
if it is kept as the water resources for the other fields."
In other words, the defendant himself admits that in
this neighbourhood areas of land which are termed
"water resources" are recognised and that one cultivator will not ·encroach upon the water resources of
another man's fields. It is quite clear that he has done
so. In fact, he admitted it himself. No doubt in the
ordinary way a right merely to receive surface water
would not be recognised by the Courts as an easement
and if the Indian Easements. ;Act applied the Courts
would be prevented from recognising such a right.
But as the Act does not apply in Burma there is
nothing to prevent the Courts recognising an existing
custom which is obviously a proper custom and
possibly a custom ~ithout which there could be. no ·
cultivation in this area at all. I hold that the Courts
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can recognise an easement as acquirable by custom so
MAUNo
long as they 'are- not forbidden to do so by express .
CHAN NYEIN
. no statute preventing
. 1t.
.
The
AND
statute and nere t h ere IS
oTHERs
plaintiffs have had this right for over 25 years. One
v.
MAuNo
witness deposes to the right as having existed for as.
PwF A..N"D
ANOTHER.
long as 40 years, and in that length of time an
B AGULEY, J• easement could be acquired.
I have had quoted by the respondents the case of
Ma Hnin Nyo v. Maung Kyin Thu (1). This _is a very
old ruling by the Judicial Commissioner of Upper
Burma in 1892. There was no question in that case
of any custom applying to cultivators for the local
area and I am unable to follow the 'learned Judicial
Commissioner when he applied the Easemei,lt~. ..A~t -~Q,, .
Burma, the Act not so far having been extended here.
The other case quoted before me is Debi Pershad
Singh v. Joynath Singh (2). This was a case between
riparian owners and is not applicable to the present
case at all.
I therefore set aside the judgment and decree of
the first Appellate Court and restore those·'··of•the ..
Township Court. The defendants will pay the costs
of the plaintiffs throughout.
1928

1

(z) (1897) z4 Cal. 865.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr.Justice Maung Ba.

KING-EMPEROR

v.
MA KALAy MA

1928

June 28.
AND ANOTHER.*

Railways Act (IX of 1890), s. I 13- Proceedings to recover fm·e and excess charge
m·e not criminal proceedings-Magistrate can recover fare and charge as if
it were a fine-Illegality of imposing fin.e and imprisonment in default.
Proceedings under s. II3 of the Railways Act against a person before a
Magistrate for the purpose of recovering excess charge.s and fares are not a
prosecution for a criminal offence. The Magistrate can direct the passenger to
pay the fare and excess charge and if he does not pay, proceed to recover them
from him as if it were a fine. He has no power to impose a fine on the passenger or to order a sentence of imprisonment in default of payment.

J.-The Magistrate was quite correct in
considering that ·section 112 of the Railways Act did
not apply to tP,is case and that action could only be
taken under sub-section (2) of section 113, but his
procedure under this latter section was entirely
misconceived. An application under sub-section (4)
of section 113 of the Railways Act is not a prosecution for a criminal offence. It should be registered
as a Criminal Miscellaneous Case and not as a Regular
Trial. The Magistrate, on an application under this
section, has no power to fine the respondent or to
order a sentence of imprisonment in .default of such
fuie. All that the Magistrate can do is to direct the
respondent to pay the fare and excess charge, referred
to in sub-section (3) of section 113, and then proceed
to recover it as if . it were a fine. In fact, the
Magistrate is compelled to do this and has no
authority to enter into the merits of the matter.
The Magistrate should study the provisions of section
* Criminal Revision No. 686A of 1928 against the order of the T ownship
MAUNG BA,

Magistrate of Pyinmana in Criminal Regular Trial No. 124 of 1928.
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113 and section 132 of the Railways Act, and also
General Letter No. 17 of 1926 of this Court, which
sets out the circumstances under which a person
proceeded against under section 113 may be detained
in custody.
.
Consequently in the present case the fines of Rs. 7
each, imposed on the two respondents, and the
sentence of ten days' simple imprisonment passed in
default of paym~nt were entirely illegal. All that the
Magistrate could do was to order each of the respondents tq pay the defi~it railway fare of six annas
and six pies, plus an excess charge of the same
amount. Consequently the amqunt of deficit fare
plus excess charge to be recovered from each respondent was 13 annas. This amount should now be
deducted from the amounts of fares and fines . deposited
by the respondents and the balance should be refunded
to them. The amounts so recovered under subsection (4) of section 113 must be paid to the Railway
administration. It is noticed that in regard to the
deficit fares of 13 annas already recovered this has
not been done.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before lVIr. Justice Das and i'Vlr. Justice Doyle.

K.V.A.L. CHETTYAR FIRM
v.
M. P. MARICAR.*
Auction-purchaser at Cow·t-sale- Whether lze can apply to set aside sale under
0. 21, r. 90, of the CivilProc~dure Code (Act V pf 1908)- " Interests affected
by the sale ", meaning of.
An auction-purchaser at a Court-sale cannot apply under the provisions of
0. 21, r. 90, of the Civil-Procedure Code to set aside the sale on the ground
.f>f fraud or material irregularity. He is not a person "whose interests are
affected by the sale " within the meaning of that rule. His interests come into
effect after the sale, whilst the rule applies to interests existing at the time of
the sale.
Khatro Mohan v. Sheihh Dilwar, 3 Pat. L.J. so6-followed.
Ravinandan Prasad v. Jagarnath, 47 All. 479; S.N.V.R.S. Chettyar v.
N.L.M. Chettyar Firm, 5 Ran. 5 x6-dissented from.

K. C. Bose for the appellant.
N. l.J. Burjorjee for the respondent.
DAs and DoYLE, JJ.- The

respondent, who was
the auction-purchaser, applied for: the -sale to be set
aside on the ground of . fraud under Order XXI,
rule 90, of the Code of Civil Procedure. The District Court .set aside the sale, and the decree-holder
has now appe~led against that order.
It is contended before us that an auction-purchaser
is not a person whose interests are affected by the
sale .u nder Order XXI, rule 90, of the Code of Civil
Procedure. It is admitted that if he is not a person
whose interests are affected by the sale he cannot
apply under that Order to set aside the sale.
We have no hesitation in holding ·that the words
~' whose . interests are affected by the saJe " in · the
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 37 of 1928 against the order ofthe pistrict.
Court lnsem in Civil Execution.No. 24 of I926.

of
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above-mentioned order mean persons who have some
interest in th-e"'··prop'erty at the time of the sale.
K.V.A.L.
CHETTYAR
The auction-purchaser's interest only comes into effect
FIRM
v.
after the sale, and it cannot be said that his interests
M.P.
MARICAR.
are in any way affected by the sale.
Our attention was drawn to a decision of Brown, J.,
DAS AND
DOYLE, JJ.
in the case of S.N. V.R.S. Sub'ramanian Chettyar v.
N.L.M. Chettyar Firm and others (1 ). In that case
Brown, J., following a,f. ~~cision of the Allahab~9e.,Jjjgh
Court in the case of · Ravinandan Prasad v. ]agar- .
nath Sahu (2), held that an auction-purchaser is
a person whose interest is affected by the sale,
and, therefore, could apply under Order XXI, rule
90, of the Code of Civil Procedure, to set , .~-~i.d~ ..
the
sale.
We must say that we do not agree with th;s
decision of Brown, J. The reasoning of the learned
Judges of the Allahabad High Court in the case of
Ravinandan Prasad v. Jagarnath Sahu · does not
appear to us to be sound. The leanied Judges seem
to think that the use of the work "interests " .····.instead ·;~~,;x
of '' interest '~ in the ru1e makes a difference in the
meaning of the words in that rule. vVe must say
that .we cannot follow this . reasoning.
It is quite clear to ou~· mind that the word
"' interests " mentioned ·in that rule refers to interest
existing at the time of the sale and not to interest
created by the ·sale. The only rule under which an
auctio~-purcha'ser can ; apply to set aside th,~ saie is
Oder XXI, ·r ule 91,
the Code of Civil _P~ocedure,
and if the Legislature had intended to allow an
auction-purchaser to apply under Order XXI, rule
90, of the Cqde· of Civil Procedure, his name . would
have been specifically mentioned in that nile.
·

:of

(x) {1927) 5 Ran. sx6. ...

. (2) (1924) 47 All. 479·
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We are fortified in this opinion by a decision of
the Patna High Court in the case of Khetra Mohan
Datta v. Sheikh Dilwar (1). Brown, ]. , was mistaken
in thinking' iii_"at· the Patna Law Journal was not an
authorized report. It was the authorized report of
the Patna High Court till the Patna series of the
Indian Law Reports was started.
We therefore, allow this appeal and set aside the
-order of the District Judge with costs three gold
mohurs in both Courts.

1928
K.V.A.L.
CHETTYAR

FIRM

v.

M.P.
MAR I CAR.
D AS AND
DOYLE, JJ.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Ojjiciatit.g Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

CHAN PYU
v.
SAW SIN AND OTHERS. *
Chinese Customary Law-Customary right to make a will and law of inheritmtceBttrmese Buddhist Law, how far applicable to domiciled Chinese-Burma
Laws Act (XIII of 1898), s. 13-Buddhist law in Burma, whether it means
only Burmese Buddhist law-Principle of Ma Yin Mya's case whether
applicable to marriages alone or also to succession and testamentary dispositions-Lex contractus and lex fori-Keitt.icl.a adoption, requisites of
-Custom to have force of law, requisites of-Importation offoreign customPersonal law carried to other parts of Empire by emigrants-Principle of
justice, equity atzd good conscience.
A Chinese Buddhis~ whose domicile was Buima married a Burmese
"Buddhist lady. He was also a Taoist and a Confucian and observed many
Chinese customs. He died leaving a will. Plaintiff claimed to be the keittima
adopted son of the deceased and contended that Burmese Buddhist law applied
in this case and that therefore the deceased was not entitled to make a will He
claimed inheritance on an equality with the natural sons of the deceased.
Held, 'o n the evidence that plaintiff had failed to prove that he was a keittima
son and had no claim to inherit under Burmese Buddhist law.
In a series of cases in Burma the Courts have recognized and held that
Chinese customary law governs the succession to the estate of a Chinaman,
domiciled in Burma. The right of the Chinese to make.wills has also been
recognized. -<
(x) (x9i8) 3 Patna Law J ournal 516.

* Civil First Appeal No. 87 of 1928 against the judgment of the Original
Side in Civil Regular No. 13 of 1927_.
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Fone Lan v . 111a Gyee, 2 L.B.R. 95; Hong Ku v . Ma Thin, S.J .L.B. 135;
111a Sein v. lVIa Pan Nyun, 2 Ran·.,~.$:! Man Han v. R.M.A.L. Firm, 4 Ran. I IO;
111aung Kwai v. Yeo Choo Yone, 10 L.B.R. 159; Nla-ung Po 111aung v. Ma Pyit
Ya, I Ran. I6I-referred to.
In the Full Bench decision of this Court in 111a Yin 111ya v. Tan Yauk Pu, 5
Ran. 406, Burmese Buddhist law regarding marriage was held applicable to
Chinese Buddhists as the lex loci contractus. The question is whether it also
applies to the case of inheritance and succession.
Per PRATT, C.J.-The Burma Laws Act (XIII of 1898) extends to the whole
of British India save in so far as it applies expressly or by necessary implication
to a particular territory and the words "Buddhist law" ins. 13 (I) of the Act
are not restricted in Burma to .Buz;mese Buddhist law. The Dhammathat is
not an exclusive lex loci but is one of several leges fori.
The decision in Ma Yin Mya's case is distinguishable as it is confined to
the law of Buddhist marriages in Burma and is not extended to the law of
inheritance. The words "Buddhist law" have there been held to mean in
Burma "Burmese Buddhist law", but the case related to marriage and
the extension of the expression to all cases must not be taken to be the opinion
of the Bench as a whole. The expression " Buddhist law ", as in the case
of Hindu and Mahomedan law, would apply to all schools.
Even if the expression means Burmese Buddhist law, then there is a custom
having the force of law amongst Chinamen in Burma, whereby they can dispose of their property by will, a custom which is opposed to the provisions of
the Burmese Buddhist law applicable with the meaning of s. 13 of the Burma
Laws Act.

/Maung Dwe v.. Khoo Haung Shein, (P.C.) 3 Ran. 29- rejeJ'red to.
With regard to keittima adoption according to Burmese Buddhist law,
relied on by the plaintiff, neither ceremony nor written document is necessary,
but there must be (1) the consent of the natural parents, (2) the taking of the
child by the adoptive parent with the intention and on the footing that the child
shall inherit, (3) proof of publicity of the relationship.
These requisites the plaintiff failed to establish.
I

Ma. Me Gale v. Ma Sa Yi, 4 L.B.R. I72; IV!a Than Than v. J.v.la P-wa Thit,
Ra11. 451; Ma Ywet v. Ma Me, 5 L.B.R. II8-referred to.

Per CuNLIFFE, J.-In s. 13 (1) (a) of the Burma Laws Act, applicable to
Burma, the words " Buddhist law " are not qualified by the adjective Burmese
and if that adjective is introduced, then the interpretation should be that
Bunnese Buddhist law is applicable only to parties who are Burmese Buddhists. •
The expression '~Burmese Buddhist law" is a misnomer; a more conect
expression would be "Burmese Corr.mon Law." Nevertheless the interpretation of the expression as Burmese Buddhist law in 111a Yin 111ya's case binds
all the Courts in Burma. That decision is based on the English prin ciple that ·
the lex loci contractus governs the formal requisites of a marriage. This is the
t:G.Uitable principle to protect WOmen \.vho marry foreigners in i:gnotance of
·their husband's f~mily custom, personal law, or religious disabilities.
Chetti v. Chetti, (1904) P.D. 87; Ext>arte 111ir Anwaruddin, (1917)
634; Sottom~yor v. De Barros, (r877)_.3 ·P.D. 7-rejerred to.

1
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The legal recognition of a custom in B~:itish India depends upon its antiqu ity,
certainty and uniformity.
Rama Lakshmi v. Sivanantha, (P.C.) 14 M .LA. 570-rejerred to.

CH ....l" PYU

v.

A<> to antiquity 01: the period of " leg~l IJl~I!l.<?fY " a British Cou rt n eed not SAW S I N AND
Oi'HERS .
exten d its inquiries beyond its ·own·· e~'tab1i~lifu~;.)t:''' ·Mo~:eover a series of ler.al
decisions con firming a custom is cogent evidence thilt su ch custom has th e force
o f law.

In re Gamsudh, 27 I.A. 328 ; Jianutullah v. Pir Buksh, 15 Cal. 233; Nalla
T hambi v . lVIella Kumara, 7 Mad. -H ..C.R . 306-rejerred ro.
The Chinese custom, above referred to, satisfied all these tests.
A custom imported into British India by a foreigner has been recog:O.ised by
a Br itish Indian C ourt.
1\llailathi v. Subbaraya, 24 Mz.d. 65o-referred to.
I ndian emigrants to other parts of t he British E mpire h ave had th e1r personal law recogniseci in p rinciple in their new domicile.

A bdurahim v. Halimabai, 43 L A. 35; Bartlett v. Bartlett, (I925) A.C . 377ieferred to.
But for the d ecision in Ma Yin Mya's case as to Burmese Buddhist law
controlling all Budd hists, the present case could well come under sub-section (2)
or (3) of s. I 3 of t he Burma Laws Act, and may be dealt w ith in accordance with ,(
j ustice, equ ity and good conscience. T he case on principle has m~ch affin :lty
with the decision in Maung Chit Maung v . Ma Yait, 48 L A. 553; I x L. B.~. I SS·.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
L each for the respondents.

PRATT, C.J.- Plaintiff Chan Pyu, alias Chan Kyin
~lyan, sued, on the allegation that he wa~lthe ' keittima '
adopted son of Chan Ma Phee
, deceased, for a declaration that the wilf of Chan Ma Phee was invalid, for
administration of the estate, and for a one-fifth share
therein.
f
Chan Ma Phee was a Chinaman from Amoy, who
settled down in Burma at the age of 16 or 17. He
married a Burmese Buddhist wife by name Ma E M ya.
H e left a will at his decease in whic~ he bequeathed to
·plaintiff and his children after him the income of certain
property.
Plaintiff's case was that Chan Ma Phee being a
Buddhist the Burmese· Buddhist law was applicable to
him a nd he (i.e. Chan Ma Phee) could not make a will.

40
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As ' keittima ' adopted son plaintiff claimed under
CHAN Pvu
the Burmese Buddhist
v.
. .., .,_ ·' '\" _,.law a right to succeed on an
SAw SIN AND equality with the · · natuial sons.
oTl:f~as.
The defence was that although Chan Ma Phee was
PRATT, C.J. a Chinese · Buddhist he was
goyerned by Chin~s~
customary law and had the right to make a will. It was
denied that plaintiff was adopted with any right ~f
inheritance.
e( The . two main points for .decision therefor.e w~re,
whether the deceased was governed by Chinese customary law, and if not~ \v~ether it was proved that plaintiff
·was his ' keittima ' adopted son under th~ B~rme~e
~;uddhist law.
··It ·is not disputed that, if it is held tb..~t _th(!
succession to Chan Ma Phee's estate is gov~rned ~y
Chinese customary l~w, plaintiff's case fa,lls to the
r928

g~.~~~d.

•. . .

.

h

:

•

The learned Judge on the Original Side framed . as
first issue 'what law governs the successjon to Chan
Ma Phee's estate ', but after discussing the authorities
on the point, came to no decision on this issue, and
held that on the as~umption that Bur!Jlese Buddhist''"
law was applicable plaintiff had failed to prove that the
d~ceased a9.opted him as his ' keittima ' ·son; and had
therefore no daim to' inp.erit.
.
.
. The s:uit was accordingly dismissed. To my mind
.under the circumstances the more satisfactory course
is_to decide first what l~vy applies to the succession to
the deceased's estate.
·
It has been
the almost invariable practice for the
1
Courts .of this province to apply the Chin~se c{istomary
l~w, so far as it was know.n, to the succession to the
· estate of Chinese resident in Burma.
·
The right of the Chinese to make wills has also
been recognised . to . w~ich fact the . insertion in the
·B:urma Courts Manual, ~m~ before that in the. Lower ·
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Burma Courts Manual and the Upper Burma Courts
Manual, of an appendix on Chinese wills is eloquent
testimony.
It 18, however, contended on behalf of plaintiff
that in the rule laid down in section 13 (1) of the
Burma Laws Act (1898) that where in any suit or other
proceeding in Burma it is necessary for the C~urt to
decide any question regarding succession, inh~rl.tanGe,
marriage or caste, the Bu4dhist law shall f9rm the rule
of decision in c~ses where the parti~s ~r~ BuddhistS,
except' in so far as such law has by ~nactrrlen( been
.altered or abolished, or is opposeq.to any.ciistom ha~iQ.g
-the force of law; the words Buddhtst la'¥ ~, must he
interpreted to · ~e~n t~e .Buddhist ·ia.w· pr~y~ih?g in
Burrria.
· .
· ·· · ·· · ·' · · · " · ···
···In Hong Ku and Hock Kung v. Ma Thi71; (1), it
was held by .the Special Court of. Lqwer Bur~a ·t,4at
the Buddhist law as administered in. Bur~a
is 'not
.,
·usually ·applicabie to Chinese r~sidents. . .
.
Iri · an exceedingly able and ei.-~dite j~dgtp.ent
Jardine, J., ·discussed the construction ·of. section 4 of
the· . Burma Courts Act ( correspo~ding. to section 1j
of t~e present I:aws Ac9 where t~~- ·~vo~~s · ~~~d are
also ' the Buddhtst law tn cases where the parties are
Buddh~sts ~, and obs~rved "r know of n?...auth9iity
for the proposition that the Dham11Jathat .or even· the
general body of Buddhist law is an exclu~ive lex l~ci:
under section 4 of the 'com1:s Act it becomes one of
several leges fori ".
He also pointed out that in· section 4 of the Courts
Act the word. Buddhist is not . limited ~y such words
as Burmese, religious or written. Towards' the end
of the judgment he further remarked,' " questions of
a similar kind are also liable to anse · w~er~ver
.

•

·,

•

.,• ( (

•'

'

'

(x) (x88x) S.J.L.B. 135·

' •

~

'

• •

• l

•

•

• .

'

l

I

'

I
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Chinese communities are settled; and the Chinamen
CHAN PYu are found everywhere,~~ecially-.inthe towns , .
In the
SAws~~ AND judgment reference was also made to the received
oTHERS.
opinion of the Judges of the Supreme Court at
PRATT, c.J. Hongkong that a Chinaman can m.ake a will, subject
to the vague control of the family or clan.
Jardine, r's Judgment in Hong Ku's case was
discussed in the Bench ruling of the . Lower Burma
Chief . Court in Fone Lan v. 1\Ja Gyee (1) by Fox, J.,
who held that in sectioi1'''13 of 'the Burma Laws Act
the term Buddhist law must be read as meaning the
law ·of succession, marriage, etc., applicable to the
·.Bu~dhist parties to the case, and .t hat the law of succession applicable to a Chinese Buddhist was customary law wholly unconne'cfe'd with the Buddhist faith . .
This ruling was followed in Maung Kwai ::v. Yeo
Choo Yone (2), where a Bench of the Lower Burma
Chief Court held that the Chinese customary law i~
the law of succession appl~cable to Chinese Buddhists
and contemplates ~he disposition of property by will.
In Maung Po M"aung1,X;.,Ma P;;it Ya (3) where bot~
the parties were Chinese, it was held by a Bench. of
this Court, after discussing the authorities at length
that the law of inheritance applicable is· the Chinese
customary l~w. This ~as· applied to the estate of a
Chinese Buddhist woman who had taken a Burman
for her second husband.
In Ma Sein v. 1\lla Pan Nyun (4), the Bench went
still further and held that, where a Burmese woman
1nari-ied to a Chinese. Buddhist attached he-rself to
the Chinese community an4 adopted her husband's
religion, succession to her . estate was to be governed
by . Chinese Buddhist law. that is to say . Chinese
custom·a ry law.
1928

•

(r) (1903)
(z) (1919)

.

2

L.B.R. 95·

xo L.B.R. I59·

..

·.1 .

(3) (1923) I Ran. r6r.
(4} (192.4) 2 Ran. ~5·

'
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In Man Han v. R.M.A.L. Firm (1) Chari, J.,
1928
doubted whether Chinese customary law would apply CHAN Pvu
to the property acquired by the wife by her per- SAwS~~ AND
sonal exertions.
oTHE~.
Recently, however, in Ma Yin Mya v. Tan. Yauk, Pu PRATT, C.J.
(2), .lt was· held by a Full Bench of this Court (1)
that the Burmese Buddhist law regarding marriage is
prima facie applicable · to Chinese Buddhist~ ·as the
lex loci contractus, (2) that to escape' trom the
application of. Burme·se :iluddhist law regarding
marriage a Chinese Buddhist must prove tha~ iie i~
subject to a custom having the force of law in
and that that custom is opposed to · the prqvisions of
Burmese Buddhist law applicable to the case ; and
- (3) that in case the matter in issue is. t~~ marrjage
of a Buddhist Chinaman with a :Surmese Buddhist
woman, he must show that the application .of"' the
custom having the force . . of law . will 'not work .
injustice to the. Bulll).ese ~.~ddhist ~oma.n. - ·
·
it has been arguec;l before us with great plau8ibility that the effect of this ~uling is that th,e .Bl:lrme~e
B.uddhtst law will extend to the case of the inheri!~nce
to ' the estate of
Chinese Buddhist ·resident' in
Burma. .- .,
· · ·
· ·· · , ·

:au,rflla

a

· · In ·the coutse of his judgment i.n Ma Yin. Mya's
case the learned Chief J~stice· observes :· · '' du! phra.se
in s..ection 13 (1) of' the· Burma Laws A~ · is·· •( -th.'e
Buddhist law whe're the parties are Buddhists ' and not
the Burinese Buddhist law. · ·
·
·
· ·..
" We know that there. are Chinese, Tibe~an,
Sinhalese and. Chittagonian . Buddhists. · .
· .
· ·,,The only Buddhist law, however,' in my op~nio1,1 of
which the Courts in this . province have ever t~ken
c~grusam~e is Burriiese Buddhist law. And. for a,
(1) (1926) 4 Ran.' no.

(2) (1927) 5 Ran. 406.
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foreign Buddhist to escape fro111 the application of
Burmese Buddhist law he must show that he is subject to a custom having the force of law in this
couritry and that that custom is oppo,s~d to the pro"Vision of Burmese Buddhist law applicable to the cq.se."
. It- ..· 9l~ar
f~om this passage that the learQ.ed Chief
. .
Justice's view was that the expression Buddhist l?w
4>. section 13 of the Burma Laws Act means the
Buddhist · i~w prev~iling in Burma.
His ariswer
the reference, in which the .other
jtl:d.ge~ ~oncu~red, however, was confined strictly
the i3udqhlst law of marriage, where the important
po~nJ;. is the lex loci contractus.
·
The~e is therefore to my mind no obligation tO·.
e.x teod the .x:uling regarding the law of marriage _to·
tilt! Jaw of ·iflheritance.
. The view ()f the .Chief, Justice regarding . the .ip.tei- .
pretatl.on · of the term Buddhist law in section 13 .(1)
must
reg~~ded as an. expression of his petson~l 
opi~on, .and as such is entitled to great weight, but
it
not. necessary (to decide . the exact conn()tati~n.
of''s'e.r;;t1on 13)
orde'r to answer the question referr~d..
.. The expressiop. of opinion on this ·p oint .cannot be
taien ~s of the Bench as a whole, and I · do. not
ther.\ ~......
fore,, . .consider
we
are
bound
by
~t.
.
.
•.
'·
..
•..
.
. .
*·· .
. Personally
I incline to the view df J'ardi!le, J., already
.... .. .• - . ,
.....
referred to that there is no authoricy for the .-pro:poshi9n that 'the Dha1n,mat'ffat lS an exdu~ive {¢x {bti.. a~d
that the .exi>res,sion Bud~hist, . law i:s not limj~ed to
the .B\l~~his! l.~w preva1«1\l~ in Burma·. .
, 1~
I agree with fqx:, J/s interpretai't6ti in Fone~:L417:''S
caS~-.. (1,),, '~p3;~.:· Buddh!_St . law, m;eaxis the law appti·cable
to the Buddhi~t partie~ ip. th~ case, . . . .
. _
. I notice that secti6n 1 (~) of the But¢a Laws. A,ct
i~ys down. th~t, ~aye .in so {ar. .as._ i.t._ap.p.lies~.expit._s.Sly
\.

(

is

'

to

to

be

was

in

~

t~

6*f

~·.

,.

•

~

(x) (I9:>3) 2 L :B.R. 9S·

•
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or by necessary implication to particular territory
only, it extends to the whole of British India. It CHAN Pvu
would seem a legitimate inference that in section 13 SAw Sx~ ANo
(a) the words Buddhist law extend at least to the oTHERs.
B_udcihist law prevailing in parts of India outside P RATT , C.J.
Burma, in the same way that the section comprehends the different schools of Hindu and Mahomedan
law in India.
I would also observe that strictly speaking the
expression Burmese Buddhist law is to my' mind a
J.?:Iisnomer since it connotes the customary law of
ihumese Buddhists, which is of Hindu origin, altho.ugh
it is true that the Vinaya is inter alia a repository
of Buddhist ecclesiastical law.
It i~ my considered opinion that it must he
r"egarded as settled law that" ordinarily Chinese
~~s~omary law gov~rris the successsiori to the estate of a
Cflinaman domidled in Buirna.
. If it be held that the words " Btiddhist law , in .
sectjon 13 ~ean d Burmese :Buddhist law ",. then I
li_ave rio hesitation in hoidirig that· a custom having
~ne forc·e of law is prevalent ·a:morigst Chinamen in
:Burma, wherehy .they dispose of their prop·erty by
\fiii, . a cusiorii,. which is opposed to the provisio.ns' of
the .J:!U:rmese !J'U:ddhist.la\v.applicabl~.
· Tfie evidence of Mr. Taw· S~in Ko.and the· Hon;ble
l\t1r. AI?. Yain .is conclusive. They are· tlie two
a~ill9riiies 0~ the . subje~t in tP,e coun:try and to
r~infoice them w~ haye the consiStent practice of the'
9ou_rts in recogiris~ng Chinese ~ills. ~ · ·.
.
~.·. _ ~t mii~t ~Iso. be reg~rded . 'as establisned that the
Cf.imese . Buddhists· iii Biiima have custom~uy niles'
of inheritance ill conflict with those be foul).d, iri
the Burmese Buddhist law:
With reference' to .the right of the Chinese
Buddhists· to dispos·e of their property .by will ~he Privy

io
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Council case of Maung Dwe v. Khoo Haung Shein (1)
'::HAN Pyu is interesting.
This was a case whete-~·m.e husband _disposed of his
s . . w SvL:,. ANn
oTHERs.
est~te by will, and a suit was brought to determine the
PRATT, C.J. succession to
his wife's
estate. The
Burmese
Bu.d dhist law was applied.. by consent, although th~
deceased was the widow. of a Chinese Buddhist.
.'
Their Lordships at the end of their judgment
cox:nmented on the peculiar feature that though the
whole theory of succ~~~n depended upon the
s.~rict Buddhist view that intestacy is compulsory,
tl).is ha<;l so far been impugned upon th~t a Chinese
Buddhist
was allowed
. .
.·.
... to test
..
Assuming, argumenti causa, a~ the learned trial
J1.1:dg~ ha~ done th~t tht: B,,urmese Buddhist law applies,
it has to be c;onsidered whether plaintiff has proved that
he was the keittima adopted son of Chan Ma Phee. .
·
The law on the· subject has been very clearly a.nd
~e_fi:oitely e_xplair:ted in a· :>_uccessiol). of judgments of
their Lords~ips of the P.~;i,vy Co·':l~P~l:
.
·
In Ma Me Gale v. Ma Sa Yi (2), it was laid down
that neither ceremony ;""nor written -d ocument is
nece~sary to constit~te a ,keittima a4option. There
must be; on the one hand the consent of the natural
parent~, and on the ~t~ei.- tJ:le taking of d~.~- chi~d. by the
adoptive Pa..t:ent w~th the i11:_~ention and on. th~ footing
that the. child
shall
.
.
. . inherit.
..
In Ma Y~et v. Ma Me (3), it was furt~e~ rul~d
that not onlv is a formal ceremony riot ne.ccssary to
constitute .adoption, but.~~he fact of adoption can either
be proved as .:ha~ing taken place o~ a ·d~sti~ct and
spyc~e4 occasion, or may be inferred fr<?m a co~~~
of con4uct which is inco~istent with any other
.supposition.
•

"

•

.

(t) (1924)

.

J

.

sz x.A. 73; 3

.

•

Ran. 29.

.

.

.

•.

(2) (1904) 4 L.B.R. 172.

(3) (1907) 5 L.B.R. II8.

.

.

•
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But in either case publicity must be given to the
relationship, and the amount of proof of publicity
required is greater in cases of the latter category, where
no distinct occa~ion can be appealed to.
In the later case of Ma Than Than v. Ma Pwa
"Thit (1) (also dealing with the question of keittima
-adoption) the facts that the claimant had lived
>Continuously in the house· of1 the deceased from her
".babyhood for 12 or 13 years, that the decease~ was
entered o~ the ~chool register -as her parent and had
paid the · schpol fees, that the claimant h~d been
given jewellery by the. deceased to wear and that her
cl~thes were ~lso paid for by him were held to_ he
strc,>ng eviden.ce of the noto,riety and publicity of the
~<;!option.
.
·
· l.T) th,e pres~nt case the main point to be estab.l ished
is th.a t the plaintiff was · adopted by Chan Ma Phee
·with the in~ention that he
should
to his
. .
. . . be an heir
.
-estate.
~t is not disputed that plaintiff was br.OU;ght up
#<;>m_t~e time h.e ~as ab9:Ut s.eve~ yeal:"s of age in Chan
Ma Ph.ee~s ho_us_~h.o,~d ; but ~t is.. a,lleged by the defe~ce.
that there was no · intention that- he should inherit
a~d ~l~~t he ~~s, -~e~e-(y - ~h.at ~he Chinese term a
foun4ling adc;>p~ed s_o n with no dghts of inheritance,
corresponding to ·wh~t the Bu~me$e Buddhists caii · an
ap~~hitta o~ ca~~aily ad_opt.~d s,on, who ·c~n oply
inheri~ in the ab.sence of · na_tur~l or keittima adopted
children.
·
·
· ·
: ... ·.··'· .
Qn1a scrutiny of the trial tecord it will be seen that
the oral evidence of
ad'o ption with intention that
plaintiff should inherit is entirely unreliable and
contradicts plaintiff's own evidence as to the. circwnstances of his adoption.
~

>

••

an

(x) (1.923) I Ran. 451.
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On the evidence his Lordship held that

the

plaintiff f:iiled to prove . that he was formally adopted
with rights to inherit. Plaintiff and his sister were
PRATT, C.J. made over by their father Ko K we to ohe
Einda
as he was unable to ke~p ·them. After supporting
plaintiff for two years, U Einda made over plaintiff.
to Ma E Mya, wife of Chan Ma Phee, on the suggestion
that the boy would be better off in Ma E M ya' s
hoilsehoid. The plaintiff was nothing niore than 3:
foundling and was never treated at hori!e as .2:ri e_q ual
with the children bf Chan Ma Phee. chan Ma Phee
had ~iready an eidest son before plaintiff was ta_k en into
the household: :He received no proper education,
he did not receive the same am.ount of pocket money.
or ~ind of clothes hnd he siept in the bed_~oorii of the
clerks.
Although he was described as son in the poW.er
of attorney which Chan Ma Phee g~ve hiin, ap.d aiso
in his :<viit that did iitit pro:Ve that he \vas a keitlfma'
son. The Ch~rie§e cust.om was to call a fol,rndlipg
also a.scih. He received a very minor share iri the
wilL His pdwer. bf ~ttorney was Ies,s . exteris~':e tija~.
the fkH~er ClHin M~ Phee gave his own son. M.d1ti_o h.
of his tiftme in inscriptions dri tablets iii an o~\liriati_(>.n
h~tl .and . oh_ the ~dttibstbii_,e~ did not prove liis rigf?.t
td inheHL One ot Chari Ma Phee's son was hiairieu
tt} fhe b.iefe Bf mah-i~ge 8£- the plaintiff ; this {Voui4
not be }?ossible. if th,e pl~intiff ~nd that ~0~ were r~garded

SAw &·NAND
oTHERs.

u

as brothers.
. .. •

costs.

.

.

H:i~
i:. :

tofd§hlp dismi$secl _th~ appeil .wit~

.

t~

.

c@dt:ft:, j .-·· I affi <>t· ihe

...

same bi)ihi()h, · aila ·-k~ve

faCts ; in clefererite, however~
tO' the argilitients addressed to us py ¢ouiisei, I desire
to state my opinion dii the·ta.w ansin.g. .
.
nothing to add on the
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Section 13 of the Burma Laws Act is in the
following terms:-· " 13. (1) Where in any suit or other proceeding in Burma it
is necessary for the Court to decide any question regarding succession, inheritance, marriage or caste or any religious usage
or institution.(a) the Buddhist law in cases where the parties are
Buddhists;
(b) the .Mahomedan law in cases where the parties are
Mahomedans; and
(c) the Hindu law in case·s where the p arties are Hindu·s ;
shall form the rufe of decision, except in so far as such law lias
~y enactment be.en altered or abolished or is opposed to any
custom havjng the force of law .
.ff, (2) .Subj~c~ ~o t~e provisions of_.sub-section (1) and of any
o~J:i.er ·enactment for the time being in force, all questions arising in
~ ci:vii c~s~s in~~tu~e~ in the Courts of Rangoon shall be dealt with
and dete~mi.Iied according to the law for the time 'being adminis:.
tered by tlie I:!_igh.Court ofJJI_dicat\ire at Fort William in Beng.ai
in th'e exerdse-·olTts ordina~y original civil jurisdiction.
~ (3) In cases not provided for by sub-section (1) 'or sub-section
{~), or by; ·any other enactment for the time being in force, the
d'e cisi'on .sliaii b~· acco~d.ing 'i:o justice·, equity ~nd g<_>od conscience.
(4) This secti'o n does ii'o t exte~d to the Shan States.
~

·

.. .

···.

.

. .

,.

.

...

In the Full Bench case of In re Ma Yin Mya
~~~ 'criz~ v. Tar) Yauk Pu an'd t'?OO (1), the . meaning of
~ub-s.ection (1) above was ~lpsely_ considered. Ma
Yin Myt/s _case w~s . one j.n which a B,l..llJn.ese .Buddhist
woni'an had mariied a Chinese B·uddhist resident in
~urma:. 'J;'pe getler~l conclusion arrived at . by ..th'e
l_e ¥ned .. C~ef 1us}ice, \V:h6 . deliyered . th~. leading
~~d~_ea~, wi~ wl).ich th~ other.r.memb~r~·. of the Court
agreed, . was that the expres_sion " th~ Buddhist law in
f.ases where the parti,es ~re :BuddhistS ". means, so far as
Burffia is concerned, the Burme~e Buddhist law irl.
eases concerning,any adherents to the Buddhist retigion
~rresp~ctiv~ o~ ~~ether they :,1.re Burmese Buddhists· or
I ,

,

I

.

{1) (19·z 7)

~

s Ran. ·4~7.

•
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not. · I am exceedingly doubtful (and I only say so
CHAN PYU
with great respect)•; whether had I been sitting on the
s~.w 8;N AND Full Bench I should have been able to agree to this
oTHF.RS.
interpretation. It appears to me firstly that such a
CuNLIFFE, J· reading introduces by implication into the statute an
adjective qualifying the words "Buddhist law," and,
secondly, having introduced this. ad}e~tive the qualification is not again applied to the second use of the
term · " Buddhists ". I incline. to the. view that once
the. ter,m "Burmese" is intro~uced, the interpretation
sh<?uld ra.t her read " the Burmes.e Buddhist law in cases
wher"e the parties are Burmese Buddhists.'' The.
question whether the qualification should have b~en
introduced at all may perhaps be tested by the application of some adjective to the two oth~r pr:ovisions ·, in'
the ~ectioz:1 dealing· with the Mahot:nedan apd the Hin~u
law. Wo.u ld it be. possible, for example, to qua.lify the
expressions · " Mahomedan. law " and. " Hindu law " 1n
some special way and direct that this speCi-al law m
some particular province in India should· apply to all
Mahomedans · and to all Hindus? · It. may here be
noted that the preamble to · the Burma ·L~ws Act
provides that it is an act applicable to the whole of
British India unless there .is a · direct state~ent to the
contrary in ·any part o{ it. There is ~ fu.~ther diffi_cu~ty·
also. Maung Ba, J., wlio is especially fitted ~o speak
on such a subject {he in fact . made .the Reference fo.
Full Bench in Ma Yin Mya's case) appears ~o be.
~xceedingly doubtful whether the terhl ,.,.Burmese.
Buddhist'· law" is an accurate one.· In his concurring.
judgnient, he deScribes it as a misnomer. It certainly
seems to be so, · if one attempts to put Burmese
;Buddhist law (so-called) in the . same category as
Hindu· or ··Mahomedari law. Although ·there .mus~
be thousandS of Buddhists in India proper, none of
the cor~esponding s.tatl,lt~s applyi.ng to the Indian
1 92 8
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High Courts or the Government of India Act, 1915, . 1928
mention Buddhist law. In my opinion, the more ·.CHAN Pvu
correct term to be substituted would be the Burmese SAw 8;N ANI>
Common Law, for, as Maung Ba, J., points cut, oTHERs.
Buddhism has laid down no law applicable to secular CuNLIFFE, J.
matters. However, though I differ from the interpretation of the learned Chief Justice for the reasons
.adduced, the Courts of this country are in my opinion
bound by his reading of sub-section (1).
Ma Yin Mya's case, however, was one of marriage
and to look into the judgment further' we find that on
the lines of the rule followed in Simonin v. Mallace (1)
and Sottomayor v. De Barros (2), the lex loci
cont1'actus was held to govern the formal requisites
of the marriage. Further, reliance was placed upon the
two well-known English decisions of Chetti v. Chetti
(3) and Mir Anwaruddin's case (4). These four cases
are instances of a resistance on the part of the English
Courts to the introduction, or, rather I should .say
the recognition, of a theory put forward by text-book
writers and certain international jurists·. The theory
amounts to this that personal law governs personal
relations and questions involving family transactions
have n1ostly been governed by personal law and not
by the local law of the country in which one or other
of the parties is residing, or where the transactions
actually took place. The reason underlying these
efforts on the part of the English Courts is to prevent
on equitable principles, in cases of. marriage, hardship
or injustice being experienced.\ .by English women who
have ignorantly married husb~nd.s who are foreigners
in a legal sense. And by " ignorantly ", I mean
without a full knowledge of their husbands' family
(1) (1S6o) 29 L.J. (P. & M.) 97· .
{2) L.R. (1877) 3 Probate Div. 7·

(3) L.R. (1909) Probate Div. 87.
{4) (1917) I K.B. at p. 649.
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customs, personal law or religious disabilities. The
CHAN ~Y~
le~rned Chief Justice has applied this principle in
SAws~~ AND term~ to the case of a Burmese woman marrying a
· ~TimRs.
n~tive of Chipa, w4o has settled down in Burma and
CuNu~E, ~. whose faqlily tradition& are widely different from those
of the Bur~ese. fle h~s indeed gone even further
and has helcl tQ.at dealing with the secon.d part . ~f
~ectiqn ~~' su~-section (1) of the Burma Laws Act,
no famiiy custqw qf ~ foreigner will be recognised
;u11l~s.~ it i~ ~howp. tq~t the applic~tion of the custom
~ill p.ot wor~ ip.ju~tke to the native woman. [This
i~ fpllqFin.g a 9-ictum of Lord ·.Gorell's in Chetti v.
Cffetti (1 ). ]
.
. ·· I P.aye ~eferred .to Ma Yi~ Mya's case at such
length. b~cau~.~ it ~as the basis of fhe argument
r~l~e4 qn on pehalf Qf the app~llant to SJ.Ipport his
c~~e a~ a n~tive of this country dealing with a nat~v~
~f ~p.ina. It would not be going too far if I say
tQ.at · ~e ~re ~ow inyitecf. to extend this ruling ib.
relatipn to marriage · U> all questions regarding succ~~sion, inherita.P.-ce, c;:1ste or any religious usage or
institution. The manner in which the case was put
fo~ tl}~ . appella~t may be paraphrased thus:~-" I am
~ B~aJl. I was ;:iadppted by a. native of China
d,omicil~d in Burma. . Th~ law goyerning my adoption
must be the Burmese l3u.d qhist law. .-In point of
f~~t·, my adoptive father ~ent so far as to make a
will~ ~ which he did not recognise my adoption as
he ~ught to ):lave done. He .p ut me on a much lowe~
status than a keittima adopted son, as I claim to
b~. . lf ~y adoptive ,father is governed by ~urm.ese
~p.ddhist Law, he is not entitled in law to make a
will at all. There is no such thing as Chinese custorn~ry ~.a'Y, but ev~n if"rh_ere i? ~~-~ it ~~ pr~y_e~ t_q ~~ye
(1) L .R.

(~909)

Probate Div. 87.
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1928
the fo~ce of law in this country, under the decision
in Ma Yin Mya~s case the application of such a custom CHAN PYU
v.
on t4e lines put forward by the respondents will work S#.WSIN
ANp
OTHF.RS.
an injustice to me a Burman.''
Boun.d as we are, therefore, by the Full Bench
~li~g, as to what Budphist Law controls Buddhists
-i~
Burma, it qecome~ necessary to ~est the
appell~nt's · arguments from the . point of view of
custom~ having ~he force of l~w. Have the
Cp.jp.ese ~uddhists who were originally emjgrants
into ':Burma and their d~s~en~ants customs of their
_own ~Q. referen.ce to adoption and illherjtance ? · In
~y opiniqn 4ayjng reg~rd to ·the- r~$pondents' . evidence
there c~n be no dQil.bt that they d9 pqs~ess disdP.~v~
fap1ily ·c~tp~~.· ·Their view of ~dQption is ·r~;{cJa
~enta11y ~t variance wjth the B\).rmese Buddhist law.
lncideri.t!J.liy it .is .. n()t . qer~y~d . fn~n,i :auddhist pri:q~~ple~· but from Taoism. T4~ Ch~~se hahit ·of m~~g
teStamentary disposition of their propetry is . wide-:~pread apd cannpt be seriously di~puteq. B~t if
this
>
~~ so, the questiqn th~n ~ri~e~-.Haye the~e c~~t.oms
the force of law ? ln the case of Rama Laskshmi
4:rrzq! v. Siv.anantha ?ert~:mal .pet!z?J,rayer (1), the
Priyy Co:uncil ~aiq down th~t the legal recognition
q{ ~ custom in ·llritisP, Inqia depended upon its
~nt~qp.ity,
cert~nty and uniformity. I
~av~
no
djfficulty in . r.egard to the second anq third requirement~, ~ut ~s . t4e first it is necessary to enqutre
what amount of antiq~ity the particular customs of
the Chines~ Buddhists in Burma have to their
~redit. "' It is pbviqu~ly impossible for a .Court of the
Britjsh Empire to ext~nd its enq~ri~ . much· beyond
its own . ~t~blishment. Varying . terms haye been
laid down. For exarp.ple, in ~akutta the year 1773
•
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constitutes the date from which legal memory is
CHAN PYU
reckoned. In the case of In re Garusudh lnraja
SAw 8;N AND Parshad Singh v.
Saparandulaja Parshad Singh (1),
OTHERS.
a Privy Council case, it was held that evidence of
CuNLIFFE, J. unbroken custom for eighty years since
the British
occupation is sufficient. I am satisfied that having
regard to the expert testimony in this case, I am
enabled to hold that the length of the prevalence
within the province of the customs we are here
considering is ample to bring it within the requirements of the term " legal memory:,
Moreover a series of legal decisions confirming
·the customs in dispute is the most cogent and satisfactory evidence that such a custom has the force . of
1aw, see the opinions given in Jianutullah v. Pir
·Buksh (2) and 1Valla Thambi v. Mella Kumara (3).
There are numerous rulings in both Upper and
Lower Burma confirming the customs of · Chinese
·settlers.
As to the question of hardship to the native
Burman, I think adoption and marriage may be
clearly distinguished. Some forms of adoption may
possibly be contracts between the adoptive· parents'
and the persoris handing over the child ; but " qua "
the child, Burmese adoption . is not a ·contract. 'It is
perhaps difficult to bririg adoption ·within a stereotyped 'legal category ; but it seems to me in law to
be a form of declaration of trust. If this view be
correct, hardship to the cestuique trust need not be
tob closely considered.
There ·remain two further aspects of this appeal to
which I desire to refer. The first is that there . exists
a great scarcity among the Indian High Court Reports
of any. recognition . of customs imported into British
1 2

9 8

flo:

·.

(1} {1900) 27 I.A. 328~

(z) ( : 887) 15 Cal. 233.

(3) (r8731 7 Mad. ·H.C.R. 306.

.
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India by foreigners. The reported cases of various
1928
customs belonging to shifting or peripatetic families CaA.N Pvu
and tribes within British India are of course numerous. SAWs~~ .U.L>
I h~ve only been able to find one however in OTHERS.
which a foreigner imported a custom by emigration Cur\LIFFE, J.
into India and succeeded in securing the confirmation.
This was in the case of Mailathi Anni v. Subbaraya
Mudaliar (1 ), where a Bench he1d that migration by
the widow of a Hindu subject of French India into
British India and the acquisition of a British domicile
enabled her to inherit her husband's estate under
her own imported customary law. The learned Judges
followed the dictum contained in paragraph 45 of
Mayne's Hindu law which it may be noted is prima
facie in opposition to Chetti v. Chetti (2) · and Mir.
Anwaruddin's case (3). In other parts of the British
Empire the validity of personal law introduced by
Indian emigrants who have acquired a domicile has
been recognised in principle. See the case of
Abdurahim Haji Ismail Mithu v. Halimabai (4)
where members of a sect of a Mahomedans known as
Memons had migrated to Mombassa and their family
customs were adjudicated upon both by the East
Mrican Courts and the Privy Council. The Privy
Council also in the case of Bartlett and another v.
Bartlett and others (S) considered
the validity
of · a will of ·a British Mahomedan subject. domiciled
in Egypt made .contrary to the provisiOns of
Mahomedan law. Their Lordships construed section
90 of the •Ottoman Order as upholding the Mahomedan·
personal :}a\v.
In conclusion after a consideration of 'many cases
in which customary law has been applied, I cannot
help observing that most _of the disputes as to ·whether
(x) (1901) 24 Mad. 6so.
(2) L.R. (1909) Probate Div.· 87.

41 .

(3) (1917) x K.B. at p. 649.
(4) (1915) 43 I.A. 35·
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~28

.t he personal law of their caste or . family shal~ prevail
CHAN PYu
against the .general law of the land have taken place
SAws~;. AND between parties of the same domicile or origin, and
·
·oTHERs.
nationality. It is rare to find persons of a different
C uNLIFI;E, J. race
in· conflict with. reference to custom. Had I
not been bound l?Y the Full Bench decision in Ma
Yin Mya's case as to Burmese Buddhist law controlling all Buddhists, I should undoubted~y have held
.·that the .peculiar facts of this case brought it . within
the legal category of sub-section (2) or (3) of section 13
of the Burma .Laws Act. The case on principle has
. mud~ affinity' with the decision in Maung .Chit Maung
v~ .Ma Yait .(1). This · was the well-known .Kalai
case in which·. t.h e Privy Council held that . the testamentary powers ·of a Hindu Burman were J?.Ot governed
·by either Hindu or Buddhist law, but that they were
sui generis and therefore "":'ithin the purview o~ the
Indian Succession Act under the · second part of
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act.
For these reasons and as I share my .Lord's
view of the facts, I agree that this appeal .should be
dismissed.
·

---·----------------------------------------(I) (192I) 48 ·I.A. SS3; II L.B.R. ISS·
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before M'··

Justice Baguley.

MAUNG KYAING

AND ANOTHER

v.

P.L.T.A.R. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
Deductions f,·om facts, High Courts ,free to make-Neglt"gence, what is~Transfers (Jj Government leases- Search in Registrarion office, whether necessary
-Transfers of freehold land-J?urchaser's default in se~uring .<;~l tl}e title
deeds-Mortgagee's position different"-Purclzaser of Govt:rnment leaseFailure to obtain the original lease, or to report to Colle~t~r-, acts of
negliget.ce-Tardy notice of title to hona fide purchaser-Estoppel. ··
Respondents 6ought a Government leasehold -land (rom ·y- by- a-registered
sale-deed. They did not obtain the original lease deed from Y and neit4er
reported the purchase to the Collector nor got .. themselves . entered "in the
Collector's registers as· owners of the lease. Y, left in possession of the land
... and the lease, surrendered the lease to Government . and · rece~ved new le~es
of portions of the original holding. Y sold the lease of one of th e nt<W
plots to the appellants by registered deed who got this lease tran.s ferred in
their names in the Collector's records. Mter the appellants had neat'ly
completed their house on the land, responc,lents gave notice to them qf th~ir
title ~nd sued them for possession.
.
·
The trial Court allowed the claim on the ground that appellants were
not bona fide purchasers as they fatled to search in the Registr:ation -offi:/;e
and that the plaintiffs were not estopped from setting up their t1tle. The
Distnct Court, relytng on the Privy Council case of Tilakdhari v. Kheda1l Lal,
48 Cal. I, said that notice cannot be imputed in all cases from the f~ct
that a document is registered, but held that as plaintiffs had bought up the
whole interest of Y, she had nothing to transfer to the defendants. Appella~ts
appealed to the High Court.
H eld, that although the H igh Court is bound by the facts found by the
. lower Courts, it is not bound by the deduction as t o negligence that they
may make from those facts.
·
·
·

Durga v. Jewahir, 18 Cal. 23; Ram Gopal V. Shatnskhaton, 20 Cal. 93referred to.
Held, also, that the appellants having bought the lease.four months. after
the issue of the lease by the Collector which was handed to them, were not
"' bound, as ordinariiy prudent persons to search . the Registration office.
and even a search in the Collector's office by a more prudent person, would
not have revealed any intere~t of the respondents i11 the land. Transfers _of
Go~ernment leases are not like transfers of ordinary freehold land and the
l eases issued by'· Collectors are not registered.
·

. * Civil Second Appeal No. 722 of 1927 again~t the j~dgment . of tne
, District Court of Pegu in. Civil Appeal No. 123 of. I9Z7·

. . 1"928

;.Uiy' -11.
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It is not always negligence on the part of a mortgagee not to secure a 11
the title-deeds of land mortgaged to him.
MAUNG
Imperial Bank of India v. U Rai Gyaw Thu, x Ran. 637; A .L.R.M.
KYAING AND
Chettyar Firm v. L.P.R. Firm, 4 Ran. 238-refeffed to.
ANOTHER
v.
But it IS negligence on the part of a purchaser who falls to get his titleP.L.T.A.R.
deeds from his vendor. Failure on the part of the respondents to get the
CHETT Y,\R
'FIRM.
· Government lease, to report the transfer to the Collector, or to get it entered
in the Collector's books, am~unted to n'egligence on their part, and coupled
with the fact that they failed to give early notice to the appellants b efore
they began to build their house, all this estopped the respondents from
asserting their title to the land.
192.8

· K ya Gaing for the appellants.

Jeejeebhoy for the respondents.
· BAGULEY,

J.-The

facts of this

case are fairly

simple.
One Ma Gun had a thirty-year lease from Government of a certain Holding (No. 48). The lease was
· in the ordinary form, with power of renewal under
the Town and Village Lands Act. She sold this
lease by a registered deed to the P.L.T.A.R. Firm.
The firm sold · the lease again to Ma Thein Yin, and
Ma Thein Yin took the precaution of having the lease
· transferred to her name in the Collector's office-a
precaution which the P.L_.T.A.R. Firm had never
taken. Subsequently, the P ..L.T.A.R. Firm bought
the lease back again . from Ma Thein Yin. The then
agent · asked · her to give them the lease, but she put
him off with some excuse and he took no further
interest in the matter. The lease was not re-transferred
to the P .L.T .A.R. Firm, but the purchase from . Ma
Thein ~iiJ. was by a duly registered deed~ Ma Thein
Yin · beirl.g thus · H!ft i,~ possession of the . lease,
proceeded to com€( to ' ;some arrangement with the
Collector. She surrendered the lease to Government
.and received in place of it eight leases for portions
.of: .t he original Holding No." 48. The new .plots were
known as Holding Nos. A.:.48 to H-48. ·P art . of the
0

0

0
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land reverted to Government and was used for roads
and, presumably, conservancy lanes. The lease of one
of these new . plots was sold to Maung Kyaing and
Ma M ya Kh!n by a registered sale deed by Ma Thein
Yin. They got the new lease of a small plot from
Ma Thein Yin and had it transferred to their name
in the Collector's records. The P.L.T.A.R. Firm now
· sue Maung Kyaing and Ma Mya Khin for possessiOn
of this Holding (No. E-48).
Unfortunately, as is so often the case, the whole
matter from end to end has been dealt with as
though the parties were the abs'oiute owners of the
·
land.
The plaint says in paragraph· 1 : " That plaintiff is
the absolute owner of a pkce of land," ·and the defend~
a,nts in paragraph 4 of their' written state~ent cl~
that · they are th.~ absolute owners _of the land. As a
matter of fact, all. the interests that any of th~se parties
4ad ever h_ad in ~he land were only those of .a lessee
from Government
on a certain lease.
.
.
The trjal Court decreed the claim. The 1ssues
which it framed were : (i) whether the plaint~ff was the owner of the
land in suit, (i.e., Holding No. E-48}?
(ii) whether ~he . defendants made a bona fide
purchase of the land from the owner, . Ma
Thein Yin, without the knowledge of the
plaintiff's title ? and,
·
(iii) whether the plaintiff was estopped from dis. puting the sal~ ;betw~en t~e dtrf~pdants
., . and M~ Thein Yin by his own act and
': conduct ?
·
.
.
.
. .... ... .
The. ~nswers to the issues were as follows : The first issue was answered_in the affirmative, that
the pi~~ tiff was th~ ~\V~er of the· land. ·This, of co~rse,
was ·entirely wrong.._·. The owner was Government.
'

.,

MAuNG·

KYAING AND
ANOTHER

v. .
P.L.T.A.R.
CHETTYAR
FIRM.
BAGULEY,

J.
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The plaintiff may have the right of a lessee, but
nothing more than that.
K YAING
AND
The second tssue
.
. I Ju d ge answered tn
. the
..moTHER.
t h e tna
P.L.T..A.R. negative, holding that the defendants were not bona
CH;:;r.~~ fide purchasers. The reason for this is that he was
of opinion that Maung Kyaing made no enquiries
B~ouLEY, f about the said land before buying the lease ft om her,.
as Ma Thein Yin was a respectable person; and she
held that, because Maung K yaing failed to make a
search .in the Registration office, he (;Ou]d not be considered a bona fide purchaser.
As regards the third issue, the trial Court answered
this in the negative, saying: " There is nothing to
tha:t th-e plaintiffs by their declaration, act or
omission intentionally" caused the d~fertdants to believe
that Ma Theih Yin was the owner of the said plot~
This- absence of intention on the plaintiffs' part takes·
thd ca;se ~ut" of the I~w of estoppel '*; .* * "
On appeal by Ma:ung Kyaing and Ma Mya Kh1n,
the learned District Judge came to the same conClusion as th.e trial Court. In his judgment he discusses
the question of whether regi~'tration is notice or not,.
finally quoting their Lordships of the . Privy Council
in Tilakhari Lal v~ Khedan La1 (1 ), to the effect that
notice cannot in all cases be imputed from the fact
that ·a document can be found in the Register, and,
therefore, he says that in the present instance it may
.be correct to say that the defendants did not have
notice of the plaintiffs' purchase. After this, however,
he pro;ce~ds tR;. arg~~ · that_,_when there are two.. transferees,. the se¢9nd transferee _takes the property subje:~~- : ~~. the cl~iins of the first transfe·r ee; and that,
b~!Cause·:·the first transferee in this-case had taken· the.
whole interest of Ma Thein Yin, she had · nothing to
. , convey to the defendant-appellants.
x9z8

Iiv1AUNG: . .

show

(x) (x9zo) 48-. Cal.

I.
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The question of estoppel, the learned Judge does
MAUNe
not appear to have touched upon at all in his judgment.
K YAING Al\'D
In second appeal I am asked to hold that the ANOTHER
v.
Plaintiff-respondents . were estopped from claiming the P.L.T.A.R
..
land against the defendant-appellants, who were ·bo·n a CHETTYAR ·
.
FlRM.
fide purchasers f or valuable consideratwn without
BAGULEY, J.
notice.
A prelimin~ry point was raised that, as negligence
was ·a fact and not a matter of law, this could not be
raised in second appeal (vide XLVIII, Calcutta, page 1
at page 16, above quoted: " * * '* the proposition
* * ").
involved is not one of law but of fact,
With this contention, l am unable to agree. It .is true
that the lower Courts have both come to certain conclusions on facts. I am bound by the facts which they
have: found, but I am not, in my opinion, bound by
the deductions which they have made from those
facts.
There is no such thing as " legal negligence, " and
"negligence" is, I think, nowhere defined. Whetller.·
certain ·facts constitute negligence is a deduction from:
those facts, and, .although I am bound by the findings
of 'fact by the lo~er Appellate Court, I am not bound
by its deductions from those facts. On this point . I
would refer to Durga Chowdhran£ v. Jewahir Singh
Clzo.wdhri (1), and Ram · Gopal and another v.
Shamskhaton and others (2)~ The facts, I have_ to
take from the lower Appellate Court..
The point for consideration is : Of what transactions .
had :t\'Iaung Kyaing notice, actual ?r CO?,Stru~tive, at
the tim.e. he bought his - leas~ of fiolding· No'. '·E-48?.
He certainly had before him'"the lease issued by the
Collector to Ma Thein Yin, because she transferred~
it to him. He bought the lease on the 16th ·August

*

(x) (1890) x8 Cal. 23.

(a) (1892) 20 Cal. 93·
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1925 ; the date of the lease issued to Ma Thein Yin
MAUNG
was the 17th April 1925, four months earlier. The
KYAIN G AND
.
.
1ease was, on the f ace of It,
Ar.;oTHER
good; It had not been
P.L:~:A.R. transferred to anybody else. Ma Thein Yin was living
CH;J~~.~~R on plot No. 48, which had been broken up into these
eight sub-plots, and I have little doubt that an ordinary ·
1
);1AcuLEv, · man would have bought that lease without enquiry
like Maung Kyaing. A theoretically prudent man,
however, perhaps should have taken more care. He
would have to go to the Registration Office to see that
Ma Thei!l · Yin had not parted with her interest in
this lease. · But I am not quite sure that an ordinary
man of ordinary prudence would have gone behind
the lease issued by the Collector to Ma Thein Yin.
Supposing we take a man of more than ordinary
caution, he might have looked into the Collector's
proceedings. What he would have found there was
that this lease was issued to Ma Thein Yin by the
Collector in return for the surrender of a lease of a
larger piece of land of which the new holding formed
part. That lease, though issued to somebody else,
had been transferred to Ma Thein Yin's name, and I
cannot conceive of any man of ordinary prudence going
any further than this.
It is argued that the Registration office is the place
·to look, and that without a search. in the Registration
office a man cannot be held to have made the searches
which an ordinary man would make. But it must be
ren1embered that these .transfers of leases are not like
. transfe~s .. of ordinar:y: freehold land, for one . thing; the
leases 'thems~lves jssued -by the Collector are never
registered at all, and, therefore, cannot be found in
th~.: .Registration office.
·
. Another point is that, in accordance with the 'terms
.. of the lease, all changes have to be reported .to the
:: :· . Deputy ~otilmiss1<;>ner within one .calender-· month under
192 8
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penalty, and the Collector will only recognize people
1928
the transfer to whom has been reported to him ; and, MAUNe ·
• fied h"unself KYAING
AND
therefore, I hold that any man who satts
ANOTHE~ ·
of the genuineness of a lease that has been issued in P.L.TA.R.
the name of his vendor, or transferred to his vendor . CHETTF
YAR
IRM.
by the Collector, and that there has been no dealing
- ·
.
h
.
d
.
h
R
.
.
ffi
f
h
EAGULBY J.
w1t 1t reporte 1n t e egtstratwn o ce rom t e
'
date of issue up to the date of sale, has done all that any
ordinary prudent man could be expected to do. I do
not say for a moment that Maung Kyaing did all these
things, but had he done so, it is quite clear . that he
would have found no suggestion that the plaintiff· firm
had any interest whatsoever in this lease, and, .therefore, .
he can only be held to have notice of what he would ·
have discovered-that is nothing at all. On the other ·
hand, we have to consider tlie position of the plaintiff'
firm. · The plaintiff firm by the . negligence · of their ·
agent had undoubtedly put it in the power of Ma:
Thein Yin to defraud, and she availed herself of the
opportunity. Had the plaintiff firm's agent insisted
on her making. over the lease itself, she could not :
have surrendered it to Government. On· her saying
that ·she could not find the lease, all that the plaintiff
firm had to do was to. report the fact · that they had
bought the interests of Ma Thein Yein to the Collector, and he .would no doubt, after enquiry, have
entered them as the new lessees. They did not do ·
this. .
·
. , I note that the original lease, which is on the file
of the .• record, though it has twi~e been ·bought by
this particular firm, has: never been?..transferred to ·them
at all. It is true that it has been ·laid down that it
is not aiways neglige~ce to fail .to·secure the title deeds
of . land mortgaged to anyone. [Vide The Imperial
Bank of India y. U Rai: Gyaw . Thu & Company, .
Lim_ited, The Imp_erial Bank of India .v. Aung . Tha Hla
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an·d- others (1 ), and A.L.R.M. Chettyar· Firm v.
MAuf.lc · L.P.R. Chettyar Firm and one (2).]
But it must
KYAING AND b
b
d
h
·
h'
'
ANOTHER
e remem ere t at In t 1s case It was the pureh aser
P.L.T:A.R. who failed to get his title-deeds from his vendor and
ca:;~~a not the mortgagee who failed to get his title--deeds
from the mortgagor ; and in a case like this, where
BAGULEY, J. h
. 1e d eed IS
. a G overnment 1ease, I sh ould say t h at
.
t e tit
to fail to get the lease itself, and also to fail to report
the transfer to the Collector, or to get it entered in
the Collector's books, is undoubtedly negligence.
My attention has been drawn to Exhibit J. This
is a certified copy of the sale deed by l\1a Thein Yin
to Maung Kyaing of Holding No. E-48. This, the
present agent of the firm says, he found when he took
over the office from his predecessor. .Tt was issued
the 4th November, 1925, presumably to. the firm.
When this copy come into· the possession of the firm,
they must be held to. have ha4 notice of the transfer
of the lease of I-lolding No. E-48 by Ma Thein Yin
to Maung Kyaing, and, therefore,. they were a,ware that
lVIa Thein Yin was swindling Maung Kyaing and
themselves. No notice of their claim .to this piece of
htnd was given to Maung Kyaing until the 17th May
1926, when he was just on the point of finishing .the
house which he erected on the land. In other words,
they allowed him to build the house first throughout
the whole working season, and then claimed the
land.
It is impossible for a · plaintiff who does this sort
of thing to ask for any equitable relief.
I hold, therefore, that :the defendant~appellants, had·
they made ordinary enquiries that an ordinary. prudent
man, woUld have made in this particular c·a,se, would
not have come across anything which .would have . put
1

92 8 ·

on

'

(z) (r9z6) 4 Ran~ .2~8.

.
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1 92 8
them on enquiry as regards the plaintiff firm having
any interest in this lease.
MAuNG
I hold also that the plaintiff firm is estopped from K~~~~~o
asserting their title to the lease of Holding No. E-48, P.L.T.A.R.
v• •
because they failed:CHE'i'TYAR
FIRM.

(i) to get the original lease deed of Holding
No. E-48 from Ma Thein Yin;
(ii) to report the purchase of the lease of
Holding No. E-48 from Ma Thein Yin to
the Collector;
(iii) to get themselves entered in the Collector's
Registers as the owners of that lease ;
and,
(iv) to give notice to Maung Kyaing of their·
claim to the land as soon as they had
reason to believe that he was .building on
· the hmd on a title which he might reasonably be expected to regard as .good.
I, therefore; allow the appeal, set aside the decrees
of the ·lower Courts and ·dismiss .the suit with costs m
all Courts.

BAGULEY,

J.
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B efore Sir Henry Pratt, K t., Officiati111f ChiefJustice, and Mr. justice Cunliffe.

A.K.A.C.T.V.V. CHETTYAR

1928

v.

July 16.

THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.*
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), ss. 22, 23 (x), (3), (4); 27, 30 (x) proviso-Appeal
against refusal to make fresh assessment-No appeal against assessmer.t
under s. 23 (4) after default-No appeal after fresh assessment if made
according to s.23 (4)-Fresh assessment made under s. 27 read with s. 23
(x) or (3), appealable.
S. 30 of the Income-tax Act 1922 provides for an appeal to the Assistant
Commissioner against a refusal of an I ncome-tax Officer t o make a fresh
assessm ent under s . 27. U nder the proviso to that section n o appeal lies
against an assessment made under s. 23 (4) of t he Act after default of an
assessee to make a return or to comply with the terms of notices under s. 22 ;
and also, if an assessee succeeds in his efforts to obtain a fresh assessment
under s. 27, no appeal lies against that fresh assessment if it is made in
a~rdance with the provisions of s. 23 (4). An appeal does lie if the fresh
assessment is made under s. 27, read with s. 23 ( x) or (3).

Clark and Venkatram for .the applicant~
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the .C.rewn;; '·"

C.J., and CuN LIFFE, J.- This is an ·application for a mandamus to compel the · Commissioner
of Income-tax to state a case under section 66 of
the Income-tax Act. The facts are set forth at
length in the application.
. The A.K.A. Firm of Rangoon, which consisted of
two partners the applicant A.K.A.C.T.V.V. Chettyar
and .A.K.A.C.T.A.L. Alagappa Chettiar, discontinued
bhsiness in 1925, ·.:·A.ugust, the assets were · divided
between the two partners, who have been smce
.carrying on business as separate joint fami1y firms
under the styles of A.K.A.C.T.V.V. and A.~.C.T.A.L.
· respectively.
PRATT,

• Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 26. of 1928 ..
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For the financial year 1925-26 notice was served
1928
on the then agent of the A.K.A. Firm on 8th April A.K.A.C.T.
1925 to make a return for income-tax purposes.
CH'i;"'t;,.R
Applicant eventually made a return and claimed
7.¢m
the benefit of section 25 (3) of the Income-tax Act CoMM1sSIONER OF
as the firm had been dissolved.
INCOME-TAx•
. ~pplicant
.
objected to producing the books of the PRATT, C.J.
firm, and to the proposed method of
assessment. cUNLIFFB,
AND
.
}.
Ultimately the Income-tax Officer peremptorily settled
March 31st, 1926, for the production of accounts.
The accounts . were not produced and the Officer
made an assessment ex parte against each mc::mber of
the A.K.A. Firm.
Applicant appealed to the Assistant Commissioner
who . dismissed his appeal, and left him to apply for
a fresh assessment under section 27. An application·
was made under section 27 but was refused. An .
appeal to C.ommissioner of Income-tax was unsuccessful. The Commissioner was asked but declined to
. make a reference to this Court, hence the present
appli~tion under section 66 (3) for an order to
·state a case on specified points of law.
· A preliminary objection has been taken by the
Government Advocate that the application is iri..competent since no appeal lies to the Assistant Commis- .
· sioner from the ·order refusing to· make a fresh assessment under section 27.
It is contended that the proviso to section . 30
.that no app·eal shall lie in respect of an .assessment
· made under sub-section (4) of sectiop 23 or ·. under
that sub-section re~d with secti9n 27 precludes ·such
an .appeal, since it must be taken. that, the Officer .
having dismissed the application for a fre8h · assessment under section 27, there remains an assessment under sub-section (4) of section 23 read with
section 27.. ,i
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The contention is clearly not maintainable. There
A.K.A.C.T. was an application for .a fresh
assessment .. under
v.v. .
section 27, which was refused. The assessment under
CHETTYAR
v.
section 23 (4) was not cancelled. There was not
THE
COMMIStherefore an assessment under section 23 (4) read with
SIONER OF
1:NC0ME~TAX. section 27 as argued.
A .refusal to make . an .assessPRATT,_ C.J. ment is not an assessment.
AND
Section 30 definitely provides ..for .an appeal . agaiRst
. CUNLIFFE, J.
a refusal of an Income-tax Officer to .make a fresh
assessment under section 27.
What the proviso clearly means is (1) . that there
shall be no appeal against an assess.m ent made .under
section 23 (4) and (2) that when an assessment under
section 23 (4) has been can celled under section 27 . and
a fresh assessment made there shall also be no appeal:
that is to say ~h~t if the asseSsee succeeds in his
effort to obtain a fresh assessment under section
.27 he shall be debarred from appealing against
that fresh asse~sment. The assessee is _not precluded
by the proviso from _prefei-ing the appeal . against tP,e
refusal to make a fresh assesc:;ment under section 27,
which is allowed in ~he body of section 30.
. In his order rejecting the two applications for a
reference to this Court under section 66 (2) oq a
number of questions the Commissioner .of Incometax took _the view .that t~e · only questions for
decision were of pure fact: viz. :-whether applicants
had a reasonable opportunity of complying ·with the
Income-tax Officer's notice and wh,ether there was
.. an . adeqv.ate ~eason for non-production of . accounts.
Th~re was theref91~ no :quest!on of law to refer_.
.
·We consider· that th~ only question for ·. determination was whe_ther applicant had sufficient cause for
non-co~pFan~e with Income-~ax . Officer's · notices.
He obviously had not> and we see . no ·reason to .
think the findings of fa~t wrong. Applicant and .h~s
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quondam partner were obviously placing eve~y obstacle
in the way of a just assessment and they have only
themselves to thank, if the result of their efforts is
that they have been assessed in a way and under
a section, which they do not like.
We do not fee 1 called upon to r~quire the
Commissioner to state a case upon any of the. points
raised before us.
·
The application is dismissed with costs. Advocate's
fee five gold mohurs.

1928

A.K.A.c.T.

c;:;,"V.;AR
v.

THE

CoMMrsSIONER OF

INcoME-TAx.
PRATT,

C.J.

AND
CUNLIFF.E,

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
..

Before Mr. Justice

Baguley.

KING-EMPEROR

1928

v.

July zo.

JAN 'MAISTRY ANDOTHERs.*
Gambling Act (Burma {1ct I of 1899), ss. I I and xz-Ralutive punishments
·under the section-Offence of a daing much more s_erious than that of a
mere gambler.
·
The law regards the offence of a daing (owner, keeper or manager of a
gaming-house) as far greater than the offence of a mere gambler. The
maximum fines and sentences of irnpriso~ent that can l?e imposed on a
daing under s. IZ of the Burma Gambling Act, are far heavier than those
for the ·ordinary gamb_ler who is dealt with under s. I I of the Act. The daing
makes opportunities for other people to break the law of the country.

J.-The .Second Additional Magistrate of
Yenangyauqg .: tried nine men under sections 11
·, and 12 of the · Gambling Act. Some he acquitted,
some ·:he fined Rs. 10 each untler section ·1l, and
the other two he :found guilty urider section . 12 of
. the Gambling Act and fined one · of them Rs. 15
: and the other Rs. 20.
·.. BA'GULEY,

•criminal Revision No. 372B of ·1928 against the order of the Second
· Additional !ylagistrate ofYenangyau.Og in Grimina.l Regular Trial No..IO of 1 928.

J.
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The accused, Maw . 'Pet Khan, whom he fined
KINeRs. 20 ·~t the time of the commission of the offence,
EMPEROR
.
v.
was a ·p oI'1Ce-officer, and the M ag1strate
was o f
·t~ ~~=:. opinion that he had acted as an agent provocateur,
and that was the reason for punishing him more
BAGULBY, ].
severely than the others. He, however, went out of
his way to make some sweeping statements against
the police in general.
· · [His Lordship directed those remarks to be expunged
. and then proceeded to deal with the sentences
imposed.]
I wouJd
poin.t out that the sentences passed
show a failure to grasp the relative seriousness of
offences under sections 11 and 12 of the Gambling
Act. The moral turpitude nf gambling in itself is
regarded by most people as small, and the man who
commits an offence against section 11 of the Gambling Act merely by going to a waing and having a
flutter is not really committing· a crime involving
serious moral turpitude. The principal portion of his
offence is that he is breaking the law of the country.
The law has been framed in the way that it is
because gambling of a certain kind among certain
classes of people is apt to lead to more serious crime
and that, I · gather, is the main, if not the only
reas~m for which it is forbidden by law.
On the
other hand, the man who commits an offence under
section 12 of the Gambling Act is a man who is
breaking the law of the country not merely for the
sake ·o f. gaining a passing amusement butl with the .
intention'·of making money.. The gambler may win, or
he may lose. On tile who1e, the general ·body of gamblers l0se, because the daing always wins. If there
were no daings to run illegal gambling, no one could
commit an .offence under section 11 of the Gambling
. Act.~ It 1s the~ doing who makes . oppo.rtunities
1 2
9 8

also
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for other people to commit offences under section 11
.and not vice versa.
A reference t'o the two sections will show that the
law regards the offence of the daino
as far '-'2:reater
b
than the offence of the mere gambler. If the
maximum fines which can be infEcted are looked at,
it will be seen that the daing can be punished five
times as heavily as the gambler. If the maxunum
sentences of imprisonment are looked at, the daing
can be punished three times as heavily as the
gambler, and this clearly shows that the daing under
ordinary circumstances should be punished very
much more heavily than the ordinary gambler.
.
In this case the Magistrate has fined the ordinary
gatnblers Rs. 10 each, and the ordinary daing Rs. 15.
It would be far more reasonable if the daing had
been punished four or five times as heavily ·as the
gambler.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

DAYALAL & SONS

v.
KO LON AND ANOTHER.*
Estoppel-Tenant in possession from landlord cannot deny his title, however
defective-Suit by tenant claiming as owner-Surrender essential before
suit-Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. u6.
Plaintrlf came into occupation of a house as tenant of defendant-appellants
.who claimed to have bought it from its former owner but without a registered
conveyance. Plaintiff, 'occupying the property all the time as tenant of the
appellants, obtained a registered conveyance of the house from a legal representative of the former deceased owner, and sued the appellants for a declaration
of his ownership and for an injunction against them to restrain them from
rec~verin·g any rent from him.
. • Civil Second Appeal No. 769 ofx 927 against the judgment of the District.
Court of To.ungoo in Civil Appeal No. 123 of 1927.
·
·

. 42.
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1928

KxNoEMPERoR
v.
JAN MAISTRY
AND OTHERS.
BAGULEY,

J.
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Held, that a tenant who has been let into possession cannot deny his
landlord's title however defective it may be so long as he has not openly restored·
D AYALAL
possession by surrender to his landlord. Plaintiff was in possessiOn as tenant·
& SoNs
and as he had not delivered possession to the appellants, he was estopped from
v.
Ko LoN AND denying their title.
ANOTHER.
Bilas Kurwar v. Desraj, (P.C.) 37 All. 557-jollowed.

P. B. S en for the appellants.
So Nyun for the respondents.

CARR, }. -The house in dispute in this case ongln-·
ally belonged to one U Tun U who appears to have
lived in it along with his daughter Ma Dun until he
died. It seems that he occupied one floor while the
defendant-appellants occupied the other. When u·
Tun U died Ma Dun left the house leaving the defend~nts in possession of it. The defendants claim that.
they had, in fact, bought the property from U Tun
U before his death, but had not obtained from him
a registered conveyance. The plaintiff came into·
occupation of the house as tenant of the defendants
in 1924. This has been found in the present suit by
the Subdivisional Court and had previously been
found in two suits for rent brought by the defendants
against the plaintiff.
After he. had entered into occupation of the property as tenant of the defendants, the plaintiff obtained
a registered conveyance from Maung Tha Dun as
the legal representative of Ma Dun, who by then had
died. The plaintiff has ·remained in occupation of
the property ever since he entered into it as tenant
of the defendants. He now in this suit prays for a
decl~ration of his ownership, for a . declaration that
the deftmdants have no · right to the property, and
that they have no ..tight . to claim rent from him and
for ·a n injunction to. restrain them from continuing.
the second ~uit fQr ~ent above-m entioned, which has
been decided since the institution of the present suit.
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The question that arises in this appeal is whether
the plaintiff is estopped under section 116 of the
Evidence Act from bringing this suit and denying his
landlord's title. Both the Courts below have held
that he is not estopped. In my opinion, both the
decisions are wrong and are based on an entire
misconception of the law of estoppel. The Subdivisional Judge held that if the pla.intiff could prove
that by his conveyance from Tha Dun he acquired
t~e legal title to the property it would show that his
tenancy had determined as from the date of that
conveyance. He also argued that since the date of
that conveyance the plaintiff has been in possession
as owner of the property and not as tenant. The
D istrict Judge took very much the same view. He
referred to the decision of their Lordships of tht
Privy Council in the case of Bilas Kurwar v. Desraj
Ranjit Singh (1) in which their Lordships held that
" a tenant who has been let into possession cannot
deny his landlord's title however defective it may be
so long as he has not openly restored possession by
surrender .to his landlord ". The District Judge
further held that if the plaintiff was able to prove
that by his conveyance he had obtained legal title
that would show that the tenancy had determined
from the date · of that conveyance. I am unable to
· follow fully the arguments by which the Judge was
able to hold that this present case did not come within
the ruling of the Privy Council above quoted. · In
·m y opinion, it clearly does come within that ruling.
The whole case of the plaintiff depends on the
allegation that the defendants, his landlor4S,. , never
had any' title at all and that the property belonged to
·u Tun U and passed on his death to Ma Dun and
(I) (1915) 37 Ali. 557·
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~.oNs

Ko LoN AND
ANOTHER.

CARR, J.
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on her death to the administrator Tha Dun who, in
DAYALAL
his turn, conveyed it to the plaintiff. This clearly
& ~~Ns
amounts to a denial of the defendants' title at the
Ko LoN ANo time of the commencement of the tenancy,
and it
ANOTHER.
.
also, in my opinion, clearly comes within the very
CARR, J.
explicit rule laid down by their Lordships of the
· Privy Council. Admittedly the plaintiff came into
possession as tenant of the defendants and he has
never surrendered possession to them. ·He is, therefore, still a tenant, and, even if his lease itself has
actually determined, he is still holding on under that
lease and is still in possession of it as a tenant. He
is very clearly estopped from bringing this suit and
will continue to be estopped uhless and until he
delivers possession of the property to the defendants. I
allow this appeal, set aside the judgments and decrees
of the Courts below and dismiss the plaintiff's suit
with costs in all Courts.
192 8

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bu.
1928

MAUNG KAN GYWE

July 23·

v.
CHETTYAN

AND ANOT~.

*

Provincial Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887), s. 15 (1) ani 2nd Sch., Art. 8Suitfor ' laizu ' not a suit for rent-Competency of a Court of Small Causes to
try such suit.
Plaintiff-respondents agreed to allow defendant to work three plots of land
on the understanding that seed-grains would be supplied by the plaintiffs and
that the defendant would give plaintiffs half of the produce as laizu which
literally means " share for land."
Held,. that a Court of Small Causes was competent to entertain a suit for
recovery of the value of such!share ,by way of damages for a breach of contract.
Such suit was not a suit for ' rent.'
jadab Chandra v. Gopal Cha~dra, 28 C.W.N. 848--'Y_eferred to.
·• Civil Revision No. . 46 of 1928 (at Mandalay) agait:tst the judgment of the
Township Court of Wetlet-in .Suit No. 134 of 1cj27.
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Day for the applicant.
Sanyal for the respondent.

1928
MAUNG

KAN GYWE

v.

Bu, J.-The plaintiff-respondents sued the
defendant-applicant in the Township Court of Wetlet
for recovery of 65 baskets of paddy or their value
Rs. 83-12, by instituting their plaint in Burmese in
which the paddy claimed was described as " cooS~ ,
(laizu). The Court was invested with the jurisdiction
of a Court of Small Causes, and tried the suit in the
exercise of such.jurisdiction.
In the body of the plaint it was alleged· tha;t the
defendant had requested the plaintiffs. to allow him to
work three plots of land on the understanding that seedgrains should be supplied by the plaintiffs, and that
half of the produce should be given by the defendant
to the plaintiffs as " cooSQ{, (laizu). It was also
alleged that the defendant worked the land in pursuance
with that arrangement and the land yielded about 130
baskets. On these . allegations the plaintiffs claimed
65 baskets of _.paddy or its value :{{s. 83-12. The trial
Court in recording the _evidence ·adduced by the
plaintiffs, employed the. expression " rent , apparently
in translating the Burmese word " roo3~ , . T he trial
Court .·has also prefaced its judgment by deScribing
the suit as one "for recovery of 65 baskets of paddy
or its value Rs. 83-12, alleged to be due as rent".
The offiCial trans)ator of thi~ Court has also employed
the term " rent , for the Burmese word " cooS~ " in
the translation of the pleadings.
.
The defendant-applicant assails the validity of the
deere~ passed by the trial Court in favour .of the
plaintiff-respondents, inter alia, on the ground that the
suit being one for . recovery of rent of land, should
not have been dealt with by the trial court in the ·
exercise of its powers of a Court of Small Causes.
MYA

CHETTYAN
AND
ANOTHER.
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Under section 15 (1) of the Provincial Small Cause
Courts Act, read with Article 8 of the Second Schedule
MAUNG
KAN GYWE
to the Act, a Court of Small Causes is precluded from
v.
CHETTYAN
taking cognizance of a suit for recovery of rent other
AND
ANOTHER.
than house rent, unless the Court has been expressly
MYA Bu, J. invested ··by the Local Government with authority to
exercise jurisdiction with respect to such suit.
It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff-respondents
that the suit in reality was not a suit for rent at all.
It appears to me to be inaccurate to translate the
word " rooS111 " as " rent " in this particular case.
The l~teral and primary meaning of this word is '' share
for land " ; and apparently through careless usage this
expression is con1.monly employed to denote " rent ",
but where the context is inconsistent with the latter
interpretation, it should be given the primary meaning
which is consistent with the context. According to
the trend of the allegations in the plaint, the plaintiffrespondents' suit was for recovery of 65 baskets of
paddy, being their half share of the produce of the land ·
which the defendant-applicant cultivated with the stipulation that the plaintiff-respondents should supply the
seed-grain and the defendant-applicant should deliver
half share of the produce to the plaintiff-respondents.
According to the allegations, the defendant-applicant
was a mere contractor but not a tenant, and the suit ·
against him is not a suit for rent, but for damages for
breach of contract. The plaintiff-respondents' suit is
therefore maintainable in the Court of Small Causes.
Mukerji, }., held in Jadab Chandra Santra v. Gopal
Chandra Debnath (1 ), that a suit for recovery of money
due as price of the plaintiff's half share of the paddy
and straw grown by the defendant who held the land
. on taking a settlement from the plaintiff with the·
I9Z8
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stipulation that he would deliver half share of the
produce to the plainti ff, was maintainable in the Small
.Cause Court, as there was nothing in the plaint to
.suggest that the defendant was a tenant.
In my opinion, the objection to the trial Court's
·exerciSe of its jurisdiction as a Small Cause Court
fails.
The other grounds in support of the application
attack the validity and correctness of the finding which
the trial Court arrived at in favour of the plaintiffrespondent.
The learned Judge of the trial Court took due notice
·o f the fact that the evidence adduced by the plaintiff~
respondents was very discrepant, and would, by itself,
·be insufficient to prove their case; but he was- · of
opinion that, in the light of the improbability that a
man would allow another to work his land for nothing,
,as alleged by the defendant who admitted working
the land, the plaintiff-respondents' story should be
:accepted as true. . With this finding, as a finding of
.fact, I do not see any sufficient reason to interfere tn
IeVlSlOfi.

In the result the application fails and I dismiss it
with cost, advocate's fee one gold mohur.

1928
MAUNG

KAN GYWE

v.

CHETTYAN
AND
ANOTHER.

- Bu, J.

MYA
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
]Jefore Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

UMOGAUNG

v.
UPO SIN.*
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909), s. IOj-PenalCode (Act XLV of
186o), ss. 421, 424-Criminal proceedings maintainable independently of the
Insolvency Act-Death of the complai~nt-Magistrate,s discretion to
proceed with trial.
An insolvent concealed the receipt by him of insurance money on his
mortgaged property from the mortgagee as well as from the Official Assignee
who expressed an opinion in his report that the insolvent was guilty of an
offence under section 103 (b) (ii) of the Presidency Towns I nsolvency Act. A
creditor applied to the I nsolvency Court for his prosecution; but the Court·
declined to do so. The creditor thereupon filed a complaint h imself against the·
insolvent charging him with offences under sections 421 and 424 of the Indian
Penal Code: After the complainant's evidence was taken, there were several
adjournments and then the complainant died. The trial Magistrate decided to
proceed with the trial and declined to discharge the accused under section 259
of the Criminal Procedure C ode.
Held, that the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act does not take away .a
Magistrate,s jurisdiction to try an insolvent for an offence under sections 421
and 424 of the Indian Penal Code. There was no reason to interfere with the
Magistrate,s discretion to proceed with ·the trial as the offences were not
compoundable and the deceased complainant's evidence could be used under
section 33 of the Evidence Act.
Emperor v. Bhat, ~5 Bom. 63-rejerred to.

MAUNG BA, J.~Applicant U Mo Gaung was a paddy
broker. He was adjudicated insolvent by this Court.
From the report of the Official Assignee it appears
that his house and its site were mortgaged to Messrs.
Steel Brothers & Company, Limited. But h e never
made over the Insurance Policy although the property
was insured. The ·house were destroyed by fire 3;nd
the agents of the Insurance Company informed the
Official Assignee th~t they had paid the insolvent
Rs. 4,925.. The insolvent concealed the · insurance

* C riminal R evision No. 21413 of x9z8 against the order of the Seccnd
Additional Magistrate of Rangoon in Criminal Trial ~o. 94 of x9z8.
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and the receipt of the assured amount not only from
Messrs. Steel Brothers but also from the Official
Assignee and he never made over the amount to the
Official Assignee. Consequently the Official Assignee
in his report expressed an opinion that the insolvent
was guilty of an act falling under section 103 (b) (ii)
of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act or in other
words that he had made away with or concealed
part of his property.
U Po Sin, one of the creditors, applied to the
Insolvency Court to direct the insolvent's proset..;u6on.
The learned Insolvency Judge declined to do so,
remarking that such prosecution was not recommended
by the Official Assignee and that the case was not
of importance. From that order an appeal was filed.
The learned Judges of the Appellate Bench observed
that it could not be doubted that there were grounds
which, prima facie, would justify an enquiry, but
they declined to interfere with the exercise of the
Insolvency Judge's discretion~ ·
U Po Sin then filed a direct complaint to the
District Magistrate charging U Mo Gaung with offences
under sections 421 and 424 .of the Indian Penal Code.
The complaint was in order because nothing contained
in the Presidency · Towns Insolvency Act takes away a
Magistrate.'s jurisdiction to try the insolvent for an
offence under those sections. This view was. held
.by a Ben~h of the Bombay High Court in Emperor
v. M. H. Bhat (1). The complaint was transferred to
the Second Additional · Magistrate, Rangoon, for
·disposal. During the trial the Magistrate was transferred and the accused person claimed a de novo .
trial. The case was accordingly adjo:urned for three
weeks to summon witnesses. On the adjourned date
(x) (1910) 35 Bo!Il. 63.
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the complainant's advocate asked for an adjournment
on the ground that he had a case in the High Court.
The case was adjourned. When the case was called
on due date the complainant was too ill to attend arid
the case was adjourned for nearly a month. When
the case was called again ·the complainant was reported
to have died. The accused's advocate asked the
Magistrate to discharge his client under section 259,
Criminal Procedure Code. The Magistrate · rejected
that application. From that order of rejection this
application for revision has been filed .
. Section 259 gives a Magistrate discretion to discharge the accused when in the case instituted -u pon
con1plaint the complainant is absent on any day fixed
for · the hearing of the case and when the offence is
one which may lawfully be compounded or when it is a
non-cognizable offence. The offences under sections
421 and 424 are non-cognizable but they are · noncompoundable. The complainant has been examined
and cross-examined. His evidence can therefore be
used under section 33 of the Evidence Act. The
learned Magistrate has exercised his discretion and
decided to proceed with the trial. I see no sufficient
reason to interfere with his exercise of that discretion.
· I therefore dismiss this applkation for revision.

RANGOON SERIES.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Doyle.

u

KYAW LU AND ANOTHER
v.
U SHWE SO.*

Specific Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 9-Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898)
s. 145-Criminal Court's order no bar to a suit for possession-Remedy of
unsuccessful party in such suit-Suit based on title-Revision when not the
remedy.
Respondent sued applicant and another under s. 9 of the Specific Relief Act
·against wrongful dispossession of land. Applicants pleaded that the suit was
not maintainable as an order had been passed against the respondent by a
Cri111inal Court under s. 145 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The trial
Court held that the order was no bar and decreed the suit. Applicants applied
to the High Court in revision.
·
Held, that an order of a Criminal Court under s. 145 of the Criminal
:Procedure Code was no bar to a suit under s. 9 of the Specific Relief Act.
The remedy of the unsuccessful party in such suit is to file a suit based on his
title. Such other remedy being open to him, the H igh Court need not
exercise its revisional powers. Moreover the trial Court in this case in
deciding that a suit lay, decided a point of law which it had jurisdiction
-:to decide.
Amir Hassan Khan v. Sheo Baksh Singh, (P.C.) I I Cal. 6; Jwala v.
Ganga Prasad, 30 All. 331--referred to.

· McDonnell fo.r the applicants.
N. M. Cowas.fee for the respondent.

DoYLE, J.-Shwe So sueJ U Kyaw Lu and
Maung Shwe Hpyu for recovery of possession of land
under section 9, Specific Relief Act, alleging that he
had been wrongfully dispossessed on 9th May 1927.
It was argued that the suit was not maintainable as
an order had ·been passed against Shwe So by the
Subdivisional Magistrate, Maubin, under section 145,
Criminal Procedure C<;>de. The learned District Judge,
• Civil Revision No. 83 of 1928 against the judgment of the District
Court of Maubin in Civil Regular No. 24 of 1927.
·

·.

·.

1928

July z6.
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Maubin, however, decided that the order under section
u KYAw Lu 145, Criminal Procedure Code, was no bar and decreed
AN;;~ the suit. This Court is asked to revise the order on
u SH::E so. the ground that the conclusion of the learned District
Judge that the order under section 145 is no bar
DoYLE, J.
was erroneous.
It is clear from the order of the Subdivisional.
Magistrate, in Criminal M1scellaneous No~ 57 of 1927 that
dispossession took place long before the order of the
Subdivisional Magistrate, which merely confirmed the
status quo. Under these circumstances, as pointed out
in Jwala v. Ganga Prasad (1), the order under section
145 of the Code was no bar.
In that case it was furthermore held that as
another remedy was open to the applicant interference
by way of revision was not called for. I would go
further and say that the High Court has no power of
revision in the present case since the learned District
Judge was deciding a point of law and not. of jurisdiction
in deciding that a suit lay, and the princ~ples laid
down by the Privy Council in Amir 1-Iassan /(han v.
Sheo Baksh Singh (2) would apply.
For the above reasons this appli~ation is rejected
with costs.
1 92 8

(r) (r9o8) 30 All. 331.

(2) (x88s) u Cal. 6; xx LA. 237.
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APPELLATE CIVIL•
.Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

_l\,fUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF
RANGOON
v •.
E. E. DAWOODJEE & SONS. *
.Rating Law-Principle of valuation-Hypothetical value of a printing press
building-Building unsuitable for other purposes-General advance in value
and in rents of house property nearby when an appropriate guide. Ls
The Assessor of the Municipal Corporation of Rangoon increased to more
·than double the valuation of an old building held under a long lease by a Press.
The premi~es were not suitable for ordinary business purposes or for tenement
dwellings. The enhancement was made because of a general advance in the
·value of house property in the neighbourhood and because of the fact that
occupiers of nearby buildings were paying much higher rents than the rent paid
by the Press.
Held, that it is a canon of Rating Law that the principle of the valuation of
.any given hereditament is the hypothetical value of the hereditament as it stands
·.t o any hypothetical tenant. It was not appropriate in this case to take as a guide
the actual rents paid for other and widely dissimilar buildings occupied on.
·different terms of tenancy.

N. M. CO'loasjee for the Cotporation:
Clark for assessees.
CuNLIFFE, }.- This appeal must be dismissed. It
·arises in the following circurpstances. No. 486,.
M erchant Street, was previously rated' at Rs. 1,265 per.
.month. The Assessor to the Municipal Corporation
recently increased this valuation at Rs. 2, 950 per month.
The assessee who is the owner of the premises
appealed to the Commissioner who confirmed the
assessment. The assessee then preferred an appeal to
the Chief Judge of the Small..Cause Court. He reversed
the order of the Commissioner. The Corporation now
come to. this Court in further appeal.
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 350 of 1928 against the judgment of
the Small Cause Court of Rangoon~ Municipal Appeal No. 2 of 1928.

1928

:July 31.
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No. 486, Merchant Street, is in the occupation of
MUNICIPAL
the Rangoon Times Press under a lease for a term of
'I~~P~F~:~m years. The reasons adduced to support the enhanceCITY OF
ment of the valuation were a general advance in the
RANGOON
v.
value of house property in the neighbourhood and the
E.E.
paying
DAWOODJEE fact that occupiers of nearby buildings were
& SONS.
much .higher rents than the rent paid by the Rangoon
CUNLIFFE, J. Times Press to the assessee.
Elaborate calculations
of floor space and so on were set out in the Report
of the Assessor. Before the Commissioner the assessee gave evidence that No. 486, Merchant Street, were
difficult premises to let and by no means suitable for
ordinary business purposes or for tenement dwellings.
The building was not new.
It is a canon of Rating L aw that the principle of
the valuation of any given hereditament is the hypothetical value of the hereditament as it stands to any
hypothetical tenant. It seems to us not to be appropriate in such a case as this to take as a guide the
actual rents paid for other and widely dissimilar
buildings occupied on different terms of tenancy. This
is exactly what the Commissioner has done. In our
opinion the only evidence in relation to the proper
valuation before him was the evidence of the assessee·
himself. To rebut such evidence it would have been
necessary to consider the value of a similar building;.
devoted to a similar business. It is for these reasons
that we agree with the learned Judge of the Smalf
Cause Court and dismiss this appeal, with advocate's
costs ten gold mohurs.
PRATT, C.J.- I add that it IS unnecessary · un-9-er
the circumstances. to discuss the many authorities,.
which have been ·cited on the subject of the principles, which should determine the assessment of the·
building in question . .. The principles are not disputedt
the difficulty is the application
of the principles.
.
.. .
.
z928
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It is common ground that the assessment should
1928
be on the basis of the rent, which a hypothetical MuNxcxPAL.
tenant would be prepared to pay for the building as T~~RP~:";aE:
it stands, to be used for the purposes of a printing CITY OF
RANGOON
v.
and newspaper press.
E.E.
The Assessor and the Commissioner considered DAWOODJEB'
that the correct way to obtain the rent, which the & SONS.
hypothetical tenant would be willing to pay, was to PRATT, C.J ..
be obtained by a mathematical calculation based on the
rents paid for buildings in the immediate vicinity.
The objection to this method is that three of the
buildings are of a superior character used for different
purposes, and the fourth is the ground flopr only of a
four storeyed building also used z.s a press. The
learned Chief Judge of the Small Cause Court did not
consider the buildings or the conditions similar, and
held therefore this fact vitiated the conclusion arrived at.
He took into consideration the fact that it was
not disputed that the bujlding was so constructed
that it could not be let in parts or tenants and was not
new, and that it was consequently difficult to obtain
-a trustworthy tenant paying an adequate rent. He did
not consider that an allowance of 25 per cent. on the
rent calculated from the average of the adjoining buildings
rendered the assessment .equal to the hypothetical rent.
The Judge _was of opinion that the actual rent paid
was more truly representative of the hypothetical rent
and ·was prima facie evidence of the rental value of the
·
building.
He has given his reasons in a lucid and convincing judgment and I consider no sufficient reason
has been adduced to ·justify our differing from his
conclusion.
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APPELLATE CRIMNAL.
Before lVIr.Justice Darwood.
"1928

SULAilVIAN MOHAMED BHOLAT

.Aug.6.

v.
KING-EMPEROR.

*

Criminal Procedufe Code (Act V of 1898), s. x6z-Witn~sses' statements to the
police-Record of statements in police diaries-Right of accused to obtain
copies of such statements.
If a police officer records statements of witnesses in his diary or inserts them
in ·his diary from original notes which he destroys, the accused is entitled to ask
the Court to refer to them and, subject to the proviso of s. x6z of the Criminal
Procedure Code, he is entitled to copies of the statements for -the purpose of
contradicting such prosecution witnesses.

McDonnell for the appellant.

Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate)
the Crown.

for

J.-The

facts of this case have been set
out at length in the judgment of the learned District
Magistrate and are not really in dispute · save in one
r~spect.
It is alleged by the prosecution that the
appellant was the person who used a knife upon the
complainant. This allegation . is strenuously denied.
The appellant has produced evidence to prove that at
the tiffie the fracas began in the complainant's flat he
was in his shop which is below the flat. The case
really resolves itself into a question of· the credibility
.of evidence.
Before deciding this, it is necessary to consider a
poirit raised by Mr. ·McDonnell for the appellant. He
states, correctly, that he asked the District Magistrate
to be allowed to have copies of th~ statements made ·
DARWOOD,

• Criminai Appeal No. 696 of 1928 against the order of the District

Maiistr;te of Rangoon in Criinin~l Regular Trial N~. 63 of 1928.
.
.

.
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by some of the witnesses to the Police, in order to
cross-examine them on those statements. It appears
from the evidence of the Investigating Officer that he
took down notes of what each witness knew and saw.
From these notes he compiled his diary and then he
thinks he destroyed the notes. This, he says, is the
standing practice. If this is true, it looks very much
as if the practice were a deliberate attempt to defeat
the provisions of section 162, Criminal Procedure Code,
and to deprive the accused of the very valuable right
to be supplied with a copy of such statements in order
to contradict the witnesses in the manner provided by
section 145, Evidence Act. The learned District
Magistrate refused Mr. McDonnell's request on the
ground that he could not claim to see the case diaries.
It is quite true that the accused is not entitled to see
the police diaries, but his counsel's request was not to
see the diaries but for copies of the statements of the
':Vitnesses, and in my opinion he was entitled to have
these copies in spite of the fact that the statements
were recorded in a police diary. Section 162, Criminal
Procedure Code, says that no "such statement or any
record thereof, whether in a police diary or otherwise
or any part pf such statement or record be used
for any purpose (save as hereinafter provided) at any
inquiry or trial.
"
Under the proviso when any witness is called for
~he prosecution in any such enquiry or trial, whose
statement has been reduced into writing as aforesaid,
the Court shall on the request of the accused refer to
such writing and direct that the accused be furnished
with a copy thereof, for the purpose of contr.adicting
the ·witness .
. It is clear from the language of the section that
when the statement of a prosecution witness has been
reduced intO writing, whether In · a police diary or
43

SULAll...lAN

MOH.<\MED
BHOLAT

v..

KING·

EMPEROR.
DARWOOD,

J.
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otherwise, the accused is entitled to ask the Court to
SULAIMAN
ref~r to it and to be furnished with a copy of it.
MOHAMED
The learned District Magistrate was therefore wrong
BHOLAT
v.
in refusing to allow the accused to have copies of the
KINGEMPEROR.
statements he required. What effect this refusal has
DARWOOD, J, had upon the trial
cannot be gauged unless this
Court examines the police diaries and also examines
the Investigating Officer to make sure 'vhether· he
has actually destroyed the original statements. If he
has, and his evidence certainly indicates this or
he would have been in possession of the original
statements, his procedure cannot be too strongly
condemned. It is obviously not in the interests of
pub1ic justice that Police Officers who are charged
with the duty of investigating crimes should be in a
position to take the statements of witnesses, extract as
much as they think is relevant or important for entry
in their diaries and then destroy the original statement.
If such a practice as the Investigating Officer speaks
of really exists it should be stopped at once. It is
illegal in so far as it deprives the accused of an
important right and it may result in the destruction
of valuable evidence 1n favour of an accused
person.
I have been asked by the Assistant Government
Advocate to adopt the procedure which was followed
in the case of Dadan Gazi v. Emperor (1) and to
satisfy myself whether there is anything in the statements of the prosecution witnesses recorded by the
Investigating Officer, which would justify their being
cross-examined on those statements.
·
. ·That case was decided before section 164, Criminal
Proc~dure · Code was amended by Act .XVIII of 1923
and under the then existing law it was only if the
Court deemed it expedient in the interests
justice

of

(1) 3~ Cal. 1023.
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that it directed the accused to be furnished with a
copy of the statements referred to.
Under the present law the Court is bound to refer
to such a statement at the request of the accused and
is bound to furnish him with a copy thereof provided
that, if the Court is of opinion that any part of such
statement is not relevant to the subject matter of the
enquiry .or trial, or that its disclosure to the accused is
not essential in the interests of justice, it shall record
such opinion and shall ~xclude such part from the
copy of the statement furnished to the accused. The
conditions therefore are not the same as they were
when Dadan Gazi's case was decided.
In my view the appellant had an unquestionable
right to test the credibility of the prosecution witnesses
by reference to their statements to the police. It is
impossible to say how far he has been prejudiced by
being deprived of that right.
·
I th n> refore direct that appellant or his counsel be
furnished with copies of the statements recorded by
the police, which were asked for at the trial. As soon
as these have been furnished, appellant's counsel will
inform this Court whether or not he wishes to crossexamine the witnesses on them.
· [Counsel did not cross-examine the witnesses.
His Lordship upheld the conviction under section 324
of the Indian Penal Code, but altered the sentence ·
of imprisonment into one of fine.]

1928
SULAJMAN
MOHAMED

BHOLAT

v.
KINGEMPEROR.
DARWOOD,

J,
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Ojficiati1tg Chief Justice, and 1Vlr. .Justice Ormiston.
1928

Aug. 6.

OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE OF RANGOON AND ANOTHER
v.
L. ROOPJEE. *
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909), s. 55-Good faith and consideration-Onus of proof on secured c:reditor.
Under section 55 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act th_e burden of
proving good faith and consideration is on the person claiming to be a secured
creditor.
Official A$signee of Madras v. C. S. Moodaliar, 43 Mad. 739-follouled.

P. B. Sen for the appellants.
H alker for the respondent.

C.J., and ORMISTON, J.-Laxmisha:o.ker Lalljee
was adjudicated an insolvent on 14th December,
1-926. On the 16th October, 1926, he being the
owner of a half share of a leasehold plot of land
with . a building thereon, mortgaged it for Rs. 1,500 to
the respondent who was the owner of the other half
_share. Subsequent to the insolvency he applied to
the Court for the realisation of his securjty. The
claim ~as referred to the Official Assignee for
enquiry and report. The Official Assignee reported
against the claim, and applied under section SS of
the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, 1909, that the
mortgage be declared void on the ground that it had
been given within two years of the date of the insolven~y, not in good faith or for consideiatio~. The ·
le:arn,§~-~ J udg~ of _t-he Original Side in his · ~1?-~olyency
j;W-i~P..iction ~dd i!f favq}:lr of the respondent~ declared
kim to be ...a secured
creditor and directed that the
.
PRATT,

* ·Civil Miscella~eous Appeal No. 44 of 1928 against the order of the Insol-

vency Judge on the Original .S~de inl~solvency C~se No. ·27 I oh926.
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mortgaged property be sold and that the proceeds,
after deducting the Official Assignee's commission, be OFFICIAL
AssiGNEE OF
paid to the respondent to the extent of his debt. RANGOON
AND
It is in respect of this order that the present appeal ANOTHER
'D.
is filed.
L. RooPJEE.
The burden of proving good faith and consideration in cases arising under section 55 is on the PRA~C.J.•
person claiming to be a secured creditor; see Official ORMisToN, J.
Assignee of Madras v. C. Sambanda Moodaliar (1)·
The learned Judge has based his decision on a finding that a certain transaction which took place
between the insolvent and the respondent on the 5th
August, 1926, was · a genuine transaction. This transaction ~s evidenced by a promissory note for Rs. 1,500
executed by the insolvent in favour of the respondent,
a document which also contains words which amount
to a mortgage or charge over the insolvent's. half
share in favour of the respondent for the amount of
the debt. The document ought therefore to have
been, but was not, registered. The short answer to
the respondent's case is that the terms of the con~ract
between the parties having been reduced to the form
of a document, under section 91 of the .Evidence
Act, no evidence of its term is admissible except the
document, which itself is inadmissible. Therefore, no
evidence at all can be given of the transaction of the
5th August.
As however, the learned Judge has come to the
conclusion that the transaction of the · 5th August was
·genuine and that the later mortgage was merely
exchanging a security which, for technical reasons,
was invalid for a security which was Ieg~lly valid, ·we
propose briefly to examine the salient features of the
evidence, which consists . of the depositions of the
respondent before the Officia] Assignee. and the Court,
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of a witness called by him before the Court and of
OFPICIAL
the public examination of the insolve~t.
AssromE oF
There had been a litigation between the 2nd
&\.~GOON
AND
appellant and the insolvent, of which the respondent
AN~~R was aware, ending in a decree in favour of the 2nd
~· RooPJEE- appellant, which was the · immediate cause of the
PRATT, C.J., insolvency.
On the 5th August, 1926, the respondent
&'lD
ORMISToN,J. says that he advanced the Rs. 1,500 to the insolvent.
·L ater, being about to go to his country, he ·demanded
payment. The insolvent was unable to pay, and the
respondent asked for a registered mortgage, so as (in
his own words) " to make the matter pucca ". The
mortgage goes out of its .way to refer to the promissory note, which is an indication that the ·respondent
knew that the insolvency was imminent. It was, of
course, in one view of the case necessary that there
should be documentary evidence of the date when
the title deeds were deposited, and the promissory
note would be such evidence. It was incumbent on
the respondent to prove. the date of the execution of
the promissory note. It is torn out of a counterfoil
.book, the production of which would have afforded
evidence of this date, and yet the book is not produce_d, and the respondent does not know from whom
he procured the form.
The respondent produced in support of his case a
sort of account book in which the only transactions
entered are an account of the loan of Rs. 1,500 and
an account, admittedly incomplete, of the collections
of rent in respect of the house in dispute. What
was the necessity of keeping an account of ti?.e loan,
when n.0 interest .was received . in respect of it, and
tl;l~ -only entry is that!' of the loan itself, . is not
apparent. The respondent admits that the. book is not
a cash, but a memorandum, book, that the entries are
not in chronologiCal order . and · that the . entry of the
z9 2s

.
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loan was copied from a rough book which has been
1928
destroyed. He was a clerk with a wife to keep, OFFrcrAL
AssiGNEE OF
1iving · in R angoon on a salary of Rs. 160 a month , RANGooN
with another source of income which brought him in AN~~ER.
another Rs. 15 a month, and in addition he received
v.
L . RooP.JBJ!.
Rs. 15 a month f or h ouse rent. H is househ old
expenses only came to Rs. · 60 or Rs. 70 a month, PaA~N~c ..,J.,.
according to his statement. The Rs. 1,500 which he ORMISToN, J.
lent he says represented two years' savings. Before
the Court he stated that he kept savings (nearly
Rs. 2,000) together with jewellery in a box in his
master's safe and his witness Abdul Gani, a fel~ow
employee, says that the cash in that box would be
" Rs~ 2,000 .to Rs. 2,500 " but all he actually professed
to·see·was -two bundles of Rs. 100 notes, how many in
a bundle he does not say. Of why the r.e spondent
should have chosen to keep his savings in a box for
two years instead of lending it out, and of why · he
should suddenly change his mind and entrust them
to a man who was involved in a heavy litigation, ther~
is no ~ atisfactory explanation.
The insolvent, .in his public examination, said
that he kept . books covering 1925 and 1926, and
produced them . Yet , admittedly, the transaction of
the 5th August is not entered in them, the excuse
being that it is only his business earnings and expenses,
and not his personal expenses which are entered.
A" loan of Rs. 1',500 ·at interest can h~rdly be said to
be a personal expense. When with the failure to
enter in an apparently genuine book a transaction which
ought to be entered therein, there 'is combined an entry
in a book which is not apparently genuine of a transac6on which there was no particu·lar reason for entering therein, suspicion may legitimately arise. When,
combined' with this circuinstance, there· are the othet.
suspicious ·circumstances to which reference. has been
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made above, susp1c10n may legitimately develop into
OFFICIAL
a conviction of certainty.
AsSIGNEE OF
We are satisfied that the respondent has failed to
RA.J."lGOON
AND
prove that the mortgage was given in good faith and
ANOTHER
v.
for consideration. We are less reluctant to disturb
L. R o OPJEE.
the finding on a question of fact of the trial Judge
PRATT, C.].,
for the reason that only a very small fraction of the
AND
ORMISTON' J.
evidence was given before him.
It follows that the order of the learned Judge of
the Original Side sitting in Insolvency must be set
aside, and that for it there must be substituted an
order that the mortgage in favour of the respondent
be declared to be void as against the Official Assignee
an4 that it be set aside. The respondent wjll pay the
costs of the appellants here ·and below, advocate's
costs in each Court five gold mohurs.

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Befm·e Mr. Justice Doyle.

MOHAMED SIDDIQ
v.
MOHAMED AHMED AND ANOTHER.*

1928

Aug. 6.

L eave to sue, omission to obtain from High Cout't-Jurisdiction of High Court. Submission to the jurisdiction by the defendant, effect of-Objectio-n
raised late-Letters Patent, clause u .
If a plaintiff sues in the High Court in a case where he ought to have first
· obtained leave -of the Court under clause 12 of the Letters Patent, defendant
shol;lld raise his objection to .the jurisdic;tion of the Court at the . first
available Ol,>portunity. If however he submits to the jurisdiction of the Cou_r t
'in the beginning, it constitutes a waiver on his part, and such waiyer cures
the -defect create;~ f:,y the omission of the plaintiff to apply for l~ave. .
·
(Abdul Kadir v. ~I;Joolanbibi, 3.7· »pm. 563 ; Haribhai v. The S.Jt:r:etary of
•

'..

•

(

•

•

· State for Imlia in Council,
distinguished.)

*

• ~

20

' >#

Born. 764 ;

Jair~m

•

v. Atmaram, 4 Born. 482-

Civil R egular No. 1~1 of. 1927 of the Original Side.
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A.J. King v. Secretary of State for India, 35 Cal. 394; Ganesh v. Manik
Lal, z. Pat. L.R. 318; Srimati Saraswati v. S1·imati Biraj, 17 C.W.N. sxz-

followed.

1928
MOHA...'\'IED
SIDDIQ

'V.

Ray for the plaintiff.
Auzam for the 2nd defendant.

J.-In

the case now about to be heard it
is objected that, as part of the cause of action arose
in Paungde, and as the leave of this Court has not
first been obtained under section 12 of the L etters
Patent, the Court has no jurisdiction and the case
should stand dismissed.
Reference is made to the cases of Jairam
Narayan Raje v. Atmaram Narayan Raje (1), Haribhai Gandabhai v. The Secretary of State for India
in Council (2), and Abdul Kadir V alad Ibrahim
Chivane v. Doolanbibi, wife of Abdul Kadir Chivane
(3), where it has been held that leave not having
first been obtained, the High Court has no JUriSdiction.
In each of these cases objection to the jurisdiction was raised .at the first available opportunity.
There has in the present case been submission on
the part of the defendant to the jurisdicti<?n of the
Court, since he has filed . a written statement and
asked for the issue of a commission, and the objection
now taken is an after thought.
It has been pointed out in A. J . King v. Secretary
of State for India (4), which has been followed in
Srimati Saraswati Dassee v. Srimati Biraj Mohini
Dassee (5), that, where there is in the beginning a
submis~~on to the jurisdiction of ·rt:the High Court,
such submission constitutes wai~er,\' and ~hat, therefore,
DOYLE,

(1) (188o) 4 Bo.tn. 4:82.
(3) (1913) 37 Born. 563.
(2)-(1895) 20 Born. 764.
(4) (1908) 35 Cal. l94·
(s) (1913) 17· C.W.:N. 512.

MoHRMED

AHMED AND
ANOTHBR.
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where the jurisdiction of the Court is fettered only
MOHAMED
by the fact that leave to sue must be given by the
SIDDiQ
Court itself, such waiver cures the defect created by
tJ.
MOHAMED
AHMED AND omission to apply for leave.
ANOTHER: .
The same principle has been affirmed in Ganesh
Narain Sahi Deo v. Manik Lal Chandra and others
DOYLE, J.
(1). It commends itself as based on a sou nd legal
concept as well as on practical commonsense.
The objection is not upheld;· the case proceeds.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ormiston.
1928

MAKYvVAY

v.

Aug. 9·

MA M I LAY AND ANOTHER. *
Provident Funds Act (XIX of 1925), s. 5-Declaration under the A ct a testamentary disposition-Personal law contrary to disposition, effect ofRetrosfiective effect of stattlte.
A Burman Buddhist, an employee of the Burma Railways, was a subscriber
to the Railway Provident Fund. By his declaration made in September 1924,
he nominated his sister to receive the Provident Fund amount on his d eath.
The Act (IX of 1899) then in force did not contain provisions that enabled a
person to override his personal law as to dispositions. The Provident Funds.
Act, XIX of 1925, came into force on the rst of Apnl 1926. It applied to the
Burma Railways Provident Fund. The subscriber made no fresh declaration
and died in February1928. His widow who was his sole heir under Burmese
Buddhist law claimed the money according to the personal law of the deceased.
Held, confirming the decision of the . Original Side, that the provisions of
section 5 of the Provident Funds Act, XIX of 1925, enabled a Burman Buddhist
to make a valid nomination, though such nomination, being in the nature of a
testamentary disposition, is prohibited by his personal law.
_. Held, reversing the decision of the Original Side, that no fresh nomination
was necessary by the deceas,ed under the. new Act, ·.a nd that it was valid as
against the widow.

Ba: H an for the appellant.
L eong for the 1st respondent.

.
.
. ( r ) (192.3) I Pat. L.R. 31~.
.
.
.·
*Civil F)st Appeal No. 1;31 of 1928 agai·n st the judg~ent of the Original
Side in Civil Regul~ No~ 1.4-6 of 19_28.
·
.
'
.
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The facts of the case, the effect of the new
Provident Funds Act of 1925 and the reasons which
led to a decision in favour of the widow on the ·Original
Side are set out in the judgment of the learned trial
Judge which is as follows:-

J.-The

facts of this case are that Ma Mi
Lay, the plaintiff, is admitted to be the widow and,
under the Burmese Buddhist law, the sole heir of
the decased, Maung Po Hla.
Maung Po Hla was an employee of the Burma
Railways and, as such, a subscriber to the Railways
Provident Fund. He died on the 24th of February,
1928, and the question has arisen as to whether the
money is to be paid to the plaintiff, who is his
widow, or to the 2nd defendant, Ma Kyway, who is
his sister and nominee appointed by him UJ).der the
rules of the Fund.
Under clause 4 ·of the Provident Funds Act, XIX
o.f 1925, when a sum of money, or the balance thereof,
vests in a dependent to vvhom it is payable under the
rules of the Fund, he is the person to be .first paid,
and the nominee only takes any sum which is not
payable to the dependent.
· In the Burm.a Railways Provident Fund Rules,
. rule .:19 (a) does not make the sum of money standing
to the credit of the. deceased member payable to the
widow or relatives but only gives to the Committee
a discr~tion to pay h to the widow or relatives, if
no Probate of the Will, or Letters or Administration,
or Succession Certificate, specifying such money, is
pro~uced to the Manager.
If, therefor~, neither under the ruleS, nor · under
the Act; the widow gets· any right to preferential payment, the question arises whether the nomination · of
CHARI,
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1928
MA KYWAY

v.

MA MI

LAY
AND
ANOTHER.

1928
May 28.
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his sister made by the depositor deprives the widow
of her right under the Burmese Buddhist law.
It is admitted that the depositor was a Burman
Buddhist, and that, as such, his widow gets an
undoubted right to succeed to his estate.
A Burman Buddhist cannot make a will, and in
the case of Ma Nu v. Ma Kun (1) a Bench of this
Court held that the nomination of a person for
payment of the money in a Provident Fund on the
death of the subscriber was a testamentary disposition,
and invalid where the subscriber was a Burman
Buddhist.
It is argued on behalf of the 2nd defendant that
the ruling in 1\!Ia Nu' s case (1 ), is no longer law, on
account of the provisions contained in section 5 of
the new Provident · Funds Act. That section enacts
as follows:"

Su~ject

to the provisions of this Act, but otherwise
notwithstanding anything contained in any law for
the time being in force or any dispcsition, whether
testamentary or otherwise, by a subscriber to, * ·* *
any nomination, duly made in accordance with the
rules of the Fund, * * * , shall be deemed to
confet such right absolutely, until such nomination is
varied by another nomination."

It · is argued on behalf of the nominee, the sister,
that the effect of this proviSIOn of law is fo ·
enable a ·Burman Buddhist ·to make a nomination,
though Sl!ch a nomination, being in the nature of a
testamentary disposition, 1s prohibited by
his
· personal law.
The learned Advocate for the plaintiff contends
tha1; the words: " contained in any 1a:w .f or the til:ne
l:)eirig in force, " refer to the statutory law and not to .
the personal law of the . parties. If· seems to me
(r) (192~1) 2 R:an~ 388.
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that the words do clearly provide that, in spite of
any prohibition on the personal law of the person
making the nomination, such a nomination is valid.
I may incidentally remark, though I cannot utilize
it for the purpose of construing the section, that, in
the correspondence, the attention of the Government
of India was drawn to Ma Nu's case (1), and the
disability of a Burman Buddhist to make a will. It
may be presumed that that fact was in the mind of
the Legislature when section 5 of the Provident
Funds Act was enacted.
This, however, does not dispose of the case,
because of the time when the nomination was made.
This specific point was not raised by the lea1ned
Advocate for the plaintiff, but I am bound to deal
with it.
In respect of the Provident Funds Act, XIX of
1925, the Governor-General in Council appointed the
1st of April, 1926, as the day on which it should
come into force, vide Notification No. F. 555-24,
dated the 8th of December, 1925.
The nom.ination in this case was made by a
declaration dated the 27th of September, 1924.
There has not been any fresh nomination after the
new Provident Funqs Act came into force, ·and the
question arises whether the new Act could have
. retrospective effect, ·so as to make that nomina6on legal.
· · It is settled law that an enactment, which takes
away, or impairs, vested rjghts, or creates · new
obligations, or imposes new duties, or attaches · new
disabilities in respect of past transactions, must be
presumed to be intended by the' Legislature not to
have . a~.. retrospective · operation. '::(Maxwell oh the
Interpretation of Statutes, sixth edition, page · 383,
~t'Seq.).
(r) (1924) 2 Ran. 388. ·
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It is unnecessary to refer to all the rulings on
MA. KYWAY the point, and I shall only draw attention to the
MA :Mi LAY very recent ruling in the case of
Nepra v. Sayer
AN~~R. Pramnaik (1 ), where even a declaratory Act was
held not to have any retrospective operation.
It may indeed be urged in this case that the
effect of the new Act was not to create a disability
but to remove an . existing disability, namely, the
disability of a Burman Buddhist to make a testamentary
disposition. Even in such a case the English rulings
cited in Maxwell show that a statute will not be
construed as having a retrospective effect. But,
where the existence of a disability creates rights in
other people, and where such rights will be taken
away by allowing an Act to have a retrospective
operation, it is clear that a statute cannot be construed
as having such an operation, unless the Legislature
in explicit terms says so.
On the day when the nomination was made by
the husband, such a nomination was dearly beyond
his capacity and illegal. The wife had a right,
whether enforceable immediately, or at a future time,
is immaterial, to ignore that nomination and to claim
the money bequeathed to another person as her own.
Of that right she cannot be ·divested, unless the Act
in clear terms enacts to that effect.
I, therefore, . .hold that the nomination of the
husband of the 27th September, 1924, is an invalid
nomination; that the ruling in Ma Nu's case (2),
applies to that nomination; arid that it is not validated
by the· removal of the]i disability of the husband f:>y
the later Act.
I, . therefore, hold that the plaintiff is entitled to
the . money iri the hands of. the Agent, Burma Railways Provident · Fund, standing. in the name of' the
9

(x) (1927) 55 Cal. 67.

.{2) (1924) 2 Ran . .388.
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deceased, Maung Po Hla.
accordingly.

*

:!!:

There will be a declaration
MA

*

*

The nominee appealed against the decision. Their
Lordships agreed with the learned trial Judge as to
the effect of section 5 of the Provident Funds Act of
1925, but disagreed with him on the question of
fresh nomination. The judgment is as follows:C.J., and ORMISTON, J.-Maung Po Hla
deceased was an employee of the Burma Railways
and a subscriber to the Railways Provident Fund.
He nominated his sister Ma K way as his beneficiary.
His wife, and sole heir under the Burmese Buddhist
law, Ma Mi Le sued for recovery of the sum
standing in her husband's name at his death and
obtained a decree.
In the diary of the 11th May 1928 the learned
Judge on the Original Side recorded '' the point for
decision is whether the Provident Funds Act override
the personal law of Maung Po Hla to the extent of
enabling him to direct his money to be paid to his
sister."
The Judge found that the effect of section 5 ot
the Provident Funds Act, 1925, was that a nomination
is valid in spite of any prohibition in the personal ·
law of the person making the nomination.
We agree that there can be no doubt of the
correctness of this construction.
The provisions of section 5 are perfectly clear
and definite, and on this finding the suit by the
wife should have been dismissed. The learned Judge
·tas, however, held that as; the nomination of the
sister · was made by a declaration, · dated the 27th
September, 1924, before the Act came into force,
it was invalid. He considered that the Act was not
PRATT,
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intended to have a retrospective force and a fresh
MA KYWAY nomination was required.
1\tlA M~ LAY
This was a point not taken in argument and the
ATHERNo
Court ' was not J. ustified in coming to a decision on
ANO
•
PRATT, C.J.; thi.s ground without
hearing the advocates on the
AND
pomt.
ORMisToN, J.
We find ourselves quite unable to accept th,e reasoning of the learned trial Judge. The effect of the new
.t\ct was clearly to render valid a nomination which
was previously invalid as contravening the provisions
of the Burmese Buddhist law.
It is not a question of retrospective effect since
the declarant did not die till after the Act came into
force.
No fresh nomination was necessary. The nominee
is entitled to the money. we set aside the decree
of the Original Side and direct that the suit be dismissed. Appellant will have costs in the suit and
appeal. Advocate's fee three gold mohurs.
1 92 8
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
.Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating ChiefJustice, and Mr.

Ju~tice

Ormiston.

UPOHNYIN

v.
THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE.*
.Insolvency of an agent entrusted with goods for sale-Property in the goods remai1l
with owner-Fire Insurance money of the goods-Di~tinguishaMefromin~ol
vent's property-'-Official Assignee's claim to the policy money.
Good:. entrusted to a perso.1 for sale as commission agent do not vest in the
Official Assignee on the insolvency of the agent, but remain the property of their
'OWner. If the goods bum down, after being insured by the owner, in the
-custody of the agent, the insurance money goes to the owner and not to the
Official Assignee. Such insurance moneys like the goods themselves remain
-distinguishable from the mass of the insolvent's property.

Re Hallett's Estate, 13 Ch.D. 696; William's Bankruptcy Practice (13th
<edition), pages 229 and 230; Halsbury's Laws of England, Vol. I, p. I69referred to.

N. N. Burjorjee for the appellant.
Auzam for the respondent.

. PRATT, C.J ., and ORMISTON, J.-It is common
ground that plaintiff had 1' 346 bags of gran1 lying in
the godown of Sayed Kazip. on commission sale, when
the building was burnt down and the gram destroyed.
The gram was covered by a fire insurance policy
.and the J a.va Sea ·and Fire Insurance Company paid
.the Official Assignee Rs. 5,721 on account of the
value of 1,000 bags of gram destroyed by fire.
It should be explained that Sayed Kazim had died
and hi~ estate was adm inistered in inso.~vency. There
* Civ~LFirst Appeal No. 141 of 1928 against the judgment of the Original
Side in Civil Regular No. 371 of 1927.
[This judgment overrules in effect the principle laid down in the case be'. tween ~he same parties reported at s Ran. 73 which at first was overruled by the
Appellate Court solely on the ground that the Insolvency Court had no juris.diction to decide the point. -Ed.].
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is also no reason whatever to doubt the very definite
u Po HNYIN evidence that the insurance premium Rs. 150 was
~
paid by plaintiff.
.fs~~~~~.
Plaintiff sued to recover the insurance money·
PR - c
from the Official Assignee.
1
A~n • .,
The learned Judge on the Original Side held that
ORMISTON ' J• t h e p 1amt1
. •ff would h ave b een ent1t
. Jed to recover t h e
gram had it remained gram at the time of the
insolvency, but that, as it has been converted intomoney, he could not follow and recover tl;le money.
To our mind the authorities on which the learned
Judge relies do not support his view.
He quotes a passage from William's Bankruptcy·
Practice at page 230 (13th edition) to the effect
that according to the ordinary course of business.
between merchants and their factors, the former
voluntarily became the creditors of their factors in
respect of the moneys so received, whereby the moneys,
although the proceeds of goods received on trust, lose
their trust character. But this · in no wise justifies a.
finding that the insurance money for goods belonging
to the creditor lose its trust character.
On the previous page it is pointed out that property
vested in the bankrupt as an agent, such as a factor,.
etc., will not pass to the trustee of the creditors, so
long as it or its proceeds remain distinguishable from.
the mass of the bankrupt's property.
It is also pointed out shortly after the . passage·
quoted ·.that goods bought by the bankrupt with the·
proceeds of property deposited with him can be
followed by the cestui que trust, if such goods can be
identified, even· though the purchase of them is· breach.
of trust.
. There .. would seem no reason therefore why the·
insurance money paid to the trustee for. goods destroyed
~y fir~ . should not · be recovered by the creditor.
In
1 92 8
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re Hallett's Estate (1) is clearly good authority for
following the proceeds of tl ust property so long as
they are identifiable, and 1n this case they obviously
are.
So it 1s laid down m the Laws of England,
Halsbury. In section 275 (p. 169) that if the trust
property is disposed of by a trustee the proceeds of
the disposition may be followed and claimed by the
cestui que trust, if they can be identified . The same
rule applies if the trust property has been· changed
into money and the money can be ear-marked.
We consider that plaintiff had a first claim in the
Insurance money and his suit should have been
d ecreed.
The appeal will be allowed and the suit decreed
with costs in both Courts.

U Po

HNYIN

·v .
THE

OFFICIAL
A<;SIGNEE.

PRATJ.;.0C.J.,
ORMrsToN,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
BefOJ e Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating ChiefJustice, Clnd lVJr. JU$tice Ormiston.

G. BHANDARI

v.
T. NIHALCHAND

Aug.
AND OTHERS.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act ·V of 1908), 0 .2 r, 2-Res judicata-Rangoon Rent
Act (Burma Act]! of 1920), ss. 1 (4), 12, 19 (I)-Limitation Act (IX o/I9o8),
s. 14-Advocate's erroneous admissior. on point of law not bitiding on
client as res judicata-Furnished premises not within the purview of the
RaWJoon Rent Act-Sep_arate suits in case of different causes of action.
Plaintiff-appellant gave dependants a lease of two years from the 23rd
October 1919 till his return to Rangoon of his stall and its furniture on a rent of
Rs. 90 per month and on payment of the daily rent (which was then Rs. 1-4) of
the premises to the Company to whom it belonged. Plaintiff himself was a daily
tenant of the Company but in practice a tenant was not asked to vacate as long
· as he P,aid rent, and an assignee of a tenant was similarly treated. Defendants
. carried out their agreement up to the 22nd October 1922, when they ceased to
pay the -plaintiff and-on ·the 1oth December 1922 they induced the Company to
(I) L.R. (t879) 13 Ch.D. 696.
· · *Civil First Appeal No. xoo of 1928 against the judgment 9f the Original
Side in Civil Regular No. 102 of I9~7.
'
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determine the plaintiff's tenancy and to give them the tenancy at the daily rent
of Rs. 4-4. Plaintiff on his return to Rangoon got the Company to recognise him
as-·its tenant on a rent of Rs. 4 per day.
Plaintiff gave notice to defendants to vacate and on the 4th July 1923
instituted a suit against them in the High Court claiming possession,
Rs. 6;so as rent from the 23rd October 1922 to the 23rd May 1923 (date
of expiry of notice), Rs. 90 for compensation from the 23rd May 1923 for
one month. On 14th August 1923 he amended his plaint by claiming Rs. 720
(the aggregate ofRs. 630 plus Rs. 90) as mesne profits. The Court gave a decree
in favour of the plaintiff for possession, for Rs. 630 as rent and compensation
at the rate of Rs. 90 till possession was given. The Appellate Court confirmed
the decree on the 3oth March 1925 except that its decree was silent as to com pen~
sation and it disallowed the item of Rs. 630 on the ground that under
the provisions of section 12 of the Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, plaintiff could not
recover rent without the Rent Controller's certificate. At the hearing of the
appeal plaintiff's advocate admitted that the rent was not recoverable without
such a certificate.
Defendants gave up possession to the plaintiff on the 30th March 1925.
They had paid the Company the daily rent of Rs. 4-4 up to the 1oth
February 1923, the date on which the Company recognised plaintiff as
tenant. From the 23rd May 1923 to the 17th July 1923, plaintiff paid
the Company Rs 4 a day or in all Rs 224 whilst the defend<mts were
in possession. From the 18th J uly 1923 to 30th March 1925 the Company
refused to take rent from either party, but after defendants gave up possession,
the Company received Rs. 2,488 from the plaintiff for the satd period. Plaintiff
now sued (26th February 1927) the defendants for Rs. 3,750 made up Df (r) Rs.
630 rent from roth February 192j to 22nd May 1923; (2) Rs. 408 for amount
paid by plaintiff to the Company for the period from 1oth February 1923 to
22nd May 1923; (3) Rs. 224 for amount paid by p.uintiff to the Company for
the period from 23rd May 19z3 to 17th July 1923, and (4) Rs. 2,488 for amount
paid by plaintiff to the Company for the period from x8th July 1923 to 30th
Mlrch 1925, all at the rate of Rs. 4 a day.
·
The trial Court dismissed the suit on the ground of limitation and under the
provisions of 0. 2, r. 2 of the Civil Procedure Code, ancl also as res judicata.
Plaintiff appealed.
Held, that the plaintff's suit was not barred as under the provision& ot section
14 oi the Limitation Act limitation remained in suspense throughout the period
oi his first suit and of th.e app~l therefrom.
Lakhan Chandra v. 1\t!adhusudan, 35 Cal. 209; Nrityamoni Dassi v. Lakhan
CJw:rtdra, 43 Cal. 66o-followed:.
Held, further, that section. I t4) of the Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, which
prevented recovery of rent after the expiry of the Act, which was not recoverable
during the continuance of the Act, did not apply in this case. The rent of Rs. ·
630 was not for the stall but for the furniture (which included electrical fitting&)
and the Act did not apply to such rent.
Held, also, that the admission of plaintiff's advocate on appeal was an erroneous one on a point of law which did not bind the plaintiff and..did not operate
as res judicata.·
·
·
·
·
E!e11i Pershad_v. Dudlznath, 27 Cal. 156 (P~C.). Tagore v. Tagore, 18 'VV.R. 359
(P.C.)-followed.
·
·
·
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Held,Jurther, that the rest of the plaintiff's claim (except a sum of Rs. 172 in
the item of Rs. 224 which should have been included in the former suit and
therefore was now barred) was not affected by the Rangoon Rent Act, nor
barred as res judicata nor under the provisions of 0. 2, r. 2 of the Civil Pro cedure Code. These claims were not rent, they did not arise from any cause of
action in the former suit and they arose owing to the wrongful conduct of the
defendants in procuring themselves to be recognised by the Company as its
immediate tenants. This arrangement did not come within the purview of the
Rangoon Rent Act, and the defendants under their agreement with the plaintiff
were bound to pay the daily rent whatever it was.

N . N . Burjorjee for the appellant.

J. K. Munshi for the respondents.
C.J., and ORMISTON, J.-The plaintiff-appellant is a jeweller who occupied a stall in the Suratee
Bara Bazaar under a tenancy agreement providing for
the payment of a daily rent. Although in theory such
_ a tenancy is merely a daily tenancy, the practice of
the Bazaar authorities is to allow a tenant to continue
to occupy the stall as long as he continues to pay his
rent and does not do or omit to do anything which
causes inconvenience in the administration of the
Bazaar. If circumstances render it desirable, the rent
is raised and a new tenancy agreement is entered into
at _an increased rent, but it seldom, if ever, happens
that the rent is raised to a point which induces the
tenant to give up his tenancy. Again, while sub-letting
without the consent of the authorities is not
allowed, so long as the . sub..:Iessee does not cause
trouble and the outward aspect of the transaction is
that he has merely a license to occupy the stall, no
objection appears to be taken.
In 1919 the plaintiff-appellant left Rangoon having
entered into an agreement [Exhibit A (1)] \vith the
. defenda~t-respondents, a joint family carrying on the
trade of jewellers through their manager the 1st defendant. By this agreement, which is in the form of a lease,
t}:le plaintjff let to ·the 1st defendant the stall and its
PRATT,
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furniture a list of which is attached, its value being
G. BH,.-;DARI stated to be Rs. 1, 196, for two years fron1 the date
T. N~HAL- on which possession would be given '' paying therecHAND AND for the monthly rent of Rs. 90 per month and also
OTHERS.
1
d :u'}y rent o f t1Le
'h
c/ompany dunng
• • tne
1
tr1e
sat'd term . ,
PRATT,
ANDc J., The Lessep covenants (1) to pav
.- " the said rent " on
QRMISTON, J. the lOth day of each month, (2) to surrender at the
end of the terrn, and (3) " to pay also rent to Suratee
Bazaar Company, Limited, and observe all the rules
and regulations of the said Company. " There is
a proviso for determination on one month's notice
if the L essor comes to Rangoon with intention to
resume his own business. The only reasonable construction of this document, having regard to the 3rd
covenant, is that the lessee agreed with the lessor to
pay the daily rent to the Company, not to the
lessor.
At the time of the execution of the lease the daily
rent was Rs. 1-4 and it remained the same until it
was increased under the circumstances hereinafter set
out. Possession was given on t he 23rd October, 1919,
but at the expiration of the term the defendants
held over, and they must be taken to have done so
on the conditions of the lease.
The defendants continued to pay the monthly rent
to the plaintiff up to the 22nd October, 1922~ as and
· from which date they ceased to pay it, and on the lOth
D ecember, 1922, by means which need not be particularised, the defendants persuaded the Bazaar authorities
to determine the plaintiff's tenancy and to give them a
tenancy at a daily rent of Rs. 4-4, thus ousting the
plaintiff.
The plaintifr returned to Rangoon, and, as the
result of his representation, on the lOth February 1923,
the Bazaar Company again recognised him as their
tenant at an increas.e d rent of Rs. 4 a day. . .
1928

~

~
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On the 28th April, 1923 the plaintiff gave the
defendants notice to vacate by the 23rd May, 1923
and there having been non-compliance with the notice,
on the 4th July, 1923, he instituted Civil Regular Suit
:No. 354 of 1923 of this Court. In this suit, as originally
framed, he claimed, among other reliefs, possession,
Rs. 630 as rent for the period fro.m the 23rd October,
1922, to the 23rd May, 1923, thereafter Rs. 90 as
compensation for use and occupation for the period
from the 23rd May, 1923 to the 23rd June, 1923,
and further such compensation at the same rate.
On the 14th August, 1923, he filed an · amended
plaint ~n which no claim for rent as such \vas made,
but a clairn was made for Rs. 720 (being the aggregate
of the sums of Rs. 630 and Rs. 90) as mesne profits.
On the 2nd September, 1924, a decree was passed
by May Oung, J., in favour of the plaintiff for (inter alia)
possession, Rs. 630 as rent from the 23rd October, 19Z2
until the 23rd May, 1923, and compensation for use
and occupation at Rs. 90 per mensem from the
.23rd May, 1923, till possession was given.
The defendants appealed in Civil first appeal No. 202
of 1924, · and by the decree of the Appellate Side
dated the 30th March, 1925, the decree of the Original
:Side was confirmed, except as to the item of Rs. 630
for rent as to which it was held that no decree for
rent could be passed by reason of section 12 of the
Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, which provides that a
plaint in a suit for the recovery of rent is not to be
accepted . unless a certificate certifying the standard
rent has been attached thereto. No such certificate
had been attached to the plaint in the suit.
On the same date, the 30th Mare;h, 1925, the
defendants gave possession to the plaintiff~ It should
·be · stated that . the defendants pa7cl to _·the Bazaar
Company .daily rent at the rate of Rs. 4-4-0 a day
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from the lOth December 1922 to the lOth February
G. BHANDARI 1923, the date on which the plaintiff was again
T. r:r~AL- recognised hy the Bazaar Company as its tenant ..
c~~R~~o Thereafter they ceased to pay such rent. From the
PnATT, C.J., 23:d May, 1923 to the 17th July, 1923, the plain.tiff
ANo
pa1d rent at the rate of Rs. 4 a day, aggregating
ORMISTON J, R
'
s. 224, to the Bazaar Company alth ough t h e
defendants were actually in occupation. From the
18th July, 1923 to the 30th March 1925 the Bazaar
Company refused to accept rent from either party,..
but after being given possession, the plaintiff, on the
19th August , 1925, paid to the Bazaar Company the
rent which had accrued during this period aggregating
Rs. 2,488.
The palintiff filed the present suit on the 26th.
February, 1927, claiming Rs. 3,750 under four heads :1 2

9 8

(a) Rent at Rs. 90 month from the 23rd October 1922 to the
22ndMay1923
...
(b) Amount paid by the plaintiff on account of the defendants'
default to the Bazaar Company from the xoth February
1923 to the 22nd May 1923 at Rs. 4 a day
(c) Amount paid by the plaintiff for the defendant's use and
occupation to the Bazaar C ompany from the 23rd May
1923 to the 17th July 1923 at Rs. 4 a day
(d) Amount paid by the plaintiff to the Bazaar Company on
account of the defendant's use and occupation of the stall
from the x8thJuly 1923 to the 3oth March 1925

Rs.
630

40&.

224

2,488

The learned Judge on the Original Side dismissed.
the suit, h olding that the claims under the · several
heads were barre-d by limitation, by the provisions of
Ordf r II, rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code, or by
res judicata, in ·certain cases by a combination of
two of them.
The claim for rent is bas.ed on a consideration
different in the· main ·to those governing . the .claims
under t}:le other heads. As to this the plaintiff claimed

VoL. VI]
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1 28
for the purposes of limitation to exclude the period
9
from the institution of the suit to the decision of the G. BHANDARI:
appeal from the decree therein. The learned Judge T. NIHALheld that, the defendants in their written statement c~~~~R:.No.·
having pointed out that the suit in so far as it was PRATT, c.J.,
based on a claim for rent by reason of the nonAND
f
.
f
h
ORMISTON,J.. .
0 b servance of t h
__ e prov1s10ns o sectwn 12 o t e
-Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, and the plaintiff having
taken no steps to legalise his claim for rent, he could
not be held to be prosecuting the previous suit in
good faith as regards this claim, and that, therefore,
he was not entitled to the benefit of section 14 of the
Limitation Act. In Civil Regular No. 354 of 1923,
there was no issue covering the point, except, perhaps
the general issue as to the relief to which the plaintiff
was entitled, and the matter couid not have been
seriously discussed, as May Oung, J ., gave a decree for
the rent as a matter of course. So long as the decree
was in existence, that is to say until it was in part set
aside by the Appellate Court, the plaintiff could not
file another suit for the rent, and Mr. Munshi concedes
that the plaintiff is entitled to deduct the period
intervening between the two decrees. But this is not
enough to save limitation, and Mr. Burjorjee urges that
the period of exemption should begin on .the date of
the institution of the suit. In support of his argument
he cites Nrityamoni Dassi v. Lakhan Chandra S en (1)
where the decision of the Calcutta High Court in
Lakhan Chandra Sen v. ·Madhusudan Stn (2) \vas
affirmed by the Privy Council. The decision of the
High Court .h ad been that the plaintiffs in the suit
should be allowed the period between the date of his
decree .and the date when it was set aside. But their
Lordships laid it down as a general principie that
limitation would " without doubt remain in suspense

(I)

(1916) 43 Cal. 66o.

(2) (r907) 35 Cal. 209.
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whilst the plaintiffs were bona fide litigating for their
·G. BHANDARI rights in a Court of Justice." Having regard to
h J:
h
'fi
T. v.
NrHAL- t J.e 1act t at no spec1 .~.c issue was raised on the
CHAND AND
•
' f act aecree
•
d , we
oTHERs.
pmnt,
and tnat t h e rent was 1n
PRATT, C.J., think that it must be held that the plaintiff was
AND
J bona fide litigating his claim throughout the period
(0 RMISTON, .
.
M
.
of t h e stut.
_. r . _M unsh'
.. 1, however, re1'1es on sectwn
1 (4) of the Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, which
provides that the expiration of the Act shall not
render recoverable any rent which during the
continuance of the Act was irrecoverable, and argues
that notwithstanding that before the institution of
the suit the Act had expired, no rent in excess
of Rs. 1-4-0 a day, the standard rent, i~ recoverable.
But it has to be remerabered that the agreed rent
of Rs. 90 a month, on any possible construction of
Exhibit A (1) covered not only the right to oceupy the
stall but the hire of valuable furniture, and on the
materials before us, it is impossible to say that the
rent in excess of Rs. 1-4-0 a day exceeded the
permissible amount. We are of opinion, therefore,
that the claim for Rs. 630 rent is not barred by
limitation or by section 1 (4) of the Act.
After the hearing of the ·appeal, before we had
delivered judgn1ent, it came to our notice that at the
hearing of Civil First Appeal No. 202 of 1924 Mr.
Burjorjee had " admitted that no decree for rent can
be passed, by reason of the provisions of section 12
of the Rangoon Rent Act." The question arises
whether, by reason of the admission, the claim for the
Rs. 630 is not res judicata. Mr. Munshi did not a~gue
the point, and no reference was made .to it by either
counsel. As, however, the point was raised in the
witten statement and was covered by the issues, we
set down the appeal for further hearing with respect
to it.
9
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Mr. Burjorjee argues that the admission was based
-on an erroneous conception of the law, and that G. BHANDARI
v.
a decision based on that admission cannot operate T. NIHALCHAND AND
as res judicata. He cites to us the remarks of their OTHERS.
Lordships of the Privy CounciJ in Tagore v. Tagore PRATT, C.J.•
AND
( 1) that " the plaintiff, however, is not bound by an ORMISTON,
J.
admission of a point of law, nor precluded from asserting
the contrary, in order to obtain relief to which, upon a
true construction of the law, he may appear to be
entitled. " And in Ben£ Pershad Koeri v. Dudhnath
Roy (2), their Lordships observed: " The High Court
seems to have understood counsel to have admitted
that receipt of rent by the Maharajah operated as
.a con£rmation of the pottah, and the only question
which remained was the construction of the pottah.
ln the opinion of their Lordships this admission, if
correctly understood, was erroneous in point of law,
.and does not preclude the counsel for the appellant
·o n this appeal from claiming his client's legal rights."
If the admission before the AppeBate Bench was in
Jact erroneous we are unable to hold that a decision
based solely on such admission could operate as res
judicata. The only reference to the r.natter in the
judgment beyond the recording of the admission, is
the statement by their Lordships that they were " of
·Opinion that the decree of the Court below, except
in regard to the granting of rent, is correct; and with
that exception it will be confirmed." We are unable
to accept Mr. Munshi's contention that this was the
determination of an issue after independent consider.ation. It should also be noted that the judgment of
the Appellate Court was, not that the rent was not
due, but that so far as the claim in respect of it was_
:eoncezp.ed the plaint · should not have been accepted,

(2) (x8gg) 27 Cal. xs6, x62.
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because the Rent Controller's certificate was not
G. BHANDARI attached thereto, and, therefore, the claim could not
T. NxHAL- be entertained.
~-::~s~D
Mr. Burjorjee contends that the admission was:
PRA;;,:c.J., erroneo~s, .because section 12 of the Rent Act had
AND
no apphcatwn, the lease being not of a stall, but
1
ORMisToN, · of a stall with furniture of considerable value.
The
Rent Act, unlike the English Acts, did not bring
within its ambit furnished premises. It should further
be noticed that two separate rent3 were reserved, one
of Rs. 90 a month to be paid to the plaintiff and one
of Rs. 1-4-0 a day to be paid to the Bazaar Company ..
It is not an unreasonable construction of Exhibit A (1)
that the whole of the monthly rent is to be attributed
to the furniture. Be this as it may, in our Oplnlon,
the admission of law was erroneous and the claim tothe Rs. 630 is not barred by res .fudicata.
Item (b) consists of the daily rent of Rs. 4 a day
paid by the plaintiff to the Bazaar Company from the
lOth February, 1923, when he was recognised by the·
Company as its tenant, to the 23rd May; 1923, when
the defendants) sub-tenancy expired. By reason of
Exhibit A (1) there was a contract subsisting betweEn.
the plaintiff and the defendants that the defendants~
should pay to the Bazaar Company the daily rent, whatever it was. As and from the 10th February 1923 it
was Rs. 4 a day, having been reduced frcm Rs. 4-4-0 a
day, which was the amount which the defendants had
agreed to pay to the Bazaar Company, when on the·
1Oth Decerr1ber 1922, they became its direct tenantf.
The defendants failed to impkment their contract and,
the plaintiff paid the money. In dealing with this
matter, the learned Judge misapprehended Exhibit A (1}
and held that, under it, the contract was that the defend. ants should pay to the plaintiff rent at Rs. 90 a month
and· rerit at ·Rs. 1-4 ·. a day, ~hich latter rent · the
1 2

9 8
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plaintiff should pass on to the · Bazaar Company,
whereas, as has been pointed out, the contract, on its G. BHANW.:!U,,.,
"'' '·
true construction, provided nothing of the sort. He T. v.Nr~·:
A:i~U ·;
accordingly held, first, that during the period in CHAND
OTHERS.
question, the plaintiff could not recover more than
PRAtT, C.J.7
Rs. 1-4-0 a day, the standard rent, and, secondly, that
AND
the plaintiff should have included this claim in his 0RMI5TON, J.
prior suit. As regards the first point, the plaintiff's
claim was not for rent, but to be reimbursed a sum
of money which in consequence of the defendants'
breach of contract, he had been bound to pay to the
.Bazaar Company. The plaintiff's agreement with the
.Bazaar Company to pay rent in excess of the standard
rent was the direct consequence of the defendant's
previous wrongful conduct in procuring himself to be
recognised by the Bazaar Company as its immediate
tenant. Such an agreement, the standard rent not
having been fixed by the Controller, was not illegal
under section 19 (1) of the Act, and consequently the
.contract, Exhibit A · (1) in so far as it rendered the
.defendants liable to the plaintiff to pay to the Bazaar
Company the daily rent at whatever sum it might be
.fixed by the Bazaar Company, being merely collateral,
was not avoided by the Act. · The same misappreh~nsion
caused the lea:..ned Judge to hold that the amount,
being rent, ought to have been claimed in the former
.suit. It was not rent and did not arise from any
.cause of action on which the form_e r suit was based.
At the time of the institution of the former suit it had
.not been paid, and it was not, . in fact, paid till
August, 1925.
Item (c) is a claim for Rs. 224 being the amount
_paid to the Bazaar Company for the defendants' . use
and occupation at the rate of Rs. 4 a day from the
23rd May, 1923, when the plaintiff's notice to the
.defendants determining. the sub-tenancy expir~d, to
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the 17th July, 1923, when the Bazaar Company ceased
G. BHANDARI to collect the daily rent.
This claim the learned Judge
T. NrHAL- heid to be barred by res judicata, as being compenc~;;~s~No sation to the plaintiff in respect of the use and
occupation of the defendants, which had already been
1,
PRATT, C ..
AND
awarded at Rs. 90 a month, and b arre d und er 0 r d er
.ORMISTON
1 2 b ecause 1t
. ough t to h ave b een 1nc
. 1u d ed In
.
· ' J. II , rue
the former suit. The claim was, in reality, to be
reimbursed money which the plaintiff was obliged
to pay owing to the default of the defendants. Mr.
Burjorjee, however, admits that the daily rent up to
the date. of the institution of the former suit had been
paid before its institution; to that extent, the claim.
·s hould have been included in the former suit, and,.
not having been so included, . is now .barred. The
suit was instituted on the 4th July, 1923. On this
head, therefore, the plaintiff is entitled to receive
Rs. 4 a day for 13 days .or Rs. 52 only, and the
claim as to the balance of Rs. 172 fails.
Item (d) is .the amount paid by the plaintiff to the
Bazaar Company on account of the defendants' use·
and occupation of the stall from the 18th July, .1923,.
to the 30th March, 1925. It stands on the same footingas the Rs. 52 part of item (c) which has been allowed,
and must itself be allowed for the same reasons.
The result is that the plaintiff succeeds as· to the·
sum of Rs. 3 578·. The decree of the Origi11al Side
.will be set aside and in lieu thereof there vvin·· be a.
decree in favour of the plaintiff for Rs. 3,578 and
costs on that amount in both Courts. We certify
fot two counsel on the · Original Side.
1 92 8
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, j}fr. Justice Carr, Mr.
:Justice Cunliffe, Mr. Justice Ormiston and Nlr. Justice Darwood.

P.K.P.V.E.

CHIDAMBARAM

CHET TYAR

AND

ANOTHER

Aug. 27.

'(} .

N.A. CHETTYAR FIRM.

*

Letters Patent, clause 13-" Judgment," meaning of-Finality of order or decree
as far as the Court passing it is concerned, essential-Adjudication must
end the suit or proceeding before the Court expressing it-Decision of issue
allowing suit to proceed is not "judgment "-Principles enunciated in
DeSouza v. Coles ; The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental
Gas Company, Limited; Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co.-Preliminary
issue, reconsideration of- Letters Patent, clause s 37, 38-Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1908), s. 109.
The word j udgment in clause 13 of th e Lett ers P atent is intended to
cover an order as well as a decree, but the effect of the adjudication must
be such as to put an end to the suit or proceeding so far as the Court before
which the suit or proceeding is pending is concerned, or if its effect, if it is
not comglied with, is to put an end to the suit or proceeding. If it has this
effect, the adjudication is a judgment; otherwise not.
The decision of an issue which has the effect of allowing a suit to proceed
does not «affect the merits or result of the whole suit" in that it does not
decide the case one way or another, and is, therefore, not a "judgment" .
The decision of a Judge on a preliminary issue is not binding on his successor
and the J udge himself can change his mind on more mature consideration·
Ma Nyo v. Ma Yauk, 4 L.B.R. zs6-referred to.
Decisions as to ~hat is a' final order' within the meaning of section 109 of
the Civil Procedure Code and clauses 37 and 38 of the L etters P atent d o not
help in inte~preting the term" judgment" in clause .13 of the L etters Patent·

Ma Mi v. Kalenthar Ammal, Civil Miscellaneous 59 of 1924 of H.C.rejerred to.
The decision of the Bench in Syed Khan v. Syed Ebrahim, 6 Ran. 169,
as to the meaning of the word "final order " with reference to th at suit considered doubtful.
The v.iew taken by the Madras H igh Court in x868 in DeSouza v. Coles, 3
M.H.C. 384, that every adjudication between the parties is a "judgment"
has been disapproved in the vast majority of cases and in the Full Bench

* Civil Reference No. 6 of 1928 arising out of C ivil Miscellaneous Appeal
No. 183 o~ I9'Z.7·

1928
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case of the M adras High Court itself, Tuljram R ow v. Alagappa Chettiar,
(1908) 35 Mad. 1.
CHIDAM"
In 1872, in the case of The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta v. The
BARAM
Oriental Gas Company, Limited, 8 Ben. L.R. 433, the Calcutta High Court held
·CHETTYAR
that "judgment" meant a decision which affects the merits of the question
AND
between the parties by determining some right or liability" and it is
ANOTHER
tl·
immaterial whether it is final, or merely preliminary or interlocutory. This
N.A.
definition has been very frequently cited and regarded as classical, but often
:.CHETTYAR
it has been cited isolated from its context which mentions the qualifications ·
FIRM·
These together contain the germ of the more m odern doctrine adopted by
this Court in Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co., (1924) 2 Ran. 469, and
··by the High Court at Lahore in Ruldu Singh v. S.anwal Singh, ( 1922)
3 Lah. 188.
·
Held, therefore, that the finding of the Original Side Judge that parties
··intended to treat the document on which the suit was filed as an inland
and not a foreign instrument and that the defendants in consequence cannot
now rely upon any defects based upon its being a foreign instrument, a finding
which had the effect of allowing the suit to proceed, does not amount to a
"judgment" within the meaning of Article 13 of the Letters Patent, and is
therefore not appealable.
· Authorities reviewed.
.P.K.P.V.E.

Budhe Lal v. Chatter Gope, 44 Cal. 8 14; Ebrahim v. Fuckhrunissa Begum,
4 Cal. 531 ; Hubbeeb v. Joosub, t3 Ben. L.R. I03 ; Hurri:;h Chander v.
Kalisundary Debi, 9 Cal. 482 ; Maharaj Kishorkhamza v. Kiren Shaslzi Dasi,
49 Cal. 616; Mussamat Brij Coomaree v . Ramrickdass, 5 C.W.N. 781 ; Sarat
Chandra v. Maihar Stone Company, Limited, 49 Cal. 62 ; The Justices of the
Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company, Limited, 8 Ben. L.R. 433·
DeSouza v. Coles, 3 M.H.C. 384; Kannayalalv. Balaram, 43 M.L.J. 480;
Sonachalam v. Kumaravelu, 47 Mad. 316; Tuljaram v. Alagappa, 35 Mad. r.
Charandas v. Chagatzlal, 45 Born. 428 ; Mirja Mohamed v. Zorabi, I I Bom.
L.R. 24 r ; Nagindas v. Vilaji, 48 Born. 442 ; Shri Goverdhanlalji v. Shri
Chandraprabhavati, 27 Born. L.R. 1496.
Mahammad v. Ihsanulla, 14 All. 226; Piari Lal v. Madan Lal39. All, 191
Ramjas v. Mahadeo, 39 All. 147; Sadiq Ali v. Anwar Ali, 45 All. 66 ; Tirrnal
Singh v. Khanhaiya Singh, 45 All. 535·
Gokal Chand v. Sanwal Das, 1 Lah. 348; Ruldu Singh v. Sanwal Singh,
.3 Lah. 188.

Abowath v. Abowath, 6 Ran. 25 ; Mahommed Hwsain v. H. Hamadanee,
3 Ran. 293 ; Mengha Singh v. Sucha Singh, 3 Ran. 307; Mooljee Dharsee v. ·
M. E. Moolla, 3 Ran. 255; Y eo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng fS Co., 2 Ran. 469referred to.
H~jee Tar Malzomed v. Zulaikka Bai, 5 Ran. 782 ; Moolla Goolam Mahomed
v. Ameena Bee, Civil First Appeal 153 of 1924 of H.C. ; SooniramJeetmul v.
R.D. Tata & Co., Civil Miscellaneous Appeal82 of 1925 of H.C.-overruled.

Hay for the applicants.

Young for the respondents.
'

.
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Sir Henry Pratt, Officiating Chief Justice and
Mr. Justice Cunliffe referred for the decision of a
Full Bench the question whether a finding which
had the effect of allowing a suit to proceed amounts
to a judgment within the meaning of Article 13 of
the Letters Patent, in the following terms:" Plaif!tiff sued on a hundi. Objections were
raised that the hundi was impropeny stamped and
could not be sued upon and that there was no cause of
action against 3rd defendant. The learned Judge on
the Original Side discussed th~ points raised at some
length and recorded finwngs that the intention was
to treat the document as an inland instrument, and
that there ·was therefore no force in the ·arguments
about its being improperly · stamped, which were
based on its being a foreign instrument. The ·court
also found that the question of the liability of the
3rd defendant could not be decided till a later stage
of the case. An appeal was filed and on · the case
coming on for hearing the preliminary objection was
taken that the order under appeal does not constitute
a judgment within the meaning of Article 13 of the
Letters Patent. The
· principles on which the
question of what constitutes a judgment under clause
13 should be determined, were discussed, and
clearly laid d~wn by Robinson, C.J., in Yeo Eng Byan
v. Beng Seng & Co. (1) in the following words: "I
agree · that a decisi~n which affects the merits of the
question;: between the parties by determinin'g some
right or liability may rightly be held. to a "judgment" ;
and I think that an order which merely paves the
way for the determination of the ·question between
the parties cannot be considered to be a "judgment '';
nor can a mere formal 01 der merely regulating the

P. I<.P.V.E.
CHID . . MBARAM

CHETTYAR
AND
A.NOTHBR.

v.

N.A.
CHETTY.I!R

FIRM.

July x6.
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Procedure in the suit or one which is nothing more
than a step towards obtaining a final adjudication.
Adopting the principle here laid down it is difficult to
see how the finding now under appeal can be held
to be a "judgment. " The first part of the finding
that the document in dispute is an inland instrument
and that there is no force in the contention that it
is inadequately or improperly stamped practically
amounts to a finding that the suit is maintainable
and . paves the way for the determination of the main
question between the parties.
"If eventually the suit is decided against defendants they will have the right to challenge this finding
o-n:.app&al. ·
·
.. "The intention of Artic1e 13 was to allow an
appeal in certain cases not allowed by the Civil
Procedure Code, where the rights of the parties had
been ·determined, -and the absence of a right of
appeal might cause an injustice. The position is
well put by White, C.J., in Tu?iaram Row v. M.K.R.
v. Alagappa Chettiar (2). "The test seems to me to
be not what is the form of the adjudication but
what its effect is on the suit or proceeding in which
it is made. If its effect, whatever its form may be,
and · whatever may be the nature of the application
on which it is made, it is to put an end to the suit or
proceeding so far as the Court before which the suit
or proceeding is pending is concerned, or if its
effect, if it is not complied with, is to put an end to
the -s uit or ·· proceeding,:. I think the adjudication is a
judgment ·within the meaning of the clause.· " This
view . would rule out the present ·judgment. A
broader view has been taken in the Calcutta ·
cases of Budhu Lal ·v. ·chatter Gope : (2), · and the
.

.

.

(r) (1910) 35 Mad. i, at p~ 7·

.
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well-known case of The Justices of the Peace for
Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company (1), and we are
inclined to think too broad. \Ve prefer Garth, C.J.'s
dictum in Ebrahim v. Fuckhrunnissa Begum (2) that
the word 'judgment ' means a judgment or decree,
which decides the case one way or other in its
entirety, and that it does not mean a decision or
order of an interlocutory character which.. merely
decides some isolated point not affecting the merits
or result of the entire suit.'
"It is obviouslv undesirable that as soon as a
"'
preliminary point of law is decided against defendants
they should have a right to appeal and hold up the
trial of the suit indefinitely. It is easy to con;ceive
a case with many legal points, which would land
itself to a number of preliminary appeals, and consequently continual postponements and delays, if appeal5
were allowed from every separate finding on preliminary
1ssues.
"It would be most objectionable to have a case
tried and appealed piecemeal in this manner. It should
be observed that so far as the latter part of the Judge's
order, in which he declines to give a decision on the
liability of the 3rd defendant without further materials,
is concerned, it is obviously not a judgment even .bv
Calcutta standards.
~
"·The ruling of ·the Bench in the recent case of
Ha..fee Tar Mahomed v. ·Zulaikha Bai (3) that an appeal
lies under the Letters Patent against the finding of the
. High· Court that it has jurisdiction to hear and decide a
suit, appears, however' undoubtedly to be support for the
view that the present finding that the suit is maintainable (at least that is the real effect of the finding) is a:
'judgment' within the meaning of Article 13.
(x) (1872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433·.
(z) (1878) 4 Cal. s3x.

.

(3) (1927) 5 Ran. 782.

.
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" It is true that the findings are not identical And
each case must ·be considered on its own merits, but
under the circumstances we are of opinion that the
point should be decided before a Full Bench.
" We accordingly refer for the decision or· a Full
Bench the question whether the finding that the parties
intended to treat the document on which the suit was
filed as an inland and not a foreign instrument, and that
the defendants in consequence cannot now rely. upon
any. defects based upon its being a foreign instrument,
a finding which had the effect of allowing the suit to
proceed, amounts to a judgment within the meaning of
Article 13 of the Letters Patent."

The question was answered by the Full Bench as
follows:
ORMISTON, J .·-The question referred for decision is
" .W hether the finding that the parties intended to treat
the document on which the suit was . filed as an
inland and not as a foreign instrument, and that the
defendants in consequence cannot now rely upon
any defects based upon its being a foreign in~trument,
a finding which had the effect of allowing the suit
to proceed, amounts to a judgment with~n the meaning of Article 13 of the Letters Patent."
This involves the question of what is the meaning
of the word "judgment" as used In clause 13. .The
refere~ce arises out of an appeal from a Judge of
the Original Side exercising ordinary origina,l jurisdiction. The· Clauae (which, it may be stated, is p1aced
under .the heading of "Civil Jurisdiction .of the High
Court ") so far as material; permits an appeal to the
High Court from the judgment of one judge of the
High Court. With this Article may . be compared
clauses 37 and 38 (placed under the head~ng o~
,, Appeals to the Privy Council''). Clause 37, _so far
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as material, permits an appeal to the Privy Council
from any final judgment, decree or order of the P.K.P.V..E.
High Court made on appeal and from any final c:;:::·
judgment, decree or order made in the exercise of CS:~~YAR
original jurisdiction from which an appeal does not ANoTHER
lie to the High Court under clause 13. The Letters
N~A.
P atent appatentIy contemp1ate a Rench of two CaETTvAR
FIRM.
judges sitting on the original side. Clause 38 gives ORMnrroN,}.
jurisdiction to the High Court on the application of
any party who considers himself aggrieved by any
preliminary or interlocutory judgment, decree or
order of the High Court " in any such proceeding
as aforesaid" to grant permission to such party to
appeal against the same to the Privy Council. · The
words " in any such proceeding as aforesaid " must,
I think, refer to the proceedings specified in clause 37.
It may be suggested that, inasmuch as the. expression used in clause 38 is " ·preliminary or interlocutory
judgment, decree or order" whereas in clause 13
the word "judgment " is used, His Majesty in -clause
13 must have intended to have allowed an appeal to
the High Court only from a final judgment. I am·
of the opinion that this is not the case, and that
clause 38 must be read in connection with clause
37, the expression "prelirpinary or interlocutory
judgment, decree or order " l;>eing used in contradistinction to the expression " final judgment, decree
or order" employed in clause 37. The Letters
Patent themselves, treated as · a whole, therefore,
give little assistance in construing the word" judgment"
as used: in clause 13.
It i~ apparent from the exceptions made by clause
13· to tile general right of appeal thereby ~onferred,
that the word "judgment " is intended to cover an
onler as well as a decree. Three criteria have been
suggested as means for deter~ining wh:ether ·or not
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an order is appealable within the meaning of the
P.K.P.V.E. Article. The first is that adopted by the Madras
CHIDAM.:.
High Court in 1868, where a judgment is stated to
BARAM
CmiTTYAR
have the meaning of '' any decision or determination
ANri
A.."<OTHER
affecting the rights or the interest of any suitor or
v.
N.A.
applicant ". The second is that adopted by the
CHE'I"iYAR
Calcutta High Court in 1872, a~d _which has on
FIRM.
o~oN, 1. very many occasions been described as classical.
According to this view, "judgment" means "a decision
~hich affects the merits of the question between
the parties by determining some right or liability "
and it is immaterial whether it is final, or n1erely
prelimiqary or interlocutory. It is this view which
Mr. Hay presses on us. The third criterion, which
is that suggested by Mr. Young, and which may be
.described in contradistinction ~o the others as the
modern view, being that laid down by · the Chief
Justice ·of the Madras High Court in 1910, and
adopted by the late Chief Justice of this Court in 1924.
Aceording to this view, the test is whether or not the
effect _of the adjudication " is to put an end to the
suit or proceeding so far as the Court before which
the suit or proceeding is pending is concerned, or if
its effect, if it is not complied with, is to put an end
to the - suit or proceeding'' ; if it has this effect
the adjudication is a judgment; otherwise not.
·
As is pointed out in the order of reference, it is
undesirable that, as soon as a preliminary point ·of law is
decided against a defendant, he should be at liberty to
appeal and to hold up a case indefinitely, and in a suit
with many legal points there might be many preliminary
appeals. · Ag~inst t~is v~ew it is urged that the:necessity
of paying heavy court-fees · might act as a deterrent,
although there would be no such necessity in - High
Courts to which the Court Fees Act is not applicable. It
is further urged that the mere fact that an appeal is filed
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1 92 8
would not of itself prevent the Judge on the Original
Side from going on with the case, although the tendency P.K.P.V.E.
CHIDAMwould undoubtedly be for him to postpone the hearing
BARAM
and thus save himself, possibly, a large amount of CH:;,YAR
useless labour in taking evidence and delivering a ANoTHER
''·
judgment on the facts which might be rendered nuN.A.
gatory hy the success of the appeal on the legal points.
Such a system of preliminary appeals on law might o~sToN J.
indeed have its conveniences if it were practicable, as it
'
seems to be in England, to obtain a decision of the
Appellate Side within a few days of the delivery
of the order on the Original Side. There can be no
question, however, to my mind, but that the balance of
convenience preponderates in favour of a narrower construction. _While the inconvenience to which a particular
construction of the word "judgment " mey';·: tead
is no reason for not adopting it, if on its plain· meaning
it must be so ~onstrued, yet if the interpretation is
doubtful, the ·circumstance is t_o be taken into account,
for it is a legitimate assumption that His Majes~y. must
be taken to have meant that the operation of the Letters
Patent should tend to convenience rather than to
inconvenience.
A large number of authorities of this and other High
Courts have been cited to us, and these authorities I
propose, as briefly as possible, to review, taking them
Court by Court and in chronological order. The earlier
-view of the Madras High Court has not found favour
and the view which to a large extent, to outward,
.appearance, holds . the field is that enunciate4 by the
Calcutta, High Court in 1872. It ~ay l?,e urg~d , that it
. is undesirable to disturb ~' long~ ~urr~~t of judicial
authority, but, in my opinion, the principle of stare
decisis has .far less applicability to the law of procedure
than to that of .substantive law, and I think that,
when the authorities are e~amined, they will be found

c=:AR
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to be far less unanimously in favour of the principle
contended for by Mr. Hay than, at the outset, we were
CHtDAMled to suppose.
BARAM
CHETTYAR
The decision to which I h~ve just referred is that of
Al'-' D
ANOTHER
The
.Justices of the Peace for Calcutt:.L v. The Oriental Gc:s
'V.
N.A.
Company, Limited (1). At page 452 of the Report,
CHETTYAR
Couch, C.J., in delivering the judgment of the Court on
FIRM.
a preliminary objection that no appeal lay under clause
ORMISTON. J.
15 of the Letters Patent of 1865 (corresponding to
clause 13 of the Rangoon Letters Patent) gave a definition
·of a judgment which has been very frequently
repeated. The definition is as follows :-·'' We think
that 'judgment' in clause 15 means a decision which
affects the merits of the question between the parties by
determin.ing some right or ljability. It may be either
final, · or preliminary or ·interlocutory, the difference
between them being that a final judgment determines
the whole cause or suit, and a preliminary or interlocutory
judgment determines only a part of it, leaving other
matters to be determined, Both classes are provided
for in clauses 39 and +0 (corresponding to clauses 3.7
·and 38 of the Rangoon Letters Patent of the Charter.
An order, such as ·that helo.:.e us, which only authorises .
a proceeding to be taken for the determination of the
questiqn between the parties, cannot be considered a
judgment ". The order which was before .the Court
was an order refusing .to issue a writ of mand -zmus to
the Justices. It was poiilted out that a mandamus if
issued would not be peremptory, but merely to do
certain things, or to show cause to the contrary ; so that
the orde.r · of the judge does not determine any _question
whatever. between tbt par~es; it only initiates the pro- .
·Ceedings ·by ,which the liability of the Justices to make
compensation wiH be ascertained and determined.
Consequently, the ord.e r is not a judgment. The
P.K.P.V.E.

1

(x) (1872) 8 :Ben. L.R. ·433·
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1 28
interpretation of "judgment " by the High Court of
9
Madras in 1868 is referred to only to be disapproved as P.K.P.V.E.
CHID AM:.
being too wide. It would, the learned Chief Justice
BAJtAM
remarked, put it in the power of a vexatious litigant to c~oYAR
appeal against all discretionary orders which the Judge ANOTHER
v.
of original jurisdiction may make in the course of the
N.A.
CH£'ITYAR
suit, with no result, as such orders would have to be,.
FIRM.
as a matter of course, confirmed; and, ft~rther, it would ~oRl\1-;;;N,L ·
give a far more extensive right of appeal against the
orders of the Judge of the Original Side of the High
Court than exists against the orders of a J udge of
original jurisdiction in the mofussil; which he did not
think it at all probable that Her Majesty · intended.
Then comes the passage which I have quoted at iength.
He then proceeds to deal with the contention that the
Calcutta High Court had already put a wider construe. tion on clause 15 by entertaining appeals in cases where
the plaint had been rejected as insufficient, or as showing that the claim is barred by limitation, and also in
cases where orders had been made in execution. These
in his opinion were within his definition, and he went
on, to say '' There is an obvious difference between an
order for the admission of a plaint and an order for its
rejection. The -former determines nothing, but is
merely the first step towards putting the case in a shape
for determination. The latter determines finally so far
as the Court which makes the order is concerned that
the suit, as brought, w~l not lie. The decision therefore is a judgment in the proper sense of the term".
This passage enshrines the third criterion which I have
mentio-I).ed above, and. which. was .:amply- sufficient for
the determination of the point at·issue in· the ca·se and
which was, I think, the criterion according- to which the
Court did ·decide it. ·U nfortunately, in some subseq~ent decisions this has been overlooked and stress has
been laid on the dictum that the test is that the decision
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must be one " which affects the merits of the question
P.K.P.V.E. between the parties by determining some right or
CHIDAM·
BARAM
liability". This definition~ if stress· be laid on the
ca::;YAR words " some right or liability," is unnecessarily wide;
ANOTHER
if all the qualifications are taken into account, it may
CJ.
N .A.
be too narrow, as excluding orders which, although
CHETTYAR
.
FIRM.
they relate to procedure, may have the effect of finally
ORNI >.;N,J. deciding the question in issue so far as the Court
passing them is concerned.
"In Hubbeeb v. Joosub (1), it was h.el~ that an appeal
lies from an order granting leave ·lg'·"t:ile· plaintiff. to
institute a suit under clause 12 of the Calcutta Letters
.Patent. Referring to the Madras decision of 1868 , the
same learned Chief Justice said that he agreed with the
conclusion that the order was appeala~l~~..~.~~use it was
not a mere fromal order of·'an order merely regulating
the procedure in the suit, but had the effect of giving
~ jurisdiction to the Court which it otherwise would
not have, and that it did "determine some . right" between the parties, namely the right to sue .in a particular
court and to compel the defendants who are not within
its jurisdictio.p.JQ ..come ir.t~.and defen,d.,ther:~&ui&~on pain
of having an ex parte decree passed against them. This
is an obvious reference to his own previous definition,
but he appears to have ignored the qualifications of it
which .he himself had made~ From the point of view
of " merits ", anything lesS..meritorious.than.the question
whether a litigant shall be allowed to bring his suit in
·one Court rather. than in another it is difficult to conceive,. for in theory His Majesty extends equal justice to
all his,S"!J.Qjects. in all,h,.is Courts.
Ebrahim Vi• Fua!YJ,runissa Begum (2) is a .case. which
has a close resemblance to .that now under reference.
On the . settlement of issues the Judge held that a certain hibbanamah was invalid, but raised two issues .as to
1 2

9 8

(I) (t874) 13 B.L.;R. IOJ.

(2) (1878) 4 Cal. 531.
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a will. The effect of the decision was to allow the suit
1928
to proceed. Garth, C.J., took the preliminary point that P.K.P.V.E.
an appeal did not lie, the suit not having been dismissed. c::;~:
The matter was argued and it was held by the CHETTYAR
AND
learned Chief Justice (Markby, J., not dissenting), that ANOTHER
the decision of the Original Side was not a "judgment "
N~A.
and that the appeal did not lie. He held that the word CH;~~R
" •judgment " means a J. udgment or decree which decides ORMISTON,
--- 1•
the case one way or the other in its entirety, and that
:it does not mean a decision or order of an interlocutory
.n.ature, which merely decides son1e isolated point, " not
affe.c ting the .merits or result of the whole suit". He
appears to have regarded " merits " as synonymous with
."results of .t he whole suit". He distinguished the
.cases of the rejection of a plaint or the admission of a
$uit as determining whether the plaintiff has or has not
.a right to sue at all in the particular case, and went on
:to point out the possibility, if such appeals lay, of having
three or four appeals all pending in one cause at the
~arne time, and all proceeding contemporaneously with
the triai of the suit in the Court below.
In Mussamut Brij Coomaree v. Ramrickdass (1) it
was held that an order refusing to stay the issue of
probate and the discharge of the Receiver appointed in
a probate·action is a "judgment " within the meaning of
clause 15. By the judgment in the action- probate
had been ordered to issue to the respondent and the
Receiver ordered to be discharged. The appellant,
being about to appeal, asked for a stay which the judge
refused. On appeal, Maclean, C.}., referred to Sir
Richard Couch's definition~ which he said was hecGming
classical,. and stated that he(. conciltred in it, :but that
it was not exhaustive. He said that as the result- of
the appeal from the. decree in the actio·n, a new and·
important question · had arisen, whether under the
(r) (1901) 5 C.W. N. 781.
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circumstances the respondent ought to be given control
P.K.P.V.E. of a large estate, which, if answered in the affirmCHtDAMBARAM
ative, might have ·.• tht?' · possible effect of rendering
c~:;AR the appeal from the decree entirely infructuous. I
ANOTHEa
think that, in referring to Sir Richard Couch's definv.
"-N.A.
itioh; he had in mind its qualifications, and was of
CHSTTYAR
FIRM.
the opinion that the order appealed from might for
0 ~1\n-;;;-N, J. all practical purposes finally determine· the rights
of the parties to the estate, for the reason that when
the appeal from the d~~ree came to be decided, there
might be no estafe''1 eft·. ·''He thought his decision was
consistent with the observations of their Lordships
of the Privy Council in Hurrish Chunder Chowdhry
v. Kalisundari Debi (1), when dealing with the interpretation of the word "judgment" in clause 15, that
" Mr. Justice Porififex liaa in fact " exercised a judicial
discretion, and had come to a decision of great importance which, if it remained, would entirely conclude
any right of Kalisundari to an execution of this suit.
His view, therefore, was that the test to be applied is
whether the order is conclusive of the rights of the
parties to the suit ...~ ..W!\eU'ler he. correctly applied the
test is another matter.
In Budhu · La/ v. Chattu Gope (2), sanction to
prosecute the plaintiff in a suit in the Presidency Small
Cause Court was refused by a Judge of that Court. The
defendant applied to the Original Side of the High Court
for a reversal of the order and obtained an ·brder of
remand to the Small Cause Court Judge. It was held
on appeal that the order of remand was a "judgment ".
The learned. Judges appear to have adopted th~ definition of Sir Richat-d Couch without .Its . qualification.
The decision of Sif Richard Garth was applied . in a
somewhat technical manner, the learned Chief Justice
holding that the decision of the question as to wh~ther
1 92 8

(r) (r882) 9 Cal.. 482, 493· ·

(2) (1916) 44 Cal. 8r4.
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the statements were made in a judicial proceeding
was one which affected the merits or result of "the
entire matter.,S··tJorv- if it had been decided one way,
viz., in favour of the applicants' contention, it would
have put an end to the proceeding altogether. The
" entire tnatter " was whether there should be another
enquiry by the Small Cause Court Judge, which might
or. might not result in a further enquiry by a Magistrate,
which might have one of two results.
In Sarat Chandra Sarkar v. Maihar Stone and Lime
Company, Limited ( 1), an order setting aside an abate·
ment was held to be a "judgment," the reason assigned
by Richardson, J., being that it deprived the party in
whose favour the abatement operates of a valuable
right. An equally good reason would be that an abate·
ment has the practical effect of dismissing the suit and
concludes the rights of the parties so far as the Court
in which the suit is brought is concerned.
. With this may be compared the decision of the
same Bench in M aharaj Kishore Khanna v. Kiran
Shashi Dasi (2), that no appeal lies from an order under
Order IX, rule 9, of the Civil Procedure Code restoring
a suit. TheJ;"e is no discussion of the principle, and
the decjsi9n seems to be inconsistent with that in Sarat
Chandra Sarkf!-r v. Maihar Stone and Lime Company,
Limited (2).
.
I now come to the decisions of the Madras High
Court. The earliest is that to which I . have already
made r..nference, namely, that in De,Souz.a y. C<;les (3),
where ir was held by Bittl~ston, .-J~, th~t a judgmen.t
"cannqt be limited to . a final judgment in a suit-nor
indeed ·t o a judgment in a suit at all-:--but must . be
held to have the .more general meaning of any decision
or determination affecting the rights or the interests
(1) (1921) 49 Cal. 6z.
(2) (1921) 49 Cal. 6x6.
.
(3) (x868) 3 M.H.C. 384, 387, 388.
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of any suitor or applicant." The learned judge held
that the language of the 15th clause is so general that
CHIDAMit is "impossible to prescribe any limits to the right
BARA:M
CHETT YAR
of appeal founded upon the nature of' the order, or
AND
ANOTHER
decree appealed from." The actual decision was that
v.
N.A.
an appeal lies from an order of a judge exercising·
CHETTYAR
original jurisdiction, refusing to give leave to institute
FIRM.
a suit on the Original Side in a case in which the
ORMISTON, J.
cause of action has arisen in part within the ordinary
original jurisdiction -of the High Court. It might have
been given on grounds less sweeping than the principle
adbpted. This principle may possibly be a logical
deduction from the language of the Letters Patent,
but it ·has· not found favour.
The next case to which I will refer is Tu~faram
Row v. Alagappa Chettiar (1). The Full Bench, after
an exhaustive -review of the authorities, held that an
order of a single judge on the Original Side . refusing
to. frame an issue asked for by one of the parties is
not a judgment within clau.~e 15. DeSouza v. Coles (2)
was commented on, the wide interpretation of the
expression "judgment " being disapproved, the decision
of Garth, C.J., in Ebrahim v. Fuckhrunissa Begum (3)
was approved, and no less than four cases in the Madras
High Court were either ..<:Jj~~pproved o,r .diss,ep.ted from.
At page 7 of the report, Sir Arnold White, C.J., enunciated a test of what is a judgment for the purpose
of clause 15 in these words:-" The test seerris to me
to··be , not what is· the form of the adjudication, but
what ·is: its effect in~• the suit or . proceeding in which
it is made~ If its effect; whatever its form may . b·e,
and whatever may be the nature of th~ applicati<;m ·
on· which it is made, is t.o _put an ·end .to the ·s uit · or
proceeding so far a'3 the Court before vyhich the -suit .
P:K.P.V.E.

(x) (x9io)3s M~d. r. .

(3)" (1878)

· (z)(x868) 3 M .H.C. 384,387, 388.

4 Cal. 53I.
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or proceeding is pending is concerned, or if its effect,
if it is not complied with, is to put an end to the
suit or proceedjng, I think the adjudication is a
judgment within the meaning of the clause. An
adjudication on an application which is ·nothing more
than a step towards obtaining a final adjudication in
the suit is not, in my opinion, a judgment within the
meaning of the Letters Patent." Applying this principle, he was of the opjnion that an order under the
Administrator-General's Act giving the AdministratorGeneral a commission at a fixed rate, an order dis-:
missing an appHcation by the assignee of a plaintiff
to be brought on the record, an order dismissing a
petition to. receive a sum of money as security for
costs of an appeal, an order refusing a stay of execution,
an adjudication based on a refusal to exercise discretion,
if its effect is to dispose of the suit so far as the
Court making it is concerned, an order refusing to
issue a mandamus [herein differing from The Justices
of The Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas
Company (1)] an order refusing to c·onfirm an award,
an order refusing to set aside an award, an order
refusing to extend the time for giving security for
costs, an order setting aside a judgment and a . decree
and directing a remand, an order dismissing a Judge's
summons to show cause why leave granted under
clause 12· should not be rescinded, an order under
Clause 12 giving leave to sue· and an order made on
an application to revoke a submission . to arbitration,
are all appealable. . On ther. other- hand he held that
an order fixing a date for the hearing and an order
·~lowing or refusing a commission fail to satisfy the
test. Krishnasawmy Ayyar, J., distingui~hed between
.a " preliminary . or interlocutory judgment " and an
" interlocutory . orde.J;' " and was of the opinion that the
(1) (1872) 8 Ben·. L.R. 433·
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latter was not a "judgment ", he having previously
P.K.p.V.E. quoted with approval the definition of an order in
CHJDAMBlack on Judgments as being " the mandate or deterBARAM
CHETTYAR
mination of the Court upon some subsidiary or collateral
AND
A..~OTHER
matter arising in an action, not disposing of the merits
v.
but adjudicating a preliminary point or directing some
N.A.
CHETTYAR
steps in the . proceedings ". Discussing The Justices
FIRM.
of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company
0RMISTON, J.
(1), his view~m>,..l'fli~t:·:.:in one respect the definition
of Sir Robett Couch was too narrow, for a decision
which determines the cause or proceeding so far as the
particular Court is concerned, though it refuses to
adjudge the merits, must also be deemed to be a
judgment ; ·for ··otherwise··t he rejection of a plaint for
defect of form or insufficiency of court-fee, or its
return for want of jurisdiction, would not be a
judgment.
In Kannayalal Bhoya v. BaZaram Paramasukdoss
(2) an order having been passed directing security
to be given by the.. 4~%~J.!~~nt for the amount claimed.,:,,
and not having been appealed against, a subsequent
order cancelling the original order and directing the
return of the security and that the suit should proceed
as an ordinary suit was held to be ·a "judgment".
Sir Walter Schwabe, C.J.,. was satisfied that the order
satis~ed all definitions previously attempted. CouttsTrotter, J., resolved his doubt$ by holding that the
order was a judgment'' because it might result in shutting
out the defendant from the court altogether ". . If that
had been the inevitable result of the order I should
have been disposed to agree with him .
. I~ Sonachalam Pillay v. Kumarav~lu Chettiar (3),
it was held that an order of a single Judge in the Admission
Court refl,lsing to stay ·execution of the decree
(x) (r872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433·
(z) (1922) 43 M.L.J. 48o.
(3) (x9z3} 47 Mad. 316.
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1 2
of a mofussil Court pending the appeal was a judgment.
9 8
Krishnan, J., professed to follow the dictum of Sir Arnold P.K.P.V.E.
CHIDAMWhite, C.J., while Whilis, J., was apparently prepared to BARAM
·
·
of CHETTYAR
g o so far as to accept t he w1'd e InterpretatiOn
AND
Bittleston, J., in DeSouza v. Coles (1), that it is impossible AN~~HER
to set any limits to the right of appeal founded on
N.A.
CHETTYAR
the nature of the order or decree appealed against. I
FxaM.
think that this case and that last cited show a tendency OaM~N, J.
to try to avoid the implications of the previous Full
Bench decision.
The first decision of the Bombay High Court to
which we have been referred is that of Mirja
1Vlohamed v. Zorabi (2), where it was held that an
order directing the issue of a commission to examine
a witness was not a judgment, inasmuch as it merely
regulated the procedure for his examination. I need
·only say that an order of this nature would seem to
fail to satisfy any test which has ever been suggested,
with the exception of that suggested in DeSouza v,
Coles (1).
In Charandas Chaturbhij v. Chhaganlal Pitambardas
(3), the plaintiff had agreed to sell to the defendant certain
goods, which the defendant in turn had agreed to sell ·
to one Alibhoy. The plaintiff having filed a suit against
the defendant for breach of contract, the defendant, who
claimed a right to be indemnified by Alibhoy, obtained ·
leave, under the third party procedure which had been
iD:troduced by rules framed by t he Bombay High Court ·
to serve a third party notice on him. Alibhoy having
app eared, the defendant sought a direction from the
Original Side Judge under rules 130 and 131 that
Alibhoy be at liberty to appear at the trial of the
suit and the questions in issue between him and the
defendant be tried simultaneously with the question~

(1) (1868) 3 M.H.C. 384.
(2) (1909) I 1 Bom. L.R. 24 l.
(3)' ( 1920) .45 Bom. 428.
·

46
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in issue between the plaintiff and the defendant. The
P.K.P.V.E. Judge having by his·:;.."oYder refused to give such a.
CHIDAMBARAM
direction, it was held on appeal that the order was
CH~~AR ·n oca · "judgment." The definition of Couch, C.J., in
ANoTHER
The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental
N.A.. Gas Company (1) was quoted as having been conc~;:~~R ~istently approved of by all the High Courts, and the
-case was held not to come within that definition,.
0 RMlSTON, 1•
the reason being tha.t...
no!hing had been decided
J.
. which affected the merits of those questions between.
the defendant and Alibhoy, by determining any .right
or liability between them. It may be noted that the
case would equally have failed to satisfy the test
suggested by Sir Arno,J~ . White in Tuljaram Row v.
Alagappa Chettiar (1 ). ··"""""
.
· In Nagindas Motilal v. Nilaji Moroba (2) it was
held that an appeal lies under clause 15 of the
Letters Patent from an order of a Division Court
refusing to excuse delay in filing an application for
a certificate of appeal to the Privy Council. Decisions
that merely interlocutory orders on matters of procedure or otherwise are not judgments within the
meaning of clause 15 are distinguished as being
essentially different in that they can in no way be
said finally to end or determine the litigation and so
do not fulfil the test adopted by the Madras High
Court in Tuljaram Row v. Alagappa Chettiar (1).
It is pointed out that the refusal to excuse the delay
and the consequent refusal to entertain the petition
for the necessary certificate of appeal to the Piivy
Council · amounts to · a final decision and put a~
end ''to ·'the . ~~tigati.on so far as the. High ,Court is
concerned.. .
1928

v ..

·

. I

''i

·

.

J

(r) (1916)

3S Mad. i.

).-',; :;"'.'>; ,• • •• • ••,.,:·~·· •.

f'>

'

·
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In Shri Goverdhanlalji ]1,1ahara v. Shri Chandraprabhavati (1) it was held that a finding that a
suit for increase in the rate of maintenance fixed by
a consent decree is maintainable, is not a "judgment "
within the meaning of clause 15. Sir Norman
Macleod, C.J ., in delivering the judgment of the
Court, observed that Sir Richard Couch's attempt at
a definition had not prevented lengthy argument
being brought forward in each case as it ccime up as
to whether it was a judgment or not and that for
himself he preferred to consider each decision as it
came before him and form his own opinion. The
succeeding passage is highly relevant to the present
reference and I will quote it in full. ''For the purposes of this case to my mind the distinction between
decisions and orders thereon which stand by themselves, and decisions on a single issue in a suit,
is a very real one. It is not desirable on general
principles that a suit should be tried piecemeal, and
a decision on an issue to the effect that the trial of
th~ suit should proceed can never to my mind
amount to a judgment. If in this case the Judge had
decide<;l. that the suit was not maintainable and had
dismissed the suit, then undoubtedly an appeal would
lie against that decision. But in this case the J udge
has decided that the suit should proceed. He will
then consider the remaining issues in the .suit
whether the plaintiff should be granted in th~
circumstances of the case increased maintenance, or
not, and when he has decided that question there
will b~ a judgment, against whic.h all the . arguments
which · are now sought ·to be raised againt the decision
on this issue can be· placed before the Court. We
are not shutting out the defendant from any objection which he may eventually be advised to ra1se
· (z} (I9ZS) '27 Bom. L.R. · 1496.

P.K.P.V.E.
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against the final decree in the suit. We are m erely
pointing out that so far nothing has been decided
with regard to the rights and liabilities of the
parties, there is only a decision t hat the suit should
proceed and against that decision no appeal
lies."

CHETTYAR

We have not been referred t o any decision of
ORMISToN, J. the' Allahabad H igh
Court. It should be noted that
neither this H igh Court nor the Punjab High Court
possess ordinary original civil jurisdiction, and that
t he L etters Patent Appeals in those Courts to which
reference will be made are all appeals from the
decision of a Judge exercising Appellate Jurisdiction.
Before the enactment of the Civil Procedure
Code of 1908, that Court had apparently . taken the
view that notwithstanding clause 10 of its L etters
Patent, t he only appealable orders were those in
respect of which the Code had expressly provided
for an appeal. And even after the substitution of
section 104 of the Code of 1908 · 'for section 588 of
the Code of 1882, the tendency has been to take
a narrow view. Thus in Ramjas v. Mahadeo Prasad
(1) an order granting sanction to prosecute was held
not to be a "judgment," the ground being that that
order did nothing except arm the applicant with a
sanction which he could bring to the Cou rt which
was to investigate the a·lleged offence. And in Piari
Lal v. Madan Lal (2) it was held that no appeal
would lie under clause . 10 from an order of a single
J udge .of the High Court d ismissing an appeal from
an order of an execu,tion Court refusing to se~ aside
a sale. The learned Judges held that they were
bound by the previous Full Bench decision of the
Court in Muhammad Nitim-ulla·h Khan v. Ihsanulla
F IRM.

(r) (1916) 39 All. 147.

(2) (1916) .39 All: I9l·
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Khan (1) and that the enactment of the new Code
did not affect the position.
In Sadiq Ali v. Anwar Ali (2) it was held that
clause 10 gave a right of appeal from an order of
a single Judge rejecting an application to set aside
the abatement of an appeal. The test adopted was
that of Sir Arnold White, C.J., in Tuljaram Row v.
Alagappa Chetticu' (3), and the order of the single
Judge was held to be ((a judicial act, and an act
which did settle once and for all, if unappealable,
the rights of the parties," and therefore a " judgment"
within the meaning of clause 10.
·
But in Tirmal Singh v. K anhaiya Singh (4) a
Bench differently constituted again followed the
previous Full Bench decision of the Court and held
that no appeal lay from an order of a single Judge
rejecting an application for review of judgment, the
case of Sadiq Ali v. Anwar Ali (2) being held to be
distinguishable for reasons which are not given.
We have been referred to two cases in the Lahore
High Court. In the earlier, Gokal Chand v. Scmwal
Das (5) the interpretation of the term " judgment"
as used in the L etters Patent, was very wide. It
· was held to include any interlocutory judgment
which decides so· far as the Court pronouncing it is
concerned, whether finally or temporarily, any question materially in issue between the parties and
directly affecting the subject matter of the suit. The
view of the Court was that an order on an application stay execution pending appeal came within the
definition.
In the later case, Ruldzi Singh v. Sanwal Singh
(6), the earlier case (5) was not referred to. The
(1) (1892) 14 All. 226.
(2) (1922) 45 All. 66.
(3) (1910) 35 Mad. x.

(4) (1923) 45 All. 535·
(s) ( 1919) z Lah. 348.
(6) (1922) 3 L ab. x88.
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trial Court had dismissed a suit as time-barred ; the
P.K.P.V.E. District Judge on appeal held otherwise and remanded
CHJDAM~
•
BARAM
the case for trial on the other issues ; aga1nst
t h'1s
CH=AR
order of ·remand an appeal was preferred to the
ANoT~BR
High Court and was heard by a single Judge who
N~A.
affirmed the decision of the District Judge and disCHBTTYAR
FIRM.
missed the appeal. From this decision there was a
OnM;;;;-N J. further ·a ppeal under the Letters Patent. The decision
' of the single J udge was held to be a "judgment"
and, therefore, appealable. The authorities were
discussed by Sir Shadi Lal, C.J ., in delivering the
judgment of the Court, and, in his opinion, the
definition of Sir Arnold White afforded a better test
than that of Sir Richard Couch. If an adjudication
put an end to the suit or appeal, or if its effect, if
not complied with, was to put an end to the suit or
appeal, then it was clearly a judgment. He went
on to discuss the position which arose when the
adjudication disposed merely of an application made
in · a suit or .appeal, and to adopt Sir Arnold White's
differentiation between an application which is nothing
more ~han a step towards obtaining a final adjudication in a suit, which would not be a "judgment,"
and an application which is an independent p roceeding ancillary to ·the suit and instituted, not as a step
t~wat:ds judgment but with a few to render the
judgment effective, if ob~ained, which woul<;l be a .
"judgment". In the former category would be included applications for transfer' summoning witnesses,
issue of commission for the examination of witnesses,
a~journments, directing a party to produce and
give inspection and framing an issue. In the latter
category .!would . be incJuded applications fm~. the
appointment of . a r~~eiver~ the issue of an i~terim
injunction and, .gener~ily, ~il orders '~hich are appeal- .
able under section 104 or Order XLIII, rule 1 of the
•928

. ·"'·
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·Civil Procedure Code. He was of the op1n10n,
however, that in certain applications, such as those
for a mandamus and for leave to defend a summary
·s uit on a negotiable instrument, the test adopted by
Sir Arnold White was not of practical assistance.
H e, therefore, thought that it was impossible to lay
down any definite rule which would meet the requirements of every case, and that a11 the Court can do in
determining whether an order constitutes a judgment
is to take into consideration the nature of the order
and its effect upon the civil proceeding in which it
was made. The case before the Court was, however held
to present no difficulty, because the decision of the
judge of the High Court undoubtedly put an end to the
appeal before him. It seems clear that in his opinion
the test most generally applicable is whether or not the
order finally puts an end to the suit or proceeding.
I will now refer to the cases in which clause 13
;Of its Letters Patent has been discussed in this Court.
The first is Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co. (1),
a decision of Sir Sidney Robinson, .C.J., and Brown, J.
An order of the Judge on the Original Side, giving
.d irections to a Commissioner, appointed under the
preliminary decree in a partnership suit, as to what
.a ccounts he should and what accounts he should not go
into was held not to be appealable. After citing the oftquoted definition of Couch, C.J., in The Justices of t!ze
Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company (2), but
without the subsequent qualifying words, the further
-d ictum of Couch, C.J., in !fubbeeb v. Joosub (3) and the
definition of Sir Arnold White, C.J., in Tuljaram Row v.
Alagappa Chettiar (4), Robinson,_. C.J., continued:with these dicta I am in general ".~greement: I agree
that a db;d sion which affects the mt:rrits of the question ·
(I) (I924) 2 Ran. 469. · .
(2) (I872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433·

(3) (I874) I3 B..L.R. ~03.
(4) (19 10) 35 Mad. I .
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between the parties by determining some right or
liability may rightly be held to be a 'judgment ' and
I think that an order which merely paves the way for
.
the determination of the question b etween t h e parties.
cannot be considered to be a 'judgment ' : nor can
a mere formal order merely regulating the procedure
in the suit, or one which is nothing more than a step·
towards obtaining a final adjudication." He went on
to say that the order before the Court "did not decide
on the merits of the suit for the dissolution of the
partnership, nor does it decide the rights or liabilities
.of the parties to the suit so far as the partnership is
concerned.
It cannot be that the framers of the
Letters Patent intended to allow appeals which do not
arise directly from the suit itself." Brown J., laid stress
on the fact that the order did '' not purport finally
to decide any of the rights between the parties ".
We have been referred to the case of Ma M i
v. Kalenthar Ammal (unreported Civil Miscellaneous
Application No. 59 of 1924), a decision of Robinson, C.J.,.
and Baguley, J., as to what is a final order within the
meaning of section 109 of the Civil Procedure Code.
One of the issues was whether the respondent had
been divorced. The District Court tried this issue
first and held that she had been divorced. This
Court reversed the. decision and remanded the suit~
The appljcants applied for leave to appeal to the
. Privy Council on the ground that the order of remand
was a final order. Objection was raised on the ground.
that this was not so, as it would be open to the
applicants to raise the · point in appeal to the Privy .
·Council when . the whole case was decided. While
agreeing that se~tion 105 (2) of the Code would not
debar them fron1 . taking this course, Sir Sidney
Robinson, C.J., was of the opinion that if the orde'r
in question ·had the effeCt .of deci~ing finally th
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cardinal point in the suit (as it would have had
in the case before him), it must be held to be a
final order from vvhich leave to appeal should be
granted. Here he was follO\ving the decision of their
Lordships of the Privy Council in the ·case of Saiyid
Mu.zhar Hossein v. Mussamat Bodha Bibi (1 ), where
under similar circumstances they granted special leave
to appeal. . Mr. Hay argues that in the appeal from
which this reference arises, the issues decided against
him are cardinal points the decision of which in the
appellant's favour would decide the suit. I do not;
however, consider that decisions on what is a " final
order " under section 109 of the Code are of assistance in construing clause 13 of the Letters Patent.
Another unreported decision is that of Carr and
J.A.lVIaung Gyi, JJ. (Nloolla GoclamlVIahomedv. Ameena
Bee Bee~· Civil First Appeal 153 of 1924). Under a
preliminary administration decree, a Commissioner had
been appointed to take accounts. Three questions arose,
(a) and (b) as to a sum of money and jewellery
alleged to have belonged to the estate of the deceased
and to have ·came to the hands of the defendant, and
(c) a house which the plaintiff claimed as belonging
to the estate and which the defendant claimed as her
own property. Before the Commissioner the parties
agreed that a receiver should be appointed to file a suit
to determine the ownership of the house, and a receiver
was appointed, but no suit was filed. The Commission·e r recorded evidence on the other two issues, and
came to findings thereon. The matter then came before
May Oung, J., who passed an order reversing the Commissioner'R finding as regards one of ·the issues and
modifying it as regards the ·other. )· He also com_mented
on the fa.c t that no suit as regards the house had
been filed and said ·that he would fix a day to try
·(I) (1894) I7 All.
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the remaining issue, i.e., as to to whom the house
belonged. The plaintiff appealed from this order r so
far as it decided the first two issues. The preliminary
objection was taken that no appeal lay, the order not
being a " ·judgment". A number of authorities
including Yeo Eng Byan v. B eng Seng & Co. (1) were
cited but not discussed, with the exception t hat the
definition of Couch, C.J. , in The Justices of the Peace
for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company (2) was
quoted at length (but without its qualifications) and
was stated to have been generally accepted. The
decision appealed against was held to be a " judgment "
as it was a determination of the rights of the parties
as regards two of the three issues, " final as far as
concerns the Original Side of this Court, and that the
judge or his successor could not in his final j udgment
reverse the findings already arrived at". From this
conclusion I must respectfully differ.
In Mooljee Dharsee & Co. v. lVI. E. Moolla (3) the
Appellate Side, on an application to stay execution of a
decree pending appeal therefrom ordered a stay, " the
security already given being accepted, with·liherty·to the
respondent to apply for fresh or further security, if
it is decided that the security given is invalid or insufficient". The Judge on the Original Side after
enquiry accepted the security as valid and sufficient.
On appeal from his order it was held· by the Bench
(Heald and Chari, JJ. ), that it did not determine any
. right or liability which arose between the parties on ·
the Original Side~ and was not, therefore, a "judgment". In discussing " the now classic " case of
The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas
Company (2), it was observed that the expression ,{affects
.t he merits of the case by determining some right or
liability " was not intended. to cover the determin~tion
· . .(x) (1924) 2 Ran. 469.

(2) .(1872) 8 Ben. :L.R. 433 • (3) (1925) 3 Ran. 255·
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<>f every right or liability, as was shown by the succeeding sentence where Couch, C.J ., states that a final
judgment determines the whole case or suit and a
preliminary or interlocutory judgment determines only
a part of it. It seems to me clear that the learned
j"~1dges would not have held that a finding on a
preliminary issue which had the effect of allowing a
suit to proceed was a "judgment ".
This case was followed, this time by Heald and
Lentaigne, JJ., in Mahomed Hussain v. Hoossain
Hamadanee & Co. (1) where they held that an
-order of dismissal of an application for the examil:lation of a witness on commission is not a judgment,
Tuljaram Row v. Alagappa Chettiar (2) being cited
as showing that a refusal to issue a commission "is
a purely interlocutory order and not a judgment
terminating a suit or other proceedings or affecting
the merits ''.
It was again followed by the same Bench in
Menga Singh v. Sucha Singh (3) where they held that
an order under Order XXXVIII, rule 5, of the Civil
Procedure Code directing the defendant to give
security before judgment did not come within clause
13 of the Letters Patent.
In Sooniram Jeetmul v. R. D. Tata & Co. (unreported
Civil Miscellaneous No. 82 of 1925), Sir Guy
Rutledge, C.j., and Maung Ba, J., dealt with an appeal
from an order of the judge on the Original Side
giving leave to institute a suit on the ground that
· part of the cause of action arose in Rangoon.
The appeal is stated to have been admitted on the
·authority of DeSouza v. Coles (4) and Hubbeeb v.
· Joosub (5)? but there is no discussi~:m. . 0
i.

.

(I) (I925) 3 Ran. 293·
(3) (1925) 3 Ran. 307 .
. (2) (I9IO) 35 Mad. I
(4) (1868) 3 M.H.C. 3~4·
(5) (1874) 13 B.L.R. 103.
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Arumugam Chettyar v. Kanappa Chettyar (1)>P.K.P.V.E. cited to us, is merely a decision that where an
~~r::- appeal from an order is allowed by the Civil ProceCHETTYAR
dure Code, such an order is to be construed as a
AND
ANOTHER
"judgment, " and is not in point.
N~A.
In Hajee Tar Mahomed v. Zulaikha Bai (2) a suit
c~~~:,AR was filed on the Original Side for the administration of
the estate of one Esak Vally Mahomed, the allegation
0 RMISTON, 1•
of the plaintiff being that Esak and the defendants were
partners in a business carried on in Rangoon and the
Shan States. The defendants took the preliminary
objection that the Original Side had no jurisdiction because the business was not carried on in Rangoon. The
learned Judge tried as a preliminary issue the question
whether or not_this Court had jurisdiction, and found
that it had, inasmuch as the business was carried on.
partly in Rangoon. The defendants claimed to be
entitled to appeal from this finding, \?ilhich was a
finding on a preliminary issue, on the ground that it
was a "judgment" within the meaning of clause 13.
On the authority of Sooniram Jeetmul v. R. D. Tata
& Co. (unreported ; supra) and the two cases therein
referred to, it was held by Heald and Darwood, JJ.,
that an appeal lay. After having pointed out that in
Hubbeeb v. Joosub (3) some doubt had been cast on
some of the reasons given for the decision in DeSouza
v. Coles (4) and that DeSouza v. Coles was an appeal
not from a finding that a Court had jurisdiction but
from ari order refusing to give leave to institute the
suit in the High Court, the learned judges went on
to say · :- " It is however clearly desirable that . an
appeal should lie since otherwise much '' time and
money might be . wasted _in a Court which might
ultimately be found to have no jurisdiction. " The
1928

(1) (1927) 5 Ran. 99·
(2) (1927) 5 Ran. 782.

(3) (1874) 13 B.L.R. 103;
(4) (x868) 3 M.H.C. 384.
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1 2
logical corollary of this decision if it is correct,
9 8
appears to be that the decision on any preliminary P.K.P.V.E.
CHIDAi'\1issue, if its effect is to allow a suit to proceed, is sARAM
appealable. But with all respect · I am unable to C~YAR
agree with either the decision or the grounds on ANOTHER
v.
which it is based. The argumentum ab inconvenienti
N.A.
CHETTYAR
is not in itself conclusive, and, as I have already
FrRM.
indicated in my opinion, the ~alance of convenience ORMisToN, J.
is the other way. The reasoning in Hubbeeb v. Joosub
(1) on which the case is really based is not convincing,
the right between the parties which it deterrnined
being merely the right to compel defendants who are
out of the jurisdiction to defend the suit in the High
Court rather than to defend it in t he Court of the
local area where they are resident. If it is to be
supported at all, it can, I think, be supported only
on the principle adopted by :Sittleston, J., in DeSouza
v. Coles (2), a principle which has since its enunciation
found little favour except in the judgment of Wallis,
J., in Sonachalam Pillai v. Kumaravelu Pillay (2).
In Abowath v. Abowath (3) the observations before
cited of Robinson, C.J ., in Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng
& Co. (4), were again quoted and applied by Sir
Guy Rutledge, C.J., and Carr, J ., and it was held that
an order of the Judge sitting on the Original Side
.directing the return of an award to the arbitrators to
enable them to file it a~cording to the proper procedure
was not a "judgment," because the Judge had not
purported finally to decide any right between the parties.
The last case cited to us ·was Syed Khan v. Syed
Ebrahim (5), a decision of Sir Guy Rutledge, C.J.,
and Brown, J., ·as to what is a " final order " within
the meaning of section 109 of the ·civil Procedure
Code. The plaintiff -filed a suit in a District Court

{1) {1874) 13 -B.L.R. 103.
(3) (1927) 6 Ran. 25.
(2) (x868) 3 M.H.C. 834.
(4) (1924) 2 Ran. 469.
(5) (1927) 6 Ran. 169·.
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claiming a right of pre-emption under Mohammedan
P.K.P.V.E law. The District Court dismissed the suit on the
CHIDAMBARAM
ground that such right did not exist in Burma. In
CH!~YAR October 1925 the High Court on appeal held that the
ANOTHER
right did exist, and reversing the decision of the·
v.
N.A.
District Court, remanded the case for trial. The
CHETTYAR
FIRM.
plaintiff won on the merits and the High Court on
ORM~~.J. appeal confirmed the decision in May 1927. The
defendant applied for leave to appeal to His Majesty
in Council not only against the points decided in May
1927, but also against the point decided in October
1925. It was held that the question of the right
of pre-emption was a cardinal issue between the parties
which was finally decided in October 1925, that it was.
a "final order" within the meaning of section 109 ;
that the defendant could have then applied for leave ;
that the question of pre-emption was not in dispute
when the case was finally decided in May 1927 ; and
that the defendant could not again raise the point
over again in applying for leave to appeal against the·
points decided in May 1927. The Court however,
holding that there were two other substantial points
of law, gave leave to appeal thereon. Unfortunately,.
the appeal dropped owing to the defendant failing to
give security, and the opportunity of obtaining the views
of their Lordships of the Privy Council as to the·
correctness of the decision that leave should not be·
given in respect of the issue of pre-emption ·was lost ..
It may be noted also that the case of Ma Mi v ..
Kalenthar Ammal (unreported ; supra) in which Sir
Sidney Robinson, C.J., had expressed a view appa~ently
contrary to that enunciated by Sir Guy Rutledge was·
not ·before the Court. However, as . I have said
before, cases on the meaning of the expression . " final
order , . are of little assistance in the task of interpreting
the term ._u judgment ".
1 2

9 8
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From this review, it is clear that the Vlew taken · 1 928
by Bittleston, J., in DeSouza v. Coles (1) that every P.K.P.V.E
•
CHIDAM·
adjudication is a judgment has been disapproved 1n
BARAM
the vast majority of the decisions, and it is· practically CH~;A~t
common ground that some test must be adopted. ANOTHER
The ·definition of Sir Richard Couch, C.J., in The
N~A.
Justice of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas c~=~R
Company (2) pressed upon us by Mr. Hay, if isolated 0 RM-;;:-N, r.
from its context, has been not infrequently cited and
treated as conclusive without discussion. Taken with
its qualifications it contains the germ of the later
doctrine enunciated by Sir Arnold White, C.J., in
Tuh'aram Row v. Alagappa Chettiar (3) but has been
held to be defective in that it apparently excludes
decisions on points of procedure, which have the effect
of finally deciding questions in issue between the
parties to a suit or proceeding so far as the Court
deciding them is concerned. On the other hand, the
test enunciated by Sir Arnold White, C.J., and adopted
in Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co. (4), the
keynote of which is finality in relation to the Court
· passing the order, has the merit of simplicity and, as
pointed out by Sir Shadi Lal, C.J., in Ruldu Singh v.
Sanwal Singh (5), affords a ·working rule in respect
of the great majority of interlocutory orders. I am of
the opinion that in the decision of the question referred
to us it should be applied. And, in applying it, I am
fortified by the opinion of Sir Richard Garth, C.J., in
Ebrahim v. Fuckhrunissa Begum (6) that the decision
on an issue which has the effect of allowing a suit to
proceed does not ." affect the merits or result of the
. whole ~.uit " in that it does not .decide the case one
· way or ~nother, and is, therefore, not a "judgment.'.'
(1) (t868) 3 M.H.C. 384.
(2) (1872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433·
(3) (x9xo) 35 Mad. I.

(4) (1924) 2 Ran. 469.
· . (s) (1922) 3 Lah. x88.

(6) (1878) ·4 Cal. 531.
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affidavit setting out.. what the learned Judge had
said. But the learned Judge might equally well have
contented himself by intim.ating that he would hear the
evidence and at the end of the case would deliver a
judgment covering all the issues. In this last event the
parties would have known perfectly well what ·was
in. his mind, but the party against whom it was practi·Cally certain that the issue had been decided would
have been powerless to appeal. All three possible
courses would have been equally legitimate, and it
seems incongruous that the question of whether or not
an appeal lies in such a case should depend on
whether the learned Judge had stated, or even written,
his determination on a preliminary 1ssue.
For these reasons my answer to the question
r.eferred is in the negative.
If the view which I have taken is correct, it
follows that certain cases in this Court have been
wrongly decided, and that they should be over-rulect
These cases are Moolla Goolam Mahomed v. Ameen_
Bee Bee; Sooniram Jeetmul v. R. D. Tata & Co.
(both unreported; supra) and Hajee Tar Mohamed v.
Zulaikha Bqi (1).
PRATT, C.J.-In the order of reference I have
already given :my reasons for holding that the
finding of the learned Judge on the Original Side
does not amount to a judgment within the tneaning
of Article 13 of the Letters Patent.
·
I have now the opp0rtunity of reading my
brother Ormiston's answer to the reference, in which
I fully concur.
In view of his exhaustive analysis of the
authorities . on the subject, it seems unnecessary to
discuss them at ~ny. length.
(x) (1927) 5 Ran. 782.
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I would, however, remark that I agree with the
P.K.P.V.E. observation . of Macleod, C.J., in Goverdhanlalji v.
c=~- Chandraprabhavati (1) that the distinction between
CHETTYAR • decisions and orders, which stand by th~mselves; and
AN:~a decisions ~n a single issue, is a very real one. I am
-N~A..
also at one with him, when he says that it is not
CF!~~Aa desirable on general principles that a suit should be
.....__
tried piecemeal, and a decision on an issue to the
PRA~, C:J · euect
a
· I of t h e sutt
· s h ou ld. proceed does
t h at t h e tna
not amount to a judgment.
As held by Robinson, C.J;, in Yeo Eng Byan v.
Beng Seng & Co. (2) an order which merely paves
the way for the determination of the question between the parties cannot be considered to· be a
judgment. The finding with which we are concerned
is one, in effect, which decides that the ·suit is
maintainable, and so paves the way for .the determination of the main question between the parties.
It does not .finally decide the rights of the
parties and will be subject to attack on appeal, if the
<;J.ecree is ultimately against the appellant.
I would point out that the finding which forms
the subject of the present reference is in an entirely
different category to the order in ~he recent bench case
ofMaHman v. The Official Receiver (CivilMiscellaneous
J\ppeal No. 6 of 1928). We there held that an order
of the Judge on the qriginal Side allowing the Official
Receiver commission at 5 per cent on the sale proceeds
of certain properties sold by a firm of auctioneers
under the orders of the Court was a judgment. Our
r.eason . was that the order in question was in effect
a decree in favour of the Official Receiver for a large
sum of money. ·on the:facts,. obviously, had there been

---1928

,,..

(x) (1.925) 27 Bom. L.)l. 1496.

(2) (1924) 2 Ran. 461.
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no right of appeal a grave injustice woufd have
resulted· to appellants.
I would answer the · question referred in the
negative.

1928

P.K.P.V.E.
CHIDAM-

BWM.

CHETIYAR

AAD .

ANOTHER

CARR, J.-I agree with the judgment of my lean~ed
brother Ormiston and with his ans,~.rer to the question
referred.
In particular I agree that when I said ip. Moolla
Goo/am Mahomed v. Ameena Bee Bee (Civil First
Appeal No. 153 of 1924), that preliminary findings
on certain issues were final and could not be reversed
tn the final judgment, I was wrong.
CUNLIFFE, J.,-On the 1st of September, 1927,
Chari, J., on the Original Side of this Court, passed an
order dealing with various contentions raised in a
suit before him . on a hundi. It is apparent fr01n
the learned Judge's order that a number of arguments
were raised before him on the question of the legal
liability of the 1st and 3rd defendants. They were
of a technical nature and do not appear to have ·had
much merit. At any rate, the order concludes with
. these words :-"For these reasons no final order ·is
possible either against the 1st defendant or ·agaih.st
. the 3rd defendant on the arguments raised by the
learned advocat~ on their behalf. The -case will
"
therefore, proceed .
And so it would have proceeded, had there not
been some delay in collecting evidence on commtsswn.
Taking advantage of the delay, . however, the
parties adversely aff~cted, obviously against ·the
intention of the learned Judge who desired to dispose
. of the whole case as soon as possible in a ·business

"·

N.A.
CHETTYAR
FIRM.

PRATI,

C.J.
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like manner, took the opportunity of coming to this
P.K.P.V.E. Court in appeal.
CHJOAM'BARAM
It is argued that the order passed by Chari, J. ,
CHBTrYAR
is a judgment within Article 13 of our Letters
AND
ANOTHER
Patent. In my opinion, it is not a judgment at all.
v.
N:A.
It may be part of a judgment: but it was certainly
CHETTYAR
never contemplated by the Letters Patent that, at
FIRM.
CUNLIFFE, J. every stage of the final hearing of a case, litigants
dissatisfied with the view expressed ·by the trying
Judge should immediately proceed to the Court of
Appeal. One can imagine the sta~e of . affairs wliere
six or seven visits. to the Court of Appeal on six or
seven issues decided against the contentions of one '
or other of the parties would precede the final disposal
of. the case. In these circumstances I agree that
the question referred to the Full Bench should be .
answered in the negative.
D ARWOOD,

1928

Aug.

2.

J.-1 concur ..

PRATT, C.J., and CuNLIFFE, J. -The Full Bench
having decided that the finding under appeal is not
a judgment, the appeal does not lie and is accordingly
dismissed with costs for two days full hearing.
· Advocate's fees twenty· gold mohurs 'for the Full
Bench and ten for the Bench.
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Before Sir Hmry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

A. MALAKYI
v.
KO PO NYEIN AND OTHERS.*
E vidence Act (I of 1872), s. 92-Section applicable only to parties to an instrument-Third party's rights ttnaffected~Third party can prove fraudulent
dealing with his own property or notice of his title.
Section 92 of the Evidence Act i:. applicab)e to an instrument as betwc~n the
parties to such as instrument or their representatives in interest, but it does not
p revent proof of a fraudulent dealing with a third person's property, or proof
of notice that-the property purporting to be absolutely conveyed in fact belonged
to a third person, who was not a party to the conveyance.
Consequently a person who had sold his land by a registered conveyance to
another, but who was·in possession of that land in pursuance of an oral contract
of resale, can prove, as ~gainst a plaintiff who has bought the land from the
ostensible owner, that such owner has no absolute title, and that there is an
agreement with him of repurchase in fraud of which the sale was effected.

Ma Kyin v. Ma Shwe L a, 9 L .B:R. II4 (P.C.)-followed.
Maung Bin v. Ma Hlaing, 3 L .B.R. zoo-distinguished.

A. B . Banerjee for the appellant.
Hay for the respondents.
PRATT, C.J., and ORMISTON, J.-Respondents 1 to .J
defendants in the trial Court have filed a crossobjection to the action of the Court in refusing to
allow· them t<> prove their case with re~pect · to the
holdings other than No. 17N, which forms the subject
of plaintiff's appeal. Plaintiff based his title to the
. holdings · in dispute on a conveyance from ·the
P.L.A.V.N.K. firm.
D efendants . case was that althougp. they had given
the P.L.A.V.N.K. firm a conveyance of these lands,
there was an oral con~ract of resale in pursuance of
* Civl First Appeal No. 297 of 1927 against the judgment of the District
· Court of P yapon in Civil Regular No. 29 of i9z6.
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which they were in posse~siol), ~nd that the sale by
A. MALAKYI P.L.A.V.N.K. to plaintiff, who was fully aware that his
K~·Po
venqor h~d no right tp sell, was fraud:JJlent. The
~~":~ trial Court held that defendants were precluded by
- ·c section 92 of the Evidence Act·"from giving evidence
P RAT't, •1., f h
•
· i.No
o t e oral agreement for repurchase, rely1ng
on t 11e
ORMISTON J.
. .t7l/T
11ff
HZazng
. (1) . 1 h e lower
.
' ru1.1ng 1n
r.1aung B.
. zn v. .J.v.La
Court has overlooked the . ruling of their Lordships
of the ~rivy Council ·in l.Vlay.ng Kyin v. Ma Shwe
La (2).
It wa~ the.n. pointed· out (at pag.es 1:42 and 137)
that section 92 is applicable to an instrument as between
the p~rties to such an instrum.e nt or t4eir repre~ent
ati.ves in interest: but 1t does not prevent proof of a
fraudulent deahng with a t~ird person's property; O!
pro9f of nqtice that the property purporting to be
absolutely conveyed in fact belonged to a third person,
.
who was not party to the conveyance.
We consider in view of this ruling that defendants
were· clearly entitled as against plaintiff to prove that
his vendee has not aq absolute title, and that they
are in possession under an agreement of r( punhase.
They are also entitled to prove that the· sale by · the
Chetty~r firm to plaintiff was in fraud of them.
We wo-qld point out that as no question of specific
perfo~m~nce of contract is involved section 21 of the
Sp~ci~c Relief Act has · no application.
We set aside the finding and decree of the trial
Court so far as holdings Nos. 26 and 27 and the
house are concerned and remand the suit for trial on
the merits.
Defendants will have the costs on their objectioJ;l
in this Court.
Costs in the trial Court to follow final disposal.
1 928

·

a

(r) (x9os)· 3 L.B.R.

x~o.

(2) (1"917) 9 L.B.R. II4·
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Before Mr. justice Carr and Mr. justice Maung Ba.

MA

DAN
V.

TAN CHONG SAN

1928
Aug. 23.

AND OTHERS.*

Limitation Act (IX of 1908), ss. 4, rz-Period of appeal e:xpiring on a day Court
is closed-Application for copies of jt~dgment atzd decree made on reopening
of Court-Appellant whether entitled to benefit of s. zz-Right of appeal alive
a~d subsisting.
Held, that if the period of appeal expires on a day the Court is closed for
vacation and the appellant has not till then made any application for copies of
the judgment and decree, but does so on the day the Court reopens, whilst his
right of appeal is still alive and subsisting in virtue of s. 4 of the Limitation Act,
he can claim the benefit of s. 12 of the Act and file his appeal the day after the
copies of judgment and decree are ready for delivery.
Siyadat-utz-nissa v. Muhammad, 19 All. 343; Tukaram v. Pattdurang, 25
Bom. 584-rejerred to.

K . C. Bose for the appellant.
Choon Fong for the 1st respondent.
On the 7th of D ecember 1927, the Original Side
Judge passed an order in Civil Miscellaneous Gase
No. 82 of 1927, refusing the application ·of the
~ppellant for the winding up of .a certain Comp;:\ny
under the Companies Act, and 'advised her to file a
regular suit in respect of. her claim. She had twenty
days to file her appeal from the date of the judgment,
which expired during the Christmas vacation when
the .C ourt was closed. She had made no application
till then · for copies of the judgment and decree.
On the day the Court reopened, viz. the 3rd of
January 1928, when she was entitled to file her
app ~al in virtue of section 4 of the Limitation Act, she
applied for copies of the judgment and decree and
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 5 of 1928 from the judgment of the
Original Side in Ci~il Miscellaneous No. 8z of 'L~z7.
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MADAN

v.
TAN CHONG
SAN AND
OTHERS.

obtained them on the lOth January 1928. The appeal
was filed on the 11th January 1928 and she claimed
the benefit of section 12 of the Limitation Act for the
exclusion of the time requ1s1te for obtaining the
copies in computing the period of limitation. Mter
notice to the respondents their Lordship~ passed the
following order:-

CARR and MAUNG BA, JJ.-·On the question of
limitation we think, following the cases teported m
19 All. 342 and 25 Born. 584, that the appeal was
·in time.
Appeal admitted .

.APPELLATE CIVIL.
B ef.ore Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and l'v!r. justice Ormiston
and on reference bcfore Mr. justice Carr.

WOR MOH LONE &
Aug. 28.

CO.

v.
THEJAPANCOTTONTRADINGCOY., LTD.*
Contract for rice, construction of-Seller's option to deliver p·roduce of one of
specified mills-Seller's own mill not specifically mentioned-Destruction of
seller's mill by fire ·before issue of milling notice-Refusal of seller to supply
from any of the other mills~Optio1t clause, construction of.
Plaintiff-respondents sued defendant-appellants for damages ·for bre~ch of
their contract to supply rice. The cor.tract was embodied in 'the standard
form of·bought and sold notes for rice contracts in Rangoon. The last clause
enabled the sellers to deiiver rice ot the milling of some twenty named mills
in which however their own mill was not included.
There were some clauses
which possibly indicated that the sellers could deliver the p rodu~e of their own
mill. One of the clauses exempted the sellers from liability to .deliver in case
of accident to machinery. Betore the issue of any milling notice the seller's
mill burnt down, and they failed to give delivery. They contended that their·
contract was prima.rily to . deliver rice from their own mill, and, · th~t havi~g
burnt down, they were exempted from liability. The last clause merely gave
.t hem an additional option :io supply ·i:ice from any of the specified mills but
• Civil First Appeal N o. 157 of 1928 against the judgment of the O riginal
Side in Glvil Regular No. 96 of 1927.
..

,•. :
; ·

.
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they were not bound to exercise that discretion. The trial Court held that
the sellers were liable for the breach of contract on the ground that the contract
was not restricted to the produce of the seller's mill. Defendants appealed.
Held, (ORMISTON, J., dissenting) that the contract was one for the sale of rice
which the appellants having failed to deliver, rendered them liable in damages
It was not a contract to sell rice of their own milling and even assuming they
could deliver rice from their own mill (CARR, J., doubting this), its destruction
before issue of any milling noticl'\ relating to this particular mill, did not
exempt the appellants from delivering rice from any of the specified mills.

Arracan Company, Limited v. Hamadanee fst Co.,
distinguished.

I I

B.L.T. 63-

Clark for the appellants.
N. M. Cowasjee for the respondents.
PRATT, C.J.,-Plaintiffs the Japan Cotton Trading
Company, Limited, sued the defendants Wor Moh
Lone & Co. for damages for breach of a contract to
supply 2,000 bags of rice on or before the 20th
September 1927.
The contract was embodied in a printed Rice
Sale Note, Exhibit A, in the form commonly ~sed in
similar transact~ohs.
It contains provisions regarding gunnies, twine,
day and night milling at seller's option, delivery exhopper, right of sellers of require a deposit in case
of a fall in price, payment in case before removal ,etc.
Clause 16 runs "accidents to machinery, strikes
or sickness of mill hands or coolies always excepted."
The final clause No. 19 gives a long list of firms
whose milling the defendants have the option · of
delivery.
Defendants' . case was that on a true construction
of the contract and en the intention of the parties,
the contract was one for the supply of rice from
- defendants' own mill, ·that clause 19 merely gave the
sellers the option . of supplying ~ice from the · other.
mills specified, but that the contract was primarily
..for the sale of rice of defendants' own mil_ling.

1928
WoRMoH
&Co.

LONE

v.
THE ] AP.AN
CoTTON
TRADING

Cov., LTo.
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It was contended therefore that as defendants,
mill was b~rnt down they were absolved from perLoN~~Co.
v.
formance of the contract.
T~)~AN
The learn ~d Judge who heard the case was
CoT-TON
TRAt>IN~
un~ble to accept this contention. He held that the
Cpv.-,J~l'o.
contract was generally for sale of a certain quantity
PRATT, C J.
of rice of a specified quality, that taking the wording
of the sale note as it stood there was nothing to
justify the inference that the parties intended or
contemplated, even primaFiiy, the sale by the defendants of the produce of their own mill, nor was there
any express statement to this effect. He came to
t}le conclusion that the contract gave sellers an option
of delivery from their own mill if they chose, and
that, if they did not so choose, they could deliver
from any of the other mills spe~ified in the final
clause. As no intimation of intention . to deliver fr~m
a particular mill had been given and no milling
notice issued, the Court was of opinion that the burri.,.
ing down of defendants' mill did not absolve them
frorn liability to perform the contract. Plaintiffs were
accordingly granted a decree for damages ..
On appeal it has been ar!:,ued before us that, taking
the Sale Note as it stands, apart from the last clause,
it must be construed as a contract by a miller to
deliver rice milled in his own mill, cl-ause 19 giving
· him an added option, at his discretion, of supplying
rice from other specified mills.
The contract being therefore primarily for delivery
of rice from defendants' ·own mill, when their mill was
burnt down, it was optional with them to terminate the
contract or deliver · rice from any of the mills specified
in clause 19, but . they were not bound tq perform
their contract by delivering rice from otq·e r mills .
.J agree with the learn.e d Judge ·on ·· the Origina"I ·
construction
Side .that the contract will not bear
. this
.
WoRMoH
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1928
Tpe form of note used (Ex. A) may have been originally intended for sales by millers of rice from their awn WOJ!MOH
LoNE &co•
.mjlls. Tht wor9,ing is Sl.Jitable and was probably
v.
THE}APAN
designed in th~ fix:st inst~nce for such transaction.
COTToN
There is, however, no doubt that the form has TRADING
Cov., LTD.
become the standard form for bought and sold notes
for- rice contracts, as my learned brother points out PRATT, C.].
in his judg~ent. Though the wording in the earlier
clauses is more especially applicable to the circum-:stances of sales by a miller of the produce of his mill,
yet, as pointed out by the trial Judge, it is not
incompatible with the sale of rice from other mills.
l t is obvious that too much stress cannot be laid
on the exact terms of the earlier clauses, as apply-ing
to d.e termine from the seller's own mill, since the
last clause gives the option of supplying from any of
.a long list of mills.
It rpay or may not have been understood that
th,e . defendants were at liberty to supply rice of their
own milling, but the contract is silent on the point.
I am quite unable to read the note, as it . stands.
as a contract by the s-eller to sell rice of his own
milling.
He is given the choice of delivering rice milied by
a large number of specified firms.
D efendants had not elected to supply rice from
their own mill or issued any milling notice. This
fact differentiates the case from that of the Arracan
Company, Limited v. H. Hamadanee &f Co. (1), in
that in the case cited the sellers had issued a milling
notice and commenced delivery from their own mill
before it was burnt down.
It is not alleged that there .was any thing to
prevent sellers from milling Tice of contract quality
(I) (I9I8)' II B.L.T. 6J.
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from one of the mills specified in clause 19 of the·
contract.
v.
. In the present instance the defendants had not
.THE JAPAN
given notice of intention to deliver rice from their
COTTON
TRADING
CpY.,LTD. own mill~ nor does the contract show that they intended
to do so.
PRATT, ·c.J.
Clause 16, on which stress has been laid, will
refer to the mill from which delivery is to be taken,
as pointed out by the Bench in the case already
cited. There is no reason to confine its application
to defendants' mill, which is not mentioned in the
contract.
Defendants do not allege that they gave notice of
their intention to rescind the contract or of their
inability to perform ·it, when their mill was burnt
.down.
It is clear that the burning of the mill did not
rende·r the contract impossible of performance, and
the presumption: is that the real reason of nonp.erformance was the unfavourable state of the
market.
I agree with the trial Judge that defendants were
not absolved ftom performance of their contract.
I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

WoalVroH
LONE-~ -Co.

ORMISTON, J.- This is an appeal of the defendants
·from. a decree · of the Original Side awarding damages
to the plaintiffs for the breach by the defendants of
a contract to sell rice.
The issues were : (1) Are the defendants exempted from delivery
of rice according to the ·contract ·b y the
terms of clauses (16) and · (19) . of · the
. sold note or by any local usage ?
(2) Assuming . that the d~fendants are, by reason ·
.··stated above,· exempted from performing .
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that contract, had they by subsequent
conduct waived that claim ?
(3) To what damages, if any, are the plaintiffs
entitled ?

WoRMOH

LoNE & Co.
v.
THE }APAN

CorroN

The learned Judge having answered the first issue Jo~~Li'o.
in the negative,. the second issue did not arise, and he 0 RMISTON,
J•
adjourned the hearing for evidcmce on the third issue.
At the adjourned hearing the defendants did not
contest the issue of damages and a decree was
passed in favour of the plaintiffs for the amount
claimed.
If the appeal is successful the case vyill have to
be remanded to the Original ~ide to take evidence
on the second issue.
As regards the first issue, two of the grounds o"f
appeal are directed to the finding that the defendants
were exempted by reason of a local usage, but
no part of the argument has been directed to these
grounds.
·
The contract, which was entered into on the 15th
January, 1927, was that the defendants should sell
and the plaintiffs should buy 2,000 bags of rice of a
particular quality at an agreed rate, delivery to be
taken on or before the 20th February, 1927. The
defendants are rice-millers vvhose mill was burnt
down on the 27th January, 1927. No milling notice
of their own or any other mill was issued by the
defendants to the ·plaintiffs, and no paddy was
de]ivered on or before the 20th February, 1927.
The contract was embodied in what has for
many years been the standard form of bought and
·solei. notes f01 rice contracts. Its ;material _provisions
it will be convenient first to summ-arise.
· By clause J the rice is to be Ngatsain .
Nga~
kyauk, at sellers' option, usual S.Q. Quality - cleaned

a::
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rice. The gr·ain to he fair avetage of quality procurWoR MoH able at the time of milling.
LONE & Co•
.v.
Clause 4 provides that the buyer .is to supply
THE JAPAN
•
·CorroN
gunnies and twthe.
I f owing to 1ate arrival at mill of
c~or;o. his gunnies or other causes, the sellers' gunnies are
-. -..
used, the rate to b e paid is prescribed, as is also the
aRl\USTON,
J.
-1...
•
Clauses 5 and 6
1s twtne.
rate for t he use of ...
prescribe rates . for bagging, sewing and shipping,
and for landing and rece-iving gunnies at mill.
Under clause 7 the rice is to be milled by day
and night at sellers' option.
or
.
.
Clause 8 stipulates that delivery is to be taken
ex-hopper on or before the 20th February, 1927, date
at sellers' option and . payment is to be made in cash
before any rice is removed, but not in any case later than
immediately after milling. Payment is to be made
in cash . on completion of each 1,000 bags if required.
Clause 10 gives the se!ler the right of disposing
of any rice milled against the contract by private or
public sale on buyer's account.
By reason of clause 13 the buyer cannot claim
the right of leaving the rice in the sellers' godown
after the 15 days allowed for removal have elapsed.
Clause 15 gives the seller, on the expiry of the 15
days, the right of removing the rice to other than
mill godowns at the risk and expense of buyer
after 24 hours' notice had been given.
Clause 16 is :-'' Accidents to machinery, strikes
or sickness of mill han~s always excepted."
Clause 19 provides thaf. " sellers have the right
of delivering . under this contract the milling of ,
some twenty named mills, in which .the mill ·of the
defendants. is not
. . included.
.. .
.. This form of rice contract provided the subject
matter of a . decision of a Bench of ·t he late Chief
1

9z8

...
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1 92 8
Court of Lower Burma in Arracan Company, Limited
v. H. Hamadanee & Co. (1). The d<'tfendant-appellant Woa MoH
agreed to sell to the plaintiff-respondents 10,000 bags LoNEv~ Co.
of rice, delivery to be taken ex-hopper in April, T~~~~~
1916, and gave to them a milling notice on its own TRADING
mill. The plaintiffs took delivery of 6,442 bags from Cov.• LTD.
t h e d ef end ants ' mil 1 up to the 26th Apn"} when t h e ORMISTON,}.
mill was burnt down and deliveries under the contract ceased. Clause 18 (corresponding to c1ause 19
of the form before us) gave the seller the right to
deliver under the contract the milling of se~en specified firms, the defendant's r:p.ill not being therein
included. The plaintiffs sued for damages and the
defendant relied on clause 16 (the clause exempting
accidents to machinery). The lower Court held that
clause 18 applied, not only to the defendants' mill,
but to the other mills mentioned therein as well,
and that the defendant was bound to deliver from
those other mills, if it could not deliver from its
own mills. The Appellate Court pointed out that
the Judge of the lower Court was· "in error in construing clause 18, which is clearly inserted for the
benefit of the seller, as if it imposed an obligation
upon the seller to deliver, in certain circumstances,
from all the mills. Clause 16 clearly refers to the mill
from which delivery is to be taken, or is being
taken; and means that if that mi1l breaks down, the
seller is absolved from giving or completing delivery
of so much rice as the buyer would have had to
take from that mill, if ·it had not broken down.
The clause absolves the seller from anticipating and
providing against a breakdown in the mill from which
delivery is _to be giv~n." Consequently; as the
defendant under the contract was entitl.e4 to say that
it would give·· delivery from one mill only, and had

(:.) (z-9i8) u B.L.T. 63.
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said so by giving a milling notice on its own mill.
WoR MoH Clause 16 applied to a breakdown in the defendants'
LoNE v~ Co. mill which actually occurred, and the defendant was
THEe JAPAN absolved from any further delivery."·
TRADING
In the case before us the circumstances are
COY.,LTD. d'ff
.
h as t h e d ef endants h ave g1ven
.
1 erent, 1nasmuc
no
ORMrsToN, J. mi1ling notice on their own or any other mill.
The
learned Judge on the Original Side said that if he
could have accepted the defendants'· contention that
't he sale contemplated by the contract was primarily
the sale of the produce of their own mill, though an
option is given to supply the produce of any one of
other specified mills, they were bound to succeed.
He was, however, unable to accept that contention •
.Nor was he able to accept the contention of the
plaintiff that the defendants were bound to supply
rice of the milling of one of the mills specified in
clause 19, and not from their own mill. In his
opinion, the clause gave the defendants an option to
deliver from their own mill if they chose to do. so,
and, if they did not so choose, to deliver from any
ofthe other miJls specified. As he put it;~~ the defendants' mill is, by implication, one of the mills from which
they. can, if they choose, deliver rice." He distinguished the Arracan case (1) on the ground that, in
the present case, no milling notice had b~en issued
and no election had been made by the seller, and
clause 16 could not begin to operate till such election
was
made. Consequently, he held that the
burning of their mill did not, under clause 16, absolve
the defendants from .liability to perform the contract.
Mr. Clark's argument i~ that, on
construction,
the contract is one by a miller to deliver rice which
lS the product . of his own mill; that if ·his OWri mill
IS disabled, clause 16 applies and . he Is· excused;_
1928

OTTO~

its

(x) .(I9I8)

II

B.L.T. 63;
·.:
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and that clause 19 is merely a superadded option,
1928
capable of exercise by the seller only, to deliver rice Woa MoH
LoN£ & ·co.
which is the product of other mills. Consequently,
v.
when the defendants' mill was put out of action, they ~!::.;~
were at liberty, either to take up the position that J'RADrc
they need deliver no rice, or if they choose, to o y., To.
deliver rice from one of the specified mills.
ORMISToN, J.
Looking at the contract as a whole, in my view
it is cast in a form singularly inappropriate for use
by one merchant selling rice to another. On the
other hand it is entirely appropriate to the case of a
miller selling rice the product of his own .mill. The
prescription of charges for the seller's gunnies if they
have to be used owing to the late arrival at the mill of
the. buyer's gunnies, and of charges for landing gunnies
at the mill, the option given to the seller of disposing.
of rice milled against the contract on the buyer's
account, the right given to the seller of removing the rice
into other than mill godowns, all point in this direction; I do not think that it is a reasonable construction of the
clauses to which I have made reference that they
include not only the seller but the miller whom the
seller substitutes in ·his place; for in the case of a
sale by a merchant they can have no application.
Clauses 7, ·8 and 16 point even more strongly in the
direction which I have indicated. What is the use
of giving to a seller :who is not a miller an option
· to mill by day or by night? I-Iow can such a seller
deliver ex-hopper ? And what is the use of his
stipulating for payment on completion of each 1,000.
bags ?. If this were a contract by a merchant, one
would have expected, in pJace of clause 16; a.. p.ro\>·iso
exempting:.him . from liability, if; after he. had given
a n·otice specifying a particular mill, an accident
occurred. ·For these reasons, in .d.isagreement with th~
.learned Judge on the Original Side, I would hold that,
48
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apart from clause 19, the contract before us is by
WoR MoH necessary implication a contt_
a ct by a miller to sell rice
LoNE & Co.
h
d
f
h"
"}}
v.
t e pro uct o
1s own m1 .
Tc;.J.r~:Does then the insertion of clause 19 make any
T RADIL
Nc
difference? Mr. Clark's ru-gurnent is that this clause
C OY., TD.
· - -:-m erely confers an option exercisable by the seller alone,
ORMISTON, J,
. not to g1ve
. d e1"Ivery of t h e nee
. w h"1ch by t h e
. of eIectmg
remainder of the contract he had contracted _to deliver,
but, in lieu thereof, to deliver the production of the
specified mills. If the ·clause were intended to be an
integral part of the primary contract, one would have
expected i~ to be worded somewhat as follows :-'' In
-¢ e performance of the contract, the seller shall have
~he option of _d elivering his own rice, or of .one or
. anoth~r of the fo11owing mills." But in point of fact
the d~fendants~ mill is not amongst those specified. The
· l.earned Judge, holding, as I think, correctly, that the
selle-r is not precluded from selling his own rice, but
· )1oldirig, as I think, incorrectly, that the primary con..
tract is not to sell his own rice, holds further that the
sellers' mill is by necessary implication included in
~lause 19. As I have pointed out it would have been a
perfectly simple matter expressly to have included it in
~lause 19. And, on the view I take, the cpntract
being for the sale of the defendants' own rice, there
is no necessity for any implication that . their mill
· is .t o be included amongst those specified in the clause.
There is, to my mind, no tenable construction of the
COI}.tra_c t intermediate between that adopted by Mr.
Clark apd that adopted by Mr ..Cowasj_ee~ Mr. Cowasje.e
accepts the finding of the learned Judge, but does
not a~~ept the r~~soning on which it is b~sed. Mr.
C9wasjee's ~ain contention is that, under the _contract, .
the seller must deliver rice t~e product of one of the
m~lls_&pecified in clause 19. Reading as I do, the contract
~s p_
rifAarily ·one for t~e delivery of ·rice· the. product of
1 92 8

=
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1928
the defendants' mill, with a proviso that the seller may
deliver rice the product of the specified mills, I am WoRMOH
Co.
unable to accept this contention. It invovles ~he start- LoNE.&
f).
ling conclusion that the whole of the specified mills THE]APAN
CoTTON
must have been disabled before clause 16 can come into TRADING
Cov., LTo.
operation.
Mr·. Cowasjee's secondary contention is based on the ORMISTON J.
Arrat.'ln case (1 ). That case decides that if a seller
elects to deliver from a particular mill and to that end
gives a milling notice, whether on his own hlill or on
one of the specified mills, he is absolved from liability
if there is a breakdown of the mill in respect of which
notice has been given. Consequently, he argues, inasmuch as in the case before us, no milling notice at all
has been issued, and therefore, no election _ ha.~ .. been
made, clause 16 cannot come into operation·.·· ·Herein
he adopts the reasoning of the learned Judge____ori·- the
Original Side. I agree that a decision of a Bench of
the Chief Court is not lightly to be set aside, but, it does
not necessarily follow that the same consi.derations
apply to deductions from such a decision. Although
the deduction wl1ich l\1r. Cowasjee and the learned
Judge drew from the decision may seem to be its logical
corol1ary, it has to be remembered that the case before
us·was not the .case before the Court which decided the
Arracan case (1). The An·acan case could quite well
have been decided on the narrower construction of the
contract which I have adopted. The circumstances of
that case were more strongly' in favour of the seller than .
those of the present case, and it was not necessary to
put forward the interpretation which I consider to be
correct. Nor had the Court to consider what the consequerices would be, if, subsequent to th'e delivery of a
milling1 notice on a mill included in clause 1~, the mill
had been burnt down.
1

-----------------------------

(1) (191~). I I B.L.T. 6J.
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I do not consider it to be a necessary implication
~oR MoH from the view I take that, as the learned Judge says, it
LoNEv~ ~o. would be "open to the seller to say, if any of the 26
T~~~~: mills, is burnt down, that that particular mill is the one
cTRADINo
from which he intended to deliver his rice." For, on
ov., LTD. my view, the only mill to which clause 16 applies is
OaMxsToN,J. the sellers' own mill.
If the decision in the Arracan
case (1) is to be taken to be correct, and it proceeded
on a construction of the contract with whiCh I do not
agree, it by no means follows that the sellers \VOU ld be
entitled to adopt the fraudulent contention imag_ined by
the learned Judge; ·for I think it must be taken that an
intention to elect to deliver from a particular mill is quite
a different thing from an expression of that intention.
It follows from the construction of the contract
which I adopt, that the perfom1ance of the primary contract . having been excused by the destruction of the
defendants' mill, and there having been no election on
t4~!r _.p~~-~ to deliver from any other mill,. they were
under no liability to deliver rice .to the plaintiff on or
before t~e prescribed date.
I am, of course, aware that a somewhat unreal
atmosphere has surrounded the discussion of this case.
It is quite possible that all that the parties in effect
intended to do was to buy and sell, or purport to buy
and sell, rice and that, froin that point of view, nearly
the who)e of the printed form was surplusage. Nevertheless in the construction of the contract, such a
consideration ·should not be allowed to hav~. ·weight. I
am also aware that the construction put ·u pon the con- .
tract by the learned Judge is in some ·respect con. venient. But convenience is not the only thing to be
consid~red, ~nd it shf?~ld not be permitted to persuade
a Court to place a construction on a contract which it
1 928
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cannot legitimately bear. In my opinion the construe~
tion of the learned Judge does not fulfil the condition WoR MoH
· · at w h.1ch I h ave arnve
· d w1·11 Lom v.& Co..
precedent. Th e d ec1s10n
cause me the Jess regret, if it should result in the sub- Tc~:;N
stitution of a new form of rice contract for one which is CTRADLING
.
• .
•
OY., TD.
utterly unsmted to the cond1t10ns of modern bustness
in Rangoon.
I would allow the appeal, set aside the decree of the
Original Side, and remand the case to the Original
Side for hearing on the second issue. I would direct the
respondent to pay the appellants' costs of the appeal
and grant to the appellants a certificate under section
13 of the Court Fees Act, 1870.
.

.

.

·.

Their Lordships having differed made the Jollowin'g
order of reference which was heard bv Carr, J:~ :-:~·:
"The point for decision is whether, on the terms
of the Rice Sale Note Exhibit A taken in conjunction
~ith the pleadings, defendants are absolved frbm
delivery of rice according to the contract by reason of
their mill being burnt down. As we are not ·agreed
upon the point, the case is referred to a third Judge :for
decision under clause 34 of the Letters Patent."
·
.
I
CARR, J.- The facts of this case appear sufficiently
in the judgments of the learned Judges whose
difference of opinion has been referred to me. The
question before me is whether upon its proper
construction the contract in the suit is a contract for
sale and delivery of rice from the defendants' own mill
· only with the addition of an option to the seller only
·to deliV;er from othe'r mills specified in clause 19 but
·. without. any obligation upon him to ;do so in the
event of it being impossible- for him .·to deliver from ~
his own .mill, or whether .it is merely a contract · for
the sale and delivery of rice which may be delivere~ ·
from any one or more of the mills so specified and ·
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which it is incumbent upon the defendant to deliver
Wo'f( MoH from some one or more of such mills so long as it is
LONE & Co.
·
v.
poss1'ble f or h'1m to ·d o so.
Tc~~~~
The learned Judge on the Original Side arrived
cJ;~~~. at a construction intermediate between the two abov~
stated, hotding that the contract was merely one for
CARR, J.
the sale oJ rice which might, at the sellers' option,
be delivered either from any of the specified mills or
from the sellers' own mill. He thought that the sellers'
own mill, though nowhere mentione<;l in the contract,
was . by inlplication inc1uded among the mills from
which delivery might be giv~~~ I do not think that
the question of the correctness of this construction
comes . before me on this reference, but in any case
it is, unnecessary to deci<ie' upon it, for unles.s: ·the
co~struction ·first set out above, which is that put
forward by the defendant-appellants (the sellers), can
be .~scept~d the appeal must necessarily fail.
The· ·case of the Arracan Company, Limited v.
H. Hamadanee & Co. (1) has been referred to. · I have
referred to the origina:l records and find . .th~t ~.n . all
matters material to the present question the contract in
that case was identical with the one now in dispute.
But I do not think that that decision is of any assistance
in the present case. · There was no interpretation of
tl'?-e contr~ct jn_ respect of .t he question now arising.
The parties had in fact so .far interpreted it' for .thEmselves; · the . seller had given a milling notice for his
own mi~l, which had. been accepted by the buyer and
deiivery was.· in progress when that particular II:J.ill
was bqrnt down. 'Xhat the learned Judges . s~id on
this SlJ:bject wa~ merely-." In the present ca5:e .the
plaintiff accepted a ~illing notice on the defendants'
milL I~ ~us·t be taken therefqre .that the p.a rties had
r9z8

(r).(I9r8)

II

B.L.T. 63.· ..
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agreed that the defendants should be at liberty to
x92 S
give delivery under the contract from their own WoR MoH
,,
LoNa & Co.
mill . .
v.
TiiE]APAN
The contract before me contains no mention what- CoTToN
ever of the sellers' own mill but the contention TRADING
CoT., LTD.
for the defendants is that its terms are such as necessarily to imply a primary intention that the rice should
be delivered from their mill. In supporting this contention Mr. Clark has strongly urged that the contract
must be construed strictly upon its own terms, without reference to extrinsic circumstances. But he has at
the same time emphasised the fact that the defendants
are (or at that time were) millers, and had a mill
of their own. In this he is some what inconsistent for
that itself is a circumstance extrinsic to the contract.
Looking to its terms alone the contract · in IlJ.Y
opinion is simply one for the sale of rice which · '[8 ' ·
to be delivered from a mill immediately after milling.
Apart .from clause 19. the seller could satisfy . tpjs ·
contract by delivery from any mill, · so Jong as he
complied with the other terms of the contract. In
my view of it clause 19 not only gives the seller the
option of delivering from any of the mills named but'
also debars him from delivering from any other mill.
The defendants claimed that the terms of the
contract are such that they can only mean that the
. rice is to be delivered from the seller's own mill.
They rely particularly on the references to milling in
clauses 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12. None of these seem to me
to jqstify the importing ·into the contract of words
which ·it does not contain. The contract is clearly
one for rice which is to be milled and to be delivered
immediately after milling, but I :{~can ~ee no reason
why we should imply from this that the '! ·rice is to he
milled by the seller himself; The seller · had under- ·
taken to deliver rice on . those terms and whether he
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himself has or has not a mill it is incumbent on him
WoR MoH so to deliver the rice.
LoNB & Co.
The clauses which seem to me to lend most support to
v.
THB}APAN
the appellant's contention are Nos. 12, 13 and 14. Clause
COTTON
TRADING
12 provides that the buyer will be charged godown rent
CoY., LTD.
should he fail to remove the rice within fifteen days
~ARR, J.
after milling ; clause 13 that the buyer cannot claim:the
right of leaving the rice in the sellers, godown after the
15 days ; and clause 14 that on the expiry of the 15
days the seller ha!; the right of removing the rice to
qther than mill godowns. Here the use of the words
seller ,s godown in clause 13 and of mill godowns in
clause 14 certainly does suggest that the two godowns
are the same and that the contract contemplates that
the. mill referred to is the seller's mill. But I do
not think that this alone is_ sufficient to justify the interpretation put forward. We must read the contract · as
~ ':Vhole and if it can be said that these clauses are
inconsistent with any other interpretation than that put
forward then we must equally say th~t _they are inconsistent with clause 19.
Reliance has been 'l>iaced also on clause 4, which
provides "gunnies and twine to be supplied by buyer
or if seller's gunnies are used owing to late arrival at
mill of buyer's gunnies or other causes" they will be
charged for at a certain rate. This seems to me .t o lend
only the flimsiest suppor-t to the appe11ants' .contention.
It' do~s, perhaps,' presuppose that the sellers' gunnies
wilf be available at the mill at any time and so· suggest
_that the. milf is to be the sellers'. But I do not think
that this inferen~e is inevitable. If the buyer can send
gunnies .to some ·r9ther . person's mill -it is., equally
open to the sel~~r ~ to do so, o:r to· arrange for -them to .
. be . available · · there~ And . should . he exercise ·his
option· under . clause· 19 he· .would . necessarily · have to .
·d0 so . .
1 92 8
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My learned brother Ormiston has referred to clause
10 as supporting the appellants' i.nterpretation of the
contract. This clause reads "sellers have the right of
disposing of any rice milled against this contract, b)'
private or public sale on buyers' account, should he fail
to pay for it within 24 hours of the presentation of the
bill .
" . I can see nothing in this to support the
appellants in any '"''ay. It is provided in clause 8 that the
bayer.is to pay for the rice in cash not later than immediately after milling, and if he fails to do so the seller
will have the resale under section 107 of the Contract
Act.. The principal effect of clause 10 seems to be
to modify clause 8 by allowing the buyer 24 hours grace
for payment. Possibly also it may to some extent
modify the operation of section 107. But I can see
nothing in it which would not be entirely appropriate
had the contract been one for the sale of rice ·already
milled and stored in a godown. (I except of course the
use of the words " milled under this contract," which
in the present connection are not material.)
My brother Ormiston also says " Looking at the
contract as a whole in my view it is cast in a foriil
entirely inappropriate for use by one merchant selling
rice to another. On the other hand it is entirely
appropriate to the case of a miller selling rice the
proquce of his own mill '' and his decision seems to
have been largely influenced by that consideration.
I am not prepared entirely to agree with his view .
. The form of the contract would of course be entirely
inappropriate for . the sale of rice which a merchant
already had stored · in his godown or which he
proposed to buy from some other person who had it
so stored But a merchant might equally well be
re-selling rice which he had already agreed to buy from
a miller (or which he proposed so to b-uy) and which
had · not yet been delivered. .If th~n he had bought

1928
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THE]APAN
COTTON
TRADING
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J.
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on a contract similar to that in question it would
WoR MoH obviously be in his best interests to require his buyer
L oNa v.& Co. to accept the same terms. If he did ·· not do so he
~;~~;N might very probably find himself involved in very
TRADING
considerable difficulties. For example if he allowed
Cov., LTD. his buyer the option of fixing the date of delivery he
CARR, J.
might find himself called upon to deliver befor-e his
seller was ready to do so. Similar difficulties might
arise out of almost every clause of the contract. on:
the other hand if the terms of the two contracts are the
same as soon as his seller exercises any of his rights of
election the merchant can . hiinself exercise his own
right in the same sense against his buyer.
In my view of the contract it is simply one for the
sale of rice which would be carried out by the . delivet y
of rice from· any one or more of the mill~ named irt
clause 19. . There are in its terms a few . expressions
which slightly suggest that the contract was intended
to be one.for the sale of rice fro·m the sellers' own milL
But those suggestions are not in my opinion so strong
that it must be held to follow as a necessary -implication
that there was that intention.
On that construction the appeal must fail.
No other question arises but I wish to add that I
am not entirely .satisfied tha~ the appeal could succeed
even if the appellants' contention that the contract was ·
one primarily for the. sale of rice from their own mill
wer~ accepted.
.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
1928
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
B efore Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

MOTOR HOUSE COMPANY LIMITED

v.
CHARLIE BA KET. *
Minor's responsibility in drivi11g a car-Driving with permission of per5on
in possession, no trelpass-Mere unskilfulness, 110t tzegligence-Liability for
independent distinct tort.
Appellants were the owners of a motor car which they had given possession
of to a person under a hire-purchase agreement. The c·a r was in charge of the
hirer's driver and with his consent and permission, respondent, a lad of 16, drove
it. He attempted to cross a car in front and then swerved to the left to avoid a
car in front coming from the opposite direction. I n consequence he piled the
car u.p on a heap oflat.erite. Appellants sued respondent for the damage. It was
found that the respondent was not negligent and drove to the best of his ability•
but the mishap occurred .through his inexperienpe, and want of skill.
Held, that as the respondent drove the car with the permission of the
driver, there was no independent trespass on his part so as to render him liable.
His unskilful d'riving did not amount to negligence, because he was not a
licensed driver, nor was it an independent tort.
F~wcett

v. Smethurst, (1914) 84 L.J.K.B. 473--referret:l to.

McDonnell for the appellant.
Kyaw Din for the respondent.
C.J.-Lim Po Leong was in possession of
a Dodge Car the property of the plaintiff Company
under a hire-purchase agreement.
The hirer had ·complete dominion over the car,
which was in charge of his driver Maung Po Tin. On
the 29th of April 1925 the c~r was being used as a
· private t~xi by a film troupe. Some films were
taken at the Victoria Lakes and the taxi returnd to
64, Prome Road.
It was found that a mask had been left behind
at the Lakes and, as the driver was having his
rRATT,

*S:::>ivil First Appeal No. t45 ofl:928 against the judgment of th'e Original
Si~ in Civil Regular No. 595 of 1925.
·
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breakfast, defendant Charlie Ba Ket a lad of 16
MoToR
drove back with his brother and an actor to fetch it.
Hous•
CoMPANY,
In the course of the drive he attempted to pass
LIM~:Eo a car in front of him only to meet a car coming
CaA~~~ BA from t~e opposite. direction. He. swer:ed to the left
to avotd the car tn front and ptled hts car up. on a
PRATT, C.J. heap of laterite on the side of the road.
Plaintiff's case was that defendant entered and
drove the car without the permission ·of the driver
Maung Po Tin and in spite of his protests~ It is admitted that, if this were so, defendant committed an
independent trespass and would be liable for
damages.
The learned trial Judge found on the evidence
that the defendant drove the car with the permission
and consent of the driver Maung Po Tin, who was at
that time in charge of it. On the evidence we are
satisfied of the correctness of this finding. The Judge
also found that there was no negligence on · the part
of the defendant, which could render hi~ liable for
damages, although he was of ·opinion ~hat he w~.s
careless. The fact seems to be that defendant drove
to the best of his ability and was not negligent, but the
accident occurred through his inexperience and want
of skill.
It has been argued before us that, as defendant was
below the legal age to optain a driving license, and
therefore liable to a penalty for driving, a fact
which he must have known, his action in driving the
car is in itself a trespass.
.
It is urged that, if he drove with less skill than
an experienced driver, that itself under the circum.stances was negligence, and that negligenc~ constituted a trespass.
I. am quite unable ·to accept t.h is argument. The
evidence shows that . the defendant . drove . the . car
1

2

9 8
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with the full consent and concurrence of the driver
and of the film actors who had hired the car.
The driver and the actors had apparent dominion
over the car, and it is impossible to hold that the
action of the boy under the circumstances in driving
was a trespass, nor could his merely unskiltul driving
.
b ecause h e was not a }'1censed
amount to negltgence,
driver.
Neither the hirer from plaintiff, nor the film
actors, nor the driver Maung Po Thin are parties to the
~ase, and we are not therefore concerned with their
liability. If defendant is to be regarded as a bailee
and the suit based on contract, then he can have no
liability, because he was not of legal age to contract.
It is to ·my mind impossible to hold also that
defendant's lack of skill in driving, which resulted
in the damage to the car' amounts to an independent tort. In the English case of Fawcett v.
Smethurst (1), which has been referred to it was held
that where a minor lad hired a car and drove it for
.a longer journey than contemplated by the contract,
with the result that the car was damaged without
negligence on the part of the defendant, his action did
not amount to a trespass.
.
The cases are not parallel but the principle
involved is similar. In my optmon on the facts
defendant is not liablein tort. I would dismiss the
appeal with costs.
ORMISTON,
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J.-I ~ concur.
(x) (1914) 84 L.J.K.B. 473;;. ;, I 12 L.J.
309.·
.

:M OTOR

Hovs•

CoMP~Y,

L•~~TED
CHAR.KxB BA

___::
' C.J.
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APPELLA'fE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Baguley.

CHANDANAM

AND ANOTHER

v.
A. M .

c.

P . SAMSUGANY

AND OTHERS. *

·civil Procedure Code(Act V of 1908), 0 . . I7, rr. z and 3-Absent party when
entitled to reopen case-Decision on the merits-Adjournment not at ihe
instance of a party.
After several adjournments, the t~ial Court fixed a date for peremptory
hearing. Defendants on whom the burden of proof lay, and their advocate,
were absent when the case was called. The Court ordered that the case should
proceed without reference to the defendant's witnesses. Later, defendants
appe~red and were told they could cross-examine plaintiff's witnesses, but not
lead any evidence of their own. They d~clined and the Court purported to
give a decision on the merits of the case.
Held, that under such circumstances, where there was no adjournment at
the instance of a party, the Court should have proceeded under 0 . 17, rule z
and not under rule 3 of the Civil Procedure Code, so as to en bale the defen~
dants to apply to set aside the ex parte decree.
Enatulla v. Jiban, 41 Cal. 956; Phul Kuar v. Hashmatullah, 37 All. 46o;
Ram Adhin v. Ram Bhat·ose, 47 All. x8 x; Ram Charan v. Rt1ghubir, 45 All.
6x8; Ratanbai v. Shankm·, 46 Born. xoz6; Sukkhu v. Ram Lotan, 4 1 All. 663-

referred to.

Ba Han for the appellants.
Chowdhury for the resp ondents.

.and B AGULEY, JJ. -In this case the appellants
were th e main defendants in the lower Court. The ·
suit was filed against them on the l Oth D ecember
1927, and proceeded on a usual course. Issu ed and
framed on the 26th March, and the case was put
down for . h earing, .on the 17th May.- On the 17th
May it could not·.: go forward and was put down for
hearing on the 31st May. On that date, the hearing
DAs

* qvil First Appeal No. 290 of 1927 against the judgment of the District
Coutt ofHanthawaddy in Civil Regular No. 4 oh927.
·
·
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·c ould not be proceeded with; because certain proceedings were necessary which were in the High CHANDA]( AM
AND
Court, but no date was fixed. The case was mentioned ANOTHER
v.
the next day;·'-:ari.tl·,;:the··lneferrce advocate asked for an
A.M.C.P.
adjournment to consider his position until .the 4th SAMSUOANY
June. He was c·alled upon to furnish security for AND OTHERS.
DASAND
costs and advocate's fees. On the 4th June it was BAGULEY,
JJ:
stated that an agreement had been come to, and that
a compromise petition would be filed. The ith June
was fixed for. this. It was next put over to the 8th
and then to the 9th and fin~Jly to the lOth, on which
date the compromise petition was directed to be filed
peremptorily. on· the 10th June it was . not so filed,
at1d the case once more went down for peremptory
hearing for . the 22nd and 23rd. On the 22nd June
some evidence was led, and it was put down for
next day, but was ·not taken up, and further hearing
was put down for the 21st and 22nd July. The case
was apparently never put up on the 21st July at all,
and the diary does not explain why. It came up
however, on the 22nd . July, on another point, and
was adjourned tili the 22nd August, and steps were
.taken to have...,,a~-handwriting expert examined. On .
the 4th August a commission was ordered to issue,
returnable on the 1st September. For some reason
not apparent in the diary the case was put up on
the 17th August, and it was then put down for hear. ing at 10 a.m. sharp the next day, the 18th August.
·On this date the Judge gave the defendants. on whom
the burden ·of proof lay eight minutes' grace and, as
they did not arrive at 10-8 a.m., he recorded a diary
order · ~ · '~ Under the circumstances the · case proceeds .
· without further reference te defendants' witnesses."
The plaintiff was examined, and a few minutes . later
the 1st and 2.nd defendants arrived, followed by their
advocat~. Meanwhile, the plaintiff's w~tnesses were
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examined, and the Judge asked the defendants'
CHANDAXAM advocate
if they wished to .-..~r.os_s-:-~xamine; they
A~D
.
,:.. .,-, , .,-.··: · ~··· , .
.moTHEa
elected not to do so, and the case was put for orders
A. M~(;. P. on the 25th August, and orders were finally passed
SAMSUGANY ·
.
•
AN o oTHER.S. on the 5th September.
Thts order purports to have
DAs AND · bden passed on the merits. Against this order the
BAGUJ..Ev,JJ. p1·esent appeal has been filed .
. ,It is argued that under these c1rcumstanc(s ·no
order on the merits could possibly be passed.. With
this contention we are ·in · entire agreement. Phul
Kuar v. Hashmatullah Khan and another (1) is
authority for holding that . under sjmilar circumstances, the case. should be decided as tho1;1._gh by
default. " When the plaintiff and his.. __ pleader are
hoth absent on the day fixed for the hearing of a
case and the Court does not intend · to give them
· another opportunity of appearing it. ought , not to
decide the suit on the merits but ~hould di~miss it
. for default of appearance ".
In the present case the. b.ur4~n :.~L.P.,~Q.gf fay upon
the defendants, and, therefore, it shou]d have been
decided, as though ex parte, against them.
In another Allahabad c.ase,. Ram Charan Lal v.
· Raghubir Singh and others - (2), in · a s_j.m ilar .case,
the defendant's advocate was present, · but said l:e
had n:o instructions. One defendant, who was present, asked for an aq.journment, but failed to get it.
The Subordinate Judge took the evidence produc(d
by ..the . plaintiff, and;·· as . there was · nQ evidence .
produced on behalf o€ the. defendants, he ·disposed of
th~ case at once~ It:1was .held t4at the case must be
held·· to have been decided under . Order XVII, ·nile
. 2, of 'the C?,de of Civil Procedure .
1 2

9

8

. being

.(:a) (1 923) 45

All...6I 8 .

..
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The same point came up again in the case of
Ram Adhin v. Ram Bharose and another (1). The
headnote of this runs;" On a date to which the hearing of a suit had been
adjourned for the production of the defence evidence
the defendant was absent and the Court passed
decree in favour of the plaintiff. No order or rule was
mentioned in the judgment, * * * *. "

The High Court in appeal held that the decree
must be taken to have been passed ex parte under
O rder XVII, rule 2, of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Ratanbai Bhratar Shi'l.,[al _., Lohar v. Shankar
Deochand Lohar (2), is to the same effect. The
point also arose in Enatulla Rasunia v. Jiban Mohan
Roy- (3). In this case i~ has been pointed · out that
there is a definite difference between Order XVII,
rule 2, and Order XVII, rule 3, of the Code of
Civil Procedure, and that when Order XVII, rule 3,
is applied there must have been an adjournment at
the instance of a party.
In · the present' case ther.e seems to have been n9
adjournment at the instance of any party, but the
Court merely set the case down for hearing of ·its
own motion.
The only case which has been cited against these
is Sukkhu Koeri ·v. Ram Lotan Koeri and others (4).
This is a very· peculiar case. In it the plaintiff had
had .his case partly heard, but, then, though appearing
in Court, he failed to continue with i.t.-. His action
1s given in the judgment:'' Here he seems either to have lost his head or to have
·shown unnecessary obstinacy. It wo·u id probably have·
~---------------------------~--------------

(1) (1925) 47 All. 181.
(z) (1924) 46 Born. 1026.

49
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(3) {1914) 41 Cal. 956.
(4) {19i9)' 41 All. 663 at p. 664.
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been better if he had put his witnesses in the box, but he
declined either. suggesti-0n. t::,He did not in cur opinion
·withdraw the suit, but merely confessed his inability to
.go on any further. , ·
·

-~~:~2.;.;·

The facts in this case· are obviously quite different
~n oTHERS. to the facts in the present one, and in that case the
- B~~~~B~'h. judgment, which was passed, was stated to have been
· under Order XVII, rule 3, of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
We are quite unable to understand the procedure
of . the learned Judge offering the defendants a chance
of going on and cross-examining the plaintiffs' witnesses
although refusing to examine their own witness·es, who
are said to have been present in Court.
Two cours~s, in our opinion, we:re open .to him. · He
could either have ·refused to hear the defendants any
more, which seems to have been his original intention,
in which case the suit would be regarded as proceeding
ex parte, or, when the defendants put in an appearance
a few minutes' afte_r he had -begun to examine _ the
plaintiff, he might have cancelled his previous order
and allowed the sui b proceed in the ordin~ry way.
To allow the defendants to cros.s-examine and continue
the contest to th? extent, while at the . same tim~
refusing them permission to examine their _ witnesses,
_
appears to us quite unjustified.
· _. Follo"\~ing the first ruling quoted above (Phul
Kuar v. Hashmatullah Khan and another); we hold
that there should · have been no decision on the
· merits, and that the case m'!lst be held to ·have been
deci9.ed under Order XVII; _rule 2, of the Code of
Civil Procedure, as ex parte. Holding this as we do,
the defendants would have_their remedy .of applying
. .to have the ex pa~te .decree set. aside, .. if they can
show good cause,_ in the ordinary way for their n-o n- ·
·appearance
. at ..the time arid date-. fixed. · _They will be
..
'
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given one month from to-day in which to make
r9z8
application to the District Court; if they fail to· do so CHANDANAM
in that time, the ex parte decree will stand in the AN~~R
same way as if they
.
.. failed to satisfy · the Judge of the ~~v . c~
District Court that they had good reasons for their S AM suoANY
non-appearance. If they satisfy- the Judge that they AND oTH~Rs.
had good reasons for their non-appearance, the case B~~~E~JJ.
will be re-opened and be heard in the ordiaary way.
The costs of this appeal to be costs in the case
as ultimately decided.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

...

Before Mr. Justice Das and Mr. Justice Baguley .

E. H. JOSEPH
v.
A. P. JOSEPH. *
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 2, r. z-Previous suits for arrems of
interest-Subsequent suit for principal on mortgage, v.:hen due-Power of
sale if interest in arrears, effect of-Absence of right to sue for principal
on default of payment of intere$t does not debar the suit for principal when
due.
A mortgage deed relating to .Rangoon property in the English form with
a power of sale provided for the repayment of the principal amount in five
years and for monthly payment of mterest. The power of sale was to be
exerc1sed if the principal amount, when due, was not paid after three months'
notice or if at any time during the continuance of the security interest
amounting to Rs. :Soo was in arrears and unpaid for three months. The
mortgagee had filed suits against the mortgagor for recovery of inter~st.
After the expiry of five years he filed a suit for his principal amount and
arrears of interest. The mortgagor contended that by virtue of the power
of sale a right of suit on the mortgage for the principal amount had arisen .
when the mortgagee filed his last suit for interest · alone and that therefore
he was precluded from filing the present suit under the provisions of 0. 2,
r. 2 of the Civil Procedure Code.
·
H eld, that, there was no clause in the mortgage stating that if the
interest is in arrears to the extent of Rs. soo for more than three months, the
mortgagee could call in the principal amount also, and moreove.r the power
of sale on account of arrears of interest only entitled the mortgagee to
*Civil First Appeal No. 132 of 1928 against the judgment of the Ori_ginal
side in Civil Regular No. 356 of .1925.

·sep. 4·
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1928
exercise the power himself and not through the agency of the Court. There
was no right to sue for the principal amount until the five years el apsed, hence
E; H. JosEPH the suit was not barred.
v.
. ,-.·
A. P. JosEPH.
Gokul Dass v. Eastern Mortgage 'and Agency Compariy~···:f.J"(!'Il1 ~''1f:i!o 'i Webb
v. Macpherson, 31 Cal. 57--rejerred to.
Edwards v. Martin, L.J'.R. Ch. 25, 284-distinguished.

Skaffee for the appe1lant.
~

Banerji for the respondent.

and BAGULEY, JJ.- This is a suit upon a
mortgage. The mortgage is one covering the mortgagor's life · interest in certain immoveable property.
'rh~ parties are Jews. The property is
within
Rangoon and the mortgage is in the English form
-w ith a power of sale, which is the power governed
by · section 69' of the Transfer of Property Act. The
date of the mortgage is 16th May 1919 and the date
fixed for payment is 15th May 1924. It is agreed that
the.- mortgagor has been in arrears of interest more than
pn,,ce and that the mortgagee has filed suits against
hi.ti to .recover the interest. ·The last of these suits
filed before the 15th of May 1924. The only
point for decision in this appeal is whether owing . ~~ .. the filing of these suits the plaintiff is debarred from
s1,1ing on his mortgage for the recovery of the
principal and the interest which subsequently became
·nAs

w;s

·due.. ):'here is · no doubt that at the date ·Of the filing
of the last of the suits for interest the principal
money had not become due in the ordinary way and
that therefore Order II, rule 2, would not bar his
suit. It is ·claimed however that by virtue of the
power of sale a right o~ suit on the mortgage for
·th~ . .payment of tlw pri~cipal money would :arise
bdore· the 15th of May 1924, and if this contention
is .g~od then no doubt Order II, nile 2, would bar
the · suit. The mortgage is a somewhat complicated

,
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one, but I would only give the salient points. First
of all, in consideration of the sum Rs. 10,000 the
mortgagqr~- ~~§.i,gn.ed all his life j~ter.est.~..t~>...the mortgagee subject to the proviso that he might redeem
his interest by repaying the mo'rtgage money on the
15th of May 1924 together with all arrears of interest
at 9 per cent. per annum. . It further · covenants . for
payment of interest month by month on or before
the 15th day of the month succeeding that for which
the interest is due. So far it is clear that the mortgage money had ,not become due before ·the 15th of
May 1924, and it is also clear that there is a
separate covenant for payment of it. We then come
to the clause giving the power of sale:-.

r928

E. ff. JosEPH
·A.

DAS

(x} (z8s6) L.J.R. 25

Ch. 284.

AND" ·

·BAGULEY,

" It is hereby agreed and declared that if the said
Mortgagor· shall fail to pay the said sum-of Rs. 10,000
with arrears of interest due thereon on the expiration ·
of the period of three months from the ~erving of a
notice on him by the Mortgagee calling upon him to
pay up the said sum· of Rs. 10,000 and interest on the
said 15th day of May 1924 or if at any time during
the continuance of this security interest due hereunder
amounting to Re. 500 ~t the least shall be in arrear
and remain unpaid for three months then and in such
case the Mortgagee shall be at liberty ar.d shall have
the power to sell the said premises hereby assigned
either by public auction * * * * . "

It is argued that in this clause default of payment
of interest amounting to Rs. 500 for more than three
months gives the mortgagee ·t he right to claim his
principal money. The appellant relies upon one old
English case only, Edwards v. Martin (1).
It is quite clear that in these cases the rights of
the parties and the que!:)tion of whether any default
accelerates the claim on which the principal money
can be called in would depend entirely upon the

P. j~ssPH.

JJ.

..
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wording of the mortgage in question. It must also be
E. H: Jo8EPa remembered that English cases are not
necessarily
A. P.'JbSEPH. good guides for the decision of mortgage suits in .t he
·
Indian Courts, for the Indian cases are governed by
DAS -AND ·
BAGULEY, JJ. the Transfer of Property Act and the Indian
Courts
know nothing. of the refinements between ·the legal
estate and the equitable estate which .form the basis
of all such decisions in the Court of Chancery, vide
T¥ebb v. Macpherson (1) and Gokul Dass v. Eastern
Mortgage and Agency Company (2). This particular
power of sale is one which is to be exercised by the
mortgagee himself personally and not ·through the
agency of the Court, and supposing Rs. 500 interest
had been in arrears for · more than three months, we
entirely fail to see how he cou1d approach the Court
with . any form of suit on this clause. The Court
could merely tell him to go away and sell the
property himself, if he · was advised that the clause
conformed with section · 69 of the Transfer of
Property Act and that default had arisen. There is
no clause in this mortgage stating that if the interest
is in arrears to the . extent of Rs. 500 for more than
three months, the mortgagee shall have the power to
call in the principal money mentioned in the deed.
With regard to the case cited, Ed'lc:ards v. Martin
(3), in this case there was a mortgag.e of leaseholds
· upon which interest was payable half-yearly. The
. mortgagee took possession and asked for foreclosure,
although the time or the date fixed for repayment
had not arrived. It was
admitted
'that in this case
.
.
the capital was not due but it was claimed that the
right to foreclose had arisen. The circumstances ·of
this case are therefore quite .different to the circumstances in the present . case. There is no claim to ·
1928

(x)'(x9o4) 31. Cal.

si, at p . .72.

(2) '(1906) 33 Cal. 410, at p. 421.

(3) (x8s6) L.J.R. 25 Ch. 284.
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foreclose and the mortgage deed is quite silent with
regard to any right to foreclose. In fact the power
of sale would appear to negative the idea that any
question of foreclosure was contemplated between the
parties. It is also to be noted that in this case no
reasons are given for the decision but the Court
merely followed a dictum in another case for which
no reasons have been given.
We are of opinion that as there is no clause
providing that on default of payment of interest the
mortgagee shall have the right to claim repayment of
principal, he had not right of suit on the mortgage
before the 15th of May 1924. No suit for interest
has been fi.l~d since that date and therefore Order II,
rule 2 cannot apply. The appeal will be dismissed
with costs. ·

1928

.E . H.

JOSBPH

v.

A. P. JOSEPH.
O AS AND
BAOULEY,· JJ.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Henry Pratt, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

MA KHO

u

AND OTHERS

v.
MAUNG BA SEIN

1928

Sep.?.
AND ANOTHER.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), ~. to-Common issue not sufficient for itaySubject matter .of the suits must be same to stay suit-Claim of second suit
arising .ubsequent to that of first ~·uit-First suit for possession of latld, second
suit for mesne profi.t s-Applyitzg for leave to appeal or obtaining leave to
appeal to Privy Council does not amount to pendency of appeal.
Held, that a suit cannot be stayed under s. 10 of the Civil Procedure Code if
the subject matter ·of the second suit was different from that of the first suit ·
notwithstanding that there is a common issue in both the suits. So also if the
second suit relates to mesne profits which accrued subsequently to the institution of the prior suit which related to title and possession of the land, the second
suit cannot be ~tayed.
Chowdhury v. ·Midnapt.ir Zamindary Company, 27 C.W.M. 772; N. K.
L. Kubaran v. P. K. Koman ·Nair, 48 M.L.J. 251; WahidutZnisa v. Zamitl Ali,
42 All. 290-rejerred to.
• Civil First Appeal No. 93 of 1928 against the judgm~nt of the District .
Court of Pyapon in Civil Regular No. 34 of 1927.
·

176·
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Held, also, that the mere applying for or obtaining leave· to appeal to the
Privy Council cannot of itself amount to the pendency of an appeal till such
MA. KHO U
ANri OTHERS appeal is actually filed .
Nainappa v. Chidambaram, 21 Mad. 18-rejerred to.
1928

--=

"· BA

MA"UNG

StrN AND
ANOT-HBR.

Young for the appellants.
Paw Tun for the respondents.
C.J., and ORMISTON, J.-In Civil Regular
No. 39 of 1924 of the District Court of Pyapon the
plaintiffs (respondents) obtained a decree against U
Shwe Dun and the 1st defendant (1st appellant) for
possession of certain lands. By the decree dated the
2nd May, 1927, of this Court in Civil First Appeal
No. 213 of 1925 the decree of the District Court was
varied and U Shwe Dun and the 1st defendant were
ordered to give to the plaintiffs possession of the
following lands:(a) Holding No. 23 of 1923-24 in Taungbogyi
kwin, Yondaung Circle, Kyaiklat Township, measuring about 25 ·44 acres.
(b) Holding No. 10 of 1923-24 in Kyaungsu
kwin, aforesaid . measuring 24·21 acres.
(c) Holding No. 6 of 1923-24 in Kywe-sa-gyet,.
Taung kwin, aforesaid, measuring about
22 ·26 acres.
(d) 50 acres out. of Holding No. 10· of 1923-24
in Ywathagyi kwin, aforesaid.
(e) Holding No. 5 of 1923-24 in Ywathagyi
kwin, aforesaid, measuring about 23 acres.
In Civil . Miscellaneous No. 80 of 1927 of this
Court
.
U Shwe J)u~ and the 1st defendant on the 2nd July
1927,. applied for leave to appeal to the Privy Council
again.s t the decree of this Court on appeal. On the
6th December, 1927, a certificate . was . granted in
respect of this and two other cases, the stibjeet matter
of Civil Miscellaneous Appl.ications Nos. · .78 and 7.9
PRATT,
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1 2
of 1927, that they were fit cases for appeal to the
9 8
Privy Council. The appeal was admitted on the 30th MA KHo u
AND OTHERS
January, 1928, and the record was despatched to England
v.
'·
'·
<
MAUNG BA
on t h e 31 st J u1y, 1928 .
srm-r AND
In the meantime the plaintiffs had been put into ANOTHtm.
possession of the suit lands and had , on the 5th PRATT-, _C.J.
September 1927, instituted Civil Regular No. 34 of ORM:~N,J1927 of the District Court of Pyapon against the 1st
defendant (the 1st appellant) and the heirs and legal
representatives of U Shwe Dun, then deceased (the
appellants), claiming mesne profits which had accrued
sine~ the institution of Civil Regular No. 39 of 1924.
·On the 24th September, 1927, the defendants filed a
written statement in which, inter alia, they pleaded
that an appeal to the Privy Council had been "admitted," and asked for a postponement until after the
decision of the Privy Council. On that day a single
issue was framed namely " Are the plaintiffs entitled
to mesne profits as claimed? If so to what extent.n
It should be noted that no issue was asked on the
question of whether there should be a stay and that
in the written statement the defendants had not.
pleaded that the District Court was bound to stay the
suit. On the 4th November, 1927, they filed
a substantive application asking for stay until after the
Privy Council decision. On the lOth November,.
1927, this application W(!.S dim:pis~ed. Up to that
time no certificate had been granted, and as the
Additional Judge pointrd out, there was no certainty
that the application for ·a certificate would be granted,
or, if it was granted, that the appeal to the Privy
Council would be. successful. The case was. fixed
for hearing on the 29th November 1927 and on that
day it was postponed to the 12th January, 1928.
The defendants djd not appear on that day and an
ex ·parte de.cree was passed in favour of the plaintiffs
·<••
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M AUNG BA
6 BIN ·AND
ANOTHER.
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on the 13th January, 1928. On the 20th January,
1928, the defendants f1!ed an appliction to re-open
the case, and with ·'t his application they filed a copy of
the order of this Court dated the 6th December, 1927,
certifying that the case was a fit one for appeal to the
Privy Council. This appears to have been the first
intimation to the Court that such an order had been
passed. The Additional Judge refused to re-open the
case. Two appeals have been filed by the defendants,
one from the refusal t.o re-open the case, which is
dealt with in a separate judgment, and one from the
decree in the suit.
So far as the decree in the suit is conc~rned,
only two grounds have been ar·g ued. It is possible
to dispose shortly of one ground, that the decree
should have been against the defendants, not personally, but in their capacity of legal representatives.
The persons who had been in possession of the suit
lands and who were ordered to give up possession thereof were· U Shwe Dun and Ma Kho U the (1st defendant).
U Shwe Dun died leaving as his heirs and legal representatives the defendants. In Civil Regular No. 34 of
1927 the defendants were sued for mesne profits and it
was not stated whether any and if so which of them
were sued as legal representatives of U Shwe Dun.
The decree was passed against all the defendants
personally. Mr. Paw Tun for the respondents
concedes that this was erroneous. The decree as regards
the mesne profits should have been passed against the 1st
defendant personally and against all the defendants as
heirs and legal representatives of U Shwe Dun deceased.
Thereis no reason why all the defendants, who must be
taken to have wrongfully resisted the suit, should not
pay. the costs in their ·personal lapacities ... It should b~
stated that the ground of appeal covered the case of all
the ·defenda~ts, but the 1st defel}dant· was dearly liable
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in her personal as well as 1n her representative
MA KHOU
capacity.
AND OTHERS
The third ground of appeal is that, inasmuch
v.
BA
as the plaintiffs based their case on a decree of this MAUNG
SEIN AND
Court which is now '' and was at the time of ANOTHER.
the decision of the present suit the subject of PRATT, C.J.
AND
an appeal to His Majesty in Council and could ORMISTON.
J.
not or should not UI)der such circumstances have
been made the grounds for a decision by the trial
Court."
If and in so far as the District Court had a discretion to proceed with the trial of the suit, the(e
seems to be no ground for interference with its discretion. So long as the decree of this Court stood
the plaintiffs had a right to sue, and there was no
reason why the proof of their claims and the realis~tion of the amount due to them should be postponed
for an indefinite time.
Mr. Young for the . appellants relies on section 10
of the Civil Procedure Code. That section, so far
as material, prohibits a Court from proceeding " with
the trial of any suit in which the matter in issue is
also directly and substantially in issue in a previously
instituted suit between .-. the same parties, or between
parties under whom they or any . of them claim.
litiga,ting under the · same title where such suit is
pending " before His Majesty in Council. ·
Mr. Young's argument \YOuld appear to be that,
inasmuch as the defendants were appealing to the
Privy Council, the District Court was bound to stay ·
the suit. His position is, apparently, .t hat the "matter
in issue " in the present suit was directly and sub- .
stantially in . issue in . the previous suit, inasmuch as
the right to recover the mesne profits depends on
the title to ·the· land. The authorities cited by him
arc: not helpful to his argument.

INDiAN LAW REPORTS.
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In Wahidunnissa Bibi v. Zamin Ali Shah (1)~
MA Kao u Z and J brought a suit against W and other heirs
AND· oTHERS
v.
of W's deceased husband, claiming certain property
w::~!A in VirtUe Of a deed Of gift from the mOther Of the
AN~R. deceased. The suit was decreed and an appeal was
PRATT, c.J. filed
from the . decree. Pending the appeal, W
ORM~::;N, J. brought a suit against Z and J and another, in. which
she claimed one-sixth of her dower debt, exempting
the other heirs of her late husband. In the second
suit the deed of gift in favour of Z and J was again
brought in question, the plaintiff alleging that it was
invalid and inoperative. In this suit the Court, a~
the instance of the defendants made an order under
section 10 staying proceedings until the appeal in
the former suit should have been decided. The High
Court on revision refused to interfere with this order ..
Both the learned Judges of the High Court appear
to have regarded ·the matter as one for the exercise
of discretion as to whether the second suit should
or should not be stayed.
In Chowdhury Jamini Nath Mallik v. Midnapur
Zamindary Company (2), which was an application
for revision, two suits involving claims for certain
cesses against the petitioners were decided against
them and were .pending in appeal, when a rent suit
w~s brought against the petitioners. They applied
for stay of the suit under section 10, inasmuch as
it concerned cesses alleged to be due for a subsequent
. period. Rankin, J., held that although appeals fall
within the purview of the section, yet it was not
applicable to the case before him, which was a suit
for a different debt altogether and for a debt which
WaS not in existence when the last of the preVIOUS
. suits was brought.
1 92 8

'•

<

(x) (19~0) 42 Ail. 290.

. (2) (i928) .27 C.W.N. 77i ·
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In N. K. I. Kubaran Nambudri v. P. K. Koman
Nair (1), it was held by Srihivasa Aiyanger, J., that
the expression "Matter in issue'' in section 10 has
reference to the entire sub1ect
in controversy between
J
the parties and the mere fact that one of the issues
in two suits is common is not sufficient to attract
the operation of section 10. The common issue in
the case before him was whether the plaintiff had
been validly adopted.
Applying the two last named cases, which seem
to have · been well decided, to the matter before us,
if we take the chronological test adopted by Rankin,
]., the right to mesne profits accrued subsequently to
the institution of the prior suit and was not in existence at the date of such institution, while it is
manifest that although there is an issue con1mon to
the two suits, they do not embrace the entire subject
in controversy between the parties.
For these reasons alone the appeal must fail.
·T here are yet other reasons. As is pointed out in
N ainappa Chetti v. Chidambaram Chetti (2) '' the mere
applying for, or obtaining leave to appeal to the
Privy Council cannot o.f itself amount to the pendency
<>f an appeal till such appeal is actually filed, for it
· may happen that the parties, who obtain such leave,
may never appeal at all against such decree or order ".
At the time when the defe11.d ants applied to stay
the suit, the application for a certificate that the case
was a fit one for appeal to the Privy Council had
not been heard, and it would be ·to somewhat violently
stretch the language of section 10 to hold that an
appeal was pending before the Privy C~mncil. The
certificate was granted on the 6th December, 19,Z7,
the <!fefendants tobk no steps to amend the written
(x) (1925) 48 M.L.J. 251.

(2) (1897) 21 Mad. 18, 22, 26.
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C.J.
ORM~~N, J.
PRATT,
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statement, and consequently, when the suit came o:h
MAKHoU for ex parte h earing, it was tried on the single issue
AND OTHERS
which had been previously fixed. As has b een said
v.
MAUNGBA
above, the certificate was brought to the notice of
SEIN AND
the Court only after the case had been heard, n~ely
ANOTHER.
the
PRATT, C.J. on the 20th J anuary, 1928, and it was not until
AND
30th January, 1928, that the appeal to the ·Privy
ORMISTON, J.
Council was admitted. It is not n ecessary fo r the
decision of this appeal to d ecide the exact point
of time at which an appeal may be said to become
pending before the Privy Council, whether it is when
it is registered as such in the Privy Council Office,
or when it is admitted by the High Court, or when
the certificate of fitness is givtn. It is sufficient to
say that even if the last mentioned time i~ taken,
the Court was unaware that the certificate had been
granted and there was no issue raised as to section
10 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Mr. Young has asked us to act under section 151.
If the appellants had been prepared, as was at one
time it was suggested might have been the case to
deposit the d ecretal sum in Court, with a view · to ,·its
ultimate ownership being determined by the result of
the appeal to the Privy CounciJ, there might have
been ground, which under the existing circumstances
is lacking, for the application of that section.
The decree of the District Court will be modified
by a pro:vision that in so far as it is a d ecree · for
4,200 baskets of paddy or Rs. 8,400 the value thereof,
it shall be a decree against the 1st defendant
personally and against all the defendants as legal
representat ives of U Shwe Dun.
The appellants will pay the costs of this appeal.
1928
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Before Mr. J ustice M y a Bu and M r.Justice Baguley.

u

AHSAyA

AND ANOTHER

v.

S ep. zo.

u PYINNYA AN D ANOTHER. *
Ecclesiastical Jurisdictian-Dispute between residents of a kyaungtaik as to
the extent of land each is entitled to-Jurisdictian of Civil Courts in Upper
B urma-Rights of monks resident in a kyaungtaiR.
Held, that a d ispute between m onks residen t,in. a kyaungtaik as to the extent
of land·each was entitled to occupy in the kyaungtaik is one of purely an ecclesiastical nature.
Held, also, that the phongyis inhabt-tmg a kyaungtoik are not co-owners or
co-parceners or tenants in common or any other form of ownership knoV\'11 to
the ordinary Civil L aw and that their righ ts inter se being entirely governed
by the ecclesiastical law, the Civil Courts in Upper Burma have no jurisdi~ion
over disputes relating to these r ights.
U T eza v. U Pyinnya, z U .B.R. (1 89z-96) 59; U Te Zeinda v. U Teza, z
U.B.R. (x89z-96) ?z; U Thadama v. U Mula, z U.B.R. (x897-o1) 42; U
Wayama v. U Ahsaya, z U.B.R. (1 90Z-o3) B.L . Ecclesiastical law, x-followed.

Tha Gywe for the appellants.
Aung Thin for the respondents.
Bu, }.- This is an appeal made from the
judgment in Civil Second Appeal No. 105 of 1927,
on a certificate issued under clause 13 of the L etters
Patent.
The grounds of appeal are numerous ; but putting
the appellants' case before us in a . nutshell, it is that
the Civil Courts have no jurisdiction to decide the
. . dispute between the parties to 'the case.
.
The parti'es are Buddhist monks who occupy the
monasteries shown on the · map (Exhibit A), at
.. Pakokku, in Upper Burma, and the dispute between·
them 1s concerning ..monastic land. The .question
MYA
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for determination is whether the dispute is of the
u AasAYA nature cognizable- by the Civil Courts.
AND
The appellants before us were the appellants in
ANOTHER
v.
the Second Appeal, in which it appears that they did
U PYINNYA
AND
not make a point of assailing the judgment of the
ANoTHER.
Court of first appeal on the ground of want of
M vA Bu, J. jurisdiction. In view of the ruling of their Lordships
of the Pr:ivy Council in Ram Lal Hargopal v.
Kishanchand and others (1), however, the appellants
are not precluded from raising this question now.
The Court of first instance, the Court of first
appeal and this Court in second appeal, all have
regarded the plaintiff-respondents' suit as one for
enforcement of an arbitration award.
The plaint in the case is somewhat vague in its
indication as to the nature of the suit : the heading
shows that it was a suit for setting up stone-pillars
along the red dotted line shown in the map annexed
to the plaint.
It is set out in the plaint that the plaintiffs
(respondents) and the defendant U Ahsaya (appellant No. 1), had a dispute over the boundary line of
their monasteries and had in consequence appeared
before the Thamuti Gaingok Pondawgyi U K yi, who,
with the consent of the plaintiffs and the defendant~
demarcated the boundary on the 1st ·october 1923
by setting up ·stone-pillars and writing a memorandum
to that effect ; and that, however, in Tabaung 1286
B.E. (February and March 1925), the two defendants
(the appellants) removed the stone-pillars, with the
result that the parties had to approach Sayaqaw
U Pyinnya of Mahayvithutarama Taik in Wazo 1288
B.E., who declared the. demarcation made by U Kyi
as correct, but the defendants would not abide by
1928

(x) (1924) sx Cal. 361.
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the decision and prohibited the plaintiffs from setting
up stone-pillars and the 1st defendant also wrote to U AHSAYA
AND
the plaintiffs protesting against the setting up of ANOTHER
v.
-stone-pillars. The plaintiffs, therefore, prayed that U PYINNYA
AND
the suit be decreed with costs" allowing the setting up
ANOTHER.
of stone-pillars along the red dotted line as shown in
MYA Bu, J.
the map according to the decision of the pongyis."
The defendants in their written statement denied
having agreed to submit themselves to the authority
either of U Kyi or U Pyinnya or that either of them
made the decisions alleged by the plaintiffs. They
also pointed out that they objected to the plaintiffs
setting up stone-pillars in their (defendants') kyaung
compound; that the land in dispute belonged to
them and not to the plaintiffs, and that as the case
was between monks it should be referred for decision
to the Thathanabaing. Thus, even in their written
statements the appellants did raise the question of
jurisdiction of the Civil Courts to decide the matter
in dispute in the suit. But the Court of first ·Instance framed only three issues:-. (1) Whether the suit is maintainable for the
enforcement of the award without agree- ·
ment for reference.
(2) Whether the alleged decision was arrived at
by Pongyi U Pyinnya; and
(3) If so, is the award valid or not?
The learned Judge of the Court of first instance
held on the first issue that the plaintiffs failed to
prove that both parties agreed to refer the matter in
.dispute to U Pyinnya for decision, and also held on
the third issue that the award was invalid as not
having been duly stamped, and dismissed the suit
accordingly.
·
The plaintiff-respondents then appealed t<? the
District Court, poin~ing out 1n the memorandum of
· .•
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-appeal that the issue as to whether the award was
U AHSAYA enforceable or not was misconceived: that they had
AND
only mentioned that the reverend ecclesiastics to
ANOTHER
v.
whom the matter was referred with the consent of
U PYINNYA
AND
the parties set up the demarcation posts, but that the
ANOTHER.
trial Court had wrongly framed and determined the
MYA Bu, J.
case as if it were one for enforcement of the award.
It was further stated in the memorandum, that the
reference in the plaint to the decision of U Pyinnya
was made merely to show that the latter had made
the decision as an ecclesiastical authority; and that,
therefore the question of whether the award was
enforceable or not was irrelevant.
These are the materials from which the nature
of the dispute is to be ascertained.
Somehow or other, the Court of first appeal
considered that what was relied on as the award was
the decision of U Kyi and not the decision of
U Pyinnya, and accordingly framed certain issues
which were considered necessary for the determination
o( the question as to the validity of the award of
U Kyi and remanded the case to the Court of first
·instance for evidence on those issues. The trial Court
having, in obedience of the order of remand, given its
findings on such issues, the District Court confirmed .
them, and the plaintiff-respondents' suit was decreed.
Thus arose the second appeal from which the present
one has arisen.
It appears to me that the suit was not one for
enforcement of an award, and it was not one of a
mere boundary dispute between the pongyis holding
adjacent plots of monastic land. It is quite ·evident
that the land occupied or claimed . by the two respondents on the one hand and by the 1st appellant
on the other formed one monastic compound and was .
held as · one .piece of :monastic property, commonly
1928
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known as a Kyaungtaik~· and that recently, the
plaintiff-respondents and the first defendant-appellants u AHsAYA
AND
tried to break up this Kyaungtaik, to have separate ANOTHER
hoi dings, with the result that the dispute arose as to u PY~NNYA
the extent of land to which each party was entitled to .ANOTHER.
AND
occupy, and, therefore, when the plaintiff-res:pondents ·· attempted to set up boundary p1'11ars, t he def endant- MYA Bu, J,
appellants objected. In my opinion, therefore, the
suit relates to the nature and extent of the rights of
th_e n1onks in question to use and occupy monastic
land which is religious property and that, consequently,
the dispute involved in the suit is purely an
ecclesiastical matter.
In the Sanad granted to the Thathanabaing, it is
provided that the Civil Courts will, within the . limits
of their jurisdiction, give effect to the orders of the
Thathanabaing and of the Gainggyoks, Gaingoks,
Gaingdauks and other ecclesiastical authorities duly
appointed by him, in so far as those orders relate to
matters which are within the competence of those
authorities (1). In U Thadama and one v. U Meda and
one {2), where the plaintiffs sued for a declaration
of their right to the own~rship of a monastery and
_certain land appertaining to it, and it was found
that the Thathanabaing had declared the monastery
to be theinghika property and had forbidden the
plaintiffs to interfere with it, ·it was held that the
dismissal of the suit without a decision on the merits
of the case was correct: reliance was placed on the
earlier rulings in U 'feza and one v. U Pyinnya (3)
and U Te Zeinda v. U Teza and one (4), which laid
down that the orders and proceedings of the Buddhist
ecclesiastical authorities so long as they keep within
(1) .See U .Tha Gywe's Treatise

on Buddhist Law, Vol. I.,
. 235·

(2) 2 U.B.R. (1897-01) 42.
(3) 2 ·u.B.R. (1892-96) 59·
(4) 2 U.B.R. (1892-96) 72·
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their jurisdiction and do nothing contrary to law, cannot
u AasAYA be questioned by the Civil Courts. In U Wayama
AN~~~ER and others v. U Ahsaya (1), which arose out of a suit
v .P~~v... for full control by one of the appellants, in trust for
AND
the other appellants and respondent, of certain property
ANOTHBR.
•
•
•
d 1n
• t h e prem1ses
•
_...._
conststmg
of tarz· trees s1tuate
of a
MYA Bu, J. kyaungtaik, on the ground of the first appellant's
superior ecclesiastical position, it was held that the
question in dispute was purely an ecclesiastical
matter and the Civil Courts are bound by the decisions
of the Buddhist ecclesiastical authorities in matters
within their competence; and also that Civil Courts
should abstain from deciding points which fall within
the sphere of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
To my mi~d, the question in dispute in the present
case is purely an ecclesiastical matter, and, therefore,
is a matter within the competen\ e of the Buddhist
ecclesiastical authorities to decide: consequently, the
Civil Courts have no jurisdiction to entertain the dispute
for, if the Civil Courts also exercised jurisdiction
while the Buddhist ·ecclesiastical authorities have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter, there is bound to be
a clashing of jurisdiction and a grave deadlock will be
the inevitable result.
.
In the result, I hold that the plaintiff-respondents'
suit should have been dismis~ed for want · of jurisdiction. I would allow this appeal, and direct that the
suit be dismissed.
·
Since the appellants did not raise this question of
jurisdictipn in their · origin~l appeal in this Court, I
would direct that each party bear their own costs· in
this ~ourt. But the plaintiff-respondents should pay ·
the defendant-appellants' costs in the Court of first
instance· ~nd in ·the ~ourt of first appeal.
x928
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BAGULEY, J.-I agree with my learned brother,
lVIya Bu, J., that the· Civil Courts in this case have no
jurisdiction, but would like to add a few remarks-.
. In the first place I would emphasise that this
decision applies to Upper Burma only. There is no
Thathanabaing in Lower Burma and in consequence
disputes of this nature if brought before the Civil
Courts would have to be settled by them in Lower
Burma, there being no ecclesiastical authority having
power to decide them.
The question of jurisdiction has to be settled in
the first instance on the plaint. In .the terms of translation of the plaint we find it headed " Suit for setting
up stone-pillars along the red dotted lines shown in
the annexed map ". The trial Court on the statements
given in the plaint looked upon the case as one for
enforcement of an award and this view was persisted
in by the Courts right up to the second appeal in
the High Court, but it must be remembered that the
original plaint was filed by U Pyinnya and U Thagaya
and, when they lost their case in the trial Court, they
came on appeal to the District Court of Pakokku in Civil
Appeal No. 40 and in their grounds of appeal
emphasised the fact that they were not suing to enforce
an award at all. The first ground of appeal
contains the passage : " But the lower Court wrongly
framed an issue as to whether the award is enforceable
or not ". The third ground of appeal contains the
passage : "But the lower Court wrongly framed an
alternative issue that if the case was one for
enforcement of award ; " and the fourth ground of
appeal contains the passage : " Therefore the question
whether the award is enforceable or not IS
irrelevant."
It ·is therefore· quite clear that the plaintiffs themselves were not basing their case on the ·award, but

19i8
U

AHSAYA ·
AND

ANOTHER

U

t•.
PYINNb
AND

ANOTHER.
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if they were not basing their case on the award I
U AHSAYA can · see nothing upon which they could base their
AND
case, except -their right to partition the land which
ANOTHER
v.
There are no rules of
U PYINNYA forms the original kyaungtaik.
AND
civil law by which a kyaungtaik could be partitioned.
ANOTHER·.
The pongyis inhabiting the kyaungdaik are not coBAGULEY, J.
owners or co-parceners or tenants in common or any
other "form of owner known to the ordinary civil law.
Their rights inter se are entirely governed by ecclesiastical law which must be decided by the ecclesiastical
authorities where there are ecclesiastical authorities in
a position to do so.
The argument put forward on behalf of. the appellants went so far as to claim that every case ·b etween
pongyis concerning religious property is only to
be decided by the Thathanabaing. I would not myself
accept this statement in toto· but I agree that · in
the present case, as the original plaintiffs stressed
the fact that they were not basing their claim on
an award, the Civil Court must be held to have no
jurisdiction.
1928
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL
Before Mr. Ju.;tice Mya Bu.

MA KHWET KYI

AND OTHERS

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Abetment of a breach of bye-laws of a District Council-Section 109 of the
Penal Code (XLV of 186o) whether applicable-Burma Rural Self-Government Act (Burma Acts IV of 1921 and IX of 1922).
Held, that an abetment of a breach of the bye-laws framed by a District
Council under the authority of the Burma Rural Self-Government Act is not
an abetment of an offence within the meaning of section 109 of the Penal Code.
Ganda Shah v. Queen-Empress (1894) P.R. XXIX (No. 23), page Soreferred to.

Bu, J.--This case is connected with Criminal
Revision No. 122B of 1928 of this Court, which
relates to the conviction and sentence passed upon
Pongyi U Kalayana for holding a private market
within the compound of his monastery at Pale without a license in contravention of section 7 of the byelaws framed by the Monywa District Council in
exercise of the power conferred by section 52, subsection (2), clause (a), of the Burma Rural Self-Government Act, 1921 (Burma Act IV of 1921 as amended
by Act IX of 1922). The penal provision for the
bre~ch of the bye-laws is contai_n ed in sec~ion 12 thereof
which enac_ts, inter alia, that a breach of any of the ·
bye-laws shall be punishable with a fine not exceeding
Rs. 50.
T he. petitioners were some of the persons who
exhibited goods for sale at U Kalayana's private
market ·o n the 30th November 1927, and the prosecution.
against them was that by exhibiting gooqs for -sale at
that market they '' commi:tted an offence punishable
MYA

* Criminal Revision No.

123B of 1928 (at Mandalay).
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under section 12 of the said bye-laws, read with section
MAKawsT 109 of the Indian Penal Code."
ANDK~.:SsRS
Section 109 of the Indian Penal Code prescribes
K:NG- punishment for the offence of abetment, if the act
EMP EROR.
abetted is committed in consequence of the abetment,.
..:_......;
MYA Bu, J. and provides that where no express provision is made·
for punishment of such abetment, the abettor shall be
liable to be punished with the punishment provided
for the offence abetted.
Therefore, jn any abetment of an offence, which
is an offence itself, the substantive charge against the
abettor is the abetment.
· The ·prosecution in this case is therefore one under
section 109 of the Indian Penal Code.
The question for determination is whether the
abetment of a breach of the bye-laws framed by a
District Council under the authority of the Burma
Rural Self-Government Act above referred to is punishable under section 109 of the Indian Penal Code; in
other words, whether it is an abetment of an offence
within the meaning of section 109 .of . the Indian
Penal Code.
Under section 40 of the Indian Penal Code the
term "offence" employed in section 109 denotes a
thing punishable under the Code, or under any special
or- local law ; and it is clear that the Burma Rurai
Self-Government Act is a local law within the meaning
of section 42 of the Code. But the Act itself has not
declared a breach of a bye-law of a District Council
to he an offence ; it . merely authorizes the District
Council by section 80 (2) to direct, inter alia, tha:t a
breach of the bye-laws of the Council shall be punishabie with fine not exceeding Rs. 50. Thus, a breach
of section 7 of the bye-laws under consideration
punishable under section .12 thereof, is not an offence
rendered _,punishable by the ~ct itself.
.
1928
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I am, therefore, of the opinion that the offence
under section 12 of the bye-laws is not an offence
within the meaning of section 40, and, consequently, of
section 109 of the Indian Penal Code. I am fortified
in this opinion by the decision in Ganda Shah v.
Queen-Empress (1) where it was h~ld, inter alia,
that a local law does not necessarily include a rule
made under the provisions of a local law·. It is
conceivable that where a local law declares a breach
of the rules made under its authority to be punishable
then a breach of such rules might constitute an offence
~ithin . the meaning of section 40 of the Indian Penal
Code.
There being no provision either in the Act or iri
the bye-laws rendering exhibition of goods at a private
market punishable, and as such exhibition cannot
constitute an offence of abetment punishable under
the Indian Penal Code, I feel constrained to set aside
the conviction and sentences passed on the petitioners.
I therefore allow their application and set aside the
conviction and sentences passed on them by the
Township Magistrate, Pale, in Criminal Regular No.
130 of 1927, and I direct that the fines paid by them
be refunded to them.
(x) (1894) P.~. XXIX (No. 23). p. So.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.

justice

Carr.

MAUNG SEIN MYI AND ANOTHER
Sept.· ~s.

v.
MAUNG TUN PE AND ANOTHER.*
Judgment delivered without notice to parties or advocates, illegal procedurejudge's illegal act depriving party of right to apply for certificate under
clause 13 of the Letters Patent, effect of- Ground for review-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 46, r. r_:" Sufficient reason:"

A~ officiating Judge of the High Court delivered a judg~ent on the last
day of his office. He did so, without any notice to the parties or their advocates.
The applicants' advocate wanted to obtain a certificate for appeal under clause 13
of the Letters Patent. He could not make an oral application to the Judge
at the time of delivery of the judgment for want of notice, and his subsequent
application in writing was rejected as it could only be dealt with by the Judge
who delivered the judgment and he had ceased to be a judge of the High Court.
Applicants applied for a review.
Held, that delivery of.judgment, without previous notice, was illegal and as
the illegal action of the officiating Judge had deprived the applicants of their
right to apply for a certificate, their case being a very fit one for a certificate,
there was suffiCient reason for granting a review. There is ground for review
on an error of iaw but it must be apparent on the face of the record. In this
case there was an error of procedure apparent on the face of the recor?-·

Chhajju Ram v. Neki, 3 Lah. 127; Ma Hta Yi v. Ma Pwa Hnit, 5 Ran. 61o;
Murari Rao v. Balavanth Dihhit, 46 l\llad. 955--?'eferred to.

P. B.

~en

for the applicants.

Paget for the respondents.
CARR, J .-This is · an application for review of a
judgment of Mr. Justice Mosely, and comes before ;me
because he is no longel;' attached to the Court.
The first ground of the application is that the
decision is wrong in law .
. It has been urged by the advocate for the applicants
that an error of law is. a proper ground for review,
·and i n support of. this pro.p osition he quotes, among
*Civil Miscellaneous Application .No. 8x of I9i9 arising out of Civil Second .
·
·
.
.

Appeal No. 540 of r9z7.
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·others, the cases of Ma Hta Yi v. Ma Paw Hnit (1),
and Murari Rao and others v. Balavanth Dikshit and
.another (2).
I am willing to accept the proposition that an
error of law is included within the second category of
rule 1 of Order XLVI, Civil Procedure Code ; but
that error must be one that is apparent on the face
'Of the record.
I agree with the view expressed by the learned
Judges in the Madras case above-quoted, where they
say at page 957 of the report :·-" We are of opinion that each case must be judged by
itself and that where the error of law is such that
it is clearly apparent on a perusal of the record, there
is ground for granting a review."

In the present case I do not think that there is
any such error. I do not say that the decision of
the learned Judge is correct. It may or may not be
correct ; but I am certainly not prepared to say that
it is so obviously incorrect that there is an error
apparent on the face of the record.
The question raised is one that is extremely
difficult and controversial. It was, in fact, the
question on which the whole appeal turned, and it
was decided after full consideration by the learned
Judge. This ground, therefore, in my opinion, must
fail.
.The other ground is different. .The facts are that
Mr. J~stice Mosely was officiating as a Judge of this
Court up to the 29th of May, 1928, and after that
· date ceased to be a Judge of .the Court. It is
admitted that he delivered judgment in this appeal on
the 29th of May, and that he did so without previous notice being given to the parties or . their
advocates of the date on which judgment would be
(1} (1927) s -Ran. 6xo.

1 92 8

MAUNe
SEIN MY.I
AND

ANo:.HER
MPAuNa TUN
E AND
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J.
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g1ven. The advocates were informed shortly afterMAuNa
wards that judgment had been given, and Mr. Sen
Sm~N~YI for the applicants says that he endeavoured on the
ANo;:HER
same day to see the Judge in order to obtain from
MAuNe TuN him a certificate for appeal under clause 13 of the
!:o::S~. Letters Patent of this Court. H e was unable, howCARR, J.
ever, to find the Judge, and, therefore, could not
make that application. He -did subsequently make
an application ; but this was rejected on the ground
that under clause 13 of the Letters Patent it is only
the Judge who passed the judgment who can declare
that the case is a fit one for appeal.
.
The rules of this Court provide that an application for such a declaration may be made orally at
the time of delivery of judgment, or afterwards, in
writing, at any time within one month.
The fact that the learned Judge ceased to be·
attached to the Court from the day on which he
passed judgment deprived the petitioners of their
right to make such an application in writing, and
the fact that the Judge delivered judgment without
previous notice to the . parties deprived them of the·
opportunity of making the application orally.
·Delivery of judgment in this way, without pre-·
vious notice, was illegal, and by his illegal action the
Judge deprived the petitioners of a very important
right. In my view this should be held to be a
sufficient reason under rule 1 of O~der XLVII,
Civil Procedure Code. The case was, in my opinion,.
a very fit one for grant of a declaration under clause
13 of the Letters Patent, and in all probability, had
such · an application been made to him, the Judge
would· have granted the declaration.
I ·:do not think that in holding ~his . to ·be a
sufficient cause for review I am departing from the
ruling of . their Lordships of . the Privy Council 1n
I9 2 8
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Chhajju Ram v. Neki and others (1). There was,
in my opinion, an error of procedure apparent on the
face of the record, and this brings the matter
·within the view taken by their Lordships that the
words " any other sufficient reason "mean a reason
sufficient on grounds analogous to those specified
immediately previously. _
I, therefore," grant the application for review.
'The judgment of the learned Judge is set aside and
the appeal will be re-heard.
The question, as I have already said, is an extremely difficult and controversial one, and I think
that the appeal is one that should properly be heard
by a Bench. I direct therefore, that the re-hearing
of the appeal be before a Bench, or, should the Chief
Justice so decide, before a Full Bench.
The respondents are in no way to blame for the
·error committed by the learned Judge. I, therefore,
direct that the costs of this application shall be
costs in the appeal when re-heard; advocate's fee in
this application three gold mohurs.
( I) (1922) 3 Lah. 127.

MAUNG
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does not imply permissiO?l to mortgage-Limited powers under one
Act not extended unless L etters altered under the other Act. A son
obtained under the Probate and Administration Act (V of r88r),
L etters of Adm.i nistration of his deceased mother's estate, describing her as a Chinese Buddhist. She was, in fact, a Karen
Christian and Letters would have been issued under the
Succession Act (X of x86s} had she been correctly described.
T he administrator obtamed leave of the C ourt to sell the immoveable property of the deceased to pay off debts, but instead he
mortgaged it. Held, that L etters issued under the :j?robate and
Administration Act must be regarded as being under that Act
and giving only the powers that they could give under the Act
until and unless the powers under them are extended by the
Letters being altered to L etters under the Succession Act ·of 186 5·
U nder the former Act permission to th e administrator to sell
does not ipso fqcto give permission to . mortgage. Hence the
administrator had no P.Ower to bind the interests of any of
the· heirs except those heirs who had given him authority to
effect the mortgage. Debendra Nath v, Aaministrator-General ·
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of Bengal 35 Cal. 955 (P.C.); RamDhonDhorv. Sharf-ud-din, 9
B.L.T. z36-referredto. Ma Yaitv. MaungChitMaung,49Cal.
.310 (P.C.)- distinguished
N. N. CHETTYAR FIRMv. TAN MA Pu AND OTHERS
ADMINISTRATION BOND, LIABILITY OF SURETY UNDER, HOW ENFORCED

411
4 74

ADOPTION, PROOF OF, AT BUDDHIST LAW

520

ADVANCEMENT, PRESUMPTION OF, WHETHER ARISES AMONGST BURMANS

203

ADVOCATE'S ADMISSION ON A QTJESTION OF 'LAW NOT OPERATING AS RES
} UDICATA
AGENT, PowERS OF

•• •

ALIENATION BY STEP-PARENT WHETHER BINDING ON STEP-CHILD

6 91
II3
427

A'LTERATION OR MODIFICATION OF TRUST SCHEME TO BE BY WAY OF
A REGULAR SUIT • • •

594

APPEAl. BY GoVERNMENT AGAINST AwARD BY
ACQUISITION REFERENCE, COURT-FEES ON...

28J

CouRT

IN

LAND

APP£..U., Tii:\-IE REQUISITE FOR COP'Y OF DECREE TO BE EXCl.UDED IN
COMPUTING LIMITATION FOR...

302

APP£..U. WHETHER. LYING .o\GAL-;ST ORDER REFUSING AWARD TO BE
FILED ACCORDI.'<G TO LAW

25

APP£.-\L WHETHER OPE.'< AGAI:-IST ORDER
ELECTION U~"DER TRUST SCHE.'\1£

97

OF

CO URT

CONFIRi"liNG

323

" APPEARA.J.'ICE " OF PARTY, MEANING OF
APPELLATE COURT, POWER OF, TO
DOCUMENT NOT DULY STAMPED

QUESTION

ADMISSIBILITY

OF

590

APPLICATION FOR COPY OF JUDGMENT MADE ON THE LAST DAY FOR
APPEAL, EFFECT OF, ON EXTENSION OF LIMITATION

743

APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIAN N01> WITHIN COMPETENCE OF ARBITRATORS

s63

ARBITRATION-Appointment of guardian to minor whethe¥..... could....be
made on reference to arbitrators-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of
1908), s. 141. Held, t h at the selection of a guardian for a minor
cannot be made by arbitrators and must be made by the Court,
acting under the Guardian and Wards Act. Ma Hla Win v. Ma
Pwe, 2 U.B.R. (1892:.96} 407; Mahadeo Prasad v. Bindershri
Pr~ad, 30 All. 137; Palaniandi Chetti v. Adaikalum Chetti, 47
Mad. 459-referred to.
.
MA NGWE NYUN v. MA THwE

563

AsSESSMENT, BASIS FOR, OF A RACE COURSE

75

AssESSMENT OF PRINTING PRESS BuiLDING

669

CoURT-SALE-Whether he can apply to set
aside sale under 0. 21, r. 90 of the Civil Procedure Code (Act V of
1908)- " Interests affected by the sale," meaning of. An auction-

AucTION-PURCHASER

AT

purchaser at a Court-sale cannot apply under the provisions of{).
21, r. 90 of the Civil Procedure Code to set aside the sale on the
· ground of fraud or material irregularity. He is not a person
" whose interests are affected by the sale " within the meaning of
that rule. His interests coming into effect after the sale, whilst the
rule applies to interests' existing at the time of the sale. Khatro
Mohan v. SheikhDilwar, 3 ·Pa~. L.J. so6-followed. Ravinandan
Prasadv.Jagarnath, 47 All. 479; S.N. V.R.S. Chettyar v. N.L.M.

Chettyar Fir1JZ, ·. s~ Ran. sr6-dissented from.
K.V..A'-iL.iq'i&rTYA,R FIRM v. M.P. MARICAR .

62r
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OF-Crimi?Zal Procedure Code (Act V of
x898), ss. 235 (x), 236; 237, 403-' Distinct offence,' meaning ofOffences under the Burma Forest Act (Burma· Act IV of 1902),
rr. 87 (b) (vi), 21, 87 (b) (ii), 71, and s. 6x (a) and (b) whether
connected with offences tmder the Penal Code (Act XLV of x86o),
ss. 379 and 411. The Common Law plea of autrefois acquit,
based on grounds of public policy, shields a man from
b eing put twice in peril for the same offence. Held, that
on the same facts a plea of autrefois acquit cannot be
sustained for a different offence unless the requirements of s. 403
(x) of the Criminal Procedure Code are fulfilled. Conversely the
p lea of autrefois acquit in similar circumstances cannot be
defeated except under sub-section (2) of the same section. By
" distinct offence " is meant an offence entirely unconnected with
the former offence charged. Extraction of teak timber without
license amounts to theft of Government timber. Counterfeiting
an akauk mark on stolen timber and converting timber at a saw~; it
without license are offences connected with dishonest receiving of
·timber. A person acquitted of such charges under the Burma
Forest Act, ougnt not to be prosecuted again under the Indian
Penal Code for theft and dishonest receiving of stolen property.
YEOK KuK v. KING-EMPEROR

386.

BARE AGREEMENT TO TAKE LESS TH.-\N WHAT IS DUE INVALID FOR WANT
OF CONSIDERATION

I9J.

AuTREFOIS ACQUIT,

P LEA

BURMANS-Pt·esumption of advancement
if property purchased in the name of wife or child-Benami tmnsactions of Burmans different in p1·actice mzd purpose from those in
India. After the death of his first wife, a Burman took a mortgage
of the land in suit in the names of himself and his two minor
children, a son and a daughter. He married again but divorced
very soon his second wife and then married the third time. He
then took a conveyance of the mortgaged property in the···nam.es
of himself and his said children by his first wife. Mutation of
names followed in the revenue register. After about three years,
the father's name disappeared from the regi.>ter. About four
years later the daughter died and the property then stood solely in
the name of the son. Six years later the father tried to restore his
name ·in the register, but was opposed by his son. The father
brought a suit for a declaration that he was the sole owner of the
property and contended that, as in India, there should be no
presumption of advancement in favour of his children. The son's
defence was that his father put the land in the names of the
children in satisfaction of their claim against him, as heirs of their
mother, by reason of his re1;11arriages. H eld, that among Hindus
and Mohamedans the practice of benami transactions was so
common: and frequent and for no particular reason, without any
inte:Qtion of vesting in the transferee or donee any beneficial
interest in the property, that it was a rule of law i."l India that the
person who supplied the purchase-money would ordinarily be
regardad the owner; and that no pres.umption of advancement
arose, as in England, if ~e transfer was in the name .o f a wife or
child. But benami transactions among Butman!; were neither of
indigenous origin nor common and we~e only resorted to among
them either to save a property from imminent risk of attachment
an~ sale by creditors or to hide the r eal owner's name from
Government, if h e happened to be a Government servant prohibited. frotn acqu.irmg land within· .his jurisdiction. Conse·. quently if a Burm~n hought property in the name of his children.a

BENAMI TRANSACTIONS AMONG

v
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presumption of advancement for their benefit would arise. Held,
on the facts of the case that the father failed to rebut the presumption a.ad .. to.-.~pr.ave,.,his ..-.$0le....ownership. Gopeekrist v.
Gungapersaud, 6 Moore's Ind. Ap. 53; Lecun v. Lecun, 2 R an. 253,
Ma Gyi "· Ma Me, 4 Ran. 542; MaLe v. Po Taik, 3 L.B.R. 245,
Ma On Me v. lVIa Nyein Kin, Civil 1st Ap. 36 of 1925 H.C.
Ran. 2; Mazmg Tin v. lvla Mai lliyint, I 1 L.B.R. 83; lll.[~eyappa
Chetty v. Ba Brt, Sp. Civil 2nd Appeal 208 of 1909, C.C.L.B.;
Po Kin v. P o Shein, 4 Ran. -s.x8;.D.zhur Ali v. Mussamat, 13
M.I.A. 232- referred to.
MAUNG KYAW PE AND OTHERS v. MAUNC KYI
BURMA AcT I OF 1899: See GAMBLING AcT.
BURMA AcT IV OF 1902: See BuRMA FoREST AcT.
BURMA AcT V I OF 1907: See BriRMA 1{..II.,LAG~AcT.
BuRMA A~T II oF 1920: S ee BuRivrA RENT AcT: ··.·-·...
BuRMA AcT VII OF 1920 : See RANGOON SMALL CAUSE .COURTS AcT.
BUR.l'VrA CoURTS ACT (XI OF 1922), SECTION 26
5
BURMA FOREST ACT, ACQUITTAL IN PROSECUTION UNDER WHETHER
ABAR TO FURTHER PROSECUTION UNDER THE PENAL CODE
3
BuRMA LAWS AcT, secTION 13
243. 6
BuRMA RE.."'<T ACT, SECTIONS I (4), ··I-0j't9 (·I) ...
6
BuRMA RURAL SELf-GovERNM&-.T AcT
7
BuRMA VILLAGE ACT. (BuRMA AcT VI oF 1907), s. 2oA AND RULE 6
OF THE RULES-Powers of the Deputy Commissioner under s. 23Money-lender taking goods and chattels in pll!dge. Held, that a
conviction by a lVIagistrate under the Burma Village Act is not an
order under the Act, within the meaning of s. 23 of the Act;
n either is a ::.vlag istrate when exercising jurisdiction as such " an
authority s ubordinate to " the Deputy Commissioner. Held,
accordingly that the D eputy C ommissioner cannot revise a conviction by a Magistrate for an..J;tf:feQC6 .undeJh.-tlleoEkrma Village
Act. Held, also; that a money-lende r, genuinely carrying on
business as such, does not commit an offence under section zoA
of the Burma Village Act, by taking goods and chattels in
pledge for advances of money on a promissory note or other
document.
KING-EMPEROR v. MUTU ALAGI
BUDDHIST LAw- Adoption-Proof of adoption-Alleged conduct causing
disinheritance. Among Burmese Buddhists no formal ceremony
is necessary to constitute adopt ion. The fact of adoption may be
inferred from a course of conduct inconsistent with another supposition; but in that case the publicity or notoriety of the relationship must be satisfactorily proved. Ma Ywet v. Ma Me, (1909)
I.L.R. 36 Cal. 975; L.R. 36 I.A. 192-followed. On the facts the
Judicial Committee held affirming the Chief C ourt that it was
prpved that the respondent had b een adopted as a keittima son
with a right to in}J.erit, and that it w as not established that he had
been guilty of any unfilial or inimical conduct which wnu ld de-prive
h im of the right to inherit.
·.
MA~G BA PE AND ANOTHER

v. MAUNG SHWE BA

DDHIST LAw-Child of divorced parent-Absence of arrangement.

for custody and. disposal of children,-Filial conduct when necessary .
to be proved-Parents' power to disinherit children. H eld, that

VI
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there is no provision 1n: "frie'~amm'at1mts enabling pa.rents to
disinherit their children except by giving them away in adoption
to another. Where a Buddhist couple on divorcing each other
have come to an agreement as to the disposal of the children in
a manner not opposed to the principles of natural justice (and
which agreement would have the effect of giving away the children
in adoption), the children are bound thereby. Held, therefore,
that where a child by agreement or acquiescence of the parents at
the time of the divorce is allotted to one or other of the separating parties, the child must be regarded in law as having severed
filial relations with the other; and where that child sets up a
subsequent claim to the estate of the parent who abandoned the
child to the care of the other at the time of the divorce, the onus
is on the child to show that filial . ~tions have been resumed.
MaNgweKinv.MaHme, :t Ran. 42; MaPonv. MaungPo Chan,
(1897-ox) II U.B.R. u6; Ma Shwe Ge v. Nga Lan, (1872-92)
S.J.L.B. 296; Ma Tin U v. MaMa Than, 5 ~an. 359; Ma Yi v.
Ma Gale, 6 L.B.R. x67; Mi San Mra Rhi v. Mi Than Da U,
x L.B.R. x6x; Mi Thaik v. Mi Tu, S.J.L.B. 184; Po Cho v. Ma
Nyein Myat, 5 L .B.R. 133-referred to.
MAUNG BA THWIN

v,

MAUNe

Po

HTI

sxo

LAw-Claim of 1·elative to the whole estate of deceased lunatic
-Plea of maintenance and support of lunatic-Manugye, X, 36. A
Buddhist lunatic and his demented brother who predeceased him
inherited their parents' estate. They were looked after by their
aunt and her daughter till they died. The aunt and the cousin
were appointed guardian of the lunatic by a Court that also
allowed them a good remuneration from the wards' property. On
the death of the surviving lunatic, the aunt and her daughter
claimed his whole estate to the exclusion of other h eirs by virtue of
their having taken care oflunatic. They relied on M anugye, X, 3 6.
Held, that a relative who takes care of and supports a Buddhist
lunatic would not in all cases be entitled as a matter of course to the
whole share of the lunatic's parental estate for the pains taken.
The principle laid down in Manugye, X ,36, did not apply in this
case, because the lunatic succeeded to his parents' estate and there
was no partition and no definite share of the property was set aside
for the lunatic, and the guardians were sufficiently remunerated
from, the estate. Ma Saw Win v. Maung Gyi, 2 Ran. 328distinguished.

:BUDDHIST

Ko

SAN DWE

v.

MA NYEIN HLA AND ONE

LAw-CongenitRl idiot whether entitled to inherit. Held,
that at Buddhist Law, a child though physically or mentally
incompetent or defective is entitled to his full share of inheritance.
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, I, I 10, I I I; Manugye, X, 36-referred
to.

:BuDDHIST

"MAUNG PAN GYAW

v.

MA BEIN AND OTHERS .

LAw-DIVORCE- Desertion - Pleadings- New case- '·
Manugye, V, s. 17. In a suit in which in I923 a Burmese Budhist claimed as h~ir to his deceased wife, the defendants ·pleaded
that the plaintiff and his wife had been divorced in 1916, and·
alternatively that the plaintiff had deserted his wife for over three
years and entered into a second marriage, and that thereby there
had been a dissolution of the marriage. There were concurrent
findings by the Courts in Burma that there had not been a
divorce by mutual consent. On th~ issue .as to desertion the.·

.BuDDHIST

xz8
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Appellate Court found that there had been only a living apart
by mutual consent, or if there had been any desertion, it was by
the wife; they accordingly made a decree for the plaintiff. The
JudiciaLQommittee agreeing that the effect of the evidence was
as above stated: Held, that the appeal failed as the defendants
had not established the allegations upon which they had gone to
trial, and it w~ not open to them to set up a fresh case, namely
that there had been a livin·g apart which under Manugye,
Chap. V, s. 17 resulted in a dissolution of the marriage
on the expiration of the period therein mentioned. No
decision therefore was given whether as held by the Full
Bench in Ma Nyun v. Maunf! San Thein, (1927) 5 Ran.
537, the circumstances stated in Maungye, V, s. 17, caused
a dissolution of the marriage automatically, or whether, as had
been held by a majority of the Full Bench in Thein Pe v. U Pet,
(1906) 3 L.B.R. 75, there must be further some act of volition.
Provisions dealing with such a serious matter as the severance of
. the marri-age"'tie must be construed strictly and fully complied
with. I n Manugye, V, s. 17, unless the two conditions therein
referred to exist, the text gives tl>e wife no right to remaxty, and
the maxriage must be considered as subsisting. Mah Hnin Bwin
v. U ShweGone, (r9I4)L.R.41 I.A. 121, andMaHmonv.Maung
Tin Kauk, (1923) I Ran. 722-also referred to.

MA SAW KIN AND OTHERS v. u TuN AUNG GYAW

79

LAW-MARRIAGE-Marriageable age of a boy. Held that at
Burmese Buddhist law, a youth is competent to contract a valid
marriage at any time after he is physically competent for marriage
and no consent of his parents or guardian is necessary for a valid
marriage. Ma E Sein v. Maung Hla Min, 3 Ran. 455 ; Maung
Nyein v. Ma Hyin., 3 U.B.R. 75--referred to.

BUDDHIST

MAUNG THEIN MAUNG AND TWO v. MA SAW

34

LAw-Orasa's share-Claim whether open. to be made after
surviving ..Parents death by the orasa's legal .representatives.
Held, thanhe'brasa's share being vested, the claim could be made
within the period allowed by the Limitation Act even after the
death of the surviving parent. Held, further, that the legal
representatives of the or as a can claim the quarter share as against
the other children of the deceased parent. Kirkwood alias Ma
Thein v. Maung Sin, 2 Ran. 693 ; MaE Mya and another v. U ~e
Lay, 3 Ran. 281 ; Tun Tha v. Ma Thit, 9 L.B.R. 56 ; V. T. Arunachellam Chetty v. Maung San Ngwe, 2 Ran. x68-referred to.

BuDDHIST

MA Kvu v. MAuNe SHWE KYAAND OTHERS
LAw-Partition on divorce thrOttgh desertion-Share of a wife
of polygamous husband. Held, that since essentially the case of a
divorce by desertion is a divorce at the instance of one party
against the wish of the other, the deserting party must forfeit all
his or her interest in the property of the marriage. Held, also, that .
on the dissolution of a marriage through the desertion by the ·
poly~amous husband of one of his two wives, the deserted wife will
be entitled to a half of the lettetpwa of the marriage. Semble : In the property acquired virtually by the husband alone (and being ·
other than inherited lettetpwa) during the subsistence of the
marriage, the principle of nissaya -and nissita does ·hot apply.
C.T.P. V. Chetty Firm v. Maung ThaHlaing, 3 Ran. 322; Ma ~hwe

Bt.lDDHIST
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Mav.Mi Me;(I9IO-I3) U.B.R. 114; Ma Thein Yinv.Maung Thtz
Dun,2 Ran. 64; lVIa UByu v: ·~'Mal!Hmyin, (x<89;-ox) II U.B.R.
160; MaungPoNyunv.'MaSaw Tin, 3 Ran. r6o--referred0.
MAKINv. MAUNGPo SEIN ru'<DTHREE

I

when converted to lettetpwa-Payin property
constituting a squatter's right, whether subsequent grant of lease
change in character. Where payin property formed a piece of
land occupied as a squatter, held that a subsequent grant of lease
during the second ·Coverture converts the property into lettetpwa.
Ma Ba We v. Mi Sa U, 2 L.B.R. 174 ; lV!aung Shwe Tha v. Ma
Waing, I I L .B.R.48--rejerredto.

BuDDHIST LAw-Payin

MA Pu v . MAUNG NGo AND O'FP.:ERS

234

LAw-Step-children-Claim on step-parent's death-Lettetpwa of step-parent and parent, predeceased, share in-One step-child
having partitioned on death of parent, effect of-Alienation by stepparent subsequent to death of parent whether binding on step-child.
Held, that if no claim for partition has been made on the death of
one parent or on the re-marriage of the surviving parent or on the
subsequent death of the surviving parent, a claim for partition may
be made at the death of step-parent:"~ Held, that·on·such death of
the step-parent leaving children, the step-child is entitled to a third
share in the lettetf>wa of the step-parent and the parent. Held
further, that the alienation of any lettetpwa property by the stepparents subsequent to the death of the claimant's parent, does
not bind him. Held, also that where one of two step-children
had already claimed a share on the death of the parent, the other
step-child would be entitled only to one-sixth of the lettetpwa.
Kirkwoodv. !IIJ.aung Sin, 2 Ran. 693; l'vfaE Hmyinv. Maung Ba
Maung, 2 Ran. 123; MaE Mya v. U Pe Lay, 3 Ran. 281;
JV!a Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon, 8 L.B.R. 1 ; Ma Nyein E v.
Maung Maung, 3 Ran. 549 ; Mauttg•Ltt Gale .v .../JIIa,u'l#f Lu Po,
4 U.B.R. 140; Maung Po San v. Maung Po Thet, 3 Ran. 438;
JV!aung Shwe Po v. Maung Bein, 8 L.B.R. 15; Pan On v. Tun Tha,
I I L.B.R. 292; Po Kin v .. Tun Yin, 4 Ran. 207; San Pe v.
Ma Shwe Zin, 9 L.B.R. 176 ; Shwe Ywet v. Tun Shein, I I L.B.R.
I 99_:_.yefetred to.

BUDDHIST

MAUNGPA AUNGAND FIFTE,BNv. MAUNG KHA

LAw-Step-children's claim in· the estate of the grandparent
·and step-grandparent-Claim against step-uncles and aunts and
half-uncles and aunts. Held that at Burmese Buddhist Jaw the
step~children (as also step-grandchildren), when in competition
with a~et children of the step-parent and the issue of the stepparent, with the common parent, who predeceased the stepparent are also entitled to a fifth of the lettetpwa of the marriage of
the step-parent with their parent ; and that the atet children of the
. step-parent are also entitled to a like share. Ma Htay v. U Tha
Hlaing, 2Ran.649 ;MaNanShwev.MaSein, 2Ran.524 ;Ma
· Nyein E v. Maung Maung, 3 Ran: 549 ; Ma Thaung v. Ma Than.
5 Ran. 175 ;Ma Tokev.Ma ULe, 1 Ran.487; Maung PoAungv . .
· · M.aung Kha, Civil Reference 9 -0f 1927 ; Maung Po Kin v. 1Vfaung
Tut. Yin, 4 Ran. 207 ; Maung Shwe.Xe:v. Maung Po Mya 3 Ran •
. 464::.....referred to. San Pe v. Ma Shwe Zin; 9 LB.R. 176- ·
. dissented from.
·

BuDDHIST

MAUNG AUNG THIN AND. THREE v: MA NGWE
•

+

•• •

u AND EIGHT
•

355
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BUILDER WHETHER ENTITLED TO A LIEN UPON THE BUILDING
BURMA AcT IV OF I905
BURMESE BUDDHIST

:See RANGOON PoRT AcT.

iv.Iotima•~ :p~:.:;c;:rl~P:{)i~E--OF

MINOR CHILD'S

PROPERTY-Disposal for benefit of minor. Held, that a Burmese
Buddhist mother as natural guardian of a minor, has ordinarily no
power to dispose of immoveable property of her ward. A transfer by her may however be upheld if the circumstances clearly
indicate that the transfer was
in the interests...of the minor.
··.:•.·
A.R.V. CHETTIAR FIRM AL'lD THREE
AND TWO

v.

MAUNG HLA GYI

BUSINESS CARRIED ON WITH PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY, EFFECT OF
CARDINAL"ISSUE, DECISION ON, WHEN TO _B E APPLIED AGAINST
CASTE DISABILITIES REMovAl:: :A:cT ·· :

. . .•••

329

198
169
243

CHARGE, CONTINUANCE OF A, WHEN BENEFICIAL TO PURCHASER

488

CHILD OF DIVORCED PARENTS; RIGHTS OF, AT BUDDHIST LAW

5IO

LAW-Customary right to make a will and law of
inheritance--Burmese Buddhist Law. how far applicable to domiciled Chinese- Burma Laws Act(XIII ofx898),s. 13-Buddhi~tlaw
in Burma whether it 1lieans .onl:v..•Burmese. Buddhist law-Principle of Ma Yin Mya's case.whether applicable to marriages alone or
also to succession and testamentary dispositions- Lex contractus
and lex fori-Keittima adoption ; requisites of-Custom to have
force of law, requisites of- Importation of foreign custom-Personal
law carried to other parts of Empire by emigrants- Principle of
_justice, equity and good conscience. A Chinese Buddhist whose

CHINESE CuSTOMARY

domicile was Burma married a Burmese Buddhist lady. He was
also a Taoist and a C0nfucian and observed many Chinese customs.
He died leaving a will. P~aintiff claimed to be the keittima
adopted son of the deceased and contended that Burmese Buddhist law applied in this case and that therefore the deceased was
not entitled to make a will. He·daiined inHeritance on an ec._uality
with the natural sons of the deceased. Held, on t.r.e evidence that
plaintiff had failed to prove that he was a keittima son and had no
claim to inherit under Burmese Buddhist law. In a series of
cases in Burma the Courts have recognized and held that Chinese
customary law governs the succession to the estate of a Chinaman,
domiciled in Burma. The right of the Chinese to make wills has
also been recognized. Fone Lan v. Ma Gyee, 2 L.B.R. 95 ; Hong
Ku v. Mtz Thin, S.J.L.B. I35 ; Ma Sein v. ]VIa Pan Nyun, 2 Ran.
95 ;M<ZnHanv.R.M.A.L. Firm,4Ran.115 ;MaungK'U{aiv. Yeo
Ch'oo Yone, IO L.B.~. I59 ; 1Vlaung Po Maung v. Ma Pyit" Ya, I
Ran ..I 6 I-re/erred to. lri the Full Bench decision of this Court in
!via Yin Mya v. Tan .Yauk Pu, 5 Ran ..4o6, Burmese Buddhist law
regarding marriage was held applicable to Chinese Buddhist as
the lex loci contractus. The question is whether it also applies to
the case of inheritance and successions. Per-PRATT, C.J.-The
Burma Laws Act (XIII of x898) extends to the whole of British
India save in so far as it applies expressly or by necessary implication to a particular territory and the words " Buddhist law " in
s. 13. (I) of the Act are not restricted in Burma to Burmese Buddhist; law. TheDhammathatis nofanexclusivelexlocibutis one ·
-of s~v.eral leges fori. The decision in Ma .Yin Mya's case is distinguishable as it is confined to. the law of Buddhist marriages in
Burma and is no~ extended to.the law of inheritance.. · The words
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" Buddhist law " have there been held to mean in Burma " Burmese Buddhist law," but'-'tbe ·~i.-rehted to marri1tge-•'lln(J.~f-the:·""·
extension of the expression to all cases must not be taken to b e the
opinion of the Bench as a whole. The expression" Buddhist law,"
as in the case of Hindu and Mahomedan law would apply to all
schools. Even if the expression means Burmese Buddhist law,
then there is acustom having the force of law amongst Chinamen
in Burma, whereby they can dispose_,of the property by will, a
custom which is opposed to the provisions of the Burmese
Buddhist law applicable within the meaning of s. I 3 of the Burma
Laws Act. Maung Dwe v. Koo Haun.r: Sein, (P.C.) 3 Ran. 29referred to. With regard to keittima adoption according to
Burmese Buddhist Law, relied en by the plaintiff, neither
ceremony nor writte.n document is necessary, bu,t there must be
(I) the consent of the natural parents,(~) the taking of the£hild.by·.
the adoptive parent with the intention and on the footing that the·
child shall inherit, (3) proof of publicity of the relationship. These
requisites the plaintiff failed to establish. Ma Me Gale v. Ma Sa
Yi, 4 L.B.R. 172 ; Ma Than Than v. Ma Pwa Thit, 1 Ran. 451 ;
Ma Ywetv.MaMe, 5 L.B.R. II8-referredto. Per CUNLIFFE, J.
- In s. 13 (I) (a) of the Burma Laws Act, applicable to Burma, the
words " Buddhist law '' are not qualified by the adjective Burmese
and if that adjective is introduced, then the interpretation should
be that Burmese Buddhist law is applicable only to parties who.are
Burmese Buddhists. The expression "Burmese Buddhist law •~
• is a misnomer ; a more correct expression would be " Burmese
Common Law." Nevertheless the interpretation of the expression as Burmese Buddhist law in Ma Yin Mya's case binds all the
Courts in Burma. That decision is based on the English principle
that the lex loci contraczus governs the formal requisites of a
marriage. This is the equitable principle to protect women
\Vho marry foreigners in ignorance of their husband's familycustom, personal law, or religious disabilities. Chetti v. Chetti,
(1904) P.O. 87, Ex parte Mir Anwaruddin, (1917) r K.B. 634;
Sottomayor v. De Barros, {1877) 3 P.D. ?-referred to . . The
legal recognition of a custom in British I ndia depends upon
its antiquity, certainty and uniformity. Rama Lak~hnii v. Siva-·
nantha, (P.C.) I4 M.I.A. 570- rejerred to. As to antiquity, or the
period of" legal memory", a British Court need not extend its .
inquiries beyond its own establishment. Moreover a series of
legal decisions confirming a custom is cogent evidence that such
custom has the force of law. In re Garusudh, 27 LA. 328 ;
Jianutullah v. Pir Bahsh, IS Cal. .z33 ; Nalla Thambi v. Mella
Kumara, 7 Mad. H.C.R. 306-rejerred to. The Chinese Custom,
above. referred to, satisfied all these tests. A custom imported
into British India by a foreigner has been recognised by a British
Indian Court. Meilathi v. Subbaraya, 24 Mad. 6sQ--1'ejerred to.
Indian emigrants to other parts of the British Empire have had
their personal law recognised in principle in their new domicile.
Abdurahim v. Halimahai, 43 I.A. 3S ; Bartlett v. BarLlett, (1925)
A.C. 377-rejerred to. But for the decision in Ma Yin Mya's case
as to Burmese Buddhist law controlling all Buddhists, the present
case could well come under sub-section (2) or (3), of s. 13 of the
Burma Laws Act, and may be. dealt with in accordance with
justice, equity and good conscience. The ·case on principle has .
much affinity with the decision in Maung Chit Maung v. Ma Yait,
4t !.~·55. 3; x.x L.B.R. ISS·
.
CHAN PYU v. SAW SIN AND OTHERS
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V OF 1908), s. H:>-Common issue not
sufficient for stay-Subject matter of the suits must be same to stay
suit-Claim of second suit ari~ing subsequent to that of first
suit-Fir~t...s_u,#/(J.1jJ}fl~P-S~~n-!){~nd, second suit for mesne profitsApplying fo"r leave 'to appeal or obtaining leave to appeal to
Privy Council does not amount to pendency of appeal. Held,
that a suit cannot be stayed under s. 10 of the Civil Procedure
Code if the subject matter of the second suit was different from
that of ·the first suit, notwithstanding that there is a common
issue in both the suits. So also if the second suit relates to mesne
profits which accrued subsequently to thl! institution of the prior
suit which related to title and possession of the land, the second
suit cannot be stayed. Chowdhury v. Midnapur Zamindary
Company, 27 C.W.N. 772; N.K.L. Kubaran v. P.K. Koman
Nair, 48 M.L.J. 251 ; Wahidunnisa v. Zamin Ali, 42 All. 290referred to. Held also, that the mere applying for or obtaining
leave to appeal to the Privy Council cannot of itself amount to
the pendency"~of·"an·''appeal till sucb appeal is actually filed.
Nainappav. Chidambaram, 2 1 Mad, x8-referredto.
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CIVIL PROCEDURE ConE (ACT V OF 1908), s. 13 (b)-Suit based on a
foreign judgment~.' Judgment on the merit~.' meaning of-Due

service of summons-Ex parte judgment without evidence. Plaintiff
obtained an ex parte judgment against the defendant, a British
Indian subject, on his promissory-note in the Supreme Court at
Singapore. Defendant at the time of executing the note was residing and carrying on business in Singapore, but at th~ datE> of the
institution of the suit he had ceased to be a resident of Singapore
and was residing in Rangoon where he was tendered the
summons which he refused. Defendant did not at any time
appear in the Singapore suit. The Supreme Court can entertain.
suits irrespective of the status and residence of the defendant if
the cause of action arose wholly within its jurisdiction. According
to its rules, defendant was held duly served, and judgment was
entered as a matter of course in favour of the plaintiff on the
pleadings, without the plaintiff being called upon to prove his case.
Plaintiff filed his suit in Rai'lgoon on this foreign judgment against
the defendant. Held, that such an ex parte decision passed without
evidence is not a judgment on the merits within the me311ing of
s. 13 (b) of the Civil Procedure Code, and therefore the plaintiff's
suit failed. MaJromed Kassim and Company v. · Seeni Pakir, so
Mad. 261-followed. C. Burn v. Keymer, 7 L.B.R. 56; Ishri
Prasad v. Sri Ram, 25 A.L.J.R. 887-distinguished. Keymer v.
Vi~vanatham Reddi, 40 Mad. I I2_;_,.eferred to.
A.N.ABDU.i..RAHIMM

v.J.M. MAHoMEDALIROWTHER

••.

PROCEDURE ConE (ACT V OF 1908), ss. 63 AND 73-Rateable
distribution-Moneys attached by High Court and Small Causrt
Court creditors-i'vfoneys paid into High Court- Whether all
creditors io share rateably without Small Cause Court creditors
applying to High Court prior to the receipt of the m'Oney-High Court
to determine all claims. Creditors of a judgment-debtor in the
Small Cause Court ofRangOOR a~tacbed a sum of money deposited
by the judgment-debtor with a Club. A High Court creditor of
the judgment-debtor also attached the same sum. The money
was paid into the High Court, Held, that under the provisions
of s. 63 of the Civil Procedure Code, the High Court alone could
determine all claims to the money. S. 73 must be read in conjunction _w ith s. 63 ·of the Code, and un~er the circumstances of the
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case the High Court must be deemed to hold tl'oe assets on account
of the Small Cause Cour.t aJ.so,;;;.,a~d..therefor.e.,allJhe creditors were
entitled to a rateable distribution: · The decree-holders in the
Small Cause Court need not in such a case make an application to
the High Court for execution before the receiot of the assets.
Clerk v. Alexander, 2i Cal. 200--'-'l:eferred to. Krishnashankar v.
Chandra Shankar, 5 Born. 198-distinguished,
KwAITONGKEEv.LrMCHAUNGGHEE

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT v

OF 1908),

I3J

s. n-Order for rateable

distribution not a ministerial act-Order revisable by High Court
under l. II5 of rhe Code-No inquiry as to ownership of property
necessary when orde"ring rateable distribution.- An order made
under s. 73 of the Civil Procedure Code is not a ministerial and

non-judicial act of a Juqge . ....'I:P.~ High C~ourt can therefore
interfere with such an order on f'evi~i'on. ' Iiip~ssing an order for
a rateable distribution, a Court is not bound to inquire as to whom
the property belongs. Shankar Sarup v. Mejo Mal, (P.C.) 23 All.
313-referred to. Bibi Uma v. Rasoolan, 5 Pat. 445 ; S. Pillai v.
Arunachellam, 40 Mad. 84 r-dissented.from.
s.A.s. CHETTYAR FxRM v. s.v.A.R.A. FIRM ANn oTHERs

CIVIL PROCEDuRE CODE, SECTION 92

58:
97, I 8

x9;8)7 s. 92-Alteration or modification of scheme- Regular suit essential-Mere application, whether
authorised under scheme or not insufficient-Consent of Government
Advocate essential. A scheme settled by a District Court for the

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

management of a pagoda gave no power to the Court to vary the
scheme on mere application. Nevertheless on the application of
the trustees the Court varied the scheme as to the tenure of office
and mo::!e of appointment of trustees. .Held, tbat where a scheme
has been f;:-amed under s. 92 of the Civil Procedure Code, it cannot be altered or modified except by a regular suit filed by the
Government Advocl:ite or by interested parties with the consent
of the Government Advocate irr1iccordance w ith tre provisions
of s. 92 of the Act. · Veeraraghavachariar v. The Advocate
General of Madra~, 51 Mad. 31- followed.
U Po MAUNG AND OTHERS v. U TuN PE AND OTHERS

59

V OF 1908), ss. xoo, xox-Second appeal
under the Code an i~s1le of law only-Findings of fact of the first
. Appellate Cour.t cannot be qf!-estioned on second appeal. Under
the provisions ofs~. xoo, 1 01, second appeals lie only if the decision

·C IVIL PROCEDURE C<;>DE (ACT

'is contrary to law or if the decision fails to determine some
material issue of law or if there is any substantial error or defect
in the procedure. ·S. xoo says nothing about the findings of fact,
concurrent or otherwise, and therefore the finding of the first
· Appellate Court upon a question of fact is final, if that Court had ·
before it evidence in support of the finding, however unsatisfactory
it might be if examined. Durga v.Jewahir, (P,C.) 18 Cal. 23 ;
Pertap v. Mohendranath, (P.C.) 17 Cal. 291 ; Ramgopal v.
-Shamskhaton, (P.C.) 20 Cal. 93- referred to.

MA PYu v. K.C. MrTRA
:crvid>RoCEDuRECom:,sEcrioN tos

s8

(2) :

V OF i908), ss. 105, xog-Deci~ion of.Higft
Court upon a cardinal issue in a .suit which cannot be ques#oned .
· · again whilst. that decision stands is'finaC-Period for leave.' to appeal ·
.: · to
:P.riw. Council. against
'finql order. ' if expired, no leave to appeal
.
.
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can be given in respect of such order along with other points decided
subsequently in the case. Plaintiff-respondent filed a suit in a
District Court claiming a right of pre-emption under Mahomedan
Law. The'·f>.is.trict.~ow:ri-dismts&eaifhe suit on the ground that
such right did not exist in Burma. In October 1925 the High
Court on appeal held that the right of pre-emption did exist and
reversing the decision of the D istrict Court remanded the case for
trial. Plaintiff won the case on the meri!s and the High Court on
appeal confirmed the decision in May 1927. Defendant applied
for leave to appeal··to His Majesty ·in Council not only against
the point decided in May 1927, hut also against the point decided
in October 1925. Held, that assuming that the provisions of s.
105 of the Civil Procedure Code did not apply to appeals to .His
Majesty in Council, sttill the question as totheright of pre-emption
was a cardinal issue between the parties and was fina)ly decided in
October 1925 and was a 'final order' within the meaning of s.
109 (a) of the Code.. _...ee.titioJ;l.er.4;o.uld..then have applied for leave
t o appeal to His Majes'ty in Councifwithin the period oflil'l'!itation
allowed. This question of the right of pre-emption was not in
dispute when the case was finally decided in May 1927,
and p etitioner could not raise the point over again in applying
for leave to appeal against the points decided in May 1927.
Ahmed Hu:.ain v. Gobind Krilhna, 33 All. 391 ; Venkataranga v.
Nara.:.imha, 38 Mad. 509 ; Rahim.boy v. Tumer, 18 LA. 6-referred
to.
SYED KHAN v. SYED EBRA'HIM

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 109
CIVIL PROCEDURE CoDE(AcT V OF 1908),

s. I09 (c)-'Fit ca~e for appeal
to His Maje$ty in Council,'meaning of-Case of private importance
to one party only and not of appealable value not fit for certificate.
Where a case fulfils the requirements of section I xo of the Civil
Procedure Code, the p etitioner is entitled to certificate for appeal
to His Majesty in Council, but if the amount or ,·alue of the subject-matter on appeal is below the appealable value, then the case
must be otherwise a fit one for appeal. Section ro9, clause (c)
contemplates cases where there are questions, for example, re·
lating to religious rights and ceremonies, to caste and family
rights or such matters as the reduction of the capital of companies
as well as questions of wide public importance in which the
subject-matter in dispute cannot be reduced into actual terms of
money. An applicant in a defamation case where the value is
below Rs. xo,ooo cannot claim the certificate though the case may
be of great importance to himself, if it is not of great importance
to the public or to the other party. Banarsi Parshad v. Kashi
Krishna, 28 !.A. I I (P.C.); Radhakrishna Ayyar v. Su,aminatha,
48 I.A. 3. (P.C.)-referredw.
MAuNG BA THAN v. THE DISTRICT CoUNCIL OF PEGU

43

CIVI L PROCEDURE CODE, S~CTION I 4 I

563

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 145 (c)

474 .
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RR. 2 AND

V OF

xgo8),

s.

151 ;

0.

9, R.6;

0. XVII,

3-" Appearance" of party, meaning of-Application of

rule 3- Parrialevidenceled on both sides, effect of- Decree, when is
ex parte. D efendant had led some evidence, the burden of
proof being on him, when the case .was adjourned by the Court
to another date for further hearing.· On this date the parties and
defendant's witn'esses were absent, but the pleaders of both
parties were present. D efendant's pleader applied for an

·.
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adjournment which being refused, he withdrew from the case.
The Court examined twot'Witnesses 'for the plamt1ff~'te5eried .
judgment which later was delivered in plaintiff's favour and in
which the merits of the case were discussed. Defendant applied
to have ti-e ex parte decree set aside but failed. He appealed to ·
the District Court against the decree as also against the order on
his application to set aside the decree. The District Judge dismissed the latter appeal on the ground that 0. XVII, r. 2, of the
Civil Procedure Code did not apply, but in the regular appeal he
set aside the decree and remanded the case for further hearing
and disposal on the merits, on the ground that rule 3 did not
apply. The merits of the trial Court's judgment were not dealt
with. Plaintiff alone appealed to the High Court. H eld, that
0. XVII, r. 3 can be applied only when the hearing has been
adjourned at the instance of a party who subsequently-makes-the
default. In the circumstances of the case and on the withdrawal
of the defendant's pleader, rule 2 app!ied, and the case came under
0. IX, r. 6. A plaintiff canp.ot obtain a decree, even though
ex parte, without evidence. In this case the defendant had led
some evidence, the burden of proof b eing on him, but the plaintiff
was entitled to rebut such evidence. Notwithstanding therefore
evidence being taken on both sides, the decision wits an ex parte
oneunderO. XVII, r. 2 read with 0. IX, r. 6.
MaungPwayv.
Saya Pe, 4 Ran. 408-referred to.

E. MYLNE v. T. Kom
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), s. 151, 0.9. RR. 9 AND 13 ;
0. 23- Permission of Court necessary to file fre sh s?.tit- Restoring
suii. or setting aside ex parte decrse-Provision of 0. 9 and tlze law
of limitation to be complied with- Inherent power of the Court,
when it may be exercised. Held, that a person cannot withdraw a
suit or an application reserving to himself the right to bring a fresh
one or a similar one. What he ought to do is to ask for leave to
withdraw it with permission to bring a fresh one. Held, alse, ,that ,
whilst a party cannot invoke the aid of s. I 5 I of tl_,e Civil Procedure ·
Code to restore a suitor to set aside an ex parte decree, when he is
unable to comply with the provisions of Order 9, and the law of
limitation, the Court has inherent power to restore a suit or to set
aside an ex parte decree, under the special circumstances of a case.
Ajodhya v. Mussamat Phul Kuer, I Pat. 277; Neelaveni v.
Narayana, 43 Mad. 94-distinguished.

u EMAUNGV. P.A. R.P. CHETTYAR FIRM
V OF 1908), 0. 2, R. 2-Previous suits
for arrears· of int erest-Subsequenl suit for principal on mortgage,
when due- Power of sale if interes·t in arrears, effect of- Absence
of right to sue for principal on default of payment of interest does
not debar the suit for principal zvhen due. A mortgage d eed relating to Rangoon pr.operty in .the English Form with the power of
sale provided for the repayment of the principal amount in five
years and for monthly payment of interest. The power of sale
was to be exercised if the principal amount, when due, was not
.Paid after three months·' notice or if at any time during the continuance of the security interest amounting to Rs. soo was in arrears
and unpaid .for three months.
The mortgagee h ad filed suits
against the mortagagor for recovery of interest. After the ~xpiry
of five years h e filed a suit for his principal amount and arrears of
interest·. . The mortgagor contended that by virtue of the power of
sale a right of suit on. the mortgag~..for the principal amount had
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arisen when the mortgagee filed his last suit for interest alone and
that therefore.lle Wl:\S precluded from filing the present suit under
the proVisiori's""df'O:-z; T: z ·of·the Civil Procedure Code. Held,
that there was no clause in the mortgage stating that if the interest
is in arrears to the extent of Rs. soo for more than three month~,
the mortgagee could call in the principal amount also, and moreover the power of sale on account of arrears of interest only
entitled the mortgagee to exercise the power himself and not
throug!:> the ag.ency of the Court. There was no right to sue for
the principal amount until the five years elapsed, hence the suit
was not barred. Gokul Dass v. Eastern Mortgage and Agency
·Company, 33 Cal. 410 ; Webb v. Macpherson, 31 Cal. 57--referred
to. Edwardsv. Martin, L.J.R. 25 Ch. 284- distinguished.

E. H. JosEPH v.A. P. JosEPH

... . ' ···, .
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··CrviL PROCEDURE CoDE (AcT V OF 1908), 0.2, R. z-Res judicataRangoon Rent Act (Burma Act II of 1920), ss. I (4), 12,19 (I)-;
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 14-Advocate's erroneous admission
on point of law not binding on client as res judicata-Furnished
premises not within the pun>iew of the Rangoon Rent ActSeparate suits in case of dijfere11t causes of action. Plaintiffappellant gave defendants a lease of two years from the 23rd
October 1919 till his return to Rangoon of his stall and its furniture
on a r ent of Rs. 90 per month and on payment of the daily rent
(which was then Rs. 1-4) of the premises to the Company to
whom it belonged. Plaintiff himself was a daily tenant of the
Company but in practice a tenant was not asked to vacate as long
as he paid rent, and an assignee of a tenant was similarly treated.
Defendants carried out their agreement up to 22nd October 1922
when they ceased to pay the plaintiff and on roth December 1922
they induced the Company to determine the plair.tiff>s tenancy and
to give them the tenancy at the daily rent of Rs. 4-4. Plaintiff on
his return to Rangoon got the Company to recognise him as its
tenant on a rent of Rs. 4 per day. Plaintiff gave notice to defendants to vacate-and~on-the•.'lJ:tl't'··:f uly 1923 instituted a suit against
·them in the High Court claiming possession, Rs. 630 as rent from
the 23rd October 1922 to the 23rd May 1923 (date of expiry of
notice), Rs. 90 for compensation from the 23rd May 1923 for one
month. On 4th August 1923 he amended his plaint by claiming
Rs.720 (the aggregate of Rs. 630 plus Rs. 90) as mesne profits.
The Court gave a decree in favour of the plaintiff for possession,
. for Rs. 630 as rent and compensation at the rate of Rs. 90 till
possession was given. The Appellate Court confirmed the decree
on the 3oth March 1925 except that its decree was silent as to
· compensatio~ and it disallowed the item of Rs. 630 on the ground
·that under the provisions of section I 2 of the Rangoon Rent Act,
1920, plaintiff could not recover rent without the Rent Controller's
certificate. At the hearing of the appeal plaintiWs advocate
admitted that the r ent was not recoverable without such a certi.ficate. Defendants gave up possession to the plaintiff on the 30th
of March 1925. They had paid the Company the daily rent ofRs .
.4-4 up to the roth February 1923, the date on which the Company
recognised plaintiff as tenant. From the 23rd May 1923 to the
17th J uly 1923, plain~iffpaid the Company Rs. 4 a day or in all Rs .
.224 whilst the defendants were in po3session. From the I 8th July
1923 to 30th March 1925 the Company refused to take rerit from
either party but after defendants gave up possession, the Company
received Rs. 2,488 from the plaintiff for the said period. Plaintiff
now sued (2oth February 1927) the defendants for R;;. 3,750
:made up of(r) Rs.• 63orentfrom zoth February 1923 to2znd May
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1923 ; (2) Rs. 408 for·'tlmom!ft<prud~y plaintiff to the Company
for the period from the 1oth February 1923 to 22nd May 1923 ;
(3) Rs. 224 for amount paid by plaintiff to the Company for the
period from 23rd May 1923 to 17th July 1923, and {4) Rs. 2,488
for amount paid by plaintiff to the Company for the period from
18th July 1923 to 30th March 1925 ; all at the rate of Rs. 4 a day.
The trial Court dismissed the suit on the ground of limitation
and under the provisions of 0.2, r. 2 of the Civil Procedure Code,
and also as res judicata. Plaintiff appealed. Held,_ that the
plaintiff's suit was not barred as under the provisions of section I 4
of the Limitation Act limitation remained in suspense throughout the period of his first suit and of the. appeal therefrom.
L(lkhan Chandra v. Madhusudan, 35 CaL 209 ; Nrityamoni
Dassiv. Lakhan Chandra, 43.Ca!{;.Pi!P~followed. Held,further,
that section x (4) of the Rangoon Rent Act, 1920, which
prevented recovery of rent after the expiry of the Act, which was
not recoverable during the continuance of the Act, did not apply in
this case. The rent· of Rs. 630 was not for the stall but for the
furniture (which included electrical fittings) and the Act did not
apply to such r~nt. ·Held, also, that the admission of plaintiff's
advocate on appeal was an erroneous one on a point of law which
did not bind the plaintiff and did not operate as res judicata. Beni
Pershad v. Dud/math, 27 Cal. 156..(RC.); Tagore v. Tagore, x8
W.R. 359 (P.C.)-followed. Held, further, that the rest of the
plaintiff's claim (except a sum of Rs. 172 in the item of Rs. 224
which should have been included in the former suit and therefore
was now barred) was not affected by the Rangoon Rent Act, nor
barred as res judicata nor under the provisions of 0. 2, r. 2 of the
Civil Procedure Code. These claims were not rent, they did not
arise from any cause of action in the former suit and they arose
. owing to the wrongful conduct of the defendants in procuring
themselves to be recognised· by the Company as 'its immediate
tenants. This arrangement did not come within the purview of
the Rangoon Rent Act, and the d~fenqants under their agreement
with the plaintiff were bound top~j'tl1e' daily rent whatever it was.

G. BHANDARI v. NIHALCHAND AND OTHERS
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), 0. 8, RR. 9 AND. Io-Pm·ty's
failure to file written statement-Pronouncement of judgment without evidence. Held, that where a party fails to present his written
statement on the date fixed by the Court for such purpose, the
Court cannot pronounce judgment against him forthwit_h .
Plaintiff must prove his case by evidence 0.8, r. xo, of the Civil
Procedure Code allows a Court to pronounce judgment against
a party only when that party fails to produce a written statement
demanded under 0. 8; r. 9· . In the latter case the Court has
materials on which it could form a judgment.

· A.

K, MooPAN v. A. KARUPANA

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 0RDI;:R 9, RULE .9 .

~54

·addendA .
. CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER · 2x', RULE 2; NON-CERTIFICATION,
:EFFECT OF
28-s,

Cnxi._PRoCEDuR:E·. CoDE (AcT V OF 1902), 0. 17, RR. 2r· Aim 3~
Absent party when entitled to reope·n case-Decision on the meritsof a party. After several adjourn"
· f!1ents, -the _tJ;ial Court fixed _ a date ·for peremptory : hearing.
Defendants, on whom the_bu_rden of proof lay, and their advocate
_AdjoJ.~._rnment not. at the instance
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were absent when the case was called. The Court ordered that
the case should proceed without reference to the defendant's
witnesses. Later defendants appeared and were told they could
cross-examine plaintiff's witnesses, but not lead any evidence of
of their own. They declined and the Court purported to give a
decision on the merits of the case. Held, that under such circumstances, where there was no adjournment at the instance of a party,
the Court should have proceeded under 0. I7, rule 2, and not
under rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code, soastoenablethedefe.udants to apply to set aside the ex parte decree. Enatulla v.:Jiban,
41 Cal. 976 ; Phul Kuar v. Hashmatullah, 37 All. 460; Ram
Adhin v. Ram Bharose, 47 All. 181 ; Ram Chm·an v. Raghubir,
45 AJI. 68 ; Ratanbai v. Shankar, 46 Bom. 1026 ; Sukku v. Ram
Lotan, 4 I AIL 663-refen·ed to.
CHANDANAM AND OTHERS v. A.M.C.P. SAMSUGANY AND
OTHERS

766

CIVIt. PROCEDURE CODE (Aq V OF 1908), 0. 2, R. 2 (2)-Failure of
decree-holder to appear and contest application for certification of
payment-Judgment-debtor not entitled to certification unless s:::.tisfactory proof of payment produced. Where on an application by the
judgment-debtor for certification of payment towards the decree,
thedecree-holderdidnotappearto show cause against certification,
it was urged that the Court was bound to certify the payment
without requiring proof of it. Held, that the Court is not bound,
whether the decree-holder appeared or not to show cause, to record
payment unless it is satisfied that such payment has been made.
MAUNG CHIT P E AND TWO v. P.N.L. NARAYAN CHETTIAR
CIVIL PROCEDURE CoDE (AcT V oF 1908), 0. 21, RR. 89, 92Limitation Act (IX of I9o8), Sch. I, Art. 166-Requisite deposit
less by a very small amount, effect of-Delay of one day in making
deposit,effectof-Strictnessof the provisions of the Code. H eld, that
where an application is made pnd~r- ..th.~.J?.rovisioos of 0. 2 I ;--r...89
of the Civil Procedure Code to.set ·aside sale on deposit, a verv
small shortage of the amount required to be deposited may be
disregarded and will not vitiate the deposit but even a day's delay
in making the application or the deposit beyond the period of 30
days trom the date of sale cannot be disregarded. The provisions .
of O. zi, rr. 89 and 92 are strict.
.-··.
. . ..
MOHAMED CASSIM v. A. J. DAVID

2I8

:-'.~-

Cxvrt. PROCEDURE ConE, ORDER 21, R·ut.E 90
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 0. 2I,RR. 91,92,93
CrvrL PROCEDURE CoDE, ORDER 23, RULE 3, WHETHER ADJUSTMENT
OF A PRELIMINARY !'.10RTGAGE DECREE COMES UNDER
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 34. RULE I
Crvu. PROCEDURE CooE, ORDER j8, RULE 3

490
~2 1

468
285
I 22241

CIVIL PROCEDURE ConE (Ac'i' V OF 1908), 0. 4r, R. 17-Non-appearance
· of appellant-Dismissal of appeal for default-Dismissal of appeal
on meritsillegal-CivilProcedure Code (A .c t XI V of x88z), s. 5s6Dijjerence in 1.9ording-Court's power to adjourn appeal. Where
an appellant .or his advocate does not appear wbeQ the appeal is
called on for hearing, the Court should, if it thinks fit, dismiss the
appeal for default of appearance, butnot .dismiss the appeal on the

'.

'.

'.
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merits. The wording of
;~i:. 17"of ~i:f~tSa~~i~'hgf•the same
as the wording of the corresponding s. 556 of the old Code. but it
does not give the Court power to go into the merits of the appeal.
It enables the Court to adjourn a case if it thinks fit. Muhammad
v. Manavikrama, 45 Mad. 882-followed.

d:'¥i

BASUDEV v. BIDESHI AND ANOTHER

612

' CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 4 I, RULES 20, 33
CIVIL PROCEDURE CoDE, ORDER43, RuLE r(w)
· CIVIL PROCEDURE CoDE, ORDER 46, RuLE I

29
254
794

CIVIL PROCEDURE CoDE, ORDER-47, RuLES x AND.7 . ·' • ...,--~··:.-:::::.:
CLAIM OF RIGHT, HOW FAR A DEFENCE IN ATHEFT~CHARGE
··,CO-DEFENDANTS, ~es judicata AS BETWEEN
COLOURABLEIMITATION, WHATAMOUNTSTO
· CONGENITAL IDIOT NOT BARRED FROM INHERITANCE
CONSIDERATION AND GOOD FAITH ONUS OF PROOF IN PROCEEDINGS
UNDER SECTION 55· PRESIDENCY TOWNS 1NSOL~C~.1:9,'~. ...
· CONSIDERATION NECESSARY FOR .">N AGREEMENT TO ACCEPT LESS THAN
WHATISDUEANDPAYABLE
··CONTEMPORANEOUS ORAL AGREE~IENT TO REPtJRCHASE WHEN PROOF
ADMISSIBLE

254
54
575
221
128
676
I9I

376

· CONTEMPT OF COURTS ACT .(XII OF 1926)- Publication of prejudicial
comments on a case pending trial is contempt of Court-Printer's
responsibitity cannot be evaded by contract-Journalist's
responsibility. Held, that the publication of comments on a case
which is pending trial in a Court amounts to contempt of Court if
the comments are such as are likely to prejudice.the,,.adm.inistration of justice in the case. A p rinter cannot escape liability
imposed on him by law by alleging a contract with' the owner of
the press that he was not to be responsible for the contents of
the publication. A journalist should acquaint himself with his
duties and liabilities. Youth .and inexperience or a subsequent
apology would not be an excuse as a rule.
KING-EMPEROR v. MAUNG TIN SAW AND ONE
•:CONTRACT FOR RICE, CONSTRUCTION OF- Seller's option to deliver produce of one of specified mills"7Seller'sown mill not specifically mentioned- Destruction of seller's mill by fire before issue of m illing
notice- Refusal of seller to supply from any of the other millsOption clause, construction of. Plaintiff-respondents sued defendant-appellants for damages for breach of their contact to supply
rice. The contract was embodied in the standard form
of bought and sold notes for rice contracts tn Rangoon.
The last clause enabled the sellers to deliver rice of the
milling. of some twenty named. mills in which however their own
mill was not included. · There were some clauses which possibly
indicated that the sellers could deliver the produce of their own
, mill. One of the clauses· exempted the sellers .from liability to
deliver in' case of accident to machinery. B.efore the issue of any ·
milling notice the selle.r·~s mill burnt down, and they failed to give·
delivery: They contended that their contract w.as primarily to
deliver rice f rom their own.mill;and, that having burnt down, they
. ··were exempted from liability... The last:clause· merely~ave them·

39
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an additional option to supply rice from any of the specified mills
but they were not bound to exercise that discretion. The trial
Court held.tl}a.~.~e sellers were liable for the breach of contract on
the ground that the contract was not restricted to the produce
of the seller's mill. Defendants appealed. Held, (ORMISTON, J.
dissenting) that the contract was one for the sale of rice
which the appellants having failed to deliver, rendered them
liable in damages. It was not a contract to sell rice of their
own milling, and even assuming they could deliver rice from their
own mill (CARR,]., doubting this), its destruction before issue of
any milling notice relating to this particular mill, did not exempt
the appellants from delivering rice from any of the specified mills.
Arracan Company, Limited v. Hc.madanee & Co., II B.L.T.
6 3-distinguished.
WoR MoH LoNE & Co. v. THE JAPAN CoTTON ThADINC
GoMP:-\'NY; LTD.
CONTRACT ACT, SECTIONS I I AND 247
CONTRACT ACT (IX OF I872), ss. 63, zs-Remission of performance of
contract-Bare agreement to take less than what is due invalid for
want of consideration-Oral evidence to prove satisfaction of claim
admissible. Held, that a bare agreement to take less than what
is due on a monetary claim (without any actual payment being
made) or merely to give time for such payment, is void without
consideration. S. 63 of the Indian Contract Act does not override
the necessity for consideration for an enforcible agreement, and
deals only with actual remission of performance. Oral evidence
to show satisfaction of a claim is admissible.
MAuNe Pu AND TWO o;rHERS v. MAuNe Po THANT AND
TWO
CONTRACT ACT, SECTION 23-FORBIDDEN TRA."l'SACTIONS ...
CONTRACTOR'S TEST NOT APPLICABLE TO RACE COURSE ASSESSMENT
CONSPIRACY, CONTENTS OF THE CHARGE FOR THE OFFENCE OF
COPY OF ORDER, TIME TAKEN IN OBTAINING TO BE EXCLUDED IN INCOMETAX REFERENCES FOR LIMITATION PURPOSES
CORROI:IORATIVE EVIDENCE, ADMISSIBILITY AND VALUE OF-Evidence
Act (1 of 1872); section 157-Substantive evidence, necessity ofFirst information reports and other reports. Held, that unless
there is substantive evidence before the Court first information
reports and other reports by a witness cannot be used in corrobo ·
ration. Held, accordingly, that where the prosecution witness
gives a different account in evidence before the Court, his previous
reports cannot be admissible as corroborative evidence against
the accused. Kyaw Zan Hla v. King-Emperor, Criminal Appeal
No.4 52 of I 927-:-distinguished.
KING-EMPEROR v. NcA Hr.AtN.C ...
COSTS INCURREl~ IN UNSUCCESSFUL APPLICATION FOR REMOVAL OF
ATTACHMENT-Recovery of such costs in declaratory suit-Special
reasons for disallowing such costs. Held, that where a claimant's
application under the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code for
removal of attachment on his property has been dis:nissed, he can
claim in his declaratory suit, in addition to the declaratbn, the costs
.he bas incurred in the miscellaneous proceedings. . If successful,
he is entitled to them, unless .. on account of his own default or

423 .

75 ·;
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other good cause, he ought not to be allowed those costs.
Kumarappa Chetty v. Nga Pyi, (tgo'4"'06'-z U.B.R'~•(Civil Pro.) 18
-followed.
V.E.R.M. FIRM v. MAUNe Po KYONB
COURT FEEs ACT (VII OF z87o), s; 8, ART. z OF FIRST ScHEDULE; ART.
17 (iv) OF SECOND ScHEDULE-Court:fee on appeal by Government

against award by Court under Land Acquisition Act. Held, that
an appeal by Government against an award of a District Court
under the Land Acquisition Act is taxable under s. 8 of the Court
F ees Act or else under Art. I of the First Schedule of the Act.
Art. 17 (iv) of the Second Schedule of the Act does not apply in
such a case. Kasturi Chetty v. Deputy Collector, Bellary, 21
Mad. 269---referred"to. Secretary of State/or India v. Basan Singh,
(1913) P.R. Civil No. 57-dissented from.
SPECIAL CoLLECTOR OF RANGOON

v. Ko Zr NA AND OTHERS

28.1

COURT-FEB ON APPEAL FROM ORDER PASSING FINAL DECREE FOR SALE
IN MORTGAGE SUIT-Adjustment of preliminary mortgage decree

not an adjustment of suit within the meaning of 0. 23, r. 3 of Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908)-Ejfect of non-certification under
0. 21, r. 2 ; 0. 84, r. S· Held, that where an appeal is preferred
against an order which is an order for ·a final decree for sale in a
mor.tgage suit, such appeal must be against the final decree itself
and not against the order as an order,and consequently the appeal
must be stamped ad valorem. · Where a mortgage decree-holder
applies for a final decree for sale of the mortgaged property and
the judgment-debtor urges that the decree-holder had allowed
him an extension of time for payment, held that such an agreement
would amount to an adjustment of the preliminary decree and
could not be recognized by the Court tha~ is bound to pass the
final decree for sale in terms"of the preliminary decree, unless the
adjustment was certified to the Court under Order 21, rule 2, of
the Civil Procedure Code within . the prescribed time. The
alleged agreement cannot be regarded as an adjuS'trnent'of a suit
within the meaning of Order 23, rule_:3, of the Civil Procedure
Code. BajrangiLalv. Mahabir, 25 All. 476 ;Jankibaiv. Chimna,
22 Born. L.R. 8u-followed.
AHMED RAHMAN AND FOUR v. L.A.A.R. CHETTIAR
COURT-FEE ON APPEAL BY GOVERNMENT AGAINST ORDER OF CoURT
ON REFERENCE UNDER LAND ACQUISITION ACT

285

281

CoURT-SALE-Highest bidder for immoveable property- Sale
plete-Fall of the hammer-A~ceptance by Court-officer

when comessentialBid on fall oj hanrmer is still an offer-Civil Procedure Code (Act
V of 1908), 0. 21,-r. 84. The highest bidder at a Court-sale of
immoveable property becomes the purchaser thereof not when the
bid is accepted by the fall of the hammer, but when the presiding
officer of the Court has accepted the bid and declared the bidder to
be the purchaser. The Court can accept or reject the bid which
is still an offer when the hammer fa~ls,and likewise the bidder is·
at libertv to withdraw this offer until the Court has accepted it in
the above manner. Jaibahadar v. Matukdhari, 2 Pat. 548teferred to.
AFAZUDDIN v. HOWELL AND OTHERS

COURT'S PERMISSION ·TO ADMINISTRATO!_t TO SELL DOES NOT IMPLY
PERMISSIONTOMORtGAGE .:.

609
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CUSTOMARY RIGHTS AGAINST ANOTHER PERSON OVER GOVERNMENT
LAND, HOW ACQUIRED
.•

..; .. ~: ....

CRIMINAl. PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 145, ACTION UNDER WHETHER
A BAR TO JURISDICTION OF CIVIL COURT UNDER SECTION 9, SPECIFIC
RELIEF AcT

456

667

s. 162-Witn~sses' statements to the police- Record of statements in police diaries- Right
of accused to obtain copies of such statements. If a police officer
records statements of witne~ses in his diary or inserts them 1n his
diary from original notes which he destroys, the accused is entitled to ask the Court to refer to them and, subject to the proviso of
s. 62 of the Criminal Procedure Code, he is entitled to copi~s of
the statements for the purpose of contradicting such prosecution
witnesses.

CRIMINALPROCEDURECODE (AcTVOF1898)

SULAIMAN MOHAMED BHOLAT v. KING-EMPEROR

s. 162-Statements to
police, how and when may be used in evidence.
No witness may
be asked what he said to the police during an investigation under
Chap. XLV of the Criminal Procedure Code, nor may any police
officer b.e asked what a witness said to him during the investigation, nor may any bystander.he. questioned as to what he heard
another person say to a police officer during the investigation.
Provided that, when a witness for the prosecution is being
examined, if an accused has reason to believe that the statement
which the witness is making in Court differs from the statement
which he made to the police, then the accused or his advocate
may ask the Court to refer to the record of any statement made
by the witness to the police and if it be found that there is any
variation between the two statements the defence are entitled to
a copy of the record of the statement made to the police. That
copy must then be proved and the witness may be crossexamined on that statement under s . 145 of the Evi- jence
Act and his attention must
drawn to the particular points in
which his statement in Court differs from the record of the statement to the police.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CoDE (AcT V OF 1898),

oe

BANA SINGH

v.KING-EMPEROR

•• •

137

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CoDE.(Acr V OF 1898) s. 1$1(z)-Breach of trust,
offence of-Penal Code (Act XLV of 186o), s. 408-Conversion,

place of-Place of accounting with the principal deemed to be the place
where money converted to wrongful use. Where the complainant
residing at Rangoon entrusted certain negotiable securiti~s to .
the accused at Rangoon with instructions to proceed up-country
and collect the amounts due upon them at various places and to
account for the receipts at Rangoon, held that the offence of
· criminal breach of trust in respect of the proceeds of such
collection can be tried by the Rangoon Courts. Gunananda
Dhone v. Lala Santi Prokash Nanby, 29 C.W.N. 432-folwwed.
Ahmed Ebrahim v.·Hajee A.A. Ganny, I Ran. 56-distinguished.
YACOOB AH'MED

v . V . M . ABDUL GANNY

380

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 195

578

CRIMINAL PROC:EDURE CODE, SECTION 195 (a) LAYING OF A COMPLAINT
·
UNDERBYAMAGISTRATE, WHETHERAPPEALARLE
· •••
•••

529
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE;.{Acr, Jl. OF,,

1898), s. 208-Failure of

Committal Court to take evidence tendered by the defence an
illegality. Held, that in comrnittl>l proceedings, it is essential that
the defence evidence if tendered, is considered, and that the failure
to take evidence though tendered is an illegality and more than a
mere irregularity. King-Emperor v. Channing Arnold, 6 L.B.R.
1 29-followed.

KING-EMPEROR v. NGA KHAING AND ONE

53 1

V OF 1898), s. 221-Charge in a conspiracy trial-Specific acts of the conspirators whether to be mentioned-Evidence Act (I of 1872) ss. 8, 10 and 11-Previous acts of
enmity towards a certain person admissible in a charge for conspiracy
against that person. Held, that a charge for an offence under · ··

CRIMNAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

section 12oA ( 1) ofthe Indian Penal Code of having agreed to do
or cause to be done a series of illegal acts need not set out in all its
details the specific acts wl:>ich the conspirators are alleged to have
agreed to do or to cause to be done. Where the accused was
charged with having entered into a conspiracy to bring false
evidence against a certai11 person, his previous acts of having
instituted unfounded prosecutions against that person, are admissible in evidence. Makin v . The Attorney-General for New
South Wales, L.R.A.C. tz894) 57 ; Reg. v. Flannigan, IS
403 ; The King v. John Bond, 2 K.B.D. t19o6) 389 ; Thompson v:
The King, L.R.A.C. ( 1918) 221- rejerred t o. . Daniel O'Connel v.
Reg., So Eng. Rep. 155 ; Reg. v. Parbhudas Ambm·am, 2 Born.

Cox·c.c:

H.C.R. 90-distinguishe~.

·

HTIN GYAW ANDSEVENV. KING-EMPEROR

6

V OF 1898), s. 517- Trial Court's
to dispose of property on acquittal-Whether Sessions Court
has jurisdiction to alter such order. The Trial Court acquitted

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CoDE (ACT
po~uer

the accused on a charge of criminal misappropriation of 4 pair of
diamond nagats, but ordered the nagats to be returned fo the
complainant. On appeal against the order, the Sessions Judge
set aside the order and directed the naga1s to be returned to the
respondent. Held, that the Trial Court had full jurisdiction and
power as to the disposal of the nagats. As the Trial Court had
acquitted the accused, there could be no appeal to the Sessions
Court and therefore the Sessions Court had no jurisdiction t o
interfere .with the order passed by the Trial Court, nor had it any
revisional power in the matter. Emperor v. Debi Ram, 46 All. 623,
In re Khema Rukhad, 42 Born. 664 ; Russul Bibee v. Ahmed
Moosajee, 34 Cal. 347-referrul to.

MAUNG MRA TuN v. MA KRA ZoE

PRu

CUSTOMWHENTOBEGIVEN EFFECT TO AS LAW.. .
·CUSTOMARY RIGHT TO. RECEIVE "WATERFALL" (YEGYA) FOR CULTI·

VATION-Oumers of adjoining undulating land-Such right not an
easement under the Indian Easements Act (Act V of r88z)-Acr not
applicable in Burma-Act therefore · no impediment to establish
right by custom. In Burma it is open to a person to establish 2.
customary right' to receive a "waterfall" (yegya) from an adjoining
higher land on to his own for the purp oses of his cultivation without interruption from the· owner of the higher land. Such a
customary right does exist in the dry zone in Burma where the
land is undulating and where the lower ground is cultivated with
·the aid of a .catclunent area attached to it. Such a right would n<.>t

259
623
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be an easement under the Easements Act, but as the Act does not
apply in Burma, its definitions and its terms do not bind the
Courts in Burma.
MAUNG CHAN N YEIN AND OTHERS
''"~GT.HER .. . . .. _ . ...

v.

MAUNG PwE A)l'D

6rs

D EATH OF COMPLAINANT AFTER EXAMIN;\TIO!'., EFFECT ON TRIAL FOR
~ON-COGNIZABLEBUTNON-COMPOUNDABLE OFFE!';CE •• .
D ECISIO:i'< ON A CARDINAL ISSUE WHEN TO BE APPEALED AGA I NST

664169

DECLARATION, CLAIM FOR, WHEN SMALL CAUSES SUIT :1-IA.DE APPEALABLE BY ADDITiON' OF
. ..
.. . .... ' ;:·;· . .··
...

238

DECLARATORY RELIEF NOT EXTEND ING TO NEGATIVF. CLAIMS...

291

DECREE AGAINST ADMINISTRATOR NOT EXECUTABLE AGAINST SURETY

4 74

DECREE AGAINST JUDGMENT-DEBTOR ALONE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED
JOINTLY AS AGAINST SURETY •••
DECREE, TIME ·"REQUYSITE>-·FOR OBT-A'INING· 'COPY ' OF; 0WHET·H ER··:t'O 'BE

334

A!.WAYS EXCLUDED IN COMPUTING LIMITATION FOR APPEAL
DECREE OF CHI EF CoURT GO\IEIU~'ED BY ARTICLE
ATION ACT
D ECREE-HOLDER, FAILURE OF, TO. APPEAR
CATION OF PAYMENT, EFFECT OF

302

x82 OF THE LIMIT-

AND

566
CONTP.ST

CERTIFI -

LIABILITY-Wrongful att<Uhttterzt. f?f scranger's
property- CivilProcedureCode(Act V ofx9'C:i8), s. ios(i)!.!:Wh~
ultimately appeal lies on findings on which remand order is based,
where there is no appeal against remand order. Held, that a
d ecree-holder who wrongfully attaches the property of a stranger
is a trespasser and wrong-doer, and is responsible fo.r all4~!lg~.
Hence where a decree-holder purchases at a Court:sal e cattle,
attached by him as his judgment-debtor's property and a claimant
subsequently establishes his ownership of the cattle, the decreeholder is liable for their valu~ including the value of an attached
cow that has died tlu:ough no fault of the decree-holder. H eld,
also, that the grounds on which an order for remand which has
not been appealed against cannot be attacked· on a ·~econd~appeal
against the decree passed after the remand. Const>quently if a
District Court on appeal remands a suit for trial on the ground
that it is not barred by limitation, and if no appeal is preferred
against the order of remand, the question of limitation cannot be
raised in the High Court in second appeal against the decree after
the remand. BhugwanDassv. Maung Law Shin, 2 U.B.R. (1897IQOI) 429; Goma Mahad v. Gokaldas, 3 Born. 74-followed.
Mussamat Subjan Bi v. Sheikh Sarriatulla, 3 Ben. L.R. 4I3dissentedf1·om. Maung P o Kaing v. Ma Tok, x B.L.J.·z8t; Syed'"
Kftan v. Syed Ebrahim, 6 Ran. x6Q-refcrred to

D ECREE-HOLDER'S

YAN LIN v . MYAT SAN ...

MAKE-Negligence,
what is-Transfers of Government Leases-Search in Registration
office whethe1· .necessary -Transfers oj freehold land-Purchaser's
default in securing all che ticle deeds-Mortgagee's position different
-Purchaser of ·Government lease-Failure to obtain the original
lease, or to !eport to Collector, acts of negligence-Tardy notice of
title to bona fide purchaser-Estoppel. Respondents bought a
Government leaseholtl land from Y by a registered sale~deed.
They did not obtain thP. original lease deed ft".om Y and neither

D EDUCTIONS FROM FACTS, H IGH COURT FREE TO
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reported the purchase to the Collector nor got themselves entered
in the Collector's registers as owners of the lease. Y, left in
possession of the land and...the.Je~,.s.urrcndeU}Q the lease to
Government and received new "leases of portions of the original
h olding. Y sold the lease of one of the new p lots to the appellants
b y registered deed who got this lease transferred in their names in
the Collector's records. After the appellants had nearly completed
their house on the land, resp ondents gave notice to them of their
title and sued them for possession. ., The trial Court allowed the
claim on the ground that appellants were not bonafide purchasers
as they failed to search in the Registration office and that the
plaintiffs were not estopped from setting up their title. The
District Court, relying on the Privy Council case of Tilakdhariv.
Khedan Lal, 48 Cal. I, said that notice cannot b e imputed in all
cases from the fact that a documE'nt is registered, but held that as
plaintiffs had bought up the whole interest of Y, shehadnothing to
transfer to the defendants. ·· '-A:ppeHantS' appeiife'a~ to the High
Court. Held, that although the High Court is bound by the facts
found by the lower Courts, it is not bound by the deduction as to
negligence that they may make from those facts. Dur{!.a v. Jewahir,
x8 Cal. 23; Ram Gopal v. Shamskhaton, 20 Cal. 93-rejerred to.
H eld, also, that the appellants having bought the lease four months
after the issue 9f the lease .b y the Collector which was handed to
them , were not bound, as ordinarily prudent persons to search the
Registration office, and even a search in the Collector's office by a
more prudent person, would not hav{reyealed any interest of the
respondents in the land. Transfers of Government leases are not
like transfers of ordinary freehold land and the leases issued by
Collectors are not registered. It is not always negligence on the
part of a mortgagee not to secure all the title-deeds of land mortgaged to him. Imperial Bank of l11dia v. U Rai Gyaw Thu, r Ran.
627; A.L.R.M. Chettyar Firm v. L.P.R. Firm, 4 Ran. 238-rejerred
to. But it is negligence on the part of a purchaser who fails to get
his title-deeds from his vendor. Failure on the part of the
re'spondents to get the Government lease, t o report the transfer to
the Collector, or to get it entered in the Collector's books, amounted
to negligence on their part, and coupled with the· fact that they
failed to give early notice to the appellants before they began to
build their house, all this estopped the respondents from asserting
their title to the land.
MAUNG KYAING AND ANOTHER v . P.L.T.A.R. C HETTYAR

643

DEPOSIT OF JEWELLERY, SUIT ON WHEN HARRBD

547

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, P OWERS OF, UNDER THE VILLAGE ACT

108

DESERTION WHETHER DISSOLVING ~IAGE AUTOMATICALLY

79

DESERTION, PARTITION ON DIVORCE FOR, AT BUDDHIST L AW

I

DISCHARGE, REFUSAL OF, NOT TERMINATING INSOLVENCY PROCEEDINGS
DISPOSAL OF SUIT ON DATB NOT NOTIFIED TO PARTIES WHa-o

A

GROUND

254

FORREVIBW

DISSOLUTION OF
AP;f'LICABLE

PARTNERSHIP,

ARTCLE

IZO,

LIMITATION ACT

DIVORCE, RIGHTS OF CHILD OF, AT BUDDHIST LAW
DOCUMENT USED TO REFRESH MEMORY WHETHER MADE ADMISSIBLE
THEREBY
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JURISDICTION-Dispute between residents of a
Kyaungtaik as to the extent of land each is entitled to-Jurisdiction
of Civil Courts in Upper Burma-Rights of monks resident in a
Kyaungtaik. Held, that a dispute between monks resident in a
Kyaungtaik as to the extent of land each was entitled to occupy in
the Kyaungtaik is one of purely an ecclesiastical nature. Held, also,
that the phongyis inhabiting a kyaungtaik are not co-owners O!"
co-parceners or tenants in common or any other form of ownership
known to the ordinary Civil Law and that their rights inte1' se
being entirely governed by the ecclesiastical law, the Civil Courts
in Upper Burma have no jurisdiction over dispute relating to
these rights. U Teza v. U Pyinnya, 2 U.B.R. (1892-26) 59; UTe
Zeinda v. U Teza, z U.B.R. (1892-26) 72; U Thadama v. U Meda,
2 U.B.R. (1897-ot) 42; U Wayama v. U Ahsaya, 2 U.B.R.
lx9oz-o3) B.L. Ecclesiastical law, x-followed.

ECCLESIASTICAi.

U

AHSAYA AND ANOTHER v. U PYINNYA AND OTHERS

. . ·.....

~ ·. · ·

..

(XXXIX oF 192o), s. rzElection Commissi()ners' report recommending costs-Order of His
Excellency the Governor silent as to costs-Application/or execution
as to costs without the order as to costs, effect of-Court's power to
examine report-Subsequent order as to costs, effect of-Analogy of
a Court's.iudgment and decree. Held, that under the provisions of
s. r 2 of the Indian Elections Offences and I nquiries Act, the Court
has no power to examine the report of the Election Commissioners
to see their rec;ornmendations as to costs, and to issue execution
as to costs on the order of His Excellency the Governor of Burma
passed on such report but which order is si!ent on the question of
costs. The application for execution mu_st be dismissed, if, on the
date of such application, no order as to costs existed, notwithstanding the fact that a subsequent order of His Excellency as to
costs is produced at the hearing of the application. There is no
analogy between the judgment of a Court followed by a decree,
and the report of the Election Commissioners followed by an order
of His Excellency the Governor.

ELECTIONS OFFENCES AND I NQUIRIES AcT

u MAUNG GYEE v. u BA TIN
.... .... ~ "','

~·, ·

.. ~l ' ' ....,,.

.

in possessio" from landlord ca1tnot deny his title,
however defective-Suit by tenant claiming as ozcmer-Surrender
essential before suit-Evidence Act (I of . 1872), s. I 16. Plaintiff .
came into occupation of a house as tenant of defendant-appellants
who claimed to have bought it from its former owner but without
a registered conveyance. Plaintiff, occupying-the property all the
time as tenant of the appellants, obtained a registered conveyance
of the house f{gt.Q. a legal representative of the former deceased
owner, and sued the appellants for a declaration of his ownership
and for an injunction against them to restrain them from recovering any rent from him. Held, that a tenant who has been let into
possession cannot deny his landlord's title however defective it
may be so long as he has not openly restored possession by
surrender to his la~dlord. Plaintiff was in possession as tenant
and as he had not delivered possession to the appellants, he was
estopped from denying their title. · Bilas Kurwar v. Desraj, (P. C.)
37 All. 557- followed.
DAYALAL ~SoNs v. Ko LoN AND ANOTHER
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ESTOPPEL-Tenant

ESTOPPEL BY ACTS OF
DEFECTIVE TITLE

NEGLIGENCE WHEN ARISING IN FAVOUR OF

EVIDENCE ACT, ~ECTIONS 8, .10, II
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EVIDENCE AcT , SECTION 9 I
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION 9Z

337
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92-Contemporaneous oral agreement
between actual parties to conveyance to repurchase and such
agreement with a person not a party to the conveyance, distinction
between~Inadmis!ibility in evidence of former agreement and
admi!sibility of the latter agreement. As between the actual
parties to an outright conveyance a contemporaneous oral
agreement to allow repurchase cannot be proved, but if "the
party who alleges the contemporaneous oral agreement was
not actually a party to the conveyance {although the conveyance
was given on his behalf) he can prove that there was such an
agreement. Maung Kyin v. 1Vfa Shwe La, 9 L.B.R. 114 (P.C.);
Shwe Phoo v. Tun Shin, 5 Ran. 64+-referred LC.
MA Mr v. MAuNe At;Nc DUN A.,'<D TWO

EviDENCE AcT (1 OF x87z), s .

92-Section applicahle only to parties to an
instrument-Third party's t·ights unaffected-Third pany can
p1·ovefraudulent dealing uith his own property 01· notice of his title.
Section 92 of the Evjdence Act is applicable to an instrument as
between the parties to such an instrument or their representatives
in interest, but it does not prevent proof of a fr~u.dlllent.de~iQ.g,,.,
with a third person's property, or proof of notice that the property
purporting to be absolutely conveyed in fact belonged to a third
person who was not a party to the conveyance. Consequently a
person who &old his land by a registered conveyancetoanother, but
who was in possession of that land in pursuance of an oral contract
of resale, can prove, as against a plaintiff who has brought the land
from the ostensible owner, that such owner has no absolute
title, and that there is an agreement with him of repurchase in
fraud of which the sale was effected. Ma Kyin v. 1Vla Shwe La, 9
L.B.R. I 14 (P.C.)~followed. Maung BitJ v. Ma Hlaing, 3 L.B.R.
roo- distinguished.

EVIDENCE AcT (I OF r872), s.

.~

• ·=·),.)•.•.· -.·.~

A. MALA~YI v. Ko Pu NYEIN AND OTHERS
EVIDENCE AcT, SECTION I 57

(I OF 1872), ~s . 153, 155, 157-Evidence as to veracityR efreshing memory-Refe,·ence to inadmissible document-New
case on facts after evidence clcsed- Absence of cross-examinationBribery of witness-Insurance of diamonds during rramit by registered post. In a suit by the appella11ts claiming Rs. 1,76,ooo the
declared value of a parcel of diamonds insured by the respondent
company against theft, robbery or loss during transit by regi5tered
post, together with interest:-Held, on the evidence (reversing the
decree of the Appellate Court and restoring that of the Trial Judge)
that the appellants had proved the loss under the policies, the
respondents having failed to discharge the onus of establishing the
fraudulent conspiracy which they alleged; and that the appeilants
.were entitled to the.decree prayed. A. Court should net base its
judgment on nor even entertain a view of, the facts suggested only
after the evidence is closed and consequently not put to the witnesses in cross-examinat ion. The insurance of the parcel with
the postal authorities for a further Rs. 200, which had been communicated to the respondents and not objected to, was .not an
indication offraud. A negotiation with a witness for the payment
of a bribe, when brought to judicial notice, must be instantly and

EVIDENCE ACT
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sternly reprobated; it should be treated not only as discrediting the
witness, but also as discrediting those who are prepared to pay a
bribe. Ss. 153 and ISS of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, as to
evidence in rebuttal andimpeacbingveracity, should bestricdyconstrued and..na.I:roY'{ly.interpreted,.otberwise Courts would have to
investigate·;· on most imperfect·materia1s;-questions which have
no bearing upon the matter really in contest. S. 153 does not go
far beyond, if it goes at all beyond, Attorney-General v. Hitchcock,
(1847) 1 Exch. 91, on which it appears to have been based. A
Court should not take cognizance of the terms of a document which
is inadmissible as evidence and has been referred to by a witness
merely in order to refresh his memory as to a dat'e. ·
BHOGILAL BHIKACHAND AND OTHERS v . ROYAL INSURANCE Co.,
LTD. ..•

142

EVIDENCE OF
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS WHETHER ADMISSIBLE AFTER
CONVICTION FOR JUSTIFYINg HEAVIER SBNTBN~E-Practice in

England and India-Penology anaLaw''6f1£Vii:len£e=Penal· Code
(Act XLV of x86o), s. 75-Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 54· In
England the law makes a distinction between the question of the
guilt or innocence and the question, arising after a person's
conviction, of assessment of the punishment which ought to be
imposed on him. On the first question the rules of evidence are
strictly enforced and so evidence of bad character and previous
convictions of the accused are generally inadmissibl!?. But in
assessing punishment, the Court may take intq .cQnsideration the
accused's character and antecedents · or' the state ·of"'crime in
the country or locality. Held, that the· same practice of taking
into consideration circumstaqces other than the special facts of the
crime itself, prevails in India, an d h as been officially recognized
and regulated by the Supreme Court of this province. The
imposing of a sentence is within the wide limits allowed by the
law, a matter of discretion and not a matter of proof. I t is a
matter within the sphere of penology, not of evidence. S. 54 of
the Evidence Act regulates what is relevant for the purpose of
proof at an enquiry or trial not what is relevant for the purpose
of deciding whether a long or short sentence should be imposed.
Emperor v. David, 6 B.L.R. 548 ·, Emperor'·v1:.!fsmail,·-39·,Bom.
326; Maung Gyi v. The Crown, 7 B.L.R. 333; Q.E. v. Kartick,
14 CAl. 721; NgaPo Thazmg v. Q.E., P.J. (1897) 352; Q.E. v. Nga
PyiPon,P.].(x894)93; Q.E. v. Nga ThaDun, (1892) S.J.L.B. 574;
Q. v. Shaiboo, 3 Suth. W.R.Cr. 38; Rex v. Douglas Campbell, 27
T.L.R. 2's6; Rex v. Syres, 25 T.L.R. 71; Ramanjulu Naik's case,
2 Weir 264; Roshun v. Empress, 5 Cal. 768-referred to. Nga Ok
Gyi v. Q.E., (x889) S.J .L.B. 449- dissentedf1·om. Archbold's
Criminal Pleading, Evidence and Practice, 25th Ed., p. 219 ;
Halsbury's Laws of England, Volume 9, paragraphs 819 to 822 ;
Burma Courts·Manual, paragraphs 394, 395, 6os, 6o6, 6o7 to 6o9
-referred to.
KING-EMPEROR v. NGA BA SHIN
EXECUTION AGAINST JUDGMENT-DEBTOR DOES NOT EXTEND LIMIT~TION AGAINST SURETY
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E XPENDITURE AND DEPRECIATIONS ARE QUESTIONS OF FACT IN INCOMETAX AsSESSMENTS
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TO BE PROVED AT

s86

BUDDHIST

LAW

SIO

FIRST Il'.TFORMATION REPORT, USE OF AS CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCE

48 I

FISCAL ENACTMENTS, CANONS OF INTERPRETATION OF

598

43

FIT CASE FOR APPEAL TO THE PRIVY COUNCIL, MEANING OF
"!FORBIDDEN BY LAW," "LEGALLY DISQUALIFIED" PERSON, MEANING OF

-Contract Act (IX of 187z), s. 23-Transfer of Property Act (IV of
r88z), s. 6(h) (3),s. 78-Conditions of transfer and notice of transfer
imposed bj• Government in oil-foell grants-Dis,-egard of such conditions by grantee and t1·ansferee, ~~·hether a private perso11 can
claim. benefit of. Grant!r-of'the•,right to win'earth-oil are made by
the Local Government in accordance with rules made by the Governor-General in Council and sanctioned by tr e Secretary of State
for I ndia in Council and under Executive Instructions. Some of
the conditions of such grants are that every transfer of the right
shall be reported to the Warden by the transferee, and that a
grantee shall not alienate or tran9fer his rights except to a person
holding a certificate of approval. Non-observance of these conditions renders in one case the transferee liable to a fine under the
rules framed under the Burma 'Oil:.Fields Act and the grantee in
the other case stands to lose his grant. Held, that such conditions
do not make a mortgage of an oil-well ab initio or the mortgagee
a "legally disqualified , pe;:son within the meaning of s. 6 (h) (3}
of the Transfer of Property Act, or the transaction a forbidden
one within the meaning of s. 23 of Contract Act simply because
the mortgagee had no certificate of approval at the date of the
mortgage and obtained it only subsequently. The mortgagee is
also not guilty of" gross neglect" within tbe meaning of s. 78 of
Transfer of Property Act so as to lose his priority over a subsequent mortgagee, because of his failure to report to the Warden
the mortgage, which has been. d1d ~·registered.
MAUNC

YE AND OTHERS v. M.A.S. FIRM AND OTHERS

FOREIGN } UDCMENT, WHEN NOT A JUDGMENT ON MERITS

552
49

FORGERY, FRAUDULENT PRE-DATING OF.'\. DOCUMENT IS
FRAUD TO l;E EXPLICITLY PLEADED AND PROVED
FRAUDULENT EXECUTION OF A
ALLEGJ>D DATE IS FORGERY

DOCUMENT

221
ON

DATE OTHER

THAN

49

PREFERENCE-Provincial Insolvency Act (V of 1920), s. 54
-Creditor's :real to secure his own interests-Dominant motive of
insolvent -.Preference gi<.•en to escape pressure. H~ld, that where a
. creditor threatens insolvency proceedings against a debtor in
' difficulty, in order to i~duce him to come to terms, it is only an
action on his part to secure h is own interests as against those of
. · any oth er creditor and cannot be characterized as fraudulent. If
the dominant view of an insolvent is not to prefer such creditor, but
to escape the pressure brought upon him, a transfer made by him
to such creditor is not fraudulent.

FR..•\UDULENT

MANsooKHLAL DouTcHAND

FRESI:I SUIT

&

Co.

v. NAGARDASS

MooLCHfu'<"D

IN RESPECT OF SAME CAUSE OF ACTION, RELI EF VARIED

536

addenda.
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PACE

I OF r899), ss. I rAND rz-Re/ativepunishment under the sections- Offence of a daing mucfl more serious
than that of a mere gambler. The law regards the offence of a
daing (owner, keeper or manager of a gaming-house) as far greater
than the offence. of a ,. mere ,gambl_er... . .The ma.....:imum fines and
sentences of imprisonment t1tat·t:aribe imposed on a daing under
s. 12 of the Burma Gambling Act, are far heavier than those for
the ordinary gambler who is dealt with under s. 1 I of the Act.
The daing makes opportunities for other people to break the law
of the country.

'GAMBLING AcT (BURMA ACT

KING-EMPEROR v. JAN MAISTRY AND OTHF.RS

6 55

GIFTBYWAYOFTRUSTTOCONFORMTO LAW RELATING TO GIFTS

343

GIFT

in futuro

343

INVALID AT SHtAH MUHAMMADAN LAW

GIFT TO UNBORN PERSON AFTER A LIFE INTEREST

34 3

GOOD FAITH Al'ID . CONSIDERATION, ONUS OF PROOF IN PROCEEDINGS
UNDER SECTIO~fs·s;·.PRESrtJENcYToirns· I NSO.LVENCY ACT

676

GOOD FAITH NECESSARY IN BOTH BELIEF AND IN TAKING FOR A
VALID DEFENCE OF CLAIM OF RIGHT

54

GOVERNMENT, APPEAL BY, AGAINST AWARD BY COURT
ACQUISITI0::-1 REFERENCE, COURT-FEES PAYABLE ON

IN

LAND
28 I

GUARDIA!"<, N ...TURAL, POWERS OF AT, Bt'DDHIST LAW

329

GUARDIAN OF MINOR, ARBITRATOR§ N9,_J'. ~0::-.1PETENT TO APPOINT

563

HEIRS OF CONVERT TO MAHOMEDANISM MUST BE MOHAMEDANS

24 3

HIGH COURT, RULE OF, DISPENSING WITH COPY OF DECREE WITH
MEMORANDUM OF APPEAL, EFFECT OF ON LIMITATION • ••

302

HINDU HEIR'S CLAIM TO PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY DECEASED BEFORE
CONVERSION

243

LAw-Personal law of Hindus applicable wherever a Hindtt
settles-Joint-Hindu family system, presumption in favour ofSeparation or partition, proof of-No presumption of separation or
partition because fa ther-and son-live con~inuou.sly in Burma and
India respectively. Held, that the Hindu law is the personal law
of Hindus and governs them wherever they may be so long as
they remain Hindus. The joint-Hindu family system is a part and
parcel of such law. A j oint-Hindu family remains joint until there
has been an intentional act of severance. It is a presumption of
Hindu law that the relations that may naturaily be members of a
joint-Hindu family are joint; any one alleging separation must
prove that fact. Where a Hindu father came to Burma many
years ago and with one son lived in Burma continuously until his
death except for every occasional visits to his ancestral home in
India, and had ~he bulk of his property in Burma and another son
all along remained in I ndia and never saw his father except on
those occasional visits, held that the presumption was that tl:>e
father and both his sons were members of a joint-Hindu family
and that the above facts did not prove any separation between
them or partition of the joint property. Nama Tawker v. Ramachandra Tawker, 32 Mad. 3??--referrul to. Mayne's Hindu Law
(9th Ed.), pp. 343, 345; Dr. Gour's Hindu Code (znd Ed.), s. 134,
paragraph 1473; Sastri, Hindu Lazu (6th Ed.), pp. 455, 4s8reJ.erred ;.o.
.
·
·

HINDU

RAGHUBARDYALV. RAMDULARE
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HINDU WIDOW'S CLAIM IN PROPERTY OF HER HUSBAND WHO BECAME
~AHOMEDAN

243

H YPOTHETICAL VALUE OF TENEMENT HOWDETERMINED
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INADMISSIB!.E DOCUMENT EMBODYING TERMS OF PARTITION, EFFF.CT
OF, ON ORAL EV IDENCE
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AcT (XI OF 1922), s. 66-Waiver of.limiiation-IJssossee
entitled to copy of reasons of order-Time taken in obtaining copy
to be excluded from 1·eclwning period of limitation for reffruzce
-Quesiions of expenditure and depreciation are questions of fnczInsuffici~nt eddence due to assessee's fault not a quEstion of law,
held, that an executive officer cannot waive a provision of a
statutory enactment 3s to limitation of time. H eld, that an assessee
who desires to have a reference made to th~. .High Court under
s. 66 (2) of the Income-tax Act on·'aquestiorl'6tlaw arising out or
an order passed under s . 31 or 32 of the Act, is entitled to be
f urnished with a copy of the reasons for the order and the time
taken b y the office to furnish such copy must be excfuded in
computing the period of one month allowed to the assessee to
apply for the reference. Held, that tte questions whether
expenditure in a boat owner's business is current or capital exp enditure and whether what amount of depreciation of any plant
should be allowed, are questions of fact for .the ..C.ommiWQll_t:r of
Income-tax alone to decide and not questions of law for the High
Court. A decision of fact founded on insufficient evidence may
give rise to a question of law, but an assessee who negligently or
wilfully withholds information he ought to supply, cannot complain of insufficiency of evidence and thus throw over the question
of fact a cloak of law. Cecil v. Inland Revenue Commissioners,
36 T.L.R. 164; Currie v. Inland R evenue Commissioners, \.I92.I)
2 K.B.D. 332; Peninsular and Oriental Co. v. Leslie, (1900) 4 Tax
Cases 177; Smith v. Incorporated Council of Law R eporting,
t i 9I4) 3 K.B.D. 674; Usher's Wiltshire Brewery v. Bruce, (1915)
A.C. 433-referred to.

INCOME-TAX

RAo BAHADtrR

S.

RAMANATHA REDDIAR

v.

THE CoMMis-

SION ER OF I NCOME- TAX

AcT (XI OF 1922), ss. 4 (x), s, 6, 7, 18 (2A), 42-Income
"accruing and arising," meaning of-Source of income, the testPlace of receipt or- earning-Remuneration paid in foreign
territory by !~reign Government for services rendered in British
India- Interpretation of fiscal enactments. A Siamese. F:o,r;est
Officer was stationed by his Government at Motilmel.ri to collect
royalties on behalf of his Government on t imber e:"<tracted from
Siamese forests and floated down to Moulmein. H e received a
remuneration from his Government which was paid to his credit
in Bani:;kok. He was assessed to income-t ax in Burma. The
Commissioner of Income-tax held that his remuneration could not
be classed as' salary 'within the meaning of s. 7 (x) of the Incometax Act, but tnat the remuneration was a taxable income under the
heading(vi) Other sources of s. 6 ~ftheAct and thatitwas' income .
accruing or arising ' in British India within the meaning ·of s. 4 of ·
· the Act. He referred the latter question to the High Court. Held,
that the words ' accrue and arise ' (which words may be regarded
as synonymous) when applied to income are-to be governed by the
.source from which the income accrues and arises, not hy the place
where. it is received or earned . A subject is not to be
taxed· without clear words to that effect and in case of doubt,

I NCOME-TAX

17$
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"the burden must not be imposed on the subject. The remuneration paid in Siam to a Siamese official for services rendered
in Burma is not income accruing or arising in British India.
Board of Re.v enue,...Madras v. Ramanadhan, 43-'Mad. 75; Board of
Revenue v. Ripon Press, 46 Mad. 706; Commissioner of Income-tax,
Burma v. Steel Bros., 3 Ran. 614; Commissioners of Taxation v.
Kirk, L.R.(r9oo)A.C. 588; In re Aurangabad M£lls, Ltd., 48 Born.
rz86; Re Rogers Company v. SecretarJ:of State, 52 Cal. 30; Sundm·
Das v. Collector of Gujrat, 3 Lah. 349-referred to.
COMMISSIONF.R OF INCOME-TAX v. PHRA PHRAISON SALARAK
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l NCOME-TAX ACT (XI OF 1922), ss. 22, 23 (t), (3), (4); 27, 30 (t)

PROVISO-Appeal against refusal to make fresh assessment-No
appeal against assessment under s. 23 (4) after default-No
appeal after fresh assessment if made according to s. 23 (4)-Fresh
assessment made under s. 27 read with s. 2.3 Jr) q.r. (3} ~ppealable.
S. 30 of the Income-tax Act 1922 pro'Vitle·s'for -ah"appea:l to the

Assistant Commissioner against a refusal of an income-tax Officer
to make a fresl> assessment under s. 27. Under the proviso to
that section no appeal lies against an assessment made under s.
23 (4) of the Act after default of an assessee to make a return or to
comply with the terms of notices under s. 22; and also, if an
assessee succeeds in his efforts to obtain a fresh assessment undet
s. 27, no appeal lies against that fresh assessment if it is made in
accordan,ce with the provisions of s. ~3 .. (4).~ ., 1.\11- .~P.P.eal does
lie if the fresh assessment is made ui'i.der ·· s. 27, read with
s. 23 (x) or (3).
A.K.A.C.T.V.V. CHBTTYARv. CoMMISSIONER OF INcoME-TAx

652

1 NCOME-TA>' AcT (XI oF 1922), ss. 22.(2), 23 (2), (3), (4), 30 (i), 63-

Return without details no return-Court's jurisdicrion to de~Uf.e
legality of assessor's actio1: under s. 23 (4)-Service of notice on
agent of Hindu undivided family whether Sl~lf.cient. Held, that
where an assessee makes a return withour filling in the details
required hy law, the Income-tax authorities can treat the return as
a nullity and proceed to make the assessment under.,section•2-g·(~)
of th e Income-tax Act. Under section 30 ~I) no appeal lies in
respect of such assessment, but the Court has jurisdiction to
inquire whether the Income-tax authorities acted legally or not
in assessing under section 23 (4). Held, that where the assessees
are a joint-Hindu family residing in Madras, but carry on
business in Rangoon by an agent, service of notice on the agent
under section 22 t2) of the Act is sufficient. Under section 63 tz),
such service is not obligatorily required t o be made on a
member of th e family. Pitra Ramaswamiah v. The Commissioner
of Income-tax, Madras, 49 Mad 831-distinguished
COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX v. A.R.A.N.
AND ONE

C~YAR

FIRM
21

1NCOME-TAX .ACT (·XI OF 1922), s. 66 (3)-Applicationfor mandamus

on points of law different f1·om those urged before Commissioner to
stare.a case, effect of. Held that where an assessee seeks for a
mandamus from the High Court against the Commissioner of

I ncome-tax req~iring him to state a case on points oflaw different
from those he had urged before the Commissioner to state a case,
his application cannot be entertained. ·
·
A.K.A.C.T.V. Cm;TT¥AR FIRM v. THE COMMISSIONER OF
INCOME-TAX
.
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injunction-Wide discretion of the CourtMonetary compensation in Lieu of injunction-Customary rights
against anot/urperson over Government land, how acquired-Specific
Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 55· Held, that whereapersonhas possessory rights over a piece ofland (the title to the land being vested in
Government), another person may establish a right of access to a
tomb erected on such land and to worship there. Such a right
must have been openly enjoyed without leave, stealth or force for a
length of time that suggests originally an agreement, or an usage,
that has become a customary law of the place in respect of the
persons and things in.which it..is..£,ogc.erned. But the establishment of such right only does not inCl;Jde the right to erect substantial structures ever and round the tomb, which would be an infringement of the possessory rights ot the owner. A person cannot
ask the Court to sanction his wrongful act and allow him to pay
monetary compensation only. He may be compelled to undo his
wrongful act. But Courts in India have a wide discretion in granting mandatory injunctions and as a rule such injunction will n ot be
granted if the injury to the plaintiff's legal rights is small, monetary
compensation can be estimated and is small, the granting of
injunction is oppressive on the defendant, and specially if there is
delay on the part of the plaintiff in protesting against the injury
or in filing the suit. B enode Coommaree v. Soudaminey, 16 Cal.
252; Haji Syed v. Glab Rai, 20 All. 345; Kuar 'Sen v. Mannan,
17 All. 87 ; Mahomed Auzam v.Jaganath, 3 Ran. 230; Shelfer v.
City of London Electric Lighting Co. , (1895) I Ch. Div. 287;
Ulagappan v. Chidambaram, 29 Mad. 497--'~'eferred to. Abdul
Hossain v. Ram Charan, 38 Cal. 687; Jamnadas v. Atmaram,
2 Bom. 133-disiinguished.

INJUNCTIONS-Mandatory

L. DAwsoN v. PRINCJ!SS RouNAC ZAMANI BEGUM
.

·; .. :- · (,$•

oN LOAN- Rate stated in inadmissible promissory note,
whether can be claimed-Reasonable rate whether allowed. Held,
that where a promissory note is inadmissible in evidence for want
of stamp, and the creditor sues for the money lent as on the
original contract ofloan, he may claim a reasonable rate_of interest
but he cannot claim at the rate stated in the promissory note.
Maung Kyi v. Ma Ma Gale, xo L.B.R. 54--'~'eferred to.

I NTEREST

!SMAIL HOOSAIN MAMSA v.

K. PURBHUBHAI AND ONE

SALE-Property
in the goods remain with owner-Fire Insurance money of the goods
-Distinguishable from insolvent'sproperty-Official Assignee'sclaim
to the policy money. Goods entrusted to a person for sale as
commission agent do not vest in the official Assignee on the
insolvency of the agent, but remain the property of their
owner. If the goods burn down, which have been insured
by the ·owner, in the custody of the agent, the insurance
money goes to the owner and not to the Official Assignee. Such
insurance moneys like the goods themselves.remain distinguishable from the mass of insolvent's property. Re Hellett's Estate,
13 Ch. D. 696; William's Bankruptcy Practice (13th edition),
pages 229 a.nd 230; Halsbury's Ldws of England, Vol. I , p. x69 referred to.
·

I NSOLVENCY OF AN AGENT ENTRUSTED WITH GOODS FOR

U

Po H~IN

v.

THE OFFICI~ AssiGNEE
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INSOLVENCY

COURT,

POWER

TO

ISSUE

TEMPORARY

INJUNCTION-

Dispute between rival crediton over property of debtor-Provincial
Insolvency Act (V of 1920), s. 5· Held, that under the provisions
of s. 5 of the.P.rovincral.Tnsol.vency Act the Insolvency Court has
the same powers as a Civil Court and so it would b e justified in
granting a temporary injunction preventing a creditor from
selling the debtor's property over which he claims a lien which
is disputed by other creditors, pending the decision of such dispute
HAJEE ALLY MOHAMED AND OTHER v. M.M. BHAM AND ONE •••

3SZ

INSOLVENCY COURTS ORDER DIRECTING CLAIMANT TO FILE A REGULAR
SUIT NOT AN ADJUDICATION OF SUBSTANTIVE RIGHT AND NOT
APPEALABLE
INSOLVENCY OF J UDGMENT-DEBTOR, EFFECT ON SURETY'S LIABILITY
JOINT-HINDU FAMILY, PRESUMPTION IN FAVOUR OF
.. · •

..

' ..

· .·.' _', ,.: ·;~;'1.'··

JUDGMENT DELIVERED WITHOUT NOTICE TO PARTIES OR ADVOCATES,
ILLEGAL PROCEDURE-Judge's illegal act depriving pc.rty of right to

apply for certificate under clause x3 of the Letters Patent, effect of
-Ground for review-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 46,
r. I - " S1~f]icientreason." AnofficiatingJudgeoftheHighCourt
delivered a judgment on the last day of his office. He did so,
without any notice to the parties or their advocates. The applicant's advocate wanted to obtain a certificate for appeal under
clause 13 of the L'eii:ers" Patent.· He could not make an oral
application to the Judg~ at the time of delivery of the judgment
for want of notice, and his subsequent application in writing was
rejected as it could only be dealt with by the judge who delivered
the judgment and he had ceased to be a judge of the High Court.
Applicants applied for a review. Held, that delivery of judgment, withour previous notice, was illegal and as the illegal
action of the officiating judge h ad deprived the applicants of
their right to apply for a certificate, their case being a very fit one
for a certificate, there was sufficient reason for granting a review.
There is ground for review on an error of law, but it must be
apparent on the.face-of the-t"ecol'd. In this case there was an
error of procedure apparent on the face of the record. Chhajju
Ram v. Neki, 3 Lah. 127; Ma Hta Yi v. Ma Paw Hnit, 5 Ran.
6xo; MurariRao v. Balavanth.Dikshit, 46 Mad. 955-referred to.
MAUNG SEIN MYI AND ANOTHER v. MAUNG TuN P£ AND
ANOTHER
JuDGMENT, MEANING OF UNDER CLAUSE I 3, LETTERS PATENT
JupGMENT, WHAT IS NOT A .

....

794·
703~

25.

J URISDICTION, SESSIONS COURT )YHETHER POSSESSING TO ALTER ORDER
OF DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY ON ACQUITTAL BY MAGISTRATE

259

JURISDICTION OF HlGH COURT WHEN TO BE OBJECTED TO

68o·

JUDGMENT ON THE MERITS, MEANING OF

552 .

LAND ACQUISITION ACT, APPEAL BY GOVERNMENT uNDER, HOW TO BE
STAMPED

281.

LAW REPORTS ACT

261

LEAVB OF COURT A NECESSARY PRELIMINARY TO A SUI T BY OR AGAINST
RECEIVER

268~

LEAVE TO SUB INSOLVENT, WHETHER TO BE GRANTED ONLY AFTER NOTICE
TO INSOLVENT

533;
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.L EAVE TO SUB, OMISSION TO OBTAI~ :fiaM'

HIGH ·&mrr-Jurisdiction
of High Court- Submission to the jurisdiction by the defendant,
effect of- Objection raised late- Letters Patent, clause 12. If a
plaintiff sues in the High Court in a case where he ought to have
first obtained leave of the Court under clause 12 of the Letters
Patent, defendant should raise his objection to the jurisdiction of
the Court at the first available opportunity. If however he submits
to the jurisdiction of the Court in the beginning, it constitutes a
waiver on the part, and such waiver cures the defect created b y
the omission of the plaintiff to apply for leave. Abdul Kadir v.
Doolanbibi, 37 Born. 563 ; Haribhai v. The Secretary of State for
India in ·Council, 20 Born. 764; Jairam v. Atmaram, Born. 482
-distingu.ished. A.J. King v. Secretary of State for India, 35 Cal.
394; Ganesh v. Manik Lal, 1 Pa~ •.L ..R. 3I8;<8_r;fr.r!p.~i_Saraswati
·v. Srimati Piraj, 17 C.W .N . 512-jollowed. . . .
MOHAMED SIDDIQ v. MOHAMED AHMED AND ANOTHER

68o

(XVIII OF 1879), s. 36-Presence of
the alleged tout whether compellable- Refusal to appear to show
cause-Prosecution under section 195 (1) (a), Criminal Procedure
Code whether open to appeal- Penal Code (XLV of x86o), !. 174.
Held, that in proceedings under' section ·'''3'6 !·•of-'·the Legal
Practitioners' Act against an alleged tout his presence cannot b e
compelled either to show cause or to receive orders in the case and
that accordingly refusal to appear does not constitute an offence
under section 174 of the Penal Code. Held, that where a complaint
is laid by the District Magistrate under section 195 (x) (a) of the
Criminal Procedure Code, such prosecution can be questioned
only by way of r~vision and not by way of an appeal.

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' ACT

P.

J. MoNEYv.KrNG-EMPER'OR

13-0rder.-oj,Court serrdit.tg.•.bm;k..tlward to
arbitrators to enable them to file award according to law not a
judgment-No appeal. Held, that an order of the Court directing
the return of an award to the arbitrators to enable them to file it
according to the proper procedure laid down by law which was
originally disregarded, is not a judgment that deci.des· any right
· between the parties, within the meaning of Clause 13 of the
Letters Patent. Consequently no appeal lies against such 9rder.
Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng fS Co., 2 Ran. 469-followed.

LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE

l. E. ABOWATH AND OTHERS 'ZI· A. E. ABOWATH AND OTHERS
PATENT, CLAUSE 13-0rder of Insolvency Court direc#ng
Claimant to file regular suit not an adjudication of substantive right
qnd not appealable. Where the Insolvency Court declined in its
discretion to decide whether certain moneys in the hands 6f the
Offi_cial Assignee on behalf of the insolvent were trust moneys and
directed the petitioner, if so advised,. to enforce his claim by a
regular suit, held, that such an order,, which did not finally decide
any substantive right between the parties, was not a judgment
within t he meaning of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent, and was not
.appealable. Jamal Bros. fS Co., Ltd. v. Chit Moe, 5 Ran. 381;
Ma Than Myint v. Maung Ba Thein, 4 Ran. 20; T. V. Tuljw:am v .
.A.lagappa, 35 Mad . 1; Yeo Eng Byan v: Beng Seng fS .C o., 2 Ran.
· -469~rejerred to.
·

tLETTERS

ARJUNA lYER v. 0FF!CIALA$SIGNEE, RANGQON AND:ONE
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LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 13-" Judgment," meaning of-Finality of

order or decree as far as the Court passing it is concerned, essentialAdjudication must end the suit or proceeding before the Court
expressing it-Decision of issue allowing suit to proceed is not
"judgment" -Principles,.enu.nciated .in ,D ,eSpuza v. Coles; The
Justices of the Peace for Calc:1tta v:AThitOn.ental Gas Company,
Limited; Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co.-Preliminary
issue, reconsideration of- Letters Patent, clauses 37, 38- Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 109. The word judgment in
clause 13 of the Letters Patent is intended to cover an order as
well as a decree, but the effect of the adjudication must be such as
to put an end to the suit or proceeding so far as the Court before
which the suit or proceeding is pending is concerned, or if its
effect, if it is not complied with, is to put an end to the suit or
proceeding. If it has this effect, the adjudication is a judgment;
-otherwise not. The decision of an issue which has the effect of
allowing a suit to proceed does not" affect the merits or result of
the whole suit " in that it does not decide the case one way or
atlOther, and is, therefore, not'·~•.< j uagm~ht;YP •'·-"'I'lie decisi:>n of a
J udg! on a preliminary issue is not binding on his successor and
the Judge himself can change his mind on a more mature consider.ation. Ma Nyo v. Ma Yauk, 4 L.B.R. 256-referred to.
Decisions as to what is a ' final order ' within the meaning of
section 109 of the Civ_il Procedure Co1e and clauses 37 and 38 of
the Letters Patent do not help in interpreting the term "judgment" in clause 13 of the Lette~s Patent. Ma 1\lli v. Kalenthm·
Ammal, Civil Miscel~ a neous 59 of 1_9.~4, of ff..C.-referred to.
The decision ofthe Bench in Syed Khan v : Syed Ebrahim, 6 Ran.
169, as to the meaning of the word " final order " with reference
to that suit, considered doubtful. The view taken by the Madras
High Court in x868inDe Souzav. Coles, 3 M.H.C. 384, that every
adjudication between the parties is a "judgment " has been
disapproved in the vast majority of cases and in the Full Bench
case ofthe Madras High Court itself; Tuljaram Row v. Alagappa
Chettiar, (1908) 35 Mad. I. In 1872, in the case of The Justices of

the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company, Limited,
8 Ben. L.R 433, the Calcutta High Court held that" judgment "
meant a decision which affects the merits of the question between
the par.t iesby determining some right or ·~(·l iability" and it i3 immaterial whether it is final, or merely preliminary or interlocutory.
This definition has been very frequently cited and regarded as classical, but often it has been cited isolated from its context which
mentions the qualifi-cations. These together contain the germ of
the more modern doctrine adopted by this Court in Yeo Eng Byan
v. Beng Ser.g & Co., (1924) 2 ~an. 469, and by the High Court at
Lahore in RulduSingh v. SanwalSingh,( x922) 3 Lah. x88. Held,
therefore, that the finding of the Original Side Judge that parties
intended to treat the document on which the suit was filed as an
inland and not a foreign instrument and that the defendants in consequence cannot now rely upon any defects based upon its being a
foreign instrument, a finding which had the effect of allowing the
suit to proceed does not amount to a "judgment" within the
. meaning of Article 13 of the Letters Patent, and is therefore not
appealable. Authorities reviewed. Budhe Lat•• v. Chatter
Gape, 44 Cal. 8 14; Ebrahim v. Fuckhruni!s!l Begum, 4 Cal. 531;
Huhbeeb v.Joosub, 13 Ben. L.R. 103; Hurrish Chantier v. Kalisundary Debi, 9 Cal. 482; Maharaj Kishorkhanna v. Kiren Shashi Dasi,
49 Cal. 6x{>; Mussamat Brij Co.omaree v. Ramrickdass, 5 C.W.N.
781; Sarat Chandra v. lV!aihar Stone Company, Limited, 49 Cal.
62; The Justices of the Peacefor Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company, L'imited, 8 Ben. L.R. 433; DeSouza v. Coles,3 M.H.C. 3~4·
.·
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Kannayalal v. Balaram, 43 M.L.J . 480 ; Sonachalam v.
Kumaravelu, 47 Mad. :3·16,; ..'[:JJjar(Jt/!-_.v. Alag~j>pQ.:. 35 .Mad. ...z.: . ,.••...
Charandas v. Chagan7al, 45 · Borif: ~ 428 ; Mirja ·Mohamed v·. ·-"'·-'·· ~·
Zorabi, I I Born. L.R. 241; Nagindas v . Vila.ji, 48 Born. 442; Shri
Goverdhanlalji v . Shri Chandraprabhavati, 27 Born. L.R. 1496 ·
Muhammadv. Ihsanulla, 14 All. 226;PiariLalv.MadanLal,39
All. 191; Ramjas, v. Mahadeo, 39 All. 147; Sadiq Ali v. Anwar
Ali, 45 All. 66; Tirmal Singh v. KJ:rmhaiya Singh, 45 All. 535;
Gokal Chand v . Sanwal Das, 1 Lab ~ 348; Ruldu Singh v. Sanwal
Singh, 3 Lah. x88; Abowath v. Abowath, 6 Ran. 25; Mahommed
Hussainv. H. Hamadattee, 3 R!.tn. 293; Mengha Singh v. Sucha
Singh, 3 R an. 3o7;Mooljee Dharseev.M. E.Moolla, 3 Ran. 255;
Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co., 2 Ran. 469--referred to.
Hajee Tar Mahomed v. Zulaikha Bai, 5 Ran. 782; Moolla
Goolam Mahomed v. Ameena Bee, Civil First Appeal x53 of X924 of
H. C.; SooniramJeetmul'"V~vR. D:Ta·ta•& Co., Civil Miscellaneous , ·-·,..;.·,~r..••
Appeal 82 of 1925 of H .C.- overruled.
P.K.P.V.E. CHIDAMB.-\RA~ CHETTYARV. N .A. CHETTYAR
L ETTETPWA, CONVERSION OFPAYININTO

234

LIEN-An upaid builder whether entitled to a lien on the buildingThe ?na."Cim quicquid plantatur solo, solo cedit how far applicable
in India. Held, that an unpaid builder in India has no lien in law
upon the building in his p ossession for th e oalance due to h im
under the contract for construction. BeniRam v. KundanLal, 2r
AIL 496; Lunia Lall Seal v. Gopi Nath Khetry and others, 22 Cal.
82o; Isman Khan Mahomed v. Jaigun Bibi, 27 Cal 570; Juggat
Mohinee Da£see v . Dwarka Nath Bysack, 8 Cal. 582; Parbutty
Bewan v . Woomdatara Dabee, 14 Beng. L.R. 201 ; Russickloll
Mudduck v. Lokenath Karmokar, 5 Cal. 688; Ship Doss. Banerjee
v. Bamun Doss Mookerjee, rs W.R. 36o; Thalwor Chunder
Promanick and others v. Ramdhone Buttachaya, 6 Suth. W .R.
228-referred to. Narayana Dass Khettry v. Jatindra Nath Roy
Chowdhury, 54 L A. 218-disting~;~ished.

N.P.A. CHETTIAR FIRM v. H .C. SHARMA
Acr (IX OF 1908 ), ss. 4, 12-Period of appeal expiring
on a day Coun is closed-Application for copies of judgment and
decree made on reopening of Court-Appellant whether entitled to
benefit of s. 12- Right of appeal alive and subsisting. Hfdd, that
if the period of appeal expires on a day the Court is closed for
·vacation and the appellant has not till then made any application
· for copies of the judgment and decree, but does so on the day the
Court reopens, whilst his right of appeal is still alive and subsisting in virtue of s. 4 of the Limitation Act, he can claim the
benefit of s. 12 of the Act and file his appeal the day after the
copies of judgment and decree are ready for delivery . Si·yadatun-nissa v. Muhammad, 19 All. 343 ; Tukaram v. P andurang, 25
Born. 584--referred to .

L IMITATION

. MADAN v. TAN CHONG SAN AND OTHERS
~

(IX OF 1908), s. 5-Full period of limitation at the
disposal of an appellant-Ample time before an eve"!t entitling
appellant. to ask for: exten~io"!, n?·ground to refu~e extenswn- Delay .
after expzry of penod of bmztatzorz. . A person ts not bound to file
an appeal at the earliest possible moment and is entitled to the use
of the full time allowed by law. A Court ought not to refuse the
requisi~e extension of time to. an appeallant who could not file his
.

L IMITATION ACT

.

-"1':1.~~·...................
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appeal on account of illness during the last few days of the limitation period, merely on the ground that the appellant had amplll
time b efore the illness to file the appeal. O n the other hand once a
per.s on's time is run out, he is not entitled t<? l!OY.delay !!nd ca:mot
add·:the:day..sd.i.Hness~to-the perioa:,ofl..frilitation:~:i.is ·u-one in the
case of time required for obtaining copies of the judgment, etc.
MA THEIN KHIN v. MA U Bvu ...

57 I

LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), s. I2, SUB-SEC. z-Timefor appealing

from decree-Time reqJJisitefor·abtaining·copjl'rJf decree-Rule of
High Court dispensing with filing of copy of decree with n!emorandut;;ofappeal. Section 12, sub-section2 of the Indian Limitation
Act, 1908, which excludes from the period oft imitation for appealing from a decree the time requisite for obtaining a copy of it,
applies even when by a rule of the High Court the memorandum of
appeal need not be accompanied by a copy of the decree. So held
as b~g..tl;e,,pJ<Cponderatin,g ,opinion .·in.conflictin-g)tie-ciaions of
differenfffigb Courts, and being in accordance with the language
ofthesection. The word" requisite" means "properly required"
anc! throws U!=: :1 the appellant's legal advisers the necessity of
showing that no part of the delay beyond the prescribed period is
due to their default. Haji Hassum v. Nur Mahomed, (1904) z8
Born. 643; Kirpa Ram v. Rakhi, ( 1907) P.R. No. I 14 and Kalipada
v. Shekhar Basini, (1916) 24 Cal. L.J. 235-approved. Fazal
lVluhammad v. Phul Kuar, (1879) 2 All. 192 (F.B.)-distinguished.
Jadhaji Raghoji v. R c;joo Babajee, (1899) I Bom.•L.R ...u ·2, ·and
Kumara Akkappa Nayanim v. Sithala Naidu, (1897) 20 Mad. 476
and Abu Backer Sahib v. Secretary of State/or India, (1907) 34
Mad. 505 (F.B.)-disapproved. Pramatha Nath R oy v. Lee, (1922)
49 Cal. 999; L.R. 49 LA. 307 and Wajid Ali Shah v. Nawal
Kishore, (1893) 17 All. 213-rejerredto.
.,

J. N. SURTY'll. T.S. CHETTYAR

302

LIMITATION AcT,. SECTION 14
LIMITATION AcT (IX OF 1908), s. I9-Admission <of-<debt •by -insoZ.Uent·N · ··

in his schedule, an acknowledgment-Presidency To~t;ns Insolvency
Act (III of 1909), s. 17-Notice to insolvent before granting
leave to file suit. Held, that where an insolvent mentions in his
schedule a debt as due to a creditor and signs such schedule,
it operates as an acknowledgment under s. 19 of the Limitation
Act. Held, that there is no rule of law requiring notice to be
given to an insolvent before leave to file a suit against him is
granted. Whether it would be expedient to issue a notice depends
on the facts of a case. Chobey v. Dhanalal, 35 Born. 383; Rampal
Singh v. Nandlal, r6 C.W;N. 346-rejerred to.

A.K.R.M.M.C. T. CHETTYAR FIRM v. S.E. MUNNEB
L I MITATION AcT (IX OF r9o8), ScH. I, ARTS. 49, 145-Deposit of
jewellery-Refusal to return deposit-Art. 145 tzot governed by
Art. 49· Held, that where jewelle.r y is deposited with a person
who refuses to return the same to the owner after a demand, the
case is governed by Art. 145 of the Limitation Act giving the
depositor a p eriod of 30 years to recover, from the date of the
dep.osit. Art. 145 not governed by Art. 49 of the· Act, so that
the refusal of the depositee does not make his possession become
unlawful within the meaning of that article so as to compel the
depositor to file his suit within thr~e years from the date of

is
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refusaL Administrator-General of Bengal v. K.K. Dassee, 3 r
Cal. 519; Gangineniv. Gottipaci,.3.3. M~d. so; Kishtapa Chetty
v. Lakshmi Ammal, 44 M~L:J. ""43"1'-';' "J:IIarmadflb"ai v. Bhavani
Shankar, 26 Bom. 430-Teferred to.
MA SHWE ON

v. MA SAw AND ANOTHER

547

(IX OF 1908), ScH. I, ARTS. 59, 132-0n-demand
loan secured by mortgagee, time runs from date of loan-Purchaser
from mortgagor not made a party by mortgagee in his suit, effect
of-Rights of auction-purchaser no higher than mortgagee'sConfiict between auction-purchaser and purchaser from mortgagorRemedy of auction-purchaser. Respondent was the purchaser at a

LIMITATION AcT

Court auction of property which was sold in execution of a mortgage decree on a simple mortgage, the money being repayable on
demand. The mortgagee had made-...oni~>the mortgagors' parties
in his suitandhad omitted to join the appellant who had purchased
the property from the mortgagors subject to the mortgage. The
executing Court put the respondentasauction-purchaserinpossession of the property. Appellant filed a suit against the respondent
for recovery of his possession and succeeded in the trial Court as
well as in the appeal to the High Court which held that as the
mortgage decree was in operative against the appellant, he could
not be disturbed in his possession. He had a right to redeem the
property i f he chose, but this right"was not a liability which he
<:ould be compelled to discharge. Some six years after the
auction and more than rz years from the date of the mortgage,
respondent filed a suit against t..he appellant for redemption of the
mortgage by the appdlsnt OJ: in default for sale of the property .
The trial Court dismissed the suir as time-barred, but the D istrict
Court ordered a remand. Appdlant appealed. Held, that the
appellant was under no personal obligation to discharge the mortgage debts and the claim for sale was barred under t he provi;ions
of Art. 132 of the Limitation Act. Whether the loan is personal
or secured by a mortgage, if it is payal::le on d emand, time runs
from the date of the loan and not from the date of,demand. The
auction-purchaser had no higher rights than an assignee of the
mortgagee and no fr esh period of limitation started by reason of
the mortgage decree or sale. If the respondent now wished to
alter his claim into one for possession, even if he could be allowed
to do so, the matter was res judicata between the parties owing
to the decision in the previous suit between them. Perianna v .
Muthuvira, 21 Mad. 139-referredto.

T.C. BosEv. 0BEDUR RAHMAN CHOWDHURY
L IMITATION AcT, ARTICLES ros AND 120
. LIMITATION AcT, ARTICLE

r66

s

L I MITATION Ac.T (IX OF 1908), ScH. I, ART. r82, CL.
M.D EXPLANATION I - Decree against judgment-debtor alone is not decree passed

against him and his surety jointly-Application for execution
against judgment-debtor alone does not save limiration cgainst
surety. Held that where a surety has signed a bond for the due
satisfaction in whole or in part, of a decree passed or to be passed
against the person, the decree cannot be said to be passed joL'1tly
against thejudgment-'debtor and his surety,sothatapplicatio~~for
execution under cl. 5 of Art. r82 of the Limitation Act agamst
~he judgment-debtor alone, which ·would save limitation against
the ju~gm~nt-debtor, _wc:>Uld not avail · as against the surety if
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execution is sought against him for the first time after three years
from the date of the decree. Narayan v. Timmaya, 3 I Born.
so-followed.

K.S:E:1VlomM:EDcAssn~f'..{~i>~6-rHERs v. ]AMILA Bss BsE

334

LIMITATION AcT (IX OF 1908), ScH. I ,ARTs. 182, 183-Burma Courts
Act (XI ?f 1922), s. z6-Decree of Chief Court governed by Art.
182 and JS not a decree of High Court for purposes of limiration-

Infructuous application for execution which is time-barred gives no
fresh P_er~od:(or limitation: I!eld, that Art. I 82 and not Art. 183 of
the Ltmttatwn Act apphed as regards execution of a decree of the
late Chief Court of Lower Burma, although an application for
execution is made in the High Court. The object of s. z6 of the
Burma Courts Act was simply to provide for the execution of
decrees of the Chief Court by the High Court, which succeeded it.
It is not intended to metamorphose a decree of the Chief Court
into a Hign·•cainf 'decree~ so"'1lS:"io'' apply the longer period
of limitation attaching to a High Court decree. Held, also, that
where an application for execution is made, which is timebarred, and an order for arrest is made, but no warrant is
issued and no process-fees are paid, the application becomes
:wholly infructuous and cannot give the decree-holder a fresh
period oflimitation under the provisions of Art. 182 (6) of the
Limitation Act. Consequently a second application for execution
is also time-barred althougp.,pr.esented within three years from
the date of the infructuous application. Bhagwan jethiram v.
Dhondi, 22 Born. 83 ; Bissessur Mullick v. l'vfaharajah Mahatab
Chunder, ro Suth. W.R. F.B.R. 8-referred to. Mungul Pershad
v. Grija, 8 I.A. 123-distinguished.
ALIBHAI MOHAMED, A FIRM

v. MAHOMED NOORMAHOMBD

LIMITATION WAIVER OF BY EXECUTIVE OFFICER INVALID

•••

LUNATIC, EsTATE OF, HOW DISTRIBUTED AT BUDDHIST LAW

LAw-Heirs of ..fo~ye,rt to · Jl-fahomedanism must be
Mahomedans-Hindu widow's claim in property of her husband
who became Mahomedan-Hindu heir's claim to property acquired
by deceased before conversion-Act XXI of x8so-Burma Laws Act
(XIII of 1898). A Hindu woman claimed to be the heir of her late
husband and to administer his estate. About 30 years ago the
husband had left Madras leaving his wife there, migrated to
Burma, renounced Hinduism and became a Mahomedan. He
married a Mohamedan woman and some Burmese women also
claimed to be his widows. He died a Mahomedan. Held that
the law which governs inheritance or succession to a person's
estate is the law to which he himself is subject' at the time of his
death. Under Mahomedan law, which applied to the deceased,
the Hindu widow could not inherit any part of his estate and
therefore her suit failed. Act XXI of 1850 had no application in
the case as it only applied to converts whose disabilities on
account of conversion the Act sought to remove. There is no
reliable authority for the proposition stated in Macnaghtens'
Principles of Hindu Law that a Hindu widow or Hindu heirs of a
Hindu converted to Islam will take all the property which the
deceased had.whilst he was a Hindu and up to the time of his
conversion. Tliere was also no equity in favour of the widow as
she acquiesced in the wrong done to her by her husband for 30
years. Asha Bibi v. Ma Kyaw Yin, C.R. 361 of 1919 of

MAHOMEDAN
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Ch. C.L.B.;Jowala v. Dharum, IO Moore's Ind. Ap. 51 I; Khunni
Lal v. Gobind, 33 All. 356-distinguished. Sundarammal v.
Ameenal, (I926) M.W.N. 952-referred to.
C.V.N.C.T. CHEDAMBARAN CHBTTYAR v. MA NYEIN AND

243

OTHERS

LAw- Widow cannot make a partnership cont1'act on
behalf of her minor children-Contract Act (IX of 1872), ss. rr,
247-Bu~iness carried on with partnership property involving share
of minor heirs of deceased partner, effect of- Suit for dissolution
of existing partnership governed by Art. 120 and not xo6 of the
Limitation Act (IX of 1908). Held, that a Mahomedan widow is
not competent (except for herself) to enter into a partnership
contract with her deceased husband's partner to continue the
business so as to bind her minor children. Their share in the
assets of the firm cannot be made liable for losses incurred after
the death of their father, if the surviving partner and their mother
agree to continue the business. The minor heirs would be entitled
to their share of the assets of the firm at the time of their father's
death, as well as to their share of the net profits made since their
father's death, in calculating with reasonable remuneration must
be allowed to the surviving partner for solely managing the business since the death of their father. A suit for dissolution of an
existing partnership (e.g. one made between an adult heir of a
deceased partner and the surviving partner) is govened by Art.
120 and not by Art. xo6 (or Art. I 14) of the Limitation Act.
Imambandi v. Mutsaddi. 45 Cal. 878 (P .C.)-referred to.
A. KHORASANY v. c. ACHA A.~D FOUR

MAHOMEDAN

MAHOMEDA!~ WILL-Testator's pcr<JJer of bequest-lV!ahomedan heirs'

shares cannot be modified by will-Restriction of enjoyment of
inheritance whether permissible- Physical incapacity of an heir.
A Sunni Mahomedan by his will left a third of his estate to charity
and p laced the remaining two-thirds in the hands of a trustee with
instructions to the trustee to pay to the testator's son an allowance
which did not represent the total income of his s hare as heir. The
testator's idea was a prudent one in view of the fact that the son
was of weak intellect and suffered from other physical disabilities.
Held, that according to Sunni Mahomedan law a testatqr may
bequeath one-third ofhis.estate to a charity or to a stran.ger, but he
cannot by a· testamentary disposition reduce or enlarge the shares
of his heirs, who are entitled to inherit, nor can he restrict their
enjoyment of the property they in}.lerit. Moulvi Muhammad.v~
Mussumat Fatima Bibi, 12 I.A. 159 ; Ranee Khujoorunnissa v.
Mussamut Roushan Jeha, 2 LA. 192-referred to.
.. .,. ....
E.C. ]EEWA v. H .H. YAcooB Au.Y AND ANOTHER
542
MARRIAGEABLE AGE OF BUDDHIST BOY

340

MEsNE PROFITS, SUIT FOR, WHETHER COGNIZABLE BY A SMALL CAUSE
COURT

CAR-Driving with permission
of person in possession, no trespass-Mere unskilfulness, ·not negligence-Liability for independent distinct tort. Appellants were the
owners ·of a motor car which they had given possession of to a
person under a hire-p1,1rchase agreement. The car was in charge
of the hirer's driver and with· his consent and permission,
resp.o ndent, a lad of r6, drove it. He attempted to cross a car in
. front. and then swerved to the left to avoid a car in fron:t coming

MINOR'S RESPONSIBILITY IN DRIVING . A

·.·

.

.·
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from the opposite direction. In conse:tuence he piled the car
upon a heap of laterite. Appellants sued respondent for the
damage. It was found that the respoadent was not negligent and
drove to the best of his ability, but the mishap occurred through
his inexperience, and want of skill. Held, that as the respondent
drove the car with the permission of the driver, there was no
independent trespass on his part so as to render him liable. His
unskilful driving did not amount to ne~ligence, because he was not
a licensed driver, nor was it an independent tort. Fawcett v.
Smethurst, (1914)84 L.J.K.B. 473-referred,to.
MoToR-HousE CoMPANY, LTD. v. CHARLIE BA KET

763

MINOR WHEN BOUND BY NATURAL GUARDIAN'S ACTS
MONEY PAID TO COMPOUND :\ NON.:COMPOUNDABLE CASE NOT RECOVERABLE

329

MONEY-LENDER TAKING CHATTELS IN PLEDGE, WHETHER AN OFFENCE
UNDER THE VIU.AGEACT

238
108

OF-Purchase price used for paying
prior mortgage-Priority of purchaser over puisne mortgageeContinuance of incumbrance when beneficial to purchaser, intention
immaterial-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 101. Held,

.MORTGAGED PROPERTY, PURCHASE

that where a purchaser buys immoveable property which is
encumbered, and the circumstances are such that it is for the
benefit of the purchaser that the mortgages involved in the
purchase should not be extinguished, th'!y enure for the b enefit of
the purchaser. ·where in a case to which th e concluding words of
s . IOI of the Transfer of Property Act apply, i.e., where the .
continuance of an incumbrance is for the benefit of the purchaser
the question of iatention of parties need not be examined.
Gokaldas v. Puranmal, xo Cal. 1035 (P.C.)-distinguished.
Soobramonian Chetty v. Aga Rajat Ally, 5 L.B .R. I 38-referred to.
N .V.N. NATCHI:\PPA CHETTYARv. Ko

THA Z ..>u~ .<\)lD ONE

MORTGAGEE PURCHASING AT COURT AUCTION PART OF MORTGAGED
PROPERTY, EFFECT OF-Discharge of proportionate share oj"mortgage d~bt-Values of properties tohether to be taken at date of mort-

gage or date of purchase-House on mortgaged site nearly complete
and included in mortgage-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s.
82. Held, that when a mortgagee has purchased part of the property
mortgaged to him at a Court auction subject to the mortgage, his
purchase has the eff~ct of discharging a proportionate share of the
mortgage debt. T he amount so discharged bears the same ratio
to the whole mortgage debt as the value of the property purchased
bears to the value of the whole of the mortgaged property. In
calculating the proportionate values of the properties, a question
arises whether the value at the date of the mortgage, or that at the
date of the purchase, should be considered. In the present case
the value of the house p·.uchased by the mortgagee, which was
not complete at the date of the mortgage, must be considered along
with the value of the house site, in determining the proportionate
amounts to be charged on the various mortgaged preperties, as, at
the date ofthe mortgage the house was being built and well on the
way to completion ar.d was included in· the mortgage deed.
Bisheshur v. Ram Sarup, ~2 All. 284; Fakiraya v. Gadigaya, 26
Bom. 88 ; lW:ardon Singh v . Thakur, 27 All. 549-rejerred to.
NYAUNGLEBiN Co-oPERATIVE ·BA)lK
OTHERS

v. MAuNe

BA

U

488
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MORTGAGEE Pui SNE, NOT AFFECTED BY DECREE AGAL"ST MORTGAGOR
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26 I

MORTGAGEE WHEN ENTITLED TO CLAIM APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER
MORTGAGEE WITH POSSESSION, WHETREI{~ DEFENCE OF CONTRA~ OF
SALEOPENTO
M UTUAL DEALINGS, WHAT ARE, WITHIN THE MEANil'<G OF SECTION
OF THE f>REsiDENCYTOVv'NS INSOLVENCY ACT

270, 276

47
46

NATURAL GUARDIANS' POWERS TO DISPOSE OF MINOR CHILD'S PROPERTY . • •

329

NEGLIGENCB,FINDING OF, NOT ONE OF FACT BUT OF INFERENCE FROM
FACTS

643

·NoN-APPEARAN CE OF APPELi..A..'iT,EFFECT OF

612

NOTICE TO INSOLVE..NT WHETHER NECESSARY BEFORE GRANTING LEAVE
T OSUE

533

ORAL EVIDENCE TO PROVE SATISFACTION·OF";CLAIM

191

for damages for breach of .
agreement to certify adjustment- Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 92,
no bar to proof of oral variation or novation. Where a judgmentd ebtor sets 1,1p a verbal agree:nent by the decree-holder to accep t
some variation or a new contract in substitution of the orig inal
decree he is not debarred from doing so by s. 92 of the Evidence
At;l, in a suit for damages by him against the decree-holder for
wrongfully proceeding with the ex~.~tion of his decree and in
contravention of his promise to certify ~be adjustment t o the Court.
Lachhman D as v. Baba Ramnath, 44 All . zs8-dissented from.

ORAL AGREEMENT TO MODIFY DECREE-Suit

MA SHWE P EE v . MAUNG SAN MYo
0RASA'S CLAIM DOES NOT !.APSE BY DEATH OF ORASA OR BY DEATH OF
THE SURVIVING PARENT

573<

318

ORDER OF COURT CONFIRMING ELECTIONS UNDER SCHEi"\1E FRAMED BY IT
UNDER THE CIVIL P ROCEDURE CODE, WHETHER APPEALABLE-Civil

Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s: 92. Held, that where
a Court reserves to itself the right to confirm elections held
under a scheme framed by it under~t;b.e~ arovi~ i on§ of s. 92 of the
Civil Procedure Code und where appli~ation for confirmation is
made by parties on one side in the suit and is opposed by parties
on the other side, the order is a decree in the suit itself and is
therefore appealable as a decree under the Code . Abdul Shaker
v. Abdul Rahiman, 46 Mad. 148-1·eferred to. B alakrishna v.
Vasudeva, 40 Mad. 793 ; Chzmilal v. Amhedabad Municipality, 36
Bom. 47; Kokku v. Chin~lachervu, 47 Mad. 369; Lakshmanan v.
Kannapa, 50 Mad. 121 ; Mahomed Esoof v. Mahomed Esoof, 7
B.L.T. 298 ; Minakshi v. Subramanya, I I Mad. 26 ; Municipal
Corporation of Rangoon v. Shakur, 3 R an. s6o ; Municipality of
Belgaum v. R udrappa, 40 Born. 509 ; National Telephone Co. v.
Postmaster-General, ( 19 I 3) A.C. 546-distinguished. ·
U BA PEA~ ONE v. U Po SErN AND OTHERS •.•
PARENTS' POWER TO DISINHERIT CHILDREN, AT B UDDHIST L AW

PAR,TIES-Appeal-Adding defenciant as r espond6nt- Appeal barred
when application made-" Interested in the result of the appeal"
- Property transf~rred by insolvent-Sale by Official AssigneeTransfer of Prope"rly A ct (IV of x88z), s. 6- Coae of Civil Procedure (Act V of 1908), 0. XLI, rr. 20, 33· A plaintiff, having
bought from an Official Assignee, for a trifling sum, property
of gre~t value which had belonged to the insolvent, sued to
recover the property. He alleged that a transfer by the insolvent
to the first defendant, and transfers by the first defendant and ·
other defen~ants to one another successively, were all invalid.

97
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The suit was dismissed. The plaintiff appealed to the High
Court, but failed to join the first defendant as a respondent.
At the hearing, the time limited for appealing having then
elapsed the plaintiff applied to join the first defendant, in whose
absence the -~pp.eal ~~cowd:.•:.nati!BI'Icteed. The application was
refused. By O rder XLI, Rule 20, an Appellate Court has power
to add a party if it appears that "he is interested in the result of
the appeal." By Order XLI, Rule 33 an Appellate Court can
make any decree or order which O!.lght to have bee!! made, and
make such further decree or order as the case may require, notwith standing that the appeaLas to part only of the decree.
Held, that as the first defendant held a decree against wh ich an
appeal was barred so far as he was concerned, he was not
"interested in the resul t of appeal" within the meaning of
Order XLI, Rule 20 : and assuming that under XLI, Rule
33, the Appellate Court could add a defendant as respondent for
the purpose of making a decree against him, no sufficient ground
had been shown ,.£or ,inte~"fed_pg .,with the refusal to do so.
Semble :-A sale· by ·an~·'Official'Assignee of lands in the possession of alienees from the insolvent is in substance a sale of the
right to litigate, and even if it does not come within the prohibition in section 6 of the Transfer of Property Act, x88z , the
principle of that enactment applies.
·
V.P.R.V. CHOKALINGAM CHETTY v . SEETHAI AcHA A.t'<D
OTHERS

EVIDENCE-Inadmissible document containing terms of partition-Evidence Act (I of
1872), s. 91. Held, that the fact of partition may be proved by
oral evidence, notwithstanding that the terms of partition are
embodied in a document which cannot be proved. S. 91 of the
Evidence Act is concerned with the terms of a document, not with
th.e fact of the transaction. Chotalal v. Bai Mahakore, 41 Bern.
466-rejerred to.
MAUNG TuN SEL'< v. K 0 Tu A.'<D FIVE
PARTNERSHIP, 0ISS01.UTION OF, GOVE~~ED BY ARTICLE 12;, LIMIT-

29-

PARTITIO::--i, FACT OF, CAt'< ,BE PROVED BY ORAl.

ATION AcT
PAYIN , WHEN CONVERTED INTO LETXETPWA

330·

198
2 34·

PAYMENT BY ONE CO-HEIR WHEN A CHARGE ON PROPERTY

500

PECULIAR WORDS, USE 9F IN A TRADE-MARK

221

PENAL CoDE, SECTION 75

39 r

PENAL CODE, SECTION I74

529·

x86o), ss. x82 AND 2II-0ffence committed
falling within the purview of both sections-Prosecution should be
under s. 2 I x-Charge before the police and subsequent institution .
of a proceeding bejore the Court-Criminal Procedure Code (Act V
of 1898), s. I95· Accused laid a false charge of robbery and hurt
in an information before the police, which was, after enquiry,
thrown out. Subsequently, the accused lodged a complaint in
Court for the same offence which the magistrate d ismissed as false
on the pol ice report. Held, that the accused committed an offence
which came both within the purview of s. x82 and s. 211 of the
Penal Code. Anoffenceunderthelatterse:ti:m includes an offence
under the former section, but the converse does not hold good.
Accu~ed, under such circumstances should b·e prosecuted under s.
2 x 1 of the Penal Code on a complaint by the Court according to
the provisions ofs. 195 (x) (b) ofthe Criminal Procedure Code and
n ot under s. I 82 of the Penal Code merely on the complaintofthe
public servant concerned. Bhokterain v.Heera Kolita, 5 Cal x84;

PENAL CoDE (AcT XLV OF

·
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Browr, v. A.nanda Lal Mullick, 44 Cal. 6so ; Empr-es~ v. Arjun, 7
Born. 574; Emperor v. Sorada Prosad Chat(tJrie.e.~az..Cal. x8o ;
jaggu v. P ala, 2 U.B.R. 95 ; Queen-Empress v. 'Ragll'Tiwari, 15
All. 3 36; Shaik Muhammad Yassim v. King-Emperor, 4 P at. 323referred to.
RAMBROSEv. KING-EMPEROR
PENAL CODE (AcT XLV OF

578

x86o), s. 379-Claim of right-Good faith i~z

belief and in the act of taking, necessary- Extent of such defence.
Held, that where a person has a claim of right which he believe.s
to be good and has attempted to assert that right by doing an act
which in good faith he believed he had every right to do, and for
such reason the Court is of opinion that he did not act dishonestly
then the person is innocent of theft. But where in asserting his
r ight to some property which a person believes to be good, he
does something which he knows he has no right~&«<a 1•.e..g.,. hy
taking the law in his own hands and remov-ing suet- property from
the possession of the opponent who claims the property himself,
he may be guilty of theft.
RA_l'WASAWMY AND ONE v. KING-EMPEROR
PENAL CODE, SECTIONS 379 AND 411, PROSECUTION UNDER WHETHER
BARRED BY ACQUITTAL UNDER FOREST ACT

54

PENAL CODE, SECTION 408, CONVERSION, PLACE OF

386
380

PENAL CODE, SECTIONS 421,424, INDEPENDENT OF lNSOLvENC\>'2\:cts'· ·~ . .':

664

Pfu~AL CODE (AcT

XLV OF r86o), ss. 464, 467-Fraudulent execution
of document on an alleged date other than the actual date of exe cution is forgery-Alteration of date ofpurchase of stamp-paper only
evidence !o show forgery of document engrossed thereon. Complain-

ant filed a suit against the first three respondents and obtained a
· temporary injunction order against them to prevent alienation of
certain property. Some twelve days after the service of the summonses and four days before the notice of injunction was served
on them, the first three respondents presented for registration a
document purporting to be a mortgage of the propert)t.G')'lere.d ,hy
the injunction and purporting to be executed by them in favour ·of' ' ·
the 4th respondent some' three months prior to the suit.
Complainant asserted that the document could not have been
executed on such earlier date, as the stamp-paper on which the
document was engrossed was bought only two· days before the
registration of the document and there was an alteration of the date
on which the · stamp-paper was bought. Respondents were
charged under section 465 of the Penal Code but were discharg'.'\ d
by the Trial Magistrate whose order was confirrned by the Session
Judge .· Held setting aside the order, that the offence was one
under section 467 of the Penal Code triable by a Co~rt of Session.
T o execut e with fraudulent intent, a document purporting to have
beenexecuted on a date other than the one on which it was actually
executed, is in itself a forgery. The real gravamen of the charge
is that the document itself is fraudulently ante-dated, and not the
alteration of the date on which the stamp-paper was bought which
fact is merly a piece of evidence to establish the· forgery of the
document itself.
RANGASAWMY CHETTYAR v. MAUNG Po Ku . •• •
PHYSICAL INCAPACITY: OF HEIR, Np GROUND FOR RESTRICTrnq FULL
RIGHTS OF OWNERSHIP AT MAHOMEDA.i'l LAW
P LEADI NGS, DEPARTURE AT APPEAL STAGE FROM CASE S.ET UP I N THE
. POSSESSION OF ·LAND NOT RECOVERABLE BY PERSON WITH INVALID

TlTLE-Tra!Jsfer of PropertJ'. Act (IV of r88z), s. 54; Registration

9

542
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Act (XIV of 1908), s. 49-Possession in virtue of invalid sale a
good defence. A person in possession of immoveable property
under a contract for sale is entitled to resist a suit for possession
and he has that right even if the,or.igi.nal"'i:r-ansaction purported to
be an outright sale but was not valid sale owing to the absence of
a registered sale deed. But that does not mean that a title can be
conferred in total disregard of the provisions of the Transfer of
Property Act, and therefore a person who is not in possession of
property cannot bring a suit for possession based on an invalid
title. Held, that a person whopur.port-edto derive title to immoveable property from his vendor who based his title on an
unregistered sale document, where the provisions of se.ction 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act applied, could not eject a person in
possession of the property and who was not put in poss~:ssion
thereof by him or his vendor. Maung Myat Tha Z an and two v.
MaDunandone, 2 Ran. 285; MaMaE and two v.lv!aung Tun, 2
Ran.479-distinguished.
, •. ~ ....·.: .., . .., ....
MAUNG BA AND ONE v. MAUNG K YWE AND ONE
POSSESSION OF LAND UNDER CONTRACT FOR SALE A SHIELD AGAINST
OWNER's CLAIM-Purchaser by registered deed from owner, position

of- Registered purchaser without notice of previous oral purchase,
takes precedence-Possession of previous owner as tenant of previous
unregistered purchaser is no notice to subsequent registered
purchaser- Registration Act (XV of 1908), ss. 48, so. Held, that
although a defendant in possession of land u~d~.t .1!- contract of
sale can resist a suit for possession ·by the''owner, or at most as
plaintiff can ask for a decree that he was in lawful possession of
the land, the case is different when a purchaser by registered
deed from the owner claims the land. He is in law the owner
of the land, provided he has no notice of the previous oral
purchase. If the previous owner remains in posse~sion as tenant
of the previous unregistered purchaser, such possession is no
notice to the subsequent registered purchaser of the earlier
purchase. Maung Myat Tha Zan v. Ma Dun, 2 Ran . 285 ;
lv!oreshwar v. Dattu, 12 Born. 569-referred to.
PtNDEB v. u HPA AND 01'\E
.
. . ,..
POSSESSION BY USUFRUCTUARY MORTGAGEE-Plea of subsequent safe in
satisfaction of mortgage debt without registered instrument, whether
valid defence in suit for redemption. Held, that a defendant who
was put into possession of the property as mortgagee may plead,
by way of defence to a suit for redemption; that the mortgagor
subsequently agreed to-sell the property to him in satisfaction of
the mortgage debt, an that if he proves that his present possession is of that of a purchaser in possession without a registered
conveyance, he is entitled to succeed. MaMa Ev. Maung Tun,
2 Ran. 479; MaPyon·ev. Ma U, Special Civil Second Appeal89 of
I923 ; Maung Myat Tha Zan v. MaDun, 2 Ran. 285 ; lvlaung Ok
Kyi v. i".fa Pu, 4 Ran. 368 ; Maung Shwe Hmon v. Maung Tha
Byaw, I I L.B.R. 462; Mahomed Musa v. Aghore Kumar, 42 Gal.
8or ; PoSinv. MaNyein, CivilFirstAppeai3o6 of1926; Po Thin
v. ThaHnaw, Special Civil Second Appeal 104 of I927; Venkatesh
v. Mallappa, 46 Bom. 722-referred to. Ma Shwe Kin v. Ka Hoe,
Civil Second Appeal3o8 of 1923 ; Myat Tun Aung v. Maung Lu
Pu, 3 Ran. 243-dissented from.
C.A.M.K..R. CHETTIAR v.MA K,YAW AND OTHERS
MAUNa Po SIN AND ONE v. MA NYEIN AND six·
PoWER OF SALE BY. MORTGAGEE-Power to be conferred in express
terms-What is not sufficient conferment-Transfer of Property
Act (IV of I 882), s. 69.. Held, that section 69' of.the Transfer of
.·c .·:-

~
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Property Act does not purport to confer any powers on mortgagees but it is intended, .when~PPW>eF.is expressly conferred by the
mortgage deed, to prescribe the'procedure, to curtail the unfettered exercise of the power and to determine the rights of the
purchaser at such a sale. Held, accordingly that a sentence in the
mortgage deed to the effect that " the mortgagee, his heirs,
representatives and assigns shall have all the powers, remedies
and privileges conferred upon the mortgagee by Act IV of x 882 "
does not authorise a sale out of Court by the mortgagee.
MATAPRASAD UPADHYA v. KuNNON D EVI AND ANOTHER
PREFERENCE GIVEN TO ESCAPE PRESSURE NOT FRAUDULENT •.•
PRESIDENCY TOWNS I NSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 17

134
536
533

(III OF 1909), s. 47-lVlutual
dealings and set off-Dtln!ag_e.sforr;./1!/lP.ch of contract against share
of profits-Refusal of creditor ·z'li'answer claim for damagts, effect
of. A creditor claimed from an insolvent a sum of money for his

PRESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT

share of profits is a business of which he was manager. The
insolvent claimed damages for a breach of contract on the part of
the creditor in failing to purchase the business of the insolvent.
The creditor, under legal advice, refused to say whether he was
liable for damages that would wipe out or reduce his claim. Held,
that the case was one of mutual dealings w ithin the meaning of
section 4 7 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. T he Official
Assignee was bound to enquire whether a claim made against the
estate really exhted and whether there was a set-off. The
creditor's refusal to answer the Official Assignee on the question
of set-off justified the latter in rejecting his claim. Booth Y.
Hutchinson, 15 Eq. 30; Palmer v. Day, (1895) 2 Q.B. 618-

referred to.

]EFFBRY v. OFFICIAL AsSIGNEE OF RANGOON

(III OF 1909), s. ss.:-coodfaith
andconsideration-Onus of proof on secured creditor. Under

PRESIDENCY ToWNS INSOLVENCY AcT

section 55 of the Presidency Towns I nsolvency Act the burden of
proving good faith and consideration is on the person claiming to
b e a secured creditor. Official Assignee of Madras v. C .S. Moodal iar, 43 Mad . 739-followed.
0FFICIALASSIGNEEOFRANGOONV. L. ROOPJEE • ••
PRESIDENCY TOWNS I NSOLVENCY AcT (Ill OF

1909), s. 103-Penal

Code (Act XLV of x8so),ss. 421,424-Criminalproceedingsmaintainable independently of the Insolvency Act-Death of the
camplainant-ll1agistrate's discretion to proceed with trial. An
insolvent concealed the receipt by him of insurance money on his
mortgaged property from the mortgagee as well as from the
Official Assignee who expressed an opinion in his report that the
insolvent was guilty of an offence under section 103 (b) (ii) of the
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. A creditor applied t o the
I nsolvency Court for his prosecution; but the Court declined to do
so. The creditor thereupon filed a complaint himself against the
'insolvent charging him with offences under sections 421 and 424 ·
of the Indian Penal Code. After the complainant's evidence was
taken, there were several adjournments and then the complainant
died. The trial Magistrate decided to proceed with the trial and
declined to d ischarge the accused under section 2 59 of the Crirninal
Procedure Code. Held, that the Presidency Towns Insolvency
Act does not take away a Magi~trate's.jurisdiction to try an·insolventfor an offence under sections 421 and 424ofthe Indian Penal
Code. There was no reason to interfere with the Magistrate's ·
. discretion to ptoceed with the trial as the offences were not

;
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compoundable and the deceased complainant's evidence could be
used under section 33 of the Evidence Act. Emperor v. Bhat, 35,
63-referred to.
U Mo GAUNG v. U Po SIN
P RINCIPAL AND '·' 'AUBNT:. · ..:Piwd~ .·'Jj attorney-S ubsequent registered
deed of trust-Sale of immoveable property-Alleged revoca:ion of
power-Construction of deed-Properties not included in deedA bsence of description for registration. A joint Hindu family
caJ;"ried on business as the K.P. firm with a branch in Pegu. I n
1 906 the manager of the family gave a power of attorney to S, the
P egu agent of the business, authorizing him to sell any of the
immoveable property. In 190 8, the business being in diffi::~l.i. s,
the manager of the family executed a deed by which a trustee
was given power to collect debts and pay cred itor~, and carry on
the business, with power t o sell propertits ment ioned in schedules.
T he P egu properties were not mentioned in th e schedules, but
clause 2 1 of the deed provided" all properties, assets, claims and
suitwhich~may-come'Under dispute of the K .P. firm have in this
way b een transferred to the trustee; he has power to receive them
as they are paid, to convert them all in money, and if convenient to
transfer them to creditors." In 1912 S by a registered deed
purported to sell part of the Pegu properties. Held, that the trust
d eed, upon its true constru ction· did not include the Pegu
properties, as they were not mentioned in the schedules, and the
d eed contained no description identifying th em as was necessary
for purposes of registration; that accordingly the deed did not
revoke the power'of attbrney of 1906, and s had power thereunder
to sell the properties in suit.
V.P.R.V. CHOKAl..INGAM CHETTIAR v . E .N .M.K. CHETTIAR
FIRM AND OTHERS

•. .

P RIVY COUNCIL, APPEAL WHEN TO BE MADE TO, ON A DECISION ON A
CARDINAL ISSUE ...
P ROBATE Al~D ADMINISTRATION ACT, x88r, LETTERS GRANT ED l!NDER
WHERE THE DeCEASED WAS GOVEfu'\;ED BY THE S UCCESSIOK
AcT, r86s
.P ROMISE TO PAY ON ACCOUNTS SETTLED, CAUSE OF ACTION BASED ON

664
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169
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P ROMISSORY-NOTE ONCE ADMITTED IN EVIDENCE NOT QUESTIONABLE '
.
BY APPELLATE C OURT FOR WANT OF STAMP

590

P ROPERTY, RENTAL VALUE OF, HOW DETERMINED
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(XIX OF 1925), s. 3 (2)-Vesting of money in a
"dependent "-Priv.ate Provident Funds-No vesting in nominee
or h-eirs-Court-fees as to deposit. Under the provisions of s. 3
sub-sec. 2 of the Provident Funds Act, XIX of 192 5, money in the
G overnment or Railway P rovident Funds vests in the " dependent" as defined in s. 2 of the Act and is also free from debts con-,
tracted by the deceased or by the dependent before the death of
t he depositor. Whether the money also vests likewise in a
nomin ee is not equally clear. But a sum of·money in a private
provident fund cannot be deemed to vest in the nomi:-:ee or the
widow or the children of the d ep ositor. They take by succession
and therefore the deposit is not exempt from payment of courtfees for letters of administration to the estate of a deceased
subscriber.
IN THE MATTER OF M . HAMI LTON KING, DECEASED
PROVIDENT F't.JNDS ACT (XIX OF 1925), s. 5-Declaration under the Act
a testamentary disposition'-Personallaw contrary to disposi tion,
effect of-Retrospective effect of statute. A Burman Buddhist, an
employee of the Burma Railways was a subscriber to the Burma
P ROViDE:-lT FUNDS AcT

55 8
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Railways Provident Fund. B y his declaration made in September
x924 he nominated his sister to receive the Provident Fund amount
on his death. T he Act (IX of iS¢9~"1:1\en in foree>'did not contain
provisions that enabled a person to override his personal law
as to dispositions. The Provident Funds Act, XIX of 1925, came
into fo::ce on the rst of April 1926. It applied to the Burma
Railways Provider,t Fund. The subscriber made no fresh declaration and died in February 1928. His widow who was his sol e
heir under Burmese Duddhist law clai~ed th e money acco::ding
to the personal law of the deceased. Held, confirming the decisio n
of the Original Side, that the provisions of section 5 of the
Provident Fu:-tds Act, XIX of I 925, enabled a Burman Buddhist to
make a valid noa.ination, though such nomination, being in th e
nature of a t~stamentary disp osition, is prohibited by his personal
law. Held, reve;-sing the decision of the Original Side, that no
fresh nomi:1ation was necessary,J~y,;th.e deceas.cd,,.JJader the new
Act, and that it wa5 valid as against the widow.
MA KvwAYv. MA Mr L AY AND At'<OTHER
P ROVINCIAL INSOLv"ENCY AcT, SECTION 5
PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY AcT (V OF 1920), ss. 28 (z ), 42-Refusal of
discharge does not terminate Insolvency proceedings-Leave of
Court necessa7y to file the suit ag-:zinst insolvent. H eld, that the
refusal of the discharge of an insolvent is not necessarily a
termination of the insolvency p,J:.oceedings, ..and.•.therefore the
bar against t he commencement of a suit against the insolvent
without the leave of the Court continues to operate. Rowe & Co.
v. Tan Thein Teik, 2 Ran. 643- followed. Maung Po Toke v.
Maung Po Gyi, 3 Ran. 492-overmled.
T ANSEIKKEv.C.A.M.C.T.FIRM ...
PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT (V OF 1920), ss . 53, 28 (?) -Doctrine
of' relation back' cannot be applied to s. 53-Voluntary transfers
voidable if made uithin two years from date of adjudication
and not from date of presentation of petition. H eld, that a
voluntary transfer made by an insolvent is voidable if made within
two years from the date of adjudik_ation and no.t.fr~m.tne.,date of
the presentation of the petition on which the adjudiciation order is
made . The doctrine of 'relation back' that is contained in s .
28 (7), cannot be imported into s. 53 o f t h e Provincial Insolvency
Act. Ghulam Muhammed v. Pam~a Ram, Civil Ap. No. 531
of 1917, Lah. H. C., K.N.K.L. Chettyar Firm v. Maung Ba Tin,
C.M.Ap. No.42 ofr918, Ch. C.L.B.; Nagindasv. Gordhandas,49
Born. 73o-approved. Rakhal Chandra v. Sudhindra, 46 Cal. 99 I ;
Sheonath Singh v. Munshi Ram, 42 AlL 343- dissentedfrom.
MAUNG PEv: M AUNG PoHTEINANDONE
PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 54
PROVINCIAL SMALL CAUSE CouRTS AcT (I X OF x88?), s. rs (x) AND
2ND ScH. , ART. 8-Suitfor 'laizu' not a suit for rent-Competen~y
of a Com·t of Small Causes to try suit. Plaintiff-respondents
agreed to allow defendant to work three p lots of land on the
understar.:i!,1g that seed-grains would be supplied by the plaintiff
and that the defendant would give plaintiffs h alf of the produce as
laizu which literally means" share efland." Held, that a Court
of Small Causes was competent to entertain a suit for recovery of
the value of such share by way of damages for a breach of
contract. Such suit was not a suit for' rent.' Jadab Chandra v.
Gopal Chand~a, 28 C.W.N . .848-referred to.
MAUNG KAN GYWE v. CHETTY~ AND ANOTHER
PROVINCiaL SMALL C AUSE CoURTS AcT (IX OF x887), ScH. II, ART.
31-:' 1\!Iesne profits,' meaning of.-Suitsfor mesne profits whether
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cognizable by a Small Cause Court. He.ld, that a suit for mesne
profits is not of a nature cognizable by a Small Cause Court
under the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act. Mesne profits are
those p rofits which the person in wrongful possession of immoveable property actually received or might with ordinary diligence
have received therefrom, together with the interest on such
profits. A suit for mesne profits is based on toxt, but the enquiry
necessary to decide such a suit is often, if not always, similar to
an enquiry required fo:- the taking of accounts. Antone v.
Nlahadev, 25 Born. 5 ; Drigpal Singh v. Kunjal, 40 All. 142 ;
lVIaung Tun E v. Maung Shwe Tha, 4 U.B.R. 83 ; Ramasami
v. Authi Lakshmi, 34 Mad. 502 ; Saz:arimuthu v. Aithttrusu, 25
Mad. 103- rejerred to c.nd approved. Girjabai v. Raghunath, 30
Born. 147 ; Ma Pan v. lVIe U, 3 Ran. 390- distinguished. Kunjo
Behary Singh v. Madhub Chandra Ghose, 23 Cal. 884 ; 1Vlaung Hla
Din v. Maung Kyaw Gale, 5 Ran. 388 ; Mussamat Kishen Kour v.
Tulsa Singh, P . R. (1902) Civil No. 35-dissentedf1·om.
U MIN DIN v. U Po TliAUNG
P uiSNE MoRTGAGEE- Rights unaffected by action of prior mortgagee
without jDining puisne mortgage as pm·ty-Civil Procedu1·e Code
(Act V of 1908), 0. 34, r. x. Held, that when a prior mortgagee
brings property to saJe in execution of the decree on his mortgage
and a second mortgagee of the property is not joined as a party to
the suit on which the mortgage decree was obtained, the righ ts of
the second mortgagee are unaffected by the suit of the first
mortgagee on the sale in execution of the decree. The mortgagees of the property in suit were in possession of the mortgaged
property and therefore could not be evicted by a purchaser
at a Court- sale of the said property which was sold at the instance
of an alleged prior mortgagee who had not made the puisne
mortgagees parties in his suit. San Bwin v. A.N.K. Nagamuthu,
8 L.B.R. 266-rejerred to.
MAUNG SHWE OK Ai'<D ONE t/. KARAMBU PILLAY AND TWO

AUCTION-Remedy if judgment-debtor has no
saleable interest-No warranty of title- Purchaser's right and
remedy restricted to statutory enactment-Civil Procedure Code
(Act V of 190 8 ) , 0 . 21, rr. 91, 92, 93-Remedy by way of suit, when
allowed. H eld, that an auction purch aser at a Court-sale may
appl¥ under 0 .2x 1 r. 91, of the Civil Procedure Code, within 30
days from the date of sale, to set aside the sale on the ground that
the judgment- debtor had no saleable interest in the property sold,
and if the sale is set aside under rule 93, the purchaser is entitled
to an order for refund of his money under rule 93· There is
no warranty of title, express or implied, either by the decreeholder or. b y th e Court in case of execution sales ; so the
purchaser's remedy is restricte.d to that prescribed by the statute
that creates his right. He cannot file a suit aganist th e decreeholder for the.return of his money, unless the question is outside
the scope of these rules. Soolayman v. S.S.A.O. Chetty Firm, xo
L.B.R. 76-followed. Rishikesh Laha v. Mamik Molla, 53 Cal.
?58-distinguished.
MAUNG NAUNG v. MAUNG BA GYI AND ONE
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P URCHASER AT COURT

Q UICQUID PLANTATUR SOLO, SOLO CEDIT, M AXIM HOW FAR
CABLE IN l NJ;>IA •:.
~ •••
.

.

APPLI-

" Contractor's test" inapplicable-Profits of race course. owners a good basis for assessment.
Held, that the profits of a race course form a sound b.asis for

RAcE CoURSE, BASIS OF ASSESSMENT OF-

468

643..

. P URCHASER'S FAILURE TO OBTAIN ALL TITLE DEEDS IS NEGLIGENCE
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assesing the premises and having regard to the quasi-monopoly
values of the premises..in. g~estiQl];, the "contractor's test" was
inapplicable. Dodds -\t: 'S6ut7i ;SHietds Union, (r875) r Q~B':'O: Sf ;·

Cartwright v. Sculcoates, 2 Q.B.D. 133; Kingston Union v. Metropolilan Water Board, (1926) A .C . 331 ; Ko Po Yee v. Corporation
of Rangoon, s Ran. r6r ; Mersey Docksv. Birl~enhead, (r9or) A. C.
175 ; Port of London v. Orsett Union, (1920) A. C. 273 ; Regina v.
Verrall,(r895) 2 Q.B.D. 133-referred to.
·
RANGOON TURF CLUB v. THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON
:RAILWAYS AcT (IX OF r89o), s . I 13-Proceedings to recover fare and
excess charge are not criminal proceedings-Magistrate can
recover fare and charge as if it were a fine-Illegality of imposing
fine and imprisonment in default. Proceedings· unde"r s: I I 3 of the

75

Railways Act against a person before a Magistrat.e for the purpose
of recovering excess charges and fares are not a prosecution .for a
criminal offence. The Magistrate can direct the passenger to-pay
the fare and excess charge and if he does not pay, proceed to
recover them from him as if it were a fine. He has no power to
impose a fine on the passenger or to order a sentence of imprisonment in default of payment.
6i9

KING-EMPERORV. MA KALAY MAANDANOTHER
:RANGOON PoRT AcT (BuRMA AcT

IV OF 1905), ss. 68, xor-Liability

"for anything purporting to be done under the Act;'' meaning ofClaim for loss of goods-Notice and suit within fixed·"1Jeriod
whether essential. Held, that ·where a person claims damages
from the Rangoon Port Commissioners for loss of goods, he
must give a month's notice in writing and file his suit within six ·
months in accordance with the provisions of s. 101 of the
Rangoon Port Act. The Port Commissioners were requir.:d
under the Act to land and ship goods, so that an omission to
do something that ought to be done in order to effect the compltte
performance of a duty impcsed upon the public body under the
Act amounts to an act done or intended to be done within the
meaning of s . 10 r requiring notice of action, and fixing the period
oflimitation for a suit. Allan v. Chairman of the District Bom'd
of Manbhum, 5 Patna L.J. 359; Wilscn v. The Mayor and
Corporation of Halifax, (1868) 3 Exch. 1 14-referredto.
BA!.THAZAR AND SONS, L TD.
PORT.OF RAN~WON

v.

COMMISSIONERS FOR THE

332

.R ATEABLE DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS BETWEEN CREDITORS ATTACHING
PROPERTY THROUGH TWO COURTS

LAw-Principle of valuation-Hypothetical value of a printing
press building-Building unsuitable for other purposes-General
advance in valp.e and in rents of house porperty nearby when an
appropriate guide. The Ass~ s~ or of the Municipal Corporation of

.RATING

Rangoon increased to rnore than double the valuation. of an old
building held under a long lease by a Press. The premises were
not suitable for otdi!1ary business purp;:.s-"S or for ·c enement
dwelling!;. The enhancement was made because of a general
advance in the value of house property in the neighbourhood and
because of the fact that occupiers of nearby buildings we·re paying
much higher rents than the rent paid by the Press. Held, that it
.is a cannon of Rating Law that the principle of the valuation of
any given hereditament is the hypothe:ical value o.f the hereditamentasitstands to any hypothetical tenant. It was not appropriate
. in this case to take as a guide the actual rents paid for other and
widely di;:similarbuildings occupied 0:1 different terms of tenancy.

v. ·

MUNICIPAL CoRPORATION oF THE CITY oF RANGOON
E:E·. DAWOODJEE ANP SONS .. •
.
.•• ~
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RECEIVER

OF. 1\fORTGAGED!PROPERTY-Appointment usual when interest

in arrears-Purchaser of mortgaged property and party to suit
bound by such appointment-Act for the improvement of Law
Reports(Act XVIII of x87s)-Subordinate Court bound by decision
of its own High Court. Held, that a mortgagee who has filed a
suit in respect of his mortgage is as a matter of a course entitled
to have a receiver appointed of the mortgaged property, if the
interest. is in arrears, and a purchaser of the property from the
mortgagor and who has been made a party to the suit cannot
object to such appointment, on account of the purchase. A
Subordinate Court is bound to follow a ruling of its own High
Court which covers the case and it is entirely improper for such
Court to follow a contrary ruling of another High Court and that
too published in an unauthorized report. A. C. Baroocha v.
M.L.R.M.A. Chetty, S L.B.R. 135-followed.
· KHoo Joo T IN v. MA SsrN
REFRESHING MEMORY FROM A DOCUMENT OTHERWISE INADMISSIBLE
DOES NOT MAKE DOCUMENT ADMISSIBLE
REFuSAL OF DISCHARGE DOES NOT TERMINATE INSOLVENCY PROCEED. INGS .. .

261
142

27

R~GISTRATION AcT,SECTION 49
REGISTRATION ACT, SECTIONS 48 AND 50, EFFECT OF, ON INV~LID SALE
. . . AND SUBSEQUENT REGISTERED INSTRUMENT
RELATION BACK, DOCTRINE OF, NOT APPLICABLE TO SECTION 53,
PnoviNCIAl. INsoLvENcY AcT
•, •
•••
•. •
REMAND, .ORDER OF IF APPEAl.ABl.E, NOT OPEN TO QUESTION ON APPEAL
AGAINST JUDGMENT SUBSEQUENT TO REMAND

so6

REMISSION·OF PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACT

191

REMUNERATION PAID IN FOREIGN 'TERRITORY BY F OREIGN GoVERN1\!lENT' FOR. SERVICES REN DERED IN BRITISH I NDIA IS NOT ASSESSABLE TO' INDIAN INCO!\IIE-T.-\..'C
...
.. •
...

598

Application ofprinciple to co-defendantsDecision to be binding must decide any conflicting issue between
co-defend.q.nts-Decision of fact against plaintiff in former suit
cannot bind. co-defendants among themselves, unless by admission.
In a f.orm~r suit in which one sister was the plaintiff and her two
brothers and another sister were defendants it was held by the
High Court on appeal that the mother of the parties being a
Chine·se Buddhist, her daughters were excluded from inheritance.
The defendant sister was a pro forma defendant though she gave
evidence in favour of her plaintiffsister. At no time did she admit
that her mother was a Chinese Buddhist. There was no active
contest as to rights and no decision 'thereon as between the defend~
ant sister and her brothers in that suit. This sister now filed' a
suit claiming her share of inheritance in the estate of her mother
and made l;ter brothers and the sister (who was plaintiff in th~
former suit) defendants. T,he trial Court dismissed her claim on
the ground that she was bound by the High Court Bench decision
in the former suit that her mother wa•s a Chinese Buddhist. Held
that 's uch decision did not bind the present plaintiff under th~
principle of res judicata. If the relief given to a plaintiff does not
require or involve a decision of any case between co-defendants,
the co-defendants will not be bound as between each other by
any proceeding which may be necessary only to the· decree the
plaintiff obtains. Cottingham v. Earl of Shrewsbury, 3 Haie's
Reports 6~6-followed.
.
·
• MAPAN NYUN v . MAUNe SrT Pl:JAUNG AND'OTHERS

125
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GROUNDS FOR-Dispouzl 'Tifs;iuil on a date not notified t o
parties-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0. 9, r. 9; 0. 43, r.
I (w) ; 0. 47, rr. I, 7-Period of limitation-Appeal against order
granting application/or review. Where a Court dismisses a suit
for default of appearance of the plaintiff on a date which the Court
under a mistake-supposes to be fixed for the attendance of the
parties and supposes that the plaintiff was so notified when he
was not, and is under a misapprehension that the case was
privately settled between the parties. Held, that an application
for review would lie under such circumstances. Although a
review application would not lie against an order dismissing a suit
for defaul twhen no application had b een made under 0.9, r. 9 of
the Civil Procedure Code within the peri.od of time allowed, such
a rule woald not apply and the•part}·would not be restricted to
such period in a case like this where the plaintiff could not \le
expected to know immediately the di.s missal of his suit. Held
also that an appeal I ies from an order admitting an application for
review, but such appeal is restricted to the three cases mentioned
in 0. 47, r. 7 (t). Chajju Ram v. Neki, 3 Lab. 127; Mahadeo
v. Lakshminarayan,49 Born. 839-distinguished.

REviEW,

A.T.K.P.L.M. MuTHU.PILLAYv. LAKsHMINARAYAN

254

SALE, POWER OF, BY MORTGAGEE WHEN TO DB·EXERCISED

I 34

SESSIONS COURT WHETHER COMPETENT TO SET ASIDE TRIAL COURT'S
ORDER DISPOSING PROPERTY ON ACQUITI'AL

259

SRIAH MAHOMEDAN LAw-Gift by way of trust must conform to law
relating gift-Gifts in futuro when invalid-Gift to unborn person
after a life interest and control over corpus, invalid. A Shiah
Mahomedan lady purported to create a trust by a deed of gift in
which she appointed a trust.e e who was to pay the income of the
trust property to herself for life, on her death to pay the income
to her husband and on his death to pay the income to her son and
daughter and· after their death the income was to go to their
children, and on attainment of the age of 18 by the youngest
grandchild ; the property was to be made over outright to the
grandchildren. The trustee was to get I 5 per cent. of the income
by way of commission during the settlor's life-time. The trustee
was empowered to sell and transfer the corpus of the property
subject to the written consent of the donor during her l ife-time.
Held, that the trust-deed was invalid. A gift under Mahomedan
law to be valid must be a gift in praesenti and not in futuro.
The fact that the g ift was by way of trust did not override the
Mahomedan law as to gifts. There was no gift in praesenti as the
settlor had reserved to herself a life interest and she had not
divested herself of all dominion over the corpus of the property as
it could be sold with her consent. Mirza Hashim Mishkee v.
A.A. Bindaneem, 5 R an. zsz-confi.rmid. Jainabai v. Sethna,
34 Bom. 6o4 ; Mahomed Shah v. Official Trustee of Bengal, 36
Cal. 43I ; Sadik Husain v. Hashim A li, 43 I.A. 212; Shiras
Husain v. Mushaf Husain, 24 Oudh Cases 32 ; Yusaf A.li v. ·
Collector of Tippera, 9 Cal. 138-rejerred to. Nawab Umjad Ally ·
v. Mohumdee Begam, r I M.I.A .JI7-distinguished. Ameer Ali's
Mahomedan L aw, 4th Ed. p. 142 ; Bailie's Digest of Moha- ·
medanLaw, p.214; Mulla'sMohamedanLaw,'JthEd.,pp.II9I 20 ; Tyabji's MahomedanLaw, :znd Ed., sS": 349, 449-rejerredto.
MIB.ZA H.AsmM Mls~KEE v. A.A. H. BrNDANBEMAND ONB
SMALL CAUSE NATURE, SUIT OF A-Addition of a claim for declaration .
-Declaration when essential-Money paid "to compound a noncompoutuJahle case whether recoverable . . Held, that suit for a
. decl~U"ation that 1\n aw~cl wa~ v<;>iq and for tl)e .re~I"P of nwney
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paid under the award is not a suit of a small case nature. Held,
further, that a voluntar;y payment made to compound a noncompoundable •ease 'i'S''tl.ot"--recoverable by suit. Amjadennessa
Bibi v. Rahim Buksh Sikdar, 42 Cal. 286 ; Ramachandraiyar v.
Noormulla Sahib, 30 Mad. IOI- referred to.
MAUNGCHITSuv.MAUNGSANGYAW
SPECIFIC RELIEF AcT (I OF 1877), s. 9-Criminal Procedure Code
(Act V of 1898), s. I4s- Criminal Court's order no bar to a suit for
possession-Remedy of unsuccessful party in such suit-Suit based
on title- Revision wher1 not the remedy. Respondent sued
applicant and another under s. 9 of the Specific Relief Act against
wrongful dispossession of land. Applicants pleaded that the suit
was not maintainable as an order had been passed against the
responde.pt by a Criminal Court under s. I45 of the Criminal
Procedure Code.,, Xhe.trial,..Court held that the order was no bar
and decreed the suit. ·· :Applicants applied to the High Court in
revision.. Held, that an order of a Criminal Court under s. 145 of
the Criminal Procedure Code was no bar to a suit under s. 9 of the
· Specific Relief Act. The remedy of the unsuccessful party in such
suit is to file a suit based on his title. Such other remedy being
open to him, the High Court need not exercise its revisional
powers. Moreover the trial Court in this case in deciding that a
suitlay, decided a pointoflaw which it hadjurisdication to decide.
Amir HassanKhanv. SheoBakshSingh, (P.C.) II Cal. 6 ;Jwala
v. Ganga Prasad, 30 All. 331-referred to.
UK,YAWLUANDANOTHERV. U SHWESO
SPECIFIC RELIEF AcT (I OF 1877), s. 42, CIVIL PRoCEDURE CoDE
(AcT V OF 1908), s. 92-Bare declaratory decree not permissible,
when plaintiff should ask for consequential relief- S. 42 exhaustive
of cases in which merely declaratory 'decrees can be made. Plaintiffs
for themselves and on behalf a community filed a suit for a bare
declaration that a certain temple and lands constituted a public
trust. They did not obtain the consent of the Government
Advocate, nor did they ask for any consequential relief, although
the defendants werein"possession of the temple and lands. Held,
that as the· plaintiffs were suing in a representative capacity in
respect of a public trust, and as they were out of possession of the
trust property, they were not entitled to sue for a bare declaration
and were bo~nd to ask for consequential relief and also to obtain
the consent of the Government Advocate to institute the suit.
Their suit was therefore barred by the proviso to s. 42 of the
Specific Relief Act. This section is exhaustive of the cases in
which a decree merely declaratory can be made, and the Courts
have no power to make such a decree independently of that
section. Sheoparson Singh v. Ramnandan Singh, 43 I.A. 91referred to• .
P. C. TlmVARv. V. SAMBHAN AND OTHERS
SPECIFIC RELIEF AcT (I OF x887), s. 42-Declaratory relief strictly a
creation of statute-Nature of proprietary right-Negative declaration-Discretiona.r y nature of remedy-Party not to be restricted
in the choice of remedies open to him. Plaintiff sued the defendants
for a declaration that he was entitled to sue and import in Burma
check longyis with the Crown of "Taj " mark attached thereto,
and that that mark did not constitute an infringement of the
defendants' Fez or " Topee" mark. Previous to the institution
of this suit, d efendants bad filed a complaint in respect of the
trade mark, aganist the plaintiff in a Criminal Court, which was
pending. H{!ld, that the Court has jurisdiction to grant a declarat~ry· relief only· in cases which' conform strictly with the.
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provisions of s. 42 ofthe Specific Relief Act. The righ t to property
referred t o in the section is a person's individual right in a particular property and not a general right which h e possesses in
common with otber persons. Plaintiff did not acquire a declaration for selling any kind of goods he l iked. He was not
complaining of .any infringement of his own trade-mark, but
wanted ~ negative declaration that he was not infringing some
other person's trade-mark. S. 42 of the Act was cot intended ·
for such a purpose. Even if such a suit lies the remedy was
discretionary and the Court would refuse it as the object of the
plaintiff was to pervent the defendants from pursuing according
to their choice their criminal remedy. ·Deokali v . Ka!krnath.,.39.. _
Cal. 704 ; K.R.M.A.firm v. Maung Po· Thein, 4 R2tr.'2:i4tifiTrea ~
to.
MoRAMMEDABou:t.KADERv. FINLAY, FLEMIN~&_Co.

291

SPECIFIC RELIEF AcT, SECTION 55

456

LAJ.'W-Order of eviction by R evenue autht:Jrities~
Suit for possession after such order. Held, that a squatter on
Government waste land, after the Revenue authorities had
issued an order of eviction, cannot maintain a suit for possession ·" · - .. ·•
of the land. Gobind Prasad v. Mohan Lal, 24 AIL 157 ; In re
Maung Naw v. Ma Shwe Hmut, 8 L.B.R. 227 ; Maung Po CJUJ v.
Maung San Bwin, 3 Ran. 171-referred to.
MAuNe AUNG PYI AND ONE v. AUNG M o AND oNE
. ,· 214

SQUATTER'S RIGHT TO

(II OF x899), ss. 35 (a), 36-Promissory-note insufficiently
stamped, admitted in evidence-Proviso (a) of s. 35-Whether such
admission amounts to illegality-Appellate Court's power toques- ·
tion the admission. Held, that where a trial Court admits an
insufficiently stamped promissory-note in evidence on payment of
the duty and penalty, overlooking the fact that proviso (a) of.s, 35
of the Stamp Act does not apply to a promissory-note, the C ourt
cannot be said to have acted illegally, and having regard to the
provision of s. 3 6 of the Act the Appellate Court b as no power to
question the admission of the document, and to reject it on the
ground that it was not duly stamped. Devachand v. Hirachand, 13
Bom. 449 ; Koob Lall v. Jungle Singh, 3 Cal. 787 ; MiKe v. Nga
Kan Gyi, II U.B.R. Stamp 36 ; Panchanand v. T aramoni, I Z Cal.
64-followed. Maung Ba Kywan v. Ma Kyi Kyee, 2 L .B.R. 103
-dissented from.
·

S TAMP ACT

590

MANYUNv.MAUNGSANMYAANDANOTHER ...

I 37

STATEMENT TO POLICE HOW TO BE USED IN TRE TRIA1.
STATUTORY RIGHT CREATED FOR BENEFIT OF INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS- .

R ighl of injured individual to sue-Special statutory remedy wher{
a bar to ordinary ci·l.'il remedy-R angoon Small Cause Courts Act ·
(Burma Act VII..of 192o), s. • 35· Where a statute creates a
right for example, in the form of a duty which a public officer
must perform for the benefit an individual or of a class of individuals, and the statute at the same time provides a remedy for
the breach of that duty, the presumed intention of the.law is that
the r emedy is exclusive of ordinary remedies. Held, .that as.s. 35 .
of the Rangoon Small Cause· Cour t Act provides a special remedy
(by way of application to the Chief J udge of the said Court) for
· the r ecovery of compensation in cases were a· party finds ·hit'DSelf
unable to execute an order on account of a bailiff's breach of
.'
duty, the ordinary civil courts have no jurisdiction to entertain ··· : ··
suit ~or the same r elief..

RAmiAN &

Co.

v. MAUNe WAIK

•..
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STEP-CHILDREN~$ CLAIM AGAINST STEP-uNCLES AND AUNTS AND HALF•

UNCLESANDAUNTS
•• ,
SUCCESSION AcT, 1925 SECTION "292~·>-':A:CTION UNDER, WHETHER THE
ONLY REMEDY AGAir-ST SURETY FOR ADMINISTRATOR •••

35 5

474

SuiT BY ·OR AGAINST · ·RECEIVER-Leave

of Court essential-Whether
leave can be granted after institution of suit-Effect of judgments
passe_dwithout obtainiug leave to sue. Held, that a r~ceiver cannot
either sue or be sued without the permission of the Court which
appointed him. If a Court entertains a suit or appeal arising out
of such suit, without such leave, it acts without jurisdiction.
'iVhere permission has not been obtained before the institutiop. pf
such a suit, a Court should stay proceedings to allow plaintiff to
apply for such permission. In the present case the trial Court and
appellate Court had passed their judgment which they had no
juri.sd~ction to pass, and so it was too latc.~.9. ~pply for permission,
and the proper course was to·'aismls·s'"the suit-for want of leave
to sue.

u OHN MAUNG v. EBRAHIM

PAUPERIS-AdJournment cost-Order for payment by
plaintiff suing as a pauper-Dismissal of suit for non-payment. A
plaintiff who was suing as a pauper obtained two adjournments for
amending his plaint on condition that he paid costs of th e adjoUJ;nments, four gold mohours in all. An order was placed on record on
the second adjournment that if the costs"were not pa~d, the suit
would stand dismissed. Plaintiff failed to pay the costs and the
suit was dismissed, Held, that the order to pay costs as a conditioll for adjournment was justifiable. Ambaji v. Hanmant Rao,
4 7 Born. 104-distinguished.
LIM PIN Sx v. ENG WAN Hoc!(
••!
SURETY'S LIABILITY TO PRODUCE JUDGMENT-DEBTOR-Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1918), 0. 38, r. 3-Withdrawal of application by .
surety to be discharged, effect of-Insolvency of judgment-debtor1
effect of on surety's liability. A surety who had undertaken to
produce the defendant whenever required.b;y the, Court until the
decree was satisfied,, applied to be discharged from his liability
and. produced the judgment-deb tor, but ultimately withdrew his
application. The decree-holder subsequently applied for
execution against the surety who contended that as he h ad
produced the judgment-debtor before and also as the judgment•
debtor had been adjudicated insolvent, he was discharged from
his obl igation under the bond. H eld; that as the surety withdrew
his application for discharge his production of the judgmentdebtor on that occasion did not discharge him from his liability · ·
under the bond; and the judgment-debtor's insolvency did not
canc~l . such l i~bility.
·
A. SOWDAGAR v. B. SHI
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SUIT IN fORMA

SURETY'S . ~lABILITY ~DER ADMINISTRATION BOND, HOW ENFORCEABLE
-Proceedings unders. 2920/ Succession Act (XXXIX of 1925)
whether fmlyremedy-Civ il Procedure Code (Act V ojx9o8), s. 145·

(c). Whether decree againstadministratoi can be executed against
surety t' adminis.tr.atiotz bond. . Held,-(by CARR and D AS, JJ.) that a
surety.who is liable under the t ~rms of his administration bond' can·
be pro::~eded ·against only by obtaining as assigrunent of the·bo.11d
as prov1ded ins: 292 of the Succession Act. A personal decree
against an administrator cannof be executed against his surety.
under an administration bond; by applying the summary remedy .
provided by.s. 1 45, Civil Procedure-Code.·· A proceeding for the
grant of L.e tte(s of Administration may take the form of a sui~; !lut·_.:
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is not a suit nor is it a p.roc.ee44:lg...cpnsequent on a suit. The
word 'decree' ins. 145 re'fers~oiily to clauses (a) and (b) of that
section and not to clause (c), to which the word· 'order' only
applies.
Ko MAUNe G'\'1 AND OTHERS v. DAw ToK
SURRENDER ESSENTIAL BEFORE TENANT
TITLE

CAN

474

DISPUTE LANDLORD's

TENANCY, ESTOPPEL BY, WHEN DETERMINED
TIME " REQUISITE "FOR OBTAI~ING A COPY OF DECBREE, MEANJNC OF

imitation-Difference between use of peculiar
words and common words- Principle of Seixo v. Provezende case" Star'' mark exclusive right to use such word-Length of time ofuser
-Fraud to he explititly pledileilaii'd·pr81J~. Plaintiff..respondents
sued the defendants to restrain them from using 1abets for matches
of ocalmanufacture bearing five red stars alleging that they closely
resembled in form,colourand general get-up the plaintiff<-' various
" Star·" labels on their imported Swedish matches. Plaintiffs
claimed that their labels are known throughout Burma in English
as th~ " Star " mark, in Hindustani as " Tara marka," and in
Burmese as" Kyee tazeik," and that the defendants' matches are
likely to be called by the same n \ m.e. Plaintiffs claimed the
exclusive right to the generic name 1' Star." · They were using
their labels in Burma for some six months or more ere the defendants introduced their mark. Plaintiffs succee!ied on the Original
Side, and the defendants appealed. Held, (reversing the judgment)
that there was a very great difference in the use of a peculiar
Portuguese word like " Seixo" and a common universal word like
"Star." Plaintiffs had not established a right to restrain every
body from using a design for matches in which any number of stars
is a distinctive mark. Plaintiffs' case as to colourable get-up failed
entirely. Length of time necessary to acquire ownership of a
mark by user depended on circumstances. If a party relies on
fraud he should explicitly plead and'· t>rove it. Boord v. Bagots,
(1916) z A.C. 396 ; Claudius, Ash Sons & Co., Ltd. v. Invicta
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 29 R.P.K. 475 ; Dexter, It, re, (1893)
2 Ch. Div. z66 ; Licensed Victualler's Newspaper Co. v. Bingham,
38 Ch. Div. 139-referredto. Hallv. Barrows, (1863) 32 L.J. Ch.
548; In re the trade mark of La Societe Anonyme des Verreries de
L'Etoile, (1894) 1 Ch. Piv. 61 ;Johnston v. Ewing, (1882) 7 A.C.
:t19 ; Seixo v. Provezende, (x866) I Ch. Ap. 192 ; Wotherspoon v.
Currie, s E. & I. Ap. soB-distinguished. The Swedish Match
Company v. Admajee Hajee Dawood & Co., Ltd., 4 Ran. 381setaside.
AnMAJEB HAJEE DAwooD & Co., LTD. v. THE SwEDISH

ThADB-MARits-Colourable

.. .

221
125
134
423
soo

. ...

48

MATCH CoMPANY
TRA.NSPBR.OF PROPERTY AcT, SECTION

54

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY AcT, SECTION 69
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY AcT, SECTION 6 (h) (3),
TRANSFER oF .PROPERTY AcT, SECTION xoo
TRANSFER OF PROPBRTY·.ACT 1 SECTI~N 101

78

USUFRUCT~ARY MORTGAGEE, WHETHER ~ERMIT'r'ED TO PLEAD SUBSEQUm:{T
O~LSALE
.
.. •
Z70127.6
VoLUNTARY · PAYMENT-Ch~rge on land how ·created-Pay~nt by one
heir io set aside· Court sale of property of a deceased person--:
· Payment .of Govern71Jent revenUe by one co-sharer..:_Transfer of
Property Act (IV ~f x88z),s. xoo. I;leldthatan heir of a deceased ·
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person who voluntarily pays into Court money under the provisions
of 0. 21, r. 89 of the Civil Procedure Code in order to get the
Court-sale of. the deceased's property set saide, does not acquire
any cbarge"tb-ereoy on the shares of the co-heirs in such property,
by operation of law or otherwise, if such payment, which they
are under no liability to make, is made without their knowledge
and consent. A majority of the High Courts in India have held
that even where a co-sharer pays Government revenue which all
the co-sharers are bound to pay, and thereby saves the estate, he
does not acquire a charge on the shares of his defaulting co-shares.
Kinu Ram v. Mozaffer, 14 Cal. 809 ; Seth Chitor Mal v. Shib Lal,
14 All. 273 ; Shivrao v. Pandlik, 26 Born. 437-referred to.
P. Amman Pariyayi v. M.P. Pakran, 36 Mad. 493 ; Rajah of
Vizianagram v. Rajah Setrucherla, 26 Mad. 686-distinguished.

u SHWE BWAV. MAUNG THAUK KYA

soo

WHIPPING AcT (IV OF 1909), s. 4-Sentence of whipping whether justi-

fied for offences under s. 394, Indian Penal Code.·

Held, that
before a sentence of whipping in addition to imprisonment can
be passed on a person found guilty under section 394, Indian
Penal Code, there must also be a finding that he himself caused
hurt while committing the robbery.

Po THAUNG v.KING-EMPEROR

.... --

WIDOW, MAHOMEDAN, INCAPABLE OF MAKING A PARTNERSHIP CONTRACT
ON BEHALF OF HER MINOR CHILDREN

198

WRONGFUL ATTACH~T, MEASURE OF DAMAGE FOR
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